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Foreword

In medicine, as in life, there is usually small profit in attempting to assign
full praise or full blame for a success or a failure to any single action or circum-
stance. On the other hand, if any single medical program can be credited with
the saving of countless lives in World War II and in the Korean War, it was the
prompt and liberal use of whole blood.

The development of the concept of the liberal use of whole blood and the--
regrettably delayed-implementation of the concept represent one of the great
pioneering achievements of World War II. The same concept was applied in
the Korean War, fortunately more rapidly, with equally spectacular results.
It has been carried over into civilian life, again with brilliant results, though
sometimes, one fears, almost too casually, as one sees blood administered when
it is not actually needed and apparently without thought of its possible
consequences.

The story told in this volume of the history of the U.S. Army Medical
Department in World War II is one that must be told. When that war broke
out in September 1939, a whole-blood service had already been successfully
provided during the 3-year Spanish Civil War, and the British immediately
put into operation the program which they had developed 6 months before.
Yet, it was not until May 1940 that the United States took the first steps in
what later became the whole-blood program, and when this country was pre-
cipitated into World War II in December 1941, the plasma program, at least
from the standpoint of commercial production, was still in its early stages.

The British experience with whole blood in North Africa, before the United
States entered World War II, gave rise to discussions in the United States as to
the need for provision of whole blood for combat casualties, but these discus-
sions were not much more than academic until after the Allied invasion of
North Africa in November 1942. It was that invasion and the casualties that
it produced which brought the true situation sharply home, both to medical
officers overseas and to the numerous persons and agencies in this country who
were studying shock. Our experience in North Africa made it quite clear that
plasma, in spite of its virtues and advantages, could not take the place of whole
blood. Plans for its provision were worked out in both the Mediterranean and
European theaters, and, by May 1943, the Office of The Surgeon General had
formulated a plan, frankly a compromise with the ideal, for supplying whole
blood to forward hospitals from base sections. By November of 1943, however,
an entirely workable plan had been prepared in the Transfusion Branch of that
Office to fly blood from the Zone of Interior to oversea theaters. The Surgeon
General at this time considered the plan both impractical and unnecessary, and
it needed the casualties of the first weeks of the Normandy invasion to demon-
strate that the reliance placed upon local supplies of whole blood was completely
unrealistic. Then, in August 1944, the same plan and the same airlift that had
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been rejected in November 1943 were utilized to fly blood to the European
theater. A similar airlift to the Pacific Ocean areas was instituted in November
1944.

The blood program in World War II was a brilliant success in spite of the
delays and frustrations that attended its inception. After the war, however,
the program was allowed to lapse, and, when the Korean War broke out, less
than 5 years after World War II had ended, planning for whole blood in a future
war had only just been instituted, and the implementation of the planning had
to be effected during the active fighting.

It is hard, in retrospect, to understand why the United States was so slow
to grasp the implications of the use of whole blood in World War 1, limited
though that experience was; why it did not take advantage of the successful
blood program used during the Spanish Civil War; and why it did not immedi-
ately make use of the British experience in the early months of World War II,
when the necessity and value of whole blood for combat casualties were so
clearly proved. It is even harder to understand why, between World War II
and the Korean War, all plans for a supply of whole blood in possible future
wars were allowed to lapse, so that the United States entered the Korean War
with a plan, it is true, but with no arrangements for implementing it.

Brig. Gen. Douglas B. Kendrick, the author of this book, carried the chief
responsibility for the Army blood program during World War II and during
much of the Korean War. I note that in his preface he is somewhat apologetic
for the detail with which the story is told. He should not be. He is quite
correct in emphasizing that behind the drama of transfusion, and its almost
miraculous results in both those wars, lay an elaborate mechanism of procure-
ment, storage, delivery, and other monotonous but highly necessary details.
Furthermore, as he has pointed out, it is only by the strictest and most precise
attention to such details that blood is able to achieve its life saving miracles,
and, equally important, can be prevented from becoming a lethal agent.

I am also glad that, contrary to the usual practice in this historical series,
the story of the whole-blood program has been carried over from World War II
into the Korean War, even though, as already stated, the story, at least in the
beginning, reflects no credit upon our foresight. Our thoughtless negligence
makes it the more important to record the facts. Like my predecessors in the
Office of The Surgeon General, I have taken the position that this history must
be written with complete candor and frankness, not only because a history is
worthless if it is not honest but also because we must spell out the errors of the
past so clearly that the same mistakes cannot be made again.

I do not believe that these gigantic errors are likely to be repeated. There
is now in my Office a special transfusion officer whose business it is to see that
they are not. No matter what form future conflicts may take, there is no con-
ceivable kind of injury which will not require blood, plasma, or both. These
agents, in fact, will be needed even more than in World War II and in the
Korean War, for future wars will surely involve civilians as well as military
personnel, and probably in even greater numbers.
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In this book will be found the key to salvation in future wars as far as
blood is concerned. Blood is not a commodity that can be collected and stored,
at least by present techniques. It must be collected as the need arises, and
the point of collection is seldom the point of administration. It cannot be
collected when the need for it arises, nor can it be taken to the area of need,
unless there has been careful advance planning for its procurement and trans-
portation. A blood program cannot be improvised on the spur of the moment.
Some technical details may change as knowledge increases, but the basic
principles of the World War II blood program and the Korean War blood
program are biologic principles and they are unlikely to change materially
from the facts set forth in this book.

Medical officers who, like myself, served overseas in World War II, and
who observed the management of casualties with and without the use of whole
blood, are peculiarly qualified to appreciate the achievements of the whole-
blood program. Its results unfolded before our eyes. In forward hospitals,
we saw men saved from death and, sometimes, almost brought back from the
dead. In fixed hospitals, we received wounded men who once would have died
in forward hospitals, or even on the battlefield. We received casualties with
the most serious wounds in good condition. With the aid of more blood, we
performed radical surgery upon them, and we watched them withstand opera-
tion and, with still more blood, recover promptly from it.

There are more than the usual reasons for the preparation and publication
of this volume on the whole-blood program,. A major reason, of course, is the
impact this therapeutic advance has had upon medical care, civilian as well as
military. Another reason is to keep faith with the multiple personnel who
planned and operated the whole-blood program, and with the millions of Ameri-
can citizens whose gifts of their own blood saved the lives of so many American
soldiers, who otherwise would have died.

As in previous forewords, I desire again to express my thanks to the
authors and editors of all of these volumes and to the personnel of my own
office, who are helping me to carry out this extremely important phase of
my mission as The Surgeon General.

LEONARD D. HEATON,
Lieutenant General,
The Surgeon General.



Preface

In World War I, between 8 and 11 of each 100 wounded men who reached
forward hospitals alive died in them. In World War II, the number was
reduced to 4.5 per hundred. In the Korean War, it was further reduced to
2.6 per hundred. The explanation is simple, that the mortality rate in combat
wounds is inversely proportional to the availability of prompt and adequate
resuscitation, in the routine of which whole blood and plasma play major roles.

The lessons learned in World War II furnished convincing evidence of
the soundness of that concept-but they had to be learned in the course of
the war. When the Korean War began, the concept of the essentiality of
whole blood in the management of shock was firmly established in the minds
of both clinical and administrative personnel and had been accepted by stat-
isticians. The fly in the ointment was that administrative personnel had
not yet learned that whole blood is best handled out of supply channels, as
a separate supporting service.

In 1939, at the outbreak of the Second World War, the United States
found itself with no organized blood bank system, and, indeed, with no plans
for supplying whole blood or so-called blood substitutes to wounded casualties.
By 1941, when this country was precipitated into that war, the plasma pro-
gram was beginning to evolve, but the whole blood program was not yet even
in the planning stage. Both programs developed by a series of expedients,
almost on a trial-and-error basis. The end result was brilliantly successful,
but the success was achieved at the cost of delay, inefficiency, and far greater
expense than should have been incurred. Moreover, there was only a small
capitalization on the tremendous research potentialities afforded by the collec-
tion of millions of units of blood and its clinical use in war casualties, partly
as whole blood and partly in the form of plasma and serum albumin.

It is distressing to relate that when the Korean War broke out in June
1950, less than 10 years after the United States had entered World War Il
and just 5 years after World War 11 had ended, planning for a blood bank
system had been instituted, but so shortly before the beginning of hostilities
that, as in World War II, planning and implementation again were carried
out on a basis of expediency.

It is doubly distressing to recollect that this situation was entirely un-
necessary: At the end of World War II, well-founded, detailed recommenda-
tions for a transfusion service had been prepared and submitted through
channels to the proper authorities. Time, manpower, effort, money, and
lives could all have been spared in Korea if these recommendations had been
utilized as a basis for postwar planning. As it was, the newly developed plans
were not ready for implementation when the Korean combat began.

The essentials of a blood program for oversea theaters may be described
as material. In addition to donors, they include equipment, refrigeration,
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preservatives, and an airlift. Basic to the program, however, is the acceptance
of the concept of tile need for whole blood for combat casualties. It was
failure to recognize this need, and to face and overcome the associated logistic
problems promptly, that was the real reason for the delay in supplying whole
blood to oversea theaters in World War 1I.

When World War II began, the concept of shock was still vague, and,
in the light of World War II experiences and investigations, it was found to
be in error in many of its aspects. Transfusion was still a dramatic and heroic
procedure, resorted to more often than not only when the situation was critical
or desperate. Direct techniques were just beginning to give way to indirect
techniques. Reactions, due chiefly to the presence of pyrogens, were still
alarmingly frequent. Plasma was still in the experimental stage. The
fractionation of plasma proteins had not yet become a practical reality, and
the clinical use of byproducts of that process was not yet even imagined.

Many of the problems of shock still remain to be solved, but a great
deal was learned about them in World War II, not only by clinical observation
but also by the careful studies carried out on them in theaters of operations,
particularly in the Mediterranean theater by the Board for the Study of the
Severely Wounded. Though much remains to be clarified, there is now full
realization that the fundamental cause of shock in the wounded man is diminu-
tiorn of the amount of circulating blood. Logically, therefore, the objective of
all therapy is the restoration of the diminished blood volume to its approxi-
mately normal status, so that the wounded soldier may withstand the meas-
ures-which are often heroic-necessary to care for his wounds.

In spite of the attention paid to plasma in the early months of World
War II, there were many whose eyes, from the beginning, were fixed upon
whole blood. It is interesting and significant that it was a biochemist, not
a clinician, who, some years after the war, vigorously called attention to this
fact. Dr. Edwin J. Cohn, in recounting the history of the World War II
National Research Council Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes to the similar
committee which took its place in 1949, stated that he "* * * wanted the
group to realize that at a very early point in the history of the earlier Sub-
committee, Dr. DeGowin had started writing and talking about the necessity
of using whole blood instead of blood fractions, and for the need to start
immediately to develop a service to supply blood to the Armed Forces."

The subcommittee, Dr. Cohn continued, had repeatedly recommended the
use of whole blood for combat casualties, but no specific action was taken on
these recommendations until reports from the North African theater indicated
the need for blood. Then, concerted efforts were made to supply it, but there
were delays while logistic problems, which had not yet been evaluated, were
solved. At first, many authorities outside of the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes considered it impractical to extend the dating period beyond 8
days, let alone to fly blood overseas. It took persistence, faith in the concept
and in the possibility of its implementation, and a great deal of hard work
to set up the plan, but, by November 1943, the se-ne airlift was available
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that was -.belatedly ---put into effect in August 1944. One can only regret
the lost months and, as a corollary, the lost lives, that resulted from the delay.

In retrospect, it is difficult to understand why the United States wits so
slow in setting up a whole blood prograiu in World War 11. We could have
learned some lessons from World War I. 0. H. Robertson, for instance, and
Older both state([ unequivocally from their experience in it that, when blood
is lost, it must be replaced by blood. We could also have learned from the
very successful program in effect ir the Spanish Civil War.

Above all, we could have learned from the British, who, to quote Brigadier
Sir Lionel E. H. Whitby, RAMC, entered the war with a "firm policy," decided
upon ( months earlier, that there would be a completely distinct and separate
transfusion service in their Army because the translportation of potentially
dangerous iiologic fluids over long distances would require close personal
supervision and could not be trusted to the usual supply routes emanating from
a base medical supply store. The British policy was remarkably successful.
It, was carefully planned before hostilities began. It was based on the concept
that blood is at perishable substance, as potentially dangerous as it is potentially
useful, and therefore is to be handled only in special channels and only by
specially trained personnel. We followed that plan only partially in World
War II, and not much more effectively in Korea, and, in both wars, we paid
the penalty for our folly.

In the face of these facts, one can only wwnder why the United States
did not have a special transfusion service planned before we entered World
War II; why the recommniendation of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes,
National Research Council, for such a service was not adopted during the
war; why it was not ur til 4 years after the war enided that such a special service
was established; and why we had been engaged in World War II for almost
3 years before the proposal, made many months before, was adopted and blood
was flown overseas to the European theater and to the Pacific areas.

Once the oversea airlift wits instituted, it was clearly demonstrated that
blood can be collected thousands of miles from itq point of use; car be safely
transl)orted over those miles; and can be used with safety and benefit if there
is proper planning, proper handling, proper timing, and adequate airlift,
trained administration, and careful coordination. The successful use of whole
blood reached a high point, on Okinawa in World War II. Planning--in which,
naturally, there were some mistakes-was detailed and timely. Blood was
provided in ample quantities. There were 40,000 casualties, and their treat-
mnent involved the use of approximately 40,000 pints of whole blood, 1:1. All
the blood used on Okinawa was flown from the United States, a distance of
8,000 miles. With the dating period set at 21 days, it, required careful timing
to insure provision of adequate quantities of whole blood with a mninimuni
amount of wastage from outdating. There were two reasons why the operation
was successful: First., the blood supply from the United States to Okinawa via
Guam was highly efficient. Second, the commanding general, with the full
concurrence of the surgeon of the task force, assigned to at trained transfusion
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officer full responsibility for the supply, distribution, and correct use of all the
whole blood brought onto the island.

Although whole blood is usually the fluid of choice in the resuscitation of
wounded casualties, it would be fatuous not to grant that there are military
situations-and there probably will be civilian situations-in which it cannot
be provided and, as a matter of expediency, fluid of a longer shelf life must be
used. Plasma met this requirement admirably in World War II. It was
useful in the field, forward of hospitals; in the initial phases of landing opera-
tions, in which it was difficult logistically to supply a perishable item like
whole blood, which always requires special care; and aboard ship, where,
however, the Navy found serum albumin equally useful, because the procure-
ment of water, which usually had to be administered with this agent, was no
problem.

During World War II, an abundance of plasma was available to the Armed
Forces of the United States, so much that an extensive clinical trial was possible,
unhampered by considerations of supply or cost. The purity and excellence
of the product supplied, and the disposable, sterile, pyrogen-free dispensing
sets and distilled water supplies with it, permitted the administration of large
quantities without fear of reaction. How many casualties plasma kept alive
until they reached installations in which whole blood could be administered
and surgery performed is not a fact that can be reduced to statistics, but it is
safe to say that it was in the hundreds of thousands.

Plasma was used most effectively when its indications and limitations
were clearly realized. In addition to its use for resuscitative purposes, it was
the agent if choice in crushing injuries, in burns, in injuries from blunt instru-
ments, and in other injuries in which there was no great loss of blood. It was
built up beyond its capabilities early in World War II; it was often used to
excess and unwisely, though that criticism must be tempered by the fact that
very often, in the early days of the war, the choice was plasma or nothing. In
the Mediterranean and the Pacific, in those days, medical units and hospitals
went in with little or no provision for the collection and administration of
blood, chiefly because there was lack of logistic support in the Zone of Interior
to make the necessary equipment available.

When it became evident that plasma was carrying the virus of hepatitis,
its use in the Korean War had to be discontinued, but that unfortunate develop-
ment has nothing to 4o with its essential value. When this problem has been
solved-and there is no doubt that it will be solved eventually-plasma can
resume its proper and valuable place as an agent of resuscitation to be used to
supplement whole blood.

No matter what form future conflicts may take, casualties will result, and
there is no conceivable kind of wound which will not require blood, plasma,
or both. It is quite possible that more blood and plasma will be needed in a
future conflict than have been needed in the past, because future wars will
involve civilians as well as troops, and will involve them in far greater numbers
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than were affected in the countries that bore the brunt of the air raids in
World War IL

Since the need for blood will arise whenever combat commences and what-
ever form it may take, it is imperative, before it commences, to maintain
supplies and equipment, to train personnel, and to plan adequately for the
provision of whole blood for any forces that may be placed in the field aDd for
civilians who may be part of the conflict at home. Although research done on
the long-term storage of blood by freezing with glycerol indicates that this
technique offers a realistic and practical approach to the problem, whole blood,
at least as yet, is not a commodity that can be generally stored on a long-term
basis. Nor can it be collected as the need for it arises unless there has been
prior planning for its procurement.

There was no such provision when World War II broke out, and it was
not until late in the war that the correct equipment for collecting it and using
it was made available in oversea theaters. That situation was only partially
rectified when the Korean War broke out. Neither contingency must be per-
mitted to happen again.

War has very little left of glamour, but if, in World War II, there was any-
thing dramatic and glamorous, it was the miracles wrought by the use of
whole blood. Since this is so, readers may wonder, and perhaps complain, that
this book contains a great many prosaic, repetitious, monotonous details. It
does indeed, and their ini ision has been deliberate. It is extremely important-
in fact, it is imperative-to recognize that behind the drama of transfusion in
World War II lay an elaborate mechanism of procurement, storage, delivery,
and many other mundane details. It was only by the strictest attention to
such matters that blood was able to achieve its miracles, and, equally important,
was prevented from becoming a deadly agent. It must never be forgotten
that without proper care, blood can be lethal.

Many agencies were involved in this gigantic enterprise, including:
The Department of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical School, and the

similar division of the Naval Medical School.
The Office of The Surgeon General, U.S. Army.
The Medical Departments of both the Army and the Navy.
The American Red Cross.
The Division of Medical Sciences, National Research Council, with its

various committees, permanent and ad hoc, particularly the ill-named Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes. The actions of this subcommittee occupy
considerable space in this book, as they should, for it was the advice of its
membership that guided the Army and the Navy Medical Departments in
many aspects of the blood-plasma program. This subcommittee anticipated
events by an early recommendation that whole blood be supplied for combat
casualties and by an early recommendation for an airlift of blood to the Euro-
pean theater. It is a great pity that these recommendations were not accepted
when they were made. Considering the fact that its petition was never granted
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that it be permitted to visit combat zones and determine personally what the
circumstances and needs were, it is remarkable that this subcommittee was able
to accomplish what it did.

The National Institute of Health.
The Army Medical Procurement Agency.
The biologic processing plants that participated in the program and

pioneered in new and untried fields.
And, finally, the millions of U.S. citizens who donated their blood.
As to the individuals who participated in the program, it is difficult to

single out any for mention without omitting others who should be included.
Four exceptions, however, might be made:

Dr. G. Canby Robinson, who directed the American Red Cross Blood
Donor Service.

Maj. Earl S. Taylor, MC, who served as Technical Director of the Service.
Dr. Walter B. Cannon, who, at the first meeting of the Committee on

Transfusions, National Research Council, suggested that some "outstanding
biochemist" be brought into the program.

Dr. Edwin J. Cohn, who was brought into the program in response to that
suggestion, and in whose Department of Biochemistry at the Harvard Medical
School the fractionation of blood plasma was successfully accomplished and the
serum albumin program was translated into reality.

Surgeon Vice Admiral Sir Edward Greeson, RN, wrote in the preface to
one of the volumes of the history of the Royal Naval Medical Service in World
War II that no one has ever written "the" history of anything. The best that
can be accomplished is "a" history. He made that statement in advance, he
frankly admitted, to take care of the adverse criticisms he knew the volumes
he was editing would receive.

This volume, which is concerned with the blood-plasma program in World
War II and in the Korean War, is intended as "a" history of that program.
It is a chronicle built upon personal knowledge of what happened and upon a
mass of material almost exasperating in its voluminousness and equally exas-
perating in its lack of many essential details. A great deal of the story is
necessarily-and quite properly-built upon personal knowledge of what
happened, what actions were taken, and why and in what circumstances they
were taken.

World War If was the first war in which the United States was engaged in
which blood was used with any frequency, and the first in which plasma and
serum albumin were used at all. The attempt has therefore been made to
record the whole story, and, in particular, to omit no errors and no failures. A
major failure was the attempt-which seemed so near success-to use bovine
albumin instead of human blood. So many problems would have been solved
if only the attempt had succeeded. It may be that one day the project will be
revived and the difficulty solved. No more practical man ever lived than the
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late Dr. Cohn, and he believed that this Iight happen, though it was he who,
against the desire of some clinicians, insisted upon an immediate stop to clinical
testing when it became evident that the bovine albumin developed in his
laboratory was not a safe agent.

The preparation of this book according to the principles just laid down
has presented certain major difficulties. World War II was a global war, and
the blood and plasma program was an essentially global program. On the
surface, as has been suggested for many of this series of volumes, it seems
perfectly simple to present what might be termed "a linear chronologic ac-
count," with the events in all theaters presented synchronously as they occurred.
Actually, this would be an impossible task, and, granting the possibility of its
accomplishment, it could result only in confusion.

After considerable experiment, it was decided that the most logical mode
of presentation would be first by subjects and then by theaters. By this plan,
the book falls into the following divisions:

1. A historical note, for which no apology is offered, if only because the
chronicle makes clear how far we still had to go in World War II, as well as-
to our discredit-what had been accomplished in the Spanish Civil War and
by the British before the United States entered the war.

2. Two background chapters, dealing with shock and with the evolution
of the whole-blood concept.

3. The provision of blood for blood transfusions and for conversion into
plasma. This group of chapters deals with administrative considerations;
the American Red Cross, which was the collecting agency; the donors who
provided the blood; the equipment used to collect and administer it; trans-
portation and refrigeration; and the laboratory studies necessary before blood
could be used safely and accurately.

4. A group of chapters dealing with plasma, serum albumin (bovine and
human), byproducts, so-called blood substitutes, and other intravenous agents.

5. Separate chapters dealing with the Mediterranean and European
Theaters of Operations and the Pacific areas.

6. A final clinical section dealing with reactions and with principles of
replacement therapy.

7. A chapter on the blood and plasma program in the Korean War, which
is included, contrary to the usual practice in this historical series, because
this war furnished an opportunity to study the application of the lessons
learned in World War II, some of which, unfortunately, had to be learned
over again.

No matter what the plan of presentation, a certain amount of repetition
would be inevitable in this volume. The plan adopted perhaps calls for an
undue amount, though some of it is deliberate and necessary. As much
repetition as possible, however, has been eliminated by the copious use of
cross-references.
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One other item might be mentioned in conclusion: the number of veterans
of World War II and Korea who have given blood since those wars in gratitude
for the blood they themselves had received in them. One man, a recent
newspaper story related, had just given his sixty-fifth pint; he lost a leg on
Guam but, thanks to the blood he received, he did not lose his life. No one
appreciated the value of whole blood more than GI Joe, and not the least of
its benefits was its effect upon his morale.

DOUGLAS B. KENDRICK,

Brigadier General, MC, USA.
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CHAPTER I

Historical Note

TRANSFUSION BEFORE WORLD WAR I

Although the concept of the therapeutic value of blood dates back to
antiquity, transfusion in the modern sense of the term was a practical impos-
sibility until William Harvey, in 1616, announced his discovery of the circula-
tion of the blood.' This discovery opened the way for serious experiments on
the infusion of various substances into the bloodstream and eventually led to
the use of whole blood for transfusion.

Claims to priority ar, various and confusing. It is clear, however, that
Richard Lower, inF "ed b) ,he previous experiments of Sir Christopher Wren
in infusion technic performed the first successful animal transfusion in
1665, when he transitw :ed blood from the carotid artery of one dog to the jugu-
lar vein of another. In November 1667, Lower transfused Mr. Arthur Coga,
"a mildly melancholy insane man," with the blood of a lamb. Mr. Coga,
according to Pepys, described his experience in Latin before the Royal Society
of Medicine and stated that he was much better. He impressed Pepys as
"cracked a little in his head."

The next animal-to-human transfusions were also performed on generally
the same indications, by Jean Baptiste Denis, physician to Louis XIV. When
Denis' fourth attempt ended fatally, he was charged with murder. He was
eventually exonerated, but, 10 years later, the procedure was prohibited by
law in France as well as in Italy and was also forbidden by the Royal Society
of Medicine in England.

For the next 150 years, there was little interest in transfusion, but it is
significant that Nuck in 1714 and Cantwell in 1749 declared that this procedure
would be of value in severe hemorrhage. When interest in transfusion was
revived by James Blundell (5-7) in 1818, it was on the basis of replacement of
lost blood in puerperal hemorrhage and after a series of experiments in which
he had demonstrated that human blood loses none of its "vital properties"
by passage through transfusion equipment (figs. 1 and 2). Blundell failed in
his first four desperate attempts to save women on the point of death from post-
partal hemorrhage, but he succeeded in five of the next six attempts.

I The following brief historical account of the development of blood transfusion is necessary for an understanding of the

medicomilitary employment of this measure, a use not suggested up to World War I. The material included, unless other-
wise indicated, is derived from (1) the detailed historical account in Kilduffe and DeBakey's "The Blood Bank and the
Technique and Therapeutics of Transfusions" (I), which has an appended list of 207 (183 numbered) references, and (2)
Lewisohn's (0, 3) and Ottenberg's (4) accounts of the contributions of Mount Sinai Hospital in New York to this thera-
peutic technique.

I
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C C
FIGURE 1.-Apparatus used by Blundell for experimental blood transfusion, 1818.

1 (Blundell's original numbers and letters are retained). Syringe, etc. 2, 3. Structure of
double-way cock. Aab. Head of syringe. ADB (fig. 2). Channel by which blood is
expelled while ADC is closed. ADC (fig. 3). Channel by which blood enters while ADB
is closed. Change is effected by giving plug D a quarter-turn (2).

In 1859, in reporting a successful transfusion, Benedict (8) laid down the
conditions under which this operation should be practiced. He considered it
applicable to no pathologic state save that
* * * which is commonly called 'collapse,' induced by hemorrhage, by certain exhausting
discharges, or by utter inability to receive or retain nutriment; and the only transfusion now
sanctioned, either by physiology or by common sense, is that of human venou8 blood into
human veins, identical, as nearly as possible, with that which has been lost, and in quantity just
sufficient to arrest the tendency toward death.

Benedict (9) could find only 21 cases recorded up to 1853 in which trans-
fusions had been "practiced under these conditions." There were 19 survivals
in the 21 cases.

In 1875, Landois (10), in a comprehensive monograph on transfusion,
collected 347 cases in which human blood had been used and 129 cases in which
animal blood had been used. By this time, important studies on the physiology
of the blood were being performed by a number of qualified observers, and some
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0

FIIGURE 2.-Clinical transfusion with Blundell gravitator for transmitting "blood
in a regulated stream from one individual to another"(3).

physivians, suech as Fordyce Barker, advocated transfusion "* * * not
exclusively in uhose desperate cases where favorable results are hardly looked
for but * * * before patients have arrived at, and fallen into, this desperate
condition."

Techniques in use included transfusion with defibrinated blood, mediate
transfusion with pure blood, immediate transfusion from vein to vein, and im-
mediate transfusion from artery to vein.

Although the indications and rationale of blood transfusion were by this
time apparently quite well understood, the indications during the last quarter
of the century again became vague and irrational, the procedure was employed
indiscriminately, and the number of severe reactions and fatalities increased.
As a result, transfusion again began to be considered as a hazardous, and even
a disreputable, procedure, to be employed only as at last resort and in
desperation.

Special Problems

During the first years of the 20th century, a blood transfusion was fre-
quently a more difficult technical procedure, and sometimes a procedure
fraught with greater risks, than a major operation. Its development as an

717-409'--4------4
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effective and safe therapeutic method required the solution of a number of
special problems:

1. Blood coagulation. First efforts to overcome this difficulty were made
in 1835, with the use of defibrinated blood by Bischoff, and terminated in
1914, with the successful use of sodium citrate by Hustin, Weil, and Lewisohn
(2, 3) (p. 218).

2. Agglutination and hemolysis from admixture of incompatible bloods.
The way was opened to the solution of this special problem in 1900, when
Landsteiner (11) published his epochal work on the identification of blood
groups, based on his previous demonstration of the presence of isoagglutinating
and isoagglutinable substances in the blood. Jansky in 1907 and Moss 3
years later, without knowledge of Jansky's studies, worked out the reciprocal
agglutinating reactions of the four blood groups and classified them accordinely.
The confusion that arose because of differences in nomenclature was elimi, I
after World War I, when the numbers previously used to designate blood
groups were replaced by the letters A, B, AB, and 0, each group thus being
designated by the agglutinogens in Landsteiner's original scheme.

Communications in the early years of the 20th century were often slow,
and foreign medical literature had only a limited circulation in the United
States. No practical use, therefore, was made of Landsteiner's work until
1907, when Ottenberg (4), at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York, first matched
donor and recipient before giving blood and thus made transfusion a safe
procedure from the standpoint of compatibility. The validity of Ottenberg's
work was not immediately realized; his offer to perform compatibility tests for
the surgeons at his own hospital had no general acceptance for almost 5 years
because such tests were considered unnecessary or misleading.

In 1911, Ottenberg demonstrated that it was safe to use as a donor a
person whose serum agglutinated the recipient's red cells but unsafe and dan-
gerous to use one whose red cells were acted upon by the recipient's serum.
This demonstration eventually led to the widespread employment of group 0
donors as universal donors, since the red blood cells of this blood group are
not agglutinable by the serum of any other blood group.

3. Technical difficulties. Until 1913, direct transfusion was used to the
exclusion of any other technique. This was a difficult and time-consuming
method, requiring a specially trained team to carry it out and totally unsuited
for use in sudden emergencies. In 1892, von Zienissen of Munich had per-
formed transfusion by the syringe technique, but, his report attracted no
attention and when Lindeman (12) described it in 1913, it was, for all practical
purposes, a new method. With this technique, no dissection of blood vessels
was necessary in either donor or recipient, and the exact quantity of blood
transfused was known. The technique, however, required a trained team of
at least four persons and the use of a large number of expensive syringes.
Also, rapid injection of the blood was mandatory. In 1915, Unger (13) intro-
duced an apparatus based on the principle of the two-way stopcock, which
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overcame many of these difficulties. Dozens of variations of this apparatus
were introduced during the next 15 years.

4. Infection. Infection ceased to be a major problem after first antiseptic,
and then aseptic, techniques came into general use and as long as transfusion
was employed only in hospitals and on what amounted to elective indications.
The open containers originally used to collect blood for indirect transfusion
first became impractical, and then a real source of danger, when indications
for transfusion were extended.

BLOOD TRANSFUSION IN WORLD WAR I

The British Experience

In June of 1918, an editorial writer in the Lancet doubted that as recently
as 4 years earlier any surgeon could have been found to perform "the operation"
of transfusion in England (14). In the next issue, Sir Berkeley Moynihan (15)
took exception to that statement: He and his associates in Leeds had been
performing transfusion regularly for 10 years, first by the direct, and later by
the indirect, technique.

The editorial writer's statement was, however, generally true. Blood
transfusion was not practiced by the majority of surgeons in Great Britain
before World War I, and its use in the last 2 years of the war was chiefly derived
from the work which had been done on it in the United States.

Techniques.-Direct transfusion, as might have been expected, proved
a completely impractical method in military surgery. The elaborate preparation
required in the Kimpton-Brown technique makes one wonder how it could
have been employed at all in a busy casualty clearing station, but Fullerton
and his associates (16), using improvised equipment, employed the method in
19 casualties at the Boulogne base in 1916. The 15 deaths were not too
discouraging, since the blood was given only to patients whose condition was
considered desperate. In 1917, U.S. Army medical officers introduced the
standard Kimpton-Brown equipment into British hospitals, and numerous
patients were treated by this technique in casualty clearing stations of the
British Second Army.

In a series of reports between 1916 and 1918, Bruce Robertson (17-20),
of the Canadian Army, explained the advantages of the syringe-cannula
technique, which he had introduced into the British Second Army area. The
method was far simpler than the Kimpton-Brown technique, but at that it
was not simple, and it required a team of three persons to carry it out.

The use of preserved blood was introduced into a casualty clearing station
in the British Tflird Army during the battle of Cambrai in November 1917 by
Capt. (later Maj.) Oswald H. Robertson, MORC, USA (21, 22). His reasoning
was that if blood had to be collected as casualties arrived, the number of trans-
fusions given would necessarily be limited. The solution seemed to him to be
the use of human red blood cells collected and stored in advance of the need.
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Only groip 0 (then termed group IV) blood was used. The 500 cc. taken
from each donor was collected in the Rous-Turner glucose-citrate solution
(p. 217) and stored in an icebox. After the blood had settled for 4 or 5 days, the
cell suspension contained no more citrate than would be used in ordinary
citrated transfusions. The majority of transfusions were given within 10 to 14
days after the blood had been collected, but in some instances they were given
with 26-day-old blood. The length of time the blood was kept did not seem to
influence the results. The blood arrived in good condition, with no evidence
of hemolysis, after transportation by ambulance for 6 to 8 miles over rough roads,
a demonstration later repeated by Capt. Kenneth Walker, who carried a bottle
of preserved blood with him during a journey from Arras to London. The 22
transfusions with preserved blood reported by Robertson in June 1918 were
carried out on 20 patients, of whom 9 died but all of whom, it was thought,
would have died unless they had received blood.

In 1918, transfusions were carried out farther forward than casualty
clearing stations, chiefly due to the efforts of Captain Walker, Capt. Norman
M. Guiou (23) of the Canadian Army, and Major Holmes-A-Court of the
Australian Army (22). The syringe technique, Guiou claimed, could "easily"
be applied in advanced dressing stations and in the average regimental aid
post. If casualties were given blood in these areas, he continued, they would
be kept alive until they reached the casualty clearing station, where they could
be treated surgically.

The official history of the British Medical Service in World War I concluded
that whatever the merits of the various techniques of transfusion in civil life,
there was no doubt of the superiority of the citrate method in wartime. It
could be employed in circumstances in which other methods were impractical.
It was simpler than other methods. It permitted the transportation of blood
from donor to recipient without interrupting an operation and further con-
gesting an already overcrowded operating tent. A skilled "transfuser,"
devoting himself entirely to the task of drawing and citrating blood, could
supply a dozen patients in need of blood, leaving to anesthetists the "simple
task" of administering the blood (22).

Donors.--There was no difficulty in procuring blood donors. Up to the
middle of 1918, the spirit of comradeship was sufficient to supply them. Later,
a 3-week leave in England after the donation secured many offers from lightly
wounded men. Dental patients and soldiers with minor injuries, sprains, and
flat feet were also used as donors. Syphilitic and malarial subjects were re-
jected, as well as those with other infectious diseases, such as trench fever. A
healthy donor, it was thought, could withstand the loss of 700-1,000 cc. of blood.

Blood grouping.-Early in the war, the precaution of blood grouping
before transfusion was frequently omitted because it was impractical. A
number of reactions were attributed to this omission, and by June 1918, Bruce
Robertson (19) had observed three cases of fatal hemoglobinuria in 100 trans-
fusions. Later in the war, preliminary blood grouping became the rule, but,
when there were no facilities for laboratory work, his suggestion of a test
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injection was generally used, particularly in emergenices. If no symptoms
occurred within 1 or 2 minutes after the injection of 15 to 20 cc. of donor blood,
it was thought safe to proceed with the tranfusion.

In November 1917, Maj. Roger I. Lee, MC, USA, writing in the British
Medical Journal (24), described what he termed the "minimum procedure"
to assure that the recipient's serum did not agglutinate the donor's cells.
This extremely simple test continued to be useful until avid grouping serum
became available after the war.2

Indications.-Indications for transfusion in the British Expeditionary
Force included:

1. Preoperative preparation in •evere hemorrhage and shock, in which blood replace-
ment was considered the proper treatment for loss of blood. The time of the transfusion
officer was not properly spent on casualties who were moribund. Although there was con-
siderable argument about the relative effects of gum acacia and blood in shock, the most
experienced surgeons considered transfusion far more efficacious. Captain Walker found
that 70 percent of the casualties resuscitated by gum acacia infusions in field ambulances
required blood when they reached the casualty clearing station. In rush periods, when time
could not be taken, or facilities were not available, the need for transfusion was determined
by the casualty's general appearance, pulse, and blood pressure. In severe hemorrhage,
large amounts of blood (900 to 1,000 cc.) were recommended; 500 to 600 cc. was considered
adequate in shock. 3

2. During operation.
3. After operation, after a delay to determine whether the depression might be due to

the anesthetic, especially if an anesthetic other than gas-oxygen had been used.
4. Carbon monoxide poisoning.
5. Septicemia and chronic wound infection.

Bruce Robertson (20) emphasized the importance of the timing of trans-
fusion. It was a temptation, he said, to use other measures first, but clinical
observation showed that transf usion was not so effective after the"exsanguinated
condition" had persisted for several hours and degenerative changes had
occurred in the organism. Properly timed transfusions could revive inoperable
patients and bad-risk patients to a degree that permitted radical surgery,
with a good chance of recovery. Gordon Watson, in a note attached to one of
Robertson's papers (20), stated that there was no comparison between the
results of transfusion, which were instantaneous and permanent, and those
secured by infusions of saline, which were "a flash in the pan" and followed
by more serious collapse.

Transfusion program.-To resuscitation teams (a nomenclature later
employed in World War II) was delegated the task of collaborating with sur-
geons at casualty clearing stations by relieving them of the special measures
necessary in poor-risk casualties both before and after operation. Teams of

2 The use of plasma in place of blood was suggested by Gordon R. Ward (25), in March 1918, to avoid the risk of hemol-
ysis of the recipient's plasma by the donor's corpuscles, but the suggestion was not acted upon in combat areas during
the remainder of the First World War. In November 1918, however, Lt. Frank W. Hlartman, MC, USN, used liquid
plasma which he had prepared at the U.S. Naval Medical School for patients with severe influenza (M).

a The World War II concept of hemorrhage as the cause of shock in military injuries was not one of the theories ad-
vanced to explain shock in World War I (p. 37).
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sisters and orderlies experienced in this work were developed and proved very
useful.

A formal transfusion program was instituted in the British Third Army as
experience showed that transfusion forward of casualty clearing stations could
save many lives (22). A center was set up in connection with a group of
casualty clearing stations, and instruction in transfusion techniques was given
in it to field ambulance and regimental medical officers. When they had
completed their courses, they were provided with the necessary equipment, and
several divisions thus had one or more officers especially skilled in the treatment
of severely wounded casualties.

The officer in charge of this center, in addition to his teaching duties, made
a point of being present during any large trench raid in the army area, so that
transfusions could be given as indicated in aid posts or advanced dressing
stations. Whatever the clinical results achieved-and many lives were un-
doubtedly saved by these arrangements-the morale effect of his presence on
the men going over the top was so good that the combatant services soon got
into the way of sending back word of impending raids to the shock center.
When several battalions were to participate in the operation, it was possible,
with such advance notice, to select a central site to which badly wounded men
C')uld be sent from various aid posts for resuscitation and transfusion. It
was also possible, with advance notice of military actions, to prepare a store of
preserved blood at the center to supply the needs of forward areas. When tie
blood was supplied, even a poorly equipped aid post could be used for
transfusions.

The United States Experience

Replacement fluids.-By the time the United States entered World War
I, it was realized that the injection of physiologic salt solution or Ringer's
solution was only temporarily effective in shock and hemorrhage and that the
"internal transfusion" accomplished by hypertonic salt solution, which with-
drew fluid from the tissues and thus increased the blood volume, was equally
ineffective (27). It had been concluded from Bayliss' studies that gum acacia
was capable of replacing blood plasma and that it had a number of desirable
properties (p. 384). There was considerably less agreement, however, about its
clinical value. Maj. 0. H. Robertson's survey of forward hospitals in October
1918 showed that some resuscitation teams praised it, some were indifferent to
it, and some condemned it. The poorest results with it were reported in very
severe hemorrhage and in shock that had been untreated for 15 to 20 hours.

Maj. W. Richard Ohler, MC (28), who had had an extensive wartime ex-
perience as a resuscitation officer, made the unqualified statement after the war
that hemorrhage is the most important single factor in shock and that the
amount of hemorrhage determines the degree of shock. When, therefore, the
need is for oxygen-carrying corpuscles, no other intravenous solution will serve
the purpose. When the United States entered World War I, physicians with
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the most experience in trauma took the position that when hemorrhage played
a large role in the production of a circulatory deficiency, blood was preferable to
any "indifferent" fluid. It was not until March 1918, however, that a com-
mittee representing the laboratory and surgical services of the U.S. Army
Medical Department officially adopted transfusion with citrated blood as the
method for combating shock and hemorrhage in hospitals of the American
Expeditionary Forces.

Donors.-Hospital personnel were classified in blood groups for emergency
use, but donors were chiefly secured from lightly wounded and gassed patients
who, on admission, were sent to wards near the shock wards. Patients with
scabies and convalescents who were nonfebrile and in good condition also
served as donors. No rewards were offered and all donations were voluntary,
without compulsion of any kind. Not more than 600 cc. was drawn at any one
time, and the same donor could not be used twice within one week.

Technique.-Equipment for blood transfusion (fig. 3) consisted of a
1,000-cc. bottle with two rubber stoppers, each with two perforations; appro-
priate glass and rubber tubing; and two transfusion needles, a larger one for
bleeding the donor and a smaller one for giving blood to the recipient. A
satisfactory suction and pressure pump could be made from an ordinary
Davidson syringe; suction or pressure was created as necessary by reversing
the ends. The equipment was either sterilized in the autoclave or boiled in
distilled or previously boiled water. The needles were sterilized just before
they were needed, in boiling liquid petrolatum or Albolene, and were left in
the medium until used. Great carm was taken in cleansing the apparatus after
the transfusion.

The blood was drawn into a solution of 0.6-percent sodium citrate in
700 cc. of physiologic salt solution. It was ordinarily used as soon as it was
collected, but it could be kept for several hours. The container was kept in
water at about body temperature during the transfusion. No provisions were
made for transfusion during operation, but precautions were taken to lose as
little blood as possible.

Postwar evaluation of replacement therapy.-A questionnaire circulated
in advance of the 11th session of the Research Society of the American Red
Cross in France, held on 22-23 November 1918 and attended by representatives
of the Medical Departments of the Allied and U.S. Armies, produced the
following information on replacement therapy (not all officers queried replied
to all questions) (29):

1. All 31 officers who voted on this question preferred blood to gum acacia-salt or
salt solution.

2. No serum reactions were reported by 29 officers when blood was properly grouped.
Five others reported slight or rare reactions.

3. Difficulties in transfusion therapy included the length of time necessary to collect
the blood, clotting in the needle during administration of the blood, inability to secure
donors; keeping donors under careful control, and the inconvenience of having corpsmen
who served as donors off full duty for 24 to 48 hours after their donations.
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FIouRz 3.-Blood transfusion apparatus used in World War I.

A. a. Transfusion needle.
b. Rubber tube.
c. Glass tube.
d. Rubber stopper.
e. 1-liter bottle.
f. Glass tube.
g. Rubber tube.
h. Glass tube for suction, with cotton in bulb.

B. i. Transfusion needle.
j. Rubber tube.
k. Glass tube.
1. Rubber tube.
m. Glass tube.
n. Rubber stopper.
o. Glass tube.
p. Rubber tube.
q. Glass tube for exerting compresson (cotton in bulb) (27).

4. Seven hospitals had no experience with blood transfusion in prolonged infections;
43 reported definite improvement after its use, 2 temporary improvement, and 10 no
improvement.

5. Twenty-six medical officers preferred the sodium citrate technique of blood trans-
fusion. Three preferred the paraffin-tube technique, and the Kimpton-Brown and the
syringe techniques received one vote each.

6. Because of numerous unfavorable reactions and some deaths after its use, one
hospital was "very positive against" gum acacia-salt solution, and others considered it very
dangerous or found nothing to recommend it.
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SPANISH CIVIL WAR (1936-39)

Barcelona Blood Transfusion Service

The Spanish Civil War (30-31), which ended in January 1939, almost
3 years before the United States entered World War II, proved conclusively,
and for the first time in military history, the practicability of supplying
wounded men in forward medical installations with stored blood secured from
a civilian population. Franco's armies, following the practice of the German
Army (p. 22), supplied blood at fully equipped medical centers in the rear.
The Republic Army Medical Corps supplied it at advanced medical units in
the field.

In the 2% years of its operation, from August 1936 through January 1939,
the Barcelona Blood Transfusion Service collected more than 9,000 liters of
blood in 20,000 bleedings, prepared more than 27,000 tubes of blood for forward
use, maintained a list of 28,900 donors, and also prepared all necessary group-
ing sera.

Blood was kept under refrigeration, which was provided by electric ice-
boxes whenever current was available. It was supplied to classification
stations in heat-insulated wood or canvas boxes, with thick cord linings.

Transfusion data were recorded on special cards provided with all blood
containers. The records were so complete that it was possible to trace every
container to its point of origin in the collection center and to identify every
forward hospital in which blood had been given, the data including the name
of the person who had performed the transfusion. Blood was prescribed by
surgeons but administered by personnel of specially trained transfusion teams.

Donors were between 18 and 50 years of age. All blood was collected
into a closed system, under strictly aseptic precautions. Citrate and glucose
were added after collection, and bloods of the same group were mixed.

Clinical considerations.--Only badly shocked casualties received blood at
classification posts. Most transfusions were given in No. 1 hospitals, where
very few seriously wounded patients did not receive them. Occasionally, if
stored blood was not available or if the sector was particularly quiet, direct
transfusions were given. The members of the hospital staff had previously
been grouped and serologically tested against such emergencies.

Indications for blood and plasma administration were as follows:
1. Casualties with serious hemorrhage were given only blood, which was

injected as rapidly as possible, because cardiac function soon deteriorates when
systoles contract on a vacuum.

2. Casualties suffering from primary shock and hemorrhage were given
both blood and plasma. If improvement followed the use of 2 pints of blood,
a pint of plasma was given to "stabilize the improvement." Thereafter only
plasma was used. If the response to the first transfusion was not satisfactory,
a third pint of blood was given before plasma was used.
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3. Casualties suffering only from shock were given 2 pints of plasma as
quickly as possible, followed, if there was no improvement, by a pint of blood,
also given quickly. If there was still no improvement, another pint of plasma
and another pint of blood were given over the course of an hour.4

The concept of blood replacement was that in "postheiiorrhagic" shock,
at least 40 percent of the lost fluid must be restored promptly. There were,
however, no quick or reliable methods for estimating the amount of blood loss.
Generally speaking, 500 cc. of blood or blood derivatives was required for each
fall of 10 to 20 mm. Hg in the blood pressure. Failure of the transfusion to
raise the blood pressure was assumed to mean continued bleeding and indicated
the need for control of hemorrhage as well as additional transfusion.

Quick administration of blood and plasma was regarded as desirable and

without risk of cardiac embarrassment, since most casualties were young and
healthy. The rate of administration could be regulated from a slow drip up
to 100 cc. per minute. Although most casualties received the first pint of
blood more quickly than the remainder, no instance of dilatation of the right
heart was recorded. As Whitby pointed out in 1945, failure to restore the
blood volume was a greater risk than overloading the circulation (32). In less
urgent cases, speed of transfusion was not so important as administration of
the necessary amounts of blood. The amounts given before and after operation
varied with individual needs. Trueta usually gave from 1,000 to 1,500 cc. per
casualty. Patients with infected wounds required several transfusions to
restore the hemoglobin to normal values.

Madrid Blood Transfusion Institute

In September 1937, Saxton (33), a member of the British Ambulance Unit
in Spain, reported on the Madrid Blood Transfusion Institute, organized by
the Sanidad Militar of the Spanish Republic, which was then supplying about
400 liters of preserved blood per month and whose output was steadily in-
creasing. The full-time personnel consisted of five physicians; five nurses; five
members of the secretariat, including interpreters; and a domestic staff.

For practical reasons, only donors of groups II and IV (Moss) were utilized.
The donors, all volunteers, were between 18 and 50 years of age. They were
given cards that permitted them to buy extra food and were sometimes also
given small quantities of rice, condensed milk, or other staples at the time of
the donation. They were liable to call not oftener than every 3 weeks, and
they usually gave 500 cc. at a time. Blood storage was limited to 3 weeks.

Saxton's suggestion that the Sanidad Militar organize a large-scale supply
of cadaver blood by the technique of Yudin (p. 24) does not seem to have been
acted upon.

SThe persisting distinction between shock and hemorrhage should be noted (p. 31).
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BLOOD FOR BRITAIN

Origin of Program

The project in New York City hospitals which came to be known as
Blood for Britain (34, 35) originated in June 1940, when Dr. Alexis Carrel,
who had recently returned from France, made known the great need there for
plasma for the treatment of shock in battle casualties. The idea of shipping
plasma to France and England was suggested to the president of the Blood
Transfusion Association of New York, and a meeting to discuss the possibility
was called for 12 June 1940. It was attended by the trustees of the association;
its Board of Medical Control; Dr. Carrel; experts in the field representing the
Army, the Navy, NRC (National Research Council), and Rockefeller Institute;
and representatives of a number of large pharmaceutical and biological firms.

It was the sense of the meeting that, even though the use of plasma was
still in an experimental stage, enough knowledge was available to justify an
effort at quantity production. The cooperation of the New York chapter of
the American Red Cross was secured as soon as it was pointed out to its officials
that the experience to be gained from this project would be of great assistance
in the National Defense Program, one phase of which was the supply of p asma
for the Armed Forces. At the suggestion of Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Charles C.
Hillman, MC, Chief, Professional Services, Office of The Surgeon General,
Army, close cooperation was established with the Subcommittee on Blood Substi-
tutes, NRC, which had just been appointed (p. 74) and by whose advice the
Army Medical Department was being guided in replacement therapy.

The program became operational on 15 August 1940, at the Presbyterian
Hospital in New York, and terminated on 17 January 1941. All the plasma
collected went to Great Britain, France having fallen shortly after the 12 June
meeting. The program, which represented the first effort in the United States
to collect large amounts of blood from voluntary civilian donors for military
use, had great popular appeal, and during its existence, 14,556 donations were
made.

Technique of Collection and Shipment

Liquid plasma was selected for processing rather than dried plasma,
partly because the time element was vital and partly because of the expense of
installing drying equipment, whose performance at this time was still inadequate
and far from satisfactory.

Originally, the system by which the blood was collected was not completely
closed. Later, it was realized that a completely closed system was imperative.

The plasma was separated by either sedimentation or centrifugation.
To reduce viscosity, it was diluted with equal amounts of sterile physiologic
salt solution; the solution, under 13 inches of water vacuum, was in the Baxter
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bottle (Plasmavac) in which it was finally dispensed. Merthiolate was added
in quantity sufficient to guarantee dilution of 1: 10,000 in the final plasma-saline
mixture.

The finished product was shipped in 1,000-cc. bottles, six to a carton.
Larger packages were not practical because the shipments were made by
Clipper planes-this was long before the existence of a transatlantic airlift.

Laboratory Tests and Losses From Contamination

Exacting bacteriologic and toxicity controls were required before any lot
of plasma was dispensed. These tests were carried out not only in the labora-
tories of the participating hospitals but also in a central laboratory, under
the direction of Dr. Frank L. Meleney. When the material reached England,
samples from each carton were also checked bacteriologically before they were
released for use. The latter precaution was instituted when it was found
that certain pools of plasma that were free from bacteria when examined
within 3 to 7 days after collection and processing were later found to be con-
taminated. Up to 1 November 1940, 1,950 liters of plasma were sent abroad
as sterile after examination in Dr. Meleney's laboratory and 30 liters had been
discarded because of contamination. The delayed contamination just de-
scribed was discovered soon after this analysis had been made, and more
rigid bacteriologic controls were at once set up. The total figures show that
of 6,151 liters of plasma produced, 361 liters were found contaminated at the
various hospitals and 160 liters were found contaminated in the central labora-
tory, the combined loss from contamination (exclusive of the amounts found
contaminated in England) being 8.5 percent. The total loss from all causes
was 581 liters, 9.4 percent; 151 bloods were rejected because of serologic evi-
dence of syphilis (1.03 percent).

Analysis of Operation

The original opinion that the collection of blood and the separation of
plasma would be "as simple as mixing a cocktail" promptly proved fallacious.
The mass production of liquid plasma and its shipment abroad were very
different from the production of small quantities for immediate local use.
There were long debates on the size and shape of the collecting bottles, the
stopper, the collection of blood by vacuum versus suction versus simple venous
pressure, and the technique of removal of supernatant plasma. There were
also discussions about the criteria for donors. Eventually, the age range was
set at 21 to 60 years inclusive, the systolic blood pressure at 110 nim. lug, and
the hemoglobin level at 80 percent. Fasting was considered desirable, but the
requirement proved impractical.

To set up criteria for production, to develop standard techniques, and to
insure the safety of the final product involved far more difficulties than could
be solved by volunteer part-time workers, and Dr. Charles R. Drew, later
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Assistant Professor of Surgery, Howard University, was appointed full-time
medical supervisor of the project shortly after it was initiated.

The New York experience with liquid plasma led to the later decision that
dried plasma would best solve the problem of so-called blood substitutes for
the Armed Forces because of its greater stability; the simplicity of its packing,
storage, and transportation; and reduced losses from breakage.

The Blood for Britain project was a most valuable introduction to the later
development of the American Red Cross Blood Donor Service (p. 102). The
experience of the New York chapter served as a pattern for the organization
and operation of the blood donor service which was to supply plasma for the
Armed Forces and blood for oversea shipment. This chapter was ready to
begin operations as soon as the Surgeons General of the Army and the Navy
requested the American Red Cross to be responsible for the blood donor
program.

There were many mistakes made in the operation of the blood and plasma
program during the United States participation in World War II, but far more
would have been made without the trial-and-error experience of the Blood
for Britain project. The chief lesson learned was that blood and plasma, if
they are to remain uncontaminated and safe for use, must be handled in a
completely closed system. The vacuum system devised by Elliott in 1936
ended this particular problem (36). The gravity system of bleeding may be
less damaging to red blood cells than a vacuum system, but only the completely
closed system possible with a vacuum bottle insures sterility.

THE BRITISH BLOOD PROGRAM IN WORLD WAR II

The Association of Voluntary Blood Donors founded in Great Britain in
1922 later became the British Red Cross Transfusion Service, the first organiza-
tion of its kind in the world and the forerunner of a number of similar associa-
tions in Great Britain and elsewhere (37). Blood banks were in operation in
various hospitals in that country for at least 6 years before the outbreak of
World War II.

In the months after the Munich crisis in 1938, recent advances in trans-
fusion techniques, especially the use of stored blood on the field in the Spanish
Civil War, were under constant discussion in Great Britain (32, 37, 38). The
Medical Research Council, on behalf of the Ministry of Health, established four
blood depots in the outer suburbs of London. Arrangements were also made to
establish an Army Transfusion Service, which would enroll all available donors
in the South-Western Countries and which would also supply civilian needs in
that area.

In short, as Brigadier (later Sir) Lionel E. H. Whitby, RAMC, who headed
the British blood program, expressed it, the British began the war with a firm
policy, decided upon 6 months earlier, that there would be a completely distinct
and separate transfusion service in the Army (38). Returning to the subject
at a meeting of Allied medical officers on shock and transfusion in May 1945,
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he pointed out that the transportation of potentially dangerous biologic fluids
over long distances requires close personal supervision and cannot be trusted to
the usual supply routes from a base depot medical store (32).

The British blood program was a remarkably successful operation for the
two reasons just indicated: (1) that it was carefully planned before hostilities
began, and (2) that it was based on the concept that blood is a perishable fluid,
as potentially dangerous as it is potentially useful, and therefore to be handled
in special channels by specially trained personnel. The daily, almost hourly,
care that trained British officers and men gave to the blood they handled re-
duced accidents to a minimum. The British also regarded it as essential that
their armies be self-contained as regards blood. The success of the attempt in
World War II, first made by the British in the Western Desert, to bring sur-
geons forward to casualties, was due in large part to the successful operation of
the Army Transfusion Service.

A similar separate service was recommended by the Subcommittee on
Blood Substitutes, NRC, for the U.S. Armed Forces early in U.S. participation
in the war (p. 76). Such a service was later set up in Italy, and time, expense,
and lives would have been spared if it had been put into operation when it was
proposed.

Functions of the Army Transfusion Service

The chief function of the British Army Transfusion Service was to supply
blood and other fluids, including crystalloid solutions, with equipment for their
use, to the entire British Army overseas and in the United Kingdom, and also
to supply civilian needs in the areas of the United Kingdom in which it operated.
Liquid plasma was used in temperate climates and was safely exported as far
as India; it was kept cool but not under refrigeration.

Dried human grouping serum was prepared by the Army Transfusion
Service. It was selected because it did not require refrigeration. It was
colored with acriflavine for group A and with methylene blue for group B.
The minimum titer was 1: 32 against A2 cells and 1: 64 against B cells.

Organization

The British Army Transfusion Service (fig. 4) was organized on three
levels: a home depot, which was chiefly a production and training center; a
base transfusion unit, which was chiefly concerned with distribution, in each
theater of operations; and field transfusion units, which worked in forward
areas. The home depot, in addition to supplying transfusion fluids, was
responsible for the mobilization, equipment, and training of transfusion units
for service overseas and for the training of all ranks of the Royal Army Medical
Corps in resuscitation work. The courses of instruction, which were begun in
1940, were attended by officers from the British Army, Navy, and Air Force;
personnel from other Allied forces; members of the civilian Emergency Medical
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Service; and, later, many U.S. Army medical officers (p. 171). In addition to
instruction in blood work, the courses included preparation and assembly of
crystalloid solutions, the maintenance and repair of transfusion equipment,
refrigeration maintenance and repair, and autoclaving.

Bleeding was carried out by 15 mobile, fully equipped, self-contained teams,
each consisting of a medical officer, who frequently was a woman, 4 VAD's
(Volunteer Aid Detachments); 2 ATS (Army Transfusion Service) drivers;
and an ATS orderly. Each team had two vehicles, one a lorry equipped with
an icebox, and the other a four-seated car. With the equipment carried, any
room could be converted into a miniature hospital ward for bleeding within
20 minutes. For steady work, each team was expected to obtain 70 to 90
pints of blood daily. In emergencies, over short periods, these amounts were
exceeded, and some teams collected as much as 300 pints daily.

The 440 cc. which made up each bleeding was collected in a bleeding bottle
(fig. 4) into 100 cc. of 3-percent sodium citrate solution. Later, with special
equipment, 20 cc. of 10-percent dextrose was introduced into each bottle, so
that it was filled to the top and its contents were not agitated during transporta-
tion. Capping was done with a special machine.

Only group 0 blood was used for oversea troops. It was tested by the
Kahn test and doublechecked for group before it was dispensed. Brigadier
Whitby had no knowledge of the dispensing of any incorrectly typed blood
during the entire war (32).

Base transfusion unit.-The base organization overseas was the link
between the home depot and the forward transfusion units. Its function was
to estimate needs for replacement fluids; obtain supplies and equipment from
the home depot; distribute them to forward areas; produce crystalloid solutions;
assemble apparatus; service and repair refrigerators; and exploit local resources,
usually base troops, for blood donations.

When the base unit was within reasonable distance of the home depot, as
it was in France, the home unit was responsible for the supply of whole blood.
Otherwise, the base unit was responsible. Blood collected locally was sent
forward to field units by road in refrigerated trucks, by air in insulated boxes,
or along the coast in the refrigerators of hospital ships. Personnel of the unit
were equipped to give transfusions, but their multiple duties usually prevented
any large-scale performance of this function.

Field transfusion units.-Field transfusion units, which were the smallest
units in the British Army, were entirely self-contained and were fully equipped
for transfusion in the field. Their personnel consisted of an officer and three
men, one of whom drove the truck and was entirely responsible for the opera-
tion of the refrigerator, upon the efficiency of which the safety of the blood
depended. These units, which were attached wherever they were most needed
during a campaign, usually operated with field surgical units, the combined
units forming complete surgical centers at field ambulances, field dressing
stations, and casualty clearing stations. Surgeons came to rely heavily upon
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FIGURE 4.-Continued. C. Original British dried human
serum unit, prepared at University of Cambridge. D. Canadian
dried human serum unit (center), shown with distilled water and
dried plasma units of U.S. Army. The Canadian package, which
contained 250 cc. of serum, was as large again by a third as the
U.S. plasma unit.

more than 350,000 names; carrying out studies on the keeping properties of
blood, especially when it was transported overseas; determining the merits of
various blood substitutes; and developing a technique for the filtration of plasma.

This was a difficult period for the Transfusion Service. It was necessary
to bleed donors to provide for possible needs, but at the same time impractical
to build up a reserve. Blood was sent to France by air, and later was flown to
Norway, where it was flown directly to transfusion units operating in forward
zones.

About 400 units of stored blood seem to have been used on the Continent
between the invasion of the Low Countries on 10 May and the Dunkirk evacua-
tion. In an editorial in the British Medical Jou, nal on 10 August 1940, a
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request was made for information concerning the use of whole blood, plasma,
and crystalloid solutions during the campaign in Flanders and in France, when
conditions prevented the collection of data (39). What was desired was not
data "that would satisfy medical statisticians" but information that woulld
permit the evaluation of various replacement fluids. In particular, datta were
requested that would throw light upon the length of time blood could safely
be stored. During this period, medical officers frequently had no choice but
to use such blood as they had, and other physicians might find themselves in
similar circumstances in the frontline at any time, whether or not they were
serving with the Armed Forces.

The reply to this request, from W. d'A. Maycock (40) in a letter to the
Journal, 5 October 1940, is a remarkable statement of what was accomplished
in casualty clearing stations subject to aerial bombardment, lmited in numbers
because of the highly mobile type of warfare, and manned by overworked
medical officers:

The rapid response of the Army blood supply depot at Bristol to requests
made immediately after the invasion of the Low Countries permitted the stock-
ing of mobile refrigerators, in which only small supplies of blood had previously
been stored, at the casualty clearing stations. Within 4 or 5 days, each of the
eight teams attached to these stations and the teams attached to the medical
base at Boulogne had received 60 to 80 pints of blood, with some plasma.
Glucose-saline solutions had already been stockpiled. One casualty clearing
station designated as an advanced blood depot was provided with extra quan-
tities of blood and was given transport to distribute it as necessary to other
stations. Some forward units could not function at all.

The provision of apparatus for transfusion with each bottle of blood was
ideal for active service and permitted transfusion under almost any conditions.
The knowledge that there would be no further supplies of blood made officers
use what was available very conservatively, and it was withheld from casualties
who in happier circumstances would surely have received it. Transportation
of blood for long distances over rugged roads did not seem to increase hemolysis,
and there was no known instance of serious infection after a transfusion, even
though the blood was often injected without regard to asepsis or antisepsis.
No serious reactions were reported after transfusions with blood 3 weeks old
and, in one instance, 7 weeks old, and amazingly good results were often ob-
tained in apparently moribund casualties.

Clinical Considerations

At the Conference on Shock and Transfusion, 25 May 1945, Brigadier
Whitby noted that between that date and 1939, the pendulum had swung back
and forth on a number of points (32):

1. Early experience with air raid casualties suggested that the necessary volume of
transfused fluid was often almost incredibly large. Then came a wave of apprehension that
these quantities were producing pulmonary edema, as in some instances they were. The
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amounts administered in shock and hemorrhage had now become stabilized, but seriously
woumded casualtics, especially those with massive wounds of the extremities, still required
very large volumes of replacement fluids.

2. It was now well understood that plasma had its optimum usefulness in forward areas,
to restore and maintain the efficiency of the circulation. Only whole blood transfusions,
however, could render a casualty fit for surgery.

3. Speed in administration was essential. If a casualty was exsanguinated, an experi-
enced resuscitation officer would have blood going into two veins at once. There was no
danger of pulmonary edema at this time.

4. Blood and plasma were supplied so generously to the Armed Forces that if a casualty
were wounded at all, he was fortunate to "escape" transfusion, even if he did not need it.
It had been learned that, at least in wounds of the chest and of the central nervous system,
blood, if given at all, should be administered with great moderation. In extremity wounds,
although transfusion was needed, it introduced the risk of fat embolism.

Col. Frank B. Berry, MC, Consultant in Surgery, Seventh U.S. Army,
supported Brigadier Whitby's warning about the unwise use of blood by the
specific illustration of a casualty with blast injuries of the head and lungs whose
life was saved in these circumstances only because he had a hemorrhage from
the iliac artery.

THE SOVIET UNION BLOOD PROGBAM IN WORLD WAR II

While not a great deal is known about replacement therapy in the Soviet
Union during World War 1], all reports indicate that blood was the chief re-
placement fluid (41-.•3). This might be expected because of the large civilian
population; its proximity to the frontlines; the cold climate, which eliminated
many of the difficulties of preservation and storage; and, perhaps, the lack of
facilities for processing blood to plasma or serum (p. 95).

The nationwide transfusion service that existed in the Soviet Union before
the war was organized in Moscow in 1926, by Lt. Col. Andre Arkadievich
Bagdasarov. This officer later directed transfusions under fire during the
border warfare with the Japanese in 1939 and during the war with Finland in
1940-41.

The Central Institute for Blood Transfusion in Moscow was at the head
of several subordinate institutes and about 1,500 blood donor centers. When
Russia entered World War II, this organization became, in effect, a system of
factories for collecting and preserving blood and delivering it to the front as
it was needed.

About 2,000 persons a day gave blood in Moscow, about the same number
who donated at the two blood centers in New York. All possible methods of
"sanitary" propaganda were used to attract donors. About 95 percent of the
donors were women, as compared with 50 percent in the United States. Dona-
tions ranged from 225 to 450 cc. A second donation was permitted in 4 to
6 weeks, but only if the blood picture had returned to normal. With these
precautions, some donors had given blood for periods of 12 to 15 years with no
ill effects.
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A standard four-cornered container was used to collect and administer
blood. The bottles were transported, preferably by plane, in specially con-
structed isothermic boxes, suitable for use in both warm and cold weather.
Blood was also put up in 200-cc. ampules which could be carried by medical
corpsmen and used well forward.

The Russians used type 0 blood for most battlefield transfusions and also
used large amounts of type-specific, unpooled plasma. The institute worked
out a method which permitted the preservation of blood for 3 or 4 weeks without
loss of its biologic properties and also devised a technique for drying plasma
that insured its solubility without turbidity or precipitation.

Transfusions were given at all points up to the regimental medical aid
station (battalion aid station) but were most widely used at the medical sani-
tary battalion service level (collecting station). The most important indica-
tion was hemorrhage with shock, especially in wounds of the abdomen and
extremities. The combined experience of the institute and the army was that
only large transfusions, from 1,000 to 1,500 cc., given rapidly, were effective
in shock.

THE GERMAN EXPERIENCE IN WORLD WAR II

When the blood program originated in Germany is not entirely clear.
A civilian program was set up in 1940 by an administrative law which permitted
donations of only Aryan blood and which provided for payments of 10 marks
for the first 100 cc. and 5 marks for each additional 100 cc. (43).

The military procurement prog am was apparently an outgrowth of this
civilian program. The Laboratory for Blood Transfusion in Berlin, which
directed the military program, was disrupted by heavy bombings, and all the
evidence suggests that the supply of blood was insufficient and that containers
and technical equipment were in short supply.

Donors included medical personnel, nursing sisters, staff assistants, and
slightly wounded men. An endeavor was always made to rule out tuberculosis,
malaria, and syphilis in donors, but serologic examinations were seldom prac-
tical and the donor's statement that he had not had syphilis usually had to be
accepted. Blood groups entered in the soldiers' pay books were frequently
incorrect, and new determinations had to be made before each transfusion.
If this was not possible, a test injection of 10 cc. of blood was made.

The German experience with preserved blood was chiefly between 1940
and 1942. There were so many serious reactions that medical officers lost
interest in it. Those who reported satisfactory results were usually in favor-
able positions, along the lines of transportation. Some medical officers had
never seen preserved blood used in the field without "deleterious" chills.
Plasma and serum were seldom used, although officers who used captured U.S.
stocks of plasma were enthusiastic about it.

Special report.-After the German surrender in Italy on 1 May 1945,
an unusual opportunity arose to study German management of battle casualties
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(44). On the instruction of the Fifth U.S. Army Surgeon, Lt. Col. (later
Col.) Howard E. Snyder, MC, visited a number of German medical installa-
tions, including the equivalents of U.S. field, base, and convalescent hospitals.
In his report, which is included in detail in another volume of this historical
series (44), Colonel Snyder emphasized that observers could not judge the
standards of German medical practice in the first years of the war in the light
of what they found in May 1945, after the total collapse of the Army, nor
could they judge the quality of German medical practice elsewhere in Europe
in the light of what they found in Italy.

The German management of shock and hemorrhage was thus in sharp
contrast to the U.S. practices, by which plasma was always available, and was
used in the quantities indicated, in all forward medical installations, while
banked blood was available in adequate quantities in field hospitals adjacent
to division clearing stations. The extreme pallor of many of the wounded
observed in German hospitals, and the moderate pallor of most of the others,
supported the deduction that they had received little if any blood.

OTHER SOURCES OF BLOOD

To complete the record of the status of transfusion at the beginning of
World War II, three other possible sources of whole blood should be briefly
mentioned; namely, blood secured from the patient's own blood, that is,
autotransfusion; cadaveric blood; and placental blood.

Autotransfusion.-Autotransfusion (autohemofusion, autoinfusion) was
first suggested by Highmore in 1874, as a sort of afterthought in a fatal post-
partal hemorrhage (45). Halsted, in 1884, treated several patients with
carbon monoxide poisoning by drawing blood from the victims, defibrinating
it, and then reinfusing it. Autotransfusion was apparently first employed
in trauma by Duncan of Edinburgh in 1885, in an amputation for a crushing
injury of the leg (1). The patient, who was close to death at the end of the
operation, made a rapid recovery.

In 1923, Burch (46) collected from the literature 164 cases, chiefly from
Germany, in which this method had been used, and several other large collec-
tions were made during the next several years. Autotransfusion proved
particularly useful in ruptured ectopic pregnancy. Most of the unfavorable
reactions and some of the fatalities could be explained by the fact that the
blood had been in serous cavities for periods up to 72 hours before it was used.

In World War I, according to Yates (47), the large amounts of blood and
"colored fluid" removed in massive hemothoraces suggested the possibility of
autotransfusion, but tests showed that the attendant risks were prohibitive
and the method was not used.

Autotransfusion, naturally, became less necessary as blood banks were set
up, but early in World War II, when blood was still in short supply, it proved
a valuable method in occasional severe chest injuries in which it was certain
that there was no injury of the abdominal viscera.
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Cadaveric blood.-In 1928, Shamov reported the experimental use of
cadaveric blood and demonstrated the absence of toxicity (48, 49). At this
time, Yudin was in charge of the entire surgical and accident department of
the Sklifosovsky Institute, the central hospital for emergency surgery in
Moscow, in which from 8,000 to 10,000 patients were treated every year.
The admissions also included many patients who died promptly from acute
cardiac disease or severe trauma. In other words, the patients who needed
transfusion and the bodies from which, in the light of Shamov's demonstration,
the necessary blood could be secured, were both at hand.

Yudia reported his first seven transfusions with cadaveric blood at the
Fourth Congress of Ukranian Surgeons at Kharkov in September 1930. The
wu:k was investigated by two commissions, one legal and the other military,
both of which recognized its scientific foundation, and he was given a special
permit to collect blood from fresh cadavers before autopsy.

With the discovery that cadaveric blood could be stored safely, time was
provided for both serologic tests and bacteriologic examinations. In No-
vember 1932, Yudin reported to the Soci~t6 Nationale de Chirurgie in Paris
on 100 transfusions with cadaveric blood kept for 3 weeks, and in one instance
4 weeks. In 1937, he reported in the Lancet that he had performed a thousand
transfusions by this method, chiefly for internal hemorrhage and traumatic
shock and in operations for gastrointestinal disease, particularly cancer.

In Yudin's first 200 transfusions, all performed with citrated blood, there
were 40 reactions, all moderate. In the next 800 transfusions, all performed
with noncitrated blood, the incidence of reactions fell to 5 percent. The five
fatal cases in the series were explained in three instances by technical errors,
including the transfusion of incompatible blood. The fourth death was due
to embolism and the remaining death to anaerobic infection.

Cadaveric blood was apparently never used widely, even in Russia. It
was not mentioned to Dr. George K. Strode (42) of the Rockefeller Foundation,
who visited the Central Blood Transfusion Institute of Moscow in October
1941, and no statement in the literature suggests that it was used during the
war. It is doubtful that transfusions with blood secured from cadavers could
ever have been employed in any country in the world except Russia, for the idea,
in spite of its logic, is revolting.

Placental blood.--In February 1938, J. R. Goodall of Montreal, with a
group of his associates, published a communication whose title proclaimed
"an inexhaustible source of blood for transfusion" (50). This source was the
placenta, from which amounts of blood ranging from 100 to 150 cc. had been
collected under sterile precautions. The preservative used was the solution
proposed by the Moscow Institute of Hematology (sodium chloride, sodium
citrate, potassium chloride, magnesium sulfate, double-distilled water), and
the blood had been kept in a refrigerator as long as 60 days at temperatures of
330 to 380 F. (1° to 3' C.). Serologic tests were not necessary, as they had
been run on the mothers. Cultures were not considered necessary: the reason-
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ing was that at the low storage temperature, contamination, if it was present,

could not propagate and would be so attenuated as to be innocuous.
The Goodall report gave no definite figures but stated that "many" trans-

fusions had been accomplished with placental blood with no reactions of any
kind. It was concluded that the maternity section of a general hospital could

provide blood for the whole hospital, supply other institutions, and also prove
a source of income, since private patients could be charged for the transfusions.

In the opinion of the Montreal group, placental blood could be regarded as a
"safe, constant, efficient, and lucrative" source for transfusion.

Boland and his associates (51), reporting in the Lancet in February 1939,
were considerably less enthusiastic about placental blood. They had ex-

perienced several serious reactions with it and found contamination in 30 percent
of 40 specimens of fetal blood collected by the Goodall technique.

Placental blood was never used in the United States, and it was not em-

ployed in World War II.
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CHAPTER II

Shock

The development of the concept of whole blood transfusion in the manage-
ment of battle casualties was intimately related to the development of a correct
concept of shock. The confused and incorrect concept of this condition held
in many quarters at the onset of World War II accounted, in large part,
for the delayed development of the whole blood program in the Zone of Interior
and for the trial-and-error period of shock therapy overseas.

HISTORICAL NOTE

Attempts to study shock during World War I by the special committee
appointed for that purpose, while generally unsuccessful, at least discredited
such existing theories as the reflex vasomotor paralysis theory, the theory of
exhaustion of the vasomotor center, the acapnea theory, and the theory of
adrenal exhaustion (1, 2). Cannon's (3) conclusion that the absorption of
toxins from injured tissues was the primary cause of traumatic shock, which
was based on his own clinical and experimental studies for the Shock Committee,
was supported by other observers. In retrospect, however, it is clear that
this theory was not supported by adequate proof and that the attempt to
distinguish between shock and hemorrhage was equally fallacious.

OBSERVATIONS BETWEEN THE WORLD WARS

Even in an increasingly mechanized age, severe shock associated with
trauma is not often encountered in civilian practice in peacetime, nor, with
really rare exceptions, such as the Cocoanut Grove disaster (p. 697), is it ever
encountered en masse. Isolated clinical observations are possible in peacetime,
but the circumstances of war, with its mass casualties and wide variety of
wounds, provide the only really propitious material for the clarification of
shock and other problems associated with wounding.

It is not surprising, therefore, that after World War I, the problem of
shock was transferred to experimental laboratories, in which attempts were
made to study it by physiologic and chemical techniques under a wide variety
of experimentally induced conditions.

The theory of toxemic shock persisted until the late twenties, when Blalock
(4), and a little later Parsons and Phemister (5), demonstrated that shock
produced by trauma to the limbs is not the result of toxemia but of a local loss
of blood and fluid and of circulating blood volume. Experiments by a number

29
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of other observers also failed to identify toxic substances in the bloodstream
of shocked animals and persons.

Between the wars, a number of misconceptions developed concerning
shock. For years, some observers continued to insist that the only explanation
of so-called true shock was a generalized increase in capillary permeability,
a concept introduced with the theory of traumatic toxemia and based on the
observation that red blood cell counts from the capillary bed were high, parti-
cularly in comparison with counts from the venous blood. In World War II,
this phenomenon was found to be both a late and a very infrequent develop-
ment. Actually, the explanation of the hemoconcentration was fluid shift.
The erroneous concept just described, however, was so widely accepted that
it was included in the manual on shock prepared under the auspices of the
Committee on Surgery, Division of Medical Sciences, NRC (National Research
Council) (6).

In 1936, Freeman and his associates (7) were able to show that in shock
there is a reduction of the volume flow of blood in the hand from the normal
rate of 7 cc. per minute per 100 cc. volume to 1.3 cc. The result is a progres-
sive tissue asphyxia, which goes on to tissue leath if the increasing oxygen
debt is not repaid. The rate of blood flow decreases much sooner than the
blood pressure falls or hemoconcentration occurs. From their observations,
Freeman and his group concluded that the blood volume is a more reliable
index of shock than the blood pressure. At this time (1936), there was no
practical method of determining blood volume under field conditions. The
Freeman group suggested that, as an expedient, it might be useful to make a
rough calculation of the time necessary to refill the veins of the forearm and
nand after they were stripped; normally, they fill immediately.

INITIAL CONCEPTS OF SHOCK AND SHOCK THERAPY IN
WORLD WAR II

When the United States entered World War II, the following concepts of
shock were generally accepted:

1. The reduction in blood volume present in peripheral circulatory failure
is the most important single factor, if not the initiating factor, in the production
of the clinical picture seen in shock. It results from the loss of plasma, at first
locally and then generally, into the extravascular tissue spaces. Most thera-
peutic efforts in shock must be directed toward overcoming this loss of blood
volume.

2. The reduction in the rate of blood flow is associated with a diminished
venous return, which results in a decreased cardiac output, though the heart
and the nervous energies that control it are not incapacitated.

3. The vasomotor center remains active.
4. Hemoconcentration is usually present in shock not associated with

hemorrhage (burns, crushing injuries) and tends to reflect the amount of plasma
lost.
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In 1920, Maj. W. Richard Oiler, MC (8), had expressed the firm opinion,
based on his World War I experience, that the most important single factor
in shock is hemorrhage and that the degree of shock depends upon the amount
of blood lost (p. 8). The therapeutic need, he said unequivocally, is therefore
for oxygen-carrying corpuscles, and no intravenous solutions can replace them.
It would have been desirable, he continued, to have a method of calculating the
total hemoglobin and blood volume, but the use of citrated blood, even without
this precise knowledge, was both simple and efficacious.

Between this time and the outbreak of World War II, numerous other
observers had arrived at the same point of view, but they did not make their
voices heard. Most of them did not even try. The rather general belief at the
outbreak of the war that plasma alone could compensate for the loss of whole
blood in shock simply reflected the prevailing point of view that blood loss was
not necessarily the primary cause of shock. It is not easy, in looking back, to
understand how these concepts were ever accepted, yet some of the most com-
petent physicians in the country believed that plasma alone could compensate
for the massive blood losses which occurred in trauma. It was a belief which
did a disservice to the true and important role of plasma in the therapy of
shock. Also, as pointed out elsewhere (p. 9), many observers who believed
that only whole blood was effective in shock did not believe that it would ever
be practical to provide it for forward areas.

Attempts to transfer controlled laboratory studies to combat conditions
led to confusion, as might have been expected, for they were based upon faulty
premises. As Beecher (1) pointed out, the belief that plasma would be as
effective as whole blood in the management of hemorrhagic shock seems to
have been derived from laboratory experiments so set up that the number of
variables could be strictly limited. There was, of course, no real resemblance
between a combat soldier who had suffered a serious wouIu, or wounds and a
rabbit lying quietly in its cage after experimental deprivation of 75 percent of
its blood volume. The very management of the wounded soldier, including
his successive removal rearward from the battlefield through the chain of
evacuation, produced additional trauma, which was further increased by physi-
cal and roentgenologic examinations, anesthesia, and operation. Transfer of
laboratory conclusions to a combat situation with its additional and widely
different variables was simply unsound reasoning, which led to therapeutic
confusion.

Nomenclature

The prewar confusion in the concept of shock was in no wise diminished
by the confusing nomenclature employed to designate the condition and the
loose use of the term.

In 1918, Mann (9) defined shock as a term used by surgeons to describe a definite clinical
condition probably due to a number of causes but always occurring in one or the other of
two groups of cases: (1) those in which clinical manifestations followed some time after the
occurrence of conditions incidental to shock, or (2) those in which a severe or fatal condition
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supervened immediately upon receipt of the active agent. The vagueness of the definition,
propounded, as it was, by a physician of Mann's ability and experience, is indicative of the
vagueness of the concept of shock at that time.

In 1930, Parsons and Phemister (5) stated that it was more correct to speak of hemor-
rhage than of shock, or to speak of shock due to hemorrhage when acute loss of blood
in wounds, whether closed or open, was the cause of marked circulatory embarrassment or
failure. At the same time, these observers cited Blalock's criticism, in 1927, of the current
loose use of the term. Shock, in Blalock's opinion, should be considered not as a disease
but as a group of symptoms which might be produced by a number of factors, including
acute hemorrhage, wounds, and anesthesia. Later, Blalock (4) was to be the first to use the
term "peripheral circulatory failure" for shock.

In 1938, Moon (10) defined shock as a circulatory deficiency, of neither cardiac nor
vasomotor origin, characterized by decreased blood volume, decreased cardiac output
(reduced blood volume flow), and increased hemoconcentration.

In 1941, Janeway (11) described primary shock as a condition of vascular collapse in
which the tone of the peripheral vessels was diminished reflexly as a result of psychic stimuli.
Primary shock, in his opinion, was difficult to distinguish from secondary shock, another
term used very loosely indeed early in World War II. If there was not prompt improvement
after such measures as warmth, hot fluids, morphine, and the shock position (considered
useful because gravity played such an important part in the pooling of the blood), then true
secondary shock was undoubtedly present. In secondary shock, by Janeway's definition,
the volume of blood was insufficient to maintain an adequate peripheral circulation, not
because of vasodilatation (as a matter of fact, vasoconstriction was usually present) but be-
cause of blood loss. In secondary shock, whole blood was a more desirable replacement
fluid than plasma because both red cells and plasma had been lost.

It is significant that, in his excellent study on casualties in the Battle of

El Alamein, Lt. Col. W. C. Wilson, RAMC, began with a definition (12):

There is so much variation in the use of the term "shock" that some kind of definition
is required. The term is sometimes used to describe any form of circulatory failure after
injury. * * * This practice is objectionable in that the label of "shock" is given to
many varieties of circulatory collapse, including those caused by peritonitis, other forms of
bacterial infection, asphyxia, pneumothorax, and other complicated effects of intrathoracic
injury. In this report the term "wound shock" is used in a restricted sense. It does not
include circulatory failure from peritonitis, bacterial infection, or intrathoracic injury; nor,
unless specially stated, does it refer to the shock which follows burns or injury to the central
nervous system. It embraces all other forms of circulatory failure which arise within a few
hours as a result of wounding. As a matter of convenience, the term shock is used as a syn-
onym for circulatory failure and the cause is added when this is known, e.g., "shock from
hemorrhage."

The ETMD (Essential Technical Medical Data) for NATOUSA (North
African Theater of Operations, U.S. Army), for March 1944 (13) suggested
that the definition of shock should be extended to include the inability of the

organism to meet the demands commonly within the normal physiologic range

and should not be limited to a descriptive index of abnormal findings.
By the end of the war, the accepted definition of traumatic shock was a

situation produced initially by a decrease in the peripheral circulatory blood
volume that is followed by a diminished venous return, an inadequate cardiac

output, and depleted physiologic functions. The most usual cause of these
changes is gross hemorrhage. This is still (1962) an acceptable definition.
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As a matter of convenience, the confusion that arose in the Mediterranean
theater because of the mistaken concept of shock and the loose use of the term
is discussed under another heading (p. 37).

STUDIES ON SHOCK, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

When the Committee on Transfusions, Division of Medical Sciences,
NRC, held its first meeting on 31 May 1940 (14) (p. 73), it appointed a Sub-
committee on Anesthesia and Shock (hereafter called the Subcommittee on
Shock), with Dr. Alfred Blalock, Professor of Surgery, Vanderbilt University
School of Medicine, as Chairman, and a distinguished membership of surgeons
and anesthesiologists.

During the war, this subcommittee supervised a large number of research
studies dealing with special components of shock and certain variations in its
treatment, including an investigation of agents other than whole blood and
plasma. All of these studies were undoubtedly of some value but most of
them were of value from the negative aspect; that is, the investigators tested
and eliminated a large number of agents that had to be tried before they could
be discarded. Reports of these investigations can be found in the minutes
of the subcommittee, 1940-45.

From a practical standpoint and for the purposes of this history, the signifi-
cant activities of the Subcommittee on Shock are included in the conferences
on shock held under its auspices and in certain of its official reports.

First Conference on Shock

The first Conference on Shock (15) was held under the auspices of the Sub-
committee on Shock on 28 June 1941, 6 months before the United States
entered the war. The announcement of the meeting carried the statement
that emphasis would be placed upon measures of immediate use to the Army
and Navy Medical Departments. The agenda included a wide range of sub-
jects but did not include specific presentations on the use of blood or plasma
in shock.

Shock Report No. 1

At a conference on 28 June 1941, a committee was appointed to make
general recommendations concerning shock. It consisted of Drs. Blalock,
Henry K. Beecher, Oliver Cope, Robert F. Loeb, and Stafford Warren. Its
report (Report No. 1) (16), issued on 16 July 1942, covered the recognition of
shock, its prevention, and its control.

Prevention.-The remarks on prevention in this report began with the
following statement:

Since the major single cause of the state of shock seems to be a decrease in the circulating
medium (whole blood, plasma, or water and electrolytes, or a combination of these), therapy
is based upon checking such losses and replacing body fluids by the best means at hand.
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Preventive measures were listed as control of hemorrhage; application of
a tourniquet; splinting; postural measures; fluid therapy in traumatic shock,
burns, and dehydration; the application of heat; treatment of exposure to
cold and immersion; and precautions in regard to analgesia and anesthesia.

Therapy.-The important therapeutic recommendations by the ad hoc
committee on shock were as follows (it should be remembered that they were
made in July 1942):

1. When shock is imminent or present, blood, plasma, or albumin should be injected
as promptly as possible. If massive hemorrhage has occurred or signs of serious anemia
are present, whole blood is preferable to blood substitutes.

2. In the absence of evidence of blast injuries and pulmonary irritation, blood or blood
substitutes can be given intravenously, as rapidly as 1 pint of isotonic fluid in 10-15 minutes.

3. If the blood pressure has fallen below 80 mm. Hg, an effort should be made to restore
it to normal as soon as possible.

4. If blood is available, it should be used in initial amounts of 500 to 1,000 cc. The
firsi injection of reconstituted plasma should be two units and of concentrated albumin,
or.- unit (25 gin.). Not more than 10 units of albumin should be given in 48 hours. If
albumin is used, severely dehydrated patients require adilitional water and salt. When
sterile physiologic salt solution is available, concentrated albumin can be diluted in the ratio
of two units (50 gin.) to one liter of salt solution.

5. If the desired effect on the blood pressure is not obtained in 15-30 minutes, the dose
of blood or blood substitute should be repeated.

6. If anemia appears in the course of treatment with large amounts of plasma or albumin,
whole blood transfusions are indicated.

7. Salt and glucose solutions are not recommended in shock. The temporary rise in
blood pressure and blood volume which they produce is only temporary and gives rise to a
sense of complacency. Their only value is to correct dehydration. They are contraindi-
cated in head injuries and pulmonary damage.

8. Within reasonable limits, there is little risk of injecting too large quantities of re-
placement fluids immediately after wounding. It is important to watch for fresh bleeding
when the blood pressure, in the course of therapy, begins to approach normal.

Second Conference on Shock

At, the second Conference on Shock (17) on 1 December 1943, the agenda
had become more realistic, in the light of military developments. It included
field blood volume determinations by the Phillips-Van Slyke copper sulfate
method; the comparative therapeutic effects of whole blood, plasma, albumin,
saline solutions, and gelatin in clinical shock; and a vigorous discussion of the
use and value of blood and blood substitutes. The proceedings were thus in
marked contrast to the proceedings of the first conference, which had been
held almost 6 months before Pearl Harbor.

On the other hand, the discussion of shock was still not entirely realistic,
for it was divided into early and late shock. The discussion of early shock
included infection as an initiating agent, possible techniques for early recogni-
tion, and prevention and treatment. The discussion of late shock covered
intermediate metabolism, visceral damage, acidosis, vitamin-coenzyme systems,
and succinate and Pitressin therapy. Acidosis was stated to be a possible
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criterion of the severity of shock but was not considered a cause. Neither
succinate nor Pitressin therapy was regarded as promising.

In a report at this session by Dr. E. I. Evans on the comparative thera-
peutic effects of whole blood and blood substitutes in shock, the following
points were made:

1. In patients seen soon after wounding, saline solution seemed to have a beneficial
effect, even when the blood loss was quite severe. A marked reduction in the incidence of
severe shock could be produced by giving saline solution prophylactically. When saline
solution wvis given to a patient already in severe shock, there might be temporary improve-
ment, with elevation of the blood pressure, but it seldom lasted more than :30 minutes.

2. Both plasma and whole blood were effective in moderately severe shock, but studies
of the blood volume after the initial treatment usually indicated the need for whole blood.
All patients in shock who had not been given whole blood eventually showed moderate or
severe anemia.

Quotation at the conference of a recent letter from Maj. (later Lt. ('ol.)
Henry K. Beecher, MC, then in North Africa, brought the discussion down to
a realistic level:

One of the chief problems is concerned with supplying blood in forward areas. Some-
where along the planning line somebody seems to have forgotten that plasma lacks oxygen-
carrying power. Much too often the following sequence of events takes place: A man
receives a bad wound; he bleeds; hours later his "blood" volume and pressure are restored
by plasma infusion; the surgeon decides he is now ready for surgery: there is further loss of
the too-small quantity of hemoglobin available in his body, as a result of the surgery; the
patient's circulatory system collapses and it is impossible to revive him. Plans are now
being worked out for supplying whole blood for the forward areas.

At this second Conference on Shock, Dr. Loeb, chairman of the Subcom-
mittee on Blood Substitutes, made the highly significant announcement that
it was the conviction of his group that the ideal treatment of shock due to
hemorrhage and skeletal trauma was replacement of lost blood with blood and
that every means possible should be utilized for increasing the use of blood
in the prevention and treatment of these conditions in various theaters of war
(p. 53). It was, however, recognized by his committee:

1. That whole blood could not always be made available.
2. That in crushing injuries, burns, and abdominal wounds, plasma was more desirable

than blood at certain stages of treatment.
3. That plasma is more desirable than whole blood when dehydration, for one reason

or another, is marked.
4. That plasma has the advantage of convenience of transportation to areas to which

whole blood cannot be taken but that there are certain situations in which serum albumin
is more practical than plasma.t

Shock Report No. 17

Shock Report No. 17 (18), dated 4 March 1944, was a revision of Shock
Report No. 1 (16), dated 16 July 1942. Some of the members of the committee

i This statement does not represent the view of those intimately concerned with the blood program or of medical
officers with a special interest in. and knowledge of, resuscitation. In their opinion, there were no circumstances in which
albumin Was More practical than plasivia because of the almost universal necesity of supplying additional fluids
when albutmin was used.
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which prepared the second report had also served on the first committee. The
current status of the shock problem was set forth as follows:

1. The establishment of a close correspondence of circulatory changes in experimental
and clinical shock has given confidence in the clinical application of results obtained in
experimental studies, especially on dogs.

2. Reduction in the circulating blood volume is the most important factor in the initia-
tion of shock. The reduction, whether the injury is mechanical or thermal, is due to loss
of blood or fluid at the site of injury. Except possibly in very late stages, there is no notable
5nerease in capillary permeability in nontraumatized areas of the body. The reduction in
the circulating blood volume makes its restoration to normal the primary consideration of
therapy.

3. The most reliable criteria of the degree of circulatory disturbance underlying shock
are cardiac output and blood volume. As shock progresses, cardiac output continues to
decrease, even if there is no further reduction in circulating blood volume. The level of
arterial pressure is not a reliable criterion of the degree of circulatory impairment in early
shock, nor does the hematocrit, considered alone, indicate the relative degree of loss of
blood or plasma.

4. After a critical point has been reached in diminution of the blood volume, progressive
tissue anoxia leads to metabolic changes and to damage to certain organs, such as the brain,
and perhaps the heart and liver. The state which then develops is termed "irreversible
shock."

The following prophylactic and therapeutic points were stressed:

1. The consequences of inadequate circulatory volume emphasize the very great
importance of early, adequate treatment of shock. Treatment should not be delayed until
its manifestations appear.

2. Opedration should be carried out as promptly as possible after resuscitation, or
sometimes before it is completely accomplished, with blood replacement as indicated during
the procedure.

3. Fluid therapy is the most important measure in the therapy of shock. It should
take the form of whole blood, which may be required in amounts up to 3,000 cc.

4. The first 500 to 1,000 cc. of blood should be given rapidly. Subsequent administra-

tion should be at the rate of 500 cc. per hour or less. Prophylactic transfusions should
also be given slowly.

The great difference between these recommendations, in March 1944,
and those of July 1942 is the unequivocal advice to use whole blood without
delay. The altered concept of shock should also be noted. The advice to
inject the blood slowly was founded on the old idea that rapid injection of blood
might give rise to speed shock. As a matter of fact, early in the war, it was
found that the rapid injection of blood was not only harmless but essential
and beneficial. It was not unusual to inject 500 cc. of blood in 5 minutes, and
occasionally as much as 20 pints of blood were injected into four different
veins in a period of 3 hours. Had members of the various committees of the
National Research Council been permitced to visit combat zones, as was several
times requested (p. 79), their recommendations would have been more closely
related to the facts of military medicine.
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EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT AND THERAPY OF SHOCK
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN THEATER

In the first months of active U.S. participation in World War II, the con-
fusion that attended the condition that came to be appreciated as the most
important single complication of wounding seriously affected the management
of wounded casualties. Until the concept of shock was clarified, they were
treated with skill and devotion, but they were often not treated entirely cor-
rectly, even though, by the time North Africa was invaded in November 1942,
it was generally accepted that decreased circulating blood volume was the
most important deviation from normal physiology seen in shocked casualties.

The necessary clarification of the concept of shock, with the application
of the correct concept to shocked casualties, was accomplished in the Medi-
terranean theater. Until June 1944, this was the only theater in which large
numbers of ground troops were in constant contact with the enemy. For
nearly 2 years, the battle casualty rates in it were continuously above 50 per
thousand per annum, and for nearly 2 months of this period they were above
100 per thousand. With casualties requiring treatment in such numbers,
policies of management had to be established, even in the absence of any proved
scientific rationale for them.

The situation began to change when Col. Edward D. Churchill, MC,
reported for duty in North Africa on 7 March 1943 as Consultant in Surgery
to the theater surgeon. Before he left the Zone of Interior he had been well
briefed on the British experience in shock and transfusion (p. 55) and had been
informed of the research under way in this field at the Army Medical School
and elsewhere.

Colonel Churchill's first official report to the theater surgeon, 2% weeks
after his arrival and after a period of temporary duty on the southern Tunisian
front, was a memorandum on blood transfusion (19). On 16 April, after the
collection of additional data, he set forth several conclusions, the most important
of which was that a significant number of wounded went into shock from loss
of blood and that plasma was not a total treatment for these casualties (p. 55).

In his first report, Colonel Churchill was critical of both the nomenclature
and the concept of shock. He found that ini field medical records, histories,
and autopsy reports, shock was used with vague significance and often with no
definition at all (p. 32). The disturbance of the peripheral circulation which
the term indicated might range from slight pallor to impending death.

Further confusion was introduced by the use of the term "irreversible
shock," a use which amounted to the assumption that at one moment restoration
of the blood volume could halt the process of death while at the next, it could
not. Even the most carefully controlled laboratory experiments could not
identify this precise baseline. If this held true in a controlled experimental
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laboratory, identification of the onset of irreversible shock seemed even more
impossible when the medical officer was confronted with the results of random
trauma sustained by soldiers under combat conditions.

In the records of battle casualties who died in forward areas, shock or
irreversible shock was almost invariably found to be recorded as a secondary
cause of death, whether the primary condition was a craniocerebral wound,
an overwhelming peritonitis, a fulminating gas gangrene infection, or uncon-
trollable hemorrhage. In Colonel Churchill's opinion, the terms "shock"
and "irreversible shock," as they appeared in records and autopsy protocols in
NATOUSA, were completely irrelevant. He therefore found it impossible to
comment on the occurrence of shock during the Tunisian campaign in terms that
would be helpful to those engaged in research on the subject.

An analysis of 1,263 casualties had shown no deaths from so-called wound
shock under terms of the restricted definition in which hemorrhage could be
excluded as the important causative factor. The same observations were
made in the clinical study of large numbers of wounded. Colonel Churchill
therefore concluded:

1. That wound shock, if it occurred among surviving casualties, apparently
responded to treatment. Irreversible shock therefore did not appear to be
a problem of pressing importance.

2. That wound shock could not be identified as a cause of death in con-
ditions prevailing in the management of battle casualties during the period of
the survey.

3. That shock as it was observed in the Tunisian campaign could be con-
trolled by the application of accepted methods of treatment, without the need
for the development of additional methods.

These conclusions were amply confirmed in the following months by
simple, direct observations on battle casualties properly treated by methods
already available, including the replacement of blood losses by whole blood.
Clinical observations were later confirmed by a number of special studies.
The management of shock in the last year of the Italian campaign, when there
was a general appreciation of the need for whole blood and when the blood
needed was available in ample quantities from a theater blood bank, was very
different from the makeshift management and often complete lack of blood
in the Tunisian and early Italian campaigns. Appreciation of the need of
blood, however, preceded its supply by many months.

SPECIAL STUDIES

Lalich Study

The first planned studies on shock in the Fifth U.S. Army were made by
Capt. Joseph J. Lalich, MC, on the Cassino front in December 1943 and on
the Anzio beachhead in March 1944 (19, 20). Studies on the hematocrit,
on the plasma protein, nonprotein nitrogen, and chlorides of the blood, and
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on the carbon dioxide combining power of the blood supported his thesis that
blood loss is the chief factor in shock.

On the basis of his clinical observations alone, Captain Lalich had already
advocated that battle casualties in shock be divided into three categories,
according to the following criteria:

1. The patient has a normal blood pressure and no significant abnormali-
ties of pulse volume or pulse rate, but his wounds are sufficiently numerous and
sufficiently severe to make it reasonable to anticipate circulatory failure.
Experience showed that unless patients in this group were treated by replace-
ment therapy, usually in the amount of 500 cc. of plasma and 500 cc. of blood,
varying degrees of circulatory failure were likely to occur during operation.

2. The blood pressure ranges from 90 mm. Hg down to the lowest level
at which it can be measured. Resuscitation requires at least 1,000 to 2,000
cc. of blood.

3. The blood pressure cannot be determined by auscultation. A patient
in this state should receive from 500 to 1,500 cc. of blood, the precise amount
depending upon how much is required to raise the systolic pressure to about
100 mm. Hg. After this level has been attained, an additional 500 to 1,000 cc.
of blood should be given before surgery is undertaken. If the systolic pressure
fails to rise to at least 50 mm. Hg after 1,500 cc. of blood has been given over a
period of 15-30 minutes, operation should be resorted to without further delay,
for factors other than serious blood loss or continuing hemorrhage are probably
contributing to the persistence of shock. Among these factors are gross con-
tamination and infection of the pleural or peritoneal cavities, or both, or tox-
emia from clostridial myositis. Even when these conditions are chiefly re-
sponsible for the state of shock, blood loss may also play some part in the
patient's status.

There were numerous variations in this classification, but, on the whole,
it represented the consensus of the surgeons and shock officers in the Mediter-
ranean theater.

Stewart-Warner Study

The second study on shock was begun in January 1944, by Maj. (later
Col.) John D. Stewart, MC, and 1st Lt. (later Capt.) Frank B. Warner, Jr., MC,
when Mobile Unit No. 3, 2d Medical General Laboratory, was operating beside
the 3d Platoon of the 11th Field Hospital at Cassino (19, 20). The hospital
was doing first priority surgery, and the objective of the investigation was the
response of seriously wounded men in respect to shock, hemorrhage, and dehy-
dration. Surgeons caring for the patients investigated were kept informed
of the results of the laboratory studies and were able to utilize the information
in their management.

The final report on 2 January 1945 covered 100 casualties, of whom (the
figures are overlapping) 48 had penetrating abdominal wounds, 32 penetrating
thoracic wounds, and 55 compound fractures. Seventeen died during the course
of the investigation.
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Colonel Stewart and Captain Warner, who had been promoted in the
interim, were particularly impressed by the variability of both the vasomotor
and the cardiovascular response to wounding and also by the fact that reactions
to shock and hemorrhage were considerably less stereotyped than they were
usually supposed to be. Their other findings were as follows:

1. A reduction in blood volume was characteristic of untreated shock.
2. Hemoconcentration was not encountered, but decreases in plasma pro-

tein concentration and heinatocrit values were evident shortly after wounding.
Later, both components were lowered.

3. Dehydration and azotemia were common in the early recovery period.
4. Urinary reactions were indicative of a rather mild base deficiency.
5. No evidence of the excessive use of plasma or whole blood was detected

in any patient.
Beecher-Burnett Study

The third study, by Major Beecher, Consultant in Shock and Anesthesia
to the Surgeon, MTOUSA, and Capt. Charles H. Burnett, MC, was made at
Cassino and on the Anzio beachhead and chiefly concerned the timing of sur-
gery in relation to resuscitation (19, 21).

Most medical officers who had made special studies of shock or who had
a large clinical experience believed that it was wiser to resuscitate the casualty
as completely as possible before surgery unless there was some indication, such
as continued hemorrhage or peritoneal contamination, for emergency operation.
As a result of their own investigations, Major Beecher and Captain Burnett
took the position that surgery should be considered a phase of the routine of
resuscitation and given an earlier place in it (p. 584). Specifically, when the
systolic blood pressure had reached 80 mm. Hg and the patient was warm and
had a good color, they believed that operation should be proceeded with.
Whatever additional replacement therapy was indicated could be carried out
during operation.

While there was no universal acceptance of this concept, comparative
figures seem significant (21): In November and December 1943, resuscitation
in the field and evacuation hospitals below Venafro and Mignano on the Cas-
sino front often required 6-8 hours after seriously wounded casualties had been
admitted. In 1944, on the Anzio beachhead, even extremely bad surgical
risks were prepared for operation on an average of 2 hours and 20 minutes after
wounding. The readier availability of whole blood in 1944 had much to do
with the reduction in the timelag, but the change in concept of the optimum
time for operation undoubtedly also played a major role.

THE BOARD FOR THE STUDY OF THE SEVERELY WOUNDED

In August 1944, the appointment of a board to study the treatment of
severely wounded casualties was recommended by the theater surgeon, then
Maj. Gen. Morrison C. Stayer, to the Commanding General, NATOUSA, Lt.
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Gen. Jacob L. Devers (19). There were two reasons for General Stayer's
request: (1) that the concept of blood loss as the etiologic factor in shock must
be documented by cold, hard facts; and (2) that similar proof was required for
the use of whole blood as an essential element in the management of wounded
men and not as an agent which could be replaced by other substances. With-
out such proof, shock and its associated problems would be left, at the end of
World War II, in the same inconclusive state in which they had been left at the
end of World War I. On 3 September 1944, General Devers appointed a
Medical Board to Study the Treatment of the Severely Wounded (usually
known as the Board for the Study of the Severely Wounded) to operate directly
under the theater surgeon. Its membership was composed of Major Beecher;
Major Burnett; Capt. Seymour L. Shapiro, SnC; Lt. Col. (later Col.) Fiorindo
A. Simeone, MC; Capt. Louis D. Smith, SnC; Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Eugene
R. Sullivan, MC; and Lt. Col. Tracy B. Mallory, MC.

In view of this action, it is interesting to recall that the minutes of the
first meeting of the Committee on Transfusions, NRC, in May 1940 (14),
contained the suggestion that "a group of men be allowed to work in the Army,
freed from any of the obligations of Army officers, who would study cases of
shock as investigators. This would give opportunity to observe shock on a
big scale, an opportunity to get an insight into the nature of shock." NMore
than 4 years after this recommendation, upon which no action was taken, it
was, in effect, implemented by the appointment of the Board for the Study of
the Severely Wounded. Great advances might have been made, and many
lives might have been saved, if this or some similar board had been appointed
earlier.

Observations and Conclusions

The 186 patients who were studied during the investigation were carefully
selected and directly observed by the medical officers who made up the board
(19). The experience proved that a mobile laboratory unit could function
competently close to the frontlines-indeed, at time, within them-and that
it could perform comprehensive, accurate biochemical studies in such situations.
The major consideration was at all times, of course, that the studies must not
delay or otherwise interfere with the treatment of the casualties under
investigation.

From the standpoint of the relation of blood loss to shock, the board made
the following observations:

1. A wounded man could recover after the loss of about 75 percent of his
circulating blood volume, a considerably larger amount than had generally
been supposed. The quantitative relation demonstrated between the degree
of clinical shock and the loss of blood volume or hemoglobin lent further support
to the theory that the major cause of shock in wounded men is hemorrhage.

2. Certain visceral changes were found in casualties who had been in
shock, but they were not evident until a minimum of 18 hours after injury, in
which interval many wounded men had already succumbed to loss of blood.
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If infection were not a complication, a return to normal could be demonstrated
from the fourth day onward. Pulmonary edema was too inconstant and too
late a development to be considered an important factor in the initiation of
shock. Pulmonary fat embolism was absent or minimal in most cases and of
uncertain significance in the remainder.

This investigation and the other studies of shock conducted in the
Mediterranean theater did not settle all the problems of shock or all phases of
any problem. They did, however, clearly establish that blood loss, with the
resultant decrease in blood volume, is the most important cause of death in
battle casualties. Thus, at the end of World War II, in contrast to the situation
at the end of World War I, there was a clear understanding of why shock
occurs and an equally clear understanding of the rationale of resuscitation
therapy and of the necessity for whole blood replacement. Two other factors
in the reduction of the mortality from shock should also be mentioned:

1. The skill and fine judgment developed by shock officers and others who
supervised the resuscitation and preoperative preparation of casualties (the
so-called learning curve described by the chest surgeons of the 2d Auxiliary
Surgical Group) (22).

2. The planning and organization of the blood bank at Naples (p. 400),
which provided a superior type of banked blood in quantities sufficient to meet
all Fifth U.S. Army demands.

EBERT-EMERSON STUDY

Materials and Methods

By the time active fighting began in the European theater, two concepts
concerning shock were generally accepted: (1) that the pathogenesis of
traumatic shock is a reduction in the circulating blood volume, and (2) that an
essential feature of shock therapy is the correction of this deficiency by blood
replacement.

From the practical standpoint, a major therapeutic problem was still the
determination of the degree of blood volume deficiency. Clinical estimations
alone were imprecise. Blood volume measurement, with the techniques then
available, was obviously impossible as a routine therapeutic control in the
field. Transfusion requirements in any given case were still, therefore, based
almost exclusively on the clinical symptoms and signs present and on their
response to therapy.

Studies to evaluate the relative importance and reliability of these clinical
manifestations were undertaken in July 1944, in a First U.S. Army field
hospital, by Maj. Richard V. Ebert, MC, and Maj. Charles P. Emerson, MC,
5th General Hospital (23). A preliminary study on 55 nontransportable
casualties was limited to serial determinations of hemoglobin concentration and
arterial pressure in relation to their clinical condition and course during resuscita-
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tion.2 The data, like those collected in the Mediterranean theater (p. 41),
indicated that the magnitude of the blood loss sustained by casualties in severe
shock was far greater than had been generally appreciated.

A second study was carried out in September 1944, during the campaign
on the German border, on 112 casualties with serious abdominal, thoracic, and
extremity wounds. About half were in severe shock. The investigation
included, in addition to routine physical examination:

1. Serial determinations of either (a) the hemoglobin concentration, by the acid-
hematin technique with the Sahli-Hellige hemoglobinometer, or (b) hematocrit determina-
tions, obtained after rapid centrifuging of oxalated samples in 4-cc. tubes.

2. Determinations of plasma volume by the Gibson-Evans dye technique.
3. Plasma protein concentration determinations by the copper sulfate technique of

Phillips et al.

Measurements of the plasma volume, plasma protein concentration, and
hematocrit were completed in 57 cases. Multiple blood volume determinations
were made in 33 cases, either during transfusion or before or after operation.

Observations and Conclusions

The data which these observers had set out to secure and the conclusions
derived from them may be summarized as follows:

1. The degree of blood volume deficit in shock and the extent to which
clinical signs could be correlated with varying degrees of oligemia.

The arterial blood pressure proved the most reliable clinical index to blood
volume deficiency. All casualties with initial systolic pressures below 85 mm.
Hg, except those with spinal transections, were found to have significant
degrees of oligemia, the deficit averaging 40 percent of the expected normal
blood volume.

2. The degree of spontaneous hemodilution following extensive hemor-
rhage.

Blood volume and plasma protein determinations indicated that some
degree, usually small, of spontaneous hemodilution with low plasma protein
values occurred in oligemic shock. It was concluded that a normal hematocrit
reading or the demonstration of only a mild anemia within a few hours after
injury should not be interpreted to mean that severe blood loss had not occurred.
Serious anemia could be produced by the administration of plasma to markedly
oligemic patients.

3. The relative importance of losses of whole blood and plasma and the
total blood loss resulting from various types of wounds.

The majority of the casualties in the series presented no evidence of exces-
sive losses of plasma in proportion to losses of red blood cells. In a few severe

2 A First U.S. Army report mentions that this study was carried out during a pressure period, when casualties were
heavy, and that the Investigating officers frequently found themselves administering blood and plasma rather than making
the detached observations they had planned.
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abdominal wounds, a disproportionate plasma loss was demonstrated, with
resulting mild erythroconcentrations. The average blood loss estimated to
have occurred before admission to the hospital was 63 percent per severely
shocked casualty. Hemorrhage was most profuse in extremity wounds and
least profuse in uncomplicated chest wounds.

4. The relative requirements for whole blood and plasma in shock and the
effect of transfusion on blood volume.

Serial blood volume determinations indicated that hemorrhage had
occurred during the course of transfusion in 12 of 23 patients studied. This
complication was encountered most often in severe wounds of the extremities;
the majority of these patients suffered losses averaging 40 percent of the blood
and plasma transfused.

5. The causes of therapeutic failure in the treatment of traumatic shock.
Measurements of plasma protein before and after the injection of blood

diluted with equal volumes of preservative solution indicated that retention of
the solution in the bloodstream was only transient and not sufficient to produce
significant hemodilution.

Casualties in whom clinical evidence of shock was not corrected by appro-
priate therapy, including restoration of the blood volume to normal, included
those with severe infection; lesions involving the central nervous system;
anoxia associated with pulmonary damage; and a persistent combination of
anemia, oligemia, and hypotension, with terminal signs of myocardial in-
sufficiency.

The case fatality rate for all casualties admitted in severe shock was 32
percent. When, however, the arterial pressure on admission exceeded 85 mm.
Hg, the case fatality rate was only 10 percent. The majority of deaths occurred
in casualties with abdominal wounds.
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CHAPTER III

The Evolution of the Use of Whole Blood in
Combat Casualties

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT

Since the importance of whole blood in the resuscitation of wounded casu-
alties was realized almost from t hebeginning by many of the personnel and agen-
cies connected with the program, it is hard to understand why its procure-
ment, distribution, and utilization got off to such a slow start in the U.S. Army
in World War II. The success of the transfusion service in the Spanish Civil
War (p. 11) and the similarly successful and long operational program in the
British Army when the United States entered the war (p. 15) make the delay
even more mystifying.

Any attempt at explanation must be a mixture of fact and opinion. Per-
haps the chief reason was that overenthusiasm for the potentialities of plasma
as an effective blood substitute tended to reduce the attention which might
otherwise have been devoted to the development of methods for making the
use of whole blood practical. A second reason was that even those who con-
sidered whole blood essential in the treatment of battle casualties thought its
supply to forward units in a combat zone--let alone its transportation over-
seas-an entirely impractical project. The discussion at the first meeting of
the Committee on Transfusions, Division of Medical Sciences, NRC (National
Research Council) I on 31 May 1940 (1) clearly showed that the feasibility of
such a program had to be grasped before any means for its implementation
would be developed. The lack of the acceptance of the concept as a possibility
was far more important than (1) the current lack of means to store the blood
and transport it safely over long distances, and (2) the fact that an oversea air-
lift did not exist when World War 1I began. Moreover, at this time, blood
had only a 6- to 8-day dating period, which was scarcely long enough to get it
into a combat zone even if an airlift had been available.

In short, the hard fact of the matter was that in 1940 and 1941, when the
need arose, there was no real choice: If plasma had not been recommended and
used, there would have been no agent at all for the treatment of large numbers
of wounded casualties. It was just 5 years before the United States entered
World War II that Elliott (2) had pointed out the military advantages of
plasma, some of which Ward had called attention to in World War I (p. 265).
Because of its small bulk, it was practical to carry it well forward and thus

I Committee on Transfusions, Division of Medical Sciences, NRC, acting for the Committee on Medical Research,
Office of Scientific Research and Development (hereafter termed Committee on Transfusions, NRC).
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treat shock many miles closer to the actual scene of wounding. Reduction of
the timelag ("this valuable time element," as Elliott called it) might well mean
the difference between life and death.

Another reason for delay in setting up an oversea blood program was the
rather general failure to appreciate the difference between the use of blood in
civilian medicine and its use as a military necessity. DeGowin and Hardin (3)
(Maj. Robert C. Hardin, MC, who later served as Transfusion Officer in the
European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army) differed from most other observ-
ers in their appreciation of this distinction. In an article in War Medicine in
May 1941, these observers pointed out that since shock and hemorrhage are
acute conditions, they must be treated at the earliest possible moment. The
goal of any service supplying blood and plasma should be to make them avail-
able as far forward in the combat zone as possible. The value of every step in
the processing and administration of these substances should be weighed in
terms of their use at the front. Each detail of technique should be visualized
as it would have been carried out in some such setting as a British casualty
clearing station under air bombardment in the Battle of Flanders.

To meet these requirements, it would be necessary to collect blood in many
centers, transport it to a small number of points for processing, and then de-
liver it to forward units. This is precisely what was done when the blood pro-
gram was developed in the Mediterranean theater, which supplied its own blood
throughout the war, and when the plasma program in the United States was
extended to provide blood for theaters of operations.

In spite of the imaginative planning of DeGowin, Hardin, and their asso-
ciates, the concept of the provision of whole blood for forward areas in oversea
theaters was a very gradual development. In the Zone of Interior, this con-
cept was first of all part of the development of the concept that whole blood was
necessary for severely wounded men in shock and that plasma, valuable as it
had proved, was simply an interim measure, with a supplemental and not a
definitive role in their management.

Lt. Col. (later Col.) B. Noland Carter, MC, Assistant Director, Surgical
Consultants Division, Office of The Surgeon General, expressed the general
point of view in a comment on ETMD (Essential Technical Medical Data)
NATOUSA (North African Theater of Operations, U.S. Army), for 1 July
1944 (4/). Early in the war, he said, the lack of appreciation of the need for
whole blood for seriously wounded men was shared by his own office, though at
the time he was then writing (September 1944), the necessity was recognized
in the Zone of Interior as well as in all combat zones. The complete recognition
of this need, he concluded, was now evident in the Office of The Surgeon Gen-
eral in the establishment of tables of organization and equipment for blood
transfusion units and in the recently instituted airlift of blood to Europe.

The need of combat casualties for whole blood in large quantities was
learned by experience in the Mediterranean theater (p. 392). In the European
theater, as information concerning the Mediterranean experience was supple-
mented by theater experience, it became clear that the procurement of blood
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from Army personnel in the theater simply would not meet the needs. Only a
brief combat experience was required to make it clear that blood would be
needed in much larger quantities, and for many more casualties, than had
originally been contemplated. As time passed, there were increasingly frequent
expressions of the necessity for, and the possil)ility of, securing blood by airlift
from the Zone of Interior (p. 474).

As has already been pointed out, there was always a considerable number
of observers in both the Zone of Interior and oversea theaters who believed that
whole blood was necessary, and had no sul)stitute, in the treatment of severely
wounded men. Their voices were simply not loud enough--or perhaps they
did not speak out loudly enough--to carry conviction until events in combat
theaters furnished overwhelming proof of the need. Moreover, even those who
believed from the beginning that whole blood was essential for combat casualties
were at first faced with the major problem of how to place it where it could be
used.

THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

Much of the basic work which led up to the use of whole blood in combat
casualties in forward installations was directed, or actually carried out, by
members of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes of the Committee on
Transfusions, National Research Council.2  The development of the concept,
which was linked with the practical aspects of its implementation, is most
conveniently described chronologically .3

1940

31 May.--The first meeting of the Committee on Transfusions (1), of
which Dr. Walter B. Cannon was chairman, was attended by the full member-
ship, by Dr. LtAwis H. Weed, chairman of the Division of Medical Sciences,
NRC, and, by invitation, Col. (later Brig. Gen.) George R. Callender, MC; Col.
(later Brig. Gen.) Charles C. Hillman, MC; Capt. (later Col.) Douglas B.
Kendrick, MC; and Cdr. C. S. Stephenson, MC, USN. Maj. Gen. James C.
Magee, The Surgeon General, was present for part of the meeting.

Dr. Weed explained that the committee had been organized because of a
request from General Magee that NRC (p. 75) assemble a civilian committee
that could act informally in an advisory capacity to the Army Medical Corps, as
well as to the Navy Medical Corps, with special reference to surgical shock,
blood transfusion, an(l blood banks, When Dr. Cannon took the chair, lie
stated that many trained investigators in various medical fields had offered
their services to the committee, and, if representatives of the Arrmy and the

2 Suhleonittee on Blood suistltiiutes, conmnittee on Transfusions, Division of Medical Sclenceg, NRC, acting for the

Committee )n Medical Research, Office of Scientific Research and Devlopmen, (hereafter terned Suhconunittee on
Biood Substitutes, NRC).

3 Unless otherwise indicated. ill of tie following data are included in the minutes of the Committee on Transfusions or
the Subhcomnittee on Blood Substitvtes for the aw)propriate dates.
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Navy would formulate their problems, the Division of Medical Sciences, NRC,
would act as an agency for their investigation and for transmission of informa-
tion concerning them.

In reply, General Magee stated that from his standpoint there were two
chief problems:

1. Blood transfusions, particularly the use of dried plasma and the proper
containers for plasma.4

2. Shock, including its prevention, and hemorrhage.
In the discussion that followed, these points were covered:
1. Blood banks. Colonel Hillman stated that if combat in a future war

should be chiefly outside the United States, the Army would probably dis-
courage the use of blood banks. If war should come closer, it might be possible
to use blood transported by plane or under specially devised refrigeration. If
blood could not be collected locally, either liquid or dried plasma would have to
be used.

2. Preserved blood. At this time, the safe storage of whole blood was not
generally thought to exceed 5 days. Dr. Everett D. Plass stated that he had
used blood more than 30 days old without serious reactions. He believed that
by improving the preservative fluid, the period of safe storage could be in-
creased materially, though he granted that as the proportion of glucose, pres-
ently the preservative in use, was increased, difficulties of administration would
also be increased.

3. Plasma. Commander Stephenson explained the Navy's preference for
plasma rather than whole blood: Plasma could be used in any form without
reactions. If it were dried immediately, it could be kept for 4 or 5 months
without refrigeration. If the circulation were embarrassed, it could be given
in concentrated form. Also, the task of accumulating stocks could be begun a
year or more in advance of the time the plasma might be needed. Refrigerator
space was not a problem for the Navy, and distilled water for the reconstitution
of plasma was available on many parts of ships.

Other points concerning plasma discussed at LIiis meeting included the
possibility of making a synthetic preparation or of using plasma from a lower
animal instead of human plasma, the best techniques of preparing dried plasma,
and a request to drug firms to prepare and distribute dried plasma to certain
institutions for testing purposes.

4. Shock. The chairman asked that various methods of handling shock
and hemorrhage be described, including the potentialities and limitations of
whole blood; concentrated plasma and wet and dried plasma, with due note of
the refrigeration needed; deterioration of blood after transportation; and the

4 It will be observed that at this and several succeeding meetings, the chief emphasis was on the use of plasma, which
was readily accepted as a substitute for whole blood by a surprising number of experienced civilian clinicians and Army

and Navy medical officers. The meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 19 April 1941 (5) actually dis-
cussed whether whole blood was within its frame of reference; it was decided that it was. It should be pointed out again,
however, that at this time, no matter how firmly one might have believed that whole blood was the transfusion medium
of choice, its use was not practical because of the short dating period, the frequent reactions, sterilization problems, lack
of refrigeration, and lack of an airlift.
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possibilities of preservation of blood and plasma. A system was needed that
would be practical for both Army and Navy.

As Dr. Cannon saw it, the problem before the committee was possible
ways and means of restoring blood losses in wounded men at different places in
an organized line. Some agents could be used in fixed hospitals but certain
others that could be easily transported, without refrigeration, must also be
available. General Magee mentioned the mobile field hospital, which had
completed tests and which he thought would be well adapted for shock treat-
ment, a statement that was to prove prophetic.

Colonel Hillnan was asked to discuss the question of blood donors with
the American Red Cross. Dr. Plass, who had special facilities at the State
University of Iowa College of Medicine for testing whole blood, was asked to
work out a means of transportation for it. It was thought that airlines and
trucking firms might be interested in cooperating in this project.

24 July.-When the Committee on Transfusions made its report on this
date to the Committee on Surgery, NRC (6), it advanced two chief reasons for
the use of plasma rather than of whole blood in shock. The committee position
can perhaps be interpreted as concessions to the position taken at the May
meeting by representatives of the Army and the Navy:

1. Plasma is considerably easier to preserve and transport than blood.
2. Matching and typing are not necessary when pooled plasma, in which

isoagglutinins are suppressed, is used.
Two other reasons, which have already been commented on, were also

advanced for the use of plasma rather than blood in shock:
1. The belief that most shock is associated with hemoconcentration (p. 30)

and that a given quantity of plasma would therefore be more effective than an
cqiial quantity of blood. This belief could be traced back to the observations
made in World War I that led to the erroneous concept that shock is an entity
distinct from hemorrhage.

2. The belief, drawn from laboratory experiments under controlled condi-
tions (p. 31), that plasma is approximately as effective as whole blood in the
treatment of hemorrhage.

There were other fallacies in this approach:
1. It placed undue emphasis upon a single physicochemical property of

blood, the osmotic activity of its plasma proteins, and ignored the important
function of the red blood cells as oxygen carriers, as well as their contribution
to the total blood mass under abnormal circumstances.

2. The magnitude of the initial loss of whole blood at wounding was not
properly eqtimated, and the loss occasioned by continuing seepage of blood
and its fluid components into the tissue spaces was also underestimated.

3. The effort to restore and maintain blood bulk by colloid preparations
derived either from human proteins or from other sources presupposed a space
b)ounded by a semipermeable membrane rather than a space in which large
areas of the containing meml)rane might have been rendered freely permeable
by the direct effects of trautiia.
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30 November.-At this meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes
(7), the principal discussion concerned the feasibility of preserving and trans-
porting whole blood, with special attention to the studies, which proved this
point, by Dr. Plass and Dr. Elmer L. DeGowin at the State University of Iowa
College of Medicine. They are reported in detail elsewhere (p. 220).

1941

19 April.-At this meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (5),
after a discussion of plasma and serum, the chairman, Dr. Robert F. Loeb,
stated:

I take it that the consensus of the committee is that either serum or plasma reduced
to either a frozen or a dried state is acceptable and the production should proceed at once
with the understanding that in time other recommendations may be made.

This statement was agreed to by all the committee. The Army and the
Navy accepted plasma because studies with it were much further advanced at
this time than studies with serum and because the yield was greater-15 to
20 cc. per pint of blood-than the yield of serum.

It would be unfair not to emphasize again the entirely practical reasons
for which the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes recommended plasma to the
Armed Forces in April 1941:

1. Supplying whole blood to the Armed Forces in the quantities likely to be needed,
together with its safe storage and transportation, presented logistic problems of enormous
proportions. They could not be solved in the light of either the knowledge or the facilities
available in 1940-41. Preservative solutions which would permit long storage periods
were just being developed. Thoroughly dependable, avid grouping sera were just being
developed. The development of adequate equipment for the collection, storage, and dis-
pensing of whole blood had barely begun. Refrigeration equipment for use in the field
under varying conditions of heat, cold, and humidity had not yet been manufactured.
Finally, an airlift capable of delivering blood to the far reaches of the battlefront was still
almost 3 years off.

2. Plasma is a homologous protein fluid, the osmotic equivalent of blood, which can be
administered without typing or crossmatching and which is almost entirely free from the
reactions which, in 1941, were still frequent and serious after blood transfusion.

3. The protein content of plasma tends to hold transfused fluid in the vascular bed
because its components are of high molecular weight and size as compared with the com-
ponents of saline and dextrose solutions, which readily leak through the capillary walls or
are excreted via the kidneys and which therefore have only temporary therapeutic Value.

4. The use of plasma solved serious logistic problems. Separated from its cellular
components, it could be frozen and dried to less than 1-percent moisture content. In this
state, it could be packaged under vacuum and preserved for years without refrigeration and
without being affected by extremes of heat and cold. The equipment necessary for its
reconstitution and intravenous admitistration could be incorporated in a small package,
which could be made available under almost all conditions of war. Plasma could be used
in circumstances in which the procurement of whole blood would be completely impractical.

5. Finally, and most important of all in the light of immediate needs, plasma could be
easily and safely produced commercially in the large quantities which - "ould be needed.

The inherent organic characteristics of plasma, particularly the ease with
which it could ie manufactured, stored, and transported, clearly made it a
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practical and desirable agent. The reasons for its selection in 1941, while
perhaps not fully explaining the failure to attempt to supply whole blood to
field units at this time, did take cognizance of obstacles which went far toward
discouraging even the most ardent advocates of whole blood as s. replacement
fluid in Zone of Interior hospitals. These reasons were considerably more valid
in the consideration of plasma as a feasible and practicl sgi,, f,'& blood re-
placement in oversea hospitals.

3 November.-At this meeting-a little over a month before the United
States was precipitated into World War II-the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes unanimously expressed the opinion that tile Armed Forces should
use whole blood in the treatment of shock whenever this was possible (8).
Unfortunately, this clear-cut expression of opinion was omitted from the
minutes of the meeting, and the omission was not realized until the meeting of
24 September 1943. All present at the later meeting were in agreement that
this opinion had been expressed unequivocally at the 3 November 1941 meet-
ing, and it was the sense of the 1943 meeting that the minutes of the earlier
meeting be corrected to show the facts.

1942

20 October.-Two important proposals were made at this meeting of the
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (10). The first was that stored blood be
used in the Armed Forces whenever the practice was feasible and fresh blood
could not be used effectively The second was that universal donor blood (0)
be employed, to eliminate the necessity for crossmatching These recom-
mendations were passed on to the parent Committee on Transfusions, for sub-
mission to the Surgeons General of the Army and the Navy through National
Research Council channels.

At this meeting, it was also recommended that supervision of the ad-
ministration of all parenteral fluids be considered within the scope of the trans-
fusion service which had been proposed at the 25 August 1942 Conference on
Transfusion Equipment (11) and that replacement therapy be considered as a
medical specialty. These recommendations were later implemented, at least
in part, by the appointment of a Special Assistant on Shock and Transfusions
in the Office of The Surgeon General (p. 69).

15 December.-This meeting of the subcommittee (12) accepted the pro-
posals for a special shock and transfusion service in the Armed Forces, which
had been drawn up by Dr. DeGowin, Major Kendrick, and Cdr. (later Capt.)
Lloyd R. Newhouser, MC, USN, and recommended that they be transmitted
through channels to the Surgeons General of the Army and the Navy. These
proposals were never implemented.

1943

23 March.-A conference on blood grouping on this (late was participated
in by a number of members of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (13).
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Dr. DeGowin opened the discussion by asking those present if they would be
willing to recommend that the Armed Forces employ group 0 blood as a uni-
versal donation, without crossmatching, if there was assurance that blood
grouping had been accurately performed. After a vigorous discussion of
various aspects of the proposal, the conference participants agreed to it, with
the understanding that either blood with low titer agglutinins would be used
or that A and B specific substances would be added to the blood.

At the 13 May 1943 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes
(14), it was recommended that provisions for the storage, transportation, and
administration of whole blood in the Armed Forces proceed with all possible
speed.

For all practical purposes, the two recommendations just stated marked
the beginning of the whole blood program for oversea theaters, though for
various reasons it was not until August 1944 (p. 487) that they were translated
into action.

Note.-Other actions of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes are
described in appropriate places in this chronicle.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT OF WHOLE BLOOD
REPLACEMENT IN THE MEDITERRANEAN THEATER

The British Experience

Reports of the transfusion service which the British had set up before the
outbreak of the war in 1939 have been cited elsewhere (p. 15). Their early
experiences clearly indicated the need for large quantities of whole blood in
the management of wounded casualties, and their foresight put them in a
position to provide it.

The British experiences in North Africa were made available to the Office
of The Surgeon General, through Col. Frank S. Gillespie, RAMC, British
Medical Liaison Officer, who was stationed at the Medical Field Service School,
Carlisle Barracks, Pa., during the early months of the United States partici-
pation in the war. As the British experience accumulated, Colonel Gillespie
made every effort to keep Colonel Kendrick, The Surgeon General's Special
Representative for Blood Plasma and Transfusions, fully informed of changing
concepts in the care of battle casualties. The development of the U.S. program
was painfully slow, but the British experience had a far-reaching effect on all the
planning. Colonel Kendrick was exceptionally fortunate in having Colonel
Gillespie's cooperation and support at a time ;hen U.S. Army medical intelli-
gence was relatively limited.

The whole British experience in North Africa proved that while plasma
was extremely valuable in providing temporary circulatory support for patients
who had suffered multiple extensive wounds, associated with massive hemor-
rhage, it was not enough. Whole blood, which had the oxygen-carrying
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property lacking in plasma, was essential during anesthesia and initial wound
surgery.

5

Evaluation of Plasma in U.S. Army Casualties

Because he had been so well briefed on these matters by Colonel Gillespie,
Colonel Kendrick was able to have extended discussions with the personnel of
the Surgery Division, Office of The Surgeon General, on the value of whole
blood versus plasnma in battle casualties. He considered it essential that the
same information should be in the possession of Col. Edward D. Churchill,
IIC, who had been ordered to North Africa in January 1943, to serve as
Consultant in Surgery, Fifth U.S. Army, and that he should have it before
the fighting in that theater extended to Sicily and Italy.

The opportunity to discuss these matters with Colonel Churchill arose
(luring his predeparture briefi||g in the Office of The Surgeon General, while
he was reviewing the film strips which had been prepared by Colonel Kendrick
on first aid in the field and on resuscitation, including the use of plasma and
whole blood. Colonel Churchill was also informed that an important function
of the Department. of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical School (p. 65), was
to investigate and evaluate solutions and equipment by whose use blood could
be stored and shipped long distances with expedition and safety.

It was suggested to Colonel Churchill that upon his arrival in North
Africa, he undertake a study of the whole problem, to determine:

1. With plasma readily available, was whole blood really needed?
2. If whole blood was really needed, how best could it be provided?
Colonel Churchill assumed his consultant duties in North Africa on

7 'March 1943. His first, official report., 21/2 weeks later (15, 16), after a period
of temporary duty with II Corps onl the southern Tunisian front, was a memo-
randum to the Army Surgeon on whole blood transfusions. In this report,
and in a number which followed it, he made the following points:

1. Plasma and other preparations that do not contain red blood cells are
incorrectly named blood substitutes. While invaluable for certain specific
purposes and under certain specialized com)ditions, they are merely fractions
of blood1. Plasma nmay be preferable to whole blood in crushing injuries, in
the early stages of burns, and in extreme heat dehydration, but all of these
conditions are numerically insignificant in war.

2. The development of plasma was undoubtedly a great contribution to
military medicine, but the early enthusiasm that accompanied its development

I In North Africa and Italy, as well as later in Normandy, the British supplied some of the whole bhod used for
American casualties. At the meeting of the Southern Surgical Association in 1944. Colonel (Gillesple was asked to
comment on a communication dealing with the management of hattle nciasialties and thought to himself. as, he wrote
after the war, "llere's nmy chance for another crack at the whole blood battlefront." So he said: "I have often
wondered at the physiological differences between the British and American soldier. The former, when Iailly sthocket,
needs plenty of whole blood, but the American soldier, until recently, has got by with plasnia. However, I seemed to

observe a change of heart when I was in Normandy recently and found American surgical units borrowing 21MO-300 pints
of blood daily from British Transfusion nitts. and I'm sure they were temlorarily and perhaps even permanentlly
benefited by having some good British blood in their veins."
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had pushed aside sound clinical judgment and had led to the widespread mis-
conception that it was an effective substitute for blood in shock. In fact,
the organization and development of effective methods for the management
•*)f shock had been handicapped to an embarrassing degree by this misconception,
which was firmly entrenched in both administrative and professional minds.

3. The real circumstances were these (17): Even in hematopneic shock,
the liberal use of plasma could restore the circulating blood volume and thus
tide a casualty over the critical period required for his evacuation to some
installation in which whole blood was available. When plasma was used
liberally, certain casualties recovered from shock in the sense that the blood
pressure was brought to normal or nearly normal and the peripheral circulation
was reestablished by the improvement in the blood volume deficit. Neither
of these groups of casualties, however, were in a state to tolerate major surgery
without more support. In both, the blood pressure was extremely labile and
would fall rapidly if operation were undertaken. Further hemorrhage might
occur, or some blood would be lost at operation, and the additional losses could
not be tolerated by a casualty with profound secondary anemia, for the oxygen
supply to the tissues was not adequate. He might improve temporarily with
oxygen administration, but additional plasma would be of little benefit.

4. The North African experience showed that some casualties would die
because of the very nature of their wounds or the complications of their wounds.
Others would die from the damage caused by their state of shock. The lethal
sequelae of shock had become more apparent as surgery and resuscitation had
improved. Basically, these sequelae were attributable to the asphyxia of
organs or tissues during the prolonged period of reduced volume flow of blood.
Often, they were masked by the presence of serious complications arising from
the wound itself. They were sometimes not recognized at all in casualties
who succumbed to such rapidly fatal results of trauma as fulminating infection,
cerebral lacerations, or respiratory insufficiency. The brain, the kidneys, and
possibly the liver might show irreparable and ultimately lethal damage from
shock. Kidney damage was probably the most frequent of these sequelae,
and also the most easily overlooked.

5. An inexperienced surgeon, seeing the beneficial results of plasma therapy
and not realizing its limitations, might be encouraged to undertake surgery in
a patient not prepared to tolerate it. Indeed, restoration of the blood pressure
and volume flow under conditions in which hemorrhage could not be arrested
at once by surgery might lead to further loss of red blood cells and terminate in
disaster. Once the patient had been resuscitated, he must not be allowed to
go into shock again. If surgery had to be delayed, plasma would keep him
alive until it could be undertaken, but there must be no attempt to establish
full circulatory compensation. Meantime, all shock-producing factors must
be eliminated, which meant the relief of pain, the immobilization of fractures,
and the control of hemorrhage.
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Conclusions

In view of these facts, Colonel Churchill made the following points clear
in his first memorandums and in subsequent reports:

1. That whole blood was the agent of choice in the resuscitation of the
great majority of battle casualties.

2. That whole blood was the only therapeutic agent that would prepare
seriously wounded casualties for the surgery necessary to save life and limb.

3. That both the mortality rate and the incidence of wound infection were
reduced by the use of whole blood at the time of initial wound surgery.

4. That plasma should be looked upon as a first aid measure for dire
surgical emergencies and as a supplement for whole blood, not as a substitute
for it.

Thus, Colonel Churchill concluded, actual experience had clearly delineated
both the indications for, and rationale of, plasma and whole blood replacement.
Both agents were extremely valuable in the management of shock, but each
had its own individual and specific purposes, and, if they were to be used
efficiently, both limitations as well as indications must be borne in mind.

Months were to pass before an organized system of providing blood for
casualties in forward areas was set up in the North African theater; by the
time a central blood bank had been established (p. 400), however, plasma had
assumed its proper place in resuscitation and whole blood, collected locally,
was being used in increasing quantities. When active combat began in the
European theater, the experience in North Africa, Sicily, and Italy was already
at hand. The amount of whole blood that would be needed on the Continent
was underestimated, but the need for blood was realized, and plasma was
generally used only according to its capabilities.

COMMENT

Nothing that has been said in this chapter should be taken to mean any
derogation of the value of plasma. Its capacity was seriously overestimated in
many quarters early in World War II. The almost fantastic hopes originally
pinned to it were never realized. A more realistic estimate of its capacities
would have prevented many misunderstandings and disappointments. Later
in the war, its capabilities were somewhat underestimated. The truth lies
somewhere between.

An interesting sidelight is thrown on the real value of plasma by an
indignant letter from a young medical officer, in charge of a battalion aid station
in North Africa, who apparently had difficulties with supply. It was necessary,
said the writer, to beg, borrow and steal plasma from various hospital units
and from medical supply depots, which irked him by their strict adherence to
distribution regulations and which seemed to have no concept of conditions
at a battalion aid station.
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He had "managed to scrape up" five units of plasma and had used four of
them with excellent results, three for shock and one for burns. A high Army
officer, who had been injured in the area and who was in mild shock, was
treated with the fifth unit. The lack of plasma for him "would have been
most embarrassing."

The writer waxed more indignant as he continued. Plasma was nowhere
more essential, lie pointed out, to prevent impending, and treat primary,
shock than in the frontlines. It was more sensible to provide it there and
not wait until the casualty went into secondary shock. He might easily die
on his way to the clearing station, usually 3-5 miles, and sometimes 12-15
miles, to the rear. If practical considerations were brought in, plasma could
be given under the most severe battle conditions. He himself had administered
it with shells and bombs landing only a few yards away and had seen casualties
respond to it under his eyes.

On the other side of the world (fig. 5), plasma was reported as equally
effective. The Naval medical officer in charge at Tarawa, Capt. French R.
Moore, MC, USN, said that 6,000 pints of plasma went ashore with the in-
vading troops and "4,000 pints came back in the veins of wounded Marines."

In his book, "More Than Meets the Eye" (18), Carl Mydans wrote of
"combat medics on bouncing jeeps," who

* * * kneeling and balancing and clinging miraculously with one arm, raised the

other high, as one would a torch, holding a bottle of plasma, pouring life back into a broken
body. I think I have never seen a soldier kneeling thus who was not in some way shrouded
with a godlike grace and who did not seem sculptured and destined for immortality.

To those who saw what plasma achieved in World War II, this quotation
is not an exaggeration.
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CHAPTER IV

Administrative Considerations in the Zone of
Interior

The blood and plasma program of the U.S. Army Medical Department in
World War 1I involved the cooperation of a number of agencies, both in and
out of the Department, including the Army 'Medical School; NRC (National
Research Council); the Office of The Surgeon General; the National Institute
of Health; the U.S. Navy; the American Red Cross; and the millions of donors
who gave their blood to supply blood, plasma, and byproducts of blood for the
Army, including the Army Air Forces, and the Navy. It was a magnificent
national endeavor, and it saved countless lives.

The activities of these various agencies occurred, for the most part, at the
same time, but they are most conveniently described under special headings (1).

ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL

Organization of the Blood Research Branch

The first steps in the plasma and blood program in World War II were
taken early in 1940 by Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Charles C. Hillman, MC, Chief,
Professional Services Division, Office of The Surgeon General (fig. 6). His
first action was to request Col. (later Brig. Gen.) George R. Callender, MC,
Commandant, Army Medical School (fig. 7), to organize a blood research
branch in the Division of Surgical Physiology at the school.

At the same time that Colonel Hillman made this request, he, acting for
The Surgeon General, also requested the Division of Medical Sciences, NRC,
to assemble a civilian committee to act informally, in an advisory capacity to
the Surgeons General of the Army and the Navy. The Committee on Trans-
fusions (p. 73) was appointed in response to this request.

The Division of Surgical Physiology at the Army Medical School had been
set up in 1936, by Capt. (later Col.) Sam Seeley, MC, but it had ceased to
function in 1938, after 2 years of very active operation, when he was trans-
ferred elsewhere. When it was reactivated in the spring of 1940, Capt. (later

61
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FIGURE 6. --Brig. Gen. Charles C. Hillman,
Chief, Professional Services Division, Office of
The Surgeon General.

Col.) Douglas B. Kendrick, NIC, was selected to head it, because of his earlier
training and experience.'

Personnel

The original personnel of the division consisted of Captain Kendrick
(fig. 8) and an enlisted man who served as technical assistant. The number of
its personnel varied from time to time, but the list for July 1944 may be taken
as typical of the roster for the greater part of the war:

Officers:
One lieutenant colonel, MC, whose chief duties were administrative.
Two captains, MC, whose chief duties concerned production and research.
One captain, SnC, whose chief duty was research.

I During a civilian surgical residency at Grady Hospital, in Atlanta, under Dr. Daniel C. Eikin, Captain Kendrick
had a considerable experience in traumatic surgery, with its attendant problems, Including shock. Ile also served under
Dr. Fred Rudder, who was greatly interested in the use of whole blood in shock and who devised an ingenious apparatus
for direct transfusion.

After his service at Grady Hospital, Captain Kendrick entered the Army Medical Corps and, because of his previous
experience, he was sent for a year to the Institute of Experimental Medicine at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn., where
he worked on gas gangrene; the special uses of the sulfonamides; anesthesia (under Dr. John S. Lundy); shock; and replace-
ment fluids. The plan had been that on his return to the Army Medical School, Captain Kendrick should continue
Captain Seeley's work. Funds for research, however, proved so inadequate that this plan could not be carried out.
Captain Kendrick was therefore assigned to the orthopedic service, Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C.,
and he was transferred from it when, at Colonel Hillman's request, the Department of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical
School, was reactivated, with research In blood and blood substitutes as its chief objective.-I. B. C., Jr.
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FIGURE 7.-Col. (later Brig. Gen.) George
R. Callender, MC, Commandant, Army
Medical School.

Enlisted male personnel:
One technical sergeant; one technician, fourth grade; one technician, fifth grade;

one private, first class. Three-quarters of the time of these enlisted personnel was spent on
production and the remainder on research.

Enlisted female personnel:
One technician, fifth grade, and four privates, first class, whose time was similarly

divided.
Civilian personnel:

One laboratory technician, P-2, used for research.
Two clerk-typists, CAF-4, used for office work.
One laboratory helper, SP-1, used for utility purposes.

Liaison

As long as he was connected with the blood program (from 1940 until 18
November 1944), Colonel Kendrick served as chief of the research program at

the Army Medical School. Even when he was given additional duty in the

Office of The Surgeon General, in 1943, as Special Representative on Blood and

Plasma Transfusions, it seemed wiser for him to continue to operate under the

table of allowances at the School, so that he might continue to have free access

to the research facilities needed in the program. Policies for the blood and

plasma program were established in the Office of The Surgeon General, but all

operations were conducted at the Army 'Medical School. The arrangement
proved highly efficient.
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Development of the Program

The first activity of the blood research program was a survey and analysis
of the relevant literature and the building up of a large reprint file. At this
time, the literature on shock was voluminous (and confusing), but the literature
on plasma and other blood substitutes was rather scanty, and contributions on
liquid plasma were just. beginning to appear.

Information on these subjects was also collected, by personal visits, from
the following sources:

Mr. (later Captain SnC) John Elliott, Chief of Laboratory at the Rowan
Memorial Hospital, Salisbury, N.C., who had developed a technique of proces-
sing sterile, pyrogen-free plasma in liquid form. When Mr. Elliott later entered
the U.S. Army, he was assigned to the Army Medical School, where he instruct-
ed personnel in the processing of the liquid plasma used in Zone of Interior
hospitals. He also contributed to the development of the vacuum bottle
manufactured by the Baxter Co. and used, with certain modifications, for both
plasma and whole blood during the war.

Dr. Max M. Strumia, pathologist at the Bryn Mawr Hospital, who had
done special work on dried plasma.

Dr. John Reichel, of the Reichel Laboratories, Kimberton, Pa., who had
worked with Dr. Strumia on the development of equipment for drying plasma.

Dr. Stuart Mudd, Professor of Bacteriology, University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pa., and Dr. Earl W. Flosdorf, an experienced
refrigeration engineer, who had worked with Dr. Mudd as his research assistant
in freezing and drying plasma and in the preparation of serum.

Information was also secured from Sharp & Dohme, a firm which had long
been interested in the preparation of antisera and other immunizing agents.
This company had done considerable work with typhoid and other vaccines,
and, with the help of Dr. Reichel, had pioneered in the development of vacuum-
drying equipment.

The activities of the Division of Surgical Physiology (fig. 9) included,
in addition to the blood research program, studies on, or supervision of studies
on, dried and liquid plasma and its production for use in the Zone of Interior
(fig. 10); studies on hmnan serum albumin and on bovine albumin; studies
on various proposed blood substitutes, such as gelatin, pectin, synthetic plasma,
and globin; studies on group 0 blood ; studies on the Rh factor; studies on typing
sera; and studies on blood preservatives. The design and testing of plasma and
transfusion equipment were also part of the work of the division. These
various activities are described under appropriate headings.

One of the functions of the Division of Surgical Physiology was the review
of manuscripts and the evaluation of suggestions submitted by interested lay
persons as well as by medical personnel. For various reasons, many papers
were not considered suitable for publication in their current form. The
suggestions covered a wide range: one physician suggested the treatment of
shock by ultraviolet therapy. Another declared that if the technique he
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proposed for the surgical treatment of anuria resulting from transfusion incom-
patibility were not adopted, there would be thousands of deaths from uremia
in crushing injuries and from the transfusion kidney during the invasion of
the Continent. One manuscript was chiefly concerned with condemnation
of the apparatus that had been used with great satisfaction for indirect trans-
fusions for almost 3 years. Another was based on the false premise that the
treatment of shock would be carried out by untrained enlisted personnel; the
adoption of the apparatus described by the author for entering the veins
would, in his opinion, solve this problem.

The interest behind these suggestions was greatly appreciated, but most
of them were entirely impractical and quite unsuited for field use. They were
always acknowledged, and in these letters it was pointed out to the physicians
and others who had made the suggestions that the circumstances of warfare
permitted the use of only simple, proved, and accepted methods of treatment.

Personnel of the Division of Surgical Physioley during the course of the
war prepared and published a large number of papers on the various phases
of the blood and plasma program. They are cited in appropriate places in
this volume.

The training courses conducted at the Army Medical School are described
elsewhere (p. 86).

OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL

In 1939, before the outbreak of World War II, a blood transfusion service
was organized in the British Army, headed by Brigadier (later Sir) Lionel
E. H. Whitby, RAMC (p. 15). In sharp contrast, the Office of The Surgeon
General did not organize a section devoted to this specialty until November
1943, and never, during the entire war, was there a single medical officer in
the office whose entire time was devoted to matters concerned with blood and
plasma transfusion (2). It is true that, for a brief period in 1943, Col. Charles
F. Shook, MC, served as Special Representative of The Surgeon General for
the Blood Plasma Program. His service in this capacity, however, did not
parallel that of Brigadier Whitby; it was chiefly concerned with production
and supply and not with the professional aspects of the problem.

The initial responsibility for the blood and plasma program, as just
described, was given to the Division of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical
School. In late 1942, it was transferred to the Surgery (later the Surgical
Consultants) Division, Office of The Surgeon General, and Lt. Col. (later Col.)
B. Noland Carter, MC (fig. 11), was made responsible, in addition to his other
duties, for all matters connected with fluid replacement therapy in shocked
casualties.

717--409'--64--8
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Establishmeniit of the Transfusioni Branch

Oil 24 November 1943, a Transfusion Branrch wats createdI ill the Surgery
Division, Office of The Surgeon (ienerid, with C olonel C arter serving as Chief,
again in addition to hiis oilher dIuties in the (division, and Maj. Frederic N.
Schlwartz, MIAC, as Operations Officer. The establishiment, of this branch was

the outgrowth of a memorandum from General Rankin to The Surgeon General
onl 5 .Julv 11943, in which General Rankin pointed out the necessity for such a
branich b~ecause of thle tremendous growth of the plastma and albunmi programs
an(I their increasing complexity (3).

Shortly after this b~ranch was establishied, Colonel Kendrick was appoinited.
Special Representative to The Surgeon General onl Blood and Pla-.sna Trans-
fusion. Onl 18 November 1944, whien Colonel Kendrick left the Zone of
Interior onl permanent chiange of station (p. 603), hie was succeedhed by Maj.
John J. McGraw, Jr., NMC, whlo had hal a witWie experience inl thlis field inl thle
Mediterranean thea icr (p. 402).
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FIGUnE 11.-Lt. Col. (later Col.) 14. Noland
Carter, MC, Assistant Chief, Surgical Con-
sultants Division, Office of The Surgeon
General.

Functions

The Transfusion Branch eventually carried the entire responsibility for
the blood procurement program from the collection of the blood to the point
at which it was placed on planes for oversea shipment (chart 1). Major
Schwartz had performed many of the same functions in his pre.-vious assignment
in the Supply Division, Office of The Surgeon General.

The functions of the chief of the Transfusion Branch were as follows (4):
1. To act as liaison officer with the American Red Cross and as adviser to the director

of its blood donor program, including the publicity and recruiting phases of the program
and changes in donor quotas to fulfill existing contracts.

2. To provide and maintain a force of 60 medical officers for duty in the blood donor
centers.

3. To assist in procurement of equipment and supplies for the blood donor centers and
the processing laboratories.

4. To maintain contact with Selective Service, so as to secure deferment and retention
of essential technical personnel.

5. To maintain data on bleedings, finished units, issues, and stocks.
6. To act as liaison officer between the Office of The Surgeon General and the Blood

Substitutes Subcommittee, NRC; the National Institute of Ilealth; the representative of
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CHART 1.-Final evolution of organization chart, Transfusion Branch, Surgical Consultants
Division, Office of The Surgeon General, July 1944

The Suwim lemeral
I

SChief, Division of SugclConsultants

Chief, Blood Research Division

Army Medical School
(Special Representative to the
Surgeon General on Blood and Chief, Transfusion Branch

Plasn~a) 

__I Purchasing Office

I 1Operations Officer.
i--j Navy Medical School Transfusion Branch

I 1
I- .4tNational ResearchCouncilII LJ

II I " National Institute of Health

a- -1 American Red Cross

I . Civilian experts

:•- Commercial biologicals laboratories

L Liquid plasma stations ]

American Red Cross Blood Donor _ -_ ryWhl lo
Service' Procurement Service

I Sixty officers assigned to Army Medical Purchasing Office for duty with Red Cross Donor Centers to bleed donors.
3 Eleven officers and a group of technicians assigned to Army Medical Purchasing Office for duty with Red Cross

Centers to proces whole blood.

the Navy on blood, plasma, albumin, and byproducts; and the albumin pilot laboratory at
the Harvard Medical School under Dr. Edwin J. Cohn.

7. To coordinate with the commercial biological laboratories all technical matters
pertaining to the production of plasma, albumin, byproducts, and intravenous solutions,
and, by repeated inspection of these laboratories and testing of their products, to insure
adequate production of acceptable material for the Armed Forces.

8. To secure from the Legal Division, Office of The Surgeon General, advice on any
legal questions that might arise in connection with the control and use of plasma, albumin,
and byproducts processed from blood collected by the American Red Cross and turned over
to the Army for its use.

9. To coordinate action in the various divisions of the Office of The Surgeon General
on all matters pertaining to plasma, albumin, blood substitutes, and intravenous solutions.

10. To represent The Surgeon General in transactions with military missions and
purchasing agencies concerned with plasma and other products.
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This association proved extremely fruitful. From the beginning, Captain
Kendrick and Commander Newhouser kept each other closely informed of
their plans and their projects, and this exchange of information eliminated
many duplicating and overlapping activities. Many items were standardized
jointly by the Army and the Navy, and most orders could be placed with a
consideration of joint needs. The intimate liaison was an important factor in
the maintenance of a smoothly running program for the procurement of plasma,
albumin, and, finally, whole blood. It was out of this informal arrangement
that formal plans were eventually consummated for the Navy to assume the
responsibility of flying blood to the Pacific (p. 599), since the Army was already
occupied with the task of flying blood to Europe (p. 494).

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

Historical Note

In 1916, when U.S. involvement in World War I began to seem imminent,
the National Academy of Sciences offered its services to the Government (8).
The offer was immediately accepted by President Wilson, who requested the
academy to organize the scientific agencies of the country, not only in the
interests of national defense but with the ultimate object of advancing scien-
tific and industrial progress. The National Research Council was accordingly
constituted by the academy and rendered noteworthy service in various fields
during World War I.

In 1918, President Wilson, by Executive order, requested the academy to
take the necessary steps to perpetuate the council, so that its services could be
utilized in time of peace. This was done. As a result, when World War II
broke out, the council was already organized for immediate action, and it did
much useful work before the United States entered the war in December 1941.
In fact, the activities of the council before this date furnished one more piece
of evidence that the President and his advisers were aware that, for all practical
purposes, the country was already at war.

Organization of Committees

Committee on Transfusions.--The Committee on Transfusions, Division
of Medical Sciences, NRC, which held its first meeting on 31 May 1940 (9) 2
consisted of:

Dr. Walter B. Cannon, Chairman, Professor of Physiology, Harvard
Medical School.

I It is Impossible to overemphasize the importance of the establishment of this committee at this time, 18 months
before the United States was precipitated into World War II. It meant that significant advances could be made in the
blood and plasma programs before the actual need for them arose. This committee and its subcommittees, as already
noted, were established at the request of The Surgeon General (Maj. Gen. James C. Magee), and representatives of the
Army and the Navy were present at all meetings to present the needs and interests of the services.
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Dr. Alfred Blalock, Professor of Surgery, Vanderbilt University School
of Medicine.

Dr. Everett D. Plass, Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, State
University of Iowa College of Medicine.

Dr. Strumia, Assistant Professor of Pathology, University of Pennsylvania
Graduate School of Medicine.

Dr. Cyrus C. Sturgis, Professor of Internal Medicine, University of
Michigan Medical School.

Subcommittee on Shock.-At its initial meeting on 31 May 1940, the
Committee on Transfusions appointed a Subcommittee on Anesthesia and Shock
(usually called the Subcommittee on Shock), consisting of:

Dr. Blalock, Chairman.
Dr. Henry K. Beecher, Professor of Anesthesia, Harvard Medical School.
Dr. Norman E. Freeman, Assistant Professor of Research Surgery, Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania School of Medicine.
Dr. Paul D. Lamson, Professor of Pharmacology, Vanderbilt University

School of Medicine.
Dr. John S. Lundy, Professor of Anesthesia, University of Minnesota

Graduate School of Medicine.
Dr. Leo Eloesser, Clinical Professor of Surgery, Leland Stanford Uni-

versity School of Medicine.
Dr. Ralph M. Waters, Professor of Anesthesia, University of Wisconsin

School of Medicine.
Dr. John Scudder, Instructor in Surgery, Columbia University College of

Physicians and Surgeons.
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes.-The Subcommittee on Blood

Substitutes appointed by the Committee on Transfusions at its initial meeting
consisted of Dr. Sturgis, chairman, Dr. Plass, Dr. Strumia, and Dr. Oswald
H. Robertson, Professor of Medicine, University of Chicago School of Medicine.

Dr. Sturgis and Dr. Plass resigned from this subcommittee on 19 April
1941 but continued to serve on the Committee on Transfusions. The Subcom-
mittee on Blood Substitutes finally consisted, in addition to Dr. Robertson,
Dr. Scudder (secretary), and Dr. Strumia, of the following:

Dr. Robert F. Loeb, Chairman, Professor of Medicine, Columbia Uni-
versity College of Physicians and Surgeons, who served until 2 June 1944, when
he was succeeded by Dr. Joseph T. Wearn (10).

Dr. Edwin J. Cohn, Professor of Biological Chemistry, Harvard Uni-
versity Medical School.

Dr. Elmer L. DeGowin, Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, State
University of Iowa College of Medicine.

Dr. Cornelius P. Rhoads, Director, Memorial Hospital, New York, N.Y.
Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen, Professor of Surgery, University of Minnesota

Medical School.
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Subcommittee on Blood Procurement.-The Subcommittee on Blood
Procurement appointed by the Committee on Transfusions consisted, in addi-
tion to Drs. Rhoads and Strumia, of:

Dr. Warfield M. Firor, Associate Professor of Surgery, Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine.

Dr. Carl W. Walter, Associate Professor of Surgery, Harvard Medical
School.

Ad hoc committees.-The Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, like other
NRC committees, promptly realized the impracticability of committee action
on matters of detail and delegated the responsibility for special projects to
individual members or ad hoc committees.

All of the members of these NRC committees, it should be noted, were
experienced clinicians or had played an active part in the investigation of blood
and plasma or had figured in both roles.

Functions and Activities

Although the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes had come into existence
at the request of The Surgeon General, almost a year earlier, it was not until
19 April 1941 that its functions were formally outlined, as follows (11):

1. To continue research work on the various blood substitutes and to
establish their relative merits by clinical trials.

2. To determine the best techniques of preparing the various blood
substitutes.

3. To standardize the best techniques of collecting and dispensing plasma
and serum.

4. To select the type of container (containers) for preserving and dis-
pensing plasma and serum.

All the emphasis at this time, it should be noted, was on blood plasma and
so-called blood substitutes. Nothing was said about the possible functions
of the committee in connection with blood. At the meeting of the subcommittee
on 18 July 1941 (12), however, it was recommended that an adequate study
of blood substitutes, especially human albumin, be made by a member of
the Army Medical Corps at an institution at which an adequate number of
cases would be treated to permit definite conclusions as to the efficacy of
these substitutes in .1e prevention and treatment of shock. No action was
taken officially on this recommendation of the subcommittee.

Summary of activities to 24 February 1943.-As a matter of convenience,
the actions of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on such matters as
whole blood, plasma, albumin, bovine albumin, and byproducts are discussed
in detail under appropriate headings. The summarized report of the sub-
committee, however, of 24 February 1943, on its activities during the first 2
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years of its existence is worth citing as an indication of the far-reaching scope
of its activities and accomplishments (13). They included:

1. A study of the relati%'e merits of the various preparations of human plasma and serum,
with a recommendation to the Armed Forces that dried plasma be used.

2. Development of pack-ging and dispensing equipment for dried plasma.
3. Improvements in the methods of drying plasma, a study of the effects of these

methods upon the products obtained, the development of equipment for drying plasma for
use by hospitals as well as by large processors, and the -ecommendation to the Armed
Forces that 0.1-percent citric acid be used as the diluent for dried plasma.

4. Recommendations to the American Red Cross covering: (a) the control of blood
procurement centers by proifessional personnel, (b) techniques for blood procurement,
(c) standardization of equipment at these centers, and (d) blood grouping.

5. Recommendations to the Surgeons General, Army and Navy, for the establishment
of sections on shock and transfusion in their medical departments.

6. Pieparation of a concentrated solution of human serum albumin which was stable
over a wide range of conditions; which occupied little space in packaged form; which could
be given with facility and without diluent; and which had been prepared to meet certain
specific rquiremcnts of the Armed Forces, particularly the Navy. This product had been
recommended to the Armed Forces and was then in preparation in large amounts for their
use.

7. A study, then in progress, of the possible use of globulin byproducts of human al-

bumin production for the control of measles, mumps, and other diseases, which gave hope
of widespread practical application in the Armed Forces.

S. A study of the possible use of human fibrinogen and thrombin, a94o byproducts of
albumin production, in the local treatment of burns.

9. Studies, still in progress, on the possible use of blood substitutes of other than human
origin, including bovine albumin, gelatin, pectin, aldobionic acid, and glutamyl polypeptide.

10. Conferences to consider progress in these various studies and to examine their
extension to various groups of workers.

11. Preparation of manuals on blood tran.fusion and blood plasma for the Office of
Civilian Def.'nse (p. 93).

As time passed, work on various aspects of these projects was extended,
but the really important investigations to which the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes devoted its major efforts are included in this 1943 summary.

Proposal for Intravenous Therapy Service for Armed Forces

At the Conference on Transfusion Equipment and Procedure on 25
August 1942 (14), it was the sense of the meeting that the question of using
preserved blood for the Armed Forces was primarily one of feasibility. Dr.
DeGowin was requested to draw up a statement and propose a plan for an
intravenous therapy service which could be submitted to the Surgeons General
of the Army and the Navy for their consideration. These proposals, which
were drawn up in collaboration with Colonel Kendrick and Commander New-
houser, were handed to the membership of the Subcommittee on Blood Sub-
stitutes at the meeting on 10 November 1942 (15), and it was requested that
comments and suggestions concerning them be sent to Dr. DeGowin by mail.

At the meeting of the subcommittee on 15 December 1942 (16), Dr.
DeGowin reported that favorable comment on the proposals had been received
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from all the members. It was voted that the memorandum containing the
proposal and the justifications for it be included in the minutes of the meeting
and submitted to the Surgeons General of the Army and the Navy through
channels. This was done on 20 January 1943.

Although the recommendation for a separate intravenous therapy service
in the Armed Forces was never acted upon during World War II, the arguments
for it were entirely valid and are worth recording. In substance, they were as
follows:

1. Intravenous therapy is a medical specialty, training in which is not
provided in a routine medical education. The complexity of the problems
involved in the manufacture, processing, and preservation of blood, blood
substitutes, and other parenteral fluids is little known to the average physician,
nor has he acquired the knowledge to design equipment and to test it for
efficiency in the collection and administration of these fluids. He also does
not understand the techniques of typing and crossmatching of blood.

2. The average physician is not a specialist in intravenous therapy. When
he orders infusions and transfusions in a civilian hospital, he trusts to the
special knowledge of experts in the field to manufacture pyrogen-free solutions.
He accepts apparatus designed and tested by persons with special knowledge.
He relies on a special department for proper cleansing and sterilization of the
apparatus used. He depends on the laboratory for the typing and cross-
matching of blood. The discussion of transfusion reactions in medical text-
books is inadequate, and the civilian physician, if all goes smoothly, is completely
unaware of the organization and painstaking control that make the use of
parenteral fluids safe. When, however, he enters the Medical Corps, he is
called upon to practice more intravenous therapy than he employed in civilian
life. He will be unable to perform this work satisfactorily without personal
instruction in the procedures involved and the apparatus required for them.

3. Military medicine presents special problems in intravenous therapy as
compared with civilian practice: the incidence of shock, hemorrhage, and
burns is many times greater, as is their severity. In their treatment, the
methods of civ:'ian medicine must be modified by considerations of transport,
equipment, and environment. Determination of the blood group of an occa-
sional civilian patient is far removed from the mass typing of thousands of men
entering the Armed Forces. Special techniques must be devised that are both
rapid and accurate. Only specialists are logically qualified to evaluate and
select them. The testing and procurement of proper typing sera is a major
procedure in itself.

4. If a medical officer were to attempt to accumulate a store of whole
blood, he would find that none of the methods in use in civilian practice could
be applied directly to his military problem without modifications in equipment
and technique.

5. Commercially available transfusion and infusion equipment is designed
for civilian use. Military equipment must be designed with emphasis on
portability, compactness, expendability, and conservation of critical material,
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already in increasingly short supply. There are no textbooks to serve as
guides, and few medical men in the country are qualified in this field. The
development and testing of suitable plastics and synthetics to replace rubber
tubing and stoppers require the combined knowledge of the chemist, the pro-
ductior. engineer, and the medical expert, in intravenous therapy.

6. A global war requires the adaptation of medical equipment and tech-
niques in many situations and environments. The only practical methods of
treating shock may be, variously, plasma or serum albumin, fresh blood, or
banked blood. The procedures for their administration, however, are suffi-
ciently simple to permit the average medical officer, with proper instruction,
to become proficient in them. The issuance of directives is only supple-
mentary to specific personal instruction, not a substitute for it.

Great progress, the subcommittee memorandum continued, bad been made
in the development of blood substitutes by the cooperation of appropriate
committees of the National Research Council and by liaison with Army and
Navy officers, but many delays could have been eliminated, and much more
could have been accomplished before the United States entered the war, if the
armed services had had well-organized sections on shock and transfusion,
composed of experts in the field, with authority to act on problems of equipment,
products, and procedures. With the rapid expansion of personnel in the mili-
tary organization, the needs in the future would be even greater than they had
been in the past.

In view of these considerations, it was the recommendation of the Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes that the Army and the Navy Medical Corps
should recognize, as the Royal Army Medical Corps had recognized, that
intravenous therapy is a medical specialty l ad that they should organize, as
the British had organized, sections composed of experts in the field who were
to be charged with the responsibility, and endowed with the authority, to act on:

1. Devising, testing, and authorizing techniques in this field.
2. Training medical personnel in intravenous therapy in the most practical

possible manner.
3. Designing, and authorizing the production of, equipment and apparatus.
4. Supervising the procurement and processing of blood substitutes.
5. Participating in research in the field of intravenous therapy and cooper-

ating with NRC in appropriate studies.
It is unfortunate that the recommendations of the Subcommittee on Blood

Substitutes, NRC, for a separate transfusion service were not adopted. Both
medical officers and technicians trained in the handling and care of whole blood
continued in short supply throughout the war. As late as January 1945,
officers and men necessary to handle the blood supply for the Pacific had to be
trained on an emergency basis and used as cadres for the transfusion teams to
be sent to that theater (p. 605).

To the end of the war, those in charge of the program continued to hold the
view that blood banks should be operated only by specially trained personnel,
who had a profound respect for the potential risks of blood transfusion and who
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believed that the careless submission of a wounded man to the inherent dangers
of this form of therapy was totally unwarranted (1).

Dissemination of Information

At a meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 19 April
1941 (11), arrangements were made for the subcommittee to issue a monthly
bulletin for its own information as well as that of others with a concern in the
blood program. This proved a very useful plan.

Limitations on the use of paper during the war sometimes made the
publicizing of the results of various investigations sponsored by the National
Research Council a good deal of a problem. In March 1944, for instance, such
a shortage delayed the publicizing of important recent developments on the
preparation and use of byproducts of human blood plasma. It was essential
that medical officers be familiar with this work, and in the course of several
weeks the dispute was resolved favorably, but it was not the first time such
difficulties had developed, nor was it to be the last.

At a meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 20 October
1942 (17), there was a considerable discussion on an editorial on the toxicity of
plasma that had appeared in the Journal of the American Medical Association
for 19 September 1942 (18) and that was based on an article by Levine and
State (19), which appeared in the same journal the following week. Dr.
Strumia's extensive experience, reported at this meeting, was in sharp contrast
to these authors' observations; he had had only five reactions in 2,200 trans-
fusions with human plasma. It was agreed that the editorial contained numer-
ous errors of fact, and a communication was sent to the editor of the Journal,
asking for a retraction and pointing out that the publication of such data might
cause serious difficulties in the blood procurement program. Dr. William
Thalhimer had already prepared an article in which the misstatements con-
cerning the supposed toxicity of plasma were refuted.

As had been feared, the editorial in the Journal made serious trouble for
the Blood Plasma Section, Office of Civilian Defense, and also interfered with
blood procurement by the American Red Cross. At the meeting of the sub-
committee on 23 March 1943 (20), galley proof of the retraction requested was
available and it was agreed to take no further action in the matter, though the
statement was not considered entirely satisfactory.

This experience, like others related elsewhere, is indicative of the highly
sensitive character of the blood and plasma program and of the matters with
which the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes had to concern itself.

Proposed Field Investigations

It has already been mentioned that nothing ever came of the proposal
made at the first meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 31
May 1940, that a group of physicians be allowed to work in the Army, freed
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from any of the obligations of Army officers, to investigate shock on a large
scale (p. 41). The matter was brought up again at the meeting of the Subcom-
mittee on Blood Substitutes on 30 November 1940 (21), by Dr. Sturgis, who
proposed that a team, financed by the Red Cross, be sent to study transfusion
in England. Dr. Lewis H. Weed did not think that the proposal was feasible
at this time, because of the situation abroad, but stated that it would be
discussed with British authorities.

There was no further discussion of a field investigation until the meeting
of 9 April 1943 (22), at which it was decided that the subcommittee had reached
a point at which it could no longer function effectively without more precise
information concerning field problems and tile conditions imposed on therapy
by the military requirements of the war.

A considerable portion of tile present knowledge of the mechanism of
shock and its treatment had come about through the physiologic studies of
specially qualified and completely integrated groups of investigators in the
field (Cannon, for instance, Bayliss, Keith, and Robertson, among others).
The Medical Research Council of Great Britian had continued to support this
policy. The National Research Council had not.

It was therefore the unmnimous recommendation of the Subcommittee on
Blood Substitutes, to be transmitted to Dr. Weed for submission to The
Surgeon General, that a qualified fact-finding group be appointed, without
special function of command, which should report its findings through official
channels, these findings to be transmitted subsequently to the subc.cmmittee,
to serve as a basis for continued investigation. It was further recommended
that the research group in the field should receive, through official channels,
reports of recent significant developments in Zone of Interior research and
should transmit this information, through official channels, to medical officers
in the field.

Tile study which the subcommittee proposed was to cover plasma, albu-
min, crystalloid solutions, and whole blood, with respect to their requirements,
use, effectiveness, and limitations.

The subcommittee specified that, professional personnel for the proposed
investigative group should be chosen from the best informed and best qualified
personnel, irrespective of their present military or civilian status.

This recommendation was duly transmitted to the Surgeons General of
the Army and the Navy, through channels, and was repeated at the meeting
of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 24 September 1943 (23), when it
was found that no action had been taken on it. At the same time, the sub-
committee reiterated its recommendation that intravenous therapy be con-
sidered as a special branch of military medicine (p. 76).

These recommendations, as such, were never acted upon. The recom-
mendation that replacement therapy be studied in the field was, however,
implemented to some extent in June 1944, when General Rankin, Chief Surgical
Consultant, Office of The Surgeon General, arranged for Colonel Kendrick to
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visit the Pacific areas and study shock, transfusion, supply, and all other
phases of replacement therapy (p. 590).

Both during and after the war, comments were frequently heard to the
effect that the studies of NRC committees and subcommittees were conducted
from an ivory tower and in a sort of nonmilitary vacuum. The criticism is not
justified in view of the repeated endeavors of the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes to secure its information at first hand and to base its recommenda-
tions on the information thus secured. The subcommittee was frustrated in
its endeavors, and DeBakey (24), in 1946, wrote quite correctly of "the barrier
between military surgeons and civilian investigators that was never completely
crossed on either side."

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HEALTH

The NIH (National Institute of Health) played little part in the blood
and plasma program until 1941, when Dr. Cohn, at the Harvard Medical School,
succeeded in fractionating plasma protein and, at about the same time, dried
plasma was prepared successfully. No question of interstate commerce had
previously been involved. With these achievements, the products, under
strict interpretation of the law, became biologicals, with whose manufacture,
storage, and utilization NIH was intimately concerned. It was unlawful to
produce and sell biologicals, which included serum, albumin, dried plasma, and
byproducts of plasma, without a license from this agency.

Throughout the war, close liaison was maintained by the Army, the Navy,
and the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, NRC, with Dr. Milton V. Veldee,
Chief, Laboratory of Biologics Control, National Institute of Health. The
excellent cooperation between NIH and the Army, the Navy, and NRC offers
one more explanation of the success of the blood-plasma program.

Minimum specifications were prepared by Dr. Veldee and his associates
for the processing and packaging of plasma and the products of plasma fraction-
ation (25). Later modifications in both apparatus and techniques for the
program were made only after consultation with, and approval by, Dr. Veldee,
Captain Newhouser, and Colonel Kendrick. Representatives of NIH fre-
quently visited the commercial laboratories producing plasma and other blood
derivatives, aiding them in the establishment of techniques and assisting them
in the solution of special problems.

LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE BLOOD AND PLASMA PROGRAM

Ownership of Blood and Its Components

The matter of ownership of the blood donated for use of the Armed Forces
at the Red Cross blood donor centers seems to have been handled by default
until the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 23 June 1942
(26), when the proposal to release a certain amount of plasma to OCD (Office
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of Civilian Defense) came up for discussion (p. 92). It was the sense of the
meeting that the responsibility of the Red Cross for the blood collected ceased
as soon as the blood was delivered to the processing laboratories. It was also
brought out that, at this time, none of the interested parties (American Red
Cross, Army, Navy) exercised any supervision over losses in the plant. While
it was not clear who owned the material from the time the blood was delivered
to the processing laboratories by the Red Cross until the laboratories delivered
it to the Armed Forces as dried plasma, the assumption was, since the labora-
tories could not hold title to it, that it must indeed be the property of the
Armed Forces.

A formal resolution was passed at this meeting to the effect that the b)lood
collected by the Red Cross should "become as heretofore the property of the
armed forces from the time it enters the processing plant." It was further
resolved that the Armed Forces assume responsibility and authority for the
processing, preparation, and disposition of the blood and plasina as "safe
and effective therapeutic material."

Before the legal aspects of the disposition and ownership of red blood
cells and other byproducts of the plasma program became an issue, the policy
had been to permit commercial processing houses to furnish red blood cells
to adjacent hospitals, with the specification that the Office of The Surgeon
General be furnished reports of the studies mnade with them. It. was further
understood that the laboratories should not charge the hospitals; that the
hospitals should not charge the patients treated, who, preferably would be
those unable to pay; and that the hospitals should agree to indemnify the
Government for any claims which might arise out of the use of the red blood
cells.

At the Conference on Blood Grouping on 23 March 1943 (27), it was
agreed that the arrangements made up to this time were no more than temporary
expedients, that the question of charges and other problems would recur as
other byproducts were developed, and that a group of experts must formulate
a policy that would be legal and that would meet the obligations to tile donors
of the blood. It was the sense of the meeting that Dr. Weed call a conference
on the subject, to be attended by representatives of the Army, the Navy,
and American Red Cross, as well as by Dr. Cohn, Dr. Rhoads, and Dr. Veldee.

Statement of the Problem

On 6 April 1943, Dr. Cohn, in whose laboratory at the Harvard Medical
School most of the work on byproducts had been done, prepared a statement
of the problem for Dr. Weed, as follows (28):

1. Clearly, these byproducts could not become a source of profit to com-
mercial houses. At the present time, these substances, which were considered
the property of the Government, were being retained "in the cold," under the
most favorable conditions to permit the preservation, for protracted periods
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of time, of some-though not all-of their properties. All of these byproducts
(red cells, fibrinogen, thrombin, isoheniagglutinins, measles protective anti-
bodies) could be brought into more stable states, including the dry state,
although additional processing would be required.

2. The present problem was more clearly exemplified in connection with
fraction II, which contained the highly promising measles antibodies. Under
optimum circumstances, the amounts which could be processed would pre-
sumably be greatly in excess of any needs the Armed Forces might have for
this byproduct. The results of tests with small amounts released on the
authorization of The Surgeon General, Navy, for experimental purposes to
commercial laboratories, under controlled conditions, had been hopeful. The
material must not be allowed to deteriorate, and the excess, beyond what was
needed for the Armed Forces, should be used for "social value." The Red
Cross, Dr. Cohn thought, might well be put in the position of making "a
public restitution" of the byproducts not needed by the Armed Forces.

Recommendations

Dr. Cohn's letter was read at the Conference on Albumin and By-Products
called by Dr. Weed on 10 May 1943 (28). In the discussion, it was brought
out that the largest byproduct of plasma processing, in point of bulk, was the
red blood cells, but that the globulin fractions would probably prove to be of
greater importance. The problem was financial as well as legal: the Red
Cross considered it better that it should take title to the byproducts than
have another agency do it; but the estimated cost, on the assumption that the
entire quantity of globulin now available would be worked up into forms
suitable for military and civilian use, would be about $14 million.

At the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 13 May
1943 (29), it was reported that the Red Cross Medical and Health Advisory
Committee had met since the conference on 10 May and had requested that the
subcommittee make specific recommendations concerning the ownership of the
byproducts of the blood and plasma program. The organization was willing to
exercise ownership, supervise the processing of the byproducts under con-
ditions which "would give prior lien" on all material to the Armed Forces,
and arrange for the financing and distribution "for the public good" of the
material not required by the Armed Forces.

Although some doubt was expressed as to the legality of the proposed
arrangements, the following recommendations were made:

1. Title to the byproducts of the blood procurement program shall be transferred from
the Army and the Navy to the American Red Cross if there are no legal impediments to this
arrangement.

2. The Red Cross shall assume responsibility for financing the program and for the
processing, control, and redistribution of these byproducts.

3. To carry out the program, the Red Cross, acting on the advice of its National Medical
and Health Advisory Committee, shall appoint a small group of representative technical
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experts (Army, Navy, Public Health Service, National Research Council, Committee on
Medical Research) to supervise and control the processing of these byproducts by contract
with university or pharmaceutical laboratories.

4. The Army and the Navy shall have priority in requisitioning such Quantities of these
byproducts as they may need. The excesE shall be used for civilian purposes, foreign relief,
or such experimental procedures as may be considered essential by the supervisory group.
The Red Cross (or some other designated agency) shall arrange the best method of distribu-
tion of the excess.

5. As the value of each new byproduct is established, subordinate groups shall be
appointed, of not more than three members each, representing, respectively, the National
Institute of Health, the National Research Council, and the Armed Forces.

Dr. Cohn stated that he had already asked for an appraisal group for each
byproduct of the albumin program.

Further Actions

The ownership of these byproducts was discussed by letters and at meetings
during the remainder of 1943 from all points of view. One of the principal
objections to the proposed plan was that the Red Cross might not be able to
obtain the necessary equipment for processing the byproducts.

The Navy believed that all contracts for byproducts from the albumin
program should be let by the Navy, which was already handling all albumin
contracts. Dr. Cohn agreed, on the ground that plasma fractionating is an
integrated process. At the meeting of the Albumin and By-Products Group
on 28 July 1943 (30), he pointed out that the settlement of the issue was press-
ing, since measles antibodies (fraction II), thrombin, and fibrin film had been
thoroughly tested and were ready for appraisal. At the meeting of the Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes on 24 September 1943 (23), Captain Newhouser
reported requests from civilian physicians for allocation of serum albumin for
the treatment of their patients.

At the meeting of the subcommittee on 6 October 1943 (31), it was an-
nounced that a red blood cell suspension service had been set up at Halloran
General Hospital, Staten Island, N.Y., and the recommendation was made
that, for administrative purposes, it would be a good idea to give the Red Cross
ownership of red blood cells, since similar services would shortly be set up in
other cities. On 7 January 1944, Maj. Gen. George F. Lull, Deputy Surgeon
General, approved this arrangement (32). This information was duly con-
veyed to the processing laboratories, which were directed to release the cells
at the times and in the amounts specified by the Red Cross. These labora-
tories had previously been reminded (27 August 1943) that all blood received
from the Red Cross and all plasma processed from it remained the property
of the Government and none of its byproducts should be released without
written authorization by responsible authorities.

On 27 May 1944, Maj. Gen. Norman T. Kirk notified the Director, Medical
and Health Service, American Red Cross, that the Navy had agreed to turn
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over to it all immune serum globulin in excess of requirements of the Armed
Fotces, to be distributed to the civilian population through the state health
agencies designated by the Red Cross. General Kirk gladly concurred in this
arrangement (33).

Note.-.As a matter of convenience, certain other legal aspects of the blood
program are discussed elsewhere in this volume. The accounting problems of
the processing laboratories are discussed in connection with the plasma program.

TRAINING

In any consideration of the training of medical officers and enlisted men
in the handling and use of plasma and blood, it must be borne in mind that
when the United States entered World War II, plasma was an almost unknown
agent and the use of blood transfusion was far from general. Both theory and
demonstration --ere therefore equally important phases of all training programs.

National Research Council

The Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes recognized the importance of
training in intravenous therapy by suggesting at its first meeting on 31 May
1940 (9) that (1) there should be some center in every Army organization at
which men would receive training in caring for shocked casualties, and (2) there
should also be centers in which men could be trained in all aspects of intra-
venous therapy. At a later meeting, on 9 April 1943 (22), a visitor from the
Canadian Army who was present pointed out that the British had found it
necessary to have medical officers with specialized training in charge of trans-
fusions. Colonel Kendrick made the same point at the meeting of the subcom-
mittee on 17 November 1943 (34), when he stated, in reply to an inquiry con-
cerning oversea training, that the Office of The Surgeon General would issue a
memorandum on the technique of transfusion and on methods of preserving
blood but had no authority to recommend techniques to surgeons in theaters
of operations.

Questions concerning training were also raised at the meeting of the sub-
committee on 19 April 1941 (11) and at the Conference on Transfusion Equip-
ment on 25 August 1942 (14). Some medical officers, it was stated, had not
yet even seen dried plasma, let alone having had any instruction in its use.
Dr. Cannon, basing his remarks on his own observations, stated that it was
more important to teach men to needle veins than to provide them with blood
substitutes, since the substitutes could not be used without training in veni-
puncture. It was reported that, in the summer of 1940, Dr. (later Major, MC)
Robert C. Hardin had taken several enlisted men of a National Guard unit to
the State University of Iowa Hospital and instructed them in this procedure.
Although they had had no previous medical training, they all learned readily.
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2. Course ME-12, Blood Plasma Bank Technique. This course lasted 4 weeks and waa
planned for medical technicians who had already had some portion, or all, of the Army basic
course for technicians and who were to be sent to the liquid plasma processing centers.
The material included the technical procedures used in the operation of a blood donor center
and methods of preparing and storing liquid plasma.

In all, 23 officers completed Course MO-20 and 15 spent at least a month
of temporary duty learning to operate liquid plasma centers, each of which
eventually had 3 officers assigned to it. Forty-three technicians completed
Course ME-12.

In addition to the supervision of these formal courses, Captain Kendrick
taught the principles and practices of resuscitation, along with the management
of war wounds, to the classes of officers who attended the Army Medical
and Dental Schools. He also lectured on the same subjects at the Medical
Field Service School at Carlisle Barracks, Pa.

Field Training

Training in the use of plasma was also conducted during maneuvers
before the United Slates entered the war and in the Zone of Interior during
the war (figs. 14, 15, and 16).

Training Aids

A training film (FS 8-51), with appropriate comments, was prepared at
Carlisle Barracks by Major Kendrick in January 1942. In February 1943, a
manual was prepared to be used in conjunction with it. It contained a state-
ment of general principles and a detailed, fully illustrated, description of each
step of the use of the plasma package and the administration of the plasma
(p. 698). The material was essentially the same as that contained on the
instruction sheet enclosed in all plasma packages except for those issued at the
very beginning of the program. When demonstration packages of plasma
became available, they were distributed with each copy of the film.

Demonstration Packages of Plasma

Practically all of the packages of dried plasma distributed in the United
States were for training purposes only (36). The question of providing them
came to a head in October 1942, when the Director, Biological Division, Lilly
Research Laboratories, wrote General Hillman that he had received a number
of requests from medical officers, particularly those in charge of replacement
training centers, for demonstration packages of the standard Army-Navy dried
plasma. Up to this time, he had simply sent dummy packages, filled with
contaminated plasma and marked Not for human use. A recent request for
12 packages for a single installation, however, indicated that such an informal
method of supply could no longer be used; if all camps were to make such
requests, the number of packages necessary would run into the hundreds.
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package within the next 3-4 weeks and they had no excess equipment to make
up the smaller demonstration package. In addition, cans could be ordered
only in 25,000 lots. The necessary number of demonstration sets was finally
produced by Eli Lilly and Co., which continued to make the smaller package
of plasma.

Instructions for use.-Circular Letter No. 55, Office of The Surgeon
General, Services of Supply, War Department, 22 February 1943 (37), was
entitled "Instruction of medical officers in the reconstitution and use of the
Standard Army-Navy Package of Normal Human Plasma, Dried." It ex-
plained that the demonstration packages (which were not then available for
distribution) were designed to accompany Film Strip 8-51, dealing with the
same subject. After it had been shown, the instructor should demonstrate the
reconstitution and use of one package and then distribute others to small groups
of students, so that they might become familiar, individually, with the technique
of reconstituting plasma.

OFFICE OF CIVILIAN DEFENSE

Planning

Provision of blood and plasma for the Office of Civilian Defense was not
the responsibility of the Armed Forces program, but, as was inevitable, there
was some cooperation between the two programs, and it is remarkable that
there was so little conflict.

The question was first brought up at the Blood Procurement Conference
on 14 February 1942 (38), at which it was pointed out that throughout the
country there were feelings of restlessness and anxiety lest blood or a blood
substitute be needed for a civilian catastrophe arising from enemy action or
accidents in industrial plants and there be no provision for the care of casualties.

At this conference, Dr. (later Major, MC) Earl S. Taylor, Technical
Director, American Red Cross, reported that on a recent trip to the Pacific
coast, he had found a disturbing situation, apparently related to this sense of
apprehension: Blood and plasma banks were being set up without the affiliation
of either the Red Cross or the Office of Civilian Defense. The directors of
some of these banks clearly lacked the qualifications necessary for the prepara-
tion of safe products, and he feared that their continued growth would lead
to great waste of blood or serious accidents.

On 11 April 1942, the sum of $292,500 was allotted to the U.S. Public
Health Service, from an emergency fund controlled by the President, to be
expended in emergencies affecting the national security and defense and for
setting up reserves of liquid, frozen, or dried blood plasma or serum albumin
for the treatment of casualties from enemy action. These grants were to be
made to public or private hospitals located not more than 300 miles from the
oceans or the gulf coast. On 17 April 1942, the Federal Security Agency set
up regulations governing these grants (39).

717-409--64-9
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Provision of Plasma

The question of plasma for the Office of Civilian Defense came up again
at the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 23 June 1942
(26). Dr. G. Canby Robinson, National Director, American Red Cross Blood
Donor Service, speaking for the Red Cross, proposed that letters be written
to The Surgeon General, U.S. Army, from his agency, the U.S. Public Health
Service, and the Office of Civilian Defense asking that the limits of the programs
of the Red Cross and the Office of Civilian Defense be clarified in respect to
blood donors. He made the suggestion because, since the Japanese attack on
Dutch Harbor in the Aleutians earlier this year, a number of communities had
attempted to collect blood for local use, and their efforts had interfered with
the Red Cross National Blood Procurement Program to obtain blood for the
Armed Forces.

It was proposed that 55,000 of the 96,762 units of plasma then held in
the frozen state in various processing plants be released and distributed as
follows:

25,000 units to be transferred to the Red Cross, for delivery to the Office
of Civilian Defense for distribution to suitable civilian hospitals in exposed
areas, with the understanding that cities in which the Red Cross had blood
donor centers would all be protected in this manner.

30,000 units to be placed at the disposal of the chief medical officer,
OCD, or one of the regional medical officers, to be used in grave emergencies,
with the understanding that the Office of Civilian Defense would thereafter
refrain from collecting blood within a radius of 75 miles from the (seven) Red
Cross blood donor centers presently in operation.

The considerable discussion that followed the introduction of these pro-
posals covered the mechanics of such a transfer and the legal aspects of owner-
ship of the plasma (p. 81). A motion was finally passed, as already noted, to
the effect that the blood collected by the American Red Cross remained "as
heretofore the property of the armed forces from the time it entered the
processing plant." A second motion was then passed requesting The Surgeon
General, U.S. Army, to release 55,000 units of frozen plasma to the Office of
Civilian Defense for the allocation and use just specified. It was hoped that the
announcement of the release of such a large amount of frozen plasma to OCD
would relieve public apprehension caused by fears of inadequate supplies in
case of an enemy attack and would enable the Red Cross to continue to con-
centrate on the needs of the Armed Forces, which might be tripled within the
coming year.

Some anxiety was expressed over the actions taken: Dr. Loeb, chairman
of the subcommittee, pointed out that OCD was undertaking a grave responsi-
bility in assuming control of a large amount of frozen plasma, with its problems
of supervision, storage, and administration. If, through lack of proper con-
trols, unfortunate accidents should occur, they might, entirely unjustifiably,
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reflect on the Red Cross procurement program. Fortunately, no such accidents
occurred.

It should be noted that the distribution of plasma proposed at this time
was possible only because the Red Cross was collecting blood equal to, or in
excess of, the current combined drying facilities of the processing laboratories
(p. 120).

Of the 88,000 donations procured by the Red Cross and used for plasma
made available to the Office of Civilian Defense, 29,000 units were secured from
the backlog of frozen plasma held in processing laboratories (40). Another
50,000 units were processed for this special purpose, most of it in a processing
laboratory equipped for this type of work but not yet in production for the
Army. The balance was provided by the Army from reserve stocks late in
1942. Some of this lot was returned to the Army later, to meet potential
emergency needs in the Pacific.

As a result of these arrangements, the initial confusion, that could have
had rather serious consequences, was completely eliminated early in the war.
Fortunately, it was never necessary to use OCD supplies of plasma for casualties
from enemy action. At the end of the war, by act of Congress, the U.S.
Public Health Service was authorized to make OCD stocks available for civilian
use. And so, to quote Dr. Robinson, "It was eventually returned to the
American public who had donated it" (40).

Preparation of Manuals

The only other activity of the Office of Civilian Defense that concerned
the blood-plasma program dealt with the preparation of manuals for OCD
use by members of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes. The manual
on plasma (38, 41) was the responsibility of Dr. Strumia and the manual on
blood banks (41) of Dr. DeGowin (42). The subcommittee informed re-
sponsible OCD authorities that these manuals represented the best practice
at the time they were prepared (1942) but warned that the procedures described
in them should be undertaken only by technically qualified and adequately
trained personnel.

PLASMA FOR ALLIED NATIONS

There was never any question about the emergency use of plasma provided
by the Red Cross for soldiers of other nations. When it came to providing a
stockpile for troops of Allied nations, however, generous instincts came into
conflict with the realities of the situation (4, 43, 44). For one thing, supplies
of plasma, particularly early in the war, were not inexhaustible, and they had
to be kept for the needs of the U.S. Armed Forces. More important, the
blood from which the plasma was made had been donated for that special
purpose. The legal as well as the moral right of the Red Cross and the Armed
Forces to utilize it for other purposes, however worthy they might be, was
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limited by the representations made to the public when the donations were
secured and the releases signed by the donors, which included the statement
that the blood was to be used for the Armed Forces.

There could be no legitimate criticism of the transfer of certain amounts
of plasma to the British for use in their hospitals, since many U.S. soldiers were
cared for in them. Later in the war, arrangements were made for the British
to purchase plasma from one of the commercial laboratories which had excess
capacity after fulfilling its Army contracts. The blood was procured from
professional donors, without newspaper advertising or any other solicitation
that would interfere with the Red Cross program.

The British needs were always small, for their own fine blood transfusion
service furnished almost all of the blood and plasma needed for their own
casualties. The supply of plasma for the Free French was another and more
difficult problem.

The Free French, up to the liberation of Paris, at least, had no home
population from which to procure blood. The idea of the French Military
Medical Mission to the United States that they should process their own
plasma in North Africa was discouraged by those in charge of the blood program
in the Office of The Surgeon General, because of the cost, the lack of trained
personnel, and the delay that would be inevitable in training personnel and
procuring equipment.

The first plasma supplied to the Free French was delivered under Lend-
Lease arrangements and made from blood purchased from professional donors,
as just described. When the U.S. Army supply program began to include
medical equipment and supplies for the French Army, the plasma included in
U.S. supplies was removed from the maintenance units. It was realized,
however, that the U.S. Army and the Red Cross would be open to serious
criticism if an agent publicly proclaimed as lifesaving were withheld from
Allied troops, even though the blood from which the plasma was made had
been donated specifically for U.S. Armed Forces.

The whole subject was discussed at a conference in the Office of The
Surgeon General on 8 June 1943 (45), and two plans were considered:

1. That the Red Cross ask for blood donations designated for the Free
French, with the donors asked to sign a special release to that effect. If the
blood were treated as fungible, it would not be necessary to segregate these
particular donations but merely to make sure that the amount of plasma given
to the Free French did not exceed the amount of blood donated for it.

2. That the plasma, as previously, be made from blood purchased in
commercial channels. Procurement of blood in this way would not interfere
with the Red Cross Blood Donor Program, and two commercial laboratories
were then in a position to undertake the processing of the necessary amounts
of plasma without interference with their contracts for plasma for the U.S.
Armed Forces.

The latter plan was eventually put into effect, with the assistance of the
A med Services Medical Procurement Agency, Brooklyn, N.Y.
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A number of the countries in South America were desirous of making
dried plasma for their own use and consulted the personnel of the U.S. blood
program about their plans. They were always advised to use liquid plasma:
The U.S. experience had shown that the production of dried plasma was an
onerous and complex problem, quite aside from the difficulty of procuring
equipment and the length of time it took to procure it.

The Russian experience illustrates the procurement difficulties just
mentioned (46). In September 1943, at the request of the Russian Red Cross,
an outline of current methods of drying plasma was drawn up, and, a little
later, Soviet Red Cross representatives were shown the various drying equip-
ment in use in Zone of Interior commercial laboratories.

When the Soviet authorities decided to proceed with the drying of plasma,
all possible cooperation was given to them by the Office of The Surgeon Gen-
eral, through Colonel Kendrick, the Special Representative on Blood and
Plasma Transfusions; the American Red Cross; and the National Research
Corp. of Boston, through which the equipment was ordered. The equipment
was not completed, however, and the necessary testing was not carried out, until
the spring of 1945. The war in Europe was over before the departure date of
Capt. (later Maj.) John Reichel, Jr., MC, who had been designated to super-
vise the equipment in the Soviet Union and instruct medical officers and tech-
nicians in its use. Later, he spent several weeks in the Soviet Union on this
mission.

OFFERS FROM OTHER COUNTRIES

During the war, a number of friendly nations conceived the idea of setting
up projects for the collection of blood and the processing of plasma, some or all
of which they would make available to the United States (47). The stumbling
block to the acceptance of these offers was always the same: Scarcities of essen-
tial materials and high priorities of other branches of the Armed Forces were
making it difficult for the U.S. blood and plasma program to procure equipment
for its own needs. Moreover, the processing of plasma was such a delicate
operation and required such careful supervision that, until a laboratory was
well equipped with apparatus and operated by trained personnel, satisfactory
qualitative and quantitative results were impossible.

SUPPLIES OF PLASMA FOR ZONE OF INTERIOR HOSPITALS

Liquid Plasma

The details of the program by which liquid plasma was supplied to Zone
of Interior hospitals during the war is part of the story of plasma and is related
under that heading (p. 274). The Blood Research Division, Army Medical
School, acted as the Blood Plasma Coordinating Center; it exercised general
control of the program, and after March 1944, on requisition from the surgeons
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of the various service commands, it supplied all the plasma used in Zone of
Interior hospitals.

This was a highly successful program from every standpoint (40). Of the
310,135 blood donations delivered to military hospitals in the Zone of Interior
from the blood donor centers, 295,200 were used for liquid plasma. The
Washington center, which continuously used some of its donations for this
purpose, devoted 88,387 bloods to this program. The Denver center, which
opened 14 September 1942, delivered its entire output to Fitzsimons General
Hospital, Denver, Colo. When this center was closed on 15 September 1945,
it had delivered to the hospital 150,880 donations, 140,578 of which were
processed into liquid plasma.

There were no confirmed reports of the distribution of contaminated
plasma, and the incidence of posttransfusion reactions was very small, prob-
ably because of continuous policing of every phase of the program.

No special training was required for the administration of liquid plasma.
When bulk was undesirable, it could be given undiluted. In these circum-
stances, the ordinary rate of 8 to 10 cc. per minute was reduced to 5 cc. or less
per minute until it was found that so-called speed shock did not really exist
and that the rate of administration made no difference unless there were clinical
contraindications to fluid administration.

Liquid plasma contained Merthiolate 1:10,000 or phenylmercuric borate
1:25,000 as a preservative. For this reason, it was the practice to limit the
quantity given over a 24-hour period to 2,000 cc. When dried plasma was
employed, quantities up to 4,000 cc. per 24-hour period could be used, since the
concentrations of Merthiolate or phenylmercuric nitrate in it were, respec-
tively, 1:35,000 and 1:50,000.

The safety and efficiency of liquid plasma were evident almost as soon as
the program was started. Also, it soon became evident that original dating
periods had been set much too low and that, if liquid plasma were prepared
under proper conditions of sterility and kept in the frozen state, it would last
almost indefinitely. The inconvenience, expense, and personnel required for
the production of dried plasma for Zone of Interior hospitals therefore did not
seem justified.

Dried Plasma

Dried plasma prepared at the Army Medical School was, however, given
to smaller hospitals, whose needs were limited, and in which the turnover of
liquid plasma would be very slow. In April 1945, the amounts of liquid
plasma being requisitioned by Zone of Interior hospitals exceeded the amounts
being produced with current facilities. At the same time, the quantity of dried
plasma on hand exceeded oversea requirements. When stocks of liquid
plasma were exhausted, therefore, dried plasma was supplied to the hospitals
in the United States, which were informed at the same time that one form of
plasma was no more useful than the other (48).
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PROVISION OF WHOLE BLOOD IN ZONE OF INTERIOR
HOSPITALS

Until well into 1944, all hospitals in the Zone of Interior were responsible
for the collection of their own supplies of whole blood. By that time, however,
it became apparent that certain hospitals were located in areas so sparsely
populated, and had so few service troops attached to them, that it was im-
practical for them to maintain donor lists to meet even their limited require-
ments. In March 1944, therefore, by agreement with the American Red Cross
and with the concurrence of the Transfusion Branch, Office of The Surgeon
General, arrangements were made to supply blood to such hospitals when the
location of bleeding centers made this plan practicable (49). It was possible
for 23 hospitals to take advantage of this plan, their supply coming from 16 of
the 35 blood donor centers then in operation.

Only type 0 blood was supplied, in 500 cc. amounts, and it was supplied
only as oversea surpluses permitted (50). The transportation of the blood
and equipment between the centers and the receiving hospitals, as well as the
return of all equipment sent to the hospitals, was the responsibility of the
receiving hospitals. The receiving hospitals were also responsible for retyping
and crossmatching of the blood, for its serologic investigation, for reporting all
unsatisfactory (that is, positive) tests, for the administration of the blood, and
for the recording of clinical results. The blood was furnished according to a
prearranged schedule, running parallel with the delivery of red blood cells
(p. 313). Emergency needs were not supplied.

In June 1945, 556 pints of 0 blood were shipped to Halloran, England
(Atlantic City, N.J.), Tilton (Fort Dix, N.J.), Lovell (Ayer, Mass.), and
Torney (Palm Springs, Calif.) General Hospitals and to the Chelsea Naval
Hospital, Chelsea, Mass. In August 1945, 804 pints were delivered to these
and other hospitals and to the Philadelphia Naval Hospital. Once the availa-
bility of this service was realized, there were numerous requests for it from
hospitals all over the country. The reply was always the same, that other
hospitals would be included in the distribution as soon as possible if demands
from overseas were not too heavy. The end of the war, with the termination
of the Red Cross blood collection program, ended this particular service.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Basic Recommendations

In his formal report at the end of the war on the blood-plasma program
(1), Colonel Kendrick made the following recommendations:

1. The Transfusion Branch, Surgical Consultants Division, Office of The
Surgeon General, should be discontinued as not necessary in peacetime. In
the light of postwar events, his opinion at the present time (1962) is that even
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in peacetime, there should be a knowledgeable consultant on transfusion and
allied matters in this office.

2. The position of Special Representative to The Surgeon General on
Blood and Plasma Transfusions should be retained, but with a less cumbersome
title, perhaps Transfusion Consultant or Transfusion Service Consultant.

3. This consultant should be responsible for providing the Medical De-
partment with the most recent information on advances in fluid replacement
therapy.

4. In the event of future mobilization, a transfusion branch should at
once be established in the Office of The Surgeon General, the chief of the
branch to serve as Transfusion Consultant, with the rank of colonel, and to
have an adequate staff for the functions assigned to him.
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CHAPTER V

The American National Red Cross'

THE FIRST STEPS OF THE PROGRAM

At the first meeting of the Committee on Transfusions, NRC (National
Research Council), on 31 May 1940 (3), part of the discussion concerned the
establishment of blood banks, the use of dried and liquid plasma, and the
sources of supply for blood and plasma. The questions were not answered.

The same questions arose at the first meeting of the Subcommittee on
Blood Substitutes, on 30 November 1940 (4), after discussion of the Blood
for Britain project of the New York Blood Transfusion Association (p. 13).
Dr. Max M. Strumia, with remarkable prescience, recommended the plan that
was, in effect, carried out later; namely, the standardization of equipment
and techniques, the establishment of centers for collecting blood, and the
commercial preparation of dried plasma.

Dr. William DeKleine, then the medical assistant to the Vice Chairman
in Charge of Domestic Operations, American Red Cross, stated that the Red
Cross would be glad to assist in such a program but that the Army and the
Navy must decide whether they wished his agency "to organize the problem."
After further discussion, the following recommendations were made:

As a matter of National Defense the Surgeon General of the Army and Navy request
the Red Cross to take steps immediately looking forward to the formation of civilian
groups to provide human blood so that in case of a definite National emergency local units
would be in a position to supply the blood needed by the armed forces.

It is recommended to the American Red Cross that its support in the matter of providing
blood donors for a study of the use of blood and of blood substitutes be continued and
extended. In the opinion of this committee this assistance is essential to the solution of the
problem. The committee expresses its appreciation.

As a matter of fact, as the second of these recommendations implied, steps
to collect blood had already been taken by the Red Cross. In addition to the
participation of the New York Chapter in the Blood for Britain project:

1. On 14 June 1940, The Surgeon General, U.S. Army, had requested the
Fed Cross to procure about a thousand volunteer donors for a research project
undertaken by a number of investigators, including Cdr. Lloyd R. Newhouser,
MC, USN, and Capt. Douglas B. Kendrick, MC, to determine the best methods
of processing and preserving dried plasma and its clinical use. Mr. Norman
H. Davis, Chairman, American Red Cross, had assented to the proposal, realizing
that this project was the forerunner of the large-scale operations that would

I Unless otherwise indicated, all data in this chapter are from Dr. G. Canby Robinson's final report of the Red Cross
Blood Donor Service in July 1946 (1) or report of Col. James A. Phalen MC, on the Blood Plasma Program In 3uly
1944 (t).
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be necessary "in the event of war involving the United States." A similar
request, in September 1940, by The Surgeon General, Navy, was also acceded to.

2. In September 1940, the Southeastern Chapter of the American Red
Cross, in Philadelphia, undertook to procure donors tor the studies on plasma
then being conducted by Dr. Strumia, at the Bryn Mawr Hospital, under the
auspices of the Committee on Transfusioils, NRC (3).

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM

The Surgeons General of the Army and the Navy sent identical letters to
Mr. Davis on 7 January 1941, requesting the cooperation of the American
Red Cross in the collection of blood for plasma, as follows:

The national emergency requires that every necessary step be taken as soon as possible
to provide the best medical service for the expanded armed forces. Even though the need
for proper blood substitutes may not be immediate, there seems every reason to take steps
now which shall provide in any contingency for an adequate supply of these substances for
use in individuals suffering from hemorrhage, shock, and burns.

To this end, in order to assure this adequate supply of the blood substitutes for the
use of the United States Army, I am asking the American Red Cross and the Division of
Medical Sciences, National Research Council, to organize a cooperative undertaking which
shall provide the armed services with human blood plasma. In this cooperative effort, I
request the American Red Cross to secure voluntary donors in a number of the larger cities
of this country, to provide the necessary equipment, to transport the drawn blood rapidly
to a processing center, to arrange for separating the plasma and for storing the resulting
product in refrigerated rooms.

I am also requesting the Division of Medical Sciences, National Research Council, to
assume general supervision of the professional services involved in this collection and storage
of blood plasma, and to provide competent professional personnel, both for a national
supervising group and for the local collecting agencies. I am also urging that the National
Research Council continue to encourage investigation of the various methods of preparation
of blood substitutes, preferably in dried form.

While it is impossible to estimate the requirements of the armed forces at the present
time, because of the uncertainties of the international situation, I feel strongly that a large
quantity, a minimum of 10,000 pints, of blood plasma should be placed and maintained in
refrigerated storage. This feeling is based upon the fact that not only will the plasma be
of greatest service if a military emergency arises, but also of ultimate use in any national
catastrophe.

I am also writing to the National Research Council making this identical request, and
am expressing the hope that the cooperative undertaking may receive approval, with
prompt organization of the whole enterprise.

On 9 January 1941, Mr. Davis replied as follows:
The American Red Cross will be glad, as requested in your letter of January 7th, to

cooperate with the Division of Medical Sciences of the National Research Council and the
Army and the Navy in providing the armed services with human blood plasma.

Representatives of the Red Cross will confer with representatives of the National
Research Council and the Army and the Navy immediately in order to formulate the neces-
sary plans for getting the project underway.

On 7 January 1941, Maj. Gen. James C. Magee and Vice Adm. Ross T
McIntire, MC, USN, wrote Dr. Lewis H. Weed, Chairman, Division of Medical
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Sciences, NRC, requesting the cooperation of his agency in this project. On
9 January, Dr. Weed replied as follows:

I wish to acknowledge receipt of your letter of yesterday requesting that the American
Red Cross and the Division of Medical Sciences, National Research C-,incil, cooperate in
an undertaking which wil: lead to the procurement of large quantities of human blood
plasma.

I can assure you at once that the Division of Medical Sciences will do everything
possible to make this cooperation effective. In fact, I am sure that I speak for the members
of the Division in telling you that every effort will be made to accelerate the whole mech-
anism of obtaining and processing the necessary blood.

The Division of Medical Sciences has already taken the initial steps leading to the
formation of an operating subcommittee under the general Committee on Transfusions and
w "I probably select Dr. C. P. Rhoads of Memorial Hospital as the chairn an of this com-
mittee. No time will be lost in undertaking the necessary organization so that a supply
of human plasma may be in storage for the use of the armed forces.

On 12 May 1941, a formal agreement was signed by Dr. Weed for the
Division of Medical Sciences, NRC, and Mr. Davis for ARC (American Red
Cross). This agreement listed specific details concerning the nature of the
project, the plan of operation, the joint responsibilities of the two agencies,
the responsibilities of NRC through its Division of Medical Sciences, the
national and chapter responsibilities of ARC and the functions of the Army
and the Navy.

This agreement, which served as the charter of the Blood Donor Service,
ARC, was completed only after numerous conferences among all the organiza-
tions and personnel concerned. It contained the following provisions:

1. The joint responsibilities of the Red Cross, National Research Council, and Army
and Navy consist of the determination of principles and policies of operation; the establish-
ment of budgets for technical operations; the designation of cities in which collecting centers
are to be set up; and the control of publications.

2. The Red Cross agrees to establish and maintain facilities in selected cities to procure
blood from voluntary donors, to recruit and enroll these donors, to arrange for the proper
handling of the blood drawn, and to transport it under proper precautions to laboratories
selected by the Army and the Navy for processing into dried plasma.

3. The Red Cross also agrees to provide, on a national scale, the necessary funds for
all technical and other personnel needed in the collection of the blood, its transportation,
and other technical operations. Red Cross chapters participating in the program will
provide the necessary funds for personnel and for other expenses incurred in recruiting and
enrolling volunteer donors. The Red Cross also assumes responsibility for maintaining
direct contact between the national organization and chapter operations, for keeping the
National Research Council informed of problems and progress, and for obtaining adequate
monthly reports from participating chapters and processing laboratories.

4. The Division of Medical Sciences, NRC, assumes the general supervision of the
professional services involved in the collection of blood and the provision of competent
professional personnel for a national supervisory group and for local collecting facilities. It
also assumes responsibility for determining the type of equipment to be used for collecting
blood and for maintaining direct contacts with the technical supervisors of the program in
each community.

5. The Army and the Navy agree that their representatives will work closely with the
National Research Council on the technical aspects of each project and with the Red Cross
in connection with the quantities of blood needed, its delivery, and other phases of Red
Cross concern.
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At a meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Procurement, NRC, on 18
August 1941 (5), the principal agenda dealt with the best methods of bleeding
donors and collecting blood for plasma on a nationwide scale. Decisions
were reached concerning equipment, examination and handling of donors,
technique of bleeding, organization of the technical staff, handling and tranis-
portation of blood, and publicity. These various points are discussed in detail
under the proper headings. This conference was attended by members of the
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes; representatives of the Red Cross Blood
Donor Service; Dr. G. Canby Robinson, National Director, ARC Blood
Donor Service; the technical supervisors of the Red Cross collection centers
then in operation; representatives of the Army and the Navy; representatives
of the National Institute of Health; and personnel of two of the seven com-
mercial laboratories then participating in the plasma program.

The decisions made at this meeting were published in September 1941,
in ARC Manual 784, "Methods and Technique of Blood Procurement as Pre-
scribed by the National Research Council for Use in the Red Cross Blood
Procurement Centers" (6). In the ensuing months, a number of supplements
and special directives were issued, but the practices prescribed in it remained
in effect until January 1943, when a revision, "Methods and Technique Used
in Red Cross Blood Donor Centers" (7), was issued. The first of these manuals
was based largely on theory. The second was based on a very extensive
practical experience.

ORGANIZATION AND PERSONNEL

In the agreement drawn up between the Red Cross and the Division
of Medical Sciences, NRC, in May 1941, a national supervisory group was
provided for. The Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes became this supervisory
body. It originally acted chiefly through its own Subcommittee on Blood
Procurement, which was appointed on 19 April 1941 and which served until
12 May 1942, when it was voted out of existence (8).

The initial phases of the program were directed and supervised for the
Red Cross by Dr. DeKleine. In July 1941, he was succeeded by Dr. Robinson
(fig. 17) with the title of National Director, Blood Donor Service. At the
same time, Dr. Earl S. Taylor (fig. 18) was appointed Technical Director.
Dr. Taylor, who was a qualified general surgeon, had worked in the blood bank
at the Presbyterian Hospital, New York City, and therefore came to his duties
with a wide experience in this field. When he was later commissioned in
the Medical Corps in April 1943, lie retained his position as Technical Director
of the ARC Blood Donor Service so that medical officers, who were then working
in the blood collection centers (p. 109), would be tinder the supervision of
another medical officer. On 15 August 1944, in response to his request for
oversea duty, Major Taylor was replaced as Technical Director by Lt. (later
Lt. Cdr.) Henry S. Blake, MC, USN, who served until the end of the war.
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FIGURE 17.-Dr. G. Canby Robinson, Na-
tional Director, Blood Donor Service, Ameri-
can Red Cross.

Dr. William Thalhimer was appointed Associate Technical Director of
the Blood Donor Service on 1 Decembei 1942 and served until 1 December 1944.

Initial Organization

In following the activities of the Red Cross Blood Donor Service, it must
be borne in mind that the American Red Cross is not a cohesive organization
with a unified central direction. It consists of a group of chapters which are
largely autonomous and each of which is governed by its own board of directors.

As the Blood Donor Service was set up in the summer of 1941 (chart 2),
it consisted of the following personnel (9):

1. A national director.
2. A technical director.
3. An assistant national director.
4. Area managers.

Under the original plan of organization, before the United States entered
World War II, the national technical director served on a part-time basis, while
continuing to serve as technical supervisor of the New York Blood Donor
Center. Through liaison with the local technical supervisors, he directed the
initial technical operations of each new center as it was organized and thus
standardized all operations to conform with the techniques agreed upon in
August 1941. With the outbreak of the war, however, and the rapid expansion
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FIGURE 18.-Dr. (later Major, MC) Earl S.
Taylor, Technical Director, American Red
Cross Blood Donor Service, July 1941-
August 1944.

of the Blood Donor Service, it became necessary for the technical director
(Dr. Taylor) to assume full-time duties in the national organization.

The Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes appointed competent professional
personnel who served in a voluntary capacity for the technical supervision of
the collecting facilities in each of the blood donor centers. Each chapter
selected its own executive and technical directors and its own publicity per-
sonnel, none of whom was directly responsible to the National Director, Blood
Donor Service. National Red Cross Headquarters, however, paid the medical
directors and nurses. General supervision of chapter activities was conducted
by National Headquarters through area directors, who were not responsible to
the National Director, Blood Donor Service.

REORGANIZATION

As the Blood Donor Service expanded and became more complex, certain
weaknesses in the original structure and operation became apparent, particularly
the need for greater centralization. Changes under discussion for some time
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CHART 2.-Organization chart, American Red Cross Blood Donor Service, 1941
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CHART 3.-Organization chart, American Red Cross Blood Donor Service, November 1942
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director served as the normal channel of communication between the center
and the National Director, Blood Donor Service, to whom he made weekly
reports of blood procurement and monthly statistical and financial reports.
He had paid secretarial and other assistance as required for the enrollment of
donors and his other administrative functions.

The technical supervisor of each chapter was a local physician, preferablyan expert in the field of blood transfusion, who served without recompense, at
the appointment of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, NRC, under the
direction of the National Technical Director of the Blood Donor Service. The
local technical supervisor brought to the attention of the National Technical
Director all problem, related to the technical procedures employed and to rela-
tions with processing laboratories. He was responsible for the selection of
physicians, nurses, medical secretaries, blood custodians, and other personnel
engaged in the bleeding of donors and the handling and shipping of blood. He
organized and directed the technical staffs of the centers and was responsible for
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technical operations and procedures according to the techniques specified by the
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, NRC.

It was essential that the technical supervisor and the center director in each
chapter work closely together. They were the only members of the local
organization who received instructions concerning details of operation of the
center directly from National Headquarters. Each time the director and the
technical supervisor of a newly created blood donor center were appointed,
they visited, and studied at firsthand, some center already in operation,
preferably the pilot center in New York or the center at National Headquarters
in Washington, D.C.

Professional personnel.--Personnel shortages, as might have been
expected, plagued the Red Cross blood donor program during the entire war.
Because enough civilian physicians could not be found to man the centers,
nurses were trained in bleeding techniques, and Army and Navy medical officers
were later assigned to the centers. After some 6 million pints of blood had been
collected, it was estimated that an average of 800 to 850 bleedings per week was
the best that could be expected from a physician, while each registered nurse
could be expected to produce about 120.

At the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Procurement, 18 August
1941 (5), it had been decided that there was nothing in the regulations drawn
up by the National Institute of Health that would prohibit the collection of
blood by nurses, though a physician must be present and available for consulta-
tion at all times. This was an important decision: Nurses were in short supply,
but they were easier to secure than physicians. In addition, physicians working
in the blood donor centers had little time to collect blood; they were kept busy
carrying out physical examinations on donors. Policies concerning the use of
nurses varied from chapter to chapter. In some chapters, nurses performed
the entire procedure. In others, physicians made the original venipuncture
and nurses completed the collection of the blood.

At the Conference on Blood Procurement on 14 February 1942 (12), Dr.
Robinson stated that the whole blood procurement program was being jeopard-
ized because civilian physicians were leaving the centers to enter the Army or
for other reasons. He wondered whether it might be possible to have a number
of Army officers, perhaps 15, assigned to the Red Cross Blood Donor Service.
Brig. Gen. Charles C. Hillman thought it unlikely.

Dr. Robinson introduced the matter again at the meeting of the Subcom-
mittee on Blood Substitutes on 23 June 1942 (13). The centers were still
losing physicians. An attempt to secure women physicians had failed numeri-
cally. If the blood procurement program were to succeed, the Armed Forces
must make some provision for the assignment of competent physicians to it.
For the 1.4 million bleedings so far requested for the year beginning 1 July 1942,
56 bleeding teams would be needed, each to procure 500 bleedings per week.
This number would provide only for the plasma program then contemplated
and the pilot order of 51,000 units of albumin, not for any expansion which
might occur in the latter program. Dr. Robinson hoped that the Army and
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the Navy would each assign 19 officers to the centers, to bring the professional
staffs up to the 56 physicians just specified.

The subcommittee recommended to the Surgeons General of the Army and
the Navy that they give favorable consideration to the assignment of a small
number of medical officers to temporary duty in the Red Cross bleeding centers,
on the ground that shortages of personnel were already jeopardizing the entire
program. A point made in the recommendation was that losses occurred when
blood was collected by untrained and incompetent personnel. A report from
the Pittsburgh Blood Donor Center, in which the rate of clotting had previously
been very low, showed that it had suddenly become very high, apparently as
the result of the employment of four inexperienced phlebotomists.

By November 1943, when 35 centers were in operation (1 4), it was esti-
mnated that 135 physicians were the bare minimum with which they could be
conducted, without any allowance for illness or other unforeseen emergencies.
At this timne, these centers were being operated by 34 civilian physicians, 40
Naval medical officers, and 60 Army medical officers, who were under the opera-
tional control of the Transfusion Branch, Office of The Surgeon General.

An attempt to utilize officers separated fromn service for physical disabili-
ties did not succeed. They often proved unable to tolerate duty in the centers
and entirely unable to withstand the hardships of work in mobile units. Many
had to be relieved because of reactivation of their physical disabilities. With
no replacements available for them, appointments had to be canceled, and, in
view of the urgent appeals made for blood donations, this was bad public
relations.

From the standpoint of public relations, it was probably unwise to have
accepted some of the medical personnel in both the civilian and the military
groups. At the Conference on Blood Preservation on 19 January 1945 (15),
many of the volunteer physicians serving as local technical supervisors expressed
the opinion that a number of Army medical officers of substandard quality had
been assigned to the bleeding centers and that their handling of donors bad
sometimes created serious breaches in public relations. These difficulties had
been infrequent with Naval officers. The conference was assured that the
Army Medical Department would take steps to correct the situation at once.

Essential as was the work of these blood donor centers, assignment to them
was neither interesting nor desirable. Attempts to rotate the officers assigned
to them were not particularly successful, and many remained in thiemn, without
chance for promotion, for 2 years or more.

As centers were closed during the last months of the war, personnel in
them were released, and by 17 August 1945, 3 days after the Japanese surrender,
the Transfusion Branch, Office of The Surgeon General, requested the retention
of only seven officers, three in centers on the west coast, which would continue
to supply blood for the Pacific; one at the center in the Pentagon, which would
supply blood for Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C.; and three
at the center in New York, to complete a research study on 0 blood (p. 259).
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Enlisted personnel.-The enlisted personnel assigned to the blood donor
centers played an extremely important part in their successful operation. They
performed work of a highly technical nature, including blood typing, agglutinin
titering, Rh tests, and Kahn tests. Reports on the blood moved overseas
from the whole blood centers at New York, Boston, and Los Angeles indicated
the satisfactory nature of their work. The staff sergeants at these centers were
doing work usually handled in Army laboratories by commissioned medical
officers or members of the Sanitary Corps, and it was with considerable difficulty
that ratings of technical sergeant were finally secured for them.

Volunteers.--By the most conservative estimate, at least 100,000 volunteer
workers contributed full- or part-time service to the Blood Donor Service during
the 4% years of its operation. Their work was usually organized by the chapter
blood donor committee, in cooperation with the chairman for Volunteer Special
Services. They served as staff assistants, canteen workers, Gray Ladies,
nurses' aides, and drivers in the Motor Corps. Lay and professional workers
also contributed to the managerial, public relations, and recruiting aspects of
the Blood Donor Service.

The exact distribution of the volunteer work is not known, but returns from
a questionnaire sent out to the blood donor centers at the end of the war indi-
cated that of 52,700 volunteers who replied, 13,300 had worked in canteens;
9,700 in the Staff Assistance Corps; 5,200 as nurses' aides; 4,600 in the Motor
Corps; 4,100 in the Hospital and Recreation Corps; and 15,800 in other services.

BLOOD DONOR CENTERS

Establishment.-The first Red Cross blood donor center in the Blood
Plasma Program of World War I opened in New York on 4 February 1941
(fig. 19, table 1). The 35th opened in Fort Worth on 10 January 1944. Eleven
centers were opened in 1941, 19 in 1942, and 5 in 1943 or early in January 1944.
The nine centers opened between 1 December 1941 and 1 February 1942 had
all been planned or were in process of establishment before Pearl Harbor.

Centers were closed as special requirements for the Army and the Navy
were completed. Four centers were closed when the Navy contracts for albu-
min were terminated in October 1944. Nineteen were closed after the German
surrender in May 1945. By 15 September 1945, the only center still in opera-
tion was in Denver; it was kept open at the request of the Army to supply
small amounts of whole blood to the nearby Fitzsimons General Hospital,
Denver, Colo.

Facilities.-Five centers occupied the property of local Red Cross chapters
during all, or almost all, of their period of operation. Seven occupied donated
space and two others space donated for all but a portion of the time. The
remainder operated in rented space in stores or office buildings, usually in
downtown areas or shopping districts, with public transportation, parking
space, and space for trucking facilities (fig. 19).
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TABLE i.-American Red Cross blood donor centers in order of their establishment

Center i)ate of opening Date of closing

1. New York _ 4 Feb. 1941 15 Aug. 1945
2. Philadelphia I May 1941 15 Aug. 1945
3. Baltimore - 191 May 1941 19 May 1945
4. Wasliington - I I ,June 1941 15 Aug. 1945
5. Buffalo ----------- 1 July 1941 19 Ma'y 1945
6. Rochester -------- 21 Julv 1941 19 May 1945
7. Indianapolis.. 27 ,7pt. 1941 19 May 1945
8. Boston ------- I Ie,c. 1941 15 Aug. 1945
9. Dvtroit- I Dec. 1941 19 May 1945

10. Pittsburgh_ I )oec. 1941 19 May 1945
11. St. IAui... 10 D~ec. 1941 19 May 1945
12. San Francisco 2 Jan. 1942 15 Sept. 1945
13. Cleveland ------- 8 Jan. 1942 19 May 1945
14. 1o Angeles 20 Jan. 1942 15 Sept. 1945
15. Milwaukee- - 20 Jan. 1942 19 May 1945
16. Chicago- -- I Feb. 1942 15 Aug. 1945
17. Cincinnati I Mar. 1942 19 May 1945
18. Brooklyn . .9 Mar. 1942 15 Aug. 1945
19. Atlanta --------. II May 1942 19 May 1945
20. San Antonio ------ - June 1942 15 Oct. 1944
21. Portland- 17 Aug. 1942 15 Sept. 1945
22. Denver .......... .. 14 Spt. 1942 1 D)ec. 1945
23. Hartford ..---- -. 15 Oct. 1942 19 May 1945
24. New Orleans .. 26 Oct. 1942 15 Oct. 1944
25. Hlarrisburg- 9 Nov. 1942 19 May 1945
26. Schenectady .. ....... ..- 23 Nov. 1942 19 May 1945
27. Columbus -------- ---------- I D)ec. 1942 19 May 1945
28. Minneapolis 1 Dec. 1942 19 May 1945
29. Kansas City -. ..-- 7 Dec. 1942 19 May 1945
30. St. Paul- 7 Dec. 1942 19 May 1945
31. Oakland -. .. 15 Feb. 1943 15 Sept. 1945
32. Louisville :.. 31 ,May 1943 19 May 1495
33. San Diego- 15 Aug. 1943 15 Sept. 1945
34. l)allawq...... 3 Jan. 1944 15 Oct. 1944
35. Fort Worth .. ... 10 Jan. 1944 15 Oct. 1944

I Inception of Army and Navy project. Previous bleedings procured from Walter Reed General I ospital and Naval
hospitals.

I Continued operation after closing of other centers, at request of Army, to provide blood for Fitysimnns General
Hospital, Denver, Colo.

All the facilities occupied required some remodeling for the special needs
of the Blood Donor Service. Most of it could be accomplished by temporary
partitions. As new centers were planned, they were altered and reconstructed
in the light of earlier experience. Air conditioning was necessary in some centers
in the South.
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Rooms for tile refrigeration of blood collected at the center, for reception of blood from
mobile units, and for packing of blood in refrigeraled chests for shipment to processing
laboratories. These rooims were pJreferblyl v at the rear of the center, out of the way of
donors, and with ready access to t ricks.

Cantleens, restrooms, and locker space for nulrses, volunteers, and other members of the

staff.

Fiai: 20. Committee roomi, American Red (Cross Blood Donor ('enter, Fort Worth,
Tex. D)r. (;. ('Carby Robinson, Director, Blood Procurement, Project, AR(', is at the head
of the table, tifth from left.

MOBILE UNITS

Mobile units (fig. 21) were operated out of all blood (101101o centers, the
nuimlbers ranging from one to four. At the height of the program, 63 were in
operation, and, in all, 47 percent of the blood donations were made through
thent. The,., units operated within a radius of 75 miles of the 35 (enters, and
it, was estimated that theirt use brouglht 60 percent of the population of the
country within range of the Blood Donor Service.

Mobile units had a number of adlvantages. Th'lev gave flexibility to the
doltor centers in fillin, their quotias. They materially eXpanhded the territory
and pOpnulation from Which donors could be drawn. Thiev also allowed hi un-
dreds of Red (Cross chapters and their thousainds of mnemlbers to particilate ill
the Blood D)onor Service, a part icipation which, for geographic reasons, would
not have bee Ipossibhle otherwise.
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*a

American Red Cross ph-tographs

F1iURE 21.-Mobile units, American Red Cross Blood Donor Service.

Equipment.--The physical equipment of a mobile unit usually consisted
of a 1Y2-ton truck, although some centers continued to use the 1-ton panel
truck, which was originally provided, till the end of the war. Many of the
trucks were given by civic and other organizations.

Each unit was equipped with folding ta•)les; 10 or 12 specially designed
folding cots; four or more portable refrigerators, each with i capacity of 40
bottles of blood; and 9 or 10 boxes that containedt all the supplies needed for
collecting blood. On the cover of each box was at list of its contents. The
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FII.URt. 22.- Scttli (d limbile unilsi-, AmnerI'ico l1tvl Cross Blood
D onor $ex-vice. A. Los Angclv:ý, Ca:lif. 11. Trentoni, NJ.J

tr'uck was5 so packedl t at aitei~rr b)1oo( cent er could1 be set upl .1ilniost as
soon1 as tble dest inatio llwas reached (fig. 22). A varietv of building's was ued~---
schloolhouse, 'Assemb~ly hall1s, parish house-s, or availabl)e space ill an Indutstrvial
Or military estalblislImueult.

Staff.--The1 techniical stair of thle mlob~ile hunlt consistedl of tlie physician ill
charge; five or six nurses; a t ecu ticall secret ary ; and~ a )01 (lio cst odiani. Who
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FIGURE 22.-Continued. C. Baton Rouge,
La., where the blood was collected in the Cap-
itol, under a statue of Bienville, Louisiana's
first Governor. D. An unidentified location.
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frequently served as chauffeur. Occasionally, a few well-trained volunteers
from the parent center went along, but more often the cooperating chapter
supplied the volunteers. The technical staff was transported in station wagons,
many of which were also special gifts.

Policies and procedures.-The cooperating chapters made all arrangements
for the visits of the mobile units, the preparations usually requiring several
weeks of intensive work and publicity. It was necessary to recruit and enroll
specified numbers of donors for each day of the operation; to secure the most
suitable rent-free building available for the operation; to organize the neces-
sary volunteer services; and to supplement t e equipment fromt the center
with locally provided tables, lights, couches, and canteen equipment.

The activities of the cooperating chapters generally corresponded with
those of fixed centers except that recruitment took the form of intensive drives
rather than day-after-day publicity. Since many of the towns visited were
relatively small, it was often necessary to comb several counties to meet the
quotas set. The wide appeal, and the relatively greater efficiency, of periodic
drives as compared to routine recruitment was evidenced by the fact that only
15 percent of the donors enrolled in mobile units canceled their appointments
or failed to keep them as compared to 25 percent in the fixed centers. Rela-
tions with the cooperating chapters were always cordial, and their arrangements
were always efficient.

Activities.-Mobile units visited not only cooperating chapters but also
branches of chapters, industrial plants within the jurisdiction of the blood
donor centers, military establishments, and Federal and state penal institu-
tions. Many times, churches, under the stimulation of their clergy, recruited
donors as well as contributed blood themselves.

By the end of the war, it was estimated that mobile units had operated
in 3,260 different places, including 1,100 cooperating Red Cross chapters,
1,130 branches of chapters, 590 industrial plants, 260 military establishments,
and 180 other places. Many other chapters made repeated efforts to be in-
cluded in the program, although they were so remote from the centers that it
would have been impractical to include them.

CONFERENCES

A number of conferences on the blood donor program were held during
the war. They included:

1. A conference on technical operations at Atlantic City, N.J., on 7 June
1942. It was attended by the technical supervisors of the centers then in
operation and representatives of the National Headquarters, American Red
Cross, the National Research Council, the National Institute of Health, the
Army and the Navy.

2. A conference on general problems in Indianapolis on 19-20 January
1943, attended by the chairmen of blood donor committees; directors of all
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centers then in operation; and representatives of the National Headquarters,
ARC, and the Army and the Navy.

3. A conference in New York on 15-16 December 1943 and a similar
conference in Chicago on 18-19 January 1944, attended by regional technical
supervisors, the directors of the centers, and the chairmen of the center blood
donor committees.

The special items discussed at the meetings are described under appropriate
headings.

CAMPAIGNS FOR BLOOD DONORS

General Considerations

The American Red Cross Blood Donor Service began with the enormous
emotional advantage that donations of blood could save the lives of wounded
men. Thousands of persons who could make no other contribution to the war
effort gladly gave their blood, and many of them repeated their donations as
often as they were permitted. It is ironic, therefore, that from the beginning
to the end of the program, the major problem was to obtain an adequate
number of donors to meet the requirements. Spontaneous, unsolicited dona-
tions were the exception rather than the rule except in special circumstances.
Only unceasing efforts enabled the centers to meet their quotas, particularly
during lulls in fighting.

The requirements for blood in the 10-month period between the institution
of the Blood Donor Service and Pearl Harbor were negligible compared to
later demands. Only 28,974 pints of blood were procured during this period.
an average of 724 pints per week for the 10 centers then in operation. C ,.
two of these centers had been active during the entire 10 months, and the
average amount procured by them was 145 pints per week. Even the largest
center, at peak operation during the prewar period, obtained only 441 pints
per week.

Donations increased notably immediately after Pearl Harbor, and in-
creased similarly after other severe fighting. After the Normandy invasion,
donors poured in from the streets and swamped the telephone lines. During
that week, 123,284 pints of blood were collected, and thousands of future
appointments were made.

On the other hand, the flow of information concerning the war provided
by the free press of the United States sometimes had the effect of a two-edged
sword. Immediately after the Normandy landings, for instance, the happy
news was received that casualties had been fewer than anticipated. Dona-
tions promptly declined sharply and did not again approach the invasion peak
until the spectacular race across France began several weeks later.

The pre-Pearl Harbor period had made one thing quite clear, that general
publicity must be supplemented by specific recruiting techniques. With
spontaneous response apparently depending largely upon the ebb and flow of
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battle, the greatest single problem was how to maintain an adequate number
of donors when the war news was not spectacular.

A second difficulty inherent in the program and not generally clear to the
public, in spite of efforts to clarify it, was the necessity for operating each
center and each mobile unit on a strict system of weekly quotas. No surpluses
could be built up. Planning had to envisage a regular number of donors every
day. It was a serious matter when the quotas were not met and also a serious
matter when collections exceeded capacity, as they did, for instance, in Sep-
tember 1943.

A part of this same consideration was that blood procurement facilities
were necessarily located near processing laboratories. As a result, publicity
which would have been gladly provided throughout the country in motion
picture theaters, over radio networks, and in similar media had to be used
with great care. Only a few experiences were needed to sbow that national
appeals for donors caused confusion and frustration in communities in which
facilities for processing blood donations were not available. The closing of
collection centers at the height of the fighting also made for difficulties in public
relations, perhaps because the reasons-that special programs, such as the
serum albumin program, had been successfully concluded-were not made as
clear as they should have been.

External circumstances also interfered with donations. Plasma deliveries
in December 1943 were 40 percent short of the quota because of an epidemic
of influenza. On 9 February 1945, a blizzard in the East almost wiped out
the donations scheduled for that day and the next several days.

Cancellations of appointments and failures to appear for scheduled ap-
pointments were serious losses in themselves, and they also wasted the time of
physicians, nurses, and technicians, for they kept other volunteers from using
the time scheduled. Some centers found it profitable to send out reminders
several days in advance of appointments. About 10 percent of donors who
appeared for their appointments had to be rejected for physical reasons.

For these and other reasons, it was necessary to secure an enrollment of
about 150 donors to obtain each hundred pints of blood. This meant that the
13,326,242 pints of blood collected during the war by the Red Cross required
the enrollment of nearly 19 million persons.

Multiple donors.-A major source of blood came from multiple donors.
Most centers had a special desk at which, before they left, donors were invited
to make future appointments. Some donors voluntarily phoned for second
appointments. It was estimated that the average donor made two donations.
About 1% million gave three donations, 150,000 gave a gallon each, and about
3,000 gave 2 gallons or more. In some centers, multiple donations ran as high
as 60 percent of the blood collected. Multiple donations and the publicity
which attended them did much to dispel the fear in some minds that giving
blood was harmful.
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Development of Recruiting Program

Since the United States was not at war when the Red Cross Blood Donor
program was begun, publicity was naturally less urgent than it became later.
Promotional material was devoted chiefly to an explanation of the project and
its potential value if war should come. The pamphlet issued in November
1941, entitled "Teamwork From Publicity to Plasma," was intended to stimu-
late general interest in the blood program; to provide information as to its
origin, purpose, and objectives for those who were to cooperate in its organiza-
tion and operation; and to insure accuracy and consistency of effort.

In January 1942, the importance of publicity and promotion in a country
at war was recognized by the appointment of an Assistant National Director
of the Red Cross, whose function was to coordinate all promotional matters
and assist the blood donor centers in publicity and recruiting. This official
was in direct contact with the directors of the centers, the chairmen of the local
blood donor committees, and the chapter personnel in charge of local recruiting
and publicity. All activities connected with promotion and public relations
were thus closely coordinated with the administrative and technical aspects
of the Blood Donor Service on both the national and the local levels. The
office of the Assistant National Director (including his assistant, two special
representatives who served as volunteers, and the secretarial staff) also acted
as liaison between the Blood Donor Service, the information departments of
the Army and the Navy, the Office of War Information, the War Activities
Committee of the Motion Picture Industry, the Writers' War Board, and
similar organizations.

This office of the Blood Donor Service prepared and distributed to the
donor centers a large variety of promotional material, including posters (fig. 23),
leaflets, car cards, pamphlets (fig. 24), motion pictures, photographs, radio
transcriptions and announcements, recruiting plans, and publicity kits. Com-
mercial firms generously contributed outdoor advertising space (fig. 25).

In May 1942, a revised publicity kit prepared by the Public Information
Service, National Red Cross Headquarters (7), was furnished to the chapters
operating blood donor centers. This kit contained information on the origin
of the program; the initial activities; the increased requests for blood; the loca-
tion of the 18 blood donor centers then in operation and of the laboratories
processing plasma; the explanation of why thle collecting centers were restricted
to these special localities; the restricted use of plasma (that is, its reservation
for military use only); suggestions for publicity for the individual chapters;
material for promotional activities, including newspaper releases and fillers,
posters, displays, folders, and leaflets; and spot radio announcements. The
kit also contained information about the processing and use of plasma, including
its preparation as dried plasma. Finally, it contained a talk to be used while
personal appeals were made for donations from special groups in person or on
the radio.
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Special Methods

In spite of the use of all possible advertising inedia and methods, enough
donors were not attracted by these means to meet the steadily increasing de-
niands for blood, and special plans for the recruitment of donors had to be put
into effect. They included:

1. ttouse-to-house canvasses by Red Cross volunteers, members of the Junior Red
Cross, Boy Scouts, and other organizations.

2. Organized drives in schools, to persuade students to persuade their parents to give
blood.

3. Recruiting booths in department stores and office buildings.
4. Personal appeals, by well-trained, tactful lied Cross personnel, in motion picture

theaters.
5. Distribution of application blanks in business firms, industrial plants, and at meet-

ings of civic, labor, religious, and fraternal groups.

These methods all produced direct results, in addition to the generaljpub-
licity they provided, but all of them had the same defect: They brought large
numbers of appointments, but the percentage of so-called no-shows was much
larger than when donors voluntarily telephoned for appointments. More
precise methods of recruitment were obviously necessary.

Participation of labor unions.- -At the conference of blood donor service
officials in January 1943, just after the Army and the Navy had sharply in-
creased their requests for blood, a plan was presented for the participation of
labor unions. It had been worked out, at the request of the unions, between
National Headquarters, ARC, the American Federation of Labor, the Congress
of Industrial Organizations, and the Railway Brotherhoods. The basis of
the plan was that locals throughout the country, with the endorsement of their
national organizations and in cooperation with local blood donor offi I;:s, should
seek to stimulate blood donations from their members. A booklet was pre-
pared explaining the plan in detail, and other informational and recruiting
material was made available for local use.

The contacts and activities resulting from this plan led to a high degree of
cooperation between the unions and the Blood Donor Service centers, which
was fostered by meetings at local levels. When the group recruiting plan, to
be described next, was put into effect, the groundwork for it had already been
laid by the plan already in effect in labor unions.

Group recruiting.--The group recruiting plan was a precise method of
obtaining donors which had been introduced and perfected by some centers
in the first year of the program. It was given added impetus when it was en-
dorsed by a national conference of Blood Donor Service officials in December
1943 and in January 1944. Thereafter, it was used by all the centers and did
much to maintain the necessary blood quotas, especially during the periods in
the spring and late summer of 1945, when rumors of impending enemy capit-
ulation began to lessen the effectiveness of appeals for donors.
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The group recruiting plan was carried out as follows:

1. A card index in each center showed the larger local business finns and
organizations, the name of the head of each firm, and the number of employees
or members.

2. Each such organization was asked to provide a regular number of weekly
donors, the numb)er depending upon the total number employed and usually
averaging 5 percent of the personnel.

3. To implement the plan, special recruiting comnmittees were formed in
each center, composed of civic and coniurinity leaders who had had experience
in such drives. Each member was provided with promotional material suitable
for the organization to which he was assigned. The organizations themselves
assumned the responsibility for securing the pledged nmummiber of donors and for
furnishing alternates if those originally scheduled d cohl not or wouhl not keep
their appointments. The members of the recrmitinr committee pointed out
to the officials of the organization the importance of appointing really represent-
ative lal)or-management committees to sign up donors. It was also recoin-
inended that the employees b)e allowed to donate on paid time.

This method provided a regular schedule of donors for each center each
week. If a center could schedule 50 concerns or organizations which would
supply an average of 10 donors each per week, it could be assured of 500 donors
per week and couhl make up the rest of its quota from repeated donations,
publicity, and other mneth(ods. Moreover, by controlling the supply of donors,
tire flow through the centers could be regulated and the most efficient use
possible mnade of personnel and facilities. It was found that, donors recruited
by their own firms and organizations generally kept their appointments (fig. 26),

because interdepartmental competition and 1)ride of achievement were called
into play. Fromn the standpoint of the firnrs, tire donations (lid not interfere
seriously with their production, and they, like their employees, profited from
pride of achievement. Many of the firms adopted the slogan, "A Pint of
Blood for Every Star in Our Service Flag."

While precise figures are not available, it is believed that at least 20,000
business and industrial organizations participated in this phase of the blood
donor program. With the possible exception of the overall publicity techniques
and the repeat donors signed up in the centers, this plan produced more donors
than any other used. In one city, under tire leadership of an extremely able
chairman, Federal agencies alone provided between 60 and 70 percent of all
donors after the plan began to operate. The secret of success in every instance
lay in careful internal organization and the amnount of hard work devoted to
personal contacts.

To complete the story of efforts to procure blood donors, two other items
should be mentioned. The first is the presentation on the "Army Hour," a
regular wartime radio programn, on 24 October 1943, of a dramatization of
blood plasma, its collection, and its uses. The second is the filn entitled "Life
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In 1943 and 1944, the Arny-Navy Award Board added stars to the pen-
nants of the original recipients for sustaine(d excellent performance.

The Gallon Club. -It is an interesting fact that the American Red Cross
itself apparently had no realization, when the Blood Donor Service was insti-
tuted, of the magnitude the program was finally to assume. Each donor
received a bronze emblem on his first donation and a silver emblem on his third.
No further recognition was provided for, on the assumption, then widely held,
that the project, even if expanded, would not require more than three donations
front any one donor. Later, it was realized that multiple donors should receive
greater recognition. Gallon Clubs were formed in several cities, and red, white,
and blue ribbons were attached to the silver emblems to indicated 1-, 2-, and
3-gallon donors. In retrospect, it is unfortunate that more conspicuous
recognition was not given to imultiple (donors.

Labeling of plasma.--In December 1944, in response to nuimierous sugges-
tions and as an added incentive to donations, the Red Cross label on the official
Army-Navy package of dried plasmia was altered to read (fig. 24):

The plasma contained in this package was processed from the blood of volunteer donors
enrolled by the American Red Cross and symbolizes in part the blood gratefully donated

by --- in honor of ---- of the United States Armed Forces.

This plan was purely symbolic, since it was technically inmpossible to iden-
tify the plasma processed froom any particular blood. Nonetheless, it gave
donors a sense of active participation in the war effort, and about a third of
them inscribed their names on the labels after the plan was put into effect.

OTIIER ASPE(C'TS OF TilE PROGRAM

Local conflicts. As pointed out elsewhere (p. 91), a number of comniuni-
ties attempted to collect blood for local use, and their efforts interfered with
the national program to obtain blood for the Armed Forces. As late as Decein-
ber 1943, a large New York City hospital begani an intensive campaign to re-
cruit donors for its own blood bank, and it took tile coml)ined efforts of the
Red Cross, the ()flice of Civilian Defense. and the Superintendent of Hospitals
of the City of New York to straighten out the situation.

Offers and suggestions. 1)uring the war, the Red Cross, the Army and
the Navy, and other governmental agencies received many questions and
suggestions connected with the blood program. Some extremely detailed
questions concerned the production and uses of plasmia. Whenever there was
a lull in the fighting or word of the approaching end of hostilities, there were
numerous inquiries as to whether blood was still needed. One correspondent,
had guinea pigs whose blood site wished to sell for conversion into plasma.

Many soldiers wrote to suggest that blood banks be established on their
military posts, and many lay persons wrote to propose the establishment of
blood banks and processing plants for plasma in their communities. Some of
them had already raised money and purchased equipiment, including some
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mobile units, for these purposes. Some hospitals wrote offering plasma which
they had prepared locally.

A great many of these well-meant but misdirected efforts arose from the
situation already discussed, the difficulty of controlling publicity for the procure-
ment of blood without making it clear that, for practical reasons, it could be
collected and processed only in certain localities. The reply to these inquiries
and offers was always the same: That the Red Cross was the sole authorized
procurement agent for blood for the Armed Forces and that plasma had to be
prepared under such strict specifications that it could be processed by, and
procured from, only certain laboratories. Organizations and individuals who
wrote offering to supply blood were told that they might give it through the
Red Cross. Those who wrote proposing that the military be bled were told
that voluntary donations from the Armed Forces were permitted and en-
couraged but that the blood program was primarily a civilian effort. Similarly,
although some of the suggestions came from higher authority, the plan was not
adopted of taking blood from inductees at the time of their induction. Signs
were placed in all induction centers giving the location of the nearest blood
donor center and suggesting that men who had been deferred or were disquali-
fied for service might wish to take advantage of this opportunity.

Rumors and sabotage.-During the entire war, rumors continued to spread
that could have seriously hurt the blood program if they had not been tracked
down and refuted immediately. Questions concerning the deaths of soldiers
from lack of plasma were always promptly denied; they were simply not true.

One of the most persistent rumors was that the Red Cross was selling
plasma. In October 1943, this particular rumor created special difficulties
and great embarrassment for the mobile unit which went to the Glenn L.
Martin and other plants to collect blood. When police checked the rumor,
they found it to be far more widespread than it had seemed at first. As late as
May 1945, it was necessary for the Office of The Surgeon General to deny the
sale of plasma by the Red Cross, the correspondent who had made the inquiry
being told that any person circulating such a rumor should be reported to the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The explanation of this canard seemed, in some instances, to arise from the
care of military personnel in civilian hospitals after they had been in accidents.
When they were treated with plasma in these hospitals, in cities in proximity to
Army Liquid Plasma centers, the plasma which had been used from hospital
supplies was replaced in kind from military supplies. Otherwise, the Army
would have had to pay civilian prices for the plasma which had been used.
One rumor which arose in such a situation created a particularly serious situa-
tion at a hospital in Atlanta, which, so the story ran, was buying plasma from
Lawson General Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.

Since the country was at war, and since blood and plasma could easily
have been tampered with, special precautions against sabotage were in effect
throughout the blood donor program (p. 295). No known instance of sabo-
tage ever occurred.
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THE TOTAL PROGRAM

During the operation of the Blood Donor Service of the American Red
Cross, from 4 February 1941 to 15 September 1945, a total of 13,326,242 blood
donations were collected by 35 chapters (tables 2-5). The number rose from
48,504 in 1941 to 5,371,664 in 1944 and 2,302,227 in 1945, during which year
the war in Europe ended on 8 May and the war in the Pacific on 14 August.

TABLE 2.-Number of blood donations, length of operation, and highest weekly procurement of
each American Red Cross blood donor center

Center Total number LAngth of operation Highest weekly
of donations procurement

Years Afouths
New York ----------------------------- 1,272,931 4 6,-41 10, 733
Los Angeles --------------------------- 1,094,718 3 , 10,460
Boston --------------------------------- 800,640 3 8!2 8,157
Philadelphia --------------------------- 702,488 4 3% 6,704
Detroit ---------------------------------- 667,561 3 51.2 6,152
Chicago -------------------------------- 642,393 3 6,' 6,729
San Francisco -------------------------- 592, 198 3 8% 6,146
Pittsburgh ----------------------------- 570,541 3 5ý, 5,478
Washington--------- -------------- 527,400 4 2% 4,907
Cleveland ------------------------------ 492,049 3 41½ 4,899
Brooklyn ------------------------------- 483,086 3 5 4,710
St. Louis ------------------------------- 424,276 3 5 4,426
Baltimore ------------------------------ 349,039 4 3,874
Milwaukee ------------------------------ 336,589 3 4 3,674
Cincinnati ------------------------------ 335,403 3 2½ 3,051
Buffalo --------------------------------- 328,412 3 10½ 3,275
Portland ------------------------------- 307,084 3 1 3,864
Rochester ------------------------------ 303, 397 3 10 3,108
Indianapolis ---------------------------- 292,572 3 7½j 2,692
Hartford ------------------------------- 279,357 2 7 3,468
Kansas City ---------------------------- 261,621 2 5% 3,065
Columbus ------------------------------ 258,402 2 5% 3,357
Minneapolis ---------------------------- 229,410 2 53 2,482
Oakland -------------------------------- 214, 122 2 7 2,996
Louisville ------------------------------- 190,850 2 2,818
Schenectady ---------------------------- 190,232 2 6 2,220
St. Paul -------------------------------- 177,320 2 5% 2,020
Harrisburg ------------------------------ 173,873 2 6%4 2,084
San Diego ------------------------------ 1 73,573 2 1 2,998
Atlanta -------------------------------- 157,956 3 2,022
DenverI ------------------------------- 150,880 3 2,342
New Orleans ---------------------------- 119, 739 2 2,694
San Antonio ---------------------------- 90,925 2 4 14 2,332
Dallas ---------------------------------- 77,682 9% 2,704
Fort Worth ----------------------------- 57,523 9 2,034

Total ---------------------------- 13,326,242 ---------------- 144,675

I Continued operation after closing of other centers, at request of Army, to provide blood for Fitzslmons General
Hospital. Procurement after 15 Sept. 1945 is not included in this report.
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The first request for blood for plasma by the Army and the Navy, in February
1941, was for 15,000 pints. In May 1941, when the completion of the first
quota had convinced all concerned of the feasibility of the project, an additional
209,000 pints were requested. In December 1941, after Pearl Harbor, another
165,000 pints were requested for the current fiscal year. On 1 January 1943,
the request for that calendar year was set at 4 million pints, and the request
for the calendar year of 1944 was set at 5 million pints.

The impact of the attack on Pearl Harbor and of the declaration of war
against Japan on the emotions and reactions of the U.S. public was reflected
in the Blood Donor Service. In November 1941, blood donations had been
about 1,200 per week. In December, the weekly donations rose to 4,600.
By the end of April, they exceeded 50,000. By September 1943, they had
reached 100,000 and they were maintained at or above this weekly level during
most of 1944. The largest weekly procurement, 123,284, was for the week
ending on 10 June 1945, the amount collected, as already mentioned, being
the reflection of the D-day landings on the Normandy beaches. After 21
October 1944, the weekly averages progressively declined, as centers that were
no longer needed were closed, and only about 2,000 donations per week were
being collected when the project was concluded on 15 September 1945. At
the peak of the program, the 6-month period between January and July 1944,
total donations averaged 110,923 pints a week. Based on the 48-hour working
week then generally in effect, this was approximately 1 pint every 2 seconds.

Distribution.-Of the more than 13 million pints of blood collected by the
Red Cross during World War II, 10,299,470 pints were processed into dried
plasma. More than 3 million 250-cc. packages were put up, and more than
2.3 million 500-cc. packages. About 310,135 pints of blood were used in military
hospitals in the Zone of Interior, as either liquid plasma or whole blood.

The largest amount of 0 blood, 14,928 pints, procured in any single week
for shipment overseas was collected between 19 and 24 March, during the battle
on Iwo Jima. This amount, a daily average of 2,497 pints, was over and above
the amounts collected for plasma and serum albumin. In all, 387,462 pints
of group 0 blood were flown overseas, 205,907 to Europe by the Army Air
Transport Command, and 181,555 to the Pacific by the Naval Air Transport
Service.

Costs.-The total cost of the Blood Donor Service to the American
Red Cross was approximately $15,870,000, about $1.19 per pint of blood
collected. Of this amount, about 19 cents was paid from local chapter funds
and the remainder by the National Headquarters.

In the original program, the total cost of the operation was borne by the
Red Cross. When the project expanded, the costs rose so sharply that, as
of 1 September 1942, the Army and the Navy assumed the costs of servicing
the collecting equipment, which were added to the expense of processing the
blood. As of 1 August 1943, the cost of transporting the blood to the processing
laboratories was also assumed by the Government. The cost of servicing the
equipment averaged about 60 cents per set, and the cost of transporting each
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bottle of blood in a refrigerated container was about 15 cents. When blood
typing was discontinued on 1 November 1942 (p. 241), for reasons other than
expense, the cost fell about 7 cents per donation, for a total of about a half
million dollars.

All funds expended by the Red Cross were contributed by the American
people. They were carefully supervised and profitably expended, and it is
not possible to estimate what they purchased in terms of human lives saved.

THE END RESULT

The Red Cross Blood Donor Service was translated, almost overnight,
from a limited peacetime activity to a major national contribution to the
military effort. It was enormously successful because of the fine organization
of the program; the hard work of those who operated it; the hundreds of
thousands of hours contributed by volunteer workers; and, most of all, the
voluntary donation of millions of pints of blood by hundreds of thousands of
patriotic American citizens, whose gift of themselves saved untold thousands
of lives of wounded American tioops.
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CHAPTER VI

Blood Donors and the Technique of Collection
of Blood'

REQUIREMENTS FOR BLOOD DONORS

When the Red Cross Blood Donor Service was inaugurated in 1941, there
were two problems concerning donors to be considered. The first was their
recruitment (p. 119). The second was their selection. The second problem had
two parts, (1) the collection of useful and usable blood, and (2) the protection
of the donors from any mischances and sequelae of their donations. In general,
the rules which were adopted by the Subcommittee on Blood Procurement,
NRC (National Research Council), at the 18 August 1941 (2) meeting remained
the basic rules throughout the program, though certain variants were intro-
duced as experience was accumulated.

Initial Specifications

Initial requirements for blood donors were as follows:

1. Donors should be between 21 and 60 years of age.
2. Donations should be accepted from both males and females and from members of all

races.
3. No donor should be accepted from whom a donation of 500 cc. could not be expected.
4. The temperature by mouth should not exceed 99.5* F. (39.5* C.).
5. The blood pressure should not exceed 180/100 mm. Hg.
6. The hemoglobin should be 80 percent or more.
7. The pulse should be recorded and note made of bradycardia and any irregularity.

In practice, donors with any irregularities were rejected except that no attention was paid
to an occasional dropped beat.

8. Women who were pregnant or who had delivered or miscarried within the preceding
9 months were not accepted.

Diabetics were accepted only on the written permission of their personal
physicians.

Donors were also asked when they had last given blood and were questioned
concerning possible diseases, which are discussed under a separate heading
(p. 141).

I Unless otherwise Indicated, all data in this chapter are from Dr. G. Canby Robinson's final report of the Red Cross
Blood Donor Service In July 1946 (1).

139
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Later Specifications

As time passed, the following alterations were made in the original speci-
fications for donors:

1. The age was lowered to 18, with the proviso that donors in this age group must
present signed permission from their parents or guardians.

2. Donors whose temperature was above 98.40 F. (370 C.) were not accepted.
3. Donors with blood pressures up to 200/100 mm. Hg were accepted.
4. A hemoglobin level of 12.3 gin. percent was required, the determination to be made

by a really precise method (p. 160).
5. Both male and female donors must weigh at least 110 pounds.
6. Donors were instructed not to eat within 4 hours before the donation, and in the

interim to drink no milk. Originally, the requirement was that no fatty foods must be eaten
within a 4-hour period, since at the end of this time, the fat concentration in the blood would
be reaching its highest level.

7. The following groups of donors were also not accepted:
a. Those who had had tooth extractions within 24 hours.
b. Those who must return to work with heavy machinery within 8 hours.
c. Those who had been treated for rabies within the previous 5 years.
d. Those who were extremely sensitive to horse serum and similar substances, for

fear of passive transfer of sensitivity to the recipient, which would later prevent the effective
use of sera for tetanus, gas gangrene, and other conditions. Many observers thought that
this risk could be ignored because of the large pools of plasma being used.

e. Military and commercial fliers, including crews as well as pilots.

The understanding was that donors who had been receiving sulfonamides
should be evaluated individually. This regulation was honored more in the
breach than in the observance. At the 2 June 1944 meeting of the Subcom-
mittee on Blood Substitutes (3), an instance was reported of transfer of sulfa-
thiazole sensitivity from a donor to a recipient who was receiving the drug.
Although it was thought that such instances might become more frequent,
there were no other reports of the kind.

Even after all the prescribed regulations and restrictions for donors had
been met, there were still some questionable cases. In these, the decision for
acceptance or rejection was made on an individual basis, by the physician in
charge of the center. It was the rule, if any doubt existed after the evaluation,
to reject the donor.

Release

Every donor was required to sign a release (fig. 27) stating that he or she
was voluntarily furnishing blood through the American Red Cross to the Army
and the Navy, and that he or she agreed that neither the Red Cross nor anyone
connected with the Blood Donor Service would be held responsible for any
event that might follow the donation.

The number of registered donors whose donations were rejected was
reported each month by each center to the Technical Director of the program.
Of 14,695,836 persons registered, 1,514,085 (10.3 percent) were rejected,
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chiefly for low hemoglobin levels (p. 158) or high blood pressure. The
breakdown was as follows:

5,026 of 932,927 first-time male donors (0.5 percent).
13,859 of 1,781,481 male re-donors (0.75 percent).
105,432 of 1,043,833 first-time female donors (10 percent).
241,694 of 1,849,860 female re-donors (13 percent).

I am voluntarily srnish•og blood through the American Red Craig to be used by the Army and
Navy of the United Slates or lor civilian protection and lot that purpose I am at my own risk submitting
to the tests, examinatioas. and procedures customary in connection with donations of blood. I a;ree that
neither The American Nabonsl Rod Cror nor any surgeons. physiciana, techncans. nursee, agents or
oltiers connected with any oa them, or who may be participating otherwise in this work. shall be in any
way responsible lot any consequences to me resulting ram the giving of such blood or hrom any of the
test,. examinations or procedures incident therato, and I hereby release and discharge each and all al
them tram all claims and demands whatsoever which 1, my heirs, executors, adminictrators or assins
have or may have against them or any of them by reason of any matter relative or incident to such done-
tion of blood, and I agree that the above-mentioned organization may use in 4ny way that they may
deem advisable any balance or residue of the blood, and any by-products thereirom.

RI WITNESS WHEREOF I have heteunto set my hand and seal this ........................

dayc of4

In the presence of (LS.).~ ....... ... .. ...I ...................... ..... ........ .H

FIGURE 27.-Release signed by donors before they gave blood at American Red Cross blood
donor centers.

DONORS WITH SPECIAL DISEASES

History-Taking

The problem of disease in volunteer blood donors had two aspects, (1)
the protection of the donor and (2) the protection of the recipient from trans-
missible diseases or diseases thought to be transmissible. At the outbreak of
the war and the beginning of the blood program, very little specific information
was available as to the transmissibility of diseases if blood were drawn during
an illness or shortly thereafter. As a precaution, however, donors were not
accepted if they had had, or were recently convalescent from, any infectious
disease or any other disease of known or unknown etiology.

Regulations provided that blood donors should be questioned by the regis-
tered nurse or the physician in charge of the center concerning their previous
history of disease and any current symptoms. On the whole, these regulations
were honored, though it must be admitted that their observance depended
not only upon the care (or carelessness) of center personnel but also upon the
workload. On D-day, for instance, when the centers were crowded with un-
scheduled as well as scheduled donors, questioning must have been superficial
if it was carried out at all.
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The regulations, however, provided for questioning the would-be donor
on the following matters (1):

1. Any illness within the past month. Particular note was taken of the presence, or
expected development, of upper respiratory infections. The physician in charge was asked
to rule in questionable cases.

2. Sinusitis and hay fever. Donors were acceptable if they were not having acute
attacks and were otherwise in good health.

3. Septic sore throat within the past 3 months. The physician in charge made the
decision.

4. Undulant fever or clinical tuberculosis within the past 5 years. Either disqualified
the donor. If he had had extrapulmonary tuberculosis, the physician in charge made the
decision.

5. Cardiovascular disease, as evidenced by shortness of breath, swelling of the feet, a
persistent cough, or pain in the chest. A history of cardiovascular disease, or the existence
of any of these symptoms and signs, disqualified the donor.

6. Jaundice within the past 6 months. Donors with such a history were immediately
disqualified. If there was a family history of jaundice, the physician in charge made the
decision on the basis of the closeness of contact and the nature of the jaundice. It should be
remembered that serum hepatitis did not become a problem until the last year of the blood
program (p. 674).

7. Fainting spells and convulsions. The physician in charge made the decision. Such
donors were practically always rejected.

8. Rabies. Volunteers who had had treatment for this condition within the past 5
years were rejected.

9. Virus infections such as dengue, yellow fever, atypical pneumonia, and virus exanthem-
ata. These volunteers, who were usually evaluated individually, were not accepted until
6 months had elapsed.

On the basis of a review of the literature, which contained reports of several
cases in which leukemic blood had been transfused, it was decided that this
disease was not transmissible by this route (5). On the contrary, there were
some reports of the treatment of agranulocytosis by leukemic blood. There
was also some evidence that sodium citrate was somewhat toxic for the cells
of mice with leukemia.

The risk of serum hepatitis from transfused plasma, unsuspected until
late in the war, proved the greatest risk of all (p. 674). Early in the war,
the chief concern was with syphilis and malaria.

Syphilis

The "Minimunm Requirements for Unfiltered Normal Human Plasma,"
issued by the National Institute of Health on 20 February 1941 (p. 279), specified
that an acceptable serologic test for syphilis must be made in a qualified labora-
tory on a specimen of blood taken at the time of bleeding and that the blood
should not be used for the production of normal human plasma unless the result
of the test was negative.

At the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 13 July
1944, the subject was discussed extensively, and it was agreed that the evidence
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showed that the chance of transmitting syphilis by transfusion was very remote.
The life of the spirochete had been demonstrated in laboratory studies with
infected testicular tissue to be less than 92 hours in stored blood, and its survival
would probably be shorter in organisms occurring naturally in the bloodstream.

The following recommendations were therefore adopted:
1. A serologic test for syphilis should be required on each blood intended for processing

into plasma, the test to be performed by a method approved by the Venereal Disease Divi-
sion of the U.S. Public Health Service.

2. In addition, the Kline exclusion test or the Kahn presumptive test should be per-
formed on bloods to be used in suspensions of red blood cells.

3. Resuspended red blood cells would be acceptable for use only if they were derived
from serologically negative blood.

4. Blood cells to be used for resuspension and transfusion should be held for 72 hours
at 990 F. (40 C.) before rcinfusion, in conformity with existing Red Cross regulations.

Malaria

Malarious donors in the Zone of Interior never furnished the problem that
they did in certain oversea theaters (pp. 423 and 597), but they could not be
ignored, one reason being that there were then no criteria for the complete
cure of malaria (5). It was known that the parasites did not survive either
freezing or drying, and that frozen or dried plasma processed from the blood
of malarious donors therefore would not transmit the disease.

The matter first came up at the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes on 10 March 1942 (6). A number of lines of investigation were
suggested, and the Army and the Navy were advised, for the present, to use
caution in processing liquid plasma in malarious districts.

At the 12 May 1942 meeting of the subcommittee (7), the opinion was
expressed that the fear of transmission of malaria through plasma had perhaps
been overemphasized. Studies on fowl malaria at the Naval Medical School
had indicated that this variety of Pl43modium does not survive in dried plasma.
Recent observations in Puerto Rico had included a patient who received
10 cc. of unfiltered plasma obtained from a malarious donor and who had
clinical signs of malaria and positive smears 25 days after inoculation. Sub-
jects who received the same inocula passed through a Seitz filter did not de-
velop the disease. The plasma used in these experiments was aspirated from
citrated blood that had been refrigerated for 48 hours.

A letter from Dr. Lowell R. Coggeshall read at the 23 June 1942 meeting
of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (8) expressed his own opinion that
lyophilized plasma infected with malarial parasites was not dangerous and that
there would probably be no infections from the transfusion of liquid plasma
over 10 days old if all the red blood cells had been removed. Conclusive
laboratory proof of these opinions would be long in forthcoming, but it had
already been established that plasma infected with Plasmodium knowlesi
was not infective for Rhesus monkeys, even when fresh, if all the red cells
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had been't remloved. A report froin the Malaria C onference stated1 its official
opinion that there wats at real hazard fromm tile transfusion of infected plasma,
though it wats p~robably safe to use it if aill the red cells had been removedl by
centrifugation.

At, the subcommittee meeting onl 20 October 1942 (9, 10), C dr. L4loyd
R. Newhouser, MIC, [SN, rep~orted experimments carried out. with Lt.. C dr.
Eugene L. Lozner, '.\(" tTSN, onl I s patients, none of whom developed malaria
after transfusions of .500 cc. of dried plasmia infected with different, species,
with partisite counts of 1.50,000 per cc. A p~relimnlmary report. from 1)r. Mlark
C. Boyd, of the Rockefeller Foundation, concerned1 thle in~travenous injection
of 35) cc. of reliqjuefied VyophmilizedI plasmna prepared from 1)100( with at high
dlensity of p~arasites secured from patients with I'alcJmrumi malaria. None
of the subjects inl at completed experiment had1 develop~ed malaria, and it second
experimnent wats sufficiently farl advanlcedl to indIicate that thle results Would be
similar.

The question of the t ransmissionm of nialairia by transfusion caline up againl
ait thle 1:3 July 1944 nmeeting of thle Sulhcommlittee onl Blood Substitutes (:5),
inl connection with the b)100( donor regulations of thle -New York City D)epart-
inent of Health, already discussed inl connection w~ithi thle possible transmission

of syphilis lby red 1)100( cell suspensions. It was generally dIoubtedl tlha t a
physical examninat ion, with reliaince upon anl enlarged spleenl, would identify
malarious dlonors ; the Armny experience had showed tilie 1aliseiice of this finding
inl many hundreds of men with mnalaria. The Board for the Coordination
of Malarial Studies considered thle search for at palpable spleen "at futile gesture."

At this meeting, C ommnander L~oznier rep~orted studIies that showed that
whenl only 5-I 0 cc. of infected blood had been injected after ts days' storage,
infect ion haid followed. If it, couldl be calculated that thle p~arasites (lied at a
rate p~lotted1 onl a logarithmiic curveC, then they would p)rob~ably survive inl
larger quantities of blood( for 2 :1 weeks. Transmission of nialaria had beeni
reported from (donors, who had b)eemn clinically curedl for 15 years..

Dr. Robinson pointed out that the regulation that it donor should be
rejected1 who had had clinical tmanifestat ions of ma111-lari within the past 1-5
years had been mnade for the protect ion of the donor from act ivat ion of the
infection rather than for the p~rotect ion of tile recijpienltA

At the end of this discussion, it, wats recomimendled that at particularly
accurate history onl possib~le mialarial infection Ibe ob~tainied froml all donors,
whose blood( wats intendIed for preparation of red blood cell susp~ensionis. Amly
dlonor with at history even remiotely suggesting- thle possibiility of malarial
infection, however far ill the( palst, Should not Ibe accep~ted. D)onors should
be asked not onmly whether t hey had hnad imidalriat but, whet her they had beemi
in areas inl which the (disease wats knownm to be endemic.

3At Graidy I mosmpil ii A I hint it, Ga, it wits not ti,,c~q,,,omwo for pat ivii Is wbhoium Iinctirr- ItI rauiana tis utauine heuiunrfiuuge,'
or bceen given hinullit hton uunu.s' h-shinI I mw h Iv tem~ Ieit-ran'ir 'h arts$ suggestilv, (if teri'f mil or quarti 01 idaaaria. Blood siteitrs
wereC donerou~tinely Oil the~se 1111tients alil frequiently~ revealrd the piasmoid hal I ransltu.
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ROUTINE OF DONATION

In a program of such magnitude as the Red Cross Blood Donor Service,
an assembly line type of production had to be developed (11). This was
necessary not only because of the large quantities of blood handled but also
because, when as fragile a biologic product as blood was being dealt with,
standardization of the operation was essential. It was also necessary for the
protection of the vast army of donors that all equipment and all technical
details of collections be standardized.

Bleeding was carried out by teams, each of which consisted of a physician,
four nurses, a secretary, and one or two shipping clerks. The basis of operation
was a unit consisting of two beds and a worktable under the supervision of one
nurse. A trained team could easily handle 100 donors in 4-5 hours. The
fewer the people who did the bleeding, the less the chances of contamination.

No single person was a more essential part of the team than the secretary.
The handling of records had been planned to require as little transcription as
possible, but all subsequent handling of the blood depended upon the accuracy
of the serial numbering of the medical record, bleeding bottle, and serologic
tube. The medicolegal importance of accuracy in this respect needs no
elaboration.

The routine of a donation was as follows:
1. The prospective individual donor phoned for an appointment, or, less often, came

directly to the donor center. If time and space were available, he was taken at once; other-
wise, he was given the earliest possible appointment.

2. Entry to the center was through a reception room, with an adjoining cloakroom.
The donor then passed on to a second room, in which his appointment was checked, and his
name and address were entered on a daily booking sheet (fig. 28). A standard, serially
numbered registration card (fig. 29) was prepared for him. It contained the questions each
donor was asked, space for the replies and for entering other data, and the release which he
was later asked to sign (fig. 27).

3. In the succeeding room, the blood pressure, temperature, and pulse were taken and
recorded. A hemoglobin determination was made (fig. 30). The registered nurse who had
carried out these procedures also asked the necessary questions and recorded the replies.
These proceedings were conducted at separate tables, so that complete privacy was assured.
When they were completed, the donor signed the release. Later, all data connected with the
donation (and subsequent donations) were filed under the donor's name (fig. 31).

4. Bleeding was originally conducted in separate cubicles in the belief that the sight of
other donors would be harmful. It was soon found that a common bleeding room (fig. 32),
where the donors were in full view of each other, was good psychology and also efficient,
in that the physician in charge could keep close check on all donors while bleeding was in
progress. As many as 36 bleeding tables or cots were set up in a single room, with a small
work stand between each pair.

5. When the original regulations were drawn up (2), it was specified that the donor
lie recumbent for at least 10 minutes after the blood was drawn. If there was any sort of
reaction, the period of recumbency was prolonged or he was moved to a separate room, in
which he was under the supervision of the physician in charge, a nurse, or a nurse's aide,
as his condition indicated.
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FIGURE 28.-Continued. D. St. Louis, Mo. E. Fort Worth, Tex. F. Uniden-
tified center (photograph, couirtesy American Red Cross).
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AMERICAN RED CROW
Blood Dono, R.tiftstihon Cood

I /a7llqz , I•YE
t. Seria No. - - _____ -CU

Namse Mr-s. D.At.CN'

Telephone No.- .... of 3, Irt
When dd you Lat donate Wood? Number of do&o-no.
Terop-,to,. -- -- ed H-moq ob . ....- Blood p,-..... I _- AIumnha~o frt

• J ~AMERIUCIN RED CR~l

Any chronuc or .. rsoo. e? Any form of heart trouble? DOW= flNfRD

nust. us the IL. -onth? Shortness of breath_ Mu se.d

-.t--., Swellho of the feet?CLA~cJ P.I...'yUnsuccessful
CL-"fo4i polmonazy Urdufl.nt 1-er tnthm 5 y...? b.o..oL

tutbmroom - - nbnq s'.' ?

A porsidhnt couqh Convulsions?

P.e. . the chest? J]ootho. 'nthin 6 months? S only

D ib e.te. P r,.q norl 0, pootloo. S -. • .0n . - - * - -.

Nunes Doctor ,_ _

FIGURE 29.-Card used by American Red Cross for registration and history of blood donors.

6. After the rest period, the donor was taken to the canteen, operated by the Red
Cross Canteen Corps, and, seated at a small table, was given milk, a soft drink, crackers, or
other light refreshment (figs. 33 and 34). Whisky was nor given.

7. When the donor was ready to leave the center, he was presented with a certificate
and emblem (p. 128) attesting the donation, and was also given the opportunity to make an
appointment for another donation at the end of 8 weeks.

The reception and treatment of donors at the centers were an important
part of the Blood Donor Service. All personnel recognized the importance of
treating them courteously in every phase of the procedure. They were wel-
comed cordially but not eflusively. If a volunteer had to be rejected, the
reason for the rejection was made clear by careful explanation by the physician
or nurse, and, if it seemed practical, the suggestion was made that he reapply
at a later date.

The spirit of comradeship among the donors in the centers was notable,
although they represented every social, economic, and educational background.
The sights and sounds in the canteen after donations suggested groups of old
friends rather than persons who shortly before had been complete strangers to
each other. The donation of blood without doubt raised the spirits of the
donor who had made it, and the donors themselves repeatedly expressed this
feeling.

TECHNIQUE OF COLLECTION OF BLOOD

General Considerations

The basic requirement that blood be collected tnder conditions of absolute

asepsis was miet by the use of a closed system (;, 12). Standard equipment
was used (p. 151). It was dec(ided that gloves, guwns, masks, and caps need
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FIGURE 30 -Determination of donor's hemoglobin
and blood pressure, American Red Cross Blood Donor
Center, San Antonio, Tex.

not be used, and that sheets and towels need not be sterilized (2). Everything
used in the bleeding set, however, was sterilized in an autoclave at 2500 F.
(121' C.) for 30 minutes. In addition to the equipment prepared daily at each
center for the next day's quota, a constant supply of equipment had to be sent
to the centers from the processing laboratories, where needles were sharpened,
rubber tubing was cleaned, and other procedures were carried out.

The greatest care was exercised in all details of the procedure. A sterile
needle was used for each donor, dispensed from an individual test. tube or other
container from which it could be removed without risk of contamination from
air or from the hands of the operator. The Novocain (procaine hydrochloride)
for each day's use was dispensed at the beginning of the day, by one nurse,
under as nearly aseptic conditions as possible. Diaphragm-stoppered bottles,
which permitted multiple withdrawals, were not used.

Details of Technique

Bleeding was usually carried out by a graduate nurse, under supervision
of the physician or medical officer in charge. Any problems which arose during
the procedure were referred by the nurse to him
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Fj tj I . -- -Filerooin, Amnericaii Red C ross Bloodl J )unu r
(Centeur, San Ant onio, Tu'x.

Thec f diowing- techniiiqute wits el i pl I~ed (fig. 35:

1. W'ithi the donor recumbent 0n a padded t able or bell, th l rii':u was~ bared, aund the
most suitable site for vciuipunct ure selveted. U~sually, t his was the muiterior aspect of thle
uipper forearm.

2. A blood pressure vuff, folded to half its width, was aplplieu tou thle arm, to serve as a

t oirni(I uet. Except (huirinig the flow of bl1ood iinto the btl)O II, the tourniquet was nlot releaseul
unless a Clampi was ap~plied to seal off the inlet tithing comiplet ely. Before the Nvein was
entered, the p~ressuire iii theU cuff was rauiseul to 40-6) mill. jig.

:3. The selected site was scrub~bedI mechianically over an area 4 by 4 inchies- with 50-
pwerent solution of green soap followed by the application of alcohol ( 70 percent. by weight).
Iodine (2-percent aqueous solution 1 .S.P.') was applied, allowed to (Irv, and( thlen removed
withi a sponge wvet. with alcohiol. If, for aiiy reason, bleeding had to be dilaveul, the field
was covered withI a gauze squtare soaked ini alcohiol.

4. Venipipnctutre was performied wit hoot touching thle Iprelpareu area of thle forearim.
If jintrodluct ion of thle nieeudle was dlifficuilt , it wvas permissib~le to palpate the- site above aiid
below the lpimet ire after thle needle wa:s ini situ. If the needle had to he withld rawn after it
haul pentitratedl the skini, a fresh bleeding set. was uised for thev secoliu ait temnpt. -Not more
than two attemplts to ente-r a Nvili wvere jpurndiiteu.
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Fic'iGU 32.- Collvet ion of blood at v arious Amnericani Red Cross blood doinor celit er,.
A. San D~iego, Calif. B1. Fort Worthi, Tex. (shiowinig thle last blood( (l(owil ion lNifore tilt,

center was closed onl 13 October W194)~. C. Unidentified center (phol ographi, courtesy Aiiiri-
cani Red Cross).

5. The act ual blvled(1cyl occup~iedl about 5 minutes. Every effort wvas made to collect
500 cc., and no bleeding wvas coiiiited as such unless thet bottle wvas filled to tilie 300-cc, level.
If suct ion wvas necessary, as it occasionally was, a biand punip was used. Thle bot tie was
not rotated during tile collect ion of the blood(.

6. After the needlle wvas wit hdrawni, thet arm was either kept extiu(ende or was elevated;
it was never flexed. Pressure wvas mnainitained over thle -,euiptiiicture with a gauize square
held in place by the nurse or, more often, by thet donior himself. Then a small piece of gauze,
held in place by adhesive, was placed over the puncture.

7. While the bleeding was in progress, the bleeding bottle was tagged, as was thet
serologic tube, with the dlonor's name and serial niumber, and tile name onl each receptacle
was checked with the donior. A dlouble card wvas used for the blveeding bottle.

8. The serology sample was taken at thle end of the bleeding. The tube wvas kept below
thle level of the bottle, to p~revent blood( from running back into the bottle, while it was
collected.

9. A spring clanip was placed oil both steel inserts and b)othl tub~es iii the stol)pe-r of the
bleeding bottle (fig. 36), so benit as to constrict the rubber tubes at the bases of the inserts.
An eighth of an inch of tubing extended above the edges of the steel inserts, so that t here was
no (danger of their cutting through it. Both inlet tilbe( and airway tilbe( were cut flush with
the edge of the stopper.

I1). A careful check was mnade, to be certain that there were no air leaks abouit the hub
of the needle or at thle, point at whichi thle tubing was conne'cted with the steel tubes. If any
leaks were found, or if there was any break in technique ini the course of the bleeding, thle
bleeding tag was marked "P.C.,"' to indicate p~otential contamination.
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IGURE 33.-- ('aCleenlls, Anivrican Red Cross blood donor c enters.
A. Los Angeles, Calif. B. Clifton, Tex. (mnobih' set|up). ( and 1).
Fort W\orth, "vex. E. San1 F"raneisco, ('alif. 1F. S. Paul, Milm.

Postibleeding D)isposition of Blood

The lbottles o•f blood1 were mloived at frequent intervals froili the bIleeding
rooin to large refrigerators, the templ)eratture of which was strid.tlv controlled.
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FIGURE 34.-Kitchen attached to canteen, American Red Cross
Blood Donor Center, Fort Worth, Tex.

nient. Processing, beginning with serologic testing, started the following
morning. The blood was moved on prearranged express schedules, so that
each lot reached the laboratory within 24 hours after it was collected.

REACTIONS TO DONATIONS

The efficiency of the selection of donors by the regulations outlined is
evidenced in the very few fatalities, and the few really serious accidents, which
occurred in the course of the program. The accident rate in donor centers, in
fact, was far below the accepted accident rate for the population as a whole (11).
It was concluded at the end of the war, taking into consideration the millions of
people involved, that the donation of a pint of blood was harmless and that
amnong the same group of people, engaged in such presumnably innocuous
occupations as taking baths, using electrical appliances, or going up or down
stairs, the percentage of accidents over the samie period was probably much
greater.

In April 1943, a ineinber company inquired of the Medical Committee of
the Industrial Hygiene Foundation whether the giving of blood affected produc-
tion and caused absenteeism. It was the unanimous opinion of the committee
that there were no undesirable effects at till (13).
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A

FIGuRE 36.-Application of clamp to Red Cross donor bottle when col-
lection of blood is complete. A. Airway and bleeding tube. B. Bottle
tubes clamned off.

Other companies also reported that they found no absences attributable to
the donations, no increased incidence of colds or other upper respiratory
infections, and no increase in fatigue. Many reported, on the contrary, that
the donation seemed to have provided a stimulus to greater effort and improved
morale.

Incidence of Reactions

In order to obtain information directly from the donors concerning the
effects of donation, 10,000 postcards were distributed to consecutive donors at
each of four centers, with the request that they be filled in and returned within
the week. Replies were received from 27,021 donors (68.2 percent), the number
probably including most, though not all, of those who had experienced any
effects.

Of the 27,021 donors who replied, 81.6 percent had no complaints. Those
with complaints usually had more than one. In all, 8.9 percent reported some
general ill effects and 10.1 percent had some trouble in the arm from which the
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other circulatory conditions. In all, there were 10 fatal cardiovascular acci-
dents within 3 to 48 hours after the donors had left the centers, in addition to 1
fatality in a center, caused by a sudden coronary arterial occlusion. The giving
of blood was thought to have had little or nothing to do with these deaths.

There were also eight instances of angina pectoris, coronary thrombosis, or
cerebral hemorrhage during, or within 2 hours after, the donations; all were
followed by recovery.

Fainting.-In both the 1941 and 1944 surveys, the most disturbing reaction
was impending faintness, actual faintness, or occasionally, a deeper loss of
consciousness. Compilation of reports from all bleeding centers at the end of
the war gave the number of donors who "fainted or stayed longer than usual"
after the donation as 490,000 out of more than 13 million donors (3.7 percent).
About half of this group showed definite syncope, though the loss of conscious-
ness was only momentary. A small number presented not only loss of con-
sciousness but generalized convulsions, incontinence, cyanosis, and, occasion-
ally, very striking tetany with carpopedal spasm. All responded rapidly to
symptomatic treatment.

All centers were equipped to treat such conditions, and all mobile units
carried with them equipment for intravenous administration of saline solution.
as well as sedative and other drugs.

The most likely subject for syncope was a young adult weighing between
100 and 110 pounds (later, 110 pounds was the lower limit for a donor). If he
was also hypotensive, he was almost certain to have some reaction. Another
candidate for syncope was the donor who had worked a long shift at a factory,
particularly in warm weather; in such cases, dehydration was also a factor.

Emotional and psychic influences played a major role in fainting. Some
donors fainted before bleeding was begun or soon after it was started. In a few
instances, the wife or the husband fainted while the spouse was being bled.

Weakness.-Few opportunities arose to pass judgment on donors who
complained of limitation of activities because of weakness or lassitude for 7-10
days after the donation. When examinations could be made, no basis was
found for the complaints, which seemed to be chiefly of emotional or psycho-
genic origin.

Lacerations and contusions.-A few lacerations, contusions, and fractures
occurred in association with fainting, most often in subjects who had refused to
rest after the donation.

Local reactions.--The most frequent local complication was extrav•.•,dtion
of blood into the tissues at the point of venipuncture. The area was discolored,
and was sometimes swollen and uncomfortable, for several days. There were
a few instances of dermatitis about the venipuncture, but no record of iodine or
other burns. There were also about 30 reported instances of local infection. It
was reported that one donor had developed a staphylococcic septicemia after tile
donation, but since he recovered in 5 days, the diagnosis was considered highly
unlikely.
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Other complications.-Other complications than those just discussed were
minor and infrequent. All rumored reports of profound anemia and pros-
tration were traced to the sources and all were found to be groundless.

REGENERATION OF HEMOGLOBIN

Initial Studies

In June 1941, Dr. Taylor (15) reported an analysis he had received, in a
personal communication from E. M. Katzen, of a carefully controlled study of
100 professional male donors of the Blood Transfusion Association, New York
City. These 100 men had given 3,617 transfusions, averaging 525 cc. each, over
periods ranging from 4 to 14 years and averaging 7 years. They had given from
16 to 101 times during the period of observation, an average of 36 times per
donor. They were required to rest 1 week between transfusions for each, 100 cc.
of blood donated. They had hemoglobin determinations every month they
gave blood and a routine checkup every 3 months if they had not donated in the
interval.

None of these donors showed any significant failure to regenerate hemo-
globin when they were studied at the end of their rest period, and over the
years there had been little variation from their original hemoglobin values.
This long-term study was taken to indicate that repeated blood donations at
stated intervals had no deleterious effects on healthy donors.

At a meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 23 June 1942
(8), Dr. Taylor pointed out that the immense number of donors recruited by the
Red Cross Blood Donor Service offered opportunities for investigation, particu-
larly studies of hemoglobin regeneration, which should not be neglected. At
the meeting of the subcommittee on 17 November 1943 (16), he reported the
studies of Dr. Charles Doan, Ohio State University College of Medicine, on over
4,000 donors who had given blood from one to five times at the Red Cross donor
center at Columbus, Ohio. When blood was given every 8 weeks, about 80
percent of the women donors showed prompt return to their original hemoglobin
values. The remaining 20 percent did not, nor did their values return to the
original levels even when the interval between donations was a long as 4 months.
In view of these facts, it seemed to Dr. Taylor that a certain number of donors
would either have to be rejected (and the Tallqvist technique, unfortunately,
was difficult to read at the 80-percent level, then the critical level for rejection
of donors) or would have to be given iron.

Dr. Doan's data confirmed the observations made by Fowler and Barer (17)
at the State University of Iowa College of Medicine on 200 donors, who gave
blood for 636 transfusions.

The idea of administering iron to donors was not well received by some of
the committee members, who thought it a dangerous policy for Red Cross donor
centers to practice medicine. Dr. A. M. Fisher, who was present as a represent-
ative of the Canadian National Research Council, said that donations in
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Canada were now limited to five a year. Some Canadian donor centers pre-
scribed iron but others thought it a poor policy to suggest to donors that they
might not regenerate blood promptly.

The problem of posttransfusion anemia in women donors was discussed at a
subsequent meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (18) and at the
Blood Donor Conferences held in December 1943 and January 1944 (p 119).
Captain Taylor reported at these meetings that several studies carried out by
the Red Cross had showed that a certain percentage of female donors developed
some anemia after blood donations, but he did not consider it justified to say
that "medical authorities were becoming worried about possible resultant
anemias." At the January 1944 conference, there was general agreement that
the incidence of posttransfusion anemia was about 15 percent, but there was
opposition to the administration of iron by physicians at the blood donor
centers.

Recommendations of Ad Hoc Committee

An ad hoc committee (Dr. Elmer L. DeGowin, Chairman, Captain Taylor,
Col. Douglas B. Kendrick, MC, Captain N-whouser, Dr. Max M. Strumia)
appointed at the 5 January 1944 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes met on 19 January 1944, with Dr. Doan; Dr. Willis M. Fowler;
Dr. Carl V. Moore, Washington University School of Medicine; and Dr.William
Thalhimer. It was agreed:

1. That the Tallqvist test for hemoglobin was highly inaccurate and had not been ef-
fective in the selection of donors without anemia.

2. That many female donors who should not have given blood had been accepted on
the basis of this test.

3. That the Red Cross, to prevent posttransfusion anemia, must devise other standards
for the selection of donors. Changes in the technique of selection had been impractical
up to this time, particularly in mobile bleeding units, because there had been no quick,
accurate, and simple technique available to determine the hemoglobin level.

The ad hoc committee recommended:

1. That the recently devised Thalhimer modification of the copper sulfate technique
of Phillips, Van Slyke et al. (p. 257) be used to determine the critical level of hemoglobin for
the selection or rejection of donors. This test had the additional advantage of indicating
hypoproteinemia; Dr. Doan's data suggested that some women tend to regenerate plasma
proteins after transfusion even more slowly than they regenerate hemoglobin.

2. That over the next 6 weeks, Dr. Doan compare the accuracy of the prescribed method
with that of the Evelyn colorimeter in the blood donor center at Columbus, Ohio. Final

acceptance of the copper sulfate method should await his final report.
3. That arrangements be made to procure the solutions used in the copper sulfate

test and to procure photoelectric colorimeters to use for occasional quantitative determina-
tions of hemoglobin in multiple donors and for checking the accuracy of the copper sulfate
technique.

4. That the minimum level of hemoglobin for acceptable donors of both sexes be tenta-
tively placed at 11.5 gin. percent. By this criterion, if Dr. Doan's data were correct, about
25 percent of all females and about 20 percent of all males living in conditions similar to
those in Ohio would be rejected. Final action on this point would be taken after receipt
of further studies by Dr. Doan on multiple donors.
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5. That Drs. Doan and Moore be permitted to prescribe iron at their discretion in
the blood donor centers at Columbus and St. Louis. Dr. Doan wished to give iron only
to re-donors who regenerated hemoglobin slowly. Dr. Moore wished to test its effect on
the incidence of rejections of re-donors. Both physicians were asked to observe the effect
of its prescription on relations of the centers with the local medical profession.

No action would be taken, until additional data were available, on the
volume of blood to be collected from female donors; on the incidence of re-
jection of female donors in the age group 18-21 years; and on an increase of
intervals between donations in women. At the urgent request of Captain
Taylor, who thought it highly undesirable to question women on this point,
no recommendations were made concerning donations during menstruation.

In further discussion of iron therapy, it was concluded that since medical
practice varied in different localities, the local technical supervisor was in the
best position to judge the repercussions of any given policy on the local medical
profession and on the procurement of donors. There was general agreement
that repeated bleedings undoubtedly produced iron-deficiency anemia in some
women and that the Red Cross, because of its publicity concerning the safety
of blood donations, was morally if not legally responsible for it.

Followup Actions

By 21 April 1944 (19), all blood donor centers had been supplied with
materials for the Tbalbimer-Phillips-Van Slyke copper sulfate test. The
solutions were adjusted to a hemoglobin concentration of 12.3 gm. for all
donors, since it had been found in over a thousand males tested that only
5 had hemoglobin levels below 13.5 gm. percent. With a minimum standard
of 12.4 gm. percent, about 10 percent of prospective female donors had been
rejected, the incidence being slightly higher at the Columbus Blood Donor
Center than at others. The correlation between the Evelyn and the copper
sulfate techniques was reported as good. The solutions were regularly checked
for accuracy.

In view of these data, it was recommended that a single standard of
hemoglobin, 12.3 gm. percent, be used as a minimum for donors of both sexes.

Statistics averaged for several centers for May 1944, covering a total
of 12,545 prospective women donors, showed a rejection rate of 17 percent
(3). The rate was 10 percent for 6,000 first-time donors, which was the
expected figure arrived at on the basis of a large series of determinations by
the photoelectric cell colorimeter. On their initial appearance, only 0.3 per-
cent of male donors were found to have hemoglobin values below the minimum
of 12.3 gm. percent. The male rejection rate on re-donation varied from 0.2
to 8 percent. The rejection rate in female donors ranged from 12 to 55 percent.

No further changes were made in the minimum hemoglobin level during
the remainder of the war.
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CHAPTER VII

Plasma Equipment and Packaging, and
Transfusion Equipment

Part I. Plasma Equipment and Packaging

Most of the dried plasma used in World War II was put up in a standard
packaged devised jointly by representatives of the Army (Capt. Douglas B.
Kendrick, MC) and the Navy (Cdr. Lloyd B. Newhouser, MC,USN) and modified
from a package devised by Dr. Max M. Strumia (p. 165). These officers were
members of a Subcommittee on the Standardization of Dispensing Equipment
appointed at the 19 April 1941 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Sub-
stitutes (1). At the 8 May meeting of the latter subcommittee (2), they were
appointed a continuing committee to test blood substitutes and to test equip-
ment for their administration.

There was considerable experimentation before acceptable equipment and
packaging were devised and put into production, and occasional suggestions
were made for their modification after they had been put into general use.

ORIGINAL PACKAGES

The first 15,000 packages of dried plasma delivered by the plasma pro-
gram were processed by Sharp & Dohme, a firm which had had considerable
experience in this field before the emergency arose. The components of the
unit, consisting of a flame-sealed glass vial of dried plasma, a glass bottle of
distilled water, an intravenous needle, and rubber tubing, were rather loosely
packaged in a cardboard box. The unit, which was accepted as a matter of
expediency, proved unsatisfactory in several respects. Although the flame-
sealed ampule (figs. 38A and B) represented the best possible storage tech-
nique, it had certain disadvantages: Its shape required a package undesirably
large for field use. The neck of the bottle was very fragile, and breakage
frequently occurred at the point at which the stopper was inserted. Also,
the rubber stopper could very easily be pushed down into the ampule when the
dispensing needle was inserted as well as when water was added to reconstitute
the plasma. Since these accidents were estimated as likely to occur in about
10 percent of packages of this type, consideration was given to other models.
A later proposal that the components of the Sharp & Dohme unit be put up in
cellophane bags was not considered practical and was not explored further.

First consideration was given to the container (Vipule) developed at the
Reichel Laboratories (fig. 38C). The components of the set were put up in tin
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FIGURE, 38.-Types of containers used early in World War I I for

dried plasma. A. Sharp & Dohme combination vial and ampule.
B. Same, after flame-scaled tube has been broken off amid removed,
leaving rubber stopper in situ: airway (a), givinig needle and tuibinig(b).
C. Reichel container (Vipule) for dried plasma, with stopper of sleeve
type. D. Same after glass sealing tube- was broken~ amid removed and
sleeve turned back over broken edges of tube, so that container was
converted into a rubber-stoppered v'ial. Airway (a) and giving needle
(b) were then inserted into vial through stopper, ats in other apparat us.
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cans, but the packaging was so loose that breakage was considered inevitable,
especially with a container of this shape and size. The flame-sealed ampule
contained 110 cc. of normal human plasma, and the amount could be doubled by
double-processing. If plasma were processed twice, however, it lost some of
its stability and flocculation of globulin and fibrin occurred when it was re-
dissolved. As a matter of expediency, an order was given for 25,000 units,
but, as was expected, the equipment did not hold up under use (3, 4).

At a meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 19 April
1941 (1), a plasma package devised by Dr. Strumia, and suitable for storage
of both frozen and dried plasma, was demonstrated and evaluated. This
package occupied slightly less space than the Reichel package. It consisted of:

1. A 400-cc. bottle of distilled water, of hard, noncorrosive glass, with square shoulders.
2. A similar bottle containing 250 cc. of dried plasma, with residual moisture of less

than 1 percent.
3. A gum-rubber vaccine type of stopper, about three-fourths of an inch in diameter,

containing a glass airway. After a vacuum had been drawn on the plasma bottle, the
stopper was covered with a heavy gel cap.

4. An intravenous set for administration of the reconstituted plasma.

These items were put up in a tin can filled with nitrogen and sealed under
vacuum. It was thought that with certain modifications this unit would prove
acceptable for field use.

There were further discussions on equipment at the 23 May meeting of the
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (5), including a discussion of the gage of
the needle to be included in the set. Tests showed that when a 22-gage needle
was used, it took 4 minutes to transfer the distilled water to the bottle containing
dried plasma, against 30 seconds when a 16-gage needle was used. Another
minute was required for complete solution of the plasma. With an 18-gage
needle, the rate of flow was 10-15 cc. per minute. Under pressure achieved
by blowing through the cotton-fitered tubes, the entire amount of plasma
(250 cc.) could be administered in 5 minutes. It was finally decided that the
rate of flow would not be materially increased if a needle larger than 16 gage
were used and that it might be difficult to insert a larger needle into the vein.

At this same meeting, it was formally recommended that the recommenda-
tions of the Subcommittee for the Standardization of Dispensing Equipment
be adopted by the Armed Forces. At the next meeting on 18 July 1941 (6),
it was further recommended that deviations from standard equipment be
permitted only with the approval of the Field Director, American Red Cross,
if they were minor, and only with the approval of the National Institute of
Health and the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, NRC (National Research
Council), if they were major.

DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARD PACKAGE

At the 18 July 1941 meeting of the subcommittee (6), the equipment and
package (fig. 39) devised by Commander Newhouser and Captain Kendrick,
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FIGURE 40.-Stoppers used in blood and plasma program. A. Flange-
type stopper used in American Red Cross bleeding bottle: protruding
steel tubes (a), to which were attached rubber tubes used to collect blood
and as airway. B. Rubber stopper used for plasma and water containers
in standard Army-Navy plasma package: sleeve (a), plug (b). C.
Stopper used for plasma bottle in situ, with sleeve turned down.

3. Equipment for intravenous administration, consisting of:
a. An airway assembly, consisting of 9 inches of rubber tubing, with a needle (,l one

end for insertion into the stopper and a cotton filter on the other end.
b. An intravenous injection set, consisting of 48 inches of rubber tubing with a glass

cloth filter for use during the administration of the plasma. At one end of the tubing was
a glass adapter fitted to an 18-gage intravenous needle. At the other end was a short 15-
gage needle to be used to connect the intravenous set to the plasma bottle.
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The bottle containing the dried plasma, the double-ended needle for adding
distilled water to the plasma, and a clamp were placed in a tin can which was
evacuated to 25 inches (63.5 cm.) of vacuum and sealed. The bottle containing
the distilled water, the intravenous injection set, and the air filter were sealed
in another can filled with dry nitrogen. The cans were opened with keys
spotwelded to their bottoms. It was not considered necessary to supply
alcohol and cotton for skin preparation, since they were standard items of
supply.

Both cans were packaged in a tape-sealed, waterproof fiberboard box. It
was specified that the tape must be pressure-sensitive; waterproof; 1% inches
wide; with no rubber content, either crude or reclaimed; not white, and inca-
pable of reflecting light; and capable of withstanding severe climatic changes
without appreciable deterioration. Paper tape was not satisfactory. Since
the cans fitted snugly into the box, a string was placed around them to facilitate
their removal.

Instructions for the reconstitution and use of plasma were lithographed
on the can containing the plasma. A label on one end of the finished package
indicated that the blood from which the contained plasma had been made was
furnished by volunteer donors through the American Red Cross. A question-
naire for recording data on the use of the plasma was enclosed in each package.
All packages put up after January 1943 bore the warning that the plasma
must be used within 3 hours after it was reconstituted.

The metal can used in the Army-Navy plasma package was a standard
Navy item, used for the priming charge of explosives. There was therefore
no delay in its procurement. Later, in order to conserve tin, the Navy directed
the American Can Co. to electroplate the can. The ends were made of bonder-
ized steel.

Testing of Package

The standard plasma package was first used under combat conditions at
Pearl Harbor. Meantime, it had undergone extensive testing (7, 9):

1. Six packages were placed in a refrigerator variously, right side up, upside down,
and on their sides at --4 F. (-20' C.) for 18 hours. When the packages were removed
from the refrigerator, all could be opened easily. The water was solidly frozen, but thawed
satisfactorily at room temperature, in hot tap water, and in a water bath at 98.60 F. (370 C.),
without breakage.

2. Eight packages were placed in a Dry-Ice refrigerator car at -148* F. (-100 C.)
for 18 hours, four on end and four on their sides. When they were removed, the tape bind-
ings were frozen, but the boxes were easily opened at the end of an hour. Thawing of the
distilled water was accomplished by the methods just described, with equal ease and no
breakage.

3. Packages forwarded to the Fleet Surgeon, U.S. Pacific Fleet, were sent out with
landing parties and placed under 5-inch (12.7-cm.) and 12-inch (30.5-cm.) guns during firing
practice and during dive bombing in the months ot May and August 1941. The cans were
somewhat battered, but they had retained full vacuum and there was no breakage.
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The few complaints received about standard Army-Navy plasma packages
were individual and concerned single units. Complaints about the piasma

itself, which were also few, are discussed under separate headings.

COMPONENTS OF THE PLASMA PACKAGE

Certain of the components of the standard plasma package require special
comment, for one reason or another.

Labels

By the spring of 1944, reports began to be received from the Pacific Ocean
Areas indicating that the white labels used on the plasma packages and the
contained bottles, as well as the gold-colored cans, were serving as excellent
targets for enemy fire when plasma was used in the field during combat. Visi-
bility was reduced by using an olive-drab box; painting the cans olive-drab;
and changing the labels, suspension tape, and string used to withdraw the cans
from the box from white to olive-drab.

Stoppers

The difficulties that arose with stoppers were due chiefly to the increasing
use of synthetics in their manufacture. Lots from one manufacturer became
vulcanized into certain shapes when they were sterilized and, unless they were
reused with bottles of precisely that size, they were too loose and had to be
discarded. In some lots, the needles seemed to act as plugs. These and other
difficulties were eventually eliminated, and several types of stoppers were
found satisfactory (fig. 40).

Some manufacturers placed transparent gelatin (gel) caps over the rubber
stoppers used on the water bottles, to prevent deterioration of the rubber.
The rubber stopper used on the plasma bottle did not need such protection as
the can containing it was filled with nitrogen and then vacuum-sealed.

Filters

Whatever equipment was used in the administration of plasma, the "Mini-
mum Requirements for Filtered Normal Human Plasma or Serum" drawn up
by the National Institute of Health on 25 February 1941 (p. 279) required that
filtration be an integral part of the process. The specification had been
accepted by the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes at an earlier meeting (1).
It took some time, however, for a satisfactory filter to be devised (fig. 41).

Cloth filters had a number of defects (10). Unless they were constructed
so that the cloth did not adhere to the sidewalls of the glass housing, the filter-
ing surface was considerably decreased and the tip of the fiter did not act, as
intended, as a flow meter. An entirely efficient cloth filter would have been
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to be employed. With the introduction of this type of filter, most filtration
difficulties ended, though a few were reported on the Normandy beachhead
(p. 553) and in the Pacific (p. 598).

Tubing

Probably the most serious material shortages in the plasma program con-
cerned the tubing used in the recipient sets (14). Part of the same problem
was the deterioration that occurred in rubber during long periods of storage,
which was inevitable in the stockpiling of plasma. The matter came to a head
at the Conference on Transfusion Equipment on 25 August 1942 (13), with the
appointment of a Committee on Transfusion Equipment (Dr. Elmer L. De-
Gowin, Chairman, Dr. Strumia, Commander Newhouser, Colonel Kendrick,
and Dr. John B. Alsever, Office of Civilian Defense, ex officio). A member of
the War Production Board was also appointed to sit with this committee.

A variety of possible substitutes were considered:
1. The Division of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical School, had begun to experiment

with cellophane tubing in 1941 and had found that it had many desirable features. When
properly prepared, it was nontoxic. It could be used efficiently by experienced technicians.
It was useful for the injection of crystalloid solutions. On the other hand, it was not suitable
for general use throughout the Army, and since it could be used only once, no saving would
be effected in substituting it for rubber.

2. Expendable cellophane tubing prepared by the Baxter Laboratories had been used
by the Blood Research Division, Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C., and it
was agreed that it could be utilized if rubber became unavailable.

3. Commander Newhouser had instituted studies with vinyl acetate tubing but had
not found it suitable (15). Dr. Strumia and his group, however, believed that this tubing
could be utilized if certain precautions were taken.

4. The original work with cellulose tubing was done by Hartman (16), at the Henry
Ford Hospital in Detroit in 1940. Tests in the laboratory of the Army Medical School and
by a testing board representing both the Army and the Navy resulted in the decision that it
would not withstand the rigors of the tropical and arctic regions in which U.S. troops were
then stationed. Since dried plasma was not used in military hospitals in the United States,
it was not thought practical to substitute cellulose tubing for the equipment then in use.

5. It was generally agreed that latex was the most desirable material for tubing. While
it was collapsible, its walls did not adhere to each other, and tubing with a caliber of three-
eighths of an inch did not retain air bubbles in the column of blood; the air always rose to the
top of the column (1). Latex, however, was a new product, and it was in short supply all
through 1942, because of the necessity of testing samples before orders could be placed or
shipments accepted. Additional delays were caused by failures of processors to follow the
specified routine for securing priorities in equipment and materials.

In October 1943, a change in specifications resulted in saving some 50 per-
cent of the latex formerly required for tubing: It was found entirely satisfac-
tory to reduce the inside diameter of the tubing from three-sixteenths of an
inch to one-eighth of an inch and the thickness of the wall from one-eighth to
one thirty-second of an inch.
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Tin Cans

In April 1942, the request of Eli Lilly and Co. for additional tinplate to
use in cans for the plasma package was refused. On 4 May, at the request of
the Army-Navy Munitions Board, a meeting was called, attended by repre-
sentatives of all processors of dried plasma and presided over by the Navy
representative on the M•unitions Board (17). Brig. Gen. Charles C. Hillman
made the following points:

1. Packages of plasma were subjected to various climatic condition.s, ranging from
tropical to arctic.

2. Up to this time, no substitute for tin containers for plasma packages had been found.
Neither lacquered steel nor plastic was able to retain the nitrogen used in forming the vacuum,
which was essential. The present package represented much experimentation by practical
engineers. Until an acceptable substitute was found, the use of tin was essential.

3. Contracts about to be let for dried plasma for fiscal year 1943 were for 900,000 units
of plasma, which would require 1.8 million tin cans. The tin requirement for the 1943 pro-
gram would therefore be about 18,000 pounds. These packages contained highly critical
material. The dried blood plasma was processed from blood donations given by patriotic
American citizens for wounded American soldiers, and the tin requirement was very small
indeed compared to the value of the contents of the cans.

It was the consensus of the meeting that The Surgeon General should
make representations to NRC for further assistance in procuring the tin re-
quested; that an appeal be made through proper channels to the War Produc-
tion Board for at least a 6-month supply for present requirements; and that the
present packaging be continued while further research was conducted.

At this same meeting, the question of stainless steel in the recipient needle
of the intravenous set was also discussed. Difficulties in procurement had
arisen about it. It was considered essential to use stainless steel because rub-
ber acted adversely upon steel except in a nitrogen atmosphere. If carbon
steel were substituted, it must be expected that a considerable number of plasma
packages would be rendered useless by rust, since it was practically impossible
to keep moisture entirely out of the cannula of the needle. This would prob-
ably make no difference if the plasma were used within a month. If, however,
it were not used for 3-4 years, it might make a considerable difference: When
plasma was needed, it should be ready for immediate use.

Eventually the tin, as well as most of the other materials needed in the
plasma and whole blood programs, was secured, though it required continuous
and extended correspondence about even such apparently minor matters as the
supply of paper cups (p. 295).

THE LARGER PLASMA PACKAGE

As early as May 1941, the desirability of a larger plasma package was
already being considered (2, 5). By this time, it was agreed that if a casualty
needed plasma, 250 cc. was not a sufficient dose. It was thought, however,
that larger containers might be difficult to carry forward, and there was no doubt
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that a smaller amount, given early and far forward, might be more beneficial
than a larger amount given later in a clearing station. To avoid procurement
delays, the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes decided to proceed with the
production of the smaller package but to make the development of a larger
package a subcommittee objective, with Colonel Kendrick responsible for its
production.

By November 1942, requests for larger quantities of plasma had led to
intensive work on the preparation of new containers. The small size of the
unit was almost the only serious criticism of the present plasma package.
At the 15 December 1942 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes
(15), it was pointed out that the amount of plasma in the present package
could be increased in three ways without altering the volume of the package:

1. After 250 cc. of plasma had been dried in the container, another 250 cc. could be
introduced and the whole amount redried. This plan was not desirable: The volume of
the flask would allow for reconstitution to only twice the isotonic concentration, and the
subcommittee had already recorded its opposition to the use of concentrated plasma (p. 275).

2. The 250 cc. of plasma dried separately in two bottles could be poured into a single
bottle. The National Institute of Health was opposed to this method because no satisfactory
means had yet been devised of making the transfer under aseptic conditions.

3. The amount of plasma dried in the original container could be increased fr .n 250
cc. to 400 cc., which would require lengthening the drying time to 48 hours, an increase
of about 50 percent. For the present, this seemed the most practical plan, though it was
hoped that in the near future a bottle could be designed which would contain 500 cc. of
plasma but would still fit the metal can in use.

Experimental work had shown that by the use of a 750-cc. bottle, 600 cc.
of plasma could be dried to a residual moisture of less than 1 percent. By the
i'se of a 9,-inch can instead of the 7-inch can presently in use, 500 cc. of plasma
could be packaged in a box only 2 inches longer than the box presently in use.
Eighteen large packages would occupy the same space as 24 small packages
but would represent the same quantity of plasma as 36 small packages.

To make the change from the smaller to the larger package introduced
difficulties in the supply of critical materials (18, 19). All but two of the firms
presently processing plasma required material that was critical. Cutter
Laboratories listed 14 essential changes, plus 6 others that would be necessary
if the amounts of plasma then being pooled were changed. Parke, Davis
and Co., which had just achieved production of the smaller packages in excess
of 3,000 units per week, was dismayed by the changeover. Its dryers were of
the manifold type and it was doubtful that the proposed 600-cc. bottles would
fit on them without changes.

The requirements of a single laboratory, Eli Lilly and Co., indicated how
serious it was to change specifications for any product during the war. This
firm estimated that it would require approximately 5,420 pounds of copper,
for which it would utimately release 3,000 pounds of scrap copper; 50 pounds
of brass; 2,500 pounds of iron; 375 pounds of stainless steel; miew equipment for
measuring temperatures by means of thermocouples; and various accessories,
as well as noncritical materials. The highest priority possible would be re-
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quired, including priority for larger bottles and cans, if production were not
to be delayed. As matters worked out, this company was ready to begin
production before any of the other laboratories, and it was given a contract,
for 2,000 large units as a trial run.

When all estimates had been received from the various processing labora-
tories, Col. Charles F. Shook, MC, made a blanket priority request for the
necessary critical materials f-,nm the War Production Board, which was granted
on 6 March 1943.

Production of the larger package (fig. 42) did not begin until 1 July 1943.
There were numerous reasons for the delay. The company which manufactured
the cans had to make a number of changes in its equipament and, for a time,
was doubtful that the new can would be as strong as the sinaller can. Breakage
of the distilled water bottles took time to overcome. Finally, since the speed
of drying, for physical reasons, was partly a function of the plasma shell, it
was found difficult to dry 500 cc. of plasma in a bottle not much larger than a
bottle designed to contain half that amount. These various problems were
eventually solved, first in the laboratory and then in commercial production.
In spite of the preliminary difficulties, the changeover was made with re-
markably little trouble, as Colonel Kendrick and Commander Newhouser
found on trips to various laboratories in July and August. Parke, Davis and
Co. and Ben Venue Laboratories continued to make the smaller package until
the end of the war.

From the beginning, the emphasis in the plasma program had been on the
importance of conserving critical materials necessary for processing, particularly
rubber and metal. The change to the larger package saved about half of the
rubber tubing previously used, which amounted to many hundreds of thousands
of feet; stainless steel for needles; and other critical material. The larger
package also provided twice the amount of plasma in about a third of the space
previously occupied by the smaller package, another important consideration
in view of the shortage of shipping space.

By the time the larger packages of plasma went into production, medical
officers were fully cogn-zant of the need for larger quantities of plasma for
resuscitation-at least 500 cc. was now regarded as the minimum-and they
were delighted to have it provided so conveniently.

PACKAGING OF DRIED PLASMA FOR ZONE OF INTERIOR USE

While dried plasma was not generally used in Zone of Interior hospitals,
it was occasionally needed in both general and station hospitals when emer-

FIGURE 42.-Large plasma package introduced in 1943. A. Large and small packages
of dried plasma. B. Box opened to show contents and questionnaire. C. Contents re-
moved from cans. D. Large and small cans of dried plasma, and can of serum albumin,
to show comparative sizes. E. Large and small bottles of dried plasma and vial of serum
albumin. Note texture of plasma after shell freezing and drying.
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One of the indirect advantages of this package was that it permitted the
instruction of Medical Department personnel in the use of dried plasma, even
though the packaging differed from that of the oversea supply.

PROPOSED CHANGES

Until almost the end of the war, numerous proposals were made by medical
officers and others concerning equipment for plasma and blood, most of the
suggestions probably being inspired by the lack of provision in oversea theaters,
until late in the war, of equipment for transfusing whole blood. Some of the
suggestions were made by physicians of great competence in their special
fields, but they could not be considered when materials were in critical supply
and procured with difficulty and when machines were tooled for bottles,
containers, and other equipment in standard sizes. Letters of explanation
and appreciation were written to all who made suggestions.

Part II. Transfusion Equipment for the Oversea Program

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

U.S. Army medical installations went into North Africa in November
1942 with only the most elementary equipment for transfusion (p. 432). Simi-
laxly, U.S. Army units in the European theater had no standard equipment,
and the items developed before D-day were chiefly improvised.

The selection and procurement of satisfactory transfusion equipment for
hospitals in the Zone of Interior was not a problem. Commercially prepared
vacuum-type bleeding bottles and donor and recipient sets, which were reus-
able, became amply available early in the war. On the other hand, equip-
ment used for transfusion in civilian hospitals was far too complicated for use
in the field (1).

Long before the reports of the British and United States experience in
North Africa began to be received in the Office of The Surgeon General,
personnel of the Division of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical School, had
been investigating the development of transfusion equipment, including equip-
ment for field use (fig. 44). They based their endeavors upon the following
hard facts:

1. Wounded men who had lost large quantities of blood in combat were
poor surgical risks, even after they had received plasma in large quantities.
They must also receive whole blood in large quantities before they could become
safe risks for anesthesia and surgery.
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b. A preservative solution Iiust be devised in which blood could be
safely stored for 14 to 21 days.

c. A transfusion set must be devised so inexpensive that it could be
discarded after a single using. In civilian life, the chief cause of transfusion
reactions was the presence of pyrogens in the recipient sets, usually as the
result of improper cleansing. Under field conditions, the difficulties of cleaning
and preparing collecting and recipient sets would make the use of equipment
that was not expendable both impractical and unsafe. The transfusion set
must also be so simple that it could be used by enlisted men with a minimum
of instruction, the sine qua non, of course, being the skill necessary to insert
a needle in the recipient's vein. Dr. (later Lt. Col., MC) Robert C. Hardin
had shown that this skill could be readily attained (p. 85).

British Proposal

On 20 January 1941, Col. (later Maj. Gen.) Paul R. Hawley, MC, then in
the United Kingdom as an observer, sent The Surgeon General, at the request
of the Director General, British Army Medical Services, a model of the apparatus
used for blood transfusion in the British Army (20). A description of the
apparatus, with instructions for its use, was contained in the training pamphlet
on resuscitation. The Director General requested that some consideration be
given to the advisability of standardizing this equipment in the U.S. Army.
The plan seemed to him to have several advantages:

1. Simplicity and economy of procurement, including the saving of rubber by the
use of tubing of a single size.

2. Facility of supply of all troops in the same theaters.
3. Similar training of all Allied medical personnel in the use of the same type of equip-

ment, so that, if necessary, reinforcing technical personnel might be exchanged.

The Director General claimed no superiority for this particular equipment
except that all British medical units, including Emergency Medical Service
hospitals, were equipped with it, and all personnel had been trained in its use
for some time. He would, however, be willing to consider standardizing some
other type of equipment.

It is not clear why this approach was not followed up by The Surgeon
General, U.S. Army, except that by this time the investigations at the Army
Medical School had made considerable progress. A vacuum bottle had been
developed, holding 700 cc., against 400 cc. for the British bottle, and needles
and transparent latex tubing had also been developed. The British tubing
was opaque. More important, the British bleeding set was not completely
closed. In spite of these differences, however, the British transfusion set
would probably have been accepted for U.S. use if only it had arrived some
months earlier.
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DEVELOPMENT OF EQUIPMENT

Improvised Technique

At the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 9 April
1943 (21), Colonel Kendrick pointed out that, at that time, the only equipment
with which blood for transfusions could be collected in medical installations
overseas was a beaker. The risk of contamination was present even when the
blood was transfused immediately, and this method was totally inappropriate
for the storage of blood, though it was quite evident, from the large numbers
of casualties expected, that stored blood in large quantities would be necessary
to care for them. The present plan was to employ plasma exclusively forward
of evacuation hospitals (when the Mediterranean Blood Bank went into opera-
tion 10 months later, whole blood was employed in field hospitals), but at that,
50,000 transfusions might be necessary for each 100,000 casualties.' The
bottles necessary for this amount of blood would occupy, it was estimated,
6,100 cu. ft. of shipping space.

To make up for the lack of standardized equipment and the shortage of
shipping space, the following proposals were made:

1. In evacuation hospitals, all transfusions should be given with fresh
blood, one reason being the lack of refrigeration for storage of blood; the single
refrigerator provided was usually filled with biologicals.

2. At general and station hospitals, at which level donors could be more
easily procured, blood should be collected and shipped forward as necessary.
It would be collected in the 1,000-cc. Baxter flasks used for intravenous fluids,
in 50 cc. of sodium citrate solution. The flasks would be washed in physiologic
salt solution as soon as they were used and would be autoclaved with the
rubber tubing and rubber stopper still in situ. A vacuum would be induced
with a pump; three such pumps were available in each general hospital. There
would be ample refrigeration, for tables of equipment allowed for three kerosene-
burning 8-cu. ft. refrigerators for each hospital.

These proposals were, in general, incorporated in Circular Letter No. 108,
Office of The Surgeon General, U.S. Army, 27 May 1943 (22). Instructions
were given in it for the transfusion of fresh whole blood in general hospitals in
oversea theaters within 4 hours after it had been collected and for the trans-
fusion of stored blood, to be collected by a closed system and used within
7 hours after it had been collected (fig. 45). Colonel Kendrick's concurrence
in this circular letter was most reluctant but, under the circumstances, there
seemed to be no other choice.

I This was a remarkably accurate estimate, which slill holds (1962); 0.5 pint per casualty is the accepted allowance
for whole blood in present planning.
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FIcURE 45.-Collection of blood in oversea theaters by use of empty
sterile plasma bottle contained in large standard Army-Navy plasma
package and usually discarded. A. Distilled water being transferred
from bottle in standard package to plasma bottle. B. Glass beads and
sodium citrate solution in rubber-stoppered vial requisitioned from United
States. Beads act as filter. C. Stopper of plasma bottle removed, so
that beads and citrate solution can be poured into it. D. Beads and
solution being poured into plasma bottle.
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FiluCRp 45.--Coniit ited. 1. D~etachment of n~eedle from vvini. .1. Itv-
pl)acemnett of sterile stopper on bottle. K. Alternative techntiquIe of
"bleeding under closed system, accomplishcd by pulling vacuum on pla-mia
bottle. L. Insert ion of needle in d.onor's vein.
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operations. When the dried plasma had been reconstituted, the empty dis-
tilled water bottle would provide a closed receptacle which would be sterile
and free from foreign material. The intravenous and airway assemblies
used for plasma infusion could be salvaged for the administration of blood
by cleaning them immediately.

2. That the anticoagulant solution with glass beads used for filtration
be packaged in individual vials, ready for immediate use.

3. That facilities for preparing and sterilizing equipment for transfusion
and storage of whole blood be made available for general hospitals overseas.

These recommendations, it was emphasized, implied supervision of the
entire process by personnel experienced in the techniques used in the preserva-
tion and transfusion of whole blood.

This plan was frankly an expedient, and an unnecessary one at that. At
this time (May 1943), vacuum bottles were available, and a completely satis-
factory closed system could have been used for the collection of blood (fig. 44).
The equipment was just as good as any used later for the oversea airlift. The
shipment of these containers overseas, however, was not permitted, and make-
shift arrangements therefore had to be resorted to.

The ad hoc committee pointed out that the plan proposed, while an
expedient, did have a number of advantages:

1. Under the plan in effect for the distribution of plasma, the equipment
necessary for transfusion would be available in large quantities in all oversea
medical installations.

2. This equipment lent itself to either open or closed transfusion.
3. It was interchangeable with the equipment currently employed in

the administration of crystalloid solutions.
4. The cleaning of containers would be reduced to a minimum.
5. Shipping space would be conserved, since the necessary equipment

was already overseas and considered expendable, its original purpose having
been fulfilled. It could therefore be considered expendable after being used
for transfusion.

DESIGN OF FIELD TRANSFUSION UNIT IN EUROPEAN
THEATER

Development of Model

Statement of the problems.-Early in 1943, when it became evident that
there were no official plans and no standardized equipment for the use of
whole blood in the European theater farther forward than the communica-
tions zone, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Charles P. Emerson, MC (fig. 46A), at the
5th General Hospital, and Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Richard V. Ebert, MC
(fig. 46B), turned their attention to a number of problems which obviously
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FIGURE 47.-Evolution of donor bottle in Ebert-Emerson transfusion set. A. First
model. B. Second model: Rubber stopper with two holes (a); medicine dropper, cut to
1% inches (b); glass tube, 10-mm. diameter, 8Y4 inches long (c); medicine dropper (d); gum
rubber tube, 14 inches long (e); adapter for Luer needle (f); gum rubber tube, 3 inches
long (g). C. Final model, with long glass tube eliminated.

Second model.-The original model, even when modified, proved some-
what cumbersome to use, and it was soon abandoned for a set constructed
with a larger caliber (10-mm.) glass tube, into which a medicine dropper
was inserted (fig. 47B). With this model, which utilized a single tube con-
nection for both collection and transfusion, the blood flow during the donation
could be observed.
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Third model.-A third model (fig. 47C) was constructed when it was
found that the long rubber tubing which was issued with each package of
dried plasma, and which incorporated both a filter and an adapter, could be
connected to the short glass tube and replace the airway. When the flask was
inverted a'nd suspended by its bale, blood could be injected by gravity, the
venesection tube serving as an airway (fig. 48). This was a convenient ar-
rangement, since plasma was used in sufficient amounts to supply all the

f d

fC

Fio uR 49.-iligginson enema syringe adapted for suction in Ebert-Emerson technique
of blood collection: sphygmomanometer bulb (a); inlet valve (b); rubber tube, 12 inches
long (c), rubber tube, 3 inches long (d); outlet valve (e); and medicine droppers (f).

rubber tubing necessary. The tubing required no preparation before use
and could be discarded after the transfusion.

This model proved so satisfactory that the pressure technique, which
had been devised chiefly to eliminate the cleaning and sterilization of long
lengths of rubber tubing, was abandoned. In the final model, the long glass
tube, which was fragile and difficult to construct, was also ubandoned.

Several other changes were also made. The modified blood pressure
bull) originally used to expedite the donation and the introduction of the sodium
citrate solution had not proved particularly satisfactory; it was replaced
by a Higginson enema syringe (fig. 49). Glass beads were added to the
flask when it was found that small clots were sometimes clogging the needle.
When the flask was inverted, clots and fibrin particles were removed as the
blood filtered through the beads.

Anticoagulant.-When the Ebert-Emerson set was first worked on, early
in 1943, no sterile sodium citrate solution was available in U.S. supply depots,
and British sources were used for it. Later, it was found that sodium citrate
was present in sufficient excess in U.S. dried plasma to provide the amount
of anticoagulant required in the field transfusion set. After numerous tests
of potency, it was found that one part of reconstituted dried plasma prevented
the clotting of two to three parts of blood; if one unit (300 cc.) of reconstituted
plasma was aspirated into the collecting bottle before 500 cc. of blood was
collected, the blood would not clot. The anticoagulant problem was thus
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FicumtE 51.--Ebert-Emerson transfusion set, packd in ammunition
box and ready for use. Each box contained three transfusion bottles
and accessory. equipment.

The sterilization problem was settled by intrmducing an ounce of 80-
percent alcohol into the set immediately after it was cleaned and leaving it
in situ until the set was used again. Insertion of the adapter into the airway
created a closed system, and inverting the bottle distributed the alcohol to
all parts of the set. There were no reactions when this method was used,
and experimental studies showed that sterilization could be accomplished by
it in less than 20 minutes.

Transfusion kit.--The field medical chest, which was originally used as a
container for the field transfusion kit, proved too bulky and heavy to be
practical. The small wooden box next constructed for this purpose introduced
problems of nminpower and supply and proved not sturdy enough for fieid use.
Eventually, the anmnunition Lox used for 265 rounds of .50-caliber machinegun
cartridges was adapted for this purpose (fig. 51). It was painted green, with
a caduceus on the side, and was transported by the handle on the top. Each
box contained three transfusion bottlcs, 20 ampules of 2.5 percent sodium
citrate solution, needles for collecting and giving blood, Novocain (procaine
hydrochloride), typing sera, two B-igginson enema syringes, alcohol, a cleaning
compound, pus basins for washing the sets, and a small Luer syringe.

A hand centrifuge was also provided for field use; this was an essential
itent, because the errors known to exist on identification tags required group
testing before the blood wats used, even though only group 0 blood was
employed. Crossinatchiing wams considered unnecessary.
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Controversy Over Acceptance of Field Transfusion Unit

Before commenting on the controversy which arose concerning the use of
the Ebert-Emerson field transfusion units, several points should be made clear:

1. There had been no previous provision in the European theater for
transfusion in Army medical installations. The confusion in the theater was
evidenced in December 1943, when a general hospital was informed, in response
to its inquiry, that it would have to improvise both giving and receiving sets.
It was also suggested that some of the hospital blood bank personnel visit the
5th General Hospital and study the field transfusion unit devised by Major
Ebert and Major Emerson.

2. On 27 March 1943, Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Elliott C. Cutler, MC (25),
wrote to General Hawley, theater Chief Surgeon, that standardization of a
portable transfusion unit for combat areas must be undertaken in view of the
reports from North Africa and Italy of the large amounts of whole blood being
used in the routine of resuscitation. He had been informed by Brigadier
Lionel E. H. Whitby, RAMC, in charge of the British Army blood program,
that in British medical installations, the use of wet plasma had been practically
abandoned in favor of whole blood.

On 22 September 1943, Colonel Cutler (25) again wrote General Hawley
of the urgent need for field transfusion sets. He described the Ebert-Emerson
set, listing its advantages and pointing out that it had been approved by
Brigadier Whitby; by Captain Hardin, who had been working with the British
Central Blood Bank at Bristol for the past 9 months (p. 470); and by members
of the Professional Services Division, Office of the Theater Chief Surgeon. He
recommended that this set be put in production at once for transfusion teams
to use for the transfusion of severely wounded casualties with blood secured
from lightly wounded casualties. He also recommended that the description
of the set be sent to the Office of The Surgeon General.

3. Communications between the Office of The Surgeon General and the
European theater were not always rapid, and the circular letter (No. 108, 27
May 1943, (22)) in which instructions were given for improvised equipment for
blood transfusion did not reach the United Kingdom until the Ebert-Eierson
set had been devised, modified, and put into its final form. On 26 August
1943, General Hawley pointed this out to The Surgeon General (26), also
making it clear that local theater action had been necessary in view of the
lack of any formal plan or standardized equipment for transfusions of whole
blood.

4. The safety of the equipment devised had been tested by numerous
transfusions on volunteers, the first transfusion with each modification of the
model being given to Major Ebert and Major Emerson.

Criticism and Countercriticism

On 15 September 1943 (27), and again on 17 September (28), the Trans-
fusion Branch, Office of The Surgeon General, declined to accept the Ebert-
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Emerson field transfusion unit on the ground that it was in conflict with
policies of the Office as set forth in Circular Letter No. 108. The technique
described in this letter had been developed with the idea of utilizing equipment
already on hand, which would require only minimum sterilization (intravenous
tubing, needles, and filter). Moreover, the plans at this time did not envisage
the use of whole blood forward of hospitals in which adequate autoclaving
facilities would be available for sterilization of the sets.

Two specific criticisms of the Ebert-Emerson technique were made:

1. The method of sterilization was open to question. It was doubtful that rinsing
with 80-percent alcohol would insure a sterile, pyrogen-free container.

2. Experience had shown that it was much safer to have a filter in the intravenous
line during transfusion, to prevent the introduction of small blood clots into the recipient's
bloodstream, with the risk of embolism. When blood was collected or administered by
pressure bulb, it was also desirable to have an air filter in the line, to reduce the possibility
of airborne contamination.

On 23 September 1943, Major Ebert and Major Emerson sent Lt. Col.
Robert M. Zollinger, MC, Senior Consultant in General Surgery, European
Theater of Operations, U.S. Army (29), a memorandum in which they reiterated
that with the techniques which they had employed, they had never had a
pyrogenic reaction. They had also had no difficulty with clots when they did
not use filters, and they doubted that a clot which could pass through an
18-gage needle could produce any detectable embolic phenomena.

The following points were also stated in their memorandum:
1. It had been decided that it might be desirable to use the British Army transfusion

bottle instead of the Baxter bottle in the field transfusion unit. The British bottle was
already in use in the theater for stored whole blood, and it might be desirable to standardize
all theater transfusion methods. More important, Baxter bottles were in increasingly short
supply, and their total unavailability later might constitute an insoluble problem.

2. The transfusion techniques outlined in Circular Letter No. 108 provided for trans-
fusions only in fixed hospitals. The Ebert-Emerson unit had been designed, at the expense
it was granted, of certain traditional refinements, to meet the need for blood in more forward
installations, a need repeatedly stressed in information from the Mediterranean theater.

Major Ebert and Major Emerson objected to the policies and procedures
set forth in Circular Letter No. 108 for the following reasons:

1. Many of the materials specified for use were not always available, especially in for-
ward installations. The 500-cc. plasma unit was not available in the European theater.
Collection of blood in the 300-cc. distilled water flask was not practical. After 50 cc. of
sodium citrate solution had been introduced into it, the amount of blood that could be col-
lected would scarcely be worth the effort. The intravenous fluid flask used in the Ebert-
Emerson set had a capacity of over a liter. Other items lacking included 50-cc. vials of
sodium citrate solution with glass beads (Item No. 14306); stainless steel mesh filters in glass
housings (Item No. 36099); and 15-gage needles of the 2-inch hose connector type (Item No.
33578) (fig. 52). Neither glass beads nor mesh filters (considered unnecessary refinements)
were required with the proposed field unit.

2. The open technique recommended in the circular letter was likely to introduce ap-
preciable amounts of foreign matter into the blood, especially when transfusion was necessary
in dusty or sandy atmospheres. The Ebert-Emerson technique was a closed system, in
which there was no risk of contamination in the receiving flask.
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3. The crossmatching recommended in the circular letter was not feasible with the
equipment provided for the field. The safest plan was to use 0 donors exclusively, recheck-
ing their blood group by the high-titer, dried rabbit sera provided by the Army. Donors
with weak A2-agglutinogens were more likely to be identified by this technique than by
crossmatching with the blood of recipients with anti-A agglutinins in low titer.

4. The airway recommended in the circular letter would cause the air pressure in the
bottle to be below atmospheric pressure. This situation, plus the fact that the blood must
pass through a layer of glass beads, a filter, and two needles, would materially limit the rate
of administration. The flow would be further impeded by the venous constriction often
present in casualties in shock, whose response to transfusion often depended upon the volume
and speed of transfusion. The proposed field unit had been designed for the administration
of blood under pressure, and the model finally evolved did not require suspension of the
bottle.

FIGURE 52.-Hose hub type of needle designed to connect with rubber tubing.

On 27 September 1943, Colonel Cutler (30) transmitted this information
through channels to the Office of The Surgeon General, expressing himself as
in complete sympathy with it. He also emphasized the importance of using
whole blood in forward installations, as shown by the data being received from
the North African theater, and the urgency of constructing some sort of trans-
fusion apparatus in the European theater with the materials available there.

Conference of 6 December 1943

Major Ebert was sent to the Zone of Interior on temporary duty in the
late fall of 1943 (31) and attended the conference on blood transfusion equip-
ment held on 6 December 1943 (32), in the Office of The Surgeon General.
The frank discussion possible clarified many of the issues which bad arisen in
connection with the proposed field transfusion unit.

Major Ebert emphasized and clarified the following points:
1. The use of only proved 0 blood.
2. The use of the British transfusion bottle and recipient set.
3. The packing of all the components of the transfusion unit in a single unit in a single

compact package, for their efficient use. Six units were packaged in each ammunition box
used for this purpose.

Major Ebert pointed out that until 500-cc. plasma units were supplied to
the theater, it was impossible to carry out the recommendations in the 27 May
1943 circular letter. He was told to request the theater medical supply officer
to requisition a sufficient number of the larger plasma packages for all units, so
that the distilled water bottle could be used for transfusion.

Since the transfusion equipment then in development in the Zone of
Interior would probably not be ready for shipment until about 1 February
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1944 (it was not received in the European theater until April 1944), it was agreed
that the field transfusion unit devised by Major Ebert and Major Emerson
should be put into production and used until expendable bottles and recipient
sets could be supplied. It was suggested that he ask the theater supply officer
to requisition the new equipment promptly, so that it could be shipped as soon
as it became available. Major Ebert requested, and was given, samples to
take back with him, so that preliminary training with the new equipment could
be begun.

EXPENDABLE TRANSFUSION EQUIPMENT

The expendable equipment eventually provided for oversea theaters con-
sisted of a donor set and a giving set, each put up in sealed aluminum foil
containers (33).

Bleeding Bottles

Up to late 1944, the blood bank at the 152d Station Hospital in the United
Kingdom used the dumbbell-shaped British bleeding bottles (p. 193), into which
blood was drawn by gravity or with the aid of mild suction applied to the air-
way by a hand pump. When bottles were finally sent to the European theater
from the Zone of Interior, the commercially available vacuum bleeding bottles
(fig. 44, p. 178) were selected for several reasons:

1. They had been found extremely satisfactory over the previ.s 4 years at
the Army Medical School, in the processing of liquid plasma for Zone of Interior
hospitals. Blood banks in general hospitals had also used them with equal
satisfaction.

2. Their use provided assurance of sterile, pyrogen-free blood and other
solutions.

3. They were economical as well as safe. They were so inexpensive, in fact,
that it would not be economical to return them by cargo ship or plane to the
Zone of Interior for reuse. This was an important consideration. The return
of needles, tubing and filters from the Continent after D-day was so slow and
incomplete that it was the chief limiting factor in sending whole blood to the
Continent (p. 551). By the end of June, 7,000 sets were still missing in First
U.S. Army scheduled returns. These difficulties continued until blood began to
be received from the Zone of Interior the last week in August.

4. Since the bleeding bottles would be used only once and would replace
locally prepared equipment, they would conserve the personnel used in each
installation to clean bottles and prepare solutions. When Capt. John Elliott,
SnC, reported on his visit to the blood bank at Salisbury in January 1945, one
of his comments was that 25 to 35 percent of bank personnel were engaged in
the preparation of nonexpendable equipment (34). The change to the vacuum
type of disposable bottles was therefore even more important than it might
seem superficially.

717-409'r--44-16
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Donor Set

The disposable donor set consisted of:
One needle, 16-gage.
One needle, 17-gage.
One clamp, Hoffman type.
18 inches of rubber tubing, thrve-sixteenths by three thirty-seconds inch.

When the set, was used, the clamp was placed on the rubber tubing near the
16-gage needle and tightened sufficiently to close the lumen. The needle was
inserted through the thickest portion of the rubber stopper of the vacuum
bottle. The 17-gage needle was inserted into the donor vein. The clamp was
then loosened and was adjusted as necessary to control the rate of flow.

Although the donor set was considered expendable, it could be used five or
six times if facilities and personnel permitted proper cleansing and sterilization.

Recipient (Giving) Set

The giving set consisted of (fig. 53):

A filter housing and connector, glaes.
A filter, Monel metal, 100-mesh, single-layer.
A perforated rubber stopper
A glass connecting tube.
An intravenous needle, hose rubber, 18-gage.
An airway tube, metal, 18-gage.
36 inches of rubber tubing, one-eighth by one thirty-second inch.

The connector at one end of the glass filter housing was used to engage the
bleeding bottle at the free hole. The other end was closed by the perforated
rubber stopper.

The glass connecting tube was passed through the hole of the stopper and
attached to the rubber hose. The 18-gage intravenous needle was attached to
the other end of the hose. The Monel metal filter in the glass housing was
inserted and held in place by tile rubber stopper at the lower end of the housing.
The filter was inverted, so that blood ran into it, thus increasing its filtration
surface by about a third. The metal airway tube, after insertion, provided an
outlet for the glass airway tube.

When this set was used, the glass housing was completely filled, so that
there was no break in continuity of the bloodstream between the housiig and
the bottle. An adequate head of pressure, extending from the top level of the
blood in the bottle to the lowest level of the tubing, was thus assured. This
precaution was essential to provide a steady flow of blood into the vein.

Critique

It was obviously impossible to supply equipment for the European theater
that would be at tile same time inexpensive, complete with all refinements, and
acceptable to everyone. The expendable set finally selected had an adequate
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FIGURE 53.-Disposable blood transfusion (giving) set standardized for
Army-Navy use, contained in aluminum tube, and complete with stain-
less steel filter and 17-gage intravenous needle. A. Components of set.
B. Set in use in shock ward in European theater. The blood being used
has been preserved in Alsever's solution.
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filtering mechanism and was so constructed that it was capable of use without
difficulty not only by medical officers, many of themi without special experience
in this field, but also by the nurses and enlisted men who would have to ad-
minister most of the blood. It did not provide either a drip indicator or a
Luer-tip glass connector for the needles. Both were regarded as unnecessary
refinements. The lack of the indicator was compensated for by maintenance of
a steady head of pressure. The rate of flow was automatically controlled by
the gage of the needles used, which did not permit blood to be introduced into
the vein rapidly enough to overload the circulation. A simple means of de-
termining that blood was running into the vein was to place a drop of water or
alcohol on the airway outlet. If it was sucked up into the glass airway tube, it
was evident that suction existed and that blood was flowing out of the bottle.

Part III. Albumin Packaging

The package devised by Commander Newhouser and Colonel Kendrick
was demonstrated at the Conference on the Preparation of Normal Human
Serum Albumin on 5-6 June 1942 (35), and again at the Conference on Albumnin
Testing on 19 October 1942 (36). The corrugated fiberboard package (37)
was small and compact, and had the added advantage, for Navy use, that it
floated (fig. 54). Each package contained the material and equipment for
three injections. Instructions for use of the albumin were lithographed on
the cans.

The components of the package were:

100 cc. of 25-percent normal human serum albumin prepared from human plasma.
One double-ended glass vial, with a rubber stopper at each end.
One bale (suspension tape) for use with the ampule.
One air filter assembly consisting of a three-fourths inch, 16-gage hose hub needle; 1 inch

of rubber tubing to fit the hose hub needle; and cotton to be placed in the rubber tubing to
serve as an air filter.

One injection assembly, consisting of 40 inches of rubber tubing; one three-fourths inch,
16-gage hose hub needle; one plastic test tube and stopper to protect the needle; one glass
observation tube with ground glass Luer-type tip, 2.5 cm. in length and 2-:3 mm. in diameter;
one three-fourths inch, 20-gage intravenous needle, with plastic test tube for its protection.

One metal can (three to package) for each unit of albumin. The key to open the can
was spotwelded to the bottom of the can, as in the plasma package.

The metal can used in the Army-Navy serum albumin package was a
standard Navy item, used for the priming charge of explosives. There was
therefore no delay in its procurement. Later, in order to conserve tin, the can
was electroplated. The ends were made of bonderized steel.

Note.-As a matter of convenience, special aspects of equipment are further
discussed under theaters of operations and elsewhere.
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FIGURE 54.-Standard Army-Navy serum albumin package. A. Exterior of box. B.
Box with cover removed to show 3 cans it contains. Each can contains 100 cc. of human
serum albumin (25 percent) with equipment for its administration. Contents of each can
equal a 500-ce. shock unit of plasma. C. Contents removed from can. Decal on can is
instructions for administration of serum albumin by equipment shown. D. Serum albumin
equipment on left, which was adopted, in ccntrast to equipment on right, which was originally
devised (for noncombat use) but which would have been hard to package and keep sterile.
Had this equipment been adopted, administration would have had to be quickly by hand,
whereas equipment adopted permitted administration by gravity.
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CHAPTER VIII

Transportation and Refrigeration

PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS

The question of how blood should be transported and refrigerated came
up early in the blood-plasma program. At a meeting of the Subcommittee
on Blood Procurement on 18 August 1941 (1), it was formally recommended
that the bottles of blood be precooled with Dry Ice before they were shipped and
should be shipped under thermostatically controlled temperatures, well below
50 F. (10 C.). Rous and Turner (2) had shown in 1916 that the rate of
hemolysis was much greater when blood was stored at 68' F. (20' C.) rather
than at 41 0 F. (50 C.). The lower temperature was, of course, as important as
the upper. Later, when metabolic processes were more clearly understood,
it was realized that the metabolism of the red blood cells was reduced at a
lower temperature and that they therefore needed less nourishment, which
meant that the nutrition supplied by the dextrose in preservative solutions
was more fully utilized.

In a discussion of refrigeration for the transportation of blood at the
December 1943 meeting of the American Society of Refrigerating Engineers
(3)-when movement of blood by air had begun to be considered-the following
points were made:

1. Whole blood, to be useful and safe, must be maintained at a constant
temperature of about 390 to 430 F. (40 to 60 C.).

2. This is not a problem in most hospital units since, when they are
operational, electric current is available for refrigeration. The problem arises
when blood must be transported.

3. One of the requirements, therefore, in a refrigerator used for blood for
military purposes is a compressor capable of maintaining the temperatures just
specified when the refrigerator is in transportation as well as when it is plugged
into regular power outlets. This requirement means that any refrigerator
which is used must be capable of operation from a small generator which can
develop one-third to one-half kilowatt of power and can also provide 110-volt,
60-cycle alternating current.

4. The refrigerator selected must be sturdy and well insulated, so that the
temperature in it will remain at the desired level when it is used in climates in
which the ambient temperature may rise to 130' F. (540 C.). The cabinet
must be about 3.5 to 4 cu. ft., to accommodate 40-50 bottles of blood. Because
of the weight limitation on cargo for planes, even of the largest type, it is
desirable that the box should not weigh over 80 pounds.

203
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A refrigerator which met these specifications for the air transport of
blood was not developed by the Army during World War II (p. 208). The
program for providing whole blood for oversea theaters did not become a
complete reality, however, until, in addition to the development of equipment
for collecting and administering blood, means of refrigeration had been devel-
oped for its storage and preservation during the airlift (p. 214).

TRANSPORTATION IN THE ZONE OF INTERIOR

Railway Shipments

The original arrangements were that blood should be shipped from Red
Cross donor centers in various cities to the processing laboratories by the
Railway Express Agency, Inc., in Church containers (4). These refrigerated
containers (fig. 55) had been devised by Maj. Elihu Church, president of the
Church Co., for food. From the standpoint of safe transportation and re-
frigeration, they proved admirably adapted for the rail transportation of blood
in tile Zone of Interior. They had certain disadvantages, however, including
their cost, their excessive weight, and their limited number.

By March 1943 (4), shortages of Church containers had become critical.
Schedules of shipment of the containers between laboratories and centers were
not being maintained, expecially on the east and west coasts, even though
more than 300 of the 450 Church containers then in use had been assigned to
the blood-plasma program. The Red Cross considered it essential that a pool
sufficient for at least one day's supply of blood be maintained at each donor
center.

Action was taken to improve the situation at a meeting in the main
(New York City) office of the Railway Express Agency on 5 March 1943,
attended by the chief of the eastern division of the agency; Major Church;
Dr. (later Major, MC) Earl S. Taylor, representing the American Red Cross;
and Col. Charles F. Shook, MC, representing The Surgeon General. All
district managers of the agency were informed of the urgency of the situation
and were instructed to give first priority to blood shipments and to expedite the
return of empty containers. Arrangements were also made to expedite the
repair of damaged containers.

At this time, 100 additional containers were in process of manufacture.
Later, the shot tage of containers was called to the attention of a representative
of the War Production Board, with special emphasis on the urgent necessity
of refrigeration of the blood, particularly during long hauls.

By the end of 1943, all but 37 of all the Church containers in the country
were being used by the American Red Cross. By the middle of 1944, enough
were available to transport all the bloods being procured each week. Adequate
reserves were maintained at strategic points, and repair parts were also in
adequate supply.
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FiG;uRE 55.--Shipping roomi of American lRed Cross Blood Donor
Center, Louisville, Ky., showing Church container used to transport
blood from ceniters to proees-iing laboratories.

An article pub~lishled iii the General Electric Ve'ws was inltendedl to stimiulate
the interest of the workitien nitaking the Church containers by explaining their
own vital role in thle blood-plasiat progranm. M\Iajor Chiurchl had reprints of the
article niade for distribution to till emiployees of the Railway Express Agency
Whot had any connection withi (lie shipmnents of blood fronit tilie centers to the
processing lawboraltories.

Truck Shipments

Iii .June 1944, D~r. Milton V. Veldee coniiplaitied to M aj. Frederic N.
Schwartz, 'MACX in lhe Offive of Thle Suirgeon General, and to D~1r. (s. ( ainby
RoblinIsonI and1( Majo Tc'avh ii of thle Ainiericiii Red ( 'ro ss tliniit bloo d wa-is being
slipptjj'd froi ciiiertall(in donor cIieniters, to t he jpl( iessiu1n 111) ~latboattoies by tru'ick
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instead of by Railway Express and sometimes had to be iced two and three
times along the way (5). The laboratories had complained of the arrangement
and Dr. Veldee objected to it on several grounds:

1. A great deal of experimentation had gone into the development of the Church
container, which had proved, on the whole, very acceptable for both summer and winter
shipments. Before any new arrangements could be accepted, it would be necessary to
study the physical condition of the blood shipped under them in all weather conditions,
which would require at least a year. Meantime, the National Institute of Health specifi-
cations, which had been somewhat liberalized since the start of the program, must be
observed.

2. The Red Cross should not lend itself to scrapping a well organized and smoothly
functioning service in favor of a new and untried method, which involved factors with such
high war priorities and critical shortages as gasoline, trucking equipment, and manpower.

3. While there was probably no legal, contractual reason why the Red Cross should
not cancel its agreement with the American Railway Express Agency, Inc. and the Church
Co., both had given splendid cooperation.

As a result of Dr. Veldee's protest, all blood donor centers reverted to the
original arrangements for transportation and refrigeration, and they remained
in effect until the end of the war.

Refrigeration in the Zone of Interior of blood designed for the oversea
airlift is discussed under that heading.

STATUS OF REFRIGERATION, 1943-AUGUST 1944

Airlift Requirements

After attending a conference in the Aero-Medical Laboratory at Wright
Field, Dayton, Ohio, on 25 October 1943, Maj. (later Col.) Douglas B. Ken-
drick, MC, recommended (6) that a refrigerator developed by the Airtemp
Division, Chrysler Corp., Dayton, Ohio, for the transportation of frozen
biologicals in airplanes be modified for the similar transportation of blood
(fig. 56). The Chrysler representatives did not think it would be possible to
make the refrigerator specified by the Medical Department (1 cu. ft., 80 lb.),
and an attempt at development would take 4-6 months. The Chrysler box
was already in production. No action had been taken on Colonel Kendrick's
recommendation when the airlift to Europe began in August 1944.

Field Requirements

Standard refrigeration was satisfactory for the storage of blood in hospitals
and was part of authorized equipment. A refrigerator for use in the field,
however, had to be operated by a gasoline generator as well as by the usual
power outlets, to provide for the time it was being transported in trucks.
The Division of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical School, working in con-
junction with Mills Industries, Inc., Chicago, developed an electric refrigerator
of 4-cu. ft. capacity, which held 50 bottles of blood. It operated on 110-volt,
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FIGURE 56.-Lightweight aluminum refrigerator (Chrysler) developed
by the Army Air Forces. A. Refrigerator open. B. Refrigerator closed.
C. Compressor.
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60-cycle A.C. current supplied by the usual power outlets or by a 750-watt
(1 hp.) generator.

On 23 November 1943, Mills Industries was given a letter of intent for
the purchase of this whole blood cabinet, to be delivered within 4 weeks (7).
On 25 May 1944, in response to a letter from the Director, Technical Division,
Office of The Surgeon General, Colonel Kendrick (8) recommended that this
refrigerator (with other transfusion equipment) be standardized. The recom-
mendation was approved, but at this time, less than 2 weeks before D-day,
only a prototype existed. This box was later produced in quantity and is still
(1962) in use.

THE AIRLIFT TO THE EUROPEAN THEATER

The Decision to Fly Blood Unrefrigerated in Flight

When the airlift of blood to the European theater ceased to be academic
in August 1944 and became a matter of extreme urgency, two matters had to
be settled immediately. The first was the preservative solution to be used
(p. 224). The second was the possible risk of flying blood, even if refrigerated
again immediately before enplanement and refrigerated immediately after
deplanement, without refrigeration in transit. One problem was intimately
related to the other.

At this time, no action had been taken on the Chrysler refrigerator
recommended in November 1943 for use in transportation of blood in planes
(6). The Division of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical School, had been
working with Engineers' Development Laboratory, Armed Services Medical
Procurement Agency, Fort Totten, N.Y., on a fiberboard container for this
purpose, but it was not ready for use. It is hard to explain why, long after an
efficient insulated box was in use in the Mediterranean theater (p. 417), and
long after blood was being flown to the Pacific Ocean Areas by the Navy in an
efficient insulated box (p. 213), the Army was flying blood to Europe without
refrigeration. Furthermore, the Navy was using ACD (acid-citrate-dextrose)
solution as a preservative, which materially reduced the space occupied by
each bottle, while the Army was still using Alsever's solution, which was not
so effective a preservative and which required considerably more space for
each bottle.

When the question of flying blood to Europe came up in August 1944
(about 8 months after the proposal had previously been rejected (p. 465)),
those responsible for the blood program in the Zone of Interior were faced
with an extremely difficult decision: Would the urgent need for whole blood
in the European theater be more adequately met by sending 450 pints of blood
daily under refrigeration, or by sending 900 pints daily without refrigeration
during the flight period of transportation? Military necessity often forces
undesirable compromises, and here there was never any question that the
wiser decision was to send the larger amounts.
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It is easy to say, long after the end of the war, that the decision should
never have had to be made. That is entirely true. On the other hand, the
plan was not adopted either recklessly or hastily. There was ample evidence
to support the belief that while lack of refrigeration in flight was an undesirable
alternative, it. was a perfectly safe plan (p. 211). If 600-cc. bottles had been
available and if ACD solution had been approved then, the plan employed
would not have been adopted. At the time, however, it was the only reasonable
solution, and it was safe within the framework of the methods employed.

There was no question in the minds of those who had to make the decisions
that (1) fresh blood was best for wounded casualties and (2) that blood kept
under refrigeration at every stage until it was used was more desirable than
blood not constantly under refrigeration. A condition, however, not a theory,
was confronting those responsible for getting the blood to Europe, and their
decision was:

1. That if blood were put in Alsever's solution and were kept refrig-
erated until it was placed aboard the plane, it could safely be flown across the
ocean unrefrigerated during the 16-24 hours, or sometimes longer, taken for
the flight.

2. That. if the blood were then replaced under refrigeration, it could be
safely used for 21 days from the date of collection. Later, after the program
had become so efficient that the blood became available in Europe within 4-6
days after it had been collected, or even earlier, this interval was reduced to
18 days.

Objections to the Plan

At a conference held in the Office of The Surgeon General on 15 August
(9) and attended by Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Elliott C. Cutler, MC, Col. William
F. MacFee, MC, 2d Evacuation Hospital, and Maj. Robert C. Hardin, MC,
these officers stated that they considered sending blood overseas without re-
frigeration an unsafe practice, which they were unwilling to accept. They
were given the following explanation of, and justification for, the plan:

1. The blood would be delivered in 1,000-cc. bottles containing 500 cc. of
blood and 500 cc. of Alsever's solution. The bottles would be refrigerated
before and immediately after the blood was collected and would remain under
refrigeration until they were placed on board the plane. They would be re-
frigerated at Prestwick, shipped by air to the Continent in refrigerated cans,
refrigerated again at the blood depot, and then delivered to forward areas in
refrigerated cans. Thus, the only time the blood would not be under refrig-
eration would be during the Atlantic crossing.

2. Blood collected in Alsever's solution had been shipped without refrig-
eration from the Army Medical School to Prestwick and back to the school;
there, tests showed that the supernatant plasma contained no more than 28
mg. of hemoglobin per 100 cc. Blood in the same solution had been shipped
unrefrigerated to Bermuda, Los Angeles, and Hawaii and had been off refrig-
eration for as long as 5 days. At the end of this period, the supernatant plasma
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contained no more than 25 mug. of hemoglobin per 100 cc. No reactions of any
kind had followed transfusions with this blood on three separate patients.

3. When blood collected in Alsever's solution and kept off refrigeration for
periods ranging up to 72 hours was tested for hemnolytic change, it was found
that it could be stored safely for up to 8 days, against safe periods of 21 days
with refrigeration.'

4. For the past year, liquid plasmia prepared at the Blood Research Divi-
sion, Army Medical School, had been obtained from unrefrigerated blood,
kept at room temperatures, 700 to 900 F. (210 to 320 (.). When the unre-
frigerated red blood cells, which were resuspended in isotonic sodium chloride
solution, were used after 5 days' storage, the reaction rate was comparable to,
or lower than, the rate after transfusion with refrigerated red blood cells. 'rhe
increase in the recipient's red blood cell count and hemoglobin level was also
comparable to the increase observed after the use of refrigerated red blood
cells.

5. Although it was granted that proof of safety would be obtained only
after actual experience with large amounts of blood, the proposal to fly blood
unrefrigerated to Europe during flight was considered safe because the only
difference between using unrefrigerated blood and red cells in the Zone of
Interior and using them abroad would seem to be the conditions to which the
blood would be subjected during flight.

Other Studies on Refrigeration

Numerous studies made before the war, particularly att the State Uni-
versity of Iowa (p. 220), on the effects of refrigeration on blood have been men-
tioned in other connections. One or two other studies might be cited:

Bushby and his associates (10) studied storage of blood at various tein-
perature levels. They showed that rapid cooling of the blood immediately
after cslection was not harmful but that undue delay in refrigeration (up to
24 hours) had deleterious effects; that cooling to 320 F. (00 C.) for 2 days
before storage at 390 F. (40 C.) did no harm, nor did warming to room tem-
perature after 4 days' storage at this level; and that it was apparently safe to
remove a bottle of blood from the refrigerator, let it warm, and then store it
again.

At the Conference on Blood Preservation on 19 January 1945 (11), when
blood was already being flown to Europe without refrigeration en route, Dr.
J. G. Gibson, 2d, reported observations on 10 blood specimens shipped by air
under refrigeration. The amount of free hemoglobin in the plasma was 8-13
Ing. percent, and survival of the red cells after transfusion was excellent. In
contrast, blood shipped by plane to Paris and return, without refrigeration
either way, was found greatly deteriorated; it had been II( days in transit.

a It should be emphasized that these tests were made simply to determine the theoretic safety of keeping blood une-
frigerated for certain periods of time if logistic restrictions proved overriding and it became necessary to use this method.
It was clearly understood, by all concerned with the program, that blood should be kept at a constant temperature.
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At this same conference, Lt. Cdr. Eugene L. Lozuer, MC, USN, reported
observations on transfusions carried out with blood collected in ACD solution
in Washington and on the west coast, shipped to Guam in Navy refrigerated
boxes, and then shipped back to the Naval Medical School in Washington.
Filtration through the recipient apparatus was good. Blood in which less
than 2 percent of the red cells were hemolyzed produced no untoward reactions.
Recipients who were given blood more than 28 days old showed bilirubinemia
but no hemoglobinemia.

STUDIES ON UNREFRIGERATED BLOOD FLOWN TO THE
EUROPEAN THEATER

Numerous studies were made on blood flown unrefrigerated across the
Atlantic, beginning with samples from the first shipments (12). Tests at the
blood bank at Salisbury showed that the fragility of the red blood cells and
the amount of free hemoglobin released compared very favorably with the
same tests on blood collected in the European theater.

Temperatures on the transocean flight.-A formal test on the tempera-
tures of blood in transit without refrigeration was made in January 1945 by
Capt. John Elliott, SnC, Assistant in the Division of Surgical Physiology,
Army Medical School. He reported to Brig. Gen. Fred W. Rankin, through
the Director of the School, on 1 February 1945, as follows (13):

A shipment of blood collected in Washington and Baltimore on 12 January
1945 was accompanied to Paris and observed along the way. The total time
in transit was 6 days and 12 hours. The scheduled flight time from the United
States to Paris was 28 hours, but all crews questioned agreed that it was not
unusual during the winter for planes to be delayed en route for 1 to 5 days.

The first crew turned on the heat in the plane immediately after it took off
from Washington. This crew, like the second, which took over at the Azores,
stated that their instructions were to maintain a temperature above freezing
but that they had had no information about a safe upper limit. The blood
was transported during the entire trip at a temperature below 540 F. (120 C.),
with the lower limit 460 F. (80 C.), except for a single period of 6 hours, during
which the range was 610 to 810 F. (160 to 271 C.). During the first 4 hours
of the flight, the temperature range was 460 to 540 F. (80 to 120 C.) except for
2 hours on the ground at Bermuda, when it rose to 811 F. (270 C.). At Saint
Mawgan, England, where the plane was delayed for almost 5 days, the outside
temperature was between 320 and 460 F. (00 and 80 C.) and the blood was kept
aboard.

During the stop at Saint Mawgan, Captain Elliott was able to discuss the
transportation of whole blood with several crews from Army planes and from
Transworld and American Airlines planes. Army pilots had instructions to
maintain temperatures between 370 and 480 F. (30 and 90 C.); one of them had
the instructions posted in the cabin. Commer.,al pilots had no written
instructions but had been told verbally to maintain temperatures above
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freezing. These (latat were 'onifirmied by crews questioned1 oin the return trip.
According to Captain Elliott's information, only one shipment of bl100(

hadI been delayed at Bermuda during the operation of the program to date.
During December and January, 12 shipments had been delayed ait the Azores.
and during December, 19 had been held over at Sainit Mawgan. No informia-
tion could be secured concerning delays at Stephenville, Newfoundland, or
Prestwick, Scotland.

The commanding officers at the hospital in Bermutda andl the (dispenlsary
in the Azores and the flight miedical officer ait Saint 'Mawganl had all beeti told
to offload bl1ood andl store it undler refrigeration if a plane, was to be hield more
than 2 hours. There wats ample refrigerpting capacity at all of these stations,
and] the excellent, cooperation of priorities, traffic, and medlical officers, insuired
the proper handling of the blood while the planes were onl the ground.

Refrigeration in the European theater.-The 400 to 500 bottles of blood(
collected daily by the blood b~ank ait. the 152d Station Hospital at Salisbury
were flown to Paris iii iced miarniite cans (fig. 120, p. 5.34). Refrigeration
faicilities there, ait the continental section of the blood bank, were praictically
unlimited. The :300 to 400 bottles of 1)100( collected locally and the blood
receivedl from the Zone of Interior were sent, forward in refrigerators mounted
onl trucks. The blood( from Salisbury was shipped in the miarmite canis in
which it was received; these cans hldcl sufficient wet ice to maintain desired
temlperatutres for 24 hours or more.

Though the Patris operation was a very large one-up to 31 December
1944, the bank had receivedl 28,974 bottles of blood from the Zone of Interior.
and, for tlie first, 25 (lays of Januiary, it, had received 21,677 bottles-there had
beeun 10 losses from. lack of refrigeration.

Recommendations

In the report of this ltour of inspection, Captain Elliott made the following
recommendlat ions, based onl his observations:

1. All shipnients of blood front the Unite'd State's should be' accomupanied by it numbexred
anilfe-St tanting the tilne and1 place the' blood( wat collected, the storage temperature at the

airport, the time of departure front the( Unite-d Stat4-, temtperature readinp at 2- or 3-hour
int4-rvahs (luring the( crossing, storage winiperattures during delays on the ground, and tiny
other pertinent information contalining temnperature and1 storage conditions.,

With these data, the Paris Blood( Bank would have-( a record of the temperatures at
which the( blood had beenl manjltain~ed front collection to delivery and(, depending upon the
length Of time1 optimumIII temper)atuires had he-en mnaintained, could determine whether the
p~resent I 6-day dating period could be safely exte-nded to 21 days. Major HlardIin hoped
that this System Would 1w' inlstituted( as soon as possiblie.

2. All plane crew., shouild be givenm uniforin instructions concerning the proper temipera-
tuires to he' Maintained( inl planes1 l~Ving blood.

:1. Rlefrigeration during transportationi should Ix- provided as soon as possible.2

ICaptain Elliott recommended an immnediate 5-pverent increase in the daily airlift to Paris and also recommended,
In view or an immtinent requtest to increase shipmftentst by 020 ilercnt. t hat plri he set In train at once to Implement this
increav.~
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On 1 February 1945, Maj. John J. McGraw, Jr., MC, Acting Chief Division
of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical School, made the following comments
on this report, through the Director, Army Medical School, to the Chief,
Overseas Branch, Issue Section, Supply Division, Office of The Surgeon General,
and to General Rankin (14):

On the basis of this report, there was no doubt that the Air Transport
Command was carrying out a most efficient operation in the airlift of blood
to Europe. To increase the efficiency and safety of the operation, it was
recommended:

1. That Captain Elliott's recommendations concerning the maintenance
of a temperature chart for the airlifted blood be instituted at once and that the
chart originate with the center collecting the blood.

2. That the responsibility for handling blood be fixed at all stages en
route and that those responsible be instructed to keep the temperatures of
the blood as far as possible between 390 and 50' F (40 and 100 C.).

These recommendations were put into effect on 17 February 1945.

EXPENDABLE REFRIGERATION CONTAINERS FOR THE
OVERSEA AIRLIFTS

One highly favorable circumstance in the program of blood for Europe
was that shipments began in late August and most of the bloods flown across
the Atlantic without refrigeration were moved during the coldest part of the
year, when overheating of the blood was unlikely. During this interim, active
work continued on an expendable iced container, which was ready in the spring,
when warmer weather began. Also during this period, the Navy accumulated
sufficient experience flying blood to the Pacific in ACD solution to produce
statistical evidence of its safety. The use of this solution permitted a reduction
of 400 cc. in the size of the bottle, which largely compensated for the additional
space occupied by the iced containers.

Containers

Navy container.-T!he Navy expendable refrigerated box was put into
use as soon as the Navy airlift of blood to the Pacific began in November 1944.
Trial runs began in September. When the insulated chests were demonstrated
by Capt. Lloyd R. Newhouser, MC, USN, at the Conference on Blood Preser-
vation on 19 January 1945 (11), about 19,000 bloods had been shipped in them
by plane from San Francisco to Pearl Harbor, re-iced there, and then flown on
to Guam, and thence to more forward points. The overall rate of discard
had been 1.7 percent, and the reaction rate in about 6,000 transfusions had
been 2.7 percent.

The Navy chest (fig. 140, p. 612) was made of plywood insulated with 3
inches of Fiberglass. It weighed 87 pounds packed and occupied 5.9 cubic
feet. Inside, a galvanized iron receptacle contained a central canister filled
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with 15 pounds of ice and had space for sixteen 600-ce. flasks of blood in ACD
solution.

Testing had been rigorous and had included parachute drops, without
dainage. The observations of Lt. (later Lt. Cdr.) Henry S. Blake, MC, USN,
on a test shipment had shown that temperatures within the chest were niain-
tained at 45.5' to 480 F. (7.50 to 90 C.).

Army container.-The Army container (fig. 182, p. 762), as finally developed,
was made of reinforced (double) cardboard, insulated with aluminum foil
and cotton batting. It was both flameproof and mnoistureproof. Like the
Navy box, it occupied 5.9 cubic feet. It was fitted with wire racks which
held 24 recipient sets and twenty-four 600-ce. bottles of blood in ACD solution.
The compartment for ice held 19 pounds, and both icing and re-icing were
simple. Tile empty box weighed 35 pounds and, with its contents, about
105 pounds. The shipping weight per lottle was thus only 4 pounds, against
5,' pounds per bottle for the Navy container.

The (late andl hour of packing were recorded on the instruction sheet on
the lid of the box. Also recorded were the date and hour (about 48 hours
later) when re-icing would be necessary if the box had not arrived at its destina-
tion.

Ice was supplied to the bleeding centers at Boston, New York, and
Washington in the amount of about 1,000 pounds each per day. The blood
was refrigerated as soon as it was collected, and the containers were re-iced
as necessary before they were placed on the oversea planes and again after
they were removed. Re-icing en route was cared for, by arrangement, by
the Air Transport Command and the Naval Air Transport Service.

Specific instructions were given to all bleeding centers for the correct
handling of the insulated boxes and the new solution bottles.

These containers proved entirely satisfactory throughout the remainder
of the airlift. They also proved useful to oversea organizations, such as
clearing stations, which had no refrigeration, as well as to installations in
which refrigerating space was limited. The only real objection to themn con-
cerned their original color, a light, glossy tan. (in occasion, stacks of empties
in the field attracted enemy planes on strafing missions, particularly on moon-
light nights. Advanced blood banks in the European theater quickly learned
that these boxes must be camouflaged or destroyed. The same complaint
was made about Navy boxes hn the Pacific. Later, all containers were painted
olive-drab.

Changeover to Refrigerated Containers and ACD Solution

The Reynolds Metal Co., without waiting for a formal order, provided
six insulated sample containers, and they were shipped to Paris, two a day,
on 26, 27, and 28 February. Each contained 24 bottles of blood. Observations
en route and at the Paris Blood Bank indicated an entirely satisfactory per-
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formance (15). The temperature was at all times within the required range
(390 to 500 F., 40 to 10' C.), and refrigeration lasted longer than the period
set forth in the specifications for the containers. At the end of the longest
run, 64% hours, the box still contained 10-12 pounds of ice, and all the bloods
in it were in excellent condition.

Meantime, arrangements were made in the Zone of Interior for requisition-
ing the necessary containers and also for the changeover from Alsever's to
ACD solution. All changes had to be carefully integrated with each other:
The blood had to be flown to Europe daily; it could not be held over. Most
centers did not have storage facilities for more than a 3-day supply of containers.
Orders for the larger bottles of blood, containing Alsever's solution, had to
be canceled, but only just in time for the bottles containing ACD solution to be
rea( in correlation with the delivery of the containers.

On 24 March 1945, Maj. Gen. Paul R. Hawley made the urgent request
of The Surgeon General that, beginning at once, all blood shipped to the
European theater be refrigerated and be put up in ACD solution (16). Alsever's
solution, he said, had been satisfactory in respect to cell survival in the recipient
within the age limits used, but the pressing need for refrigeration made it
advisable to change to ACD solution, to reduce the volume of shipments but
permit shipment of the same amount of blood. The theater experience with
ACD solution had been too small for valid comparison with Alsever's solution,
but he was willing to accept the NRC (National Research Council) pronounce-
ment that it was at least as satisfactory.

When General Hawley made this request, practically everything in the
Zone of Interior was ready for the changeover to ACD solution and the use of
expendable insulated containers. In fact, a radiogram had already been sent
to him on 19 February 1945, from the Office of The Surgeon General, informing
him that the 1,200 bloods delivered daily to Paris unrefrigerated and in 1,000-cc.
bottles in Alsever's solution would shortly be replaced by the same number in
600-cc. bottles in ACD solution and in insulated, expendable containers. The
total weight requirement of each shipment would be 5,000 pounds and the
total space requirement 320 cu. ft.

The new plans were put into effect on 1 April 1945, and the first blood
was flown from the east coast to Europe under these arrangements on 9 April
1945.

Flying chilled blood to Europe on planes without refrigeration was a
highly successful expedient. That it succeeded does not make the plan either
wise or desirable. All future programs for the use of whole blood should
include provisions for constant, reliable refrigeration.

On the other hand, this unrefrigerated blood saved an untold number of
lives that would have been lost if, because refrigeration was lacking, no blood
at all had been flown to Europe.
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CHAPTER IX

Preservative Solutions

DEFINITIONS AND CRITERIA

As pointed out elsewhere, there is a distinction between stored blood
and preserved blood that is not always observed but that always should be.
Muether and Andrews (1), whose extensive studies in this field will be men-
tioned later, were among the first to point it out. Stored blood is citrated
blood which has been kept for hours or days, at temperatures between 360
and 460 F. (2° and 8' C.), and to which nothing has been added to inhibit
deterioration of the erythrocytes; sodium citrate is an anticoagulant, not a
preservative. Preserved blood is blood to which some additional substance
has been added to check disintegration of the erythrocytes. It was the solu-
tion of the problem of halting this disintegration that made possible the use
in oversea theaters of whole blood flown from the United States.

While varying criteria have been advanced for safe and effective preserva-
tion of blood, the following met essential military requirements:

1. The blood must be collected in a closed system and handled as little
as possible at every step of processing to avoid contamination.

2. It must be kept at a low, constant temperature from collection to
administration.

3. The technique of preservation must be simple and inexpensive.
4. The preserved blood must maintain to a high degree the properties

of fresh blood if it is to serve its therapeutic purpose. This purpose can be
accomplished only if the blood shows a low rate of hemolysis and a high rate
of red blood cell survival.

5. The ultimate fate of transfused red blood cells determines the effect
of the transfusion upon the recipient.

Red blood cell survival has been studied in detail by a number of observers,
beginning in 1919 with Ashby (2), whose differentiation agglutination technique
is still regarded by many observers as more efficient than the modern radio-
active cell-tagging technique (p. 221) because the Ashby technique permits the
observer to follow the red cells through their lifespan.

HISTORICAL NOTE

First Studies on Hemolysis

When Rous and Turner (3, 4), in 1916, published their work on the pres-
ervation of living red cells in vitro, they had been able to find only a single
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report on this or any other related study except the demonstration, in 1914,
by Abel, Rowntree, and Turner (5), that only formed elements of the blood
need to be replaced in healthy animals depleted by hemorrhage.

The results of the Rous-Turner studies were as follows:
1. The rapidity of hemolysis was generally increased when only electrolytes were added

to the blood. When sodium citrate was used, human red blood cells tended to break down
rather rapidly; disintegration occurred relatively early even wheu the smallest quantity
that would prevent clotting was used.

2. Hemolysis was greatly diminished when saccharose or dextrose was added to the
citrated blood. Hluman red blood cells remained intact for about 4 weeks when a solution
was used consistiing of two volumnes of 3.8-percent sodium citrate solution and five volumes
of 5.4-percent dextrose solution for every three volumes of blood.

3. The most effective preservative solutions were approximately isotonic with blood
serum.

Robertson (6), in 1917, applied the technique of Rous and Turner in what
amounted to the operation of the world's first blood bank, in casualty clearing
stations of the British Army (p. 5).

Introduction of Sodium Citrate

The first step on the road to the therapeutic use of blood in World War I I
battle casualties was the successful use of citrated blood in 1914 at Mount
Sinai Hospital, New York City (7-9).

In a retrospective view of his experiences, published in 1958, the late
Dr. Richard Lewisohn (10), who is generally credited with the introdue',,
of the method, pointed out that the famous British obstetrician, Braxton ... -.s,
used sdium citrate as an anticoagulant in 1869 but that a number of fatalities
forced him to abandon it.

Later experiments by other observers with hirudin, sodium oxalate, and
peptone showed all of these agents to be too toxic for clinical use. Sodium
citrate, usually in 1-percent concentration, had long been used as an anticoagu-
lant in blood collected for laboratory purposes, but this concentration, which
was assumed to be necessary to prevent coagulation, was also assumed to be
too toxic for human administration. By a careful series of animal experiments,
Lewisohn showed that a concentration of 0.2-percent sodium citrate was
sufficient to prevent coagulation of blood in vitro for 2 or 3 days. His clinical
studies showed that up to 5 gin. of sodium citrate could be safely introduced
into adults intravenously, though, paradoxically, its introduction caused a
temporary shortening of the recipient's own coagulation time. It was thus
possible to transfuse as much as 2,500 cc. of blood at a time--and that, added
Lewisohn, quite unprophetically, "is more than anybody ever wants * * *

to introduce into the recipient" (10).
In his 1958 communication (10), as well as in his original report in January

1915 (7), Lewisohn pointed out that results identical to his own had been pub-
lished by Agote in Buenos Aires in the same month his report was published.
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In his 1915 communication, he also acknowledged the work of two other ob-
servers: In March 1914, Hustin, in Brussels, had treated a patient with blood
mixed with glucose and sodium citrate. In January 1915, Weil (11) published
the report of an earlier report before the New York Academy of Medicine
dealing with the use of citrated blood at General Memorial Hospital. He
used a 10-percent citrate solution, in the proportion of 1 cc. of solution to
10 cc. of blood, and gave transfusions of as much as 350 cc. from 3 to 5 days
after the blood had been collected.

Over forty years later (10), Lewisohn's philosophic reaction to these
various reports about the same time as his own was that when an idea is ripe,
it occurs to a number of persons at the same time.

For a time, it seemed that reactions to the use of citrated blood might
destroy the usefulness of the method. it was evident, however, that citrate
played no part in the chills when Lewisohn and Rosenthal (12), also at Mount
Sinai Hospital, demonstrated that reactions were not caused by sodium citrate
but by pyrogens present in carelessly cleaned transfusion equipment. When
a special department was created to handle the equipment, the incidence of
posttransfusion chills fell from 12 percent to I percent. Many years later, when
the Mount Sinai technique was introduced in a hospital in Novgorod, by
Satunov, the incidence of reactions there fell from 53 percent to 2 percent.

Preservatives Between the World Wars

The Rous-Turner solution was widely used in the United States between
the World Wars, but it was difficult to prepare; the bulk of the final solution
was undesirably large; and the concentration of plasma was so dangerously
high that the plasma had to be discarded (13, 14). The solutions introduced
by Perry (15), at the Moscow Institute of Hematology (M.I.H. solution)
(16), and by Gnoinski of Warsaw all had very undesirable features.

DeGowin, Harris, Plass, and their associates used a modification of the
Rous-Turner solution, consisting of 3.2-percent trisodium citrate in 100 cc. of
water; 5.4-percent anhydrous dextrose in 650 cc. of water; and 500 cc. of blood.
This gave a total volume of 1,250 cc., and a blood-diluent ratio of 1.5:1. The
solution preserved red cells in vitro quite as well as the Rous-Turner solution;
produced satisfactory clinical results; and had the advantage of conserving
the plasma, which had to be discarded when the Rous-Turner solution was
used.

From their reviews of the literature and their own experience, DeGowin
and his associates drew the following conclusions (13, 14, 17):

1. Progressive hemol)sis occurred in human blood in all the preservativee studied and
was much greater when the blood was stored at 680 F. (200 C.) rather than at 410 F. (50 C.).

2. The addition of large quantities of isotonic dextrose solution slowed the rate of hemol-
ysis considerably as compared with the rate in blood stored with little or no added dextrose.

717--4091-64-17
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3. Hemolysis was much less in blood stored in sealed flasks from which air was completely
excluded.

4. Erythrocytes stored in the DeGowin et al. solution resisted destruction by shaking
better than those stored in citrate alone or in saline. These observers used blood stored in
their own solution up to 38 days with no reactions.

TRANSPORTABILITY OF WHOLE BLOOD

At the first meeting of the Committee on Transfusions, NRC (National
Research Council) on 31 May 1940 (18), and the first meeting of the Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes on 30 November 1940 (19), much of the dis-
cussion concerned improvement of methods of preserving whole blood, both
to increase the safe period of its use and to make it safely transportable. As
was pointed out at a later conference (20), the decision to use preserved blood
in wartime would make a great deal of difference in its availability at many
points at which the wounded would be treated; the question was not one of
advisability but of feasibility.

In 1940, there was very little authoritative information on the trans-
portability of whole blood, though as Lewisohn pointed out in 1958 (10),
in 1916 Brem had collected blood in citrate solution in his office and taken it
by plane to a patient in another city. Blood had also been transported by the
British Medical Service in World War I (p. 6).

At bo~h of the meetings just mentioned, work carried out at the State
University of Iowa, by Drs. Everett D. Plass, Elmer L. DeGowin, Robert C.
Hardin, and their group, was summarized; it was reported in the literature
the following year (14). Between 1 September 1938 and 17 November 1940,
2,123 transfusions had been given with blood preserved in the DeGowin modi-
fication of the Rous-Turner solution, with 4.1 percent of reactions and with
highly satisfactory clinical results. Optimum inhibition of hemolysis during
storage required a dextrose concentration of at least 3 percent, though, as
British workers had shown, concentrations of as low as 0.3 percent permitted
longer red blood cell survival in the recipient's blood than was achieved with
citrate alone.

The prevailing belief that red blood cells would not withstand trans-
portation and would rupture with slight trauma did not seem reasonable to
the Iowa group, in view of the trauma such cells ordinarily withstand as they
are forced through the capillary circulation. Rigid tests of transportability
were therefore undertaken on blood put up in Baxter bottles in citrate-glucose
(3 percent) solution after it had been kept in a refrigerator up to IS days.
To avoid shaking, the contents of each bottle had been brought up to 1,250 cc.
The bottles were transported in ordinary milk cans, covered with quilts and
re-iced at least once every 24 hours. Twenty bloods were shipped by plane
to San Francisco and back, and 20 other samples were taken by ambulance to
outlying districts of Iowa City, to test the effect of rough roads.

There was no appreciable increase in hemoglobin levels in the centrifuged
plasma either before or immediately after transportation in 20 bloods. In
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the remainder, the increases were insignificant, the largest being from 8.4 to
18.3 mg. percent.

All these bloods were then used for transfusion, on appropriate indications,
from 3 to 45 days after they had been collected. The only transfusion reaction,
which was limited to chills and fever, occurred in a patient who had undergone
thoracoplasty.

Blood was also carried by car for 30 hours, including stopovers, for a
distance of 720 miles. It was then flown from Iowa City to Oakland and
back, a distance of 3,539 miles and 24 hours of flying time (46 hours including
stopovers). When the flasks were examined 30 minutes after the plane had
landed, the erythrocytes in many of them had almost completely sedimented
during the trip.

DEVELOPMENT OF PRESERVATIVE SOLUTIONS

No action was taken on preservative solutions until the Conference on
Tr-.ansfusion Equipment and Procedure on 25 August 1942 (20), at which the
chairman, Dr. Robert F. Loeb, requested Dr. DeGowin to draw up a statement
of the problem and propose a plan to be submitted for consideration to the
Surgeons General of the Army and the Navy. At the meeting of the Subcom-
mittee on Blood Substitutes on 20 October 1942 (21), the proposal was made to
recommend to the Armed Forces the use of preserved blood whenever this was
feasible and fresh blood could not be used. There was no discussion of the
preservative, and action on the recommendation was deferred.

At the meeting of the subcommittee on 13 May 1943 (22), a letter was
read from Dr. P. L. Mollison, suggesting the use of what he termed a "slough
preservative," incorporating citrate, citric acid, and dextrose, the constituents
used in the preservative solution later adopted for blood flown overseas. Dr.
DeGowin was authorized to prepare a summary statement, incorporating all
experimental and clinical data available on preservative solutions and physical
equipment for whole blood preservation and shipment.

The Conference on Preserved Blood recommended by the subcommittee
convened on 25 May 1943 and heard a number of reports, as follows (23):

J. Dr. 0. F. Denstedt, of McGill University, reported on survival experiments with the
Ashby technique, on transfused preserved red cells, and Dr. Joseph F. Ross, Evans Memorial
Hospital, Boston, reported, with Dr. Milan A. Chapin, on studies on the hemoglobin molecule
made with radioactive isotopes of iron.

It was brought out in the discussion that the value of a preservative must be judged by
its effectiveness in prolonging the in vivo survival of transfused erythrocytes as well as by its
ability to prevent in vitro hemolysis, changes in osmotic fragility and cellular potassium
content, and changes in other components. The radioactive tagged cell technique reported
by Drs. Ross and Chapin was so sensitive that 0.005 cc. of transfused cells could be detected
in 1.0 cc. of the recipient's blood with an accuracy of ± 10 percent, and the total volume of
labeled cells which had to be injected into the recipient was so small that it produced no
hemodynamic or hematopoietic disturbance. The results of this study also indicated that
the breakdown products of hemoglobin were rapidly reutilized for the synthesis of new hemo-
globin. It was therefore impossible to trace the survival of the injected cells for more than
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24-48 hours, but this made little difference, since it is in the period immnediately after trans-
fusion that survival is of the greatest importance. It could be concluded from these observa-
tions that even though transfused cells were destroyed rapidly, they were of distinct, if
temporary, value in promoting blood formation.

2. Dr. Denstedt discussed the modifications of the DeGowin modification of the Rous-

Turner solution which he and his associates had devised at McGill University (and which he
later requested be called tile McGill solution (.)). The first of these solutions consisted of
400 cc. of blood, 80 cc. of 3.2-percent sodium citrate, and 120 cc. of 5.4-percent dextrose.
These quantities constituted 600 cc. of solution, with a blood-diluent ratio of 2: 1. With this

dilution, most bloods could be storec0 up to 6-8 weeks at 390 F. (40 C.), with less than 1-per-
cent loss by hemolysis.

The second solution consisted of 400 cc. of blood, 80 cc. of 3.2-percent sodium citrate,
80 cc. of 5.4-percent dextrose, and 40 cc. of an isotonic buffer solution. The resulting solution
consisted of 1,000 cc. of 0.3 molar (4.14 percent) monobasic sodium phosphate (NaH21PO4 .Ii 2(),

925 cc. of 0.3 molar (1:2 percent) sodium hydroxide (NaOH), and 480 cc. of water. These
quantities also produced 600 cc. of solution with a blood-diluent ratio of 2:1. The second
solution was recommended on the ground that it maintained the citrate concentration above
0.34 percent and also maintained an effective level of dextrose. The buffered solution
retarded cell swelling during storage, retarded changes in organic phosphates, and reduced
cohesion of cells on sedimentation. When buffered bloods were stored at 500 F. (100 C.), t he
changes were no greater than when they were stored at 390 F. (4' C.). With unbuffered
bloods, the changes at the higher temperature were more rapid.

At the 10 August 1943 meeting of the subcommittee (25), the discussion of
preservatives was continued. Dr. Edwin J. Cohn introduced a recommendation
that glucose be added whenever blood was stored at low temperatures. Dr.
Max M. Strumia objected to the additive; his own work with urobilin levels in
blood had not shown any superior red blood cell survival in vivo when it was
used; in fact, cellular fragility seemed to be increased. He also saw no ad-
vantage to preserving blood for more than 5 days, the average time for which
blood was then banked. Dr. DeGowin pointed out that military demands were
irregular and that the attempt to operate a bank with blood that could be
stored only 5 days would result in excessive losses of blood, which could be used
if longer periods of storage were possible. In view of the differences of opinion,
Dr. Cohn withdrew his recommendation.

Meantime, Dr. John B. Alsever, then in the U.S. Public Health Service, had
devised a solution composed of 0.42-percent sodium chloride, 0.8-percent sodium
citrate, and 2.05-percent dextrose; 500 cc. of this mixture had to be used with
each 500 cc. of blood (fig. 57).

Alsever's solution had proved satisfactory with the usual criteria for
studying red blood cell preservation; that is, rate of spontaneous hemolysis,

fragility tests, hemoglobin levels, and incidence of reactions. At the 24 Sep-
tember 1943 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (26), it was
recommended to the Armed Forces that, if blood was to be stored for more
than 5 days, refrigeration and the addition of glucose was essential. In the
light of present knowledge, Alsever's, DeGowin's and Denstedt's solutions
would be equally effective.

With the recommendation at the subcommittee meeting on 17 November

1943 (27), that The Surgeon General of the Army give consideration to the
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more than 13,000 transfusions given over the past 5 years at the State Uni-
versity of Iowa College of Medicine. The upper storage limit was 30 days,
and the incidence of reactions was low and no greater with aging blood than
with blood used earlier. No definitive action was taken in regard to preserva-
tives at this conference or at the meeting of the subcommittee o0l 3 March
1944 (29), at which tile Loutit-Mollison solution (30) was first mentioned.

Selection of Alsever's Solution for Oversea Airlift

When the Third Conference on Blood Storage was convened on 30 August
1944 (31), blood put up in Alsever's solution and flown from the United States
was already being administered in field hospitals in France. When the deci-
sion concerning a preservative had to be made without deray, because of tile
critical situation in Europe, Alsever's solution, in the absence of a definitive
recommendation from the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, seemed to be
the wisest choice for a number of reasons. They were stated (32) at the con-
ference held in the Office of The Surgeon General on 15 August 1944 (p. 209).
In substance, they were as follows:

1. The Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, NRC, had agreed on 24
September 1943 (26) that Alsever's solution was at least as good as DeGowin's
and Denstedt's solutions; up to that time, the experience with Denstedt's
solution had been limited.

2. Tests with these solutions had been carried out at tile Army Medical
School since 1939. In 1943, a blood transfusion and intravenous fluid service
had been set up at Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C., and
operated by the Blood Research Division of the school.

3. When the McGill solution was tested, the precipitation of fibrin, par-
ticularly when blood that had been stored for more than 7 days was used, was
so great that the steel filters in the giving sets had frequently become coni-
pletely blocked.

4. The more dilute Alsever's solution, which had the disadvantage of
requiring 500 cc. of solution to each 500 cc. of blood, had been used in more
than 2,000 transfusions. Tile added crystalloid content minimized fibrinogen
precipitation, and blood stored in this solution was much easier to administer
through standard Army filters.

Alsever's solution had been submitted to rigorous testing. Only proved
O blood had been used, up to 30 days old. It had been shipped by plane to
the west coast, without refrigeration and returned to the Army Medical School
in good condition. With continuous refrigeration, the blood could be used
from 25 to 30 days after it was collected; the free hemoglobin was no more
than 25 mg. percent. When refrigeration was interrupted for 24 hours, the
dating period was reduced to 18-21 days. When the blood was taken from
the refrigerator and left at room temperature for 48-72 hours, spontaneous
hetiolysis reduced the dating period to 14-16 days.
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Blood put up in Alsever's solution was also tested in other ways. During
28 days of storage, it was shaken every day. It was transported in trucks
for 8- to 24-hour periods two or three times a week, in temperatures ranging
from just above freezing to 500 to 600 F. (10° to 150 C.). The method of
testing was therefore extremely severe, and the fact that the blood stood up
well under the conditions-most of them far more severe than blood handled
under controlled conditions would be subjected to-made it evident that it
would be practical to supply preserved blood to oversea theaters.

The reaction rate with blood preserved in Alsever's solution was about 1
percent. No jaundice had followed any transfusion. Even though blood
preserved in this solution had been given in quantities up to 3,000 and 4,000
cc. over a 12-hour period, none of the patients who had received these quan-
tities had developed pulmonary edema. Kilduffe and DeBakey's (33) review
of the literature did not support tile contention that if 4,000 to 5,000 cc. of
blood were given over a 24-hour period, pulmonary edema would necessarily
occur. DeBakey had personally given as much as 9,000 cc. in 12 hours with-
out its development. It was understood, of course, that these generalizations
did not apply to casualties with blast injuries or to patients with organic
heart disease and myocardial insufficiency.

5. A final and very practical reason for selecting Alsever's solution rather
than ACD (acid-citrate-dextrose) solution as the preservative for blood to be
airlifted to Europe was that the containers for it were already in production
in August 1944 when General Kirk reversed his decision not to supply blood
to the European theater, as many working in this field had always believed
that it inevitably would be reversed. As it was, their procurement of these
containers in the necessary quantities was a crash operation. With wartime
shortages and priorities, it would have taken at least 3 to 4 months to provide
the necessary containers for the Loutit-Mollison acid-citrate-dextrose solution.

Substitution of ACD Solution for Alsever's Solution

Many years after the war, it is perhaps difficult for readers who were not
participants in the events to understand why ACD solution was not used
when the airlift of blood to Europe began in August 1944, or at least why it
was not substituted for Alsever's solution in the winter of 1944-45, when the
Navy had already proved its safety and efficiency in the airlift of blood to the
Pacific. There are a number of explanations, though perhaps no real excuses.
One was the late development of the Loutit-Mollison solution; it was first
described in December 1943 (30). Another was Major Hardin's unwillingness
to accept the changeover in the European theater before the new solution had
been adequately tested. The third was procurement of the smaller bottles
necessary when a smaller amount of preservative solution was used.

Testing of ACD solution.-The Loutit-Mollison solution was first men-
tioned in a meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 3 March
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1944 (29), when Dr. G. M. Guest, who was representing the Canadian Com-
mittee on Medical Research, recommended that it be investigated, on the
ground that the British were rapidly coming to use it since its description in
December 1943 (30).

On the basis of Dr. Guest's suggestion, a number of comparative investi-
gations were undertaken, including clinical testing at the Army Medical School.
Preliminary reports were made at the 2 June 1944 meeting of the Subcommittee
on Blood Substitutes (34), 4 days before D-day, and at the Third Conference on
Blood Storage on 30 August 1944 (31), after the airlift to Europe had already
begun. They showed that ACD solution preserved blood satisfactorily for at
least 21 days. An investigation at the Children's Hospital in Cincinnati
showed that, after 38 days' storage in it, the red blood cells were in the same
state of preservation as after 10 days' storage in simple citrate solution and
after 22 days' storage in neutral citrate-glucose solution.

In addition to the reduced bulk (the initial blood-diluent ratio of 4:1 was
later reduced to 6:1, 70 cc. of solution to 450 cc. of blood), ACD solution was
considered to have the following advantages:

1. With an enriched solution of dextrose, nutrition was provided for the red blood cells
that they did not receive from other solutions containing only sodium citrate and physiologic
salt solution.

2. The addition of citric acid to the solution lowered the pH sufficiently (to about 5) to
eliminate the tendency to fibrin-clot formation evident in blood kept longer than 14 days in
other solutions.

3. When blood was preserved in the natural environment of this solution, under constant
refrigeration, tests showed that the red blood cells were less fragile, and tolerated handling
and transportation much better, than when they were preserved in other solutions.

At the conference on 30 August 1944 (81), too late for implementation in
the airlift already underway, it was passed, Dr. DeGowin dissenting, that
ACD solution be recommended as the best available solution for the preserva-
tion of whole blood; the optimum dilution factor was considered to be 20 per-
cent solution to 80 percent blood. Dr. DeCowin did not consider that sufficient
evidence had been presented to date for evaluation of Alsever's solution, nor
did he consider that ACD solution had been tested sufficiently clinically to
permit an opinion concerning fibrin precipitation with it.

It was further recommended at this conference that the Armed Forces
transport whole blood at temperatures between 390 and 500 F. (40 and 100 C.)
from the time of collection to the point of final delivery. There was no dis-
cussion of how this recommendation should be implemented.

Further studies on ACD solution were reported at the Conferences on
Blood Preservation on 19 January 1945 (35) and on 8 February 1945 (36), as
well as in Weekly Newsletter No. 136, Division of Medical Sciences, National
Research Council, 7 October 1944. Among the data reported were the
following:

i. ACD solution was much simpler to prepare and autoclave than Alsever's solution.
2. Fibrin formation was minimal. There had been no difficulties of this kind in 200
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transfusions of blood stored in this solution and used in routine blood bank operations at the
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital.

3. When the survival of transfused cells tagged with radioactive isotopes in the recipient
circulation was used as a criterion, there was little difference between ACD and Alsever's
solutions during the first 15 days of storage; 70 percent of the cells survived during the first
48 hours after transfusion. Later, there was a considerable difference, survival being 20
days in Alsever's solution and 30 days in ACD solution. This was a discrepancy of prac-
tical military importance.

4. A report by Dr. Strumia, whose conclusions were of value because of his association
with the blood-plasma project from its inception in 1940, indicated that ACD was the most
effective preservative solution tested to date.

All reports emphasized that the data were obtained under constant refrig-
eration. Deterioration of the red blood cells began during short periods of
storage at room temperature and was not halted by subsequent refrigeration.

Procurement of new bottles.-The substitution of 600-cc. bottles for col-
lection of the blood in ACD solution for the 1,000-cc. bottles used to collect it
in Alsever's solution required changes of orders to contractors, who had to
continue to produce the larger bottles to meet current needs while preparing
for the changeover to the smaller bottles. By careful planning, the changeover
to the smaller bottles was made without delay and without undue wastage of
the larger bottles.

Acceptance of ACD solution in the European theater.-When Capt. John
Elliott, SnC, returned from the European theater after his January 1945 visit
(37), he brought word that Major Hardin was unwilling to have ACD solution
substituted for Alsever's solution until there was overwhelming evidence of its
superiority. He wished comparative tests of the two solutions to be conducted
in the theater, on the reasonable ground that it was not wise to discard an agent
that had proved satisfactory for one that he did not consider had been
adequately tested.

The necessary tests were carried out by flying successive shipments of blood
in ACD solution to the European theater, as described elsewhere (p. 215). The
results proved entirely satisfactory clinically, though perhaps less impressive
numerically. Major Hardin was informed, however, of the satisfactory
results obtained with ACD solution in the massive airlift of blood to the Pacific,
as well as of the fact that the use of smaller bottles would permit refrigeration
of the blood during the airlift across the Atlantic. He was also told of an
improvement in the bottles; the stoppers were now hollowed out inside, so that
the tip of the filter housing projected a short distance into the bottle and any
clots that might form fell around, rather than into, its adapter.

When ACD solution began to be used on 1 April 1945, the 50 cc. of
4-percent sodium citrate solution formerly placed in a 750-cc. bottle was replaced
by 100 cc. (later 70 cc.) of a solution consisting of 2.0 gin. of citric acid, 8.0
gin. of sodium citrate, 27.0 gm. of dextrose (all U.S.P.), with water to make
1,000 cc. After 100 cc. of this solution was placed in a 600-cc. bottle, the
vacuum in the bottle was checked and corrected with a vacuum pump to 720

717-409--64--18
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mm. Hg. The pH of the ensuing mixture was 5-5.6. When 500 cc. of blood
was added, the pH of the contents was 6.8-7; and the final concentration of
sodium citrate was 0.46 percent, of dextrose 0.45 percent, and of citric acid
0.03 percent.

Critique of Preservatives

There was, of course, never any argument about the superiority of fresh
whole blood over the most efficiently preserved whole blood. But fresh whole
blood was not practical from any standpoint for frontline use. It was im-
practical to collect it locally, and its life was too short to fulfill requirements
imposed by shipping it from the Zone of Interior to the European theater.
Some preservative therefore had to be used.

Since preserved blood had to be used in forward areas, the important
point was that when the decision not to airlift blood to Europe, recommended
in November 1943, was necessarily reversed in August 1944, no decision had
been reached by the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes as to the best preserva-
tive to use (26, 38).

When the airlift to Europe was authorized, the decision as to the preserva-
tive to use therefore had to be made in the Blood Research Division, Army
Medical School, and made without delay. Alsever's solution was selected for
a number of reasons: It contained a satisfactory concentration of electrolytes
and dextrose. Its dilution was less than the 750-cc. dilution of the DeGowin
solution, though its 500-cc. bulk was undesirably large. Its pH was desirable.
Fibrin formation was minimal. Finally, with the Alsever solution, preserva-
tion of the blood for 21 days was possible.

It is regrettable that ACD solution had not been tested adequately when
the selection of a preservative for oversea use became necessary in August 1944.
It is also regrettable that the changeover from Alsever's to ACD solution was
not made as soon as the Navy experience in the Pacific proved the safety and
efficiency of the latter solution. On the other hand, as has been pointed out
in connection with flying blood to Europe without refrigeration during the
period of the flight, there were many thousands of lives saved because blood
was provided in Alsever's solution. Many of these lives would have been
lost if the airlift had been deferred until a more efficient preservative had been
tested.

In his report on his Pacific tour to Col. George R. Callender, MC, in
December 1944 (39) (p. 590), Lt. Col. Douglas B. Kendrick, MC, repeated his
earlier recommendation that the 1,000-cc. bottle containing Alsever's solution
in the field transfusion set should be replaced by the 600-cc. bottle containing
ACD solution as soon as the next contracts became effective and should there-
after be used for blood sent to the European theater. He considered the
recommendation justified because, by 12 October 1944, Capt. Lloyd R. New-
houser, MC, USN, had received reports on trial runs to the Pacific that in-
dicated that both bottle and solution were entirely satisfactory.
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TESTS OF EFFICIENCY OF PRESERVATIVE SOLUTIONS

It was brought out at the Conference on Preserved Blood on 25 May 1943
(23) that the basic criterion of the value of a preservative was the in vivo
survival of transfused erythrocytes (p. 217). At the Third Conference on Blood
Storage on 30 August 1944 (31), it was formally agreed that the conference
favored, as an optimal criterion of whole blood preservation, the survival of
90 percent of the transfused red blood cells for 48 hours and, as a satisfactory
criterion, the survival of 70 percent for 48 hours. Any specimen of blood should
be rejected which contained in excess of 50 mg. percent of free hemoglobin.

At this same conference, it was agreed that tests for determining the in
vivo preservation of red blood cells should include agglutination techniques,
the radioactive isotope method, studies on blood bilirubin, and determination
of the total urobilinogen output. In vitro testing should include spontaneous
hemolysis, osmotic resistance of the red cells, escape of potassium and other
components from the cells, glycolysis, fibrin formation, and enzyme systems.
The osmotic fragility test was not considered a satisfactory determination of
in vivo survival.

Bushby and his group (40), studying various blood preservatives, showed,
from the bilirubinemia associated with the transfusion of stored blood, that the
older the blood, the more rapidly were its corpuscles destroyed in the recipient
bloodstream. The iron pigment thus set free, however, was phagocytosed by
the reticuloendothelial system and assisted in blood regeneration during
recovery from hemorrhage. These observers believed that if the blood was
not so old that a dangerous quantity of pigment would be suddenly liberated,
the administration of even quite old blood to an exsanguinated patient had
much to recommend it. Their theory seemed to be proved by the successful
use of blood well beyond its dating period during the fighting in France in
May 1940 (p. 20).

To complete the record, a final study on posttransfusion survival of
erythrocytes might be mentioned, which was reported at the Conference on
Blood Preservation and Red Cell Resuspension on 6 December 1945 by Capt.
John B. Ross, MC (41). It was based on a study made with ACD solution
in the original volume (120 cc. per 480 cc. of blood) and in a reduced volume
(50 cc. per 450 cc. of blood). The solution, which had a pH of 5.0, contained
2.5 gin. of disodium citrate and 3.0 gm. of dextrose. The results, which were
determined by the radioactive isotope technique, showed the in vivo survival
of erythrocytes to be the same in both solutions. To exclude possible varia-
tions in the donor blood, the bloods stored in each solution were obtained
from the same donors.

SPECIAL STUDIES

It has not been possible, in the compass of this chapter, to describe all of
the various studies on blood preservatives made by workers under contracts
set up by the Committee on NMedical Research, National Research Council,
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nor has it been possible to describe any of them in detail. The reports are
available in the minutes and conferences of the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes and other committees and subcommittees.

It is not the function of this history to review the literature on the subject,
though much of it was pertinent to, and useful in, the work of the Subcommittee
on Blood Substitutes in the fulfillment of its functions. Attention is called
particularly, in addition to the studies mentioned in the text, to the studies
of the following workers:

1. Scudder and his associates in 1939 (ý.t2).
2. Mollison and Young in 1940 and 1941 (43, 44).
3. Maizels and Paterson in 1940 (45).
4. Mainwaring, Aylward, and Wilkinson in 1940 (46).
5. Muether and Andrews in 1940 and 1941 (1, 47-50). The series of studies by these

observers on "stored" blood were particularly useful. They endeavored to meet the objec-
tion that, as they put it, much of the literature on changes in stored blood was lacking in
controls and colored by preconceived ideas on the subject.

6. Ross, Finch, Peacock and Sammons, which were concluded in 1947 (51). Their
extensive studies on in vitro preservation and posttransfusion survival of stored blood,
made at the Massachusetts Memorial Hospital and the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, included 16 solutions. Their chief conclusion was that, from a practical standpoint,
blood stored in ACD solution, or one of its modifications, for 7 to 10 days is as satisfactory
for transfusion as fresh blood. Blood stored for 3 weeks and providing cells of 70-percent
viability is satisfactory for emergency transfusions but is not so good as whole blood or blood
stored for shorter periods of time.
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CHAPTER X

Laboratory Techniques and Special Laboratory
Studies

BLOOD TYPING OF MILITARY PERSONNEL

Implementation of Policy

After considerable discussion of the wisdom of, and necessity for, the
blood typing of military personnel, instructions were issued for this action in
War Department Circular No. 123, 24 June 1941 (1), by the addition of changes
in AR (Army Regulations) 40-1715, 15 August 1932, and AR 600-40, 22 June
1931, as follows:

1. AR 40-1715.-Paragraph 7 is added as follows:
Determination and recording of blood types of all military personnel.-A. The blood

group of each individual on active duty in the military service will be determined, using the
International (or Landsteiner) classification. The proper performance of the tests in each
organization will be a responsibility of the surgeon. The results will be recorded, using the
symbols "A", "B", "AB", or "0", as indicated.

b. The surgeon will be responsible for the proper recording of the blood group on the
identification tag of each individual tested. An additional record will be made in the case
of enlisted personnel on W.D., A.G.O. Form No. 24 (Service Record) and in the case of
officers or other personnel, on W.D., M.D. Form No. 81 (Immunization Register).

In conformity with this War Department circular, Circular Letter No. 70,
Office of The Surgeon General, War Department, was issued on 14 July 1941,
with the subject: The determination and recording of the blood groups of all
individuals in the military service (2). It dealt with the following points:

1. Materials for blood typing with methods of their procurement. The reagents
required consisted of mixtures of sucrose and dried sera from rabbits that had been immunized,
with human erythrocytes of groups A and B, respectively. Medical Department specifica-
tions required that the potency of the sera be such that when they were used as directed
specific macroscopic agglutination of A, B, and AB human red blood cells, respectively, would
occur within a period not to exceed 60 seconds.

2. Interpretation of results.
3. Recording of results. The blood type was to be recorded on the man's identification

tag only after it had been checked by a medical officer against the individual's completed
blood grouping test.

4. Performance of the test (a) in small posts or isolated detachments by a surgeon with
a few enlisted assistants and (b) its performance in larger organizations, on an assembly line
basis, with the help of one or more teams of Medical Department personnel. Details were
given for each step of the procedure.

The letter pointed out that an error in the technique of the test or in the
recording of the result could be extremely serious and might even result in a
fatality.

233
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Supplemental Instructions

4 September 1941.--Only a brief experience with the typing of military
personnel brought to light difficulties and errors. Circular Letter No. 88,
Office of The Surgeon General, War Department, was issued on 4 September
1941, with the subject: Supplemental information concerning determination
of blood type in accordance with SGO (Surgeon General's Office) Circular
Letter No. 70 (3). It covered the following points:

1. Variations in temperature and concentration of the red cell suspension in tests run
in the field necessitated some latitude in the time allowed for agglutination (specified in the
original directions as not to exceed 1 minute). This variation was to be determined by the
medical officer in charge of the team.

2. All normal saline solution used in typing must be prepared from sodium chloride,
A.C.S. (Item No. 14290, Medical Department supply catalog), thoroughly desiccated and
accurately weighted. Tablets intended for the preparation of normal saline solution (Item
No. 13020), apparently due to some inhibiting substance in their content, had been found to
delay or inhibit the test.

3. The precise amount of serum indicated was to be used; an excess delayed
agglutination.

4. If dried sera became so tightly packed in the original containers that difficulty was
experienced in measuring out the small amounts required for individual tests, it could all
be put into solution and a specified amount of the solution used.

26 November 1941.-Circular Letter No. 112, Office of The Surgeon
General, War Department, issued on 26 November 1941, subject: Supple-
mental information, concerning determination of blood type in accordance
with SGO Circular Letters Nos. 70 and 88 (4), reflected additional experience.
In this letter, the objective of blood typing of military personnel was defined-
it bad apparently not been clearly understood before-as making possible the
calling of voluntary donors of a specific blood type and securing them on very
short notice. The following points were also covered:

1. The possibility of error in mass blood grouping was recognized, but it was postulated
that crossmatching would be done before transfusion, and errors would thus be recognized.
This precaution, however, was no reason for relaxing efforts to be absolutely accurate in
testing and recording.

2. Insufficient time was sometimes being allowed for proper agglutination. As a result,
blood types other than 0, particularly the AB group, were being recorded as 0. Such
errors could be prevented if all tests in which agglutination did not occur promptly were
held for observation for 20 minutes or longer.

3. Any validated evidence of apparently unsatisfactory sera should be reported to the
Army Medical School, so that it could be determined whether the sera were really unsatis-
factory or technical errors were responsible for the poor results.

2 December 1942.-Still further clarification was attempted in Circular
Letter No. 170, Office of The Surgeon General, War Department, Services of
Supply, 2 December 1942, subject: The purpose of blood grouping Army
personnel (5). In this letter, it was pointed out that the policy of blood
grouping of military personnel and its purpose seemed to have been misunder-
stood by some medical officers. Some reports of alleged errors suggested that
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the writers believed the errors would inevitably lead to serious reactions if the
persons whose blood was wrongly classified should be used as either donors or
recipients. The assumption that the first typing test would be the only one
performed was based on a false premise. To correct the misconception, it
was pointed out again that the purpose of the program was to simplify as-
sembling donors whose blood would probably crossmatch with that of intended
recipients. It was never intended, when the mass grouping program was
set up, that crossmatching should be omitted.1

Errors would be reduced, the letter continued, by care in all steps of the
grouping process and in recording of results. Some stations were preparing
their own grouping sera from tested human donors with high titer serum, but
this was not recommended, at least as a routine.2

The following precautions were also emphasized:
Slides should be observed long enough for slower reactions to develop,

though no arbitrary period of observation could be specified because of varia-
tions in temperature, serum titer, degree of mixing of serum and cells, and the
relative agglutinating ability of the cells. Various expedients to provide a
rough check had been tried: The test could be done on groups of 20 to 25 men
at a time and no results recorded until half of the slides showed agglutination
with anti-A serum. Or no results except in the AB group should be recorded
until the slides had been under observation for 20 minutes, even though most
agglutinations were evident within a minute or two. Observations up to 30
minutes were desirable if excessive drying could be avoided.

Some blood grouping teams observed all slides microscopically unless
macroscopic agglutination was evident. Other teams repeated the tests on
all blood that gave no agglutination with anti-A serum; that is, they repeated
the tests on all persons originally grouped as B or 0. This was regarded
officially as an unnecessary precaution, not worth the effort if the original tests
had been carefully performed.

Mass Methods of Typing

Necessary as it was, the blood grouping program was one more thing to
interfere with the training of troops. Many installations therefore devised
their own methods of expediting the procedure. In some, unfortunately, the
haste led to confusion, and the confusion led to errors, a certain proportion of
which could unquestionably be explained in this way. In other installations,
the short cuts were really efficient.

I In spite of errors in the laboratory, the blood grouping program was highly practical. If 100 group 0 donors were
desired, only men whose identification tags were so marked would report. The chances were that, after retyping, 85 to
go would prove to be group 0. Without the preliminary screening, it would have been necessary to call at least 200 pro-
spective donors to find approximately 100 group 0 donors.

3 For some reason, the responsibility for the original typing program was assumed by the Preventive Medicine Divi-
sion, Office of The Surgeon General, and was retained by it throughout the war. It would obviously have been more
efficient for the personnel directly in charge of the blood program to have supervised this part of it.
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National Research Council

The matter of typing military personnel was brought up at the meeting
of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 23 May 1941 (6), when the
policy was still under consideration. The experience of the Blood Transfusion
Association in New York (p. 13) had indicated that the rabbit sera presently
in use were not so potent as they should be, but it was expected that more
avid material would shortly be available.

When the subcommittee met on 18 July 1941 (7), typing of all military
personnel on active service had been authorized (p. 233), and substantial con-
tracts for rabbit serum had been let with the only firm then processing it.
In view of the circumstances, the subcommittee considered that any action
in the matter was outside of its jurisdiction. A year and a half later, in
January 1943 (8), it completely reversed this attitude and interested itself in
the development of new and more avid sera.

DEVELOPMENT OF TYPING SERA

Types of Sera

Rabbit sera.-The anti-A and anti-B rabbit sera available at the be-
ginning of the war were, as just indicated, not so avid as they should have
been. Tests by the DeGowin technique (9) showed that A titer agglutinated
cells in dilutions up to 1,000 but not in dilutions up to 2,000. The B titer was
strong; agglutination could be obtained in dilutions up to 1:4,000 though not
up to 1:8,000. These sera had two advantages, that they did not need
refrigeration and that the titer was so high that expert skill was not necessary
to use them. They also had a serious disadvantage, that they were hygro-
scopic and, when exposed to air, took up moisture.

In the beginning, when material could be secured only from a single
laboratory, there was not very much that could be done. As time passed,
the rabbit sera improved, and, even when globulin fractions were available
to prepare more avid sera, rabbit sera were still considered satisfactory and
the Army continued to use them throughout the war. Each lot purchased
was tested at the Army Medical School, which was a relatively simple matter:
Techniques for preparation of sera produced relatively large lots, all units of

which could reasonably be expected to be identical. Tests on a single unit
therefore gave information which could be applied to all units in the lot. As
a practical matter, it was recommended that samples of each pool be submitted
for examination before the material was packaged, so that, if they did not
meet specifications, they could be fortified with more active material and
submitted again for appraisal. The production of satisfactory sera depended
upon rigid adherence to all details of processing, including temperature controls,
protein concentration, and salt content.
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Work at the Army Medical School showed that an increase in the salt
component of the serum-cell suspension mixture resulted in more rapid
agglutination. After many tests, it was found that a 1.4-percent concentration
of sodium chloride in the final mixture was optimum, and the original directions
packed with dried rabbit sera were altered to include this information.

Human sera.--One of the early activities of the Division of Surgical
Physiology, Army Medical School, was an attempt to improve the avidity of
the grouping sera then in use. Its personnel, working with the Chemistry
Division of the school, demonstrated that very avid and very high titer
grouping material could be prepared from plasma by separation and concen-
tration of the globulin fraction containing the isoagglutinins. Anti-A and
anti-B globulins were produced as byproducts of the fractionation process and
were available in large quantities because of the contracts for albumin let by
the Navy.

The original work on plasma fractionation had been done in Dr. Edwin J.
Cohn's laboratory at the Harvard Medical School, and, in December 1942,
at the request of Col. George R. Callender, MC, and Lt. Col. Douglas B.
Kendrick, MC, Capt. John Elliott, SnC, and Lt. Louis Pillemer, SnC, were
placed on temporary duty there, to develop a new technique for preparing
typing sera from human plasma. The method developed called for prepara-
tion of albumin and its byproducts from pools of plasma made up exclusively
of A bloods or B bloods, it having been found that the appropriate globulin
fractions from such pools ordinarily contained highly potent blood grouping
substances.

At the meeting of the Albumin and By-Products Group on 22 January
1943 (8), Dr. Cohn reported on Lieutenant Pillemer's work. The technique
lie had developed was closely related to the fractionation process devised at
Harvard, but it employed methyl alcohol, since the low temperatures required
with ethanol were not required with this precipitant. The demonstration
that isoagglutinins could be prepared from both type A and type B bloods
showed that they could be prepared as byproducts of the large-scale industrial
preparation of albumin. They were concentrated in fraction 11+111, and if
the euglobins were separated from the pseudoglobulins, the isoagglutinins
would be found in the euglobin fraction. With this technique, sufficient typing
solution to carry out an enormous number of typing tests could be prepared
from a relatively small amount of plasma.

The separated, concentrated material prepared by the Pillemer technique
lent itself well to blood grouping purposes. While it was not so viscous as
whole serum, it possessed sufficient surface tension to form well-rounded
droplets on a glass slide. The addition of Merthiolate to a final concentration
of 1:1,000 did not interfere with the interactions of isoagglutinins and red cells
and eliminated the necessity for filtering out bacteria. The isoagglutinating
activity of the separated globulins stored as a liquid at room temperature
(770 F., 250 C.) remained unimpaired for 4 weeks.
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When the macroscopic slide technique was used, the concentration of this
serum could be so adjusted that agglutination with incompatible erythrocytes
occurred visibly in 5 seconds and was complete at 60 seconds.

DeGowin Technique

At the 23 March 1943 Conference on Blood Grouping (9), Dr. Elmer L.
DeGowin recommended the following technique, which he had employed
satisfactorily on more than 4,000 bloods:

The slides used were made of double-thickness window glass, with the
edges ground smooth by a suitable stone. Areas 1 by 3 inches were marked
out on the slides with a glass cutter or wax pencil, or by spraying lacquer over
mask paper. Each of the 20 such areas on each slide was marked with the
number of the blood specimen to be examined.

Three medicine droppers of similar bore were used, two for the typing
sera and the third for cell suspensions. The third dropper was washed in
physiologic salt solution after each use. Typing sera could be either rabbit or
human but must have a titer of at least 1:128.

Drops of sera were placed in the proper areas on each plate and the cell
suspensions added. The time of the test was recorded on the plate which was
set aside to be read in 30 minutes. In the interim, the plate was tilted a few
times, to disturb the sedimented films, and it was also checked for Tyndall's
phenomenon.

Two independent tests were made of the same bloods and the results of
the two series were compared. Additional tests were made on the bloods in
which discrepancies were found.

By this technique, which was generally the technique followed in the Army,
one worker, with a minimum amount of laboratory equipment, could set up
and read over 100 tests an hour.

Establishment of Criteria

At the Conference on Transfusion Equipment and Procedure on 25 August
1942 (10), it had been unanimously recommended to the American Red Cross
and to the Surgeons General of the Army and the Navy that when large num-
bers of bloods were to be tested, the following precautions be taken:

1. Two independent series of typings should be performed on the same bloods. If dis-
crepancies were discovered when results were compared, the affected subjects should be
reexamined.

2. Only typing sera of high titer should be used.
3. Only freshly prepared red cell suspensions should be used.
4. The utmost care should be exercised in the recording of results.
5. The slide method, with reading in 30 minutes at room temperature, was faster than

the centrifuge method for mass typing and was quite as accurate if sera were potent.

These recommendations were accepted and put into practice.
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At the Conference on Blood Grouping on 23 March 1943 (9), Lieutenant
Pillemer reported continuing increases in the potency of the sera prepared by
his technique; a number of other observers confirmed his statement.

The following standards for typing sera, both human and rabbit, were
suggested, but no formal action was taken on them:

1. Sera should have a macroscopic titer of at least 1:100.
2. Clumping should begin within 20 seconds, and agglutination should be complete

within 60 seconds.
3. Anti-A sera should be sensitive for A2 and A2B cells and should react definitely with

other rare subgroups of A.
4. Negative reactions should be clear cut.
5. Keeping qualities of the sera, which preferably should be dried, should be defined.
6. If possible, a central authority should pass upon the quality of sera intended for

distribution.

At this conference, special emphasis was placed upon the importance of
accepting rabbit antisera for typing only if it met the same standards as those
laid down for human serum. A good deal of rabbit sera that had been examined
had not been satisfactory. In some lots, the anti-B serum had not exceeded
the titer of average human serum and absorption had been inadequate. One
lot had been too weak to produce any agglutination at all. Another lot,
evidently because of unsatisfactory absorption, had shown cross reactions with
group A cells. Dr. Philip Levine, Beth Israel Hospital, Newark, N.J., thought
that if rabbit sera were used, a stipulation must be made that they must be
absorbed with group A or group B cells rather than group 0 cells. Dr. Ernest
Witebsky, who had been able to immunize rabbits with saliva containing A or
B specific substances, pointed out that this technique had the advantage of not
producing the species-specific agglutinins which require subsequent absorption.

In 750 bloods examined by the technique described by the manufacturers
of rabbit sera, there had been an error of 10 percent, but there were no errors
at all when the same sera were used by the DeGowin technique. It was con-
cluded that a considerable number of errors could be explained by the fact
that the manufacturer's directions were simply not specific enough.

Universal Donors

It was tentatively proposed at the 23 March 1943 Conference on Blood
Grouping (9) that universal donors be employed for the Armed Forces, with
the following specifications:

1. Group 0 blood should be used only when titration indicated that the
agglutinins in the plasma were weak.

2. Crossmatching must never be omitted, because some agglutinins act
on 0 cells.

3. A biologic test should be employed; that is, 50 to 100 cc. of donor blood
should be injected into the recipient, and his plasma before the transfusion
should be compared with his plasma 1% hours afterward for evidence of
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hemolysis. (This specification was quickly discarded when it was pointed
out by the chairman of the conference that biologic tests would be entirely
impractical in frontline hospitals.)

The vigorous discussion that followed the proposal to recommend group
O blood for the Armed Forces covered the following points:

1. The determination of blood groups by identification of the agglutinogens wNith
known sera must be further checked by matching unknown sera against known cells.

2. The proposed checks on cells and plasma should be made with venous blood. This
proposal was considered unnecessary, since enough blood for testing could be secured from
the lobe of the ear.

3. There was a wide difference of opinion as to the most common typing errors and
which bloods they concerned. After several proposals to avoid these errors had been made,
Dr. DeGowin pointed out that the most expeditious procedure would be to make two
independent determinations of the bloods. This plan, he believed, would have the further
advantage of making it unnecessary to deal with agglutinins of weak titer in unknown sera.

4. It was agreed that the centrifuge technique was preferable when only a few bloods
were to be examined but that it was impractical with large numbers, when it would impose
too great a burden in respect to both time and equipment. It was granted that rouleaux
formation was sometimes confusing when the slide technique was used.

5. Captain Elliott had observed that a period of more than 20 minutes, with constant
agitation (which was practical only mechanically) was necessary to secure agglutination in
some rare bloods. Dr. William Thalhimer used plate glass slides, which were agitated
constantly, and read at the end of 30 minutes. Dr. DeGowin had found 30 minutes without
agitation sufficient if the sera employed had a titer of at least 1: 128. Others agreed that
the time required depended upon the avidity of the sera used.

6. There was no agreement as to the advantages of macroscopic versus microscopic
observation. Some workers considered both were necessary. Others considered microscopic
observations necessary only when personnel were relatively untrained. Still others thought
that, in training laboratory technicians, more errors were committed with the microscope
than without it.

7. Dr. Alexander S. Wiener reported composite observations to the effect that trans-
fusions with incompatible blood resulted in an increase in the titer of the natural agglutinins
of the recipient. Blood stroma (cells and fibrinogen) had proved nonantigenie on injection.
After transfusion of 250 cc. of pooled plasma (Sharp & Dohme), the increase in the recipient's
agglutinin titer had been from 5- to 10-fold. To obtain the maximum titer, the serum
must be withdrawn no sooner than 10 to 14 days after the transfusion; otherwise, potency
was lost rather quickly.

Testing and Acceptance

At, a meeting of the Albumin and By-Products (ommittee on 10 May
1943 (11), Dr. Cohn pointed out that continuous improvements had been
made in the concentration of isoheniagglutinins, and presunmably more could
be made, but the question, for practical purposes, was how much more im-
provement was necessary. lie suggested that Dr. DeGowin and Colonel
Kendrick act- as a committee to examine the various products and report on
their relative values.

At the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 13 May
1943 (12). l)r. DeGowin reported results of titration of various globulin prep-
arations to be at wide variance, lie thIought it, plain that all cooperating
workers must adopt uniform techniques and suggested that uiimeograplied
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instructions be prepared and sent to all workers, specifying methods to be
used and criteria to be employed in evaluating agglutination tests. This
was done.

At the 10 August 1943 meeting of the subcommittee (13), Dr. DeGowin
announced that the various workers who had been evaluating Lieutenant
Pillemer's serum had agreed on criteria of potency. New preparations had
been sent to them for evaluation by these criteria. It had also been agreed
by these workers that a large amount of the isoagglutinin preparation should
be processed and, if accepted as satisfactory, should be dried, packaged, and
used as "reference" serum. Other sera could be compared with it directly,
thus eliminating many of the variables of sensitivity of test erythrocytes and
differences in titration techniques.

At the meeting of the subcommittee on 24 September 1943 (14), Dr.
Cohn reported that reference sera had been prepared in quantity and were
being held in bulk awaiting the report of the evaluating workers, as well as
instructions concerning packaging. Six lots had already been accepted as
approximately equal in potency.

When the subcommittee met on 17 November 1943 (15), Colonel Kendrick
reported that all necessary steps in the development of the new sera had been
carried out. Both the Lederle Laboratories and Eli Lilly and Co. were pro-
ducing them; Lieutenant Pillemer had been sent to the Lederle Laboratories
and Captain Elliott to both firms to instruct their personnel in the new
technique. Initial difficulties had been eliminated. Dr. Cohn pointed out
that, while the present method of preparation was not entirely satisfactory, it
was the best available, and that uniformity of a product was seldom attained
in the first few runs. Captain Elliott emphasized the value of testing the
material at each step in the process, so that, if any change in avidity occurred,
it could be detected at once.

Dr. Cohn had emphasized, at an earlier meeting (14), that commercial
firms must be as rigidly supervised in the production of sera as of other by-
products of plasma fractionation. At still another meeting (16), he had
emphasized the practical importance of making sure that the method currently
used in the preparation of isoagglutinins would give a reproducible product.
He would consider the responsibility of his own laboratory ended in regard to
typing sera when satisfactory reference material had been prepared.

The Army Medical School and the Navy used these sera throughout the
remainder of the war. The Army did not utilize them until after the war
had ended.

TYPING ERRORS

The Red Cross Experience

The original plan to type donors at the processing firms, at the expense of
the American Red Cross, had been adopted with the full realization that it
would be costly (17). It was discontinued as of 1 November 1942, because
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the great expansion of the program made it impossible to secure the technical
help necessary to carry out the tests accurately (18).

Shortly after the institution of the typing program, errors began to be
discovered, and at the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on
12 May 1942 (19), Dr. G. Canby Robinson asked for guidance on the course
to be followed at the blood donor centers. It was recommended that a state-
ment be added to the cards given to the donors after each donation to indicate
that the blood should be regrouped and crossmatched before all transfusions.
This recommendation was put into effect.

Controlled Studies

At the next meeting of the subcommittee on 23 June 1942 (20), too few
data had been collected concerning techniques at the various processing labora-
tories (as had been recommended at the previous meeting) to be useful. Dr.
DeGowin, however, outlined a very promising experiment, undertaken shortly
before, whereby the blood groups of cadets at the U.S. Naval Preflight School
at Iowa City were being checked by two workers independently, in lots of 40
to 93 specimens. In his opinion, the personal equation was such that no
technician was likely to perform large numbers of tests without making oc-
casional errors. A pharmacist's mate, well trained in laboratory work, was
making one series of tests and Dr. DeGowin was making the other. His
technique (p. 238) was used in both series.

The final report on this study, which concerned 3,876 bloods, was made
at the Conference on Blood Grouping on 23 March 1943 (9) (table 6). The
errors in 24 tests were unassigned because there was no opportunity to check
the bloods involved. In the remaining tests, one worker made 40 errors
(1.0 percent) and the other, 110 (2.8 percent). "None of the errors," said the
final report, "could have been detected except by comparison of the results of
two independent tests on the same blood."

At this conference and at previous meetings (9, 20), at which preliminary
reports of this study had been made, the sources of these errors were discussed.
Both workers made more errors (double the number) when larger numbers of
bloods were examined. Many errors were made when the two workers used
the same typing sera; they could be attributed to minor variations in technique;
transposition of specimens; errors in transcription; confusion in reading results,
such as failure to detect agglutination or reporting false agglutination; the use
of too thin cell suspensions; or the addition of insufficient serum to the sus-
pension.

An analysis of the errors threw considerable light upon the reasons some of
them had been made. All of the transpositions were made by one worker,
who had apparently developed habits that facilitated the selection of the wrong
tube from the rack or who had neglected opportunities for checking the labels.
The same worker made most of the mistakes in the identification of A and B
blood. Most of the false agglutinations were reported by the worker who used
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TABLE 6.-Errors in blood grouping determinations made by two independent workers on identical
blood specimens

Author (DeGowin) Navy

Date 1942-43 -~~-

z~n E" 4 aE-E

/9_ 40 1 1 2 2

6/10- _ 135 -- -- - - -- -2- 2 - -
6/10- - ------ -- 135-------- --------- --- - - ---2 2 ---- -- -- ------6/11 1 35

6/12_ 1192 ------------------------------------------------- 3
6/26---------- i286 7 7 1 1 7 .... 9 1
6/29 ----------- 139

6/30 ------------ 137 ............--------------.--------- - --.----------------------

7/3 ------------ 138 -------------------------------------- 2 2-

7/7 ------------ 143 ----. ----. ----. ---. -----. --. ---..............................

7/8 ------------- 29---------------------------------------------------
7/10 ------------ '164 4 1 ....... 5 -

7/24 ------------ 163 ---------------- -------- 2 4 1 7 ----
8/9 ------------- 185 ------------------------------------------------- 8
8/22 ------------ 2186 12 ------------- 12 1 ---- 1-------------
9/5 ------------- 2184 1 -------- ------- 1 5------------ 5---5
9/19 ------------ 2202 ---- ------------ -------- I 2 3
10/3 ------------ 2198 ---- ---- -------- 3---------3------------- 3 3
10/17 .......... 2432 ---- 1 1 12 ------------- 12 9
1/11 ----------- 1335 1 ------------- 1 2 1-------- 3
1/23 ------------ 1300 ---- I-----1 7 8 2 1-------- 3
1/31 ------------ 30 ---------------- -------- 1 1 2
2/12 ------------ 212 ----.--------------------- 3------------- -3 3
2/18 ----------- 1146 --------- 1 1 8------------ 8---8
3/2 ------------- 1365 1 -------- 1 27 18 2 47

Total .... 3,876 19 10 2 9 40 70 25 13 2 110 24

(1. 0%) (2. 8%)

I Same typing sera employed by both workers.
SRabbit asera employed by author, human sera by Navy.
Kzv: Missed agglutination--errors due to failure to note or to demonstrate agglutination with either anti-A or anti-B

sera, or both. False positive--errors due to reporting of agglutination that could not be demonstrated on recheck. Trans-
position-errors due to reporting of group A for group B or vice versa, usually as the result of confusing the right and left
sides of the slide. Clerical-errors committed in transcription of results. Unassigned-errors apparent as discrepancies
in reports of the two series but not rechecked because second blood specimens could not be obtained. Bloods reported in
all assigned errors were rechecked by potent typing sera from at least two human sources and frequently by rabbit sera
as well.

sedimented cell suspensions. The use of 3-percent physiologic salt solution,
as recommended by Hans Sachs, tended to produce pseudoagglutination in
sedimented cells, particularly when microscopic readings were attempted.

The slide and centrifuge techniques proved equally accurate, but the
centrifuge technique, while faster for single examinations, consumed more time
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than could be spent in mass typing. It took more time to manipulate the
tubes and centrifuge, required more glassware, and required time to clean the
glassware. With strong sera, it was useful to use the slide method at room
temperature, reading the results at the end of 30 minutes with a minimum of
agitation.

This type of study did not reveal errors due to defective or weak sera;
errors in labeling of the original cell suspensions; or errors in transcribing results
from laboratory reports to notification cards, formal reports, and identification
t agos.

The errors detected were also, of course, entirely unrelated to later errors
made in releasing incorrect bottles of group-specific blood from the storage
refrigerators and administering the wrong bottles of blood to recipients. These
administrative errors seldom occurred in blood banks operated under the con-
trol of physicians and other workers well trained in laboratory techniques and
interested in blood banking as a medical specialty.

The Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes found Dr. DeGowin's report
extremely significant. Probably both workers made fewer errors than they
would have made ordinarily since the planned comparision of results served as
a constant stimulus to careful work, a factor which would be absent if there
was no parallel grouping. Dr. DeGowin was eminently skilled in this work.
The well-trained pharmacist's mate was undoubtedly supercareful during the
period in question.

In view of the errors made in this controlled study by a skilled physician
and an extremely skilled worker, the members of the subcommittee found it
alarming to consider the percentage of errors that probably had been made
in the mass typing performed on Army and Navy personnel. By this time
(March 1943), there must have been, by conservative estimate, at least 100,000
men in the Army alone who were erroneously typed. The situation was not
dangerous if all medical officers who gave transfusions clearly understood that
the blood type stamped on the identification tag was simply tentative. In the
pressure of an emergency, it was feared that some might omit crossmatching.

The Armed Forces Experience

Reports from various military organizations could be cited to indicate the
percentage of error in recorded blood groups of military personnel and also,
fortunately, the realization of those in authority that such errors existed.

On 4 March 1943, for instance, Maj. Gen. Paul R. Hawley was informed
of grouping errors (6 percent) that had been discovered in the 10th Station
Hospital, then in Northern Ireland (21). If the margin of error was as high in
other units, the commanding officer wrote General Hawley, the matter re-
quired attention because of the risk of placing undue reliance on the information
on the casualty's identification tag if emergency transfusion should be required.

General Hawley immediately ordered sample checks of other installations.
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As a result, checks were made of practically all the patients then in four general
hospitals, four station hospitals, and one evacuation hospital, the numbers
ranging from 810 at a general hospital to 83 at a station hospital. It was found
that 154 of the 2,340 bloods examined '-ad been incorrectly typed. In addi-
tion, 179 patients had no identification tags, and there was no record of the
blood group on 33 tags. The investigation thus revealed 366 unsatisfactory
records, 14.34 percent. The largest observed error was in group B, but the
total error was not related to any separate blood group.

Lt. Col. (later Col.) John E. Gordon, MC, Chief, Preventive Medicine
Division, Office of the Theater Chief Surgeon, who had conducted the investiga-
tion, recommended to General Hawley that the Office of The Surgeon General
be advised of the error that had been discovered, that all medical officers in the
command be advised of it and be warned that direct crossmatching must be
carried out before every transfusion, that command action be taken to assure
the completion of required data on identification tags, and that measures be
instituted to insure the constant wearing of tags by all members of the command.
All of these recommendations were implemented.

The experience just described was typical of that of other hospitals in the
theater and in other theaters, but, once the error was realized and bloods were
regrouped routinely before transfusion, it did no real harm.

The 5- to 10-percent error in blood grouping was unfortunate and unde-
sirable, but it might have been expected for a number of reasons: the lack of
avidity of the typing serum, the utilization of antibody from rabbit serum that
was not always as good as it might have been, and the inexperience of the per-
sonnel who did the typing. One source of errors has already been intimated,
the fact that in many camps and posts during the war, personnel responsible
for mass typing, through a mistaken sense of values, placed high on their
priority list the speed with which the typing was done. Speed led to con-
fusion, and confusion produced errors, which were compounded by the lack of
experience of those doing the typing.

THE RH FACTOR

Historical Note

It is an interesting commentary, on what was known of blood at the be-
ginning of World War II, that the book on blood banks and transfusions by
Kilduffe and DeBakey (22), which was published in 1942 and was as authori-
tative as such a text could be in changing times, contains no entry in the index
for the Rh factor.

It was not until 1940 that the cause was found for the occasional hemnolytic
reactions that occurred when blood was properly classified and crossmatched.
In that year, Landsteiner and Wiener (23) demonstrated that incompatibility
could occur withir the same blood group in which compatibility had been
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proved. By injecting rabbits or guinea pigs with red blood cells obtained fron'
the M1lacaca rhesus monkey, they obtained a serum which would agglutinate
100 percent of rhesus monkey cells and with which they demonstrated what
they named, for obvious reasons, the Rh factor.

Further studies showed thatt a large proportion of all human beings, re-
gardless of their basic A, B, AB or 0 blood groups, have Rh agglutinogen in
their red blood cells. It is inherited as a mendelian dominant in about 87
percent of white persons, 95 percent of Negroes, and 100 percent of Chinese.
Those who do not have it naturally occasionally become isoinmmunized with it
if they are transfused with Rih-positive blood. It was soon realized that the
important aspect of this new discovery was not the group which had the Rh
factor in their red cells but the smaller group who did not, and who might
become immunized when it was introduced into the bloodstream.

Two other discoveries were also made. The first was that when an Rh-
negative wonian becomes pregnant with a fetus whose cells are Rh-positive,
she will probably become immunized against the positive cells. The second
discovery was that when Rh-negative recipients received multiple transfusions
of Rh-positive blood, even though it was group-compatible, hemolytic reactions
of increasing severity might occur.

Military Significance

The second discovery concerning the Rh factor was of great military
importance, since, as time passed, it became more and more the practice to
give multiple transfusions to combat casualties after injuries and to patientF
with chronic sepsis. The prospects were that this practice would increase.
From the military standpoint, the chief significance of the formation of anti-
Rh agglutinins by an Rh-negative individual was that subsequent transfusions
of Rh-positive bloods might lead to increasingly severe, and eventually fatal,
reactions.

By 1943, enough such instances of Rh immunization had occurred at the
Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C., where the patients could
be ohberved directly by the transfusion personnel at the Army Medical School,
to make the potential seriousness of this threat very clear. By the end of
1944, certain conclusions were possible (24):

1. Minor reactions usually preceded serious reactions and were likely to
be mistaken for ordinary pyrogenic reactions because they were characterized
only by chills and fever. They might occur before very much blood had been
given and thus serve as an indication for stopping the transfusion. In military
practice, this necessity was extremely unfortunate because transfusions were
so often lifesaving.

2. The in vivo survival of transfused Rh incompatible cells was poor.
3. Reactions to Rh incompatibility did not occur in nonimmunized

patients. Therefore, the first transfusion, or even a series of closely spaced
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transfusions, could often be given without untoward results. After the initial
transfusion of incompatible Rh blood, antibodies which had formed in the
recipient's circulation in small amounts might react immediately with the
specific Rh (or Hr) antigen in the transfused cells and become so neutralized
that none remained in the circulation. For this reason, although the recipient
of the incompatible blood had become immunized, reactions in later transfu-
sions would not occur until there had been a sufficient interval between trans-
fusions to permit the r'.moval of the antigen (that is, the transfused cells) and
the accumulation of sufficient antibody to cause incompatibility.

4. The severity of the reaction would depend upon the amount of anti-
body in the recipient's blood. There might not be enough to cause even a
mild reaction but there also might be enough present, or enough might develop
later, to cause a fatal reaction, because of lysis of the transfused cells over a
period of a few days to a few weeks. While little lasting benefit would be
attained by the transfusion, the major important result would be the fatal
hemolytic reaction that might occur in an Rh-negative individual because
anti-Rh agglutinins were present in his bloodstream.

When Captain Elliott visited the Continental Blood Bank in Paris in
January 1945, he was particularly impressed with the low rate of reported
transfusion reactions (25). Maj. Robert C. Hardin, MC, he reported, did not
agree with those who feared reactions on the basis of the Rh factor. From
reports available to him, Major Hardin thought that the incidence in multiple
transfusions was not more than 0.6 per thousand. In his opinion, it was far
better to continue to put the emphasis on indications for transfusion and to
attack the problem of pyrogenic reactionc and hemolytic reactions resulting
from the A and B agglutinin system, which were at least three times more
common. He did not mean that the Rh factor should be ignored, merely that
it should be kept in the proper perspective, which it would not be if emphasis
on it were permitted to obscure the primary transfusion problems in the
European theater.

In his report on this trip, Captain Elliott discussed the Rh factor in
military medicine as follows:

The natural incidence of Rh agglutinogen in the general white population
meant that one out of every eight white recipients of Rh-positive blood might
become isoiinmunized. Since, however, donors were selected at random, it
could be assumed that 13 percent would be Rh-negative, which would make
the proportion of Rh-incompatible donors 1:10 instead of 1:8. Since approxi-
mately 7 out of every 8 random recipients of random bloods would be Rh
positive and 1 out of every 8 random donors would be Rh negative, approxi-
mately 1 of every 10 positive recipients would be isoiinimunized by transfusion
of blood from Rh-negative donors.

In the event that Rh-negative recipients and donors were not identified
and specific Rh blood was transfused, it was entirely possible, Captain Elliott
continued, that sonie 10 percent of Rh-positive recipients and an equal propor-
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tion of Rh-negative recipients would become isoiminunized. This did not
mean, however, as on first glance it might seem to mean, that 20 percent of
recipients would have reactions caused by Rh incompatibility. What it did
mean was that, at some time interval after the first transfusion or after a
closely spaced series of transfusions, subsequent transfusions might cause
numerous mild reactions, some serious reactions, and a few fatal reactions.
Moreover, because of the rapid destruction of transfused Rh-incompatible red
cells after the formation of Rh or Hr antibody, such recipients might require
many more transfusions than if Rh-compatible blood had been used. The
warning of trouble would be reactions of progressively more serious nature with
every subsequent transfusion.

Provision of Rh Testing Serum

Multiple spaced transfusions were usually given in rear hospitals and in
hospitals in the Zone of Interior. It would be necessary, therefore, to provide
every such hospital with enough potent Rh testing serum to prevent such
reactions by the use of Rh-negative blood for Rh-negative recipients, this being
the only sure way of avoiding them. Rh testing was also essential in military
hospitals that operated an obstetric service, since all women who gave birth to
erythroblastotic children were liable to fatal transfusion reactions if they were
transfused with Rh-positive blood. The use of such serum would also help to
prevent or modify erythroblastosis in infants and permit its correct treatment
when it occurred.

When the military significance of the Rh factor began to be appreciated
in 1943, there was not enough Rh testing serum available to supply even a
small proportion of the Army hospitals that should have it. Attention was
therefore directed toward making supplies of it available, and toward
determining when it should be used.

Indications for Rh testing.-The Rh factor was first discussed by NRC
(National Research Council) personnel at the Conference on Blood Grouping
on 23 March 1943 (9). The matter arose in connection with the technical
manual then in preparation and how much concerning the Rh factor should be
included in it. The scarcity of potent serum at this time made the recommenda-
tion that testing should be carried out routinely little more than academic,
except, perhaps, in base hospitals. The meeting concluded without taking
formal action.

The matter came up again at a conference held on 24 June 1943 (26) to
revise the Army manual on blood grouping, which was not, however, issued until
1946. It was pointed out that, at this time (1943), so much confusion existed
concerning the military importance of the Rh factor that a definitive statement
by the conference would serve to throw the problem into proper perspective.
Except for Dr. Louis K. Diamond, of the Children's Hospital, Boston, who
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presented a minority report,3 the following statement was agreed to by all
present:

The problem of isoimmunization with the Rh factor is predominantly encountered in
Rh-negative women who have become immunized as a result of one or more pregnancies
with Rh-positive children. It is possible to immunihe some of the 15% of males and females
who are Rh-negative by repeated transfusions with Rh-positive blood. To effect this,
multiple transfusions carried out over a period of weeks, or even months, are necessary to
induce a sufficient degree of immunity [titer of antibodies] so that subsequent transfusions
with Rh-positive blood may cause reactions. It is common experience that reactions in
individuals so sensitized by transfusion begin with mild reactions which progress in severity
with subsequent transfusions with Rh-positive blood. Accordingly, there is usually adequate
warning before a dangerous or fatal reaction develops.

Since only a small percentage of Rh-negative individuals can be sensitized with the
Rh factor, this group feels that there is no indication to embark on a large scale routine Rh
testing of the personnel of the armed forces. It would also seem more practical to this group
to recommend that anemias in members of the armed forces who have apparently become
immunized should be treated by means other than blood transfusions.

In view of the occasional sensitized patient in continental military establishments in
whom further blood transfusions seem essential, and in view of the much greater importance
of Rh sensitization in obstetrical and gynecological practice, it is recommended to the Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes that all means be furthered for the collection and proper distribution
of potent anti-Rh serum for both the armed forces and for the civilian population.

In view of the current low supply of potent human anti-Rh serum, it is recommended
that it be employed only by experienced and skilled workers and only then when specific indications
arise.

On the basis of these recommendations, the conference saw no reason for
including a section on Rh testing in the Army Laboratory Manual (TM 8-227)
at this time. This recommendation was reversed at the 10 August 1943 meet-
ing of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (13), when it was recommended
that the section covering the Rh factor drawn up by the Conference on Blood
Grouping held 23 March 1943 (9) should be included in the manual.

Testing difficulties continued throughout the war. In his memorandum of
11 December 1944 to Col. B. Noland Carter, MC, Captain Elliott mentioned
the scarcity of testing serum and the unsuitability of the test then in use in front-
line installations (24). This test took an hour to run and required the use of an
810 F.- (270 C.-) waterbath, a centrifuge, and a microscope. Later, when the
wounded casualties were moved back to rear installations, where additional
transfusions might be necessary and where their Rh group could be determined,
there might already be so many transfused red cells in the circulation that
Rh-negative recipients might be erroneously grouped as Rh positive and given

$At the Conference on Blood Grouping on 23 March 1943 (9), Dr. Diamond reported a study he was directing in over
8,000 transfusions, 90 percent of the reactions in which he thought were on the basis of Rh incompatibility. These reac-
tions were characterized by chills, jaundice, anuria, transitory bilirubinemia, or failure of the recipient's red blood cells
to Increase to the expected amount after transfusion. Dr. Diamond also called attention to the multiple transfusions
which had been necessary In the victims of the Cocoanut Grove disaster.

At the Conference on Blood Preservation and Red Cell Suspension on 6 December 1945, he reported that he had
examined 300 servicemen who had received transfusions In which the Rh type was unknown. He had found that 30
of these were Rh negative and that about a quarter of the 30 had anti-Rh agglutinins in their blood.
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transfusions of Rh-positive blood, possibly with fatal consequences. Captain
Elliott saw only one way to eliminate this risk; namely, to determine the
Rh group before the first transfusion. If this was not possible, it was still
desirable to make the test later, so that subsequent transfusions would be
Rh compatible.

-Procurement of serum.-Late in 1943, Captain Elliott demonstrated that
naturally immunized individuals could be stimulated to produce high-titer,
anti-Rh serum by the injection of very small amounts of Rh-positive blood.
These persons could be safely bled at frequent intervals if the blood withdrawn
was replaced by transfusions of Rh-negative blood. Unfortunately, this promis-
ing plan to enlist cooperative persons with Rh-negative blood in a program for
the production of Rh testing serum was not carried out.

Until the middle of 1945, which means practically until the end of the
war, most of the Rh testing serum used in Army hospitals was prepared at the
Army M'[edical School or purchased from Dr. Diamond.

Late in 1944, Lederle Laboratories developed a very potent anti-Rh
serum, prepared from animals, which could be used by a slide technique at
room temperature, with macroscopic reading of the result (24ý). The test
could be completed within 10 minutes and required no equipment other than
glass microslides. The reaction was clear, and the technique so simple that
laboratory technicians could easily learn it.

The test seemed admirably adapted for use in frontline installations in
which primary transfusions were given. If the transfusion had to be given
before Rh grouping could be done, a suspension of the recipient's cells could
be prepared before the blood was given and his Rh group determined later.
Determination of the blood group and the transfusion of Rh-compatible blood
later would prevent isoimmunization and assure longer in vivo survival of
transfused red cells.

If this test were put into use, it would permit the identification and mainte-

nance of a panel of Rh-positive donors. Blood collected in donor centers in
the Zone of Interior for shipment overseas could be properly grouped and the

Rh factor marked on the bottle.
At this time (December 1944), the Lederle Laboratories had on hand for

immediate shipment material for about 1.5 million tests and would have more

within the next 3 months. The total supply would be more than enough for
distribution for all Army installations in which it could be used.

Captain Elliott recommended that the Lederle serum be procured and
distributed, that laboratory officers and technicians be taught the technique,
and that the importance of transfusing Rh-compatible blood whenever it was
possible be called to the attention of all concerned.

Promising as the outlook seemed, it was found, on further investigation,
that the Lederle serum produced false positive results if the tests were not

very carefully performed and were not read within a definite time after they

were set up. The allowable margin of error was so small that it was reluctantly
concluded that the serum could not safely be used routinely in Army laboratories.
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At a meeting of an ad hoc committee of the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes on 2 June 1944 (28), it was announced that Dr. Wiener had been
able to produce a high-titer anti-Rh agglutinin in women with erythroblastotic
fetuses, whose blood originally showed a low titer. This was accomplished by
the intravenous injection into them of 50 cc. of Rh-positive blood. A proposal
for a contract was being submitted, but no action was taken on it during the war.

Early in 1945, Dr. Joseph M. Hill, Baylor University, began to produce
large quantities of Rh testing serum by stimulating naturally immunized
individuals. The serum was dried from the frozen state, vacuum sealed in
ampules, and offered for sale to the Army with the assurance that all Army
needs could thus be met. The serum was thoroughly tested and was found
to be both potent and stable. Specifications were therefore written, and it
was recommended that the serum be included in the medical supply catalog
as a standard item. This was done.

Shipments of Rh-negative blood to Europe began on 12 February 1945,
in the amount of 240 pints; 625 pints were shipped in March and 576 pints in
June, after hostilities had ended in that theater.

Technique.-The test for Rh compatibility used at the Division of Surgical
Physiology, Army Medical School, was carried out as follows (29):

1. A drop of Rh antiserum was placed in a test tube, and 1 drop of fresh 2-percent blood
suspension in saline solution was added.

2. The tube was shaken, then placed in a water bath at 370 C. or in an air incubator for
an hour.

3. After incubation, the sedimented cells were very gently resuspended and inspected
for macroscopic agglutination. If agglutination was not observed, the tubes were centri-
fuged at 750-1,000 r.p.m. for 1 minute. The packed cells were then gently resuspended and
observed for macroscopic agglutination.

4. If macroscopic agglutination was not evident, the slide was examined microscopically.
5. Absence of agglutination denoted that the blood was Rh negative (fig. 58). Any

degree of agglutination indicated that it was Rh positive.

SCREENING TEST FOR 0 BLOOD

When the airlift of group 0 blood was planned, there was immediate need
for a rapid screening test to select group 0 donors. Captain Elliott devised a
simple, effective method:

Avid, proved high-titer group 0 serum was dried, in single test doses, in
small glass shell vials. Individual grouping sets were made up, consisting of a
vial of serum and a vial of salt solution. One drop of the donor's blood was
added to the salt solution and two drops of the suspension were transferred to
the dried serum. The serum agglutinated cells of groups A, B, and AB, but
did not agglutinate group 0 cells.

This technique effectively identified about 98 percent of group 0 donors.
A second check, to reduce the possibility of error to a minimum, was carried
out at the donor centers by checking the blood of each apparent group 0 donor
with red blood cells of known A and B groups before the blood was shipped.

717-409v--64- 19
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method for the rapid measurement of blood concentration under field conditions.
Certain specifications had to be met: The method must require little blood,
little time, and apparatus that would not be disturbed by temperature ranges
from Guadalcanal to Alaska. The method must be applicable on shipboard, on
the unstable base of a rolling vessel, and must be simple enough to be mastered
readily by an enlisted man. The problem of devising such a method was as-
signed to the group working on shock at the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research.

At the meeting of the Subcommittee on Shock on 1 December 1943 (27),
Dr. Donald D. Van Slyke, of the institute, described the technique jointly de-
vised by himself; Lt. Robert A. Phillips, Lt. Vincent P. Dole, and Lt. Kendall
Emerson, Jr., all MC, USN; Dr. Paul B. Hamilton, and Dr. Reginald M.
Archibald (30). Specific gravity measurements, Dr. Van Slyke stated, were
the only ones that would meet the specifications. The Barbour falling drop
technique was excellently adapted to civilian needs, but it required special
apparatus, a stable base, and organic liquids with a high temperature coefficient.
His group therefore decided to initiate its search for a suitable test for field use
on the old principle of dropping blood into standard solutions of known gravity.
They further decided that, in order to avoid the temperature coefficients of
organic liquids, which expand about five times as much as aqueous solutions,
aqueous solutions must be used as the standard.

When salt and glycerol solutions were used for this purpose, the drop of
blood or plasma being tested dissolved so rapidly that results were only approxi-
mate. To prevent this phenomenon, a protein precipitant in the form of a
mixture of salt and picric acid was added to the solution, to form a film about
the drop of blood or plasma and hold it together.

This test had been in use only a single day when Lieutenant Phillips walked
into the laboratory with a copper sulfate solution which, in itself, met all the
requirements. It was easily prepared by dilution of a copper sulfate solution
made up by shaking a pound of copper sulfate crystals in a pint of water for 5
minutes. The temperature coefficient of the standard solution was the same as
that of blood, which made a temperature control unnecessary.

When a drop of blood or plasma was dropped into this solution (fig. 59), a
layer of copper proteinate formed about it and held it together in a sac that did
not change its gravity for about 20 seconds, which was long enough to deter-
mine whether the drop rose or fell in the solution. At the end of this time, the
drop absorbed the copper and fell to the bottom. Another test could be run at
once and about a hundred tests could be run with the same solution. A con-
venient portable kit (fig. 60) contained everything necessary for the test.

Accuracy was surprisingly high; it was possible to obtain blood and
plasma gravities precise to 1 in the fourth decimal place, which was several
times as accurate as was needed (27). With accuracy so easily obtained,
the method could be used not only to estimate plasma proteins but also to
estimate hemoglobin, by determining the difference between the gravities of
whole blood and plasma. In 20 bloods tested by this method, hemoglobin
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FiGun3 59.-Demonstration of copper sulfate (falling
drop) method of measuring specific gravities of whole
blood and plasma (80).

estimates had varied only 0.7 percent from the results of determinations by
a particularly precise form of the oxygen capacity method. Hematocrit
values could also be determined from the blood and plasma gravities; they
agreed, within an average of 2 percent, with determinations by the standard
centrifuge method.

The test had been employed under a variety of circumstances. A medical
officer on a hospital ship in the Pacific had seen a preliminary description of
it in BUMED and had made a test study of it on medical personnel. The
results had not been affected by the motion of the ship or by temperature
changes within the range of 600 to 1060 F. (15° to 410 C.). Later, the same
officer had used the test on some 800 sick and wounded brought aboard in
2 hours. Under the circumstances, he wrote Dr. Van Slyke and his associates,
there was not much time for anything but a laboratory test as simple as this.

The line charts (charts 4 and 5) devised by Lieutenant Dole for calcula-
tions of plasma proteins, hematocrit, and hemoglobin greatly simplified the
test. When a straight edge was laid across a set of scales, all of these values
could be obtained, and the entire test completed, within 2 minutes. The
possible variations of hemorrhage, seepage of plasma, and dehydration were
so numerous that any quick means of making the diagnosis and furnishing
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FiGURE 60.-Portable kit in portable typewriter case 13 inches by 12
inches by 6 inches for copper sulfate (falling drop) method of measuring
specific gravities of whole blood and plasma (30). Line chart for calculat-
ing plasma proteins and hemoglobin (a), metal centrifuge cups (b),
removable centrifuge head (c), 12 oxalated tubes with rubber caps (d),
% inch plywood partitions (e), twelve 10-cc. syringes and needles in sterile
packs (f), medicine droppers (g), handle for centrifuge (h), tourniquet (i),
2-oz. bottle with alcohol sponges (j), portable hand centrifuge (k), and
2-oz. bottles containing copper sulfate solution (1).

a guide to treatment was useful, for the fluid needs of the casualty in shock
depended upon the category into which he fell. Hematocrits of 25 to 30
indicated a blood loss of 2,000 cc. or more, which was common in casualties
with multiple or extensive wounds.

The copper sulfate (falling drop) test does not indicate the total circu-
lating blood volume, as it is sometimes stated that it does. It does provide
a method of determining the relative quantity of circulating red blood cells
plus information concerning the hematocrit, hemoglobin, and plasma protein
levels. It not only indicates the need for whole blood and the approximate
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CHART 4.-Line chart for calculating plasma proteins, hemoglobin and
hematocrit from specific gravities of plasma and blood

Plasma BloodSpecific Proteins Specific
ra ic: P gravity

gravity Hemoglobin Hematocrit (Go)

10oa - (&i./1100 cc.) 1.035

-9.5 (Nb) (it)

36- 3')

-9.0

3- 431

3.030 45
6 40

t9- -. 5 1 47

1041

1.0 1O .10m

n4, To fid:

Mean, o

is.0 - 63L lineno pmal nH r tfo aoe tethtra ars i

1454

z 5z

G1 1n 8 n408e .
To find is
Plam proteins. use 2 scales on line to left. d5
Nb or rst from o6 and euP stretch thread across GB and

GP numbers on outside lines. Read result on inner 64IL line.
1.010 - ApproxalPat@ Nb or Nft from Go alone, stretch thread acrossU

G. and mean normal Gp. Result on inner tine.
Example: Line across chart snows calculation of llb=15.9

and Ht=47 from GP-d.0264 and GB=1.05n5
-4A N.B* Plasma scales road up; others down. 2

Correction for exalate, deduct from both GB and Gp 0.5004
CC. fo echm 3:2 Mixture NH. and K axalates added per

Unit of sp. gravity is HO at same temperature. 1.0'1
17-~ -3,

72
1 04 73

74
is is

Source: Phillips, R. A., Van Slyke, D. D., Dole, V. P., Emerson, K., Jr., Hamilton,
P. B., and Archibald, R. M.: Copper Sulfate Method of Measuring Specific Gravities of
Whole Blood and Plasma with Line Charts for Calculating Plasma Proteins, Hemoglobin
and Hematocrit from Plasma and Whole Blood Gravities. From the U.S. Navy Research
Unit at the Hospital of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, n.d.

amounts needed (about 500 cc. for each three points of desired increase in
the hematocrit), but also indicates the absence of indications for blood trans-
fusion and thus prevents the waste of this valuable and scarce substance.

This test was used with great satisfaction in all theaters of operations,
one reason being that it required neither elaborate equipment nor trained
personnel. When the tubes for the test were kept on the ward, with (dry)
syringes, the test could be made on the spot and the information needed could
be acted upon without delay.
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CHART 5.-Line chart for calculating percentages of normal plasma proteins
and hemoglobin from specific gravities of plasma and blood

Plasma Blood
Specific Proteins Specific

gravity (per cent normal) gravity
(GO95 Hemoglobin (66)

],05 -(per cent normal) ] 035
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34 - -14D (Hb) 5

* 13 15 toe311 Z 39
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i To find:
Plasma proteins. use 2 scales on line to left. z
"Hb (as per cent normal for men or women) from Go and as

side lines. Read result on inner line.

Approximate Hb percentage from Go alone, stretch thread 63
V across GB and mean normal GP. Result on inner line. I1t0 64

Example. Line across chart shows calculation of Hb=100%1.01O- (for men) from GP=1.0264 and GB=1.0595..1 " 65
so N.B. Plasma scales read up: others down it

correction for oxafarts, deduct from both GB and Gp 0.0004 66
,19- for each mg. 3:2 mixture NH, and K axalates added per ! 149

so cc. blood.
Unit of sp. gravity is H,O at same temperature. - 1W

35 1-5
1070

31as 71

45 73
505

Source: Phillips, R. A., Van Slyke, D. D., Dole, V. P., Emerson, K., Jr., Hamilton, P. B.,
and Archibald, R. M.: Copper Sulfate Method of Measuring Specific Gravities of Whole Blood
and Plasma with Line Charts for Calculating Plasma Proteins, Hemoglobin and Hematocrit
from Plasma and Whole Blood Gravities. From the U.S. Navy Research Unit at the Hospital
of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, n.d.

Thalhimer modification of the Van Slyke et al. test. -Shortly after the
test devised by Van Slyke and his group was described, the Thalhimer modi-
fication of the test, which had the approval of the workers at the Rockefeller
Institute, was officially adopted for use in American Red Cross blood donor
centers (31). This modification was the use of a single solution of copper
sulfate, of appropriate specific gravity, to register the critical level of hemo-
globin agreed on for the selection or rejection of donors. A drop of blood
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was collected from a needle or knife prick in an expendable glass capillary
tube, from which it was expelled into the solution by pressure on a rubber
bulb of the type used in vaccination. The level of acceptance of donors was
12.5 gin. percent, and the specific gravity of the solution was set for that
level. If the drop of blood floated, the donor was rejected.

DYE MEASUREMENT OF BLOOD VOLUME

Dr. Magnus I. Gregersen, Columbia University College of Physicians and
Surgeons, at the Conference on Shock on 1 December 1943 (27), described
a dye technique for the determination of the total plasma. Technical diffi-
culties hampered the production of the materials in quantity and it was not
possible to develop the method further during the war.

TITRATION OF BLOOD

Shortly after the blood bank was established in the Mediterranean theater,
certain difficulties arose (p. 424) that led to the practice of titering all 0 blood
and reserving blood with an anti-A or anti-B agglutinogen titer of 1:250 or
higher for group 0 recipients.

Titration was not practiced at the beginning of the airlift of blood to
Europe, and, though it was directed by The Surgeon General in early October
that it should be carried out, it was not begun until February 1945, because
of the delay in collecting the necessary equipment and securing and training
personnel (32). Except for the first few shipments, all blood flown to the
Pacific areas was titrated. The practice in both airlifts was to designate blood
with high titer as suitable for group 0 recipients only.

Special Investigations

Naval Medical Research Institute.--Several special studies on the titer of
blood and plasma were made in the course of the war.

Two studies of the titer of pooled plasma at the Naval Medical Research
Institute, National Naval Medical Center, gave essentiahy the same results (83).
The first study covered 300 titrations and the second 1,000, with 100 mono-
valent controls. The investigations produced no evidence of any harmful
effects as a result of the titer of isohemagglutinins present in pooled plasma and
no justification for preliminary crossmatching of plasma before it was adminis-
tered. The data also tended to discredit reports that undue reactions after the
infusion of pooled plasma were caused by agglutinins in it.

American Red Cross Blood Donor Service.--Dr. Thalhimer, Associate
Technical Director of the Red Cross Blood Donor Service, and Maj. Earl S.
Taylor, MC, Technical Director (34), reported on the anti-A and anti-B
agglutinin titers in 1,354 pools of human plasma, in which the number of indi-
vidual plasmas in the pools varied from 6 to 60. The pools were either random
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samples or were secured from every 5th or every 10th specimen encountered in
routine processing. In 99.7 percent of the pools, macroscopic agglutinin titers
were less than 1:40, and in 97 percent they were less than 1:20. In 355 small
pools, made up of 6 to 10 individual plasmas, the percentage of relatively low
titers (1:20 to 1:40) was somewhat higher than in larger pools, but the pro-
portion of titers of 1:40 or higher was no greater than in the larger pools,
which indicated the safety of the smaller pools.

A special study was made of pools of type 0 plasma with titers up to
1:256. Clinical administration of these plasmas caused no reactions, nor were
there any signs or symptoms of intravascular agglutination.

These observers concluded that pooled plasma prepared in small pools at
hospital blood banks or in larger pools at processing laboratories, in which the
plasmas entered the pools by chance and without selection, could be safely
administered to all individuals, regardless of their blood type.

Whole Blood Procurement Service.-The Army Whole Blood Procurement
Program processed some 1,500 bloods daily, which made it practical to obtain
enough high titer bloods for a comprehensive study of the effects of transfusion
of such blood to incompatible recipients. The study was undertaken by Maj.
Leslie H. Tisdall, MC, Coordinator, Army Whole Blood Procurement Service,
and his associates, with the cooperation of volunteers at the Colorado State
Penitentiary (35).

The study covered the titration of 1,650 group 0 bloods, 376 of which
(22.7 percent) were found to have anti-A or anti-B agglutinins, or both, of 1: 640
or higher. Infusions in the amount of . 50 cc. of high-titer group 0 plasma
were given to 39 volunteers representing other than 0 blood groups. Plasma
was used instead of blood to make sure that any subsequent hemolytic reactions
would be the result of hemolysis of recipient, not donor, cells. The investiga-
tors considered the criterion of a hemolytic reaction to be the demonstration of
hemolysis of the recipient's red blood cells while the donor cells remained intact.
Posttransfusion observation lasted for a minimum of 8 hours and was personal
and careful.

The isoagglutinin titer of the 39 incompatible transfusions ranged from
1: 400 to 1: 4,000. Two volunteers, given plasma with a titer of 1: 500, had no
reactions. Three, given plasma with titers of 1:1,000 to 1:3,000, had chills
and fever but no evidence of hemolysis. The remaining 34 volunteers, given
plasma with titers from 1: 400 up to 1: 4,000, all had hemolytic reactions; full
recovery ensued in all cases in from several hours to 4 days.

Major Tisdall and his associates concluded that 0 blood was safe to use
for universal donations when the antibody titer was no higher than 1:1-200
by the centrifuge technique which they had devised. They believed that a
standardized technique of this kind should be adopted and that Rh-negative,
low-titer 0 blood should be kept available in every hospital blood bank.

The experience with high-titer group 0 blood in the Mediterranean theater
was substantiated by the studies made at Walter Reed General Hospital in 1945
by Maj. John J. McGraw, Jr., MC. They showed a subclinical increase in

717-409-64-20
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bilirubin after the use of high-titer blood and pointed to the desirability of
using low-titer group 0 blood whenever possible in combat casualties. Major
McGraw's studies also showed the importance of Rh testing to reduce the risk
of severe and fatal transfusion reactions in Rh-negative recipients.

STUDIES ON A AND B SUBSTANCES

A number of studies were made before and during the war on the use of
the A and B substances developed by Witebsky to neutralize the agglutinins
in group 0 blood and condition it, so to speak, for universal donation. These
substances were procurable commercially. Witebsky developed them origi-
nally from human gastric juice and later from saliva, and he questioned the
safety of the products produced by commercial firms from hog (A substance)
and horse (B substance) stomachs.

A conference on Group-Specific Substances A and B was held on 19 March
1945, with an extensive agenda (36). It was the sense of the meeting that
these preparations were now sufficiently safe to be recommended for addition
to human blood employed for transfusion in the Armed Forces; that a sub-
committee under the chairmanship of Dr. Witebsky be appointed to assume
responsibility for their standardization, control, safety, and manufacturing
improvement; and that fundamental research be undertaken in the field.

At the Conference on Resuspended Blood Cells, combined with a meeting
of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, on 18 May 1945 (37), the ad hoc
committee appointed at the 19 March meeting made its report on standardiza-
tion of A and B substances and on directions for their use. Studies were then
in progress to determine techniques of sterilization, incorporation in ACD
(acid-citrate-dextrose) solution, storage without loss of antibody-neutralizing
power, and other details. When the data listed were at hand, the subcom-
mittee would be asked to vote on recommending that these substances be
used to neutralize anti-A and anti-B agglutinins in group 0 whole blood dis-
tributed to the Armed Forces.

The war ended before these studies were concluded, and A and B sub-
stances were not used in the Korean War.

STUDIES OF CELL SURVIVAL AFTER TRANSFUSION

Ashby, in 1919, was the first to publish studies on differential cellular
agglutination as a method of estimating cell survival rates after transfusion
(38). During World War II, his method was considered more reliable than
even the ingenious technique described by Ross and Chapin (39) in 1943 of
radioactive iron tagging of red blood cells because the Ashby technique, unlike
the Ross and Chapin technique, permitted the investigator to follow the trans-
fused red cells throughout their entire lifespan.

Gibson's studies (39) by the Ashby technique indicated that the type of
preservative used and the conditions under which the blood was stored had
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much to do with the lifespan of the red cells. Human crythrocytes transfused
shortly after their collection in sodium citrate remained intact after transfusion
and (disintegrated at the rate of about 1 percent per day. (Cells that were
nonviable at transfusion disappeared from the bloodstream within 24 hours.
Viable cells completed the normal 120-day life cycle.

SEROLOGIC TESTING FOR SYPHILIS

The original Red Cross donor regulations prohibited the use of serologically
positive blood (p. 142), and this restriction continued throughout the war
though all the evidence was to the effect that this was an unnecessary pre-
caution when the blood was not used for immediate transfusion (40).

Details of losses from this cause are stated elsewhere (p. 568). By the end
of August 1942, the eight commercial laboratories processing blood for plasma
had received a total of 559,767 units of which 32,812 (5.8 percent) had b)een
lost for various reasons, including 3,094 units (0.55 percent) discarded as
serologically positive (41). This proportion remained essentially the same
whether blood was collected at the donor centers or overseas.

The matter of serologically positive blood was discussed in detail at the
meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 15 December 1942
(42), in connect ion with the work being dlone by Dr. Cohn on plasma fractiona-
tion. Dr. Cohn made the following points:

1. The minimum requirements for plasma and albumin laid down by the National
Institute of Hlealth did not prohibit the use of scrologically positive blood.

2. A search of the literature by Drs. William C. Boyd, John F. Enders, and Charles A.
Janewziy revealed no evidence that spirochetes survive outside of the body for as long as
48 hours.

3. To fortify the evidence, these observers conducted studies that showed that
Spirochaela pallidum was rendered noninfectious, if not killed, by the lyophilizing process
used in the processing of plasma. The studies included inoculation, transfer, and adequate
controls.

In Dr. ('ohn's opinion, there was no question that these reports and studies
proved the inability of lyophilized plasma to transmit. syphilis. Since the
processing of serum albumin involved both freezing and drying, he saw no
reason to exclude serologically positive blood from use a- long as the processing
included these two phases. A letter from Dr. Milton V. Veldee, read at this
meeting, stated that lie was "unable to get very much disturbed over the chance
introduction of 1 serologically positive bleeding into a pool intended for proc-
essing to serum albumin." lie considered that. this random happening
had "absolutely no significance froni the standpoint of transmission of
syphlis * * *or from the aesthetic point either, whatever the latter is."
Dr. Veldee did object, however, to the proposal that all serologically positive
bloods be concentrated and used for albumin, and this was not done.

Blood collected at the Red Cross blood donor centers for plasma and
albumin was tested serologically at the processing plants. When the airlift
to Europe began in August 1944, equipment and personnel were supplied to
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permit each donor center to perform its own serologic tests. It was thus
possible for each center to ship out each day's collection at the end of the day
and for all the bloods collected to be sent overseas without further delay for
processing. The same plan was used with the Pacific airlift.

Syphilitic Donors

At the 15 December 1942 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Sub-
stitutes (42), it was agreed that nothing could be done to exclude the blood of
syphilitic donors who applied to the centers in the very early stages of the
disease, before serologic tests were positive. Blood was never taken from
persons with a history of genital sores or discharges within the last 6 months,
and, in deference to public opinion (probably the "aesthetic point" mentioned
in Dr. Veldee's letter just quoted), donors who were known to have syphilis
or to have had syphilis were not permitted to give blood. A Kahn or Kolmer
test was always performed on bloods to be used for transfusion.

In oversea military hospitals, if no nonsyphilitic donor was available in an
emergency, it was the practice to use a donor with a history of syphilis if he
had no clinical evidence of the disease, if he had been adequately treated in
accordance with current directives, and if serologic tests had been negative for
not less than a year.

As time passed, large numbers of soldiers on leave or stationed near
blood donor centers began to give blood, and an occasional positive serologic
reaction was turned up among them. The problem of reporting these donors
was complicated by the fact that many of them were on furlough, or were moved,
or soon to be moved, from the posts to which they were then attached. On
21 September 1943, Dr. Robinson wrote to The Surgeon General for instructions
in these cases (43). Although it might add somewhat to the responsibilities of
the donor centers, Dr. Robinson thought it would be practical to obtain the
serial number of each donor from the Armed Forces.

The reply from The Surgeon General (44) asked that the name, Army
serial number, and station of each donor from the Armed Forces be obtained
at the time of the donation. If the blood proved serologically positive, the
information should be sent at once to the commanding general (attention: chief,
medical branch) of the army service area in which the donor center was located,
with the request that the information be relayed to the surgeon of the Army
installation in which the soldier was stationed. This procedure would insure
that the information reached the responsible medical officer in the most ex-
peditious manner possible and would simplify tracing the soldier in the event
that he had changed stations.

On 16 March 1944 (45), these instructions were further modified in the light
of information recently obtained to the effect that, after repeated blood dona-
tions, a certain proportion of donors would show false positive tests.4 It was

4 It was also discovered that false positive tests might occur shortly after the smallpox vaccination required of all
military personnel.
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therefore requested that positive serologic tests on soldiers who had made two
or more donations should not be reported as directed unless it were possible to
recheck the tests and they were still positive 2 months later, without blood
having been given in the interim.
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CHAPTER XI

The Plasma Program

HISTORICAL NOTE

World War I

This whole chapter on the plasma program should be read with the recol-
lection that for all practical purposes, the clinical use of plasma for shock and
hemorrhage was a development of World War II, just as the concept of
hemorrhagic shock was a development of that war.

Reviews of the literature indicate (1) that the clinical use of blood plasma
and serum was first suggested by Bowditch in 1871 and Luciana in 1872.
Ehrlich was the first to point out that the most stable method of preserving
the total solids of plasma or serum was removal of the water component. The
basis of the enormous plasma and serum albumin programs, as well as of the
clinical use of these agents in World War II, is inherent in these two suggestions.

The military use of blood plasma as a substitute for whole blood in combat
casualties was proposed in March 1918, in the correspondence columns of the
British Medical Journal, by Gordon R. Ward (2), as a way of eliminating the
risk, in transfusions given at casualty clearing stations, that the donor red
blood cells might be hemolyzed in the recipient bloodstream (p. 7). Citrated
plasma would be easy to store and administer, and its use was rational:
Wounded men did not die from lack of hemoglobin but from loss of fluid, with
resulting devitalization and low blood pressure. Ward's suggestion of a con-
trolled study of plasma, whole blood, and gum acacia was apparently not fol-
lowed up, nor was his idea put to clinical use in combat casualties in World
War I.

Also in 1918, Rous and Wilson (3) concluded from experimental studies on
dogs that loss of blood volume, not loss of red blood cells, was the importait
consideration in hemorrhage. Even after gross hemorrhage, these workers
were able to restore the blood pressure to normal, and maintain it at the normal
level, by replacing the blood they had removed with an equal quantity of
plasma. Plasma, they pointed out, had only half the viscosity of blood, and
it seemed to them, in order that the diminished number of red cells might
carry on the work of the body, that a brisker circulation, secured by a less
viscid fluid, would be desirable.

Mann (4), also in 1918, reported that parenteral injections of homologous
serum were fully as effective in experimental surgical shock as any other
method (p. 335). Serum might therefore be a valuable agent in the treatment
of shock if whole blood were not available.

265
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The Interval Between the Wars

In 1927, Strumia and his group (5) at the Bryn Mawr Hospital began to
use plasma in the treatment of severe infections because it was simpler to
prepare, and had a larger yield, than homologous serum, and also because
serum frequently caused severe reactions, which even heterologous plasma,
given intravenously, did not. As early as 1900, Brodie (6) had called attention
to the differences in the behavior of serum and plasma. He thought, though
the hypothesis is still unproved, that the untoward reactions from serum were
caused by the fibrin precipitation which occurred when serum was separated
from clotting blood.

By 1931, the Bryn Mawr group were using plasma routinely in the treat-
ment of certain hemorrhagic diseases as well as infectious diseases. Their
policy of using it within 24 hours after the blood was drawn deprived them of
one of its chief advantages; namely, its safe storage.

The first use of plasma as a hemostatic agent was apparently by Filatov
and Kartasevskij (7) in 1935. In the same year, Heinatz and Sokolow (8) used
it in the treatment of hemolytic shock.

The following year, Elliott (9) proposed that both plasma and serum be
used in the treatment of surgical, obstetric, or traumatic shock whenever
transfusion was indicated. His reasoning, like Ward's, was that the replace-
ment of lost blood volume was more important than the replacement of red
blood cells, because the maintenance of osmotic pressure is a function of the
plasma proteins. Elliott also advanced two other ideas: (1) that liquid plasma
could be stored for long periods without deterioration, and (2) that if plasma
was pooled (he used up to eight donors), neither typing nor crossmatching
would be necessary because the antibody titer would be neutralized.

Elliott's observations were quickly confirmed by a number of other ob-
servers. Then, in 1939, he, Tatum, and Nesset (10) recommended stored
plasma as "an ideal substitute for whole blood in the emergency treatment of
shock and hemorrhage for war wounds." Elliott's earlier recommendation
that plasma could be safely used without typing or crossmatching was now
supported by their experience in 191 transfusions. The technique of collecting
the blood in "a sealed vacuum transfusion set" was described, with the separa-
tion of the plasma from the blood in a completely closed system that prevented
contamination.

In 1940-the year before the United States entered World War II-
Strumia and his associates (11) recommended the use of citrated blood plasma,
without crossmatching, in the treatment of burns and shock, their results
paralleling those of Mahoney (12), Elkinton (18), and McClure (14). Best
and Solandt (15) reported encouraging results with plasma and serum in the
prevention of experimental shock. In 1941, Kekwick and his associates (16)
reported the treatment of shock and hemorrhage in air raid casualties and
concluded that plasma was as effective as whole blood in restoring blood volume
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in injuries of this type.' By this time, Strumia and McGraw (5) were using
plasma in large amounts, up to 950 cc. in a single injection. One of their
burned patients received 7,300 cc. of plasma over an 11-day period.

All of these early experimental and clinical studies were made with liquid
plasma, prepared in small amounts in hospital laboratories.

The experience with plasma in the Blood for Britain project is described
elsewhere under that heading (p. 13).

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The procurement of plasma on the major scale required by the Armed
Forces in World War II was possible only because of the cooperation of many
persons and agencies, including:

1. Volunteer donors; that is, the general public. The alternative to their
donations would have been the outright purchase of blood, which would have
been very expensive, probably not practical in the amounts required, and
undesirable from other aspects.

2. The Army Medical School, whose activities and functions have already
been described (p. 61).

3. The Army and the Navy, whose cooperation, which is described under
appropriate headings, eliminated duplications, cut through bottlenecks, and
added greatly to the efficiency and success of the project. By agreement, the
Army handled all contracts for plasma and the Navy, all contracts for serum
albumin and the other plasma fractions.

4. The American Red Cross, with its national scope, hundreds of well-
organized chapters, and thousands of volunteer workers.

5. The NRC (National Research Council), acting chiefly through the Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes of the Committee on Blood Transfusions.

6. The Army Medical Procurement Agency, which, to avoid confusion
and the writing of multiple contracts, acted as purchasing agent for all plasma,
albumin, and byproducts supplied commercially to the Army and the Navy.

7. Commercial biologic firms, selected according to their geographic loca-
tion in respect to blood donor centers and their actual and potential facilities
for processing blood.

8. The manufacturing firms which developed and supplied the equipment
necessary for the collection and processing of blood.

Definitions

Plasma is the supernatant fluid that separates from the cellular elements
when an anticoagulant is added to blood. Serum is the liquid portion that
separates during the process of clotting. Plasma contains fibrinogen. Serum

I These observations support the concept that if gross hemorrhage is not a factor, plasma Is adequate In the manage-
ment of shock. Victims of air raids had been struck by flying debris or had been crushed or buried; they did not have
the multiple wounds caused by high-velocity missiles and associated with hemorrhage which require whole blood.
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does not. The distinction in nomenclature should be carefully observed, for
the plasma and serum albumin prograinis in World War II were separate projects,
though the serum program was a development of the plasma program.
The "technical paradox" by which dried blood plasma was listed as serum in
the Army supply catalog was not corrected until well into 1944 (17).

FORMS OF PLASMA

Backgroumd of Selection of Plasma for the Armed Forces

An earlier chapter in this volume, dealing with the evolution of the whole
blood program contains an extended discussion of the reasons that led up to
the selection of plasma for use of the Armed Forces by the Subcommittee on
Blood Substitutes on 19 April 1941 (18) (p. 51). Briefly, they were as follows:

By the time World War II broke out in Europe, which was more than 2
years before the United States entered the war, experimental studies an(d clinicad
testing had advanced sufficiently far to make it clear that either serum or
plasma would be the most desirable agent for the management of shock in
battlefield casualties and in forward hospitals. There was practically no dif-
ference in their clinical effect. The only biochemical difference between them
was that serum contained no fibrinogen, its removal having occurred during
the clotting process. Reactions with both agents were insignificant. Liquid
plasma, if properly handled, could be safely stored for months. Frozen plasma
could also be kept for indefinite periods. A dried form of plasma could be
produced, though methods of drying were not yet entirely satisfactory. The
chief advantage of plasma was that the yield was 15-20 percent greater per
pint of blood than the yield of serum.

When the subcommittee recommended that either frozen or dried plasma
be employed in lieu of blood in the treatment of shock, there were at number of
reasons why the Armed Forces had little choice but to accept the decision:

1. Supplying whole blood to the Armed Forces in the now imminent war,
in the quantities likely to be needed, together with its safe storage and trans-
portation, presented logistic problems of enormous proportions that simply
could not be solved in the light of either the knowledge possessed or the facilities
available in 1940-41. Preservative solutions that would permit long storage
periods of blood were just being developed (p.221). Investigations on thor-
oughly dependable, avid grouping sera were in their very early stages (p. 236).
The development of suitable equipment for the collection, storage, and dispens-
ing of whole blood was in its infancy (p. 163). Refrigeration equipment for use
in the field under varying conditions of heat, cold, and humidity had not yet
been manufactured (p. 206). Finally, an airlift capable of delivering blood to
the far reaches of the battlefront was still almost 3 years away.

2. Frozen plasma was obviously unsuitable for use under battlefield con-
ditions. While liquid plasmna could have been used, dried plasma had greater
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advantages. It could be dried from the frozen state to less than 1-percent
moisture content. In this state, it could be packaged under vacuum and pre-
served for years without refrigeration and without being affected by extremes
of heat and cold. From the standpoint of logistics, the equipment necessary
for its reconstitution and intravenous administration could be incorporated in
a small kit, which could be made available under almost any conditions of war.

3. No matter in what form it, was used, plasma could be administered
without typing or crossmatching.

4. The administration of plasma was attended with a negligible incidence
of reactions.

5. Most important of all, in the light of immediate needs, dried plasma
could be easily, safely, and quickly produced commercially in the large quanti-
ties likely to be needed.

The inherent organic and other characteristics of plasma, particularly the
ease with which it could be manufactured, stored, and transported, clearly
made it a practical and desirable agent. The reasons for its selection in 1941,
while they do not fully explain lack of attempts to supply whole blood to field
units at this time, did take cognizance of obstacles that went far toward dis-
couraging even the most ardent advocates of whole blood as a feasible replace-
ment fluid in Zone of Interior hospitals. These reasons were even more valid
in the recommendation at this time of plasma as a feasible and practical agent
in oversea hospitals.

The 1941 decision of the subcommittee was, of course, colored by the posi-
tion of the Office of The Surgeon General almost a year earlier, to the effect
that when blood could not be collected locally, plasma, "either plain or dried,"
would have to be used (19). At this meeting (Committee on Transfusions,
31 May 1940), arrangements were also made for Dr. Max M. Strumia to be
provided with blood, collected by the southwestern Pennsylvania Chapter of
the American Red Cross, for the production of dried plasma to be tested by the
Army and the Navy Medical Schools and by members of the Subcommittee on
Blood Substitutes.

The several hundred lots of plasma prepared and distributed by Dr.
Strumia from the blood secured by the Red Cross, as arranged at the 31 May
1940 meeting of the Committee on Transfusions, were reported on at the 18
July 1941 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (20,21). Each
lot contained from 17.5 to 18 gm. of plasma dried by sublimation from the
frozen state by a technique employing water vapor condensation by low tem-
perature in flame-sealed ampules (vacuoles). The containers were large enough
to permit reconstitution with water and were suitable for direct administration
of the solution. The difficulties, all minor, which were reported by the workers
who used the plasma, chiefly Army and Navy medical officers, were assumed to
be those that would be experienced on the average hospital service. The only
reactions were urticarial, and they were few and mild.
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The following conclusions were drawn from this experience:

1. Although plasma concentrated four times can be given without untoward reactions,
normal reconstituted plasma is usually superior to the concentrated variety.

2. Without additional supplemental electrolytes, serum albumin cannot be depended
upon to restore circulating blood volume in acute peripheral circulatory failure, especially in
dehydrated patients.

3. The investigation was regarded as entirely successful from the standpoint of practical
production of dried plasma which was safe for human administration.

Dating Period

The dating periods for all varieties of plasma, which eventually proved
surprisingly long, were originally little more than guesswork, because of lack of
previous experience.

When liquid plasma was first prepared, NIH (National Institute of Health)
set the dating period at a year. Studies by Dr. F. H. L. Taylor, with Capt.
Lloyd R. Newhouser, MC, USN, and Lt. Cdr. Eugene L. Lozner, MC, USN,
to determine whether this limit was justified, showed that it could safely be
extended. Clinical administration of 2-year-old plasma to burned patients,
with normal controls, showed it to be an excellent agent to combat shock. It is
true that this plasma was devoid of most active globulin components, com-
plement, fibrinogen, and prothrombin, and had no power of coagulation on
recalcification. Nonetheless, the administration of 2,000 cc. did not increase
the coagulation time of the recipient's blood nor did it decrease its concentration
of prothrombin.

The U.S. Public Health Service first set 2 years as the dating period for
dried plasma (with the specification that the cutoff date should appear on the
container). Later, the date was extended to 36 months, and, finally, all limita-
tions were removed.

FROZEN PLASMA

Development of Use

30 November 1940.-At the 30 November 1940 meeting of the Subcom-
mittee on Blood Substitutes (22), Dr. Strumia reported on the technique of
drying plasma from the frozen state and recommended the standardization of
apparatus and technique, the location of Red Cross centers for collecting and
drying plasma, and the -stablishment of a distribution chain. It was at this
meeting that the Red Cross was asked to assume the responsibility of collecting
blood for the plasma program (p. 102).

Also at this meeting, in a report of the Blood for Britain project, it was
pointed out that liquid plasma was frequently contaminated, but that there
was apparently no multiplication of bacteria in dried plasma.

19 April 1941.-At the 19 April 1941 meeting of the Subcommittee (18),
Dr. Strumia reversed his previous position and stated that he now thought
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that in many ways frozen plasma was superior to both liquid and dried plasma.
The method developed in hi-' laboratory for the preservation of frozen plasma
was "very simple, very economical and * * * likely to apply to the needs
of both civil and military nature in the greatest majority of cases."

The only disadvantages Dr. Strurnia could see to his proposals were that
it would be more difficult to transport frozen plasma under adverse conditions
and that this form could not be reconstituted into concentrated plasma if it
were needed in that form.

All of Dr. Strumia's remarks were predicated on the correct processing of
the plasma; that is, it must be collected under aseptic precautioL. ; in a closed
system; and with as brief a timelag as possible between the collection of the
blood, its centrifugation, and the fixation of the plasma by freezing (fig. 61).
Care also had to be taken that thawing did not occur accidentally, from
frequent opening of the storage cabinet, or from transient failure of current.
In these circumstances, labile constituents could deteriorate.

In view of the advantages he had listed, Dr. Strumia considered the
frozen variety of plasma to be the product of choice for those communities in
which the exact time or the exact need could not be predetermined, but in
which unexpected needs might be extremely heavy, as in large industrial areas
or communitywide catastrophes. Processing should be done with the tech-
nical advice, and under the supervision, of some such authority as NRC.
The bulk of the plasma processed from the blood procured by the Red Cross
should be processed and distributed in this form.

These views were not generally accepted. Dr. Milton V. Veldee stated
that only in grave emergencies would he favor the freezing of plasma or serum
by hospitals, though he agreed with Capt. (later Col.) Douglas B. Kendrick's
point, in which Dr. Edwin J. Cohn concurred, that plasma might be preserved,
as a matter of expediency, in the frozen state while the capacity of commercial
plants for desiccation was being increased.

18 July 1941.-At the 18 July meeting of the subcommittee (20), certain
facts were frankly faced. The Navy had impelling needs and would require
most of the 200,000 units of dried plasma now on order. This would leave
no blood substitutes on hand for emergencies likely to occur in the training
maneuvers underway and to continue during the summer. Base hospitals
had no blood banks, since The Surgeon General had refused to permit the
storage of either blood or plasma. In addition, medical officers had to be
trained in the handling of plasma and in an understanding of its potentialities
and limitations.

Captain Kendrick therefore proposed, with Commander Newhouser con-
curring, that a limited number of bleeding units be set up to supply frozen
plasma for the Armed Forces in the Zone of Interior and that personnel in
charge of these units be trained in Washington or at some other suitable
center. For the past year, the Naval Medical School in Washington had been
supplying adjacent naval hospitals with limited amounts of frozen plasma.
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This recommendation was conveyed to the Surgeons General of the Army and
the Navy and was put into effect, with certain modifications.

Conclusions Concerning Frozen Plasma

At the annual meeting of the American Society of Refrigerating Engineers
on 7 December 1943, Colonel Kendrick summarized the experience of the
Medical Department with frozen plasma as follows (23):

1. Plasma, properly prepared in a closed system which excludes contamination, can
be preserved at room temperature and safely administered after 24 months' storage.

2. Plasma can be safely prepared from blood kept at room temperature. This method
yields a very clear product.

3. If plasma is stored as a liquid, it should be maintained at room temperature rather
than 390 F. (40 C.) because at lower temperatures fibrin precipitates readily, and the result
is an undesirable product from an esthetic standpoint.

4. Liquid plasma stored at room temperature loses its labile components (complement
and prothrombin), which are useful in wound healing, but retains intact its albumin and
globulins, which are essential in the treatment of shock and burns.

5. If plasma is stored in the frozen state, there are almost no changes in its constituents.
6. While plasma can be either shell frozen (p. 281) or frozen without rotation, there is

no advantage to the former technique if it is merely to be stored frozen.
7. Commercially available ice cream cabinets are well suited for both freezing and

storing plasma. The position of the bottle during the freezing process is of little importance.
8. The time required for freezing should not exceed 6 hours, but the complete process

can be accomplished routinely in 3-4 hours. When the 6-hour limit is exceeded, the plasma
tends to look turbid when it is thawed. Its efficacy is not affected, but the clinician is
likely to regard it as contaminated.

9. Frozen plasma should be kept at a constant temperature, prc erably between 14' to
-40 F. (--10 to -20' C.). If the temperature is allowed to rise slowly, up to 320 F.
(00 C.), the minute thawing which occurs may result in the precipitation of fibrin.

10. If plasma is thawed rapidly in a water bath at 98.60 F. (370 C.), fibrin will not be
precipitated. Plasma thawed by this method can be refrozen, rethawed, and refrozen
again, and the cycle can be repeated many times, without any apparent changes it its
properties. These facts carry an important practical implication: If power failure occurs,
it is better to remove the plasma from the icebox, thaw it, and refreeze it when power has
been restored.

These various observations made it possible to draw up the following
rules for the preparation and storage of frozen plasma in hospitals:

1. Blood must be collected in a completely closed system.
2. The blood can be kept at room temperature or at 390 F. (40 C.), but the supernatant

plasma must be recovered within 72 hours after the blood is collected.
3. The plasma should be stored in a well insulated, low temperature cabinet, maintained

at 140 to -4V F. (--l00 to -- 20* C.), capable of freezing the plasma within 4 hours.
4. When plasma is required for use, it can be thawed in a water bath at 98.6' F. (370 C.)

in 20-25 minutes. It is good practice to keep three or four bottles of plasma thawed out
and available for immediate use in the operating room or emergency room.

5. Pools of 1,800 cc. of plasma should be aspirated into receptacles containing 200 cc.
of glucose, which gives a final solution of 5-percent glucose in each 500 cc. of plasma. With
this dilution, fibrin precipitation does not occur when plasma is stored at room temperature
after thawing.
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LIQUID PLASMA

Refrigeration

Refrigeration was at first considered necessary for the preservation of
liquid plasma simply because it was the universal custom to refrigerate the
blood from which it was prepared. When it was refrigerated at 430 to 460 F.
(60 to 8' C.) by Strumia and McGraw (5), there was progressive flocculation
of the more unstable proteins, and bacterial contamination was also a risk.
Control series at the Army and the Navy Medical Schools later showed that
liquid plasma stored without refrigeration was just as satisfactory as refrig-
erated plasma from the standpoint of sterility, hemoglobin content, and plasma
protein content, and was far more satisfactory from the standpoint of clarity.

Supply of Liquid Plasma for Zone of Interior Hospitals

When liquid plasma was first introduced, it was thought best to use it in the
hospital in which it was prepared, or in hospitals in the community. The
results of the mass collection of liquid plasma in the Blood for Britain project,
with its high rate of contamination (p. 14), had been discouraging. The
explanation of the difficulties in the British program was simple: If the mass
processing of plasma was to prove safe and practical, collection and processing
must be carried out by a completely closed, completely aseptic technique.

While the Blood for Britain project was underway, the Blood Research
Division in the Army Medical School was investigating the possibility of
supplying liquid plasma to hospitals in the Zone of Interior. Names of possible
donors were provided in groups of 10 by the American Red Cross, and from the
10, a daily average of 6 donors was secured, who were bled at a small center set
up in the school. The first plasma processed for this purpose was distributed
in December 1940. At the same time, by a similar project, the Naval Medical
School, U.S. Naval Medical Center, made liquid plasma available to all naval
hospitals in the continental United States. The plasma was kept in the frozen
state until just before shipment; then it was thawed at 98.6' F. (370 C.) and
shipped in the liquid state.

In June 1941, the Army and the Navy Medical Schools combined their
efforts, and a collection center was opened in Washington, D.C., as a joint
Army-Navy project. The Red Cross procured the donors by public solicita-
tion, and helped in the operation of the center. The technical help was fur-
nished by the Army and the Navy Medical Schools. The blood thus secured
was divided between the Army and the Navy, and the Army share was processed
into liquid plasma at the Army Medical School.

From these small beginnings came the project by which liquid plasma was
supplied to military hospitals in the Zone of Interior as an easy, quick, and
economical way of supplying them with plasma (p. 95). The Division of
Surgical Physiology at the Army Medical School supplied liquid plasma for
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the hospitals in the First, Second, Third, and Fourth Service Commands. It
also trained personnel who operated the plasma processing laboratories in the
other service commands (fig. 61), and supervised the installation and operation
of these laboratories. After 22 March 1944, all liquid plasma for Zone of
Interior hospitals, whether for emergency use or routine replacement, was
obtained from the Army Medical School.

CONCENTRATED PLASMA

Concentrated plasma was discussed at several of the meetings of the Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes in 1941 (20, 24, 25), and several tests were
made with it. The basic of the proposal was twofold: (1) that any casualty who
really required plasma would need at least two units, and (2) that the adoption
of the plan would reduce the container volume by half, with a corresponding
saving in supplies and shipping space. It was concluded that concentrated
plasma was not so safe an agent as isotonic plasma (26).

DRIED PLASMA

General Considerations

In the spring of 1943, at the request of The Surgeon General, E. G. Pickels
(27), from the International Health Division of the Rockefeller Foundation,
visited the nine biologic firms then processing dried plasma for the Armed
Forces. He was accompanied by representatives of a firm of engineering
consultants engaged by the Government to conduct a survey in connection
with the renegotiation of contracts. On his return, Dr. Pickels felt justified
in quoting from a publication by Franz Oppenheimer in the New York State
Journal of Medicine dealing with techniques of drying plasma:

It is a truly remarkable achievement that the American biologic industry has taken a
laboratory process, which is complicated and meticulous, and has rapidly developed pro-
duction methods so efficient that they were now supplying several million units of plasma
per year to the armed forces.

It was a well-deserved tribute, which was repeated many times, in one form
or another, in the course of the war.

The processing of whole blood into dried plasma for the Armed Forces
became a function of the large commercial biologic and pharmaceutical labora-
tories. When the need arose, in 1940, no individual and no private or
commercial organization had had any extensive experience with the production
of dried plasma. The Sharp & Dobme experience, while considerable, had been
on a small scale. Some consideration was given to the formation of a large,
nonprofit plasma processing plant in cooperation with some large hospital,
but the idea promptly gave way to the more realistic decision that commercial
laboratories would be better suited for the task. Their performance, as
just indicated, was remarkably satisfactory.
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After the blood for plasma had been collected at the Red Cross blood
donor centers, it was refrigerated and shipped to the commercial firms which
would process it and which had been selected for the work for two reasons:
their nearness to the bleeding centers and their facilities.

Plasma was processed in the following steps:

1. When the blood reached the processing firms, the required serologic studies were
performed on each donation.

2. Then the plasma was separated from the cellular elements in centrifuges, after
which varying numbers of bloods were pooled and bacteriologic and toxicity tests were
performed.

3. The plasma was shell frozen in individual bottles by rotating them in a properly
cooled medium. It was important that the freezing process be carried out in as short a
time as possible.

4. When necessary-when, for instance, the supply of blood exceeded the processing
facilities-the plasma could be stored indefinitely in the frozen state. Otherwise, it was
desiccated from the frozen state under high vacuum, after which the bottles of dried plasma
were evacuated, stoppered, and placed in evacuated metal containers.

The description just given makes the process of drying plasma sound rea-
sonably simple. The manual published in November 1942 by the Office of
Civilian Defense (28) pointed out that, contrary to the prevailing opinion among
the uninformed, the preparation of dried plasma of U.S.P. quality or better
was an exacting task, requiring expensive equipment and trained personnel.
A small, inexpensive drying machine, suitable for use in individual hospitals
or small communities, and meeting the specifications for processing dried
plasma, did not exist. The preparation of dried plasma was an undertaking
for a large laboratory, with financial resources and an adequate staff, and, even
then, it was practical only if the distribution area extended over a very large
territory.

Historical Note

Historically, the development of desiccated plasma falls into three distinct
periods (28):

1. Desiccation was used on a very small scale, for a limited amount of
research and teaching.

2. Research and teaching were expanded, and desiccation was applied to
the preservation of convalescent serum in a few large medical centers.

3. The growing appreciation of the value and necessity of supporting blood
protein levels and the administration of concentrated plasma for its hypertonic
effects foreshadowed the mass preservation and use of desiccated plasma in
various concentrations.

Development of special techniques.-Ehrlich, as already pointed out, was
the first to observe that the most stable method of preserving the total solids
of plasma or serum was to remove the water. The process was carried out
successfully in serum by Rosenau in 1895, Martin in 1896, and Noguchi in
1907. It was not until 1909, however, that any practical application was made
of these observations. In that year, Shackell (29) described the basic principle
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of vacuum desiccation from the frozen state, a process essential to the pro-
duction of a highly soluble product which would retain its original properties.2

Shackell also solved another basic problem, how to deal with the huge
volume of water vapor released from only a few cubic centimeters of frozen
plasma under the high vacuum conditions required for the drying process.
The volume was far too great for any pump then available to handle. By
the use of the principle of chemical adsorption, Shackell provided a lead which
many subsequent investigators followed, though his choice of sulfuric acid for
a desiccant, as well as his design of tile machine, limited the usefulness of his
method. In addition to his use of a chemical adsorbent, which prevented
saturation of the exposed surface, the type of pump Shackell used produced
an extreme vacuum very rapidly. 'Moreover, freezing the material before
desiccation eliminated possible concentration of substances and, to a lesser
degree, prevented shrinkage and hardening (30).

In 1935, Elser, Thomas, and Steffen (31) improved the design of the
original drying machine by the use of a manifold system with attached glass
contairners and a cold trap for collecting the moisture. They found them-
selves severely restricted, however, by the characteristics of the chemicals used.
Greaves and Adair (32) had the same experience the following year. These
difficulties, including insufficient speed of adsorption, dilution, scum formation,
and other changes which retarded the pickup of water vapor as the process
proceeded, increased as the size of the apparatus was increased. Qualitatively,
a highly successful product could be obtained, but the difficulties mentioned,
together with the expense of using a new desiccant for each lot of plasma,
limited the use of the method devised by Elser and his associates.

Later, this group (33) used carbon dioxide snow, which produced a tem-
perature of -94' F. (--70 C.), and still later they used mechanical refrigera-
tion, which produced a temperature of -29' F. (-34* C.).

Within a closed system of manifolds and tanks hooked up to a vacuum
pump, water vapor escapes from the plasma by sublimation. Between the
plasma bottle and the pump, there is a cold chamber, refrigerated externally
mechanically or by carbon dioxide and alcohol, to provide temperatures of
-580 to -- 1010 F. (-50' to -74' C.). The water vapor is thus condensed
and frozen on the inner wall of the chamber, and the remaining water is thus
removed from the line and the vacuum is, in turn, adequately maintained.

Elser must be credited with the first processing of large quantities of
biologicals in their original containers. He also accomplished vacuum sealing
directly from the machine.

In 1934 and 1935, Mudd, Flosdorf, and their associates (31, 35) continued
the work done by Elser and his group and placed the large-scale desiccation
of frozen sera on it practical basis, by attaching ampules of prefrozen material

2 E. 0. Pickels (*7), in his comprehensive report on the desiccation of plasma from the frozen state, noted that Shackell
was apparently not familiar with the desiccation expert nents of Altmann, reported in 1890. Although Altmann was In-
terested only In fixing and preserving the structure of tissue, he was the first to dry biologic material kept In a frozen state.
Pickels' report has an excelIgnt. usefully annotated list of references, many of which themselves contain comprehensive

lists of references.
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FIGuRE 62.-Equipment for cold-trap condensing method of drying
plasma: Suction lines to compressor (a), heat interchanger (b), thermo-
static expansion valves (c), and liquid line from compressor (d).

to a manifold in the open air and employing solid CO2 to refrigerate the cold
trap (fig. 62). They also used alcohol and Methyl Cellosolve for the freezing
mixture.

In 1939, Flosdorf and Mudd (36) introduced what they termed the Cryo-
chem process, using a specially prepared anhydrous calcium sulfate (Drierite),
which had the property of regeneration. It was an ingenious idea, but it did
not prove practical for large-scale production.

In 1939, Greaves and Adair (33) reported a technique which utilized a
cold-trap condenser. They placed the serum in a desiccating chamber pro-
vided] with electrical heaters and arranged for the moisture to be collected on
mechanically refrigerated coils. Their report included a comprehensive dis-
cussion of the temperature relations to be considered in drying large volumes
of sera.

In 1940, Hill and Pfeiffer (37) reported the Adtevac technique, which
used cooled silica gel as an adsorbent for the water vapor. The gel could be
regenerated by heating and the adhered moisture drained off. This tech-
nique, the report noted, was entirely satisfactory for use in connection with a
hospital blood bank but was not suitable for large-scale production.

A variety of other techniques and modifications of older techniques were
introduced during 1940 (1, 36, 38-40).

At a meeting of the Blood Plasma Producers Association on 27 October
1942 (41), Dr. Sidney 0. Levinson and Dr. Franz Oppenheimer of the Michael
Reese Hospital described a technique for shortening the desiccation process by
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the use of a sort of cage of copper and aluminum sheeting around each bottle,
with an individual gold reflector which provided infrared heat. A new type
of compressor was also used. The technique was not accepted for a number
of reasons, including the expense ($15,000 per unit) and the requirement for
critical materials in the construction of the apparatus. If the requirements
for blood plasma were increased and expansion of the present program became
necessary, it was the sense of the meeting that the installation of the Levinson-
Oppenheimer method might then be considered.

Although, for practical reason3, the Levinson-Oppenheinmer technique
could not be adopted at this time (1942), it was an important contribution,
for it permitted complete control of the amount of heat imparted to all areas
of the shell-frozen plasma, in keeping with the variations in the vacuum gage
readings. Dr. Levinson's additional suggestion, that drying could be facili-
tated by the techniques then in use if a widemouthed bottle were substituted
for the constricted-neck bottle employed, was protested by Dr. Veldee because
of the danger of contamination. The action of the conference, based, as it
was, on wartime conditions, was entirely justified. Nonetheless, this was
superb, highly efficient equipment because of its correct application and con-
trol of heat exchange. It was installed later at Hyland Laboratories and was
put to good use during the Korean War.

Conclusions.-In concluding his historical review of techniques for the
desiccation of plasma, which was prepared after commercial production had
been on a practical basis for almost 3 years, Pickels made the following points:

1. When a cold surface of sufficiently low temperature is employed for collecting water
vapor, the maximum possible rate of sublimation from frozen material in a given container
will be obtained if the conduits from the container to the trap are sufficiently wide and short.

2. This important theoretical condition was taken advantage of by Oppenheimer and
Levinson in their experiments with combined drying and condensing chambers which de-
pended on mechanical refrigeration. The same condition was also taken advantage of by
Wyckoff in the design of his multiteated, C0 2-cooled "pigs" (p. 280).

3. These methods began to approach the optimum solution from the standpoint of
theoretically desirable features and practical performance, especially when speed of drying
was a prime consideration.

4. The steam ejector technique offered a decided advantage only for very large-scale
production, and even then only when circumstances were peculiarly favorable.

Criteria of Acceptable Dried Plasma

At the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 8 May 1941
(24), the following criteria of acceptable commercially dried plasma were
stated:

1. The moisture content of the final product must be less than 1 percent.
2. The hemoglobin content must not exceed 25 mg. percent.
3. The sterility standards must be equivalent to those required by the

National Institute of Health (42).
4. The product must be soluble within 10 minutes when reconstituted to

its original volume.
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FIGURE 63.-Shell-frozen plasma. A. Sagittal section of container.
B. Cross section. Note that volume of plasma does not exceed 75 per-
cent of volume of container.

5. The reconstituted material must be no more turbid than the product
from which it was made.

At this time (May 1941), the equipment devised by Dr. Strumia was
proving highly efficient for hospital and laboratory preparation of dried plasma,
though it was not suitable for commercial production. The Sharp & Dohme
method and the Reichel modification of this method had been approved by
the National Institute of Health. The Hill and Pfeiffer Adtevac method had
not yet been approved, but it was thought that the changes being made in it
would make it acceptable. The Wyckoff-Lagsden "pig" method was under
development at Lederle Laboratories, and it was thought that it would even-
tually be capable of handling large quantities of plasma. When it had been
fully developed, it proved a most efficient technique.

COMMERCIAL PROCESSING OF DRIED PLASMA

By December 1943, nine commercial laboratories were engaged in the
production of dried plasma. As they entered the program separately, with
little liaison with one another in the initial phases, they used widely different
types of equipment, though the principles of desiccation which each employed
were practically identical.
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Shell Freezing Technique

There was general agreement that shell freezing of liquid plasma was
necessary to obtain the best dried product. By this process, the plasma was
frozen to the inner aspect of the bottle in a shell or layer of uniform thickness,
with an empty cone or circular channel in the long axis of the bottle extending
from the bottom to the neck (fig. 63). Since the volume of plasma frozen did
not ordinarily exceed three-quarters of the volume of the container, the
diameter of the circular channel was equal to, or greater than, the thickness
of the shell.

FIGURE 64.-Shell-freezing machine for use with carbon dioxide ice or
mechanical refrigeration with coils.

Shell freezing (fig. 64) was essential before the plasma was dried, to pro-
vide for proper evaporation of the moisture from it. When the shell was
formed, the surface area from which evaporation could take place was in-
creased. The dried plasma had a flaky appearance and the interstices present
increased the speed of reconstitution when distilled water was introduced into
the container. A shell of uniform thickness was essential; otherwise, the rate
of evaporation might be irregular, and melting and fusion of the plasma would
result.

Methods.-SheHl freezing and drying were accomplished in a variety of
ways (figs. 65-71). Most often, the stoppered bottles containing the liquid
plasma (300 cc. of plasma in 400-cc. bottles) were rotated horizontally at 2-8
r.p.m. in a cold bath ranging in temperature from -58* to -1010 F.
(-50' to -74' C.). It was essential that the bottles make contact with the
bath for depths of no more than one-eighth to one-fourth of an inch, to prevent
freezing of plasma in the neck of the bottle. When plasma froze in this location,
the diameter of the orifice was reduced and drying time was increased, since the
escape of water vapor from the bottle was partly a function of the diameter of
the outlet. It was found that horizontal rotation produced a better shell than
rotation at a 450- or 60 0-angle. When the bottles were rotated at an angle,
plasma froze in the bottom of the container and formed a button which wao
thicker than the remainder of the shell and which frequently melted slightly
during the drying process. The result was fusion or gumming of the plasma,
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and the further result was that the plasnia became denatured and would not go
into solution normally.

Ethyl alcohol and Methyl Cellosolve were usually used to secure the desired
temperatures. The alcohol bath was considered better because the fumes from
the latter agent, particularly when the shelling was carried out in a closed room,
might produce syniptoins of niethyl alcohol poisoning in the workers.

0

FIGUREn 05.-Equipment for freezing plasma, consisting of mechanical
rotator, carbon dioxide ice, and shell freezer.

The original idea that biologics must be shell frozeni at -101' F. (-740
C.) arose from the practice of using Dry Ice in alcohol, which produced tempera-
tures at that level. Long after mechanical refrigeration, which permitted
graded temperature levels, was available, the idea persisted that for the best
results, shell freezing was necessary at the level mentioned. The extensive
experimental work on freezing plasma by Strumia and his group (5), which was
published in 1941, disproved this contention and established the feasibility of
shell freezing within the temperature range of -58° to -76' F. (-506 to
--60 C.).

Refrigeration machines first, developed for maintaining shell freezing units
at -- 10o F. (-740 C.) consisted of two high-stage compressors with propane
on the low side and ethane on the high side; each compressor operated with a
2-hp. motor. This equipment did not prove satisfactory: The refrigeration
capacity was insufficient. The ethane compressor frequently became fouled
with oil. The expansion valve on the high side frequently became clogged with
ice from water in the ethane gas.

The possibility of using higher temperature ranges for shell freezing greatly
simplified the use of mechanical refrigeration for this purpose. In several
commercial laboratories, shell freezing was accomplished routinely at -580 to
-76' F. (-50' to --60 C.). The machines were operated by one-stage
compressors which used F-22 gas or two-stage compressors which used F-12
gas. At such ranges, plasma could be shell frozen in 15-25 minutes.
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Equipment for Shell Freezing and Drying Plasma

Space (does not permit the detailed description of the equipment used for
shell freezing of plasiua (fig. 72) and for dryin, it. but the whole process is
described ill an article published in 1944 (23).

FIGURE 66.-Typical shell-freezing tray with small electric motor to
power rotating wheels. Wheels are normally submerged under solution
of carbon dioxide and alcohol.

ADDITIVES

Preservatives.-The National Institute of Health minimum requirements
for normal human plasma, issued on 20 February 1941, provided that after the
sample of pooled plasma had been withdrawn for the sterility test., a sufficient
amount of a "suitable preservative" shouhl be added, "except that phenol or a
similar compound" should not be regarded as suitable.

The Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes discussed this miatter on several
occasions. It was brought out, at the first discussion (22), that the Blood
Transfusion Association of New York had found Merthiolate unsatisfactory
and Zephiran too toxic for use. Some of the subcommittee membership thought
that plasma was best stored without any preservative at all (25). A recomn-
mendation to this effect was waived when it was found that commercial firms
were not inclined to process plasnma without one (.;3).

717-409"--64 21
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Merthiolate (1:10,000) was originally employed for this purpose. At the
19 September 1941 meeting of the subcommittee (43), the question was raised
whether, when massive doses of plasma were niecessary, there was danger that
the patient might receive too much of the mercurial preservative and might
incur renal damage. A motion setting a limit to the amount of plasma con-
taining a mercurial preservative which might be given was lost after it was
pointed out that the amount of mercury administered with plasma did not

FxGumz 67.-Equipment (Cutter Laboratories) for Emery technique of
shell-freezing plasma: cold alcohol (a), low temperature compressor (b),
circulating pump (c), end view of apparatus (d), and top view (e).

compare with that used in antisyphilitic treatment or given in the form of
mercurial diuretics.

It was agreed that a preservative was an added protection during the
time which elapsed between the opening of the container of plasma and its
infusion, but no action was taken, though some members of the subcommittee
thought-and action was later taken to that effect-that the lapsed time should
not be more than 3 hours. The NIH minimum requirements simply stated
that plasma "should be used promptly after restoration."

At the 3 November 1941 meeting of the subcommittee (44), Dr. Veldee
reported for himself and Dr. Soma Weiss on the review of the literature which
they had been appointed to make at the previous meeting: Merthiolate appar-
ently had some bacteriostatic value, and possibly some bactericidal value.
The presently employed concentration of phenylmercuric nitrate in plasma
(1:50,000) was not considered toxic. Dr. Weiss, however, was willing to
accept Merthiolate as a preservative only if a definite limitation were set on
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the dosage of plasma and if the symptoms of mercurial poisoning were pub-
lished on the label of the can. Other members suggested a limit of 3-6 liters
of plasma in 24 hours. Dr. Strumia suggested putting the preservative in the
distilled water, the amount of which could be regulated as desired. It was
finally passed that phenylmercuric nitrate, 1:50,000, or Merthiolate, 1:35,000,
be used in plasma, with the maximal dose to be 4 liters in 24 hours. This
recommendation was later adopted. On 10 April 1942, Dr. Veldee authorized
the change, with the concurrence of others concerned, from phenylmercuric

A B

"_ a

FIGoURE 68.-Wyckoff-Lagsden cans (Lederle pigs) for cold surface
condensation technique of drying plasma. A. Lateral view. B. Top view:
container for Dry Ice and alcohol (a).

nitrate to phenylmercuric borate, the proportions (1:50,000) to remain the
same.

On two occasions, the subcommittee decided that sulfonamide deriva-
tives should not be used in plasma (43, 45). Dr. Veldee's studies confirmed
the observations of others, including the British, that they produced no sig-
nificant bacteriostatic effects.

Sodium citrate.-An attempt on the part of one of the processing firms
to substitute 25 cc. of sodium citrate for the usual 50 cc. of 4-percent solu-
tion, in order to reduce the amount of fluid in the large plasma bottle, began
hopefully, as did the control series conducted at the Army Medical School.
The high percentage of clotting, however, forced a return to the original practice.

Sodium chloride.-Thc question of omitting sodium chloride from the
citrate solution used as a preservative came up when Dr. Cohn reported that
processing of serum albumin was simpler when it was not used (45). When
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and others, and it was therefore recommended on 15 December 1942 that 0.1
percent citric acid solution be substituted for 1.0 percent sodium chloride in
the reconstitution of dried plasma (48). This recommendation was later put
into practice.

CId 9
J f,

FIGURE 70.-Vacuum diffusion process for drying plasma: Drying
chamber (a), rotary condenser (b), motor (c), receiver (d), oil diffusion
pump (e), burner (f), and mechanical vacuum pump (g).

FILTERS

National Institutes of Health requirements specified that each package of
dried plasma contain a warning as to the danger of injecting plasma intrave-
nously without the use of a filter in the tube leading from the plasma reservoir
to the recipient.

The amount of plasma which could be fitered through the ordinary Seitz
filter before the filter became clogged and closed was so small that this method
was not practical until the pads were saturated with sodium citrate or some
other solution. Five-inch pads permitted the filtration of 18,000 cc. of plasma
at 98.60 F. (370 C.) in less than 3 hours.

In February 1942, Dr. Strumia reported a series of experiments intended
to determine the effects on citrated plasma of filtration through a Seitz steri-
lizing filter (49). Filtration through pads saturated, respectively, with 0.85-
percent saline solution and 4-percent sodium citrate-saline solution apparently
caused a loss of some or all of the fibrinogen. When the material was left
standing at 390 F. (40 C.), both lots developed a heavy precipitate, resembling
fibrin, and containing, respectively, 0.11 gin. and 0.13 gin. of fibrinogen.

A second experiment indicated that filtration through a Whatman filter
No. I under the conditions of the experiment caused an appreciable loss of
fibrinogen, a sharp increase in pH, an apparent loss of prothrombin, but no
appreciable loss of other proteins and no changes in the complement titration.
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When the material was kept in a liquid state, flocculation was extremely
annoying.

Dr. Strumia did not consider filtration of properly prepared plasma nec-
essary for purposes of sterilization, since bacterial contamination in it was
extremely small. In 105 pools made from 885 individual bloods, cultures
made by the National Institute of Health technique had shown only two pools
to be contaminated.

Occasional complaints were received that some bottles of dried plasma
contained an excess of fibrin or fibrinogen particles, which interfered with
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FIGURE 71.-Diagrammatic sketch of drying chamber for plasma, wih circulating water,
heated to desired thermostatically controlled temperature, within shelves.

the infusion. The complainants were always informed that there was no risk
from the use of such plasma if it were filtered during administration, as all
plasma should be.

Dr. Leo Rane, at the Lederle Laboratories, conducted studies with special
clarifying and bacteria-absorbing filter pads almost free of calcium. They
were not yet available commercially when this plant was inspected in January
1945, but Dr. Rane sent a few to the Army Medical School, to be tested for
sterility, postfiltration precipitation, fibrinogen, and other things. The war
ended before the study could be implemented.
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FIGuRE 72.-Schematic drawing of blood plasma freeze drying equipment.

MASS PRODUCTION OF DRIED PLASMA

Establishment of Program

The first contract for dried plasma, for 15,000 packages, in February 1941,
was made with Sharp & Dohme because of their previous experience in this
field (19). By April (18), this firm had processed 1,140 units of 250 cc. each,
with a loss of 126 units, 76 by breakage and the remainder for other reasons.
By July (20), it had received 5,902 bloods, processed 5,496, and released 2,976
for distribution.

Before the declaration of war on 8 December 1941, three other contracts
had been made. A small amount of plasma (750 packages) was available at
Pearl Harbor, but the Navy, whose immediate needs were greater than those
of other services, had received most of the other production.

Eventually, eight commercial firms were processing plasma, as follows (50):
Sharp & Dohme, beginning on 4 February 1941.
Eli Lilly and Co., beginning on 1 October 1941.
Lederle Laboratories (Division of American Cyanamid Co.), beginning on

14 October 1941.
Reichel Laboratories, Inc. (later Reichel Division of Wyeth, Inc.), begin-

ning on 18 November 1941.
Ben Venue Laboratories, beginning on 10 January 1942.
Cutter Laboratories, beginning on 12 January 1942.
Hyland Laboratories, beginning on 13 May 1942.
Parke, Davis and Co., beginning on 29 June 1942.
In the opinion of some members of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes,

the multiplicity of contractors introduced elements of danger. Others thought
it safer to spread out the contracts, in case of unforeseen emergencies. The
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original contracts were difficult to write because the time factor was unknown
and because the performance of the companies would be dependent upon the
supply of blood from the Red Cross. All through the war, it was a major prob-
lem to establish a satisfactory correlation between the full utilization of the
processing capacities of the laboratories and the procurement of blood by the
Red Cross blood donor centers.

Other laboratories that came into the blood program later processed only
serum albumin. Although the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes had ruled
that plasma or serum, frozen or dried, would be acceptable for use in wounded
casualties, it was Dr. Veldee's opinion that the same laboratory should not pro-
duce both serum and plasma (24).

The subcommittee, at the April 1941 meeting (18), had accepted the
"Minimum Requirements for Filtered Normal Human Plasma or Serum,"
issued by the National Institute of Health on 25 February 1941 (p. 279). It also
recommended that the Armed Forces purchase dried plasma from any processing
firm that employed methods acceptable to the U.S. Public Health Service.

There was never any objection to holding plasma in a shell-frozen state until
drying apparatus was installed and ready for use. The purpose of this plan
was threefold: (1) to provide a reserve against future augmented demands for
plasma; (2) to enable the Red Cross donor centers to step up blood deliveries as
rapidly as possible, without regard to present limitations in commercial drying
capacity; and (3) to stockpile plasma for use when the albumin program would
make additional demands on blood supplies.

The story of the processing of dried plasma throughout the war was one of
continued increases in the requirements of the Armed Forces, continued expan-
sion of the processing laboratories to meet these demands, and ingenious solution
of the various problems that arose, including the shortages of trained personnel
and of equipment needed for production. There would be little profit in going
into details of these matters, but a few special points might be mentioned, begin-
ning with the fact, already stated, that to avoid confusion and the writing of
multiple contracts, arrangements were made for the Army Medical Procurement
Agency, in Brooklyn, to act as purchasing agent for all plasma prepared com-
mercially for the Anny and the Navy.3

An early investigation showed that contracts entered into by any firm
with the Army and the Navy precluded the taking out of an injunction against
that firm because of infringement of patent rights (24).

EXPANSION OF REQUIREMENTS

The first contract for dried plasma, 15,000 packages from Sharp & Dohme in
February 1941, was deliberately small, partly because the resources of the firm
were then quite limited, partly because this was frankly a trial contract (19).

3 Unless otherwise specified, the data In the remainder of this chapter are derived from Dr. (1. Canby Robinson's
final report of the Red Cross Wlood Donor Program (50).
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At the 23 May 1941 meeting of the subcommittee (25), Col. (later Brig. Gen.)
Charles C. Hillman, MC, reported that letters had been sent to a number of
processing laboratories asking each for bids on 25,000-lots of dried plasma. The
requirements for fiscal year 1941-42 had been set at 100,000 units (18). By the
18 July meeting (20), 6 months before the United States entered the war, they
had risen to 200,000 units. In July 1942, 6 months after the United States
entered the war, the estimates for fiscal year 1942-43 were for 1,640,000 units
of dried plasma, and the processing firms were being requested to bid on produc-
tion up to 350,000 units each. These estimates were all for the small (250-cc.)
package of plasma.

In March 1945, when it was estimated that the war in Europe might end
in August, the estimated requirements for the Army and the Navy for the re-
mainder of 1945 (March-December) were for 1,010,000 large packages of plasma
which would require 2,222,000 bloods. This would have made the total Army-
Navy requirements for 1945, counting what they had already received, 1,020,000
large packages or 2,244,000 bloods.

By the end of the war, of the more than 13 million pints of blood collected
by the American Red Cross, 10,299,470 pints had been processed into dried
plasma, put up in 3,147,744 250-cc. packages and 3,049,636 500-cc. packages.

Throughout the war, the increase in requirements of the Armed Forces,
the capacity of the blood donor centers, and the capacity of plasma processing
laboratories had to be kept in balance. The proper distribution of donations
from the centers to the processing laboratories involved the geographic grouping
of the centers in relation to single laboratories, the provision of transportation
facilities, and the rapid readjustment of shipping occasionally necessary to move
bloods to another laboratory because the laboratory to which they were usually
allotted could not handle them.

Weekly reports of the distribution of blood donations were carefully
studied by the Red Cross, by personnel in the Office of The Surgeon General,
and by other interested parties. If donations were in excess, blood was likely
to be wasted. If they did not come up to the capacity of the processing labora-
tory, equipment was wasted, and, even more important, so was personnel. The
distribution of blood donations from Red Cross collection centers for the week
ending 22 July 1944 to commercial laboratories was as follows:

Lederle: Lilly:
Capacity ----------------- 18,500 Capacity ----------------- 17,000

Donations: Donations:
St. Louis ---------------- 3,855

New York -------------- 9,204 Indianapolis ------------- 2,026
Brooklyn -.-.-.-.- ----- 3,639 Cincinnati -------------- 2,777
Rochester -------------- 1,319 Atlanta ----------------- 1,381
Schenectady- ..... - 1,616 Louisville --------------- 1,907
Buffalo ---- 2,175 Columbus --------------- 2,675

Milwaukee -------------- 3,068

Total --------------- 17,953 Total -- -------------- 17,689

717--409--64--22
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Sharp & Dohme: Hyland:
Capacity ------------------ 12,500 Capacity ------------------ 5,000
Donations: Donations:

Boston ----------------- 4,853 Los Angeles ------------- 3,933
Philadelphia ------------- 5,300 San Diego --------------- 1,570
Harrisburg -------------- 1,604

Total ----------------- 5,503
Total ---------------- 11, 757 Abbott:

Reichel: Capacity ------------------ 6,750

Capacity ------------------ 7, 500 Donations:

Donations: Kansas City ------------- 2,468
Minneapolis ------------- 2,198

Pittsburgh------------- ,0 St. Paul ---------------- 1,814
Washington---------3,550 ___

Total ----------------- 6,480Total-----------7, 95 Upjohn:

Squibb: Capacity ------------------ 5,000
Capacity ------------------ 5,000 Donations:
Donations: Chicago ----------------- 4,551

Baltimore --------------- 2, 632 Armour:
Hartford ---------------- 1,997 Capacity ------------------ 7,000

Donations:
Total ----------------- 4,629 New Orleans ------------ 1,898

Ben Venue: Dallas ------------------ 1,890
San Antonio ------------- 1,450

Capacityions:, 0 Fort Worth ------------- 1,681
Donations: ____

Cleveland --------------- 3,800 Total ----------------- 6,919

Parke, Davis: Army, Navy Laboratories:
Capacity ------------------ 5,000 Capacity ------------------ 2,250
Donations: Donations:

Detroit ----------------- 4,584 Denver ----------------- 1,587

Cutter: Washington -------------- 372

Capacity ------------------ 13,500 Total ----------------- 1,959
Donations: Whole Blood (for U.S. Military

Los Angeles ------------- 4,819 Hospitals):
San Francisco ----------- 4, 067 Donations:
Oakland ---------------- 1, 763 Chicago ----------------- 10
Portland ---------------- 2, 458 Total bleedings --------------- 106, 891

Maximum capacity of labora-
Total ---------------- 13,107 tories --------------------- 109,000

The essential factor in meeting these conditions was the assignment of
correct weekly quotas to each of the bleeding centers. The quotas were set,
and changes were made in them, only by the National Director, American
Red Cross, after he had taken into consideration (1) the total requirements of
the Army and the Navy; (2) the distribution of these requirements among
the contracting laboratories; and (3) the number of bloods necessary to enable
each laboratory to fulfill its Army or Navy contract by the date specified in
the contract. In deciding upon possible increases in quotas, it was also neces-
sary to consider the professional staff of the center and the possibility of
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expanding it, the facilities of the center, the size of its physical plant, the number
of mobile units which it could operate, and the facilities of the processing plant
which the center supplied.

EQUIPMENT FOR THE PLASMA PROGRAM

Commercial Production

When the plasma program was set up, the chief bottleneck was the shortage
of equipment for commercial processing (18). The laboratories were unwilling
to provide equipment, or to expand what they already possessed, without
formal contracts. The most essential item in the program, centrifuges, was
the item in shortest supply, since those which would take the large American
Red Cross horse bottles were then made by only one firm in the country, the
International Equipment Co., Boston.

A number of suggestions were made to overcome these difficulties:

1. That the Army and the Navy should purchase the necessary equipment, and rent
it or lease it to the processing firms.

2. That the equipment be developed under the auspices of the National Research
Council and be popularized under its name and auspices. The Medical Research Council
of Great Britain had established this prec-ient.

3. That sedimentation techniques be considered as a substitute for centrifugation.
4. That centrifuges of different sizes be used. Thus, 450-cc. bottles could be spun

with No. 1 centrifuges, which were in ample supply. If No. 3 centrifuges, which were in
short supply, could be used, each of them could handle 32 bottles every 9 hours. The
yield, which would be greater than with any other centrifuge, would shortly compensate
for their additional cost.

5. That representatives of the Army and the Navy be authorized to visit firms making
equipment for the program, in an endeavor to expedite production. This recommendation
was carried out.

Confusion continued to mark the procurement of equipment for the
plasma processing program for the first year of its existence. On 16 September
1942, a meeting of all concerned with the program was held in the Office of
The Surgeon General (51), and the following plan of organization was decided
on:

1. By the express desire of The Surgeon General, the responsibility for the whole
plasma program would remain entirely within the Armed Forces. Manufacturers would
obtain extensions of preference ratings for materials and supplies, except for expansion
projects, through the Supply Division, Office of The Surgeon General.

2. All expansion projects and all requests for preference ratings for replacement equip-
ment would be cleared through the War Production Board. The Army-Navy Munitions
Board would pass on all such requests by the customary procedure requiring concurrence
of this Board, which would keep in close contact with the requirements of the Medical
Department in acting upon the applications. Also, in view of the fact that supplies of
blood represented the essential raw material in the plasma and albumin program, the Board
would keep informed on the bleeding program.

3. The Army-Navy, Munitions Board would maintain a compilation of requirements
of all manufacturers of materials other than blood needed in the preparation of plasma.
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This listing would be based on estimated production for periods of approximately 4 months.
Calculations would be on the basis of anticipated blood deliveries and plant capacities.
These data would be submitted to the Office of The Surgeon General for guidance in schedul-
ing production and delivery of equipment to individual processing laboratories. The
performance of each processing firm would be evaluated through review of periodic reports
to be submitted at the request of the Legal Division, Office of The Surgeon General.

4. To avoid confusion, it was suggested (a) that the Office of The Surgeon General
instruct processing laboratories regarding the procedures they should follow in procurement
of equipment; and (b) that, except on expansion projects or replacement of equipment,
contacts with the processing laboratories be limited to representatives of the Armed Forces,
the National Institute of Health, and the Red Cross.

When these arrangements were put into effect, the procurement and
replacement of equipment in the plasma program were both greatly simplified,
and the changeover to the larger package, which was effected in July 1943
(p. 172), was carried out with remarkable smoothness. Problems continued
to arise, of course, but very often it was found that they had been caused by
failure of the processing laboratory to follow the directions laid down.

The part of the plasma program concerned with supplies was stabilized
during fiscal year 1943-44. By this time, most of the material required by the
processing laboratories had been standard' -d, an '. he various concerns which
supplied the equipment had scheduled t' production to conform with the
needs of the program. Centrifuges, mob.. refrigerating chests, and other
items whose lack had seriously curtailed the plasma program for an extended
period were no longer limiting factors. The War Production Board made
spare parts available for centrifuges, so that repairs could be effected with a
minimum of delay.

Equipment for Red Cross Blood Donor Centers

Shortages of equipment and supplies and delays in their procurement
plagued the Red Cross blood donor centers during the entire war. The opening
of new centers was frequently delayed for this reason. The lack of such small
items as gauze, adhesive, needles, syringes, and thermometers could delay the
operation of a center until they were supplied. Many times, since the quantities
were not excessive, manufacturers and jobbers supplied enough material to
permit continued operation, and repeated requests were made of the proper
agencies of the War Production Board.

On 3 March 1943, a meeting to determine the best method of securing
supplies and equipment for the bleeding centers was attended by Dr. G. Canby
Robinson, National Director of the Blood Donor Service, American Red Cross;
Dr. (later Major) Earl S. Taylor, Technical Director of the Service; Col.
Charles F. Shook, MC, Special Representative of The Surgeon General for the
Blood-Plasma Program; and representatives of the Procurement Division,
American Red Cross, and the Priorities Division, War Production Board.
A special expediter was to be appointed from the War Production Board for
reqie*s from the Red Cross, and all requests for priority ratings would be
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expedited. It was expected that, for the usual items, clearance would not
require over 48 hours. The centers were requested to anticipate their require-
ments for 4 months in advance so that contracts could be placed accordingly.

In general, the plan decided oil at this meeting worked out very well, but
there were still many delays. The procurement of paper cups is an illustra-
tion, which could be multiplied many times over, of the difficulty of securing
essential items during the war. A steady supply of paper cups was necessary at
all blood centers, to provide fluids for the donors, as there were no facilities for
washing and sterilizing nonexpendable cups. About 35,000 cups of three
sizes were needed each month. When they could not be secured through
regular channels, a special endeavor was made to expedite them, but it took 3
weeks and a dozen letters and memorandums, as well as multiple phone calls,
to set in motion the action that finally led to their procurement. Meantime,
some chapters were securing their cups by daily purchases of small numbers
wherever they could be bought.

OTHER PRODUCTION DIFFICULTIES

In spite of the amicable relations that existed between the processing
laboratories and those concerned with the plasma program in the Army, the
Navy, and the American Red Cross, there were numerous arguments and mis-
understandings of various kinds. This was inevitable. The drying of plasma
was a new process, not yet reduced to strict formulas, for which equipment was
being devised as the program developed.

There were mechanical difficulties of various kinds to be ironed out, par-
ticularly after production was stopped for any reason. An extended shutdown
was usually followed by trouble on the first run afterward, and it was found
to be economical to keep all desiccation units running at a fairly steady rate.

In March 1943 and again in May 1944, labor troubles led to impending
strike threats. In each instance, The Surgeon General wrote the employees
of the processing laboratories of the vital importance of the plasma program
and the imperative necessity of avoiding any work stoppage. In both in-
stances, the difficulties were settled without any loss of time, but in both,
arrangements had been made to transfer the involved firm's quotas of blood to
the nearest unaffected firm if the threatened strikes had actually occurred.

Sabotage, as already intimated, was a theoretical possibility during the
entire war in the whole program-whole blood, plasma, albumin, byproducts,
and intravenous fluids. Fortunately, it never was anything but theoretical.
The usual precautions against it were practiced throughout the war, including
fencing of all plants, 24-hour-a-day guards, and screening of employees as far
as was practical. Empty bleeding bottles were kept under lock and key.
Blood was transported from the blood centers to the processing plants by pre-
arranged express schedules, and all containers used were sealed in
transportation.
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TESTING

Army Medical School

The first extensive testing in the plasma program was conducted by Dr.
Strumia (p. 269). This was a clinical study of plasma prepared in his laboratory
from blood provided by the American Red Cross. He was assisted in it by
Captain Kendrick, Commander Newhouser, and members of the Subcom-
mittee on Blood Substitutes.

When the first supplies of plasma became available commercially, the
practice was adopted of testing each lot chemically and clinically in the Blood
Research Division, Army Medical School, before it was released for use from
the medical depots. Originally, one package in each thousand was tested
(table 7). In March 1943, in order to reduce the heavy workload, the number
of samples was reduced to 1 in each 5,000. Since individual lots of plasma
were made up of only 15-25 bottles, it was neither practical nor economical to
test one package per lot. When it was proposed by a hospital commander in
January 1944 that this be done, it was pointed out that his plan would mean
that 5 percent of all plasma produced would be tested, which would be a waste
of valuable material as well as an unnecessary precaution: During the last 5
months, only two packages had been rejected out of 350 examined, this number
representing a production of approximately 1% million packages. A little
later, testing was limited to one package per month selected at random from
each laboratory.

When the samples were received at the Army Medical School, the package
was first studied for possible external defects. The plasma was examined in
the Chemistry Division to determine moisture content, hemoglobin content,

TABLE 7.-Results of testing of 1,008 lots of commercially produced plasma in Army Medical
School

Lots
Producer

Tested Retested Accepted Rejected

A ------------------------------------- 177 5 170 7
B ------------------------------------- 100 0 99 1
C -------------------------------------- 83 0 83 0
D ------------------------------------- 131 0 131 0
E ------------------------------------- 43 3 43 0
F -------------------------------------- 159 3 158 1 1
G ------------------------------------- 88 1 84 4
H ------------------------------------- 154 4 154 0
I--------------------------------------- 73 0 73 0

Total ---------------------------- 1,008 16 995 13

'Partial.
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and plasma protein content. It was then tested for solubility, with a note of
the time required for complete solution. Finally, the plasma was adminis-
tered to patients who were carefully observed for any adverse reactions, par-
ticularly chills and fever.

Processing Laboratories

Each laboratory was required to maintain complete records on each lot of
plasma processed, the reports showing serologic tests; cultures; toxicity tests
and bulk sterility tests on each pool; time required for processing; time required
for drying and the temperature levels during the process; and final sterility and
residual moisture determination on the dried product. Monthly reports were
also required.

In view of the completeness of these records and their availability for
inspection, it was decided, in the spring of 1944, to discontinue testing at the
Army Medical School. The change was considered entirely safe since by this
time all the laboratories under contract had had extensive experience and were
turning out satisfactory products.

Analysis of Questionnaires

Materials and methods.-An analysis of 1,407 of the questionnaires
included in the packages of dried plasma and returned after material had been
used was carried out at the Naval Medical Research Institute in December 1943
(52, 53). The 1,407 infusions of dried plasma were compared with a previous
study of 1,751 infusions of liquid plasma.

Of the 1,407 infusions analyzed, 300 had been given at the National
Naval Medical Center and 119 were given between midnight and 8 a.m., the
time -f administration suggesting that they were given for emergency reasons.
The 1,407 infusions had been given to 734 patients, 457 of whom had received
1 injection each, 2 of whom had received 22 injections each, and 34 of whom
had received 9 injections each. Eighty percent of the material injected was
produced by three laboratories; there was no essential difference in clinical
results or incidence of reactions.

The distribution of clinical indications and therapeutic results was essen-
tially the same for both dried and liquid plasma. Hypoproteinemia, including
jaundice and infection, was the chief indication, followed by shock and hemor-
rhage. The peak month of administration, July 1942, coincided with the peak
month of the postvaccination hepatitis epidemic. In 22 of the 25 fatal cases in
the dried plasma series, the indications for the infusion included shock, with or
without hemorrhage, and bums. Although hypoproteinemia and jaundice
accounted for more than 40 percent of the indications in the total series, only 2
of the 25 deaths were associated with these conditions. In the remaining death,
the indications for plasma administration were not stated.
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The average amount (i fdried plasma given to each patient was 526 cc. and
of liquid plasma, 711 cc. The fact that the reported average for all patients
exceeded 500 cc. clearly justified the recent adoption of 500-cc. packages.

Results.-The response to plasma was considered favorable in 96 percent
of the patients in each series. There were no hemolytic reactions in either
series, and the reaction rate in both was essentially the same, about 5 percent.
Patients in shock had tewer reactions than those not in shock. Only one
patient had more than 2 reactions; this man had 4 reactions in 18 infusions, 2
of which occurred on the same day, after consecutive infusions. Of the eight
other patients with multiple reactions, five sustained both on the same day
after consecutive infusions.

Of the 74 reactions in the dried plasma series, 25 were urticarial, a larger
proportion than in the liquid plasma series. Two explanations were advanced:

1. The lability of the allergen, a theory for which no proof could be
demonstrated.

2. Something in the diet of the donors. All of the liquid plasma used in
the series was prepared at the Naval Medical School, from blood drawn at a
single, closely supervised center, whose donors had eaten little in the 6 hours
before the donation. It was conceivable that at centers at whichl blood was
procured for dried plasma this regulation was not strictly enforced.

The reaction rate for liquid plasma stored for less than 4 months was 5.1
percent, and for plasma stored beyond this limit, 3.0 percent. These rates
further suggested that some mildly toxic labile constituent of fresh plasma
might be stored in the dry state.

Studies on blood pressure P.nd pulse rates.-As a part of this general
study, the effect of plasma administration on blood pressure was investigated
in 392 infusions given to 378 patients, and on the pulse rate in 513 infusions
given to 442 patients. The data were as follows:

1. The average increase in systolic blood pressure produced by the administration of
plasma, over a period not exceeding 24 hours, to patients with initial systolic pressures under
100 mm. Hg was 28 mm. Hg in those in shock and 14 mm. Hg in those with hypoproteinemia.

2. The average decrease in pulse rate in patients with initial rates over 100 per minute
was 13 per minute in those in shock and 6 per minute in those with hypoproteinemia.

3. In general, the increase in systclic blood pressure was much greater than the decrease
in pulse rate. In patients in shock, the coefficient of correlation between the two responses
was extremely low and not statistically significant.

4. There were no statistically significant differences between the results of dried and
liquid plasma.

INSPECTION OF PROCESSING LABORATORIES

After all laboratories were in production, periodic inspections were made,
in compliance with a directive from the Office of The Surgeon General on
9 July 1942. Reports were sent to his office, to the Army Medical Purchasing
Officer, and to others concerned in the program (54-58).
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The original purpose of these inspections was to make certain that the best
possible production techniques were being employed, and that all possible
precautions were being taken to provide a safe and effective product. Varia-
tions from standard techniques were detected and corrected. Any improve-
ment in procedure observed at one laboratory was promptly made known to
other processing firms.

These frequent contacts made it possible to reduce contamination rates and
losses from other causes. One of their most useful functions was the correction
of the rumors, false impressions, and misunderstandings that invariably rose
in a project of such magnitude. The relations between the Division of Surgical
Physiology, Army Medical School, and the commercial laboratories had been
excellent before large-scale production of plasma began, and this liaison, which
also existed with the Navy, was maintained by these visits, which were usually
made by Colonel Kendrick and Captain Newhouser.

YIELDS OF PLASMA FROM BLOOD

One of the subjects discussed at the Blood Plasma Conference in Chicago
on 24 March 1943 was the volume of plasma recovered from each bleeding
bottle (59). The monthly reports indicated wide variations. In January, the
yield for the processing laboratories ranged from 275 to 309 cc., with
yields for individual firms varying from 260 to 314 cc.

A number of reasons might account for these discrepancies:
1. The volume of the anticoagulant solution in the bleeding bottle varied, though the

intent was that it should be 50 cc., less whatever amount was lost by evaporation during,
and subsequent to, sterilization. Measurements made in 12 bleeding centers showed the
maximum range from 47 to 70 cc., the minimum from 16 to 50 cc., and the average from
44 to 58 cc. It was urgent that each laboratory overhaul its technique so that the employee
charged with introducing the anticoagulant could not vary it from bottle to bottle. Dr.
Taylor, who had directed this investigation, considered it probable that sterilization tech-
niques should also be checked.

2. The volume of blood collected varied. To study this discrepancy, 2,475 bleeding
bottles were selected 4t random from the Church containers as they were received at one
laboratory. The volume of blood was determined by measurements on a marked bottle,
in 50-cc. graduations from 550 to 250 cc. Percentage variations ranged from 50.0 and 29.5
to 0.9 and 0.2. These variations had been called to the attention of all bleeding centers.

3. Wide differences were found in revolutions per minute and the time factor with
various models of centrifuges. When a No. 13 model was used, the revolutions per minute
varied from 1,300 to 2,300 and the time interval of four motor speeds from 20 to 60 minutes.
When a No. 3 model was used, the corresponding figures were 2,000-2,500 r.p.m. and 25-45
minutes. Unless it were assumed that the lowest number of revolutions per minute, or
the shortest interval, was optimum, it had to be assumed that centrifugation at some labora-
tories was not adequate. One laboratory reported a yield of plasma of 285.5 cc. when a
No. 13 centrifuge was used at 1,800 r.p.m. for 50 minutes and of 297 cc. when the time was
extended to 65 minutes. It was planned to supply each processing laboratory with a table
showing the relation of revolutions per minute to the time factor necessar3 to secure a full
plasma yield.
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4. A study of two processing laboratories that received blood from the same bleeding
centers showed, over a 5-month period, that the yield of plasma was the same in both on
one occasion but that there was a maximum variation of 45 cc. and an average variation
of 12 cc.

5. Variations were also found in the amount of plasma drawn off after centrifugation.
The closed technique, investigation showed, had been well standardized in all processing
laboratories. Any variation, therefore, was evidently the fault of the individual who per-
formed the operation. Variations were least when supervision was most careful.

6. The temperature of the blood at the time the plasma was drawn off apparently
influenced the yield. Commander Newhouser reported that the Upjohn Co. had found
that, if the blood was chilled after centrifugation, it was possible to draw off all but 4 cc.
of plasma without distributing the red blood cell layer. The high hemoglobin content of
the last bit of plasma drawn off did not interfere with the manufacture of albumin, which
this firm was making.

One laboratory made a check of 25 bloods received from five centers,
spinning them for 50 minutes at 1,800 r.p.m. After carefully removing all
the plasma possible without drawing off red blood cells, the maximum blood-
tinged residual plasma recovered varied from 1 to 20 cc. and the average from
4.0 to 8.5 cc. for the individual centers. Based on the total bleedings in all
centers for January 1943, the residual yield of plasma would have ranged from
747,000 to 1,589,000 cc., very considerable a-mounts. If the residual could not
be used in dried plasma, it was thought that methods could be devised for
salvaging it for use for serum albumin.

The analysis clearly indicated that if optimum conditions were ever
approached, the yield of plasma could be materially increased, perhaps by
as much as 100,000 bottles per year.

At a conference of the Albumin Testing Group on 22 March 1943 (60),
Dr. Veldee again called attention to the very considerable amount of plasma
then going to waste because of breakage and because of the amount left in the
layer over the packed red cells. An average of 8.5 cc. could be recovered in
this layer in every bottle, and the total amount would be about a million cubic
centimeters every month. This residual could not be used for plasma because
of its red cell content, but it should be processed in some stable form, so that
it could be held without loss. These losses were never fully corrected.

ACCOUNTING PRACTICES

Original Plans

Since donated blood immediately became the property of the U.S. Govern-
ment, it was essential that a precise record be kept of its disposition and of
losses of it from all causes. Legally, this was required by Army regulations.
Because of the usual source of the raw product, such an accounting was also
morally obligatory, and the responsibility for it was keenly felt by all connected
in any way with the program.

At an early meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, it was
agreed that if contamination, breakage, insufficient samples for serologic
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testing, and any other losses and errors were found at the processing laboratories,
the information should be telegraphed immediately to the bleeding center
responsible and a copy of the wire sent to Dr. Robinson. Gross errors would
therefore be investigated and corrected as soon as they occurred.

Accounting practices were fully discussed at a meeting on revision of
plasma contracts held at the Purchasing and Contracting Office of the New
York Medical Depot on 28 July 1942 and attended by representatives of that
office and of two processing laboratories (61). The following agreements were
reached: All contracts would contain a provision for complete accounting to
the Army of all blood received from the Red Cross and of all its byproducts.
The report would start with an inventory of the blood, frozen plasma, and dried
plasma on hand when the new contract commenced; would add to the inventory
the blood received during the month; would deduct from it losses due to con-
tamination, ordinary breakage, and other causes; would make the proper con-
version from amounts of blood to comparable quantities of plasma; and would
convert frozen plasma to appropriate quantities of dried plasma, with due
regard to shrinkage due to further breakage, possible contamination, and other
causes. Credit would be taken for deliveries of dried plasma during the month,
and an inventory of blood, frozen plasma, and dried plasma on hand at the
end of each month would be shown.

The Army also wished each laboratory to prepare a certified statement
accounting for all the blood received from the beginning of the project up to
the first report by the new accounting system.

The laboratories were quite willing to prepare the desired accounting.
It was thought, however, that the standard Red Cross form was not adequate
for this purpose, while the very elaborate statistical report which the Army-
Navy Munitions Board had recently requested was rather cumbersome. A
single form was later developed which served the Army-Navy Munitions
Board requirements and a copy of which was sent to the Red Cross for informa-
tion.

The laboratories also requested at this meeting that the Red Cross be
instructed each month by the Army and the Navy as to the quantity of total
blood to be used for plasma and for albumin. If shortages in either program
should develop, the laboratories would be in an awkward position if they had
made the allocations, and they would probably be criticized by both services.

Criticisms of Original Practices

On 14 September 1943, the Renegotiation Division, Office of The Surgeon
General, called to the attention of the Director, Procurement Division, a number
of errors in the accounts submitted by the processing laboratories, emphasizing
that there was no implication whatsoever of any bad faith on the part of any
firms concerned with the program (62). The reports in question were designed
to afford protection to the laboratories as well as to the Government and the
personnel concerned with letting the contracts. If there were errors in them,
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this protection was not being afforded. Moreover, the maintenance of adequate
records was related to the renegotiation programn in the sense that the relative
operating efficiency of the company was always taken into consideration in
determining the amount of excess profits to be recaptured. Any figures
compiled on the basis of the reports in question would also be in error and
subject to criticism by the companies concerned when settlement agreements
were entered into.

The chief errors were listed as follows:
1. The form used was not adequate to account for contaminated material that could

not be used for plasma but was suitable for albumin.
2. There was no uniformity in the reports of the various laboratories, particularly in

respect to contaminated plasma. Some companies wrote it off. Others carried it in their
inventory. Still others dropped it and picked it up again, from time to time, to effect so-
called recalcification. Some companies reported quantities converted to albumin as if
they had been lost in freezing or for other reasons. Some reported high hemoglobin losses
as miscellaneous. One company reported large miscellaneous losses as the difference between
actual and estimated plasma volume.

3. The present forms did not definitely segregate losses subject to the penalty clause
from those not subject to it, though whether this was important would depend upon whether
a penalty was to be imposed for negligence, deviation from expected or average performance,
or other causes.

4. Some errors originated on the companies' reports. Some were errors in transcription
and colunmization from the companies' reports to the stock movement record. Other
discrepancies might exist which could be disclosed only by a complete audit of records.

To correct these errors the following suggestions were made:

1. Some revision in the form in use was necessary, to allow for contaminated material,
which should be recorded uniformly by all companies.

2. The mathematical accuracy of each monthly report should be established on its
receipt.

3. Amounts listed as miscellaneous should be analyzed to show causes of loss before the
figures were recorded on the stock account.

4. A formal monthly columnarized stock record should be maintained in binder form
and balanced and reconciled each month, as was apparently required by paragraph 10 of
Army Regulations No. 38-6520. The record should account for the disposition of the blood
from the time it was delivered by the American Red Cross until it was received and accepted
by an Army depot or other Army installation. The record should be supported by shipping
tickets for quantities delivered to the processing companies, receiving reports for quantities
delivered to Army depots, monthly reports from each company to show the movement of
the blood, and forms to cover quantities charged out. The report should also summarize
losses by causes and according to whether or not liability was attached to them.

Justification of Original Reports

As Captain Taylor pointed out to Capt. Frederic N. Schwartz, MAC, in
a memorandum commenting on this letter from the Renegotiation Division
(68), a number of points had to be taken into consideration in analyzing current
accounting practices:

1. The processing firms had never before handled so large a volume of human biologic
material. In the initial stages of the operation, many innovations and improvisations were
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necessary, and the resulting delays and losses were reflected in conflicting and inaccurate
inventory reports.

Some of the early records were quite complex. One firm, for instance, made restitution,
of its own accord, for material lost in processing and adjusted its subsequent reports in
conformity with the replacement. Another laboratory also made restitution for blood lost
through a truck accident on its property.

2. The program was underestimated in its potential size by all concerned with it.
Rapid expansion took place before facilities were available, and makeshift arrangements
were often necessary to handle the enormous increases in blood delivered to the laboratories.

3. As a result of these various factors, initial losses were excessive in the light of present
operations, and errors in bookkeeping occurred that could not be adjusted until there was
time for a less hurried appraisal of stocks on hand and other matters.

4. In the first year of the program, contaminated and fused (denatured) material was
looked upon as highly dangerous. Some companies charged it off as a complete loss, but
others kept it on their shelves, hoping that some use might be developed for it in the future.
Some plasma was discarded on the ground that it had lost its original properties. A good
deal was used experimentally, in attempts to devise methods of salvaging it, such as recal-
cification and chloroform extraction. Between October 1942 and February 1943, many
large batches of contaminated plasma were used in trial runs at plants preparing to process
albumin, so that good material would not be wasted getting the initial difficulties of produc-
tion ironed out. It was not until July 1943 that the Harvard pilot plant considered it safe
to use contaminated plasma in the serum program. Any diversion of such plasma to this
use before that date was entirely experimental, and the material used was of no value accord-
ing to the criteria in the National Institute of Health regulations and those implied in the
plasma contracts.

For these various reasons, the forms then in use provided no method of accounting for
plasma that, for contamination and other reasons, was charged off on the report but was
physically retained by the laboratory for possible conversion to other uses. The conversion
of contaminated plasma was a development of the past few months. It was not provided
for on the report forms previously in use because this development did not then exist.

National Institute of Health rulings permitted the processing of liquid plasma into
dry plasma if contamination was limited to 200 organisms per cubic centimeter. The
rationale was twofold, the dilution accomplished by pooling the bloods, and the freezing
and drying processes, which killed organisms in this number.

5. In dealing with biologic substances of this nature, and in such volume, it was not
practical to interrupt the process to secure measurements exact to the cubic centimeter at
various stages of production. Originally filling and sample losses were simply estimated
(so-called stick measurements). At Dr. Veldee's request, in October 1942, uniform measure-
ments were made in all laboratories, though it was still impractical to account accurately
for every 10 cc., or even every 100 cc.

6. The blood donor centers had the same difficulties as the laboratories. At the begin-
ning of the program, donations probably averaged 20-30 cc. less than present donations.
Even at the time of this report, however, the amount of potentially available plasma was no
better than an estimated average determined by comparing the amount in individual bottles
as they arrived with the average yield of plasma per bleeding as determined by the laboratory.
Each bleeding ideally yielded 300+ cc. of plasma, the equivalent of one finished standard
package. This ideal 1: 1 ratio waw based on the assumption that each bottle of blood was
completely filled (which, for the rea. ns already stated, it was not). It also made no allowance
for breakage, positive serology, filling losses, or contamination.

Standards of performance and checks of efficiency of operation of the
processing laboratories by the American Red Cross took into consideration the
realistic factors just listed. In planning for deliveries of blood to the processing
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laboratories to meet Army contracts, the Red Cross, the National Institute of
Health, and the Office of The Surgeon General decided that a ratio of 1:1.2
finished packages of plasma to bleeding would represent excellent performance.
As of 31 August 1943, the ratio was 1:1.079.

A further check on laboratory performance, and indirectly on the overall
accuracy of the laboratory records, was the breakdown sheet for mechanical
and contamination losses prepared each month by Dr. Veldee. Over the last
2 months, these losses, exclusive of serology losses of 0.30 percent, amounted
to 2.47 percent. Thus, without taking into consideration filling and sample
losses, there was a known and recorded loss of 2.77 percent. In terms of the
ratio of bleedings to finished packages, this was 1.03 percent, which compared
favorably with the 1:1.079 ratio obtained by the other method of checking.

There were, therefore, five bleedings per hundred, or 1,500 cc. of plasma
per hundred bloods, not accounted for statistically. Sterility samples and
similar amounts required by National Institute of Health regulations amounted
to about 160 cc. per hundred bloods. A fair estimate of the variation of the
ideal 550 cc. of citrated blood per donation would account for 2, 000 cc. per
each hundred bloods or 1,000 cc. of plasma. This left 340 cc. of plasma, or
something over one bleeding per hundred, to cover filling and other incidental
production losses that could not be measured.

It was Captain Taylor's opinion that those examining the reports sub-
mitted to date did not completely understand the background of the plasma
production program and the early difficulties it encountered. Also they did
not possess the necessary medical knowledge to assess phases of operation and
production which did not lend themselves to mathematical calculations.
For these reasons, Captain Taylor questioned the justification for the some-
what sweeping condemnation of the present system of recording. By far the
largest numbers of errors were clerical, and simple auditing of the monthly
reports would easily correct that situation.

Changes in Reporting Practices

At a meeting of representatives of the various components of the plasma
program on 1 October 1943, reporting practices were discussed in detail (64).
It was not believed that the correction of the errors complained of by the
Renegotiation Division would present great difficulties or require basic changes
in present policies.

Colonel Kendrick and Captain Taylor pointed out that, at the present
time,, there was no known method of salvaging contaminated blood, and
dropping it from accountability represented no problem at all; it would never

4 Captain Taylor also pointed out in this memorandum that the penalty clause in the contracts, particularly its in-
vocation, should he clarified. The legal mrchanism for imposition of penalties was not within the competence of in-
terested medical officers. On the other hand, if negligence or deviation from expected or average performance were to
be the basis for its invocation, the opinion of those who had Intimate knowledge of plasma processing-that is, represent-
atives of the National Institute of Health, the Blood Research Division, Army Medical School, and other agencies-
should be sought before action was taken.
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be dropped on one report and picked up on another. They also emphasized
the difficulties that would face laboratories if they tried to take precise in-
ventories of material which they had retained on their own initiative, in the
hope that it might eventually be useful, and which was frequently stored in
containers of various shapes and sizes. They thought that an approximate
report in liters should be permitted. Also, to take cognizance of the storage
problem faced by some processing laboratories, these officers proposed, with
Dr. Veldee's concurrence, that contaminated material on hand before 1 August
1943 should be destroyed.

Auditing arrangements for the correction of mathematical errors were
suggested, and it was also proposed that the same auditor who performed
this task, and who thus became familiar with the form and content of the re-
ports and the problems involved, should make a monthly audit of all reports
in the future.

On 6 November 1943, in accordance with suggestions made at the 1 October
1943 meeting, a preliminary letter was sent to the processing laboratories
from the Army Medical Purchasing Office in New York incorporating the
following information:

1. Recent developments indicated the possibility that blood or plasma
hitherto regarded as unsuitable for use because of contamination or for other
reasons could be salvaged for certain purposes.

2. At the request of the Army, several laboratories had been retaining
this material and had s3metimes overloaded their storage facilities with it.
Permission to discard all such material on hand before 1 August 1943 was
therefore granted all laboratories.

3. Hereafter, no such material would be discarded without first obtaining,
through the contracting officer, Army Medical Purchasing Office, permission
of the chief, Laboratory of Biologics Control, National Institute of Health.

4. Hereafter, a supplement should be filed with each monthly report
indicating the material charged off in all stages of processing, the volume to
be reported in liters. If exact quantities were not readily obtainable, as nearly
accurate estimates as possible should be used.

Detailed instructions for the reports to be required in the future were
sent to all processing laboratories from the Army Medical Purchasing Office
on 17 May 1944 (65).

LOSSES

Total Losses

In the Journal of the American Medical A8sociation for 12 September
1942, Dr. Taylor summarized the losses which had occurred in 320,442 bloods
collected up to 1 May 1942 as follows (66):

Breakage, 0.345 percent, including 126 bottles broken in transit and 842 cracked during
centrifugation.
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Hemolysis, 0.569 percent. All but 406 of the 1,591 units lost in this category had to
be discarded because the blood froze when inadequate shipping arrangements allowed it
to be exposed for considerable periods to subzero weather. Some early losses occurred
because of failure to remove the Dry Ice used for precooling shipping containers.

Contamination, 2.26 percent. The loss of 6,260 bloods from this cause was considered
small in view of the 16 bleeding centers and 4 processing laboratories which had entered
the project without any previous experience in this field.

Miscellaneous, 0.284 percent. In all, 794 units in this category had to be discarded.
Railroad breakdowns resulting from weather conditions caused some bloods to be held
beyond the time permitted by National Institute of Health specifications. One pool of
36 bloods had to be discarded because it contained blood from a donor who developed
typhus fever.

Most blood that was discarded was made into typing sera or was used
in pilot bottles to test moisture content.

The final report of the American Red Cross (50) shows a loss of 204,848
bloods (1.6 percent) of a total of 12,589,034 delivered to the processing lab-
oratories (table 8). It will be noted that, as in the earlier report, bacterial
contamination was the major cause of losses but the percentage had been
materially reduced, as had that of all the other causes listed in the first report
in 1942.

Losses From Contamination

The risk of contamination was first discussed at the meeting of the Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes on 23 May 1941 (25), when it was learned
that a pool of 40 bloods being processed in a commercial laboratory had been
found to be contaminated. It was recommended, to prevent wastage from
this cause, that pools should consist of not more than 12 bloods. Later,
when it was found possible to process contaminated plasma into albumin,
the limits were successively lifted to 25 bloods, and then to 50 and more (67).

Two special experiences with losses of liquid plasma from contamination
are sufficiently instructive to be reported in some detail.

TABLE 8.-Percentage distribution of causes of 204,848 losses in 12,589,034 bloods delivered
to plasma processing laboratories in World War II

Causes of losses Number of Percentage of
bottles total collect ions

Bacterial contamination ---------------------------------- 125,748 0.99
Positive serology --------------------------.-------------- 28,364 .22
Breakage in centrifuge ------------------------------------ 17,048 .13
Breakage in transit -.----------------------------------- 1,660 .01
Hemolysis ------------.----.-------------------- 7,567 .06
Clotting ------------------.------------------- ------ 3,727 02
Miscellaneous ------ --------------------------- - -- 20,734 .16

I- - - - _

Total -------------------------------------------- 204,848 1.6
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First experience.-When the liquid plasma center was inspected on
30 July 1943, the chief problem was the gradual increase in contaminated plasma
which had occurred over the last 4 months, always with Staphylococcus albu8.
Contamination was occurring in the pools retained in the center as well as in
those shipped for testing to the Army Medical School. The circumstances
were always the same: the primary culture was negative. Cloudiness began
to appear in the pools on the 7th or 8th day, and culture of the pilot bottle on
the 10th day revealed the contaminant. It was concluded that contamination
probably occurred either when the primary culture was taken or when Merthio-
late was added.

Investigation of the technique employed at the center made clear the
prime cause of contamination, that the bottles were being entered at the free
hole (p. 386), where the stoppers were only 1% to 1 mm. thick, instead of at the
X-mark, where the diaphragm was 7 mm. thick and sealed itself when it had
been penetrated, as the thinner diaphragm did not. The result of this tech-
nique was that the closed system, essential to the preservation of sterility,
ceased to exist.

It was directed that this practice be stopped immediately. It was also
directed that individual syringes and needles be used to introduce Merthiolate
into the pools; that the practice of covering the plunger of the syringe with
glycerin be discontinued; and that as few technicians as possible be assigned
to aspirate and dispense the plasma, so that responsibility could be specified if
contamination continued to occur.

The contamination rate at this center promptly fell to an acceptable level
(less than 1 percent) and continued at this level until the middle of December
1943. Then, it again rose sharply. When the liquid plasma center and the
blood donor center which supplied it were visited on 16-17 January 1944, the
cause was immediately evident, that the combined bleedings of the fixed donor
center and the mobile unit were amounting to 500-580 per day, considerably in
excess of the processing capacities of the liquid plasma center. All past ex-
perience, in both hospital and commercial laboratories, had shown that the
contamination rate always increased in direct proportion to the amount of
blood processed beyond the capacities of the laboratories to handle it. The
current policies had been instituted by the director of the bleeding center, a
civilian, against the wishes of the physician in charge of the center and the
chief of the laboratory service at the Army liquid plasma center. Unlike most
donor centers, this center was operating as an Army, rather than as a Red Cross,
donor center.

Arrangements were made to operate the center in the future as all other
bleeding centers were operated, with the technical representative of the Red
Cross responsible for personnel, blood quotas, technical procedures, and other
policies. Daily bleedings were to be reduced to 300 per day. With these
changes enforced, the contamination rate again dropped to an acceptable level.
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Second experience.-When the liquid plasma center was inspected on
12 August 1943, another problem in contamination, chiefly from Staphylococcus
aureus, was encountered. Several explanations for the 3-percent rate were
promptly found.

1. Responsibility could not be individualized because of the number of technicians
aspirating, dispensing, and culturing the plasma.

It was recommended that the actual preparation of the plasma be limited to two tech-
nicians, and that no new technicians be trained in these special procedures until the contami-
nation rate had fallen to an acceptable minimum.

2. Similarly, it was impossible to place the responsibility for autoclaving bleeding and
aspirating sets. Untrained technicians were being permitted to operate the autoclave, and
undesirable techniques were employed.

It was recommended that a trained technician be made responsible for the sterilization
of all sets; that the autoclave be operated at 15 pounds' pressure for 45 minutes; and that a
vacuum be pulled for at least 20 minutes, to insure dry sets.

3. Plasma was aspirated under a hood in a cubicle that, because of the heat, could not be
closed tightly. Windows in the room also had to be kept partly open.

Nothing could be done at the time to improve these physical conditions except to urge
all possible care to counteract them.

4. Inspection of presumably sterile sets showed that the muslin wrappers were com-
pletely saturated with glycerin; the humidity was high, and the sets therefore remained
continuously wet. When they were opened, excessive amounts of glycerin were found on
the aspirating needler, and the valves, the Penrose drains, and other parts of the set were all
bathed in it.

It was recommended that the use of glycerin on aspirating needles be discontinued at
once.

5. The Penrose drains used in the sets were so short that they did not completely cover
the aspirating needles. Also, the glass funnel tips supposed to protect the tips of the needles
during aspiration were frequently broken, so that the rubber on the end of the drain came
into contact with the needle each time a plasma bottle was penetrated.

It was recommended that all aspirating sets be completely reworked; that new muslin
wrappers be used; that the Penrose drains used be long enough to cover the needles; and that
new, intact glass tips be supplied.

The prompt fall in the contamination rate at this liquid plasma center
proved once again the extreme importance of strict attention to all details of
the procedure if a safe and effective product were to be secured.

Processing laboratories.-The rate of contamination at processing labora-
tories was generally very low. When it rose above accepted levels, the expla-
nation was usually evident. In October 1944, for instance, the high rate at
one firm was explained by a break in technique; namely, permitting rubber
tubing to lie around for 3 or 4 days before it was sterilized. Directions were
given that this period must be reduced to 3 hours. It was arranged that before
further release of material from this laboratory, at least 100 packages must be
tested, half at the Army and half at the Navy Medical Schools.

At another processing firm, a high rate of contamination was explained by
crowded conditions compounded by construction work immediately adjacent
to the laboratory. The physical setup continued to be undesirable but the
rate fell when special precautions were instituted, and it reached an acceptably
low level when the construction work was finished.
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Losses From Clotting

Losses from clotting were small in the total plasma program, but the
possibility was the occasion for a number of heated discussions and several
special investigations in 1942. The question first arose (45) in a letter circu-
lated by Dr. Strumia to the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 8 April
1942, in which he incorporated material from a letter he had written on the
subject to the Journal of the American Medical A88ociation. In these com-
munications, he stated:

1. That the technique employed by the American Red Cross in collecting blood for
the Armed Forces was unsafe.

2. That clotting occurred as the result of this technique in from 12 to 30 percent of all
bleedings and that the clots varied in weight from a few grams to 150 gin.

3. That if the larger (850-cc.) bottles used by Sharp & Dohme were employed, instead
of the 750-cc. bottles then used by the Red Cross, and if the bottles were agitated during
the collection, the rate of clotting would be 12 percent.

In his reply, Dr. Taylor pointed out that agitation of the bottle during
bleeding had never been a part of Red Cross technique. In his opinion, Dr.
Strumia's statement gave rise to three questions:

1. Did clotting occur in Red Cross donations and if so, did it occur to the extent stated?
2. If clotting did occur, could it be overcome by any special technique, such as agitation

of the bottle during the withdrawal of blood?
3. If a minimal degree of clotting occurred, was there any evidence, experimental or

clinical, to prove that it was of clinical significance?

A number of investigations were undertaken in the seven processing plants
then engaged in the production of dried plasma to settle these questions:

1. Statistical analysis of approximately 200,000 bloods processed up to 1 April 1942
showed that only 97 had been discarded because of gross clotting. The explanation was
usually small, unnoticed cracks in the bottom of the bottles, which had permitted the citrate
to leak out slowly and resulted in the collection of blood without any citrate solution or
with an ineffective amount.

2. A total of 9,164 bloods were strained through coarse- and fine-mesh screens and the
solid material thus secured was carefully examined, in many instances by Dr. Taylor, Major
Kendrick, or Commander Newhouser. Results varied from firm to firm but were difficult
to state comparatively because of the different techniques of reporting. Except in a single
laboratory, the rate of clotting was always low, and, with very few exceptions, all of the clots
were small. The explanation of the high rate of clotting at the single laboratory just men-
tioned was that the investigation coincided with the employment of five part-time women
physicians, who had had no previous experience in the field, at the blood center supplying
much of the blood.

3. To compare the collection of blood with and without agitation, 100 bloods were
carefully agitated during collection at the Red Cross Donor Center in New York. No
clots were found. On the same day, with the same personnel, another 100 bloods were
collected without agitation. One clot, 1% inches in diameter, was found.

4. In 100 bottles picked at random from collections at the blood donor centers feeding
Sharp & Dohme, four clots were found, the largest three-fourths of an inch in diameter.
At the Sharp & Dohme laboratory, 100 bottles of blood were collected in the 850-cc. bottle
in which it had been stated clotting would be minimal, with and without agitation. In all,
seven clots were found, four, 1 inch in diameter and three, 2 inches in diameter. A second
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hundred bloods, collected from the same source and in the same manner the following day,
revealed six clots, ranging from 1% to 2% inches in length and three-fourths of an inch in
diameter.

It was concluded from these various investigations that the degree of
clotting at the donor centers across the country was of no real significance;
that a certain amount would occur, no matter what system, within reason,
was employed to collect the blood; and that considerably more conclusive
evidence must be produced before the Red Cross technique of collecting blood
for conversion to plasma could be considered unsafe. No such proof was
ever forthcoming.

DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS PLASMA

The accepted potential of plasma in the management of shock, hemorrhage,
burns, and special diseases is evident in the thesis written by a student at the
George Washington University School of Business Administration on 11
January 1944, entitled "Potential Post-War Market for Dried Blood Plasma"
(68). At that time, there was no indication of the risks of serum hepatitis
introduced by its use, a risk which was to complicate the disposition of surplus
stocks and lead to the replacement of plasma in the Korean War by serum
albumin (p. 782).

Among the earliest plans for the disposition of surplus stocks of plasma
at the end of the war was Colonel Kendrick's recommendation after his visit
to the Mediterranean theater in October 1944. At that time, the ratio of
blood to plasma in forward areas was about 1:1, and it was thought that it
might approach 2:1. Since whole blood was then available in adequate
quantities, Colonel Kendrick thought that consideration should be given to
reducing plasma contracts by two plans:

1. All smaller Red Cross bleeding centers should be closed and the larger
centers (New York, Washington, Philadelphia, Detroit, Chicago, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles) should be operated at full capacity.

2. All surplus stocks of plasma in oversea theaters should be returned to
the United States at once, preferably on hospital ships, to avoid the postwar
difficulties of returning surplus material. The plasma thus returned could be
used for years to come (again, it must be emphasized that the danger of infec-
tious hepatitis from the use of pooled plasma had not yet been realized). When
this recommendation was made, recent correspondence had shown that the
European theater had an excess of plasma on hand and would need no more for
at least 6 months. Inquiries to other theaters also revealed large stocks.

As a matter of fact, by this time, tentative plans had already been made to
cut back production of plasma so that contracts could be terminated promptly
when the war ended. All producers were asked to limit their purchases of
equipment, and contracts were made for the minimum practical level.

Long before the war ended, requests began to be received from various
civilian agencies and institutions for unused stores of plasma and its byproducts,
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for use therapeutically, prophylactically, and experimentally. The first official
steps in the disposition of surplus plasma were not taken, however, until after
the war with Japan ended.

On 25 September 1945, Mr. DeWitt Smith, Vice Chairman of the American
Red Cross (69), inquired of The Surgeon General whether there would be a
surplus of plasma produced from blood obtained by the American Red Cross
over and above the amount the Army could use before it became outdated.
His interest in the matter arose from the responsibility of the Red Cross to the
people who had contributed the blood and who had tile right to insist that it be
utilized to the best advantage and not wasted by deterioration. If there were
a surplus, Mr. Smith wished to know whether the Army would release it without
charge for appropriate civilian use, also without charge.

On 1 October 1945, Maj. Gen. Norman T. Kirk (70) replied that, while
sto(' from the Pacific had not yet been reported, there were already available
overseas, in excess of Medical Department demands for the next 14 months,
387,385 large packages of plasma and 258,560 small packages. Available in
the Zone of Interior were 515,749 large packages and 346,670 small packages.
All of the small packages and all but 75,000 of the large packages could be
transferred to the American Red Cross.

On 5 November 1945, General Kirk (71) notified Mr. Smith that the excess
stocks of plasma and other byproducts described in his 1 October letter were
now available for transfer to tile Red Cross. The Army would be glad to store
the material in its depots until the Red Cross could assume ownership. As to
material overseas, the Army, on request, would bring designated amounts to the
Zone of Interior or deliver them to Red Cross depots in the various theaters.
The actual ownership of the material was to remain with the Government until
the supplies were delivered to the Red Cross at the designated depots, to
which they would be shipped at Government expense.

In this letter, which was to constitute the terms of the final transfer of
excess plasma and byproducts by the Army to the Red Cross, it was empha-
sized that these materials would be used on a nonprofit basis for public and other
appropriate use, "consistent with the terms and spirit of the donations," with
the distribution left "to the wise discretion and judgment of the Red Cross."
It was also noted:

1. That the Red Cross would be given information concerning the reactions observed in
certain groups of products.

2. That the dating on each individual package made it quite clear as to the period in
which the plasma could safely be used.

3. That it was assumed that all safeguards would be employed in the distribution of
this material.

General Kirk's letter was formally acknowledged on 21 November 1945
by Mr. Smith (72). All proposals in it were accepted. It was requested that
all oversea supplies be transferred to the American Red Cross in the Zone of
Interior on shipping instructions to follow later.

The remainder of the story of the disposal of surplus plasma is best told in
connection with the story of hepatitis (p. 674).
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OFFERS AND PROPOSALS

As soon as it became public knowledge that plasma was being processed for
use in the Armed Forces, proposals to manufacture it were received from
individual physicians and scientists, university and other research laboratories,
and commercial laboratories not already engaged in the program.

It was the policy, so far as practical, to inspect the facilities in which it was
proposed that the plasma should be processed. In no instance did they prove
adequate for large-scale production. The majority of smaller commercial
firms, once they learned how delicate and complicated a process large-scale
production of plasma (and albumin) was, wanted nothing to do with it.

The reply to proposals to alter methods of production was also usually the
same: No matter how excellent the proposed change might be, changes in an
established process were simply not practical in wartime because of the difficulty
of procuring materials and also because a change in any step of the process
meant changes all along the line, which meant delays that could not be per-
mitted in what amounted to a crash operation. Most clinical proposals were
completely impractical in the circumstances in which plasma was used.

RED BLOOD CELL RESIDUA

Historical Note

When Oswald H. Robertson (73), in 1917, performed the first transfusion
with banked blood (p. 5), he was really using a suspension of red blood cells
and not whole blood. Two years earlier, Rous and Turner (74) had reported
the successful experimental use of the same method. It is surprising, in view of
the good experimental and clinical results, that, except for work by Castellanos
and his group (75, 76), this method was not used again until World War II.
In 1940, McQuaide and Mollison (77) reported its use in 61 cases of anemia,
with 8-percent dextrose in isotonic salt solution as the suspension fluid. The
reaction rate was 6.5 percent.

The first use of red blood cells in the United States was during the Blood
for Britain project (p. 13). When the plasma, which was sent to England,
was separated, a large supply of red blood cells was left, and Scudder and his
group (78), at the Presbyterian Hospital in New York, used them for trans-
fusion in 227 cases. As a rule, 500 cc. of the cell residual was used in 500 cc.
of physiologic salt solution. The transfusions were type-specific, and the
reaction rate was comparable to that at the hospital for transfusions of whole
blood. Other civilian hospitals also took up the method, but it did not come
into general military use immediately because of the primary necessity for
concentrating all efforts on plasma production.

As the red blood cell program finally developed, it was an outgrowth of
the preparation of peptone by Parke, Davis and Co., from the blood sludge
previously discarded.
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Organization of Red Cross Program

The distribution of red blood cells to hospitals began on 1 January 1943
at the Red Cross Blood Donor Center in Detroit (79), but it was not until
November of that year that the formal program was set up, with the following
arrangements (80):

1. The service was conducted by the technical staff of the American Red Cross Blood
Donor Service, under the supervision of the Division of Medical Sciences, NRC, through the
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes. Locally, the service was operated through the donor
centers and under the control of the technical supervisors of the centers.

2. The cellular residue was released by the Army and the Navy, vhich had title to it,
to the Red Cross Blood Donor Service, for distribution for therapeutic purposes.

3. Since the cells had to be used within 5 days after the blood was collected, the method
was available only to the eight or nine hospitals immediately adjacent to processing labora-
tories. This restriction was based on the practical consideration that the blood had to be
transported to a processing laboratory from the bleeding center; transported back to the
center after red cells and plasma had been separated; and, finally, transported to the hospital
at which the cells were to be used.

4. The service was designed primarily for military hospitals but it was extended, as
was practical, to hospitals organized and equipped for such a service. At the meeting of the
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 16 March 1945 (81), when Dr. Robinson requested
permission to extend the service beyond the teaching hospitals, to which it had been chiefly
limited up to this time, it was recommended that the selection of additional hospitals be
left to the discretion of the Red Cross Blood Donor Service.

5. All procedures in each hospital from the time the blood was obtained until it was
dispensed were under the control of a single responsible physician. Both physicians and
hospitals had to agree in writing to carry out the prescribed methods and techniques for
the use of suspended red blood cells and had to assume final responsibility for their
administration.

6. The service was to be conducted without cost to those served and without financial
profit to any person or institution connected with it. All expenses were borne by the
National Red Cross Blood Donor Service, by the mechanisms already in operation.

Technique of Collection, Distribution, and Administration

The following technique was specified for the use of red blood cells, the
procedure up through the withdrawal of the plasma being the standard
procedure for plasma processing:

1. After centrifugation of the blood and withdrawal of the plasma, a sterile solid rubber
stopper is placed in the bottle containing the cells. Only type 0 cells are used for this
purpose. The original white tag is left on the bottle.

2. The cells are resuspended in a dustproof room, with a filling burette, in a pyrogen-
free physiologic salt solution (or other solution approved by NRC). The diluent is added
as soon as possible after centrifugation. Another sterile solid rubber stopper is inserted.

3. The resuspended cells are returned in refrigerated containers to the blood donor
center, where the tags on the bottles are checked with the original list. Pilot tubes are not
returned.

4. The resuspended cells are stored in the icebox, at tcmperatures between 390 and
500 F. (40 and 100 C.). Before they are distributed, the cells are inspected for hemolysis
and possible color changes.
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5. The dispensing laboratory or blood donor center must ascertain the sterility of all
cell suspensions. Fifty negative cultures, by the technique required, must be obtained before
any cell suspension is distributed. Thereafter, every fifth bottle must be tested until 300
negative cultures are obtained. Then one bottle is tested by random selection every day of
operation.

6. If any contamination is detected, all red blood cell activities must be stopped until
an adequate explanation is obtained by investigation of all possible causative factors.
Sterility tests must be reinstituted by the required techniques before cell suspensions are
again released for distribution.

7. After distribution, the cell suspensions must be stored at the temperatures specified.
If there is any possibility that the temperature has fallen below the freezing point, the
suspensions must be discarded.

8. The bottles are observed at intervals for hemolysis or for color changes in the super-
natant fluid. If a violaceous or blackish-red coloration is apparent, or there is any question
as to the condition of the suspension, or any unusual odor is detected, the cells mnst be
discarded.

9. The cells must be used within 5 days of the date of bleeding.
10. The suspension must not be dispensed from the original container but must not

be removed from it until just before it is to be used. As it is emptied into the dispensing
flask, it is carefully observed, so that gross clotting, unusual odors, or other changes will be
detected. Retyping and crossmatching are done immediately before the cells are used.
The suspension must be given within 5 hours of the time the bottle is opened.

11. The suspension is filtered through four layers of a 44 by 40 bandage roll or through
the 100-mesh stainless steel filter in the blood transfusion set. It is not warmed. If the
entire contents of a bottle are not used, the unused portion is discarded.

12. Bottles in which cells were delivered must be returned to the blood donor center
whence they were dispensed, each bottle accompanied by a properly executed report of the
transfusion.

These reports became the property of the Red Cross Blood Donor : ,e,
and its approval before publication of any data or other material concerning
the experience was one of the conditions under which cell suspensions were
furnished to hospitals and physicians.

The handling of the red blood cells by three separate groups of persons
offered chances for breaks in technique because of the divided responsibility, as
well as for errors in transcription and for other reasons. It was therefore
imperative that the regulations laid down be followed without any deviations.

Hospitals were cautioned not to use red blood cell suspensions for pregnant
women or women in the postpartum period without an investigation of the
Rh factor. In cases of doubt, only Rh-negative cells were used. The same
precautions were observed when repeated transfusions were given with red
cell suspensions.

The Detroit Experience

The Detroit Red Cross Blood Donor Center had the first experience with
red blood cell transfusions as well as the most extensive; before the war ended,
Dr. Warren B. Cooksey, the technical supervisor, had supervised almost
18,000 transfusions with resuspended red cells in 14 local hospitals.

The first report by Dr. Cooksey and Lt. William H. Horwitz, MC, pub-
lished in the Journal of the American Medical Association on 1 April 1944,
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covered 4,050 of the 7,864 cell suspensions delivered to the Detroit hospitals
to date (82).

Materials and methods.-As a rule, 500 cc. of saline-suspended red cells
was given. When large amounts of blood were required, two or three trans-
fusions a day were given, though on a few omcasions two to three bottles of
diluted and undiluted cells were given as a single transfusion.

The cells were prepared by the immediate resuspension technique, which
made it possible to administer them by the gravity method through a standard
18-gage needle. Earlier investigators had shown the difficulty of administering
undiluted (packed) red cells and the undesirable pressure needed to accomplish
it. Moreover, resuspension at the end of 5 days' storage was accompanied
by greater hemolysis and more fragility than when resuspension was carried
out as soon as the plasma was withdrawn.

Extensive studies carried out before the formal program was instituted
showed no contamination in any sample, and later studies also showed none.
When suspensions were deliberately contaminated for experimental purposes,
it was found that occasionally within 24 hours, and almost invariably after
48 hours, the affected cells turned dark red and the supernatant fluid showed
a purplish-red discoloration that at once distinguished these bottles from the
others. The center employed a method of distribution which made it impos-
sible for any hospital to receive the suspensions earlier than 48 hours after
the blood was drawn, and this macroscopic observation was therefore employed
in lieu of culture of each bottle, which would have been an impossible task.
All bottles which showed any discoloration, as well as all bottles not used by
the fifth day after bleeding, were discarded.

Before large-scale distribution of these cell suspensions was permitted, the
effects of transfusion were studied in 200 patients, with recollection of the
demonstration by Denstedt and his associates (83) and by Mollison and Young
(84) that the fate of stored blood in vitro does not parallel its fate after
transfusion.

Hemoglobin determinations were made by the Haden-Hauser technique
(16 gin. hemoglobin== 102 percent). All determinations were made 2 hours
before the transfusion and were repeated serially 24 hours after it. Urinalysis
was carried out before the transfusion and for several days afterward, to
investigate the presence of hemoglobin or any of its end products. The icteric
index was also determined before the transfusion and for several days afterward.
The single abnormality in the series, an increase in the icteric index and
hemoglobinuria, was found in a woman with Rh-positive blood and a grave
anemia of pregnancy. She had the same reaction after transfusions of stored
whole blood.

Suspension media.-At first, resuspension was accomplished in salt solu-
tion (0.85 percent) adjusted to a pH of 7.2. It was then found that, unless
diluents other than physiologic salt solution were used, cells returned to the
center after high speed centrifugation showed considerable hemolysis or
alterations in the fragility index. Five-percent glucose solution in distilled

717-.409--64--2
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CHART 6.-Ilemolytic effect of various diluting solutions 1. 2
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1 Number of bottles with clear supernatant fluid or fluid that showed only a trace of hemolysis are shown in per-
centages by days from day of bleeding.

2 Each point on the graph represents observations on at least 12 bottles: Dextrose in distilled water (a), isotonic
solution of NaCI (b), Alsever's solution (c), undiluted cells (hemolysis tested by dilution wlh physiologic salt solution
on day of testing only) (d), dextrose In saline solution (e), and Denstedt's solution (f).

water produced complete hemolysis within a short time (chart 6), and 5-percent
glucose in physiologic salt solution, 2-percent glucose, and 2- and 5-percent
sucrose often had the same effect. Alsever's solution and Denstedt's solution
preserved the red cells for much longer periods of time. The fragility index
was initially higher with both, but it remained at a more constant level after
the fifth day than did the index of saline-diluted cells. Hemolysis and fragility
index were not significantly altered when the amount of diluent added to the
packed cells was so varied that its volume was a quarter of, a half of, or equal
to, the volume of the cells.

Results.-Typical results of red blood cell transfusions were the hemoglobin
elevations in 629 transfusions at three hospitals, which ranged, per 500 cc. of
suspension administered, from 0.46 gin. in malignant disease to 1.3 gin. in
obstetric cases. The red blood cell increase in the same series ranged from
123,157 per cubic centimeter in malignancy to 497,000 in obstetric cases.

In another series of 67 transfusions given to 25 patients, the average hemo-
globin elevation per 500 cc. of cellular suspension was 0.56 gin. and the average
red blood cell increase 206,700 per cubic centimeter.

Statistics in this study bore out the observations of others that the per-
centage of reactions was less with resuspended red cells than with stored blood.
In one series of 413 red blood cell transfusions in 139 patients, there were nine
reactions, 2.1 percent. The definition of a reaction was a chill followed by a
temperature elevation. When 342 whole blood transfusions were given to the
same group of patients, there were 12 reactions, 3.5 percent. There was 3
percent of reactions in the 629 transfusions just mentioned.
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The New York Experience

The New York experience was reported in 1945 by Dr. William Thalhimer,
Associate Technical Director, American Red Cross Blood Donor Service, and
Major Taylor, Technical Director (85).

Materials and methods.--This experience was based on 761 transfusions
of centrifuged type 0 cells resuspended and stored in 10-percent corn syrup for
periods up to 60 days. (By the time the report was published, 3,000 such trans-
fusions had been given.) The transfusions were given to 437 patients, many of
whom received repeated injections, sometimes daily, sometimes several times
weekly. They suffered from a variety of chronic diseases, such as arthritis;
Hodgkin's disease; leukemia of several types; nephritis; anemias; pulmonary
tuberculosis; inoperable malignancies; a few acute conditions; and, in one in-
stance, massive hemorrhage from a gastric ulcer.

At the beginning of this investigation, type-specific cells were used, but as
time passed, transfusions were limited to type 0 cells. There was thus much
less wastage of resuspended cells, and the possibility of transcription errors was
reduced.

At first, only small amounts of cells resuspended in corn syrup were given.
Later, as no harmful effects were evident, the amounts were gradually increased
from 50 to 75 cc., and then to 500 cc., per transfusion. Still later, a number of
patients were given 1,000 cc. in single injections, and several received 1,000 cc.
per day over a 3-day period. The patient with a bleeding gastric ulcer received
3,500 cc. in 7 days.

Experimental studies.-Before cells suspended in corn syrup were used
clinically, a long series of in vitro and animal studies were carried out. The
suspension used was 250 cc. of prechilled (41' F., 50 C.) of 10-percent corn
syrup (Corn Products Refining Co.) in sterile, pyrogen-free distilled water.
The composition of the syrup before dilution was 17.7-percent dextrose;
16.8-percent dextrin (pro-sugars); and 19.7-percent moisture.

It was consistently demonstrated that cells thus resuspended were more
stable and less fragile at the end of 21 days' storage at 410 F. (50 C.) than were
cells suspended in physiologic salt solution, Alsever's solution, or Denstedt's
solution at the end of 5 days. The amount of hemoglobin in the supernatant
fluid averaged from 30 to 40 mg. percent at the end of 21 days in corn syrup
against 100 mg. percent at the end of 5 days in saline solution.

No deleterious effects were evident in rabbits which received repeated
injections of large amounts of 10-percent corn syrup, sometimes as many as 20
injections in 40 days. There was also no evident deleterious effect on rabbit
cells preserved in corn syrup for 7 to 28 days. Finally, histologic examinations
of animal tissues showed no pathologic changes and no deposits of iron pigment.

The freezing point of the corn syrup was the same as that of 0.85-percent
sodium chloride solution. In behavior, the syrup appeared to be isotonic, or
very slightly hypertonic, for blood cells. It was speculated that the dextrins
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in it, because of their molecular size, might function somewhat as the original
plasma in maintaining the stability of the stored, resuspended cells.

Tile length of survival of transfused cells was studied by the Ashby tech-
nique (p. 260), which was followed closely, since it was found that deviations
from it gave inconsistent and inaccurate results. Counts were always made in
duplicate, and unless the two counts were reasonably close, the whole procedure
was repeated. In the 253 consecutive nonagglutinable cell counts done in
duplicate on patients of A and B groups who had been transfused with group
0 cells, the average difference between the counts was 14,000 nonagglutinable
cells per cubic centimeter. The unavoidable error-which is present in all red
cell counting by even the most competent technicians--did not exceed 10
percent.

Results.--Clinical results in patients treated with red blood cells re-
suspended in corn syrup were what might have been expected from the admin-
istration of the same amounts of whole blood of the same age. There were no
evident deleterious effects, and there was a complete absence of heiioglobinuria,
hemoglobinemia, and jaundice. A number of patients showed prolonged
beneficial effects under truly adverse conditions. Some cases suggested that
adequate amounts of blood given over short periods of time had a more generally
beneficial effect, and a more sparing effect on the bone marrow, than the same
total amount given over a period of several weeks, a plan often necessary because
of the difficulty of securing donors.

The greatest field of usefulness of resuspended red blood cells was in chronic
secondary anemias of various origins. The cells were available in enormous
quantities, and experience soon showed that large amounts could be injected
within relatively short periods. Whole blood, because of its greater viscosity,
more effective osmotic pressure, high cost, and relative scarcity, was seldom
used in this type of anemia. Another advantage of the cell resuspension tech-
nique was the reduction in the volume of fluid injected, which was of consider-
able benefit in such conditions as cardiac failure.

The New York experience furnished significant information about the
safety of injecting older blood. Some of the 382 transfusions given to 125
patients at Montefiore Hospital were given with red blood cells only 3 days
old, but in many instances the cells were 7, 14, 22. and 24 days old. In two
instances, they were 31 days old, and in two other cases they were 38 and 41
days old, respectively. One patient received transfusions with cells that were
50 and 60 days old, respectively.

The survival of transfused cells dropped off sharply after storage periods
of more than 24 days. The survival of cells stored for 30, 40, 50, and 60 days
was essentially the same as the survival of transfused whole blood stored for
the same intervals. Although from 20 to 40 percent of these cells survived in
the recipient circulation from 2 to 10 days, it was concluded that it would not
be advisable to transfuse cells stored for these periods unless an emergency
existed or fresher cells were not available. The results with cells stored in
corn syrup for 21 days were just as satisfactory as those obtained with blood
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stored in ACD (acid-citrate-dextrose) solution for the same interval, but,
after the desired studies had been made, a 14-day expiration period was
established.

The experience at Mount Sinai Hospital, 192 transfusions in 150 patients,
paralleled that just described for the Montefiore Hospital. On the strength of
these results, cells resuspended in 10-percent corn syrup came to be preferred,
because of their longer life, to those resuspended in physiologic salt solution.
When only red blood cells were needed, clinical results indicated that a trans-
fusion of centrifuged cells resuspended in 10-percent corn syrup gave as satis-
factory results as a transfusion of whole blood.

Extension of Service

Experiences at other civilian and military hospitals paralleled those just
described at Detroit and New York. The first red blood cell service set up at
a military hospital was established at Walter Reed General Hospital, Wash-
ington, D.C., in 1942. By the spring of 1944, the use of red blood cell trans-
fusions was standard at all Army general hospitals in the Zone of Interior near
enough to processing laboratories for the material to be delivered to them by
automobile. This policy resulted in a great saving in the use of whole blood.

Proposals

Among the suggestions made by medical officers not directly connected
with the blood program was one for the use of red blood cells in pooled plasma
in forward hospitals and on the battlefield. The pooled plasma, this particular
officer's argument ran, was already available in these areas, and the red blood
cells could be sent overseas, by plane, preserved in glucose for 14 days. It was
his opinion that the morale of wounded men would be raised if they knew they
would receive whole blood and not plasma. He also recommended the method
for Zone of Interior hospitals.

The Transfusion Branch, Surgical Consultants Division, Office of The
Surgeon General, explained to the writer that his plan was not necessary in
the Zone of Interior, where a modification of it was already employed, and
was not feasible in forward areas overseas, where present plans did not provide
for typing in the field, since blood grouping was done before whole blood was
released. It was also pointed out that the mechanical mixing of blood cells
and plasma would require equipment not then supplied. It would be hazard-
ous from the standpoint of possible contamination even in a well-controlled
laboratory, and extremely dangerous in forward areas and under field condi-
tions. Not included in the letter to the writer was the fact that at the time of
the correspondence (March and April 1944), it was entirely feasible to fly
whole blood overseas-as was done 5 months later-but that The Surgeon
General had rejected the suggestion when it was made to him in November
1943 (p. 465).
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CHAPTER XII

The Bovine and Human Albumin Programs

Part I. Bovine Albumin

In the spring of 1940, when medical resources first began to be mobilized
with the realization that the United States would eventually enter World
War II, the use of blood serum for shock and other conditions was limited to
a few pioneer workers in a few medical centers. Serum albumin, which was
to prove the mainstay of the Navy, had not yet been developed. Work with
bovine albumin was limited to a few pilot studies, chiefly by Wangensteen at
the University of Minnesota (1).

The bovine albumin program in World War II began in late 1940 and pro-
gressed in a series of highly encouraging developments until July 1942, when
the first real setback was encountered, in the form of a fatal case of apparent
serum sickness. Because the potentialities of this form of therapy were be-
lieved to outweigh the risks, the program was continued cautiously. A number
of serious reactions, however, occurred in volunteers used for testing purposes,
and, when a second fatal case of serum sickness of an unusual type was en-
countered in February 1943, further work with bovine albumin was regarded
as unjustified, and the program was officially discontinued the following month.
It was a truly discouraging end to a highly promising project.

DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAM

One of the questions raised at the first meeting of the Committee on Trans-
fusions, Division of Medical Sciences, 31 May 1940 (2), was the possible de-
velopment of a substitute, preferably synthetic, for human plasma. At this
same meeting, "in the interest of clear thinking," it was proposed that protein
chemists be brought into the work, and the assistance of Dr. Edwin J. Cohn
(fig. 73), Department of Physical Chemistry, Harvard Medical School, was
obtained (p. 336). A synthetic substitute was not developed during World
War II, but, as just indicated, a great deal of time and effort went into the
development of a bovine substitute for human serum albumin.

The first step in the program was a report, at the first meeting of the Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes on 30 November 1940 (3), of previous work
with bovine and human plasma by Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen, Department of
Surgery, University of Minnesota Medical School. His presentation, like his
first publication on the subject (1), made it clear that the intravenous clinical
administration of bovine plasma had not yet been established as a safe routine
hospital procedure. His work, however, had indicated that this agent could be
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FIGuR- 73.-Edwin J. Cohn, Ph. D.

given by this route to some patients in fairly large quantities. It was Dr.
Wangensteen's opinion that, when the possibilities and limitations of this
method became clear, it was likely that it would become a practical hospital
procedure "useful in civil as well as in war surgery for various purposes having
to do with contracted blood volumes and protein stores."

The first decision in the bovine albumin program concerned the agent
to be used; namely, serum, plasma, or a purified fraction of one or the other.
As the experiments in the Harvard laboratory progressed (4), it became clear
that the albumin fraction had many desirable physiologic and chemical prop-
erties and that it was more stable, less viscous, and less antigenic than whole
plasma. It also had a larger relative osmotic effect. Chemically, Dr. Cohn
reported, there appeared to be no difference between human and bovine al-
bumin. They were the same as to solubility, isoelectric point, electrical charge,
mobility, electrophoretic pattern, sedimentation constant, and shape. The
difference between them could be detected only by precipitin tests.

Preparation.-Bovine serum albumin was first prepared by a large-scale
ethanol-water fractionation method, with purification by isoelectric precipita-
tion. The chief advantage of this technique, which had been developed in
the Harvard laboratory, was that at the end of the process, the material could
be passed through a Seitz filter. The globulin content was undesirably high,
1 percent, and the single commercial firm (Armour Laboratories Division of
Armour & Co.) attempting to produce bovine albumin was having a great deal
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of difficulty in reducing it. This firm, incidentally, clearly understood that if
an acceptable product was finally accomplished, it would have no monopoly
on the process.

Beginning with the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes
on 19 April 1941 (4), successive reports were made on the clinical testing of
bovine albumin. It was Dr. Cohn's opinion then, and continued to be his
opinion until almost the end of the project, that reactions observed were more
probably the result of globulin, which might be present in such small amounts
as not to be demonstrable by present techniques than fhe result of albumin
per se.

Dr. Cohn listed as immediate objectives in clinical tests:
1. Further proof that beef albumin would replace blood lost in acute hemorrhage.
2. Proof that it would replace plasma in shock. At this time, Dr. Cohn could not

recommend it for this purpose.
3. Statistical studies on such matters as the incidence of serum disease and the safety

of multiple injections.

It was the opinion of the group at Harvard, based on their immunologic
studies, that beef albumin was remarkably inert in the circulation, in which it
remained detectable for long periods of time, and was apparently a fairly poor
antigen in the human bloodstream.

PROGRESS OF PROGRAM

Since bovine albumin does not appear in human urine, animal experiments
were necessary to determine its ultimate fate in the body. Studies conducted
by Dr. Orville T. Bailey, Harvard Medical School, on rabbits indicated that
such tissue changes as occurred were apparently reversible and were of biologic
rather than clinical interest. Nothing resembling amyloid was observed (5, 6).

By July 1941, the crystallized bovine albumin originally produced had been
greatly improved in purity. The coloration always present in all albumin
preparations disappeared upon recrystallization, a phenomenon which suggested
that, in both human and bovine products, the coloration was chiefly dependent
upon concentrations of globulins, especially beta globulin, in them.

By April 1942, progress had been so satisfactory in all respects that a
detailed report on the crystallization of bovine albumin was made to NRC
(National Research Council), acting for the Committee on Medical Research,
Office of Scientific Research and Development (7). This report included in-
structions for the preparation of crystallized bovine albumin, a tabulation of its
physical constants in solution, a complete report of its molecular properties in
comparison with those of human serum albumin, a report on the experimental
histologic effects of the crystalline preparation, and the course and progress of
commercial preparation of the i.iaterial at the Armour Laboratories. A prog-
ress report on the clinical experience to date was also included.

When no detectable globulin was found in the available preparations by
chemical tests, Dr. Charles A. Janeway undertook a study of bovine albumin
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by immunologic methods. His results led him to conclude, for two reasons,
that he was measuring a residual impurity:

1. The impurity diminished with each successive recrystallization. This was strikingly
illustrated in one preparation, which was recrystallized four times, each time with a decrease
in the precipitable substance.

2. The same results were always obtained, no matter what preparation of crystallized
bovine albumin was used in adsorbing the antiserum.

The practical application of these results, in Dr. Janeway's opinion,
involved the solution of two problems:

1. The development of a more potent antiserum to provide for more readily detectable
precipitation. It was thought that an alum-precipitated antigen might be useful.

2. The development of a more accurate method of quantitating the amount of precipi-
tation. It was thought that nephelometry would be simpler than the Kjeldahl nitrogen
technique then in use.

Plans were made for further testing by immunologic methods.
At the conference on 16 July 1942 (8), plans were made to study a number

of points concerning bovine albumin, but it was agreed that, important as were
these matters, none of them should be permitted to divert attention from se-
curing answers to two questions of primary importance to the Armed Forces,
(1) the safety of repeated large clinical doses of bovine albumin and (2). its
effectiveness in shock.

At this conference, the first instance of serious serum sickness was reported
(p. 3 3 0), following the use of material that had been recrystallized four times.
In discussing the case, Dr. Cohn said that when bovine albumin of satisfactory
stability had been obtained, the globulin component had been reduced to less
than 2 percent, but preliminary work had shown that no such amount of globulin
could be permitted. Crystallization was therefore undertaken, and clinical
tests were begun with the new product in November 1941.

Since serum sickness had not been eliminated by the use of even recrystil-
lized bovine albumin, material was being sent to a number of investigators who
thought that they could despeciate the molecule, and similar studies were being
conducted in Dr. Cohn's laboratory.'

Three months later (in October 1942), Armour Laboratories was producing
bovine albumin with 0.01 percent globulin, and the Harvard laboratory was
making a product with 0.001 percent (9).

CLINICAL TESTING

April 1941-June 1942

The development of the bovine albunmin program in respect to clinical
testing was reported at various meetings of the Subcommittee on Blood Sub-
stitutes and at various conferences, and is most conveniently discussed chrono-

i The iiiinicials test ing Iovino aluinin ri, iorted to Dr. Jateway, who summarized their data and pia.w& d it on to
Dr. Cohn for further evaluation.
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logically. Dr. Wangensteen, who was continuing his personal studies with
this agent (10), also reported at each meeting.

Encouraging reports were made at the meetings on 19 April 1941 (table 9)

(4); 8 May 1941 (11); 10 March 1942 (12); 12 May 1942 (13); and 23 June
1942 (14). At the May 1942 meeting, the results seemed so promising that it
was agreed to expand the testing program, heretofore confined to Peter Bent

Brigham Hospital and Dr. Wangensteen's clinic, to certain other selected
hospitals as supplies permitted.2

TABLE 9.-Results of clinical testing with bovine albumin to 19 April 1941

Preparation Persons Amount Solution Reactions
injected

Number Grams Percent
Armstrong No. 3 --------------- 4 0. 4 4 None.
Armour's IV W

15% ethanol -------------- 4 0. 4 4 None.
Armour's IV W

40% ethanol .-------------- 1 8 4 None.
Armour's VII

40% ethanol -------------- 1 4 20 ??Slight, 2 hr. later.
Armour's VII

40% ethanol -------------- 2 6 4 None.
Armour's VII

40% ethanol -------------- 1 12 4 Serum sickness after 10 days.
Armour's VII

40% ethanol --------------- 1 16 4 ??Slight, immediate, when in-
jection too rapid.

Armour's VII W
rework brown oil:

(1) 40% ethanol -------- 1 5 10 None.
(2) 10% ethanol -------- 1 22. 5 5 None.

July 1942

7 July.-At a special meeting of the Committee on Medical Research on
7 July 1942 (15), there was a full discussion of the criteria to be employed in
the recommendation of bovine albumin for military use. Capt. C. S. Stephen-
son, MC, USN, thought that 50-60 persons should first be injected with doses
of shock size, repeated within I or 2 weeks, and followed by reinjections of 25

to 50 gin. after the blood was free of circulating antigen. Dr. Robert F. Loeb
deplored the selection of any special number of test subjects. Dr. Wangensteen
thought it would be safe to recommend bovine albumin after it had been used
successfully in all conditions for which plasma was used. The meeting was

2 Through error, this promising news was released to the press, and it had an immediately adverse effect on Red Cross

,olicitat ion of blood donors.
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reminded by the representative of The Surgeon General that no blood
substitute would be practical under combat conditions if a skin test was neces-
sary before it was "ised. No action was taken.

16 July.-At the Conference on Bovine Albumin on 16 July 1942 (8), the
outlook, with one exception, seemed very encouraging. Only four reactions
had been encountered in 86 injections of crystalline bovine albumin, in amounts
ranging from 10 to 50 gm., against the same number in 35 injections of amor-
phous albumin. Three of the four reactions with the crystalline substance
were pyrogenic, all from the same preparation and to be explained by allowing
the solution to stand too long at room temperature between solution and
sterilization.

The fourth reaction introduced a disturbing note, for it was a case of
possible serum sickness. The summarized case history follows:

Case 1.-A 62-year-old Italian, casually selected for testing during an uneventful convales-
cence from herniorrhaphy and orchiectomy (and with an overlooked previous history of a
20-pound weight loss and mild epigastric pain during the preceding 6 months), was given
12.5 gin. of crystallized bovine albumin twice, at a 6-day interval. The first injection was
with a preparation suspected, because of results of the thermal rabbit test, of being pyrogenic.
On the 10th day after this injection (the 4th day after the second injection), he developed
fever, anemia, arthralgia, edema, purpura due to capillary fragility, urticaria, hypopro-
teinemia, and nitrogen retention. The fact that bovine albumin disappeared more rapidly
than usual from his bloodstream, and that he had a strongly positive skin test as soon as it
disappeared, favored the diagnosis of serum sickness. On the other hand, three of seven
blood cultures were positive for Bacillus pyocyaneus. Contamination was suspected, and it
is impossible to avoid the suspicion that this patient had a primary bloodstream infection.

In the discussion that followed the presentation of this case report, the
Navy representative stated that he was not too much disturbed by a single
instance of serum sickness, especially in a patient with so many other compli-
cations. In Dr. Loeb's opinion, in which he was joined by others, unless testing
was proceeded with more rapidly, and with the use of larger doses, the problem
of bovine albumin, from the military point of view, would become academic.

There was a considerable discussion at this conference of the risks run by
subjects and investigators in this kind of work. Dr. Wangensteen thought
that the administration of bovine albumin was a justifiable therapeutic pro-
cedure, which carried no greater risks than transfusion. Others took the
position that reinjections into healthy subjects carried definite risks and must
usually be on a voluntary basis. It was the opinion of the meeting that signed
releases were not binding and simply emphasized the risks. Dr. Alfred Blalock
thought that medical students should no longer be used as subjects.

The conference ended, the minutes relate, "on an optimistic note." All
present believed that any risks involved in clinical testing were justified by the
encouraging results obtained to date and by the urgency of the needs of the
Armed Forces.

At this conference, Dr. Wangensteen reported that 40 to 60 percent of 120
of his patients injected with whole bovine albumin developed serum sickness,
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usually about 4 days after the injection had been concluded. He believed the
case reported at this meeting to be an instance of serum sickness, though
modified by some other factor. He had had no reactions in about 60 patients
treated with the amorphous and crystalline preparations of serum albumin
prepared by Dr. Cohn and his group, which had been injected in amounts of
25 to 50 gm. in 200 cc. of physiologic salt solution. Six of these patients had
previously reacted to injections of bovine plasma.

October 1942

When a Conference on Albumin Testing was convened on 19 October 1942
(16), part of the picture was extremely encouraging. There had been only one
immediate anaphylactoid reaction in 170 first injections, and none in over 100
reinjections. Of 36 injections made with a purified, globulin-free, well-tested
bovine albumin, 25, in which no reactions had been experienced, were second,
third, or fourth injections.

The rest of the picture, Dr. Janeway reported, was highly discouraging.
The patient with serum sickness reported on at the 7 July meeting still had
severe renal damage. There had been a high incidence of serum disease in the
volunteers being studied at Welfare Island, the Norfolk Prison Colony, and the
Massachusetts Department of Correction. Although the testing group had
been directed to proceed with all possible speed and to inject as many persons as
possible three times each over a 3-month period, Dr. Janeway considered that
the risks had become too great, and, on 18 September, he had telegraphed the
investigators to discontinue all clinical testing until further notice.

Dr. Wangensteen expressed himself as having been surprised and disap-
pointed when he had been asked to discontinue testing. He regarded his
results with the new preparation as most encouraging. He had given 126
injections to 80 patients with eight immediate reactions (one anaphylactoid)
and four delayed reactions. One of the latter occurred 21 days after the in-
jection and was an instance of severe serum sickness; the situation was con-
fused by the fact that the patient had also had tetanus antitoxin and that her
skin test, which was positive to horse serum, was negative to bovine albumin
during the latter part of her illness.

Two other reports were made:
1. Dr. Blalock, Johns Hopkins Hospital, reported the treatment of four

patients in traumatic shock, with good clinical responses to 25-50 gin. of bovine
albumin. One patient, with multiple fractures, had died of fat embolism. At
the end of a month, the other three had negative skin tests, but two showed
leukopenia.

2. Dr. James T. Heyl reported on his work in Boston. Up to this time,
there had been no significant reactions in 25 patients and medical students in
whom the emphasis had been on reinjections. When 200 prisoner volunteers
were obtained, the risk of serum sickness was one case in 180 injections and
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reinjections. There were, however, 21 delayed reactions in 66 injections in
this group, 1 of which was fatal and 20 of which were severe enough to require
hospitalization. 3  A followup revealed three additional delayed reactions.

Case 2.-In the case which ended fatally, the presenting symptom, which was also the
most prominent symptom, was acute arthralgia, which appeared in the hip 19 days after
the injection. Fever, myalgia, and malaise were moderate. Chills and visceral pain were
not present. The patient died in his sleep suddenly and unpredictably on the eighth day
after symptoms appeared, 2 hours after he had waked spontaneously for 20 minutes. When
his bed was changed at this time, he seemed perfectly normal.

Autopsy, performed by Dr. Bailey, revealed significant findings only in the heart and
lungs. The heart, which weighed 400 gin., was flabby, and the myocardium was soft.
Histologic examination showed extensive interstitial edema of the myocardium, with infiltra-
tion by mononuclear and polymorphonuclear leukocytes. In focal areas, especially in the
interventricular septum, coagulation necrosis of myocardial fibers was present, in association
with more extensive cellular infiltration.

The right lung weighed 790 gin. and the left, 730 gm. There was extensive pulmonary
edema.

The combined changes in the heart and lung were considered to be the cause of death,
but the pathologist stated that, if he had performed the autopsy in ignorance of the situation,
he could not have determined that a foreign protein had been injected.

The kind of delayed reaction observed in these recent cases resembled the
syndrome in the case of serum sickness that had occurred earlier (p. 330). It
occurred, on the average, about 14 days after the injection, which most often
was the first. It did not resemble the type of reaction previously observed
after injections of amorphous bovine albumin.

A vigorous attempt to determine the component of the albumin prepara-
tions responsible for the recent reactions was already underway. Dr. Cohn
was sure that stable crystallized bovine albumin could be prepared by careful
control of the conditions of laboratory testing. It was essential to have tests
that could pick up alterations in the product. Until some satisfactory animal
test was developed, nephelometry could be used to detect the lack of heat
stability characteristic of preparations containing denatured albumin.

In spite of the discouraging data presented at this meeting, it was the
consensus that the military situation justified the continuation of both experi-
mental studies and clinical testing. Dr. Cohn and the group working with
him were authorized to take all the time necessary to develop tests to distin-
guish between good and bad preparations of bovine albumin. When they
considered it safe, clinical testing could be cautiously resumed.

When the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes met the day after the Con-
ference on Albumin Testing (9), it accepted this recommendation, and the proposed
specifications for further testing were outlined in an addendum to the minutes.
It is significant and prophetic, however, that Lt. Col. (later Col.) Douglas B.
Kendrick, MC, wrote in the margin of his copy of the conference minutes,
"Bovine albumin is now dead as a dodo."

3 Dr. ilcyl and others connected with the project paid tribute to the courage and unselfishness of the volunteers from

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Correction and the Norfolk State Prison Colony. They clearly
understood the risk involved before they volunteered, and their cooperation continued in spite of the high incidence of
reactions and the fatality that followed one of them.
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December 1942

At a meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 15 December
1942 (17), Dr. Cohn reported a marked improvement (10 to 20 times) in the
stability of bovine albumin preparations. Immunologic studies, however,
had still failed to develop satisfactory tests to distinguish lots of albumin that
had produced clinical reactions from those that had not. Dr. Wangensteen
was extremely desirous of resuming clinical testing, on the basis of his previous
good results, and its cautious resumption was authorized, on the ground that
further criteria of safety could be developed only by such observations.

TERMINATION OF THE PROGRAM

The official bovine albumin program ended at the meeting of the Albumin
Testing Group on 22 March 1943 (18), with the report of a serious reaction in
the first patient who had been injected with the new preparation of bovine
albumin. The stability of this product was 20 times that of the preparations
which had caused the previous serious reactions. The globulin content was
estimated at 0.008 percent.

Case 3.-The patient, a 55-year-old white hemiplegic, had had a practically stationary
course for the last 3-4 years. He was aphasic, and his spinal fluid Wassermann reaction was
positive. He was injected with 25 gm. of the new bovine serum albumin on 20 February
1943. Fifteen days later, without previous symptoms, he suddenly developed a purpuric
rash on both legs. He had a chill 3 days later followed by 11 days of fever, during which
there were two other chills. He had migratory pains in the limbs, chest, precordium; urti-
carial as well as purpuric lesions over the legs and lower trunk; and general malaise. For
the 10 days before the 22 March meeting, he had felt well.

Laboratory tests showed an increased sedimentation rate; decreased red
blood cell counts; decreased hemoglobin values; signs of impaired liver function;
a sharp decrease in serum albumin, with no change in the serum globulin; a
significant decrease in excretion by the phenolsulfonphthalein test; and no
change in the nonprotein nitrogen of the blood.

It was generally agreed that this reaction, whatever its cause, was entirely
similar to those previously observed. As soon as Dr. Cohn had heard of it,
he had written to Dr. Alfred N. Richards, chairman of the Committee on
Medical Research, NRC, informing him of the reaction to a preparation which,
like another prepared at the same time, he described as "beautiful." Dr.
Wangensteen and Dr. Blalock had used the same preparation without any
reaction, immediate or delayed, and a patient on whom Dr. Heyl had used it
was asymptomatic at the end of 3 weeks.

In view of the reaction which had occurred with such a greatly improved
product, Dr. Cohn had no choice but to consider that his earlier working
hypothesis, that the first reactions with bovine albumin were due to the insta-
bility of the product, was no longer tenable. He also believed that he had no
choice but to recommend that all further chemical and clinical efforts to
develop bovine albumin as a project by the Committee on Medical Research
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should be discontinued. The Albumin Testing Group approved his action and
recommendation, although Dr. Wangensteen continued to be puzzled by the
difference between his own results and those of others. To date, he had
injected 90 patients with crystalline bovine albumin with only one mild im-
mediate anaphylactoid reaction and only eight delayed reactions, seven of
which were mild.

Dr. Cohn regretted that the early promise of bovine albumin had not
been borne out. Regardless of the success or failure of future attempts to
develop it, he pointed out that if Dr. Walter B. Cannon had not suggested the
original plan of developing a blood substitute from animal sources (p. 76), the
present method of plasma fractionation, which was yielding human serum
albumin, antibody globulins, fibrinogen, and thrombin, might not have been
devised.

The action of the Albumin Testing Group was approved at the 23 March
1943 meeting of the Committee on Medical Research, Office of Scientific
Research and Development (19), and steps were taken to dissolve the contracts
in existence with the various testing groups.

Dr. Cohn emphasized that 177 patients had received injections of crystalline
bovine albumin before a severe reaction was encountered. This fact was a
challenge which called for an explanation, but solution would be a long term
project. Although the hope was expressed that independent efforts would
be made to continue testing of bovine albumin, it was realized that this would
not be practical without the official sanction of the Committee on Medical
Research, because of the risks to patients.

LATER DEVELOPMENTS

Although all intensive work on bovine albumin ended in March 1943,
certain other developments might be mentioned to complete the record.

Antimicrobial agents.--All the reactions caused by bovine albumin had
followed injections of preparations containing Merthiolate (thimerosal), and
Dr. Cohn thought that its presence might play some part in them (2O). Clinical
results were not conclusive, and animal experiments were undertaken to
determine the possible influence of Merthiolate upon antigenicity, especially
upon the Arthus phenomenon. Early experiments were suggestive, and it
was decided for the future to release bovine albumin without Merthiolate for
all clinical testing.

Despeciation.-All work on the despeciation of bovine albumin had been
extremely disappointing. In some instances, it had not been accomplished at
all, and, in others, extremely toxic substances had been produced.

Clinical testing.-The final report of Dr. Wangensteen's contract with the
Office of Scientific Research and Development, dated 10 September 1943 (22),

4 Nine months after the U.S. program had been abandoned, a group of English workers reported the successful irijeo.
tion of despeciated bovine albumin (Ul).
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covered 139 patients and included a series of 25 subjects injected with the same
preparation from the Harvard laboratory with no reactions. His experience
indicated to him that bovine albumin would be a satisfactory blood substitute.

At the 2 June 1944 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes
(23), Dr. Wangensteen reported on 15 patients who had been injected with the
latest preparation of bovine albumin prepared in the Harvard laboratory and
all of whom had received injections from previous lots. Two patients who
had had severe reactions on their initial injections had mild purpuric reactions
after the second injections. There were no other reactions in this series.

In April 1944, Dr. Wangensteen (7) reported the injection of 83 additional
patients with solutions of bovine albumin, with three pyrogenic reactions, all
susceptible of explanation by technical errors in preparation of the equipment.
There were eight delayed reactions, with incubation periods ranging from 14
to 24 days, all of the type seen in mild serum sickness. The Rumpel-Leede
test was positive, but there was no purpura. The incidence of serum disease
in his experience thus remained at about 10 percent, as in his original report.

A comparative study on human and bovine albumin by Heyl, Gibson, and
Janeway (24), published in November 1943, showed no essential difference in
the ability of these agents to draw fluid into the circulation after acute blood
loss. No significant immediate or delayed harmful effects were observed during
the 3-month period the subjects of the test were followed, but the investigators
would not commit themselves, without more extensive clinical tests, as to the
safety of using a protein of animal origin in man.

Offers and suggestions.-During the war, occasional letters were received
from lay persons suggesting that the blood of beef cattle be used in the treat-
ment of wounded men. It was pointed out in the replies that an extensive
experience had revealed no way of making animal blood safe for human use.

On occasion, suggestions of the same kind were made from foreign countries,
some purporting to have solved all the problems connected with the use of
bovine plasma. These suggestions were similarly answered.

No serious attempt was made to revive bovine albumin as a substitute
for human serum albumin after the Office of Scientific Research and Develop-
ment abandoned the idea in 1943.

Part II. Human Serum Albumin

HISTORICAL NOTE

The first significant work on blood serum was done in 1918 by Mann
(25), who observed that the parenteral injection of homologous serum in sur-
gical shock, particularly when large doses were used, produced results as good
as, or better than, were obtained by any other method. He therefore sug-
gested that this agent might be of value in conditions in which it could be
stored and whole blood could not be obtained.
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When Dr. Max M. Strunia and his group at the Bryn Mawr Hospital
(26) began to use fresh and preserved serum in the treatment of severe infec-
tions, they also encountered frequent severe reactions, even when tile serum
was homologous and caused no agglutination of the recipient erythrocytes.
In 1936, Elliott (27) proposed that untyped serum and plasma be used in ob-
stetric shock (p. 266), his reasoning being that the maintenance of osmoi ic
pressure is a function of the plasma proteins and that the need for replacing
lost blood volume is more important than the need for replacing red blood
cells. Meantime, Stokes, Mudd, Flosdorf, and their associates at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania (28-30) were using lyophilized human serum - prophy-
laetically and therapeutically in various infectious diseases.

In 1937, Fantus (31) advocated serum in burns and in shock without
hemorrhage, because of its therapeutic and natural immunizing properties
and also because these conditions were usually associated with an excess of
red blood cells. In 1940, Strumia, Wagner and Monaghan (26) reported their
results with fresh and preserved plasma in a variety of diseases, but found
themselves handicapped by frequent, severe reactions, which they attributed
to the changes induced in the serum by the lyophile process. In 1938, after
a considerable experimental experience, Bond and Wright (32) suggested the
use of regenerated lyophilized serum in hemorrhage and traumatic shock.
Mahoney (33) reported similar experimental results the same year.

It is typical of the status of human serum albumin at the beginning of
U.S. participation in World War II that, at the organization meeting of the
Committee on Transfusions on 31 May 1940 (2), only whole blood and dried
and liquid plasma were discussed. Serum albumin was not mentioned at all,
though the hope was expressed that possible substitutes for human plasma
would be found, especially a substitute that could be prepared by synthesis.

LABORATORY DEVELOPMENT

The development of serum albumin in the treatment of shock really
began at the first meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 30
November 1940 (3). with the suggestion. already mentioned, of the chairman,
Dr. Cannon, that "it would be in the interest of clear thinking" if protein
chemists were brought into the picture (p. 325). In response to the suggestion,
Dr. Cohn, whose work on plasma fractionation was already outstanding,
undertook his work on serum albumin. Albumin was selected rather than any
other component of plasma for several reasons: t.att it constitutes 65 percent
of the proteins of plasma, that it exerts 85 percent of the osmotic pressure of

i Relchel was the first to apply the term "lyophllization" t~opyrighted by Sharp & Dohme) to the process by which
serum was dehydrated (SO). The root word, which means solvent-loving, was convenient and well chosen blecause it
emphasized the noteworthy characteristic of the product, its renmarkable solubility, which Is a result of both the unaltered
lyophilic properties of the serum proteins and thein physical structure of the porous solid. The antibodies and complement
of the serum suffered no detectable loss In processing, and the rate of subsequent deterloration was reduced to a small
fraction of the losses In the liquid state.
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plasma, and that it was hoped that it could be packaged in small kits and used
in preference to plasma whenever space limitations indicated.

At the 19 April 1941 meeting of the subcommittee (4), after a discussion
of the best methods of collecting and dispensing both plasma and serum, the
following recommendation was adopted: "* * * the consensus of the com-
mittee is that either serum or plasma reduced to either a frozen or a dried
state is acceptable and that production should proceed at once with the under-
standing that in time other recommendations may be made."

The Red Cross had already begun to supply Dr. Cohn with 15 bloods
per week, and, at this meeting, he presented three exhibits of albumin prepared
by plasma fractionation. The first was a tube containing 10 gm. of serum
albumin in 11 cc. of water. The solution appeared slightly discolored because
it contained traces of globulin, but it was described as a very stable liquid.
It had a high viscosity, like that of heavy machine oil. The second tube
contained albumin in a 25-percent solution; this was a clear monogenous fluid.
The third tube contained 10 gm. of crystalline albumin. Dr. Milton V. Veldee
preferred the 25-percent solution but Dr. Cohn thought the crystalline prepara-
tion would be more satisfactory for shipment or for storage in bulk.

CLINICAL TESTING

At the meeting of the Subcommittee for the Standardization of Dispensing
Equipment (11), a number of experimental studies were reported, and Captain
Kendrick reported the first clinical use of human albumin in traumatic shock:

Case 4.--A 20-year-old man was admitted to Walter Reed General Hospital, Washing-
ton, D.C., in May 1941, 16 hours after he had sustained bilateral compound comminuted
fractures of the tibia and fibula, fractures of five ribs: and associated pleural damage, pneumo-
thorax, and subcutaneous emphysema. He was confused and irrational, with a blood
pressure of 76/30 mm. Hg. After he had been given two units of albumin (each approxi-
mately 25 gin.), over a 30-minute period, the pressure rose to 106/70 mm. Hg, and two hours
later, after insertion of a Kirschner wire, reduction of one of the fractures, and application
of a cast, it was 130/80 mm. Hg. Over the next 12 hours, the patient received 1,250 cc. of
fluid by mouth and 1,000 cc. of physiologic salt solution subcutaneously. The systolic
pressure remained above 130 mm. Hg during this period, with occasional elevations to 150
mm. Hg. There was no evidence of circulatory failure at any time after the administration
of the albutmin.

The red blood cell count on admission was 4.1 million per cu. mm., the hemoglobin
14.5 gm. percent, and the hematocrit 44. Twelve hours after the administration of albumin,
the red cell count was 3,690,000. Forty-eight hours later, it was 3,780,000 per cu. mm.,
and the hematocrit was 35 percent. The hemoglobin level was between 12 and 12.5 gm.
percent. There were no urinary abnormalities at any time.

At the meeting of the Committee on Blood Transfusions and the Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes on 23 May 1941 (5), it was recommended
that the albumin produced in Dr. Cohn's laboratory be tested as rapidly and
as extensively as possible. If the clinical tests proved satisfactory, Col. (later
Brig. Gen.) Charles C. Hillman, MC, for the Army and Captain Stephenson
for the Navy stated that serum albumin would be accepted by the services.
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Production of serum albumin in the Harvard laboratory rose to 500-800
gin. per week in July (6). At the 19 September 1941 meeting of the sub-
committee (34), Dr. Cohn announced that 3,407 gin. had been prepared or was
in preparation; that 447 grams had been used clinically on 11 patients, one of
whom had been reinjected after 13 days and another after 2 months; that the
dosages had ranged from 7.6 gin. to 61.2 gin.; and that there had been no re-
actions of any kind.

Further reports were equally good. Up to 31 October 1941 (35), 50 pa-
tients had been injected with 788.4 gin. of albumin with no reactions. By 11
February 1942 (36), 125 patients had been injected with 4,247 gni., with only
four mild reactions and one moderately severe reaction. The latter followed
the use of albumin prepared from dried plasma secured from broken containers.
When it was used, it was noted that it was of darker than usual coloration.
This reaction occurred after 60 gin. of the albumin had been given to a patient
who had lost 1,080 cc. of blood.

The Pearl Harbor experience.--At the Conference on Albumin on 5
January 1942 (37), Dr. (later Brig. Gen.) Isidor S. Ravdin, who had just re-
turned from Hawaii, reported the administration of albumin to seven very
severely burned patients injured 10 days earlier at Pearl Harbor. All were
edematous and all were losing plasma at the site of their burns. Some of
them were so edematous, in fact, that albumin had to be injected into the
femoral vein because other veins could not be located. The Naval Hospital
had had only 40 units of dried plasma for all its casualties, and sonm of these
patients, in the emergency, had received too much salt solution.

All seven patients were given albumin, and all showed prompt clinical
improvement, including one whose state was so critical that the administration
of albumin to him was debatable. There was no question as to his response:
He was unconscious in the morning when lie was given 250 gin. of albumin.
In the afternoon, he was talking but was disoriented. The following morning,
lie was given the same amount of albumin. Twenty-four hours later, the edema
had disappeared and lie was taking food by mouth.

Most of these patients had hypoproteinemia and had very low hemoglobin
readings and red blood cell counts when they were first seen. Some had as
little as 8 gin. percent of hemoglobin, 3.5 mug. percent of protein, and 2% million
red blood cells per cc. After the second injection of albumin, all showed hemio-
dilution. Urinary outputs were not recorded, since most of the patients were
incontinent, but the rapid disappearance of edema in all cases suggested the
excretion of large quantities of urine.

The single reaction occurred in a patient who had had reactions after each
earlier injection of plasma. He had a chill after the first injection of albumin
but no reaction after the second.

The injections had been accomplished with some difficulty because of the
poor quality of the gum-rubber tubing and the small diameter of the rubber
latex tubing which had been sent to Hawaii with the albumin because of the
emergency.
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From his experience at Pearl Harbor, Dr. Ravdin concluded:
1. Albumin accomplished osmotically everything that normal human plasma could

accomplish.
2. It produced hemodilution.
3. Laboratory studies showed that it caused a rise in the albumin fraction of the

blood and often in the globulin fraction as well. The fibrinogen component was not in-
vestigated.

4. Albumin was a very satisfactory agent in patients who needed protein and who
had not had too great a red blood cell loss.

The formal testing program continued into early 1943. By the end of
February of that year (38), the total number of injections had reached 550, of
which 72 were for hemorrhage and for surgical or posttraumatic shock and 48
for burns. Reactions continued insignificant and mild.

Testing Procedures

The following criteria were established after clinical testing had been in
progress long enough to indicate what direction they should take (35):

1. Serum albumin should be given to patients in shock, who, if possible, should receive
only albumin. Normal subjects should be tested for possible reactions. In all cases, atten-
tion should be paid to whether or not fluids were withdrawn from the tissues.

2. The initial dose should usually be 100 cc. of 25-percent solution (1 unit), which is
roughly the equivalent of 500 cc. of citrated plasma (39). Administration should take about
20 minutes. The original injection should be repeated in I5 to 30 minutes if the desired
response is not obtained. Not more than 10 units (250 gin.) of serum albumin should be
given to any patient in 48 hours.

3. Vital signs should be recorded at specified intervals: In experimental subjects, at
30-minute intervals for 2 hours and then at 4-hour intervals for 24 hours; in shocked subjects,
at 30-minute intervals as long as shock persists, then at 4-hour intervals for another 24 hours.
Hematocrit determinations should also be made before the albumin is administered and at
regular intervals thereafter in relation to the patient's progress.

4. Concealed hemorrhage is a possibility to be borne in mind, for it may occur or recur
as the blood pressure returns to normal. This risk was evident in a patient at Grady Hos-
pital, with a stab wound of the chest, who responded well to albumin but collapsed suddenly
when the blood pressure had reached normal, from hemorrhage from a severed mammary
artery undetected until albumin had become effective.

5. In extremely dehydrated patients, additional fluid and electrolytes must be given,
since albumin draws fluid into the blood at the expense of other body tissues.

6. Serum albumin is not a satisfactory agent in severe anemia, since it simply increases
the circulating blood volume without adding red blood cells.

RECOMMENDATION OF SERUM ALBUMIN
TO THE ARMED FORCES

The first formal action on the use of serum albumin in the Armed Forces
was taken at the Conference on Albumin on 5 January 1942 (37), when it was
recommended to the Surgeons General of the Army and the Navy that, in
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addition to continuation of the plasma program, serum albumin be immediately
adopted for clinical use for the following reasons:

1. Albumin can be packaged and stored in less than a tenth of the space
required for the standard Army-Navy package of dried plasma.

2. It is ready for immediate emergency use, without regeneration.
3. It is stable in solution in temperatures as high as 113' F. (450 C.) for

protracted periods.
4. Its adoption will accelerate and supplement the procurement of satis-

factory blood substitutes for military use.
It was further recommended at this conference:
1. That the Surgeons General request the Red Cross to secure voluntary

blood donors for serum albumnin, as part of the total national program.
2. That Dr. Cohn be asked to assume general supervisory direction of

the processing of albumin in commercial laboratories.
The Navy, which was primarily interested in serum albumin rather than

in plasma, took the necessary steps to implement this recommendation (40).
Further recommendations were made at the Conference on Albumin on

11 February 1942 (36), as follows:
1. That the specifications for the preparation and packaging of human

serum albumin prepared by Major Kendrick and Cdr. (later Capt.) Lloyd R.
Newhouser, MC, USN, be accepted with certain modifications, and that future
modifications be made at the discretion of these officers and Dr. Veldee.

2. That after specifications for the preparation of serum albumin were
complete, Major Kendrick and Commander Newhouser meet with representa-
tives of supply and equipment firms to determine the availability of equipment
and the time required to supply the component parts for the Standard Package
of Human Serum Albumin.

It was unanimously agreed, at the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes on 12 May 1942 (13), that the members reaffirm their earlier recom-
mendation that serum albumin be considered as an established blood substitute
of great importance and with many practical advantages. It was further
recommended that clinical testing be discontinued and that the approximately
1,000 units of serum albumin in Dr. Cohn's laboratory be turned over to the
Navy for clinical use.

At the third Conference on Albumin and By-Products on 26 May 1942 (40),
the chairman thought it necessary, in the interests of clearness, that the mem-
bership reaffirm its recommendations and limitations by signing the following
statenments (which were duly agreed to and signed): I

Human serum albumin in 25% solution has been recommended to the Army and the
Navy to fulfill their specific requirements for a blood substitute which can be transported
and administered in small volumes with great facility and with safety. It is clearly under-
stood, as has been etched on the containers and as is indicated in the directive to the Navy,

SThis second action was taken at Dr. Cohn's insistence, because of the reluctance of some medical officers in high
places to accept serum albumin.
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that this concentrated solution should not be administered in severe dehydration without
the simultaneous administration of fluids of such types as to maintain normal salt and water
equilibria. The fluids should be given intravenously, orally if tolerated or by any other
available route. The above statements apply only to the use of hypertonic albumin solution.

Human serum albumin has been established as being a blood substitute of proven value
in that it causes hemodilution and raises blood pressure in a manner similar to blood plasma
or serum. On the basis of clinical tests human albumin produces no more reactions than
does plasma.

The stability of the human albumin solution as packaged has been established over a
period of one year at room temperature in temperate climates. Such material has been
carried at sea in the sick bay of a cruiser for three months at a temperature reported to average
370 C. (980 F.) without deteriorations as demonstrated by inspection and human injection.
Stability has also been established by inspection at 450 C. (1130 F.) for a period of 3 months
and at 500 C. (122' F.) for a period of two weeks in the laboratory.

Training

It was decided early in the albumin program that no special indoctrination
of medical officers concerning serum albumin would be necessary (16). They
had had no experience in its use, but numerous articles had been published on
it, and the directions and warnings etched on the can were considered adequate.
Informal teaching emphasized the fact that serum albumin must not be used
in severe dehydration unless other fluids could be supplied to maintain the
normal salt and water equilibrimn. Later, a somewhat more intensive educa-
tional program was undertaken, to encourage the use of serum albumin in the
Navy (7), and the Army made a filmstrip on the subject.

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION

Although it was not legally possible to enter into contracts for the commer-
cial production of albumin until it had become an accepted product, discussions
concerning this phase of the program were recorded at various meetings of the
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes and at albumin and other conferences.
Dr. Veldee took the position that the same licensed laboratories should not
prepare both human plasma and albumin, but this policy was not adopted.
Dr. Colin believed it would be unfortunate to process albumin in a number of
small plants and similarly unfortunate to have manufacturers build their plants
on tihe basis of the amounts specified in the first contracts, since the Navy had
promptly indicated its plans for larger amounts.

At the 18 July 1941 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (6),
Dr. Veldee thought that serum albumin had been proved to be of sufficient
worth to be licensed as a biologic product. Dr. Colin said that, while further
improvements were to be expected, there were at this time no serious diffi-
culties concerning the stability and sterility of serum albumin or its handling,
and he foresaw no obstacles to its commercial production. Although it was
against the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to prepare biologicals
directly for use outside the state, the State Attorney General had ruled that
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the first 4 kilos of human albumin could be thus distributed, and a bill was
being prepared for liberalization of the existing law.

At this same meeting, the subcommittee recommended that all phases of
commercial production be under Dr. Coln's direct supervision. Dr. Cohn
believed that the present operation at Harvard should be continued, to avert
the lag which might occur when commercial houses without previous experience
began to make albumin and also because the many byproducts obtained by
fractionation of plasma should be developed.

All possible preliminary steps were taken as soon as the Conference on
Albumin on 5 January 1942 (37) recommended serum albumin to the Armed
Forces, and, at the next meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (12),
it was reported that six commercial firms had indicated their willingness, in
response to the letters of intent they had received, to process 8,500 packages
of albumin each before 1 October 1942. This would mean that 180,000 addi-
tional bleedings must be absorbed by the bleeding centers. Tile Navy's
intention to contract for 250,000 additional packages of serum albumin in the
next fiscal year 7 would require 750,000 additional bleedings, in addition to
the 900,000 bleedings necessary for the plasma already contracted for.

Nothing came of the recommendation made at the second Conference on
Albumin and By-Products on 15 April 1942 (41) that a pilot plant be established
by the Army or the Navy for the processing of human and biologic products
for research purposes and clinical use.

In January 1942 (37), Dr. Cohn's laboratory, Armour Laboratories, and
Lederle Laboratories were considered capable of producing 1,300 units of
serum albumin (25 gin. each) per week. Dr. Cohn stated thatt any commercial
firm could participate in the program if it had large coldrooms and Sharples
centrifuges and would send personnel to be trained in his laboratory for at,
least a month.

A number of important steps were taken after this meeting (40). Specifi-

cations for commercial production were drawn up (42). Letters of intent to
purchase were sent to the various processing laboratories. Dr. Cohn received
official Navy authorization to receive personnel from these firms for instruction
in the preparation of serum albumin, and representatives from six producers
were thus trained.

There were two chief problems connected with the program. One was
the steady increase in the Armed Forces requirements for serum albumin;
the requirements for fiscal year 1942-43 were set at 110,000 units for the
Army and 250,000 units for the Navy. Each unit of processed albumin
required 3.5 units of blood. The second problem was the delay in obtaining
Sharpies centrifuges. The processing of albumin, while complex, offered no
particular difficulties, but the procurement of equipment to process it threatened
to delay the program for many months. Dr. Cohn doubted that the amount

I Contrary to the plasma procurement policy, by which all supplies were purchased by the Anny Medical Procure-

ment Agency, Brooklyn, all serum albumin was purchaed on contracts made lby the Navy with proce."ing fnims. The
smaller amounts of serum albumin which the Army uied were purchased from the Navy.
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desired could be produced within the specified time and warned that undue
haste might be dangerous.

When the Conference on the Preparation of Normal Human Plasma was
held at the Plasma Fractionation Laboratory, Department of Physical Chem-
istry, Harvard Medical School (43), the agenda included discussions and
demonstrations of the size of a single batch of plasma, its electrophoretic
analysis, bacteriologic filtration, preservatives, temperature stability test,
coloration, hemolysis, sterility, separation of red cells, pyrogens, contamination,
and plasma fractionation and processing of fractions. Clinical testing of
serum albumin was no longer considered necessary. Present problems con-
cerned quantity production and distribution. To date, there had been 41
runs at the Plasma Fractionation Laboratory, 18 at Armour Laboratories,
and 6 at Lederle Laboratories.

A number of obstacles to the rapid implementation of the program were
discussed, including the joint problems of securing the additional bloods
(1% million) required by the program; their cost (about $3 million per million
bloods); the shortages of equipment, particularly rubber tubing; the futility
of priority ratings; the possible substitution of cup centrifuges for Sharples
centrifuges, which continued to be in very short supply; and the critical materials
in the completed serum albumin package, which was demonstrated at the
conference. It was a very different matter, Dr. Veldee remarked, to make
diphtheria antitoxin from horses in the backyard and to process serum albumin
from blood secured from millions of donors scattered all over the country.
Dr. Cohn would not recommend that the Red Cross turn over any bloods t)
any processing firms until sample and practice runs could be completed with
the use of hemolyzed blood or contaminated plasma, which most of these firms
had on hand.

At the 23 June 1942 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes
(14), the directive prepared by Commander Newhouser for the complete
package of serum albumin was approved with the deletion of the footnote
dealing with femoral injection (p. 338). At his suggestion, the label was changed
to read "Standard Army and Navy Package of Normal Serum Albumin
(Human, Concentrated)," the designation "serum albumin" being retained
because it was customary in the chemical literature and by general usage.

A special Conference on Albumin on 9 July 1942 (44) dealt with various
production matters, including procurement of materials; economy of produc-
tion; length of processing; deferment of trained personnel: the risk of too great
haste; and yields with various types of centrifuges, all of which were still in
short supply. It was decided that the question of costs was beyond the com-
petence of the committee, though it was brought out that they would be con-
tingent on the rate at which the initial expenses of equipment could be
written off.

At the Conference on Albumin Testing on 19 October 1942 (16), while
the quantity production of concentrated human serum albumin still seemed
far in the future, prospects were considerably more encouraging. The War
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Production Board had expedited the procurement of necessary equipment.
Practice runs with contaminated plasma had been carried out at four of the
six firms to which contracts had been granted. In every instance, the chemical
purity of albumin had been acceptable, less than 2 percent of globulin being
present. Three firms had begun to process serum albumin from blood supplied
by the Red Cross, and, after some initial difficulties from contamination, they
were producing satisfactory material, which would be released after clinical
testing. Personnel from Dr. Cohn's laboratory had worked in several com-
mercial laboratories, to aid in the beginning of production. Production at the
Harvard laboratory was continuing.

Up to this time (October 1942), there had been:
78 first injections of crystalline albumin with no reactions of any kind in 61.
76 second injections, with no reactions in 69.
28 third injections, with no reactions in 26.
3 fourth injections, with no reactions.

At this conference, Dr. Cohn outlined the testing of commercial serum
albumin as follows:

Navy specifications called for a 25-percent solution, to save space, and for
stability at 1220 F. (50' C.) to avoid spoilage in tropical temperatures. As
soon as a lot of albumin was filtered, six bottles were forwarded to the Harvard
laboratory. To date, no reaction had occurred in patients who had received
human albumin that had passed the rabbit thermal test then in use.

After Captain Stephenson and Colonel Kendrick had expressed themselves
as more anxious about rubber tubing than about albumin, it was formally
recommended that testing thereafter be conducted on the final package. Also,
in deference to those present who thought three tests insufficient, it was recom-
mended that clinical testing thereafter include five tests, carried out in Boston
and at the Army and the Navy Medical Schools. Since a standard batch of
albumin would not usually exceed 380 bottles (38,000 cc.), the revised tests
would require 8 bottles, just over 2 percent, of each lot.

Progress thereafter was much faster. By the middle of December (17),
four laboratories were using Red Cross blood in production, and two other
firms were making practice runs. Difficulties with pyrogens had been over-
come; they had been traced to filter pads and distilled water. Dr. Cohn
suggested that trouble would be avoided, and valuable plasma conserved, if,
from time to time, testing were carried out on distilled water, new lots of
supplies, and equipment, including the intravenous equipment placed in the
final Army-Navy containers.

Accelerated tests were being used, with assays carried out by electro-
phoretic analysis. Studies indicated that in all samples of albumin tested to
date there was less globulin than the amount permitted in the specifications.
Progress with all the first lots, however, was cautious, it being considered more
advisable to establish correct standards than to make haste.

Requests from the Armed Forces for serum albumin continued to increase.
In March 1943 (18), the Navy, which had already contracted for 360,000 units
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(100,000 for the Army), asked for an additional 350,000 units, to be delivered
by July 1944. Since this goal was obviously impossible with present facilities,
the problem was solved by opening a new processing plant (Armour Labora-
tories) at Fort Worth on 1 November 1943; Fort Worth, Dallas, and Houston
were the last untapped blood donor centers in the country.

At the Conference on Albumin on 22 March 1943 (18), Dr. Cohn discussed
various aspects of the quantity production of serum albumin:

1. Achievement of chemical purity presented little difficulty. In all, 100 of 113
preparations examined to date had been found more than 99 percent pure, and only 1 had
contained more than 1.5 percent of globulin. In view of these observations, Dr. Cohn
intended to discontinue routine electrophoretic analysis of every lot.

2. Studies by Dr. George Scatchard indicated that the instability of some serum
albumin preparations was caused less by the albumin than by the impurities in it. Studies
on bovine albumin had contributed greatly to the stabilization of human albumin. The
flocculation and haziness in certain preparations after heating remained a problem to be
solved.

3. Most preparations had passed the rabbit thermal test without difficulty. After a
discussion of the number of clinical tests that should be required-some observers thought
as many as 12 should be used-it was agreed that the same criteria should be applied to
human albumin rendered pyrogen-free by heating as would be applied to standard albumin
preparations. Dr. Veldee had one reservation: Heating itself might do damage, and, for
this reason, he thought that the use of heated preparations should be restricted.

4. Albumin made from contaminated plasma was apparently safe and satisfactory for
use, but more caution should be used in accepting it, and more careful clinical testing carried
out with it, than were employed in albumin made from uncontaminated plasma. Similar
precautions should be employed in serum albumin made from plasma in broken bottles.

5. The production figures with the use of the DeLaval centrifuge were attractive, but
the introduction of new methods at this stage would probably delay the program. If the
program was to be expanded, and if it were certain that these centrifuges could be obtained,
then it might be well to consider their use.

6. Dr. Cohn was now ready to perform only stability tests on the bulk product, and to
perform all other tests in the final containers. This would save both time and material.
Of the 328 clinical pyrogen tests performed between 10 June 1941 and 19 March 1943, only
one preparation that had successfully passed NIH (National Institute of Health) rabbit
thermal test had given any febrile reaction in man.

7. One of the commercial laboratories had been informed that a donor had developed
mumps 48 hours after his donation. There was no known instance of transmission of mumps
by transfusion, and it was agreed that it would not be practical to follow donors after they
had given blood.

At the 9 April 1943 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes
(45), Dr. Cohn reported that the program was proceeding satisfactorily quanti-
tatively and so well qualitatively that a revision of the test schedule might be
considered; in particular, the number of heated specimens tested could be
reduced, which would save 10 days. The subcommittee authorized Dr. Cohn
to establish the number and type of tests to be employed.

At the 13 May 1943 meeting (20), it was reported that 700 bottles of con-
taminated plasma processed into albumin by the Cutter Laboratories had been
found satisfactory chemically. One of two lots tested for pyrogens had caused
no reactions. The other lot had given three reactions. The present policy
was to request three additional containers for examination if a reaction occurred
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in any of the five routine clinical tests. If any of the three additional clinical
tests was positive, the entire lot was discarded.

Delivery of serum albumin was at first disappointingly slow (table 10).
Only 26,119 packages had been delivered by the end of July 1943, against an
expected 150,000 (46). Then, the situation improved. Within the next 2
weeks, the number rose to 45,000 (the figures are cumulative), by the first of
October (47) to more than 80,000, and by the middle of November (48) to
almost 125,000. As of 2 June 1944 (23), 325,838 units of human serum albumin
had been authorized for shipment to the U.S. Naval Medical Supply Depot;
of this amount, 36,699 units had been produced during May. Quality con-
tinued to improve. All the albumin made at the Harvard pilot plant over the
past several months had been held in the dry state, in anticipation of experi-
mental needs.

TABLE 10.--Accepted production of units of normal human serum albumin, June 1942-
November 1943 '

Production laboratory

Year and month -________ ____ ____ ____ ________

Cutter Harvard Lederle Lilly Sharp & Squibb Upjohn Total

1942
Julie------------ ---------- 83 -------- -------- ------- -------- ---------- 83
July ------------ --------- 241 -------- -------- ------- -------- --------- 241
August ------------------ 370 --------------------------------------- 370
December ------- -------- 611 88 -_ 71 770

1943
January ---------- 31 220 168 -------- ----------------------- 419
February -------- 380 --------------- 2,042 -272------ 22,694
March -------------------------- 87 506 ---------------------- 593
April -------------------- 400 522 2,330 575 453,7
May ------------ 1,671 408 914 2,233 1,245 179_1_2,066 8,716
June ------------- 2,146 ------- 1,106 4,503 1,437 1,869 ------ 11.061
July ------------ 3,652 126 607 3,033 228 4, 473 ------- 12,119
August ---------- 3, 629 -------- 1, 820 2, 619 1,409 5, 325 792 15, 594
September ------- 4,505 ------- 4,371 3,981 2,635 7,441 2,957 25,890
October --------- 4,841 -------- 4,264 6, 113 964 9,235 2,513 27, 930
November ------- 1 2, 168- 678 3, 471 ------- 7, 051 546 13, 914

Total-- 23, 023 2,459 14,537 30,919 8, 493 35,961 8,874 124.266

I The production of the Harvard laboratory was shipped to the Bethesda Naval Hospital; that of the commercial
laboratories went to the U.S. Naval Medical Supply Depot.

There had been a striking decrease in the amount of material requiring
reworking because of failure to meet specifications of either sterility or stability.
The yield of albumin from plasma had also increased. With modifications in
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processing methods, it rose from 27.5 gin. per liter to 29.3 gin., and then to 30.2
gin. per liter. Allowing for losses, the final yield was about 25.4 gin. per liter.

After extensive testing and the ironing out of certain initial difficulties,
albumin made from contaminated plasma had proved safe and effective, and
sizable amounts were secured from this source. In addition, firms not making
albumin were turning their contaminated stocks over to firms that did, and
great savings were thus being effected.

In April 1944 (7), the Canadian National Research Council offered to the
United States about 10,000 liters of contaminated serum, all of which it pro-
posed to destroy if U.S. authorities could not reclaim it as albumin. It would
be given to the Army and the Navy with no financial or other obligations. Eli
Lilly and Co. were able to work the contaminated serum into acceptable, pyro-
gen-free serum albumin, and the Canadian offer was gladly accepted.

Some anxiety was originally felt that the development of byproducts other
than albumin might slow up the albumin program. This fear was discounted.
In fact, when the Navy made contracts for byproducts with firms holding con-
tracts for serum albumin, Dr. Cohn approved the plan, on the ground that
plasma fractionation was an integrated process (40).

The report of the American Red Cross Blood Donor Service to 1 September
1945 (table 11) showed that the seven commercial firms eventually involved in
the albumin program had processed 2,329,175 donations into 569,014 packages,
all of which had been delivered to the Navy except for 1,704 packages which one
firm was holding, awaiting shipping instructi.rns (49).

ARMY REQUISITIONS FOR SERUM ALBUMIN

When serum albumin was in process of development, the small size of the
package made it seem of great potential usefulness during landing operations
and for airborne troops and such ground forces as pack-drawn mountain troops.
The Army requisition for fiscal year 1942-43 was 110,000 units, but, up to 1
January 1944, because of production delays, only 36,000 units had been received.
In November 1943, the requirements for calendar year 1944 were tentatively
set at 150,000 units, including the 74,000 units undelivered in 1943. This
requisition was later reduced to 60,000 units (50).

The rea3on for the reduction in the requisition for serum albumin was a
revision of the premises on which the original requirements had been made
(50). The small size of the package lost some of its attractiveness to the Army
in the face of the necessity for making intravenous fluids available along with
the albumin; unless fluids were available, albumin could not be used in de-
hydrated casualties. Also, experience had shown that there were almost no
circumstances, including combined landing operations, in which plasma could
not be supplied in adequate quantities. Albumin, of course, continued to be
used according to indications in head injuries and in burns.

717-409'-64--25
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TABLE 1 1.-Summarized report of albumin production to 1 September 1945

Packages delivered to
Production laboratory Bloods received U.S. Naval Medical

Supply Depot

Lederle ------------------------------------------ 285,809 91,022
Lilly I -------------------------------------------- 413, 588 101,916
Squibb ------------------------------------------ 551, 143 116, 395
Cutter ------------------------------------------- 321,464 79, 719
Sharp & Dohme ----------------------------------- 136,906 26,675
Upjohn ------------------------------------------- 324, 766 78, 913
Armour ------------------------------------------ 295, 499 74, 374

Total ---------------------------------------- 2,329, 175 569,014

, This firm had on hand 1,704 completed packages being held for shipping instructions.

TECHNIQUES OF PLASMA FRACTIONATION

In February 1942, when Dr. Cohn was requested to prepare specifications
for the commercial production of serum albumin, he described four methods for
the fractionation of plasma (40). The first technique was impractical for
industry. The third, in which the supernatant of fraction IV was concen-
trated in a still, had to be given up because of the high incidence of pyrogens
and the time required to dialyze away the accumulated salts. The fourth
method, crystallization, occupied too much time. The second technique, with
some modifications, was used by the processing firms. The technique is too
complex to be described in detail here, but its essential steps were as follows:

1. Separation of fraction I, separation of fractions II and III, and precipitation of
fraction IV.

2. Sedimentation of fraction IV.
3. Clarification of the supernatant from fraction IV, precipitation of fraction V, and

reprecipitation of fraction V

More than one step could be accomplished at a time, and each could be
completed within 48 hours. The complete processing of one batch would
thus require a total time of 6 days. The method was the same as that employed
in Dr. Cohn's laboratory; expansion of production involved no changes in the
basic principles but merely changes in the mechanical equipment for handling
the various steps, as well as changes in certain details, of the process. Thus,
the recovery of tax-free alcohol used in the small-scale operations at the Harvard
laboratory did not pay. It became an immediate problem in comnmercial
production, and care had to be taken to provide against the distillation of
volatile contaminants. There was some delay when one commercial firm
was permitted to change from dialysis to capillary methods of adding alcohol.
All the first material thus treated had to be reworked, but there were no
difficulties in succeeding runs.
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REFRIGERATION

It was originally thought that albumin would require refrigeration (37).
Then, it was found that it could be stored at room temperature without deteri-
oration.8 Since, however, it was intended for use of the Armed Forces in all
parts of the world, samples were tested for stability at 113' F. (450 C.) for 1
month and at 98.60 F. (370 C.) for 2 months. It was found that albumin
would not remain stable at these temperatures if more than a very small amount
of globulin was present. Later (34), in view of military requirements, it was
decided to extend the temperature range from -- 58* F. to + 1220 F. (--500 C.
to +500 C.).

ADDITIVES

Sodium Chloride

One of the first observations made about serum albumin in the Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes (34) was that it was more stable when it was
made up with sodium chloride; without it, early preparations became cloudy
at room temperature. The matter was to come up in other meetings of the
subcommittee and at various conferences on albumin.

An ad hoc committee (Dr. Veldee, Dr. Earl S. Taylor, and Lt. William
G. Workman, MC) was appointed to study the problem in May 1942 (13),
after Dr. Cohn stated that the addition of sodium chloride to the blood in-
tended for plasma fractionation greatly complicated the processing of serum
albumin. The higher the salt content, the larger was the amount of globulin
passing into fraction V, and the larger the amount in fraction VI. The ad
hoc committee found the plasma yield to vary by less than 1 percent with and
without salt. These observations paralleled those made by Eli Lilly and Co.
It was also found that the total osmotic pressure of 25-percent albumin could
be considerably increased by adding more sodium chloride and considerably
decreased by reducing the amount used if either change were desired (16).

In January 1943, at a meeting of the Subcommittee on Albumin and
By-Products (51), it was pointed out that the clinician's preference for isotonic
solutions of serum albumin might be on umsound grounds from the standpoint
of physical chemistry; a hypertonic solution would increase the stability of the
product. It was proposed that the sodium chloride content of serum albumin
be increased to 2 percent. The amount of solution injected was so small that
there could be no valid objection to this increase. Potassium salts, however,
should not be added, because some of the clinical conditions encountered would
be complicated by hyperpotassemia.

8 At this time (1962), albumin is stored at 40 to 60 C., and the dating period has been correspondingly increased.
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In March 1943, the salt content of serum albumin was altered from 0.15
to 0.3 molar. The change at least doubled the stability of the product at
1350 F. (570 C.) and also increased its stability at 1220 F. (500 C.), though
less strikingly (48). Samples from each of the processing firms kept for 100
days at 1220 F. (500 C.) looked clear enough at the end of the period to be
used clinically (table 12). Dr. Cohn would have expected a twofold improve-
ment in the stability of the product with the doubling of the salt component,
not the sixfold increase that had occurred and that might reflect increased
skill on the part of the producers.

When 0.3 molar sodium chloride was first used, authorization was given
for making as much as 0.09 of this component sodium acetate. Later (52),
Dr. J. Murray Luck and his associates at Stanford University demonstrated
that a further increase in the length of the paraffin chain of the anion would
increase for this purpose the stability of the serum albumin. Sodium butyrate
was tested and discarded because of the undesirable odor. Albumin was
then prepared with 0.05 molair sodium phenylacetate plus 0.25 molar sodium
chloride. Still later, sodium mandelate was substituted for phenylacetate
because of its therapeutic properties. Tests showed that whichever of these
agents was used would make possible the heating of albumin for hours at
temperatures close to 168' F. (70' C.), a step which would also reduce the
dangers of bacterial or virus contamination (tables 12 and 13).

TABLE 12.-Effect of storage at various temperatures on stability at 57* C. of crystalline human
albumin (lot HA-64)

Conditions o Hours required for Increase of 50 Hours required for 5% increawe
experiment Mueller units in viscosity

NaCI 0.15 1 0.15 0.30 0.30 0.15 0.15 0.30 0.30

pH 6.8 7.0 6.8 7.0 6.8 7.0 6.8 7.0

Storage Storage
days tempera-

ture

Degrees C.

0 - 93 79 244 148 51 44 104 84

100 0 105 81 183 167 58 40 117 93
200 0 98 83 182 184 55 45 117 94

100 25 63 55 153 117 39 28 94 68
200 25 39 45 103 117 24 27 71 60
100 37 63 47 110 124 33 23 85 87

200 37 30 32, 81 108 18 30 65 61
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TABLE 13.-Effect of storage at various temperatures on viscosity of crystalline human albumin
(lot HA-64)

Conditions of experiment Ratio of viscosity after storage to initial viscosity

NaCI 0.15 0.15 0.30 0.30

pH 6.8 7.0 6.8 7.0

Storage days Storage
temperature

Degrees C.
0 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

100 0 0.99 1.01 1.01 0.99
200 0 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.00

100 25 0.99 1.01 1.01 0.99
200 25 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.00

100 37 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.01
200 37 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.02

In a supplementary report, Dr. Luck and his associates (53) recommended
that a large-scale clinical experiment be conducted with 25-percent human
serum albumin solution, of pH 6.6 to 7.0, containing 0.04 molar sodium man-
delate and 0.26 molar sodium chloride. Such solutions would probably be of
great stability and, if clinical trials revealed no adverse effects, should be em-
ployed in place of the present serum albumin solution. Dr. Hans Clarke had
suggested acetyl phenylalanine, and it was thought that it might be possible
to replace mercurials with it in both albumin and dried plasma. Studies based
on these proposals were limited to trial runs.

Meantime, thermal stability was generally improving, and by the spring
of 1944 (52), it was unusual to find more than an occasional sample with sta-
bility of less than 50 hours at 1350 F. (570 C.). Mueller nephelometers had
been distributed to the processing houses, and comparative studies of their
results and those of the Harvard laboratory showed satisfactory agreement.
Electrophoretic and ultracentrifugal controls had long since been discontinued.

In October 1944, Captain Newhouser directed all laboratories fractionating
plasma under Navy contracts to prepare serum albumin of low salt content
"if such a change is commercially feasible, will supply a product with satis-
factory stability and does not increase the contract cost of the serum albumin."

Isoelectric albumin could be prepared practically free of sodium ions, but
it was stable only in the dry state and could not be dispensed in solution. If
there were sufficient advantage in preparing completely salt-free albumin, it
could be dispensed in the dry state, with glucose in the diluent bottle, but this
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would require new contract specifications and a new package. No clinical evi-
dence existed, however, of the value of reducing the sodium ion concentration
below a certain level.

A preliminary report of this investigation was made on 16 January 1945
(54), and a summary report was made to the Subcommittee on Blood Sub-
stitutes on 16 March 1945, by Dr. Cohn (55), as follows:

1. Accumulated evidence to date indicates no significant behavioral differences between
the new salt-poor albumin and the standard salt-containing preparation in shocked or in
normal individuals. In shock, injection of 25-percent albumin, whether salt-poor or salt-
containing, always increases the blood volume. In dehydration, the injection of additional
fluids is still recommended.

2. Preliminary evidence indicates that salt-poor albumin is an effective diuretic agent
in the nephrotic syndrome and in hepatic cirrhosis associated with severe edema.

3. In a small group of surgical patients with hypoproteinemia and edema, concen-
trated albumin has been found to mobilize water from the interstitial spaces into the plasma.
Used in a few patients after trauma, it produced a significant rise in plasma protein
concentration.

4. Salt-poor albumin, stabilized with 0.04 molar acetyl tryptophan or 0.04 molar man-
delic acid, retains its stability better than standard serum albumin preparations when
heated at 1400 F. (600 C.) for 10 hours. This procedure, or some comparable heating pro-
cedure, would destroy most bacteria in vegetative forms as well as such viruses as that of
infectious hepatitis. It has been recommended that studies be undertaken as soon as possible
of the time required to destroy the agent of hepatitis at a given temperature.0

5. The original opinion of serum albumin as to its convenience, rapidity and ease of
administration, and effectiveness in increasing plasma volume in injury and shock has been
fully confirmed by this investigation.

As a result of the evidence secured in this investigation, it was recom-
mended that salt-poor albumin be substituted for the current preparation,
which contained 0.3 molar sodium chloride. It should be prepared without a
mercurial preservative (p. 354); should be stabilized with 0.04 molar acetyl
tryptophan, a derivative of a natural amino acid; and should be heated for such
periods and at such temperatures as might be necessary for the destruction
of viruses.

At this meeting it was also recommended that products of plasma frac-
tionation, including human serum albumin, be included in the "United States
Pharmacopeia." This recommendation was not made effective until November
1950, with the 14th edition. Plasma had first appeared in the 1942 edition.

Antibacterial Agents

At the January 1942 Conference on Albumin (37), Dr. Cohn reported that
the experience gained at one of the processing companies had indicated that it
was highly dangerous to add Merthiolate to albumin. Experimental studies
were to the same effect. The production of albumin was delayed at least 6
weeks by the necessary investigations. A proposal that preservatives be eliui-
inated entirely was made at the 19 July 1943 conference (56), but if this was

0 The menace of hepatitis was just beginning to be appreciated (p. 647).
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done, it was pointed out in the discussion, at least a third of the total product
would have to be tested. This plan would be workable as far as individual bulk
containers were concerned but totally impractical in the final containers.

The problem, as Dr. Cohn pointed out at this conference, fell into two
parts, (1) filtration to achieve a sterile product and (2) the use of preservatives.
With a 30-percent solution, the viscosity was too great for convenience. Later
(16), Dr. Cohn reported an observation not previously made, that 25-percent
normal human serum albumin is essentially isoviscous with respect to blood.

Serial studies by Col. Elliott S. Robinson, MC, showed that the more
rapidly the albumin was filtered, the better the results from the standpoint of
sterility. Using Seitz filters, he found that contamination was not a particu-
larly troublesome problem. He attributed the good results partly to good luck
and partly to attempts to expedite the procedure. Filtration became easier
as the globulin content of preparations was reduced.

Studies reported by Dr. Janeway at the 19 July 1943 meeting (56) had
been undertaken on the assumption that alcohol was a good bacteriostatic
agent. In four complete runs, and an almost completed fifth run, he had taken
bacterial counts at every fractionation and found contamination low; the
average, figured in terms of the original plasma to take care of dilution, was
30 colonies per cc. Although the counts were very low, sterility was not
achieved at any point until fraction V, which carried down bacteria, was taken
off. The supernatant was free from bacteria, but the precipitate was not; it
usually contained a smaller number of bacteria than might have been antic-
ipated, but the counts might run up to about 100 colonies per cc. of redissolved
fraction V. Samples were taken in quadruplicate. The results were the same
whether they were frozen or left at ice box temperatures, but there was occasion-
ally a considerable difference between cultures made at room temperature and
at 98.60 F. (370 C.).

It was concluded that alcohol did not act as a sterilizing agent, at least at
the temperatures at which these studies were conducted. It was also con-
cluded that bacteria were collected at most of the steps in the process, from the
operators, filters, and other sources, but that the number was probably not
great enough to have any influence on pyrogens, though if the organisms were
of the gram-negative variety, a few would be sufficient to cause trouble.

Dr. Veldee agreed that, assuming dried serum albumin to be relatively
sterile, the important points would be the speed of getting the material into
solution, the temperature of the solution, and the speed with which it went
through the filter. Colonel Robinson's experience had been limited to relatively
small lots. The NIH experience had included 75-liter lots. Colonel Robinson
had used a very simple type of Seitz filter, which could be cleaned and inspected
for leaks. Dr. Veldee doubted that such filters would be used in the larger
commercial houses and thought that in certain circumstances the technique of
filtration might well be a source of contamination. If there was a small defect
in the filter, there was more chance of its showing up with 75- than with 25-liter
lots.
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As to preservatives, Merthiolate in 1:15,000 concentration had always
been acceptable to NIH, but if 1:10,000 had been proposed when the minimum
requirements for human plasma were being drawn up, it would have been
equally acceptable. The problem was this: In all other biologics except
human plasma and serum, the dosage was small, usually 1 or 2 cc., or under
10 cc., and the effective bactericidal dose per patient was equally small. There-
fore, any one of a number of preservatives could be used to kill any living
organism. With albumin, plasma, or serum, however, such large doses had
to be given that preservatives could not be used in the same concentration
as in smaller dosages because of the risk of toxicity.

FURTHER CLINICAL STUDIES

At the Conference of the Albumin and By-Products Group on 14 December
1943 (b7), Dr. Cohn pointed out that the development of serum albumin had
undergone two phases. In the first, all the material produced was devoted to
an appraisal of its efficiency in shock. In the second, all the material was
delivered to the Armed Forces for use ( verseas. At this time, with full com-
mercial production underway, the output of the pilot plant at the Harvard
Medical School constituted less than 1 percent of the total production, and
he believed that a third phase might be considered, in which the output at this
plant could profitably be devoted to the study of diseases and conditions other
than shock. He agreed with those who pointed out that, while the amount
of serum albumin thus used would be small in comparison with the total
amount, great quantities would be required in the treatment of nephrotic
states, cirrhosis, and nutritional edema, and the needs of the Armed Forces
must not be jeopardized in any way by the proposed research program.

In December 1944, the Committee on Medical Research, NRC, was
requested by the Navy to provide additional clinical data on serum albumin,
with special reference to the increase in plasma volume accomplished by its
use with and without the additional administration of crystalloid solution.
An additional purpose of the investigation was the testing of the new salt-poor
albumin preparation just developed. The conditions studied included trauma
of various kinds, with and without shock and with and without active fluid
loss at the time of the investigation; postoperative states, with and without
shock; and medical conditions. Normal subjects were also studied.

Considerable scattering was found in the increase in plasma volume per
gram of albumin injected, which was to be expected, even in normal subjects,
as the result of differences in tissue hydration, circulatory state, renal activity,
and other variants. Injured subjects, especially those with hemorrhage,
burns, or peritonitis, who were losing fluid actively, sometimes held little or
none of the injected albumin and fluid and showed only insignificant increases
in plasma volume.
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The following conclusions were considered warranted:
1. As an overall average, the injection of concentrated human serum r1bumin was

associated with a rapid, and sometimes immediate, increase in plasma volume of 12-14 cc.
per gram of injected albumin. The same average held per gram of albumin retained.

2. Administration of a fixed amount of saline solution intravenously with the serum
albumin (800 cc. with 200 cc. of 25-percent albumin) resulted in an appreciable increase in
plasma volume as compared with the increase that followed the administration of albumin
alone. Experimental studies on dogs, in which dehydration was produced by withholding
fluids or by inducing diuresis with glucose, had shown that the administration of albumin
alone did not restore the circulating blood volume and blood pressure to normal and that
the survival rate was low.

3. Patients in severe shock, presumably with continuing losses of blood or plasma,
showed much smaller increases in plasma volume per gram of albumin given (an average of
8 cc. in shock against 14 cc. without shock). Thus, in severe shock, the administration of
25 gin. of serum albumin without additional fluid would correspond to a plasma infusion of
200 cc. Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Henry K. Beecher, MC, reached approximately the same
conclusion in his study of battle casualties in Italy, although the only criterion of
improvement available to him was arterial blood pressure (p. 40).

4. In several instances, the administration of additional intravenous salt solution after
the administration of albumin produced further increases in plasma volume.

5. No differences were noted in the results of salt-poor and salt-containing solutions.

TERMINATION OF PROGRAM

The production of serum albumin consumed an increasing number of
blood donations until February 1944, when about 30,000 bloods a week were
being supplied for this program. Then, with the needs of the Navy and the
far smaller needs of the Army well provided for and supply simply a mainte-
nance matter, production was gradually reduced until 15 October 1944, when
it was cut sharply. The Armour Laboratories plant in Fort Worth was closed
and the blood donor centers which had supplied it, in Fort Worth, Dallas, and
New Orleans, were also closed. Four other laboratories ceased receiving
blood for serum albumin at this time, but other processing laboratories con-
tinued to operate, on a curtailed scale, until the end of the war.
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CHAPTER XIII

Byproducts of Plasma Fractionation

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

One of the truly important achievements of the plasma-blood program in
World War I1-and, indeed, one of the important scientific contributions of
the century-was the development by Dr. Edwin J. Cohn and his group at the
Department of Physical Chemistry, Harvard Medical School, of a practical
physicochemical technique by which plasma could be separated into clinically
usable fractions. The wartime work was an extension of previous work done
in this laboratory on plasma fractionation, and was directly stimulated by the
endeavor to find a purified preparation of bovine albumin. The fractions
separated, particularly albumin, proved of great value during the war and
have since affected many areas of medicine. The work that Dr. Cohn began
is continuing and expanding under the auspices of the Protein Foundation,
which was established in 1953.

By the Cohn technique, each plasma fraction is precipitated in ethyl
alcohol, under specific conditions of temperature, pH, ionic strength, and
protein concentration, in a coldroom, at a temperature of 230 F. (--50 C.).
Since the processing is carried out below the freezing point of water, denatura-
tion of the plasma proteins by alcohol does not occur. Bacterial growth is
also inhibited. The dried fractions can be stored for an indefinite period
before they are used.

The six major fractions of plasma were described in 1947 by Dr. Cohn
as follows (1):

Fraction I contains most of the fibrinogen and the antihemophilic globulin.
Fraction II, obtained by subfractionation of II+III, contains the gamma-globulin

antibodies of proven value in the prophylaxis of measles and probably also of infectious
hepatitis.

Fraction 111-1 contains other antibodies, including those to typhoid 0. The isoag-
glutinins, including the anti-Rh antibodies of value in blood typing, are also concentrated
in this fraction.1

Fraction 111-2 contains prothrombin and one of the components of complement.
Prothrombin converted by thromboplastin to thrombin has proved of value in conjunction
with fibrin foam or some other pledget as an hemostatic agent and, in conjunction with
fibrinogen, in the formation of clots, films as dural substitutes, and tubes for other surgical
uses.

Fraction 111-3 contains plasminogen, the precursor of plasmin, which has sometimes
been called the fibrinolytic enzyme.

Fraction III-0 is rich in lipoprotein, including the so-called X-protein of McFarlane,
which interacts in the plasma in such a way as to suggest that the molecular weight varies
with concentration. * * *

I Isoagglutinins and the Rh factor are discussed in the chapter on laboratory tests.
359
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CHART 7.--bractional dist ribuation of various cointpornE ns of plasina, proportion separated in
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The distribution of the various components of plasma into fractions was
indicated graphically in this same presentation (chart 7).

Aside from the specific value of the various plasma fractions, the plasma
fractionation program had three general advantages:

1. Whole blood was conserved, since only the special component required
in the special case was used.

2. Great economic savings were effected in the blood program.
3. Since plasma fractions were of human derivation, they possessed all

the advantages of homologous substances. There was therefore no fear of
sensitivity reactions.

The size of the plasma fractionation program is an indication of its im-
portance. Up to May 1945, 1,218,531 units of plasma fractions had been
produced, the largest production of a single fraction being 576,996 units of
human serum albumin (2).

The Conference on Plasma Fractionation on 14 March 1945 (3) sum-
marized the previous experience with plasma fractionation and indicated
future trends. Reference to the minutes of this conference and to the minutes
and appended reports of various meetings of the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes is recommended for readers who desire more detailed information
concerning this program than limitations of space permit here.

HEMOGLOBIN

Several research projects on hemoglobin solutions in replacement therapy
were undertaken during the war, under the auspices of the Subcommittee
on Blood Substitutes (4, 5), but their use was never seriously considered.
Some studies were encouraging, but the careful work of Lamson and his
associates (6) showed that such solutions would support life in shocked animals
for only a few hours and that, to be effective at all, they must be given before
severe shock developed. There were also other objections: The rise in blood
pressure which they produced was extremely high in relation to the volume of
fluid replacement. The metabolic rate rose more than 100 percent, an ex-
tremely undesirable reaction in patients in shock. The increase in pulse
pressure was also considerable. Clinically, moderately severe reactions
resulted even when only small testing amounts were injected. All of these
phenomena were related to the established facts concerning the toxicity of
hemoglobin.

GLOBIN

Although extensive studies were carried out with globin (3, 7, 8), the
protein component that makes up about 96 percent of hemoglobin, nothing of
practical value came of them during the war.

The first publication on globin, by Schulz in 1898 (9), which concerned its
preparation and properties, was later invalidated when it was found that he
was dealing with a denatured protein. Most subsequent investigations were
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concerned with modifications of his method in an attempt to obtain so-called
native globin. The attempt was successful, but the material obtained was
either toxic or antigenic.

Dr. Max M. Strumia's work with globin, which was begun in the spring of
1941, was first brought up in the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes at the
meeting of 13 May 1943 (8). The project he proposed-the derivation of
globin from the hemoglobin of discarded erythrocytes and its use as a blood
substitute-was recommended to the Committee on Medical Research, with the
stipulation that Dr. Strumia use the facilities and advice of Dr. Cohn and Dr.
Linus Pauling.

Reports on the progress of this project were made at various meetings of
the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (2, 10-13), and at a special conference
on globin on 21 April 1944 (14).

Globin production proved highly practical (15), for 700 gm. could be
prepared with relative ease from about 3,000 cc. of packed red cells; this was
the equivalent of 13,000 cc. of plasma or 53 blood donations. Globin, however,
was never put to military use.

IMMUNE SERUM GLOBULIN

A conference on immune globulins was held on 8 February 1943 (16) to
discuss possible uses for the globulin fractions containing immune bodies
prepared by Dr. Cohn's group at Harvard, to evaluate the immunologic data
already obtained on various preparations, and to consider criteria for further
assay. At an earlier meeting (of the Albumin and By-Products Group),
Dr. Cohn had emphasized the desirability of so fractionating human plasma
that the greatest possible use might be made of its byproducts (7).

The data presented to, and the significant conclusions of, the conference
may be summarized as follows:

1. Fraction I+- III, obtained as a byproduct of processing human plasma and containing
most of the beta and gamma globulins, was shown to contain antibod;39 that reacted with
a variety of infectious agents and with the isoantibodies of the human blood groups.

2. Fraction II, obtained by further fractionation of fraction II+III, and thus freed of
prothrombin, thrombin, and much of the undesirable isoantibody, was shown to contain
certain antibodies that were protective against the viruses of mumps and influenza A, as
well as an antibody that inhibited the agglutination of chicken red cells by influenza A
virus and another antibody that reacted with the H antigen of Eberthela typhoea.

3. The antibody content of fraction II represented a concentration of at least 14 to 16
times that of plahema, though not all the antibody of the plasma had yet been recovered.

4. Further investigations would include: (1) tests of the intravenous use of fraction 11,
to be run by Drs. Charles A. Janeway and Stokes; (2) tests to determine the cause of the
immediate, painful reactions occasionally encountered, after modification of the final product
In respect to salt concentration; and (3) further experiments on the effect of time and
temperature on the activity of suitably resistant viruses or bacteriophage in the presence of
albumin and globulin fractions, to determine whether inactivation by mild heating was
practicable.

5. Preliminary clinical trials of the prophylactic and modifying effect of fraction 11+• III
and of fraction II strongly suggested that both would be of value in the prevention or
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modification of measles, and further trials with fraction II among military personnel were
considered warranted, especially for the protection of troops about '.o be sent overseas.
The risk of inoculating soldiers with an unknown virus and producing infectious jaundice
was recognized, but it was considered justified in order to achieve mass protection against
measles.

For this purpose, 10,000 vials containing 5 cc. each of fraction II, prepared according to
specifications already decided upon, would be produced as soon as possible and kept ready
for immediate use by the Army and the Navy. On the authorization of the Acting Surgeon
General, Navy, certain commercial firms were already proceeding with the preparation of
fraction II from stocks of fraction II+III then available on their shelves. These prepara-
tions would be tested at the Harvard laboratory and would not be released for clinical use
until physicochemical tests and tests for immune bodies had been satisfactory. The stocks
of fraction II+III at the Harvard laboratory would also be converted to fraction I1.

6. The possible value of fraction II against mumps, scarlatina, influenza, poliomyelitis
and other diseases was discussed but definite conclusions were considered justified only in
respect to measles.

The commercial production of immune globulin steadily improved. Some
preparations, Dr. Cohn reported on 21 April 1944 (13), contained over 99
percent of gamma globulin, against 85 percent in some of the earlier preparations.
Because of the improvement, the protein concentration was decreased from
20 to 16.5 percent in preparations containing over 96 percent gamma globulin,
thus standardizing it at a concentration 25 times that of pooled plasma. After
clinical tests proved satisfactory, 0.3 molar solution of glycine was employed
as a diluent.

At the end of the war, gamma globulin was considered effective in prevent-
ing measles or in decreasing its severity (17-20). There had been enough
experience with it in infectious hepatitis to warrant its consideration as a
therapeutic agent (p. 679), but its preventive effect in this condition and in
homologous serum jaundice had not been established. It was not successful
as a preventive or therapeutic agent in mumps, scarlet fever, or other
communicable diseases with the possible exception of anterior poliomyelitis.

FIBRIN FOAM AND FIBRIN FILM

The development of fibrin foam and fibrin film represented an extremely
important neurosurgical advance, for these materials helped to solve two
major problems outstanding in the field at the beginning of World War II,
one connected with hemostasis and the other with the prevention of meningo-
cerebral adhesions.

Prothrombin, which was obtained in the fractionation of plasma as a
byproduct of fraction II, rapidly loses its activity. When it was converted
into thrombin, the only form in which its potent coagulating properties could
be exerted, it could be filtered and stored in the frozen state until facilities
were available for preparing it in dry form (21, 22). When contracts were let
for the preparation of immune globulin, a provision to this effect was included
and thrombin was thus available in ample quantities.
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Preliminary studies by Dr. Orville T. Bailey, to determine the effect of
thrombin on bleeding from the cut surface of the liver in guinea pigs, showed
that oozing was reduced by 50 percent (7). The material was then tested as
a hemostatic spray at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, the Boston Children's
Hospital, the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, and several other
institutions, in neurosurgery, surgery of the spleen and gallbladder, tonsil-
lectomy, and other operations. All reports (23) indicated that thrombin was
a most effective agent in controlling oozing that could not be controlled by
sutures. The experience of Lt. Col. (later Col.) R. Glen Spurling, MC, at
Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C., was, however, generally
confirmed, that neither human nor bovine thrombin gave more than temporary
hemostatic results unless it was supported on some sort of matrix (17, 24).

At the 22 January 1943 meeting of the Albumin and By-Products Group
(7), it was agreed that thrombin was now ready for extensive clinical testing.
It was also proposed, on the basis of experimental evidence, that films of fibrin-
ogen and thrombin might prove useful in the management of burns in the
field because of the simplicity and speed of the technique and the small bulk
of the material.

It was a geat disappointment to find, shortly after the war, that thrombin
harbored the virus of hepatitis and that the promising use of fibrin foam there-
fore had to be discontinued.

Fibrin Foam

At the 13 May 1943 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes
(8), it was reported that soluble cellulose manufactured by the Eastman
Kodak Co. had been saturated with thrombin, by the method developed by
Dr. Tracy Putnam, and had proved satisfactory in a small number of clinical
cases.

When thrombin first became available, Lt. Edgar A. Bering, Jr., MC,
USN (25), and Dr. Bailey had applied it in solution to bleeding points in
several cranial and spinal operations. It did no harmi, even when it reached
the lateral ventricle, but its effect was entirely transient. Lieutenant Bering
then conceived the idea of using fibrinogen, converted into fibrin foam, as a
matrix. The dry foam was a light, porous, slightly brittle material, in which
the air spaces could easily be seen with the naked eye. When it was wet with
thrombin solution, it became soft, pliable, and somewhat resilient.

In vitro testing of pledgets of fibrin foam and of soluble cellulose soaked
in thrombin solution showed, on the basis of clotting of fibrinogen solution,
that the foam was a much more effective matrix than cellulose. Solutions of
only 10 thrombic units per cc. were necessary with it, against solutions of at
least 40 thrombic units with cellulose.

Using monkeys (M'acaca mulatta), these observers placed fibrin foam satu-
rated with thrombin on traumatized and untraumatized areas of the cortex
and into the cortical substance. Sulfadiazine and penicillin were used locally
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in some of the animals. Soluble cellulose was used in one control series and
muscle in another, smaller series. The animals were sacrificed at intervals of
24 hours to 3 months.

The local reaction of the tissues to soluble cellulose and to fibrin film was
insignificant. Most of the foam had disappeared at the end of a week, and
no fragments of it could be identified at the end of 3 weeks. The speed of
absorption and the nature of the tissue reaction were not influenced by the
presence of antimicrobial agents. The reaction of the tissues to muscle was
considerably greater.

The first applications of fibrin foam were made in cases in which bleeding
was difficult to control and the application of muscle was not feasible. The
hemostatic effect was evident even when large venous channels were opened.
The technique was next extended to simple oozing from the cerebral surface
or the outer surface of the dura. Finally, the foam was left in place. No
traces of it were found on histologic examination or autopsy from 9 to 81 days
after it was used.

At a conference of the Albumin and By-Products Group on 17 November
1943 (24), it was reported that fibrin foam had been used successfully on 60
neurosurgical patients at Walter Reed General Hospital and on the same num-
ber at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, as well as in several smaller series. It
was agreed that the material was of extraordinary value as a hemostatic agent
in neurosurgery.

By the end of 1943, it had been used in well over 500 neurosurgical cases.
It had also been used experimentally to control bleeding from the kidney,
liver, spleen, lung, and heart, and in a few clinical cases. It had proved of
great value in hemophiliacs, in controlling bleeding from traumatic lacerations,
and in maintaining hemostasis during minor surgical procedures such as
tooth extractions.

The demand for thrombin foam was not exceeding the supply in Dr. Cohn's
laboratory, and the conference agreed that the next important step was to
produce it on a scale sufficient to permit its widespread use. These arrange-
ments were duly made (5). The first contracts, for appraisal purposes, were
let by the Committee on Medical Research. The subsequent contracts were
made by the Navy.

Demands for fibrin foam increased throughout the remainder of the war.
When Lederle Laboratories reported that it had been successful in filtering
contaminated plasma and expected, as a result, to reduce plasma losses from
contamination, some anxiety was expressed that there would not be enough
substandard plasma available for the production of fibrin foam and thrombin,
which were being made from it. The war ended before any such shortages
developed.

In February 1945, it was recommended that fibrin foam and thrombin,
presently in use as nonstandard items, should be standardized. The length of
the dating period had not been determined, but it was evident that no deteriora-
tion would occur as long as sterility was maintained.
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FICURE 7-l.---Commnerciallv preparedl fib rin foam, t hrombnlt, anid sterile
isotonic( s'odium chloride solution.

Fibrin foamn was packaged with it S111a1l vial coid aitiiiig dried jli nima
thr omin~~iI. whichl, ait t he Operat irig table, was, dissolved1 in .50 ce. of pilysniologic
sadt solution (fig. 74). The solution was complete in less, thian a iniiinte if the
miixt ure was vigorously stirredl. 1Portions of fibrin foam, cut iii the desired
shiapes and size,, were placedl ill it. As the foam beCcamei satuiratedl with
thrombi n, a mnoderatec amiount of spont aneous slinriinkage occurredl. Thle
porosity of the fibriin matrix p~ermnitted swift penetration of the thiromblin
sohtitiofl jinto all1 parts of thle mlass.

The following case history is an illustration of the prompt and effective
heniostasis accomplished by fibrin foami.

Case 1.-This patient wvas received at tile -15th General Hfosp~ital after expl)oration for a
thoracoabdominal wound. Several days later, when thle lairge gauze pack in the liver was
removedl, a hemorrhage occurred. After several episodes of bleedin-g, the. abd(omen was
reopened and a niumber of clots were removed, along with a niecrotic portion of the liver.
The wound, which was onl the superior surface of the right hepatic lobe. hiad to he repacked
to check bleeding.

Several additional episodes of bleeding occurred over the next several days. the blood
losses ranging fromn 200 t~o 800 ec. each time. The longest period without bleeding was the
10 dlays immediatelY after the first haparotomv.

The patient gradually lost ground in spite of 38 blood transfusions. Attempts to pack
thle bleeding tract, with dried b)100( plasma were not successful. Thiiem, afteýrsonziefib~rin foa'm
had been obtained, a thirdl laparotomy was dlone. After clots and[ additional necrotic t issue
had been removed, the wound in tile liver was parked with the fibmrin foam.

The gauze pack over tile foam w~as remnovedl without incident onl the fourth post operat ive
day. The single hemorrhage after this operation, onl the 10th day, was so slight that there
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was no change in pulse or blood pressure. With this exception, recovery was smooth. The
patient was given 4 additional transfusions, making 42 in all, with a total of 21,000 cc. of
blood.

Fibrin Film

Techniques developed at the Harvard laboratory made it possible to
process fibrin clots into films of any desired size, shape, and thickness (26).
These films were translucent, flexible, and elastic, and possessed of considerable
tensile strength. Changes in preparation made it possible to vary the time
required for absorption in situ from a few days to several months. The films
were made in various weights and were of the following types:

P, plain fibrin film.
F, a fibrin film with a fabric backing.
W and WF, types P or F with a waterproof backing.

The fibrin film used in both clinical and experimental studies was prepared
in flat sheets of various sizes and thickness. The films were sufficiently strong
to be sutured without tearing. They could be trimmed to fit the defect and
were so elastic that they could easily be fitted over rounded or irregular surfaces,
whose contours they assumed. They were composed of two parts. The
protein part, which made up 20 to 60 percent of the fims by weight, was at
least 90 percent fibrin. When the films were prepared, the remainder was
composed of glycerol, but when they were immersed in water or physiologic
salt solution, the glycerol was removed and the water taken up was regarded
as the final plasticizer under these conditions.

The process of dipping fibrin film in hot glycerol required special handling
by operators skilled in sterile techniques. In November 1944 (27), an alter-
native technique was worked out in the Harvard laboratory, by which the
material was packaged in a flame-sealed glass tube and sterilized by steam.
The final moisture content was not more than 10 percent. This method was
suitable for large-scale production and yielded a product which could be given
a much longer dating period.

Before fibrin film was used clinically as a cerebral covering for dural
defects caused by either accident or surgery, Drs. F. D. Ingraham and Bailey
(27) studied its use in monkeys (M. mulatta), applying it to replace the dura
mater over both traumatized and untraumatized cerebral cortex, under bone
flaps; after removal of the bone; and with and without the local application
of sulfadiazine and penicillin. The animals were sacrificed at intervals ranging
from 1 day to 6 months. There was no physiologic evidence of cortical irri-
tation during any of these periods. Detailed histologic studies revealed no
essential tissue changes and no adhesions. As time passed, the film was first
surrounded by a small amount of fibrous tissue, from which it could easily be
separated, and was then replaced by a layer of fibrous tissue about the thick-
ness of the original film. Neither healing nor tissue reaction was influenced
by the use of sulfadiazine or penicillin.
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Fibrin filh was first used as a clinical dural substitute in a patient with
lead encephalitis, who required two operations. The original fihn was re-
placed at the second operation. Nine months afterward, the patient was in
excellent condition.

The original policy was to use fibrin film only in such cases as the one
just described, in which multiple surgery was likely to be necessary, and in
relatively hopeless conditions, such as brain tumiors (26-28). Later, it was
used in any condition in which dura had to be removed of the cortex was left
unprotected because of the retraction of normal dura, as in decompression
operations. The film was cut slightly larger than the defect, and the edges
were passed underneath the cut dural margin.

By the end of 1943, Drs. Ingraham and Bailey had used fibrin filn in 44
cases, including 25 intracranial and intraspinal tuniors; 8 congenital anomalies;
6 lead encephalopathies; 3 cases of Jacksonian epilepsy; and 2 compound
fractures. They had recovered the film for examination 18 times, at secondary
surgery or autopsy, at intervals of 14 hours to 81 days after implantation.
In no instance was the slightest evidence of an inflammatory reaction seen
grossly, and there was a striking absence of adhesions. In 10 of these cases,
the films were examined histologically. The tissue reactions, both in extent
and character, were similar to those already described for experimental animals.

In 1945, Dr. Ingraham and his associates (28) reported a total of 94 cases
in which fibrin film was used; glycerol-treated material was used in 59 cases,
and steam-sterilized material in the remainder. No abnormalities of any kind
were evident in the 33 patients followed 6 months or more, nor were there any
instances of tissue reactions, adhesions, or retarded healing in 19 specimens
recovered at a second operation or at autopsy.

Fibrin film was also used successfully in the treatment of a small number
of second and third degree burns. Healing was rapid as in control areas
covered with petrolatum-impregnated gauze.

Fibrin film was occasionally used in peripheral nerve suture but gave rise
to foreign body reactions in practically every instance.
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CHAPTER XIV

Blood Substitutes and Other Intravenous Fluids

Part I. Blood Substitutes

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Historical Note

A considerable amount of basic research was carried out on so-called
blood substitutes 1 in World War I, during which the use of blood was an
occasional rather than a general procedure. The Committee on Surgical
Shock and Allied Conditions, established by the Medical Research Committee
of Great Britain, made comprehensive studies on suitable crystalloid and
colloid solutions to correct the physiologic alterations that occur in shock,
and similar studies were made in the United States (1). By the end of the
war, two important, if negative, facts had been established:

1. Experimental studies on crystalloid solutions showed that they were
too readily diffusible to be useful in elevating a decreased blood volume and
maintaining it at an adequate level. Clinical experience confirmed the experi-
mental data.

2. There was an obvious need for a macromolecular substance that could
be used in solution to provide an intravascular osmotic effect sufficient to
maintain an adequate plasma volume. Gum acacia, which was studied
extensively for this purpose (p. 384), proved to have two serious defects, that
it caused toxic reactions and that it was stored in the tissues.

Policies of National Research Council

Gum acacia continued to be used in replacement therapy by a number of
observers, particularly Dr. John S. Lundy at the Mayo Clinic, after World
War 1, but its use had been generally abandoned long before World War II
broke out. It was logical, therefore, that at the first meeting of the Committee
on Transfusions, on 31 May 1940 (2), one of the committee functions should
be listed as the development of possible substitutes for human plasma or the
possible synthesis of plasma.

SAlthough the term, "blood substitutes," was dignified during World War II by being used In the designation of
one of the most active and most useful groups of the National Research Council (the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes.
Committee on Transfusions), it was little more than an example of wishful thinking. No blood substitutes existed when
the nomenclature was first employed, and no thinking person really expected that any would be devised. A more
correct term, "plasma expaaders," came into use after World War Ii, and, in official documents, the still more accurate-
thoueh very cumbersome-term, "plasma substitutes not derived from human blood," was employed. As a convenience,
however, the term "blood substitutes" has persisted, and, for this reason, It is frequently used In this volume.
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The search continued throughout the war, for the fundamental reason
that, in spite of the success of the plasma program, the requirements for
replacement fluids were likely to prove considerably in excess of the amount
of blood contributed. The search for effective, nontoxic blood substitutes,
nonhuman in origin, therefore had to be expedited. At the meeting of the
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 13 May 1943 (3), at which these views
were expressed, it was reported that Dr. Alfred N. Richards, Chairman,
Committee on Medical Research, NRC (National Research Council), had
indicated the agreement of his committee with this point of view. Projects
relaued to the search for blood substitutes would be considered urgent; it was
fully understood that they would be long term and more or less speculative.
It was agreed that, as far as was practical, these studies should be integrated
with the studies of the groups working on experimental and clinical shock.

A really urgent need for blood substitutes never arose in World War II
because of the generous donations of whole blood; rapid advances in the
processing of blood into plasma; and similar advances in the fractionation of
plasma and the development of some of its derivatives, particularly serum
albumin. Extensive research was continued, however, and considerable experi-
ence was gathered, particularly in the use of gelatin, which proved the safest
and most effective of the agents investigated.

The results of the various studies are summarized briefly in the following
pages. Readers who wish further details are referred to the minutes of the
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, its ad hoc committees, and the various
conferences on special subjects.

Criteria

In one respect, the investigation into gelatin as a blood substitute was
duplicated in investigations into most other substances: At the 20 October
1942 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (4), Dr. Robert F.
Loeb reported that most applications for research studies revealed incomplete
knowledge of the problems involved and were notably lacking in tests for
toxicity as well as in reports of clinical testing. Such tests as had been carried
out were fragmentary.

At the First Conference on Gelatin on 10 November 1942 (5), Dr. Loeb
pointed out to the participants that the experience of the Subcommittee on
Blood Substitutes to date had been such that "certain criteria had come to
be recognized as the sine qua non for any substance to be seriously considered
for the treatment of shock in human beings." These criteria were:

1. The colloidal osmotic pressure of the substance in question must be
equivalent to that of normal blood plasma.

2. The substance must be capable of production with a constant and repro-
ducible composition.

3. The mode of preparation must be such as to exclude or eliminate
pyrogens.
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4. The viscosity of the substance must be such as to permit easy intra-
venous administration.

5. Its stability must be such that it could withstand the wide ranges of
temperature encountered in a global war. Also, it must remain stable for long
periods of time.

6. It must be easily sterilized.
7. It must not be toxic. It must not cause leukocytosis, hemolysis, or an

increase in the sedimentation rate. It must be either utilized in the body or
readily eliminated from it. It must not be stored in the liver, adrenal glands,
spleen, brain, or any other organ.

8. Its repeated injection into human beings must not provoke sensitivity.
In addition to these criteria, Dr. Loeb mentioned two other considerations

which would affect the decision to develop and use a blood substitute:
1. During the war, ease of production and accessibility of source materials

were obviously of great importance.
2. The ability to manufacture or process any substance under aseptic

conditions might conceivably have considerable bearing on the decision to
develop it, since the introduction of bacteria might lead to the production of
toxins or antigens.

GELATIN

Initial Suggestions

Gelatin was first mentioned as a possible blood substitute at the meeting of
the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 10 March 1942 (6). The principal
reason for the suggestion was that a 6-percent solution had been found to have
the viscosity of whole blood at room temperature and an oncotic (osmotic)
pressure of 65 mm. H 20. Also, allergists had used gelatin for years as an
injection vehicle and there was ample proof that it was not antigenic.

At the 20 October 1942 meeting of the subcommittee (4), Dr. Loeb proposed
a meeting of all groups interested in research on gelatin, so that research workers
could present their studies to members of the subcommittee and could be made
aware of the problems that must be solved before gelatin could be recommended
as a blood substitute. He also stated that he had interviewed a manufacturer
of gelatin, who viewed with alarm the proposal to inject this substance into
human beings, chiefly because it was impossible to manufacture a product of
entirely uniform quality.

November 1942

At the First Conference on Gelatin on 10 November 1942 (5), the following
data were brought out in reports by various investigators:

1. In general, no toxic effects were observed from injections of gelatin. The tempera-
ture elevations occasionally noted in both clinical and experimental studies were believed to
be caused by pyrogens or by the specific dynamic action of a readily available protein.
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2. Studies at the University of Louisville School of Medicine showed that gelatin
satisfactorily restored the blood pressure of animals in shock, and that they withstood second
hemorrhages as well as dogs resuscitated with whole blood. Studies at the Bowman-Gray
School of Medicine, however, showed that the blood pressure was frequently not restored
completely, and that most of the animals died when shock was produced by the Blalock
clamp. Some observers found gelatin lifesaving in slow hemorrhage.

3. There was no evidence of storage of gelatin in the tissues in animals studied at autopsy,
sometimes as long as 103 days after injection.

4. Excretion of gelatin via the urine was not attended with oliguria.
5. Reinjection experiments confirmed the prevailing opinion that gelatin was not

antigenic.
6. Hemodilution was usually evident after injection.
7. A controlled study of burn shock in dogs showed gelatin solutions effective in com-

pensating for the loss of plasma and maintaining survival beyond the period death might be
expected from that cause.

8. In vitro, gelatin produced marked conglutination and acceleration of sedimentation of
erythrocytes, though neither phenomenon was observed in experimental animals.

At this conference, it was reported that various gelatin preparations had
retained their stability for several months at 370 F. (3' C.). Dr. Samuel E.
Sheppard, of the Eastman Kodak Co., reported perfection of a process of
fractionation of gelatin that eliminated the products of lower molecular weight
and resulted in gelatins of higher and more uniform molecular sizes. The
studies were made by a precision viscometric control device.

Also at this conference, Mr. Joseph H. Cohen, president of the Edible
Gelatin Manufacturers' Research Society of America, discussed the production
of gelatin for medical purposes. As it was often produced commercially in
1-ton lots, it was a heterogeneous substance, and no factory controls existed to
insure a uniform product for intravenous injection. If a special gelatin, of a
specified uniform quality, were required for military purposes, it would be
advisable to set up a pilot plant in which the entire manufacturing process
could be subjected to biologic and other laboratory controls.

At the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes immediately
after this conference (7), there was a full discussion of the need for a gelatin of
uniform quality with which all experiments could be conducted. Dr. Loeb
appointed Dr. Edwin J. Cohn and Dr. Sheppard to draw up specifications for
such a preparation.

These specifications were presented at the meeting of the subcommittee on
15 December 1942 (8). They concerned the source of the material, methods of
processing it, molecular homogeneity (size and shape), hydrolytic control,
viscosity, colloid osmotic pressure, and pH.

February 1943

At the Second Conference on Gelatin on 23 February 1943 (9), much of the
discussion still concerned the production of a uniform product, pyrogen-free,
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stable, and without the property of causing clumping of erythrocytes. It was
noted that the presence of pyrogens might be due not to the product but to the
use of water that was not pyrogen-free, a point laboratory workers were re-
markably prone to overlook (p. 651).

At the conclusion of this conference, Dr. Loeb asked for a show of hands to
determine who, at this time, would be willing to recommend to the Subcom-
mittee on Blood Substitutes that it recommend to the Armed Forces that gelatin
be used as a blood substitute. No hands were raised.

September 1943

At the Third Conference on Gelatin (10), it was again necessary to
point out that the reports made were not directly comparable because the
preparations of gelatin used were in various stages of degradation and because
the variables introduced modified the results. Some progress, however, had
been made. It was now evident that gelatin could be prepared in solutions
that were not pyrogenic for man, that were not toxic, and that were physio-
logically active. The most urgent requirement at this time was considered
to be a clinical comparison of the gelatins made by the Knox Gelatin Co. and
the Upjohn Laboratories. Dr. Cohn believed that the largest molecule con-
sistent with stability should be used.

The following resolutions were passed:
1. That the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes recommend to the Committee on

Medical Research that comparative studies of gelatin solutions with different physicochem-
ical characteristics be made in various types of injury by physiologic and clinical groups.

2. That solutions degraded as little as possible be compared with those degraded to the
point at which their loss from the bloodstream was relatively rapid, with special attention to
deposition and excretion of the gelatin and sedimentation of red blood cells as well as to the
therapeutic effects achieved. It was admitted that the accomplishment of fluidity and
stability compatible with military conditions would probably be difficult.

3. That the subcommittee recommend to the Chairman, Division of Medical Sciences,
NRC, that the Pure Food and Drug Administration be informed of the conferences held on
gelatin (and pectin) as replacement agents.

November 1943

At the subcommittee meeting on 17 November 1943 (11), it was reported
that tests with the Upjohn Co. product had been carried out on Welfare Island
volunteers. No toxic reactions had followed the injection of 5-percent solution
in amounts up to 1,000 cc. Fifty percent of the amount injected was eliminated
in the urine within 24 hours. Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen had injected 10
patients with the same preparation, with one reaction. All products used had
caused conglutination, but when the gelatin was made up in solutions without
electrolytes, pseudoagglutination had not occurred.
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December 1943

At the 1 Decemnber 1943 meeting of the Subcomnmittee on Shock (12),
I)r. John S. Lockwood, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, made
a comprehensive report on the use of gelatin in shock:

1. The effectiveness of physiologic salt solution in shock is definitely enhanced by the
addition of 4- to 6-percent of nonantigenic, nonpyrogenic gelatin. The resulting solution
seems entirely adequate to restore circulating blood volume and maintain colloid osmotic
pressure, even when hemorrhage has been massive and repeated. When gelatin is used, the
volume of blood which can be withdrawn is limited in repeated hemorrhages only by the
need for red blood cells.

2. Experimental studies with a carefully determined tolerated blood loss (blood pressure
below 20 nmm. Hg) and immediate replacement with plasma. gelatin, or saline solution were
repeated an hour later, with survival of all the animals. After the third hemorrhage, another
hour later, the amount of red blood cell depletion was so great that death occurred within
an hour unless red blood cells were administered with the fluid replacement. All the animals
survived when their red cells were replaced after the third hemorrhage. After gelatin
infusion, the volume of blood that could be withdrawn on the second and third hemorrhages
was twice as great as with saline solution and half as great again as with plasma.

3. Since the 4-percent gelatin solution developed a colloid osmotic pressure 50 percent
greater than that of plasma, it produced hemodilution more rapidly. Because of the rapid
hemodilution, the tolerated bleeding volume of the gelatin-treated animal was greater on
the second and third hemorrhages than that of the plasma-treated animal. Blood pressure
was as well maintained after gelatin infusion as after plasma replacement.

When a critical level of hypotension was prolonged, as in graduated blood
withdrawal, factors other than simple maintenance of colloid osmotic pressure
entered the picture, and gelatin was apparently less effective than plasma in
achieving permanent survival.

Clinical tests at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania covered
103 infusions of 100 liters of gelatin solution to 62 patients. There were no
toxic reactions. Three patients in the group who were in shock received only
gelatin infusions; they recovered without incident.

April 1944

Continued favorable reports on the use of gelatin in shock at succeeding
meetings (13-15) led to the adoption of the following resolution at the 21 April
1944 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (16):

That the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes has agreed on the publication of a state-
ment on its evaluation of studies on gelatin preparations for intravenous use. It does this
to make available its conclusions regarding the proper use and the limitations of gelatin and
at the same time to make it clear that the preparation and use of gelatin in no way decreases
the need for the procurement of blood by the American Red Cross and the preparation from
it of blood substitutes for the Armed Forces. The above statements are limited to gelatin
solutions specifically prepared for intravenous use. Such solutions should be prepared only
in specially constructed plants under the most rigid l)hysicochemical and biological control.

The statement in question covered:

I. The chemical composition of gelatin and its degradation.
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2. Its physiologic and clinical properties. At this time, the solution considered of
optimal value in the treatment of hemorrhage and shock was a 6-percent solution, in physio-
logic salt solution, with the general physicochemical characteristics of what was known as
the Knox P-20 type.

3. The limitations of gelatin as a replacement agent and the unanswered questions con-
cerning it, which included the following:

a. Solutions of gelatin gel at about 680 F. (200 C.) and therefore cannot be used in
the field in cool or temperate climates.

b. The optimal solution of gelatin presently available shows slow but definite and
continued degradation at temperatures encountered in certain theaters of operation.

c. The viscosity of the optimal solution of gelatin is greater than that of whole blood.
d. The proper typing of blood after the administration of gelatin solutions requires

further study. It may be well to issue the warning that a sample for typing must be with-
drawn before gelatin is administered.

e. It is not known whether the optimal solution will impair the return of normal
function to kidneys in sustained ischemia, severe burns, or the crush syndrome.

f. Gelatin solutions probably do not contribute significantly to nutrition. Their only
place in medical therapy would be to restore circulating blood volume depleted in various
types of acute injury.

g. The influence of gelatin upon the equilibrium in the distribution of plasma proteins
between the circulating blood and the tissues requires further investigation.

End of Investigation

The only other significant investigation of gelatin during World War II
concerned the abolition of rouleaux formation by the addition of glycine (0.28
molar) to the cell suspension. This observation, originally reported by Dr.
Johannes Vogelaar (17), New York City Cancer Institute, Welfare Island, N.Y.,
was confirmed by studies at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine
and at the Harvard laboratory (13).

The ample supplies of blood, plasma, and albumin available during the
last year of World War II made it unnecessary to carry out further studies
with gelatin. The investigation was revived when the Korean War broke out
(p. 786).

PECTIN

At the Conference on Pectin on 24 February 1943 (18), it was noted in
one of the reports that the intravenous use of pectin sols was first discussed by
Feissly in 1925 and that, to date, 22 articles on the subject, covering some
500 clinical cases, had appeared in the literature. Much of this work had been
done by Hartman and his associates at the Henry Ford Hospital. No throm-
bosis or other ill effects had been reported.

Experimental Studies

It was also pointed out at this conference that pectin was defined in the
seventh edition of the National Formulary as "a purified carbohydrate product
obtained from dilute acid extract of the inner portion of the rind of citrus fruits
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or from apple pomance. It consists chiefly of partially methoxylated poly-
galacturonic acids."

The proposal that pectin be studied as a possible blood substitute was
made to Dr. Loeb on 6 October 1941, in a letter from Dr. Richard M. Johnson,
Medical Director, Frederick Stearns & Co. At the meeting of the Subcom-
mittee on Blood Substitutes on 3 November 1941 (19), Dr. Loeb stated, as the
result of his survey to date, that he considered all studies on pectin up to this
time to be unsatisfactory in respect to the toxicity factor. Dr. Cohn found
no evidence in the material submitted to him for examination to indicate that
pectin was not antigenic. It was emphasized that all reports must state the
method of preparation and the approximate composition of the pectin used.

At this conference, representatives of the Research Department, California
Fruit Growers Exchange, stated that for the previous 4 years the possible
medical use of pectin had been studied under their auspices in a total of 776
experimental animals, as follows:

1. From 30 to 50 percent of the pectin injected was recovered from the urine within the
first 24 hours after injection and from 45 to 60 percent within 6 days.

2. From 80 to 85 percent of the injected pectin was found in the blood 20 minutes after
the injection, about 19 percent in 24 hours, and about 10 percent in 48 hours.

3. No significant changes were noted in the coagulation time after the injection.
4. After massive injections, no deposits of pectin were found in the liver, kidneys, and

spleen on chemical examination, and the weights of these organs were comparatively normal.
5. Animals given injections every other day for 6 weeks maintained their normal weight

and appetite.

These investigators pointed out that pectin occurs along with cellulose in
the white inner portion of the rind of citrus fruit (albedo). The blood from
a million donors would produce plasma equivalent in volume to 2.0 percent
pectin sols made from only about 11,000 pounds of purified pectin, an amount
that could be made in a few weeks. In view of this prospect, and because of
the emergency, further studies with pectin were considered justified.

A number of reports on pectin were made at the February 1943 conference,
but -they were extremely disorganized. The criteria for blood substitutes
developed by the subcommittee (p. 372) were presented to the investigators,
and they were told that some investigations, notably that on gelatin, had made
great progress because these criteria had been observed. It was emphasized
that the first problem in the investigation of pectin was to secure samples for
physicochemical analysis; measurement of osmotic pressure in an osmometer
did not give a satisfactory idea of the size of molecules or molecular aggregates.
When the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes met on 17 November 1943 (11),
Dr. Loeb reported that, although testing facilities for physicochemical studies
of pectin had first been offered in February 1942, no samples had yet been
submitted by any workers. Cutter Laboratories, however, had discontinued
the distribution of its pectin until the lots produced had been evaluated at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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Solutions of pectin made up by the Hartzian technique and by the tech-
nique used at the Cutter Laboratories were studied under the direction of
Dr. Loeb. In the course of the investigation, he expressed himself as skeptical
of the value of this agent except, possibly, as a capillary cement; on the basis
of present evidence, he doubted that it had any place in medicine. When the
final report was made in April 1942, it was Dr. Loeb's conclusion that the
osmotic pressure of pectin solutions was inadequate and that they were no more
effectual than salt solution (14).

Clinical Studies

Investigators at the University of Illinois College of Medicine and at the
Henry Ford Hospital were convinced, from clinical experience, of the value
of pectin, though not many of the patients they had tested were in shock (18).
A similar study at Cook County Hospital was not impressive. A later report
from the same hospital, by Dr. Hans Popper, made it clear that it would not
be safe to recommend pectin as a blood substitute to the Armed Forces (20).

OTHER BLOOD SUBSTITUTES

Little or no progress was made on other blood substitutes during World
War II.

Isinglass.-Isinglass (fish gelatin) was studied both clinically and experi-
mentally under the auspices of the Canadian National Research Council. It
was discussed at numerous meetings of the Subcommittee on Blood Substi-
tutes, but no formal studies with it were made beyond an investigation of
its physicochemical properties in the Harvard laboratory (3, 5, 6, 10, 11, 16,
21, 22).

Glutamyl polypeptide.--Glutamyl polypeptide (d (-)-glutamic acid poly-
peptide) was prepared by Dr. Maxwell Bovarnick, at the Albany Hospital,
who found that it could be isolated in large quantities from cultures of Baci//u8
subtilis and obtained in pure form by copper precipitation (23). When it
was discussed for the first time by the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes
on 20 October 1942 (4), Dr. Cohn stated that it was the most promising blood
substitute suggested in some time. Further investigation, unfortunately, did
not bear out its early promise (24, 25).

Mldobionic acid.-Aldobionic acid was discussed as a blood substitute at
the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 10 November 1942 (7).
It was prepared by treating cotton with nitrogen peroxide. It had a highly
effective osmotic pressure. Infection into rabbits produced hemodilution;
afterward, a certain amount of the substance appeared in the urine as sugar.

In the discussion, Dr. Alphonse R. Dochez pointed out that bacterial
polysaccharides such as aldobionic acid were not in themselves antigenic, but,

717--4091---64---27
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when they became congested in the body, they might serve as antigens. Dr.
Cohn did not think this new agent should be rejected without further inves-
tigation, since a whole series of chainlike polymers could probably be broken
down to molecules of a size that would produce effective osmotic pressures.

No further study was made of this agent.
Oxidized cotton.-Experiments at the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

Columbia University, indicated that when cotton was oxidized with nitrogen
tetroxide, it became soluble in bicarbonate solutions and exerted a high osmotic
pressure (8). Some hemodilution apparently occurred after injections of solu-
tions of relatively high osmotic pressure. Studies on six rabbits had shown
it to be nonanaphylactogenic but moderately pyrogenic. Large amounts were
tolerated when they were given in repeated small injections. The single ani-
mal that died had had 50 cc. of 4-percent solution; no pathologic changes
were found to explain the death. When the other five animals were sacrificed,
the only significant findings were swelling and vacuolization of the convoluted
tubules of the kidneys.

Oxidized cotton appeared unchanged in the urine within 3 hours after
injection. Within 24 hours, 80 percent or more had left the bloodstream.
In vitro studies showed no changes in the hemoglobin, the red blood cell and
platelet counts, the sedimentation rate, and blood agglutination. There was
a moderate drop in the hematocrit and a slight increase in the venous clotting
time.

It was thought that it might be possible to prepare oxidized cotton with
a lower carboxyl content and, presumably, a higher molecular weight, that
would pass through the kidneys less rapidly and be effective in the blood-
stream for a longer time. No further action, however, was taken.

Alginic acid.-The Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes did not follow up
a suggestion that alginic acid prepared from kelp might be a satisfactory
blood substitute (7).

Amino acids.-The suggestion that nitrogen lost in shock be replaced by
intravenous injections of solutions of pure amino acids was based on the obser-
vation that urinary nitrogen is increased in shock (7). In the discussion,
however, it was brought out that the loss is no greater than occurs in an upper
respiratory infection with fever, when no such therapy would be contemplated
(25). It was the consensus of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes both
times the proposal was brought up that the method might be applicable in
prolonged protein starvation but had no place in the management of shock.

Sodium glycerol polysuccinate.--Studies on (logs and mice at the College
of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, with sodium glycerol poly-
succinate showed no toxic reactions in the animals tested and no pathologic
changes at autopsy but also held no promise for its use in shock (26).

Periston.-Periston (polyvi nylpyrrolidone), the proprietary preparation
used by the Germans in World War 1I, was first mentioned at the 13 May
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1943 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (3), in a letter from
England calling attention to its description in a German medical journal.
The previous experience in the United States with vinyl derivatives suggested
that this one would not be particularly helpful.

At the 28 July 1943 Conference of the Albumin and By-Products Group
(27), a bottle of Periston (Blutflissigkeitersatz) that had been captured in
Tunisia, with other German medical material, was exhibited, and arrangements
were made for various studies to be conducted on it. These studies were
reported at the 24 September 1943 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes, as follows (28):

Dr. Orville T. Bailey's anaphylaxis studies were entirely negative, both in
vivo and at autopsy. His toxicity experiments revealed gross pathologic
changes in the spleen (splenomegaly) and, on microscopic examination, very
active hematopoiesis throughout the splenic sinusoids. These changes were
described as the type to be expected in severe bone marrow damage, though
sections from several bones showed no changes in the marrow. Autopsy also
revealed changes in the liver that were apparently progressive, even after
treatment had been discontinued. The pathogenesis and significance of the
hepatic and splenic changes were difficult to evaluate.

At this same meeting of the subcommittee, Dr. George Scatchaxd and his
associates at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology described the physical
properties of Periston as follows:

1. The material is a colorless solution with a pH of 7.2, containing about 2.45 gin. per
100 cc. of solids other than sodium chloride. It remains completely liquid even when stored
at 320 F. (00 C.).

2. The average molecular weight calculated from studies of osmotic pressure measure-
ments is about 37,000.

3. The viscosity is somewhat greater than that of normal plasma or serum but consider-
ably less than that of blood.

4. Studies with the ultracentrifuge show behavior of the type exhibited by most linear
polymers.

No other samples of Periston became available for study during the war.

Further investigations were conducted by U.S. observers before the Korean
War (p. 788).

Dextran.-The only mention of dextran at the meetings and conferences
of the National Research Council during the war was at the 16 March 1945
meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes (29), at which Dr. Scatchard
called attention to reports in the lay press of studies on it at the University of
Upsala. The material to be made available for study to The Surgeon General
was late in arriving because of manufacturing difficulties, and all investigations
on it were conducted after the war (p. 790).
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Part II. Other Intravenous Fluids

Provision of Intravenous Fluids

The unsuccessflii atteml)t of the Subcommittee on IMood Substitutes to
provide for a special service in the Medical Department to handle all intra-
venous fluid therapy, together with the arguments for the proposal, is described
elsewhere (p. 76). It was fortunate that, the additional recommendation that
salt and glucose solutions and other intravenous fluids 1e procured commercially
was accepted.

From the beginning of the war, there were numerous discussions ati various
levels as to how distilled water and physiologic salt solit ion and gluhose solution
should be provided for field use. The matter was fully discussedt at the meeting
of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes on 9 April 1943 (30). Maj. A. L.
Chute, RCAMC, remarked that the British were distributing their fluids from
Cairo, where they were prepared by officers and laboratory assistants especially
trained for the work (p. 16). Col. (later Brig. Gen.) George It. Callender, M(C,
said that similar arrangements were being planned in the U.S. Army. It was
agreed that the many difficulties in the preparation of intravenous fluids and the
operation of autoclaves and stills that must be overcome, even wvlmen repair
parts and skilled technical assistance were readily available, would be multiplied
overseas in a combat zone.

The tonnage of shipping required for a given amount of commercially
prepared solutions would be about 20 percent more (2,200 tons, 120,000 cu. ft.)
than for equipment and materials to prepare them in the zone of combat (1,693
tons, 100,000 cu. ft.). In spite of the added space they would require, it was
the sense of the meeting that it was sound policy to have intravenous fluids pre-
pared in the Zone of Interior and shipped overseas rather than prepared
overseas.

One reason for the recommendation was that the most efficient still would
yield acceptable distilled water only if the raw water had a low content of
solids and was not heavily contaminated with pyrogens. A still could not take
originally dirty water, as much water overseas would be, and convert it into
distilled water which could safely be injected intravenously. It would also be
necessary to autoclave bottles, sterilize equipment, and train personnel to pre-
pare the solutions. All of these requirements would be difficult to provide
overseas.

The impracticability of preparing intravenous fluids in the field is well
illustrated in a report of the 77th Evacuation Hospital on 18 April 1943:

The hospital was provided with a water still (Market Forge Co., Everett,
Mass.) designed to burn kerosene. But in North Africa, at that time, kerosene
was practically impossible to obtain and so was unleaded gasoline. Leaded
gasoline was therefore used. It burned with such an intense flame that it was
necessary to use only one of the two burners, but the small orifice through which
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the gasoline was sprayed before combustion promptly became clogged, and the
frequent cleaning necessary took time and was a great nuisance.

When the hospital had to depend upon a distant water supply, as it usually
did, a Lister bag was utilized as a container for the water to be distilled. It
was suspended on three 9-ft. tent poles, 4 ft. off the ground, this height being
necessary to secure the head of pressure required to circulate the water through
the ck-denser jacket. A rubber tube connected the bag with the condenser.
The outh w water from the still was collected in an enamel pail and emptied
back into the Lister bag every 10 minutes. The distilled water was collected
in a separate container.

Under these conditions, it was possible to distill 1 gallon of water every
2 hours. One person had to be in constant attendance while the still was in
use.

This was obviously not an efficient operation, and its duplication, in one
form or another, in the multiple field and other Army hospitals resulted in an
enormous waste of manpower and in the production of fluids limited in amount
and not always safe. It was a relief to all concerned when intravenous fluids
began to be supplied from the Zone of Interior in late 1943.

SALT SOLUTION

Historical note.--When the United States entered World War I, there
was almost general agreement that the use of physiologic salt solution, as well
as of Ringer's solution, in shock and hemorrhage had only temporary effects
at best (1). Saline solution, because it is a crystalloid solution, promptly
passes from the capiP'aries into the tissue spaces and, as it passes out of the
circulation, probably carries some protein molecules with it. As a result, the
blood pressure, when saline solution was used, was shortly as low as it was
before, or even lower. It was generally agreed that the decrease of osmotic
pressure in the vascular system was detrimental.

Subcutaneous injections of salt solution were equally ineffective; the solution
simply spread into the fascia in the area of injection. The suggestion that
hypertonic salt solution be used to withdraw fluids from the tissues, in an
attempt to increase the blood volume by a sort of "internal transfusion," was
as ineffective as it was irrational (31).

Rous and Wilson (32), who analyzed all the available blood substitutes in
1918, considered all of them preferable to salt solution.

World War II experience.--Both salt and glucose solutions were occa-
sionally used early in World War II, partly through ignorance, more often
because nothing else was available. Within a short time, these solutions were
used only as they would be used in civilian practice; that is, for the correction
of dehydration and impairment of the electrolyte balance. Their use for these
purposes was infrequent immediately after wounding and quite frequent, as in
civilian practice, after operation.
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GUM ACACIA

Historical note.-Experimental studies in World War I (1) indicated that
gumn acacia had a number of properties which might make it useful in replace-
ment therapy. These studies showed that a solution of 6-7 percent in 0.9-
percent sodium chloride had the same viscosity as whole blood and the same
osmotic pressure as plasma. It was chemically inert. It did not cause thromi-
bosis or promote clotting. It could be sterilized without chemical or physical
alteration, and did not induce anaphylatic reactions when it was used
repeatedly.

There was considerably less agreement about the clinical value of gum
acacia. In October 1918, Maj. Oswald H. Robertso,., MC, visited forward
hospitals and systematically collected observations on its use from a large
number of resuscitation teams (33). Some opinions were laudatory, some
indifferent, and some decidedly condemnatory. The poorest results were
reported in shock that had been untreated for 15-20 hours, in patients who
were treated without first being warmed, in very severe hemorrhage, and in
gas bacillus infection. Major Robertson's observations coincided with those
of Maj. W. Richard Ohler, MC (34), who had had an extensive experience as
a resuscitation officer.2

World War II experience.-The use of gumi acacia was never considered
by the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes in World War II. After World
War I, however, it was used in a number of civilian institutions, including the
Mayo Clinic. It is interesting to note that Baer's bibliography (p. 785) con-
tains references to its experimental use as late as 1950 and to its clinical use
as late as 1948.

SODIUM BICARBONATE

Historical note.-In World War I, a number of observers, including
Lt. Col. Walter B. Cannon, MC, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Shock,
NRC, in World War II, suggested the use of soda bicarbonate solution in
shock characterized by acidosis and air hunger, the objective being to increase
the low alkali reserve (1). Later, it was realized, that this low reserve was the
consequence of hypotension and was the effect, not the cause, of shock. When
acidosis occurred, sensitive structures had already been gravely injured by
oxygen deficiency.

World War II experience.--The use of sodium bicarbonate solution was
never seriously discussed in World War II, in the light of the newer knowledge
of shock (35).

COMPLAINTS

Intravenous Solutions

Intravenous solutions were prepared under strict specifications, including
a rigid pyrogen test, and the commercial products were excellent. The Office

2 It should be noted again that resuscitation was a term developed in World War I, in spite of the general belief that
It was originated in World War II.
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of The Surgeon General did not test the material before it was distributed, but
the policy was that sample bottles from lots which had given rise to reactions
would be sent to the Division of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical School,
for investigation. There were only three really serious complaints.

Southwest Pacific.-At the meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood
Substitutes on 13 May 1943 (3), it was stated that private reports from New
Caledonia were to the effect that the distilled water in some packages of plasma
had a foul odor and that reactions had been noted of a degree proportionate
to the intensity of the odor. In the circumstances, these criticisms could not
be evaluated, but it was pointed out that report forms existed for making
complaints through channels. No such reports were received. At this
meeting, Dr. Max M. Strumia exhibited rubber stoppers which had suffered
no apparent deterioration after being in use on bottles of distilled water for
30 months at temperatures of 98.6' to 104' F. (370 to 400 C.).

China-Burma-India theater.--On 12 July 1943, Lt. Col. (later Brig. Gen.)
Isidor S. Ravdin, MC, Chief, Surgical Service, 20th General Hospital, reported
through channels (36) that difficulties had arisen with solutions "supposedly
prepared for intravenous use" because of:

1. Erosion of the aluminum caps due to leakage and resultant chemical action.
2. Fungus growth in the bottles.
3. Pyrogenic substances in a large percentage of the flasks.

These solutions had been prepared more than a year ago. Since tiey
were put up in a cheap type of soft glass, Colonel Ravdin thought that sub-
stances from the glass might have got into the solution, though, in flasks from
one processing laboratory, the presence of fungus growths raised a serious
question as to the original sterility of the solutions or their ability to maintain
sterility after preparation and bottling. Solutions from another firm had given
rise to 10 percent reactions in one lot, and to 7 percent reactions in another.
The high incidence at the 20th General Hospital was in sharp contrast to the
1 to 1.5 percent of reactions in the Zone of Interior with solutions of greater
age, but Colonel Ravdin was unwilling to entertain the suggestion of Col.
Douglas B. Kendrick, MC, that some local error in the preparation of the
intravenous sets might be responsible for the reactions.

In the considerable correspondence which followed the original complaints,
the following information was received, chiefly in reply to direct questions:

1. The aluminum caps showed signs of erosion in 40 of 400 bottles. These stoppers
were sometimes cracked, and they looked "tacky."

2. Nearly all the bottles with eroded caps had lost vacuum.
3. About 25 bottles showed signs of fungus contamination.
4. The bottles with eroded caps showed fungus formation but no evidence of precipi-

tates or increased turbidity.
5. The rubber diaphragms of the stoppers were intact and all stoppers were tightly

fitted to the bottles.
6. The bottles with eroded tops often arrived in damaged cardboard containers. Those

in secure wooden crates were generally in good condition.
7. The fungus growth seemed to parallel the increase in environmental r:,tlir-,
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FIGuRE 75.-Closures for bleeding, plasma, and intravenous solution

bottles (Baxter). A. Early type of closure: Airway (a), point (X)
of insertion of needle at time of bleeding (b), outlet (c), thin rubber disk
which occludes two openings when vacuum is pulled on bottle (d), and
aluminum cap (e). This stopper depends on diaphragms to provide
integrity. B. Lateral view of modified, integrally molded stopper (still
in use in 1962) which provides completely closed system for collection
of blood and storage of plasma and other fluids, as the early model did
not: Diaphragms, approximately 2 mm. thick-one provides an airway
when it is penetrated by the needle, the other provides an entrance into
the bottle for the giving set (a); diaphragm (X) 6-8 mm. in thickness,
through which bleeding needle is inserted; when needle is removed after
donation, stopper seals itself and the closed system is thus maintained
(b); top of modified stopper (c).

during the monsoon. It sometimes appeared while the bottles were in storage on shelves
in the central dressingroom, which was always excessively hot during the day because the
sterilizer was in it.

8. The bottles with eroded tops invariably had either a reduced vacuum or none, prob-
ably from absence of a diaphragm. Otherwise, there was no relation between (1) the pres-
ence of erosion and the status of the vacuum and (2) the number of reactions and the fungus
growth.

This experience illustrated the absolute necessity of utilizing a completely
closed, continuous piece of rubber in the bottling of solutions for intravenous
use (fig. 75). The presence of fungus growth was to be expected in solutions
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stored for long periods of time in improperly closed containers. When closure
was by a single piece of rubber, the vacuum within the container was main-
tained and contaminants could not enter. Solutions thus packaged had been
observed for 3-year periods without deterioration of either the rubber stopper
or the solution. The bottles in which fungus growth had developed were
closed by a thin rubber diaphragm disk that covered the two holes in the stopper.
Maintenance of the vacuum depended upon the disks' remaining in contact
with thle openings. If the containers were handled roughly, this contact could
be lost and contamination could occur.

Because of this experience, Capt. Lloyd R. Newhouser, MC, USN, and
Colonel Kendrick, with the aid of industry, devised specifications to provide
for an integrally molded stopper which completely sealed the opening of the
bottle and maintained a vacuum of 27-29 inches (Hg) without leakage. The
closure was further strengthened by the use of an aluminum cap and seal.
Thereafter, all bottles for intravenous fluids and for blood were provided with
this type of closure.

Since the experience, unfortunate as it was, was limited to a single hospital
and steps had already been taken to correct the difficulties, Colonel Kendrick
did not concur with the proposal that this hospital prepare its own solutions
and also prepare them for other hospitals in the vicinity.

European theater. -Inquiries made in the European theater after the
experience in the China-Burma-India theater produced the information that,
in general, the intravenous fluids supplied were extremely satisfactory and
that no known reactions had followed their use. It had been necessary to
discard about 2 percent of the flasks supplied by each of two firms because of
the presence of a visible precipitate in the solution. There was no loss of
vacuum in these flasks. Cultures showed no growth, and efforts to identify
the precipitate as a mold had been unsuccessful.

It was decided that these solutions, like the ones that had been unsatis-
factory in the China-Burma-India theater, had been prepared when com-
mercial production was just beginning, before the new specifications for closure
of the flasks were written.

Distilled Water

In the summer of 1943, a number of complaints were received in the Supply
Division, Office of The Surgeon General, (1) that the equipment provided did
not produce distilled water of the quality required for the production of intra-
venous fluids, and (2) that the production of distilled water never equaled the
capacity stated by the manufacturers. Inspection of installations in and near
Washington and New York revealed that the stills currently supplied were
entirely satisfactory for medical needs when they were properly cared for and
operated. The principal factors required for their efficient operation were
maintenance of thermal pressure, a steady flow of water, and cleansing of the
apparatus at regular intervals. Neglect of any of these factors caused unsatis-

717-4091--64-28
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factory qualitative and quantitative production. The intervals at which
cleansing was necessary varied; the chemical composition of the water used
might make it necessary every 24 hours. The efficiency of personnel was the
determinate factor in every operation.

The installation at one hospital was an ideal demonstration of faulty
operation and maintenance. A battery of three 10-gal. capacity precision-type
stills, set up to produce 10 gal. of triple-distilled water each hour, was actually
producing 1 gal. per hour because of leaks in the steam and waterlines and lack
of cleansing. The operating personnel could not recall ever having cleaned the
apparatus.

These visits of inspection furnished assurance that the equipment provided
to Zone of Interior hospitals was adequate for the purposes for which it was
intended. In his report, Colonel Kendrick described a new still, manufactured
by the American Sterilizer Co., whose main advantage was its simple design.
It could be operated with any standard heating element and cleaned with an
ordinary scrubbing brush. He recommended that due consideration be given
to this item in the preparation of future equipment specifications.

Colonel Kendrick also recommended that a circular letter be issued,
announcing the policy of The Surgeon General that hereafter commercially
produced intravenous solutions would be furnished and that distilling appara-
tus would not be required to produce distilled water of the quality essential for
intravenous use. This letter was issued on 27 July 1943.
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CHAPTER XV

The Mediterranean (Formerly North African)
Theater of Operations

Part I. Fifth U.S. Army

EVOLUTION OF POLICIES

The use of whole blood overseas in the management of wounded casualties
developed in MTOUSA (Mediterranean (formerly North African) Theater of
Operations, U.S. Army) (1). While its development was a local affair, it
influenced the policies and practices in both ETOUSA (European Theater of
Operations, U.S. Army) and the Pacific areas. The experience occurred in
two chief phases:

1. The British expPrience blazed the trail (2). On the outbreak of war,
in September 1939, the British immediately put into action the plans previously
set up for the provision of whole blood to troops in the field (p. 15). In the
Western Desert, 18 bottles of blood, 19 bottles of plasma or serum, and 20
bottles of physiologic salt solution were used for each hundred of the 17,572
troops wounded between 10 April and 28 November 1942. The use of blood was
more liberal than these figures suggest, since the total casualties include the
missing, in some of the actions.

The entire British experience proved that while plasma was extremely
valuable in the provision of temporary circulatory support for casualties with
multiple wounds, accompanied by massive hemorrhage, from mortars, high
explosives, and landmines, it was not enough. Whole blood, which had the
oxygen-carrying properties lacking in plasma, was essential for the support of
casualties for anesthesia and initial wound surgery. The British experience
also proved that it was completely practical to transport whole blood for long
distances; when the fighting moved to Italy, British hospitals continued to
receive blood from the bank in Cairo until the transfusion unit moved to Bari,
Italy.

2. Information concerning the British experience was made constantly
available to Col. Douglas B. Kendrick, MC, in the formative days of the
blood-plasma program in the Zone of Interior by Col. Frank S. Gillespie,
RAMC, British Medical Liaison Officer (p. 54). Col. Edward D. Churchill,
MC, Consultant in Surgery to the Surgeon, Fifth U.S. Army (fig. 76), was
fully informed of it when he assumed his duties in North Africa in March 1943.
Before he left the Office of The Surgeon General for North Africa, he had been
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requested to undertake a study of the entire problem, with the twofold objective
of determining (1) whether, with plasma readily available, whole blood were
really needed, and (2), it if were, how best it could be provided.

FiGouz 76.Col Edward D.
Churchill, MC, Consultant in
Surgery, Fifth U.S. Army.

EARLY EXPERIENCES

In spite of the British experience, U.S. Army hospitals that landed in
North Africa in November 1942 and those that landed later had practically
no equipment for whole blood transfusion (p. 393). It was the prevailing
opinion then that plasma would be so effective that only a very small pro-
portion of wounded would require whole blood early in their treatment. A
few officers in the Army Medical Department and a few members of the Sub-
committee on Blood Substitutes had expressed concern over the lack of
preparation for whole blood transfusion, but no strong, direct, constructive,
formal recommendation had been made, and there was, therefore, no provision
at the time for supplying whole blood to Army hospitals overseas.

The treatment of shock with plasma produced gratifying results in Tunisia
and throughout the war (figs. 77-80). It was provided in ample quantities.
It was often given in 1,000-cc. amounts. It was often continued during
evacuation to the rear, or it was given prophylactically, in advance of evacua-
tion, particularly in patients with fractures of the femur or with abdominal
wounds (who later in the war would be operated on in field hospitals). It did
not require much experience, however, to learn as the British had long since
learned, that when blood had been lost, the only effective replacement was
whole blood.

There is no doubt that lives were lost in North Africa and that morbidity
was increased because blood was not used soon enough (until evacuation hos-
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JIGGURE 7R9.-7Administration of blood plasma to wounded soldier ill 1taly
after house had been hit by bombs, November 19.13.

usV. VaCumtn bottles for bleeding, appropriate apparatus for the administration
of whole blood, equipment. for Kahl serologic tests, and electric refriterators
for the storage of blood inl all field hospital Platoons and 111all eviacuato1n11 1hos-
pitals. With this eqtuipment, 'Majoh r :";llivan believed that forward hospitals
C'"1hl op4er'ate the'ir own blood (ha iks.

Repo ,rts of his own and 'Mlajo r "tillivan 's ob1)ser vations were forwarded by
C 'olonel ( 'hurchill. throldghi chainnels. to the Oflice of The Str'geoin (General and
to those ill that .ofici coiiC<rned with It 1(dfod-l)lasiIia protgram. lie eliphlia-
sized thtet his fitst task had bv1ee tile identification 11 f the probhleim 1). Thii
('aiipaiin il North Africa laid i le'f beore corriective lleasuilres C(1i he be taken.
but the iiecessary il 0rliiiati w4a1 s flo w lNa*ilal)e l'.for futture act 4io1. 1heI " I 1i hj
fact that stoo4d out m1st ])rot'iiientlv ill tile care ( of battle casiialteivs in
North Africa was the indispenlsability <,f wh1'eh blo(od b~efore, (luring, and alfter
initial \woundl surgerv. Utnless casualties wvere prop1erly r'esuscitated -and

their restiscitaltiol inncluded will)](e blood, often in large quan1ii tities, to replace
what thiv had list---su l'.~V would be attended with all exc'vssi-e I4,,la lityv
I"Itev. lP]+IS111 ('011hd not rcepla'e \\hole, blood.

Sicily

As a re'sillt f the Noirth African experience and thl subsequent studies
I'v ( 'ol,,tvl ( 'hiurichill, "Major Siydelr. and others. a syst-ii 4,f blood hanks was
set 11l) ill fll- .Scihliai iillaxIsiiI Ill ('Vil liC1i441 and ,'n•era1l hospitails, s inietiiiies
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Fiw ;uai 80.--lift Ii U .S. ArmyII corpsmene1 :1ivii iiisiterjing b)l(ood pha~isma ill
oplen field to Avomidied conmidrie. 1n ba:ckI'o'IInd is t war-niav:-ed I lomi.
I Atc is uniknowni, Imt lhw ;)idIuro \i :0~ nr bofo thIe introducltionl of

I aigI 1)1 p istina. bo1t tles'.

onl y .3 or 4 milies behind tile combiiit zonle (6). The blood1( wits collected from
Volunteer (Ilmnlrs aiiin!ii'r th (Thbiit troops, wvith tile ipproval of their coinl-
mau111it)ing officers, mid1( fr1 liii co va1leScen t mnd slgi vwounded caistalties.
Chalplains were of great hell) inl obtiniing. (olon rs. 'Ind( t he field directoIrs of tile
Aniericain lRed Cross niuiint ained thle records andl othierwise issisted inl the
program11. 1)Ilasila, (If (-o)urse' conitinuedI to b~e used1 ill (11ilantity.

VIRST PLANNJING 1,'o1i A rjjpJAvEJI B3LOOD BANK

Alternate Proposals

WIeII(1 thle (Irganizilttiol (If al theater bl1ood blank wavs first discussed inl the
Medhiterranlelan theater, inl June 1 943, it wits thloughit tit lbloo1d( would be
necessuiry for nbout IS of every 1 00 ciisivitii~es, madI( that. I uniit (If 1blood would
b~e requtiredl for every :3 units of plasnia. Thle ratio (If tranisfusions to casualties,
however, rose steadhily ais surgeons gminied experience ill coindiat suirgery.

Prwo miet imoils of jprovi(hiil tilie necessary blood were dhiscussed1 nt this timue,
(1) tile (list rillut ing syste empC~i1 loyed by tle Royal Army N\ edlicid C orps, aind
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(2) a unit system, set up in individual hospitals, which would eliminate the
necessity for a distributing system.

British system.-The basis of the British system, as described elsewhere
(p. 15), was the collection of blood in hospitals in the communications zone
and its distribution to hospitals in the forward area. A forward distributing
unit received blood from the base collecting unit, stored it, and distributed it
as necessary to forward field transfusion units, which were located at the points
at which initial wound surgery was performed.

Unit hospital system.-The unit system first proposed for U.S. Army
hospitals was advocated because of the following advantages:

1. It would eliminate the elaborate distributing system used by the British, which
required additional personnel and mobile refrigeration.

2. It would reduce the time lost by donors, who would be secured from Army personnel.
3. It would permit the utilization of type A donors, who, with type 0 donors, account

for about 82 percent of all bloods. In the Britihh system, only type 0 donors were used.
4. It would permit personal supervision of ell technical details by personnel of the

hospital in which the transfusion was given. Any technical errors could thus be identified
and corrected at once.

5. Hospitals using blood would be responsible for reducing excessive use and wastage,
estimated at 10-15 percent in the British system.

6. There would be no losses by freezing during the winter, and losses by road accidents
and transportation would be minimal.

7. The unit system would be more effective in overwater or assault operations, in which
distribution from a base, or even from a forward center, must await the establishment of
air transport.

8. The unit system could be started in the Mediterranean theater as soon as transfusion
sets were acquired. If necessary, a distribution system could be set up later.

The disadvantages of a unit system were also recognized:

1. It would continue to place the burden of procuring blood upon busy forward hos-
pitals, which had, however, shown themselves capable of assuming it. It would also mean
that saline and glucose solutions and distilled water must continue to be prepared and
distributed by hospitals; by the British system, these duties were assumed by the base
installation.

2. Since troops in the combat zone would be used as donors, instead of base troops, the
risk of transfer of malaria might be increased; it was relatively safe, from this standpoint,
to bleed troops as soon as they had arrived in the theater.

3. When a hospital moved, except a field hospital platoon, which had mobile refrigera-
tion, refrigeration would be interrupted and whatever blood was on hand would be wasted.

4. Both expendable and nonexpendable equipment would be required. Mobile hos-
pitals, particularly those that would use blood in the largest amounts, should not be weighted
down with the equipment necessary to wash, sterilize, and store bleeding bottles. Moreover,
hospitals often worked without adequate supplies of pure water and with limited quantities of
distilled water, and these lacks would make the cleansing process difficult and unsatisfactory.

5. Additional refrigeration would be required in evacuation hospitals, or a modification
of the refrigerators now in use. To keep field hospitals completely mobile, it would be
necessary for each platoon to be supplied with a refrigerator truck. Insulated boxes would
also be needed for emergency shipment of blood from evacuation to field hospitals.
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Recommendation for Unit System

In a report of this discussion from the Consultant in Surgery to the
Surgeon, NATOUSA (North African Theater of Operations, U.S. Army), of

2 July 1943, the following recommendations were made (2):

1. That a unit system to supply whole blood he immediately authorized in the theater.
2. That training personnel be detached as necemsary from present assignments to put it

into operation.
3. That the transfusion sets necessary be requisitioned by cable.
4. That the principle of using corps troops as donors be cleared through command

channels, since command could at any time block the supply; this had happened in certain
organizations in Tunisia. It was estimated that for an operation resulting in 20,000 casual-
ties, 3,600 donors would be required from corps troops or from lightly wounded divisional

troops during their evacuation to the rear.

It was pointed out that the basic difference between the unit system de-
scribed and the British system was the placement of the donor reservoir, which

would be in the forward and not the base area.
It was also recommended in this report that a central hal)oratory be

established in the theater, to provide whole blood, plasma, intravenous solu-
tions, and distilled water for the Fifth U.S. Army, on the ,-round that the
British Base Transfusion Unit had demonstrated the feasibility of supplying
large amounts of whole blood to combl)at troops.

Blood Supply, September 1943-February 1944

By the time U.S. troops had landed at Salerno on 9 September 1943, it

was apparent that even with the availability of vacuum bottles, which had now
reached the theater, for the collection of blood, it would be iml)ossible for
forward hospitals to collect sufficient blood to treat their casualties adequately

(7). Shortly after these landings, therefore, Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Joseph I.
Martin, MC, Surgeon, Fifth U.S. Army, urged the theater Surgeon, then Brig.
Gen. Frederick A. Blesse, to i:uthorize the estal)lishment of a transfusion iiunit

to support Fifth U.S. Army field and evacuation hospitals. The Anzio-Nettuno
landings were then in the planning stage, and, when no action was taken on
General Martin's request, it was necessary for him to request British assistance
in providing blood for them. In all, U.S. hospitals on the Anzio beachhead
received about 4,000 pints of blood from this source; a large part of it was
donated by Army Air Forces personnel in the area, but collecting and processing
were done by the British blood transfusion unit at Foggia with British equip-
ment. The first blood from the Fifth U.S. Army blood bank in Naples was
not received on the beachhead until 23 February 1944.

During this period, as well as later, British blood wis used for U.S. troops
elsewhere in Italy (fig. 81). The use of serum was limited to British troops
(fig. 82).
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FIGURE Si .- Transfusion given with B~rit ish equipment mnid British-
supplied blood to British victim of S-mine, Garigliano Rtiver area, Italy' ,
18 January 1944. Fifth U.S. Army- blood bank in -Naples had iiot yet
beeni established. CasualtY's face is black as the result of concussion.

In ETMD (Essential Technical Medical Data), -NATOUSA, 194:3 (8),
the advantages of a collecting unit, in a base section, to supp~ly a portion of the
blo00d used in fonvard bospitals, were outlined:

1. Service troops ini thle base could be used as donors, thus eliminating amy interrup~tion
in the work of forwvard troops.

2. A collecti ig unit in tlie base could conduct. a more rigorous examination of donors to
eliminate those with1 jaunldice and malaria. It could also control the quality of thle blood by
holdin~g it long enouigh to perform Kahin tests mnd to search for malarial parasites.

:3. Tile holdinig of small reserves of bl100( ini the base area, subject to constanit turnover
by (distribution to forward areas, would provide a bank a~djacent to base units that could be
used in thle event of a devastatinig air raidl or otlher catastrophe.

4. The current tactical situlationi, with a relatively stalle fronit close to a large base area,
wvas idleal for the distribution of blood utider such a systein.

Two disadvantage-s wvere listed:
1. It was undesirable to allow forward hiospit als to become eiii irely dependent on thev

b~ase sect ion for blood; in overwater assaults and ot her conceivable tact ical sit nationis, it was
essenitial that they be alble to he self-sust~aininig hin respect to blood for long p~eriods of time.

2. The plan proposed would reduce~ whole blood to thle status of a sappjly itemn, and it
wvas not desirable to shift the( responisibility for providling a life~sa-ving agent to :an imipersonlaI
organizationi. 'No matter how carefully the sy'vst em wa., organizedl, it w~ould~ fail, thfrough no
fault of its own, und&'r critical circumstances . Abhase sect ion collectingand dlist ributing uniit
shoild be regarded simply as ani accessory to a vigorous and sustainied effort by individual
hospitals to maint aiin lavir ownt b100d baniks, niot ans a meanis of release front this responisibility.
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M i;'it': , s2. W\ounduem d Sikh, rwevivin,',., JujiI'tfli of blood s.'rmb (Ib-il ijh)
at. l mnporary fir.i aid .taIion, ('Cipinio, Itia. lifth U.S. Army weno'.
22 S•pt emb hr I 1.1.I.

ESTABIISIEIINT OF BLOOI) BANK AT 1.51"11 MIEIDICAL
GENERAL LABORATORY

In Februar•v 1944, tle whole b)lood situation wasI r'viewed in all its aspects
by (General Nlan'liin; ('olonel Arntest; .Mlajor Sulli van, representing (zeienrl
Bliesse, and (C01. Virgil 1t. C orniell , MC 1('01, dOil lloadja Officer, I 50" MiNed ical
(Gelneral Ill orlatory (fig. 83) (f•). N.\ajor Sullivaia had just ret•ru!'!ed from an
inspection trip in Fifth ..S. ArilnY field arald evctultioll hospitals, ill which lie
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FIQURE 83.-CO,. Virgil H. Cornell, MC,
Commanding Officer, 15th Medical General
Laboratory

had surveyed their blood transfusion problems.' The outcome of the meeting
was the recommendation that a transfusion unit be organized to supply 100
bottles of blood daily to meet Fifth U.S. Army and Peninsular Base Section
requirements. A letter containing this recommendation was sent to Maj.
Gen. Morrison C. Stayer, Surgeon, MTOUSA, by Colonel Cornell, through
channels, on 5 February 1944. Before action could be taken on it, the Armv
had raised the calculated needs to 200 bottles per day.

The 15th Medical General Laboratory, which arrived at Naples on 20
November 1943, was the parent organization of the Fifth U.S. Army blood
bank. It was the second laboratory of the kind to be organized in World War
II and, in general, was set up on the pattern of the central laboratory at Dijon
in World War I (10).

Soon after its arrival in Naples, the laboratory was asked by the Surgeon,
Peninsular Base Section, to operate a small (20-bottle) blood bank, to supply
the Naples area and the medical center there, to provide against emergencies.
During the period required for Headquarters, NATOUSA, to draw up tables
of organization and equipment for the proposed transfusion unit to be estab-
lished in the theater, the laboratory undertook to supply blood for Fifth U.S.

I Until almost the end of the war, Major Sullivan continued to be attached to the Office of the Surgeon. NATOUSA.
It was essential that some officer In this office have the responsibility for the coordination of the transfusion program with
other theater activities. Major Sullivan acted as consultant on transfusions and in this role played a very important
part in the theater blood program.

E Ill
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FlI mt-; S4.--Maj. John J. McGraw, Jr., MC, Chief, Blood
Bank, drawing blood from nurse donor at 15th Medical General
Laboratory near Naples, September 1944.

Ariny hospitals. ()On officer (Capt. (later Maj.) John ,J. McGraw, Jr., N( ¶

(fig. 84), and two enlisted nien were assi-ined to at blood bank section and later

served as a c*adre for the transfusion unit.
(Colonel Cornell took ai --rent, interest in the transfusion unlit, .114d de(votCd

1uiuclh time 1an1d effort to helping M [ajor Sullivan develop it. The avaialaility
of at Inedic'al oflicer of Colonel Cornell's experience, with his rank, was a (listiniwt

advalntage. ())n n iiiuelrouis Oc'asioslsi he took direct responsibility and was able

to obtain far prompter cooperation from other 1111its and services thlian could tile
comllnlamI(iig officer of tile 1111it, who, for th 'e mmajor period of its operatioiI, hind
the rank of caplaiii.
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Collections. Thie first h)10o4 collect ed at tI le abIorailor~ v) oi 2: Fel riia i
1944, Ii'oii .,roiij) 0) dlonors. was sent to thle Anziio Ibeaclilieacl. "Avlie it was

disi r.1iltev )iv thle British eldd t ralishilsiýoli liiiit statioiievl ther~e. Betee

this dllte andl I Mlav I 944, d ie Ia bora l(Wv collect ed 4,13~4 bloods. TFIev onev
officer. .1i1d Iwo cliliste ('Iilieli hI.,sV_,'I~v to thle blood banik sectionl were abile to

Collect and~ process ('1101141 blood( to tiieet thei( delmiiidti1 of, the14 hiosjitals olth le
I)4'aihilie~il 11nl1l the special Iniaishitsion linit "-as authorized onl 9 Mla v 1944.

I uliitut. MaY. 6,363 bloods were' voil4'tedl III .achiievetliviet t lint would have
I)4't't imposi bl l)51 i( W it Ow411 t hle lp of' p(W54)tiield hlouii thle 1st \ledic,1 aIIAboldtor.* ,
Filth 1~. > Arl 'iiv, which asat tachied to tihe 1 511 NivN dical (Genueral L~anbratorv
ott 27 April 1944. T1huese officers andi~ iiiei, *Ill adil(t ou to providiiuý lielp)ii I lieV

collvliol and rovesing.ol, oodhad .1ti ('celleltt ((1)1011 IuiitY ov .11 h
coli(llo 4)1 n blood( banlk 41m a period (0' laim timuli activitY. Usiuu- 12 bedos,
the' ('omiulile( persotitld ol* the two Ilaboralotiv.s drewv a totail of' 4,685 Woods(1
hn'tweeii 1-4 anid :i1 MIay, a daillY ;ivvrw_,v oi 20). I )iriui-z the satiie per'iod, alter

ait.r colhit �thladI bvlut' tiia he \\it th l*orwa rIl untiits (fl, I lie li-I't It U .S. Ain v, pe'oi
nid (0' the 2d1 Nldical Lnboluoa orv (fLS.N5 and SW~ collecoed anl additional 410)
blood s.

Miost oC, t114 blood collected( ill tin' U'ebhtiuarv pia .I-eld wen'ut to) thle

AliziO) bnhielfuii';I. Tlheo rema'ideiii(' wVa, lisedl ill uIeaih-k ~.u'i4e'rl anld slatiOti
b1si05)i ls.
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Fi(1itE %1;. I'vhivian'iii taking blood fur l~pig 2d - I N.ieic Lalborato(rv,
liftl Ar.S my, ('arimiola :irva, l11N M, \It, 1il.

'THE' 6713'111 BLOOD()I TRA~NSFUSION UN IT (OV I IID.)

Org~aniza tion

The 671I3thI Blood Tlra nsfuisioni Un' it ý( )ld. w\-,s act iva ted oil 19 May
1944, b) * v ene-al I Orders No. S5, livi dqItial rers, Ieniinsilihir 11a1se Sect ion,
S N\I ax1944 (Ii). It was aissignIied to I I vadqpIII rt ers, NATO I 'SA, a ml4 at ta ached
to thle I50 dt ivld ica I Gelieral I'll borni I o01 f'or admin iistrta titon, (p1)11 (rtr atnd

uiessimz" falcilities. AlthfoulU~l it was oilic.ia l a 5( It ) sprt e ormitltizat ion, the
Iransfuisioni ii nit, F'or all1 pralctical purposes, was at lepa rt iienti of' thle labiorattory.
TIhis wa-Is i ot ml'o nimi 2te arrniialiiemnt , f'or it* permlit ted th lie se of' 11iaii* laboraltory
fac14ilities and services. K1alimi tests, Ior instaiice, wvere per-1oruiie(d bY tlie(
ser*0olog sect ion of, tli'hi I ora .. t orv\ It wais thIius poss5ibIle For tliet( tra I sfuisioti
unlit to coliser-ve space, equlipmenit. t inie, aind persoiimiel.

AS tlie( t rauisf sioii uniit wa.Is set ill). it (f~erated ill two sectin 1015(hart S.

it base sect ion which collected and p~rocessed lood0( ill thle base and shipped it,
to thle ot her section. which ftiiict ioned as a1 smialler (list ribltu ill", sect ioli Ill thle
Fifth1 U.S. Arm 'v areat. This tlrgialiizaIionl was fial closer to tIlhe Illit isil s *1sleml
tinlin to the lunit 5Vtt lOl~ignilIalv n-colil lielidedi. bY wh\c j(iafInividutal hiospit als
Nvere Ia -g-el ,v resp~onsib~le for' I hevir own-I slippi ' . 'lThe expdllini loll for I the chlnmued
jplaiapeli * Ill~ ll5 ii it lllelilorltli1(llim addressed to Tlhe~ Surgeon G enieral oil 27 Nl ay
1944 bY C ol. Ea0,rl St anlhev. Nl( (12). Ill this ilwiellolmilldtillu 1. C olonel St auiollee
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CHART 8.-Diagram of blood transfusion service for field army, North
African theater, 27 May 1944
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Source: Memorandum, Col. Earl Standlee, MC, to The Surgeon General, 27 May 1944,
subject: Blood Banks in Theater of Operations.

pointed out that the great need for blood was in the forward, not the base, area.
In the Fifth U.S. Army hospitals, between the invasion at Salerno and the end
of the Cassino campaign, 4,600 transfusions were given in the Army area against
300 in the base. The emphasis should therefore be on supplying blood to

Army rather than to base installations. When the base was close to the battle-
line and evacuation was relatively rapid, the amount of blood used in base
hospitals increased accordingly.
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transportation of donors to tile main center. The need for multiple centers
increased as the Army advanced and base section troops were less concentrated.

Individuals came to the centers by whatever transportation tiley% could
secure. Organizations usually provided transportation for groups, or blood
bank trucks were sent for them. In actual practice, the most efficient way to
secure donors was to make contact with unit commanders a few days in
advance of the need and ask them to provide groups of volunteers, who could
be picked up at specified hours by organization or blood bank trucks.

Mobile bleeding units were sometimes sent out to bleed donors who could
not report to the donor centers. Prisoners in disciplinary stockades, for in-
stance, had to be handled in this manner. This was not a practical method,
however, until the last month of the war, because of lack of expendable donor
sets. Cleaning and sterilization of donor sets provided the biggest obstacle to
the efficient operation of mobile bleeding units in Italy.

Distributing Center

The first blood collected at the 15th Medical General Laboratory was
distributed by the British field transfusion unit operating in the Anzio area
and by the 2d Medical Laboratory operating in the Carinola area. On 22 June
1944, the 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit began to operate its own forward
distributing center, with 1st Lt. (later Capt.) John T. Kroulick, MAC, in
charge. The center was always located near an airfield and was usually at-
tached to an evacuation hospital for quarters and rations. If, however, an
Army laboratory were situated in the area, it was sometimes attached to it.
The center moved from its first location at Anzio to Rome, and then, as the
fighting moved up the peninsula, to Grosseto, Florence, Bologna, and Verona,
where it was located, at the 8th Evacuation Hospital, when the war in Italy
ended. By the middle of June, all personnel had returned to the Naples base.

Personnel

When the 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.) was planned, the
estimated requirements for blood for Fifth U.S. Army field and evacuation
hospitals, based on the amounts used to date, were set at 100 pints per day.
Original personnel for the procurement and distribution of this amount con-
sisted of 3 officers and 16 enlisted men. Before the unit was organized, the
need for blood in Fifth U.S. Army hospitals, which were then receiving casual-
ties from one armored and six infantry divisions, had increased to 200 pints
per day, and the personnel allotment was increased to 5 officers and 20 enlisted
men. Later, the allotment of enlisted men wc increased to 38.

Personnel and equipment of the unit were sufficient to process 200 bloods
a day with relative ease and to handle 300 pints daily for short periods without
too much difficulty. When fighting was heavy, however, and 300 or more
bloods were required daily for long periods, more help was needed. At the
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beginning of the Po Valley offensive, between 11 and 21 April 1945, 6,450 pints
of blood were collected and processed, including 871 pints on one day.

Skilled personnel from the 15th Medical General Laboratory assisted

during periods of stress. Even so, during major offensives, such as the Garigli-
ano offensive, the assault on the Gothic Line, and the campaign in the Po
Valley, it was necessary to attach additional personnel to the unit, usually
from a hospital ship platoon, an adjacent general hospital, an army medical

laboratory, a medical battalion, or replacement depots. When a replacement
center located about 25 miles from the 15th Medical General Laboratory served
as an independent bleeding section, some of the kevmen from the original
unit were trained intensively for about a month and assigned to it. They were
slowly withdrawn as the replacement center section became able to function
without help.

If Air Forces personnel, informal assistants, and hired civilians are included

in the count, the total strength of the blood transfusion unit once rose to 90
persons, about 15 of whom were engaged in the distribution of blood, clerical
work, supply, liaison, and other accessory tasks.

When 300 donors were bled daily, the 5 officers and 38 enlisted men attached
to the unit had the following duties (figs. 88-92):

1. Contacts with donors, one officer and one enlisted man.
2. Registration of donors, three enlisted men.
3. Grouping bloods and preparing malaria smears, three enlisted men.
4. Bleeding donors, two officers and six enlisted men.
5. Labeling, capping, and packing bottles for shipment, three enlisted men.
6. Staining and reading malaria smears, two enlisted men.
7. Performing Kahn tests, one officer and two enlisted men.
8. Titration and check of blood grouping, two enlisted men.
9. Washing and sterilizing equipment, four enlisted men. When local civilian per-

sonnel were employed for this purpose, they were carefully supervised by an enlisted technician.
An experienced technician always operated the autoclave.

10. Correspondence, preparation of pay vouchers, two enlisted men.
11. Forward distribution, one officer and four enlisted men.
12. Driving, four enlisted men.

When 300 donors a day were bled, officers and enlisted men worked the
entire day. When larger numbers were bled, nightwork was necessary, and
it was also necessary when, for one reason or another, donors could present
themselves only at night. The frequent necessity for keeping personnel on
duty all night, to maintain a 24-hour blood service, made for constant shortages
of trained workers. Only the skill and devotion of the personnel of the blood
transfusion unit made it possible to supply the large amounts of blood needed
in the Fifth U.S. Army area in 1944 and 1945.

Personnel difficulties were compounded when it was necessary to operate
several bleeding sections at long distances from each other. Theoretically,
the most economical and efficient way to operate a blood transfusion unit is in
one location, but circumstances in the Mediterranean theater frequently did
not permit such an arrangement. In his October 1945 memorandum to The
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FIGURE 88.-Preparation of donor sets, 15th Medical General Laboratory, Naples,
March 1944. Cleaning of giving and receiving sets after use was done by a very demanding
technique. The objective was to complete the whole procedure, including reassembly,
testing, and autoclaving, within 2 hours of the time the equipment had been used. A.
Cleansing of tubing and valves in cold running water, introduced under pressure, after
which distilled water will be used. B. Donor sets drying by gravity before sterilization.
C. Technician cleaning and oiling blood collecting valves and tube assembly.

Surgeon General, Colonel Standlee recommended that in the future two
transfusion units be established instead of one. Administration would then
be more flexible, bleeding in isolated areas would be simplified, and the addi-
tional personnel would provide an additional margin of safety in case of disability
from sickness and during rapid movement.

The forward distributing section was always in charge of a medical officer,
who could assure proper handling and equitable distribution of the available
blood, and who could also aid in the solution of transfusion problems that
might arise in forward hospitals.
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Ofliciall y. tile 1)e'Isol)n('l of tile forward Section, Sinc(e thely operated in
fhe Armin aea, *, wr on (hl ,dtllihed servicev with thil Suirgeota. Fifth IU.S. Aryiv.
Their operational and adminiistrative control, however, remainede with the
hase transfusion unit. They carrie(d their own tents, blankets, and other
e(quiplment, and, for housekeeping purposes, they were atta(ched to the most
convenuient ,ev'a('uation hospital or arry laboratory il t lie area.

When several scat te(! b)lee(leing sections were inl operation, administrative
details, a.ccounting for supplies and p)roperty, liaison, donor procurement, and
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FIGURE 90.-Technician typing blood (third check), 15th
Medical General Laboratory, Naples, August 1944.

maintenance of records proved to be a considerable task. All the officers of
the unit participated in the work, with the channels of administration leading
back to the base unit.

The desirability of including a medical administrative officer in the table
of organization of blood transfusion units was debated in the theater before the
6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.) was established. On the surface, it
seemed that it might be wise to concentrate all the responsibilities just listed
in the hands of an administrative officer who would have no professional re-
sponsibilities and who could replace either a Medical Corps officer or a Sanitary
Corps officer in the table of organization. It was decided, however, not to
make the substitution, and the decision was wise, since the attachment of the
unit to the 15th Medical General Laboratory eliminated many administrative
problems.

In his August 1945 memorandum to The Surgeon General (13), Colonel
Standlee strongly recommended against the appointment of a medical adminis-
trative officer; the entire blood bank operation, he pointed out, required a
background of scientific training, and the Medical Corps or Sanitary Corps
officer who would be lost by the substitution would have numerous professional
duties. If, however, it was not practical, for any reason, to attach a trans-
fusion unit to a large laboratory or other large organization, then the addition-
not substitution-of an administrative officer would be necessary rather than
desirable.

717-409-'-64----29
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Fic;umir 92.-Reading Kahn tests on dlono. bloods, 15th Medical
General Laboratory blood bank.

A certain amount of rotation was practiced from one section of the labora-
tory blood bank to another, but, in general, the tendency was toward speciali-
zation. so as to develop keymen in the blood bank as in other sections of the
hospital.

All medical officers and nurses in the Mediterranean theater. as well as
selected noncomm issioned officers, received thorough training in the technique
of reconstitution (fig. 93) and administration of plasma. The training was
essential. When casualties were pouring in, there was no time to study in-
structions or lab)els on containers. Demonstration sets were used to a(lvantage
during the training, and so was Film Strip 8-51 when it was available.

In April 1944, a tprogram was set, up I)b which medical officers from each
Army hospital and technicians from each hospital laboratory were senit to the
blood bank at Naples for 3 days of intensive instruction. The handling of
banked blood was greatly improved at the various hospitals as a result.

In September 1944, a complete series of motion and still pictures were
made of blood bank activities from the time the donor arrived at the bleeding
center until the blood was used in a frontline hospital. The script was pre-
pared by Colonel Cornell. Film Strip 8-51. a black-and-white 35-mam. produc-
tion, of 8,400 feet, was sent to the Signal Corps PhotogTaphic Center on Long
Island on 22 December 1944.
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FwiGTII 95.-Insulated box for shipmetnet of blood emie-truete(1 at 15th Medical General
Laboratory, 'Naples, of U.S. plywood, door hiingus, andl salvaiged blankets; Sardiniian cork;
German pitch and trunk clamps); awd Italian handles. A. Box, opetn and empty. B3. Open
boxes (showing top layer of b~ottles), ready' for dispatch to Anzio beachhead, March 1944.
C. Closed container, with the 36 bottles of blood that could be s-hippe~d in it.

The Vehicles were not in t he best. of condition when t hey wvere allottedl, and
not infrequently one or more had to be put up) for repairs.'

Thie (lelivery' of All refrigrerators was dIelayedI; thle first shipment, was lost ait
Sell, alid~ thle secondI did not arrive until Some montlits after the invasion of It aly.
Event ually, however, electric refri-crators wvere available for all med ical ill-
stlallattioris in the theater, upl to and including field hospitals. Tile-, had
suflicient slUce for about 40 boll les of blood( eticli. W~hemm kerosenle refrngeraltors
were uised, the chief problem was the procurement of white gasoline for their
operation. Tile necessity for goodl miechianical refrigeration, 1)0th in fixed
hospitals and~ onl trucks. carriedl tilie implJlicationi that thle services of (comp letent
refrigerator itiechlaics be (0115 alit IlY a vailable.
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FiOCRE 96.- -Blood being loaded (as it was daily) at Bagnoli, Italy, on
LST for shipment to Anzio beachhead.

The larze refi~rierator, lit the 2,1- and I 's-ton trucks dIid not receive undulv
111roug treatmient and stood upl very wvell. The hiouelhold-size(1 refrigerators
IlnOunte(1 inl the weapons carriers (lid not stand ilp well, as inighit have been ex-
pected1. Sinlce they Itra veled iiiore than 15;O miles each (day, over very r'ough
roadhs. Tlhey -were sooll dIisca rdled and (leliveries werie accompi pshed in insu-

'IlThsse boxes. whiuch were constructed in the U tilities 'Section, 15th Medical

General Lab~oratory, were imiade of plywoodI andi were insulat~ed wit h 2 inches
of c'ork. Thew inisulationi was suficWient to lim~it the temiperature elevation to
no mnore thani 54' F. (12' C .), evenl when the 1)ox wats exposedl to the still for 12
hours. A good dleal of itigeniiltv was shown iii their const ruction, which often
included Italian hinges, ( erinan clamnps, anid gaskets from salvaged G I blankets.
Each container llel( 14-6 cardbloardh cartons,, each of whinch (contained six b~ottles
of blood(.

These b)oxes were dhefinitely miot exp~endlable. Their numbler hald to be
limlitedl to thle ab~solute mnininmumi necessary for the operation because of the
scarcity of material, p)articularly plywoodl and cork. They were later' used1 for
thle airlift of W)100( fronti Italy to southern France (p). 44,S).

Alit TRANSPORTATION

T1he first. blood delivered to the Anzio b~eachhleadl, which wats also the first
blood (list ributed from the bWood bank ait the 15th Mii edical ( reneral Labm oratory,
was sent, by Ls's (landiing sh~ips, tank) (fig. 96). At. this tinue, thle
lbeachlhead wats still isolatedh, andl iiost of thle Wo1od( collect ed wats sent to



tie hospital, oil the (Casino front. When the fithtii" was lilt ei.ilied 2t,
Anizio. .1 I-uitet was illade tlhat. blood( be flown ill. IhIe ,,eessaryv irriitiie-

ilients were madei within (; hours, and blood wa,,10 delivereld bl planle to A.uziO
and v1,sewvhert, rez'ihi,'1v lherel'ter.,t lhe ]lur-est .Ihillveill on ai sitii'hl dly l)4,iii
4.10 bloods..

F uiw- 97.-Miloading C-.17 blood pla•; e on Ceeina Airfiehl IIt.alv.
Augu.st 19414. Tnis plane carried blood in Italv, and later from Italy to

southern Frafci.

C-47 plane.--At tlie request of ('olonel ('ornell, a (' 47 aircraft (hg. 971
was atta'lched to tlie 15h t led'ical (Gvneral ILaboratorv. to be used as a Icarrier
for the •eli 'ery of blood to units of the Fifth I.S..S. Ariiiy, oruzi..aily to tle Anzio
bea'hilheadl andl liter, as the lie. ti,.u uiioved uip the peninIllsiula, to other parts of
ltal\Y (limIpI).1

At first, the I•lood pjlato \\Its operated by the Air" Transport ( 'omniiiald.
Then tie t(,- k wa\. taiken over- by the 'Troop ('arrier ('ommadl. The pilots
lived ill the offlicers' (uarters ait the 151h t 1edical (Geuiral Laboratory, thoong

with the o(f•eri of tIhe blood tratnsfu.sion uniit. The\ took I -iiiiuine .11d per-
soial interest ii lheir work ,and often flew the lblood forwaird ill very bad
\veat hIeIr. 'I'Tle most forwat'4d airlield capalle of takinti a (' 47 plane wvas
ivn\•iIl.ly usedI .Altlhoui sli.sch fil•Is were often reservedl for higlihter planies,
ali ex c'ep ion w as alw ,y.s made for tOe phlim it1eriu,*ii , blood. The a vailabilit

of lhis .ervic4'e 11,141' it possible to collecth blood froi s•u•ch wihyelpVara le~l
pointts s Naples. IRoui,. l1ISi. :.1l liter lHloreiie 1 ) 1 I1. fon d4i\i vry to
hospitls Il in le, Arm '" arva.

Th'I'e Iblood phllte was •,•mil v aibrborle withiut 901 uliututes after l•e bloodl
was talkeu oul ofI' re'rifertior. Th''l1l fli-ht from -\aIpes to A.izio t(ook :()
minuites. :al4 froum -N:•h,•' 1( I,•,, h-horn 2 hours.

'11J1h, :l-1ilml-lilllt of Ilhiz ):1f. %%al' :I, :k h1islot ica fits StII :11- 1:S JIMo 'muhil *'11. dwwllIHluh,."
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MAP 1.-Map, showing movement of whole blood from Naples up the peninsula, and from
Naples to Marseille for Seventh U.S. Army supply.

The blood plane carried penicillin regularly and, occasionally, emergency
shipments of dressings, anesthetics, plasma, and other medical items. When
the load permitted, it also carried medical personnel. On the return trip, it
carried empty insulated boxes, sometimes laboratory specimens, and sometimes
medical personnel.

Blood sent forward by air was turned over at the landing field to personnel
from the forward distributing center. An important feature of air transport
was that the blood was always accompanied by a courier whenever there was
any reason to fear that the plane might not be able to make direct contact with
the personnel from the forward center. When, as often happened, the field at
which the blood plane was to land was inaccessible because of bad weather or
for tactical reasons, the pilot landed blood and courier at the nearest available
field. It was then the courier's duty to secure transportation for the blood to
the forward distributing center, or to make contact with the center and wait
with the blood until someone came for it. Even better, when personnel per-

717-409'r-64-30
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mitted, was the practice of sending two couriers with blood when trouble was
suspected. Then, one would wait with the blood at the airport until trans-
portation was available to the forward distributing center, while the other
returned on the plane with the requirements for the next day's supply of blood.

The courier system insured that the blood was always under the personal
care of personnel trained to handle it properly. Without courier escort, the
blood would many times simply have been left on an airfield for hours, with-
out protection from either heat or cold, and would have become useless or
dangerous.

L-5 panes.-In the spring of 1945, when L-5 aircraft became available,
they were used to shuttle fresh whole blood from the blood bank in Florence to
field hospitals in the mountains in the forward area. Later, these planes flew
blood int- the Po Valley. This service was one of the timesaving and lifesaving
improvisations of the Italian campaign. It was used not only during the
bitter mountain fighting but also when the Army Medical Service was spread
over hundreds of miles after the breakout into the Po Valley.

DISTRIBUTION

The transfusion officer of each evacuation hospital and each platoon of
each field hospital coordinated the daily needs of his hospital with tile officer in
charge of the forward distributing center, who reported the daily needs of the
whole forward area to the base bank.

In general, there was a fortunate relation between the distribution of
hospitals in Italy and the state of the terrain and roads (11). Both north of
Rome and in the Po Valley, the roads were good and the weather was favorable,
which permitted rapid movement and pursuit. When the tactical situation
bogged down and bad weather was accompanied by deep mud, there was a
strain on all theater transportation. On two occasions, once in the vicinity of
Rome and later in the Po Valley, hospital units were scattered over such great
distances that, if weather or road conditions had existed such as prevailed in
lower Tuscany or along the Gothic Line, regular deliveries of blood would have
been impossible with the vehicles on hand. With a front of 60-70 miles to be
supported, the blood plane leapfrogged the forward distributing unit and de-
livered blood to the most advanced airfield from which forward hospitals could
be serviced.

It was suggested in the final report of the blood transfusion unit (11),
that the addition of the half-size blood transfusion (ietachment, team NA
(T/O&E 8-500) would increase transportation by four additional vehicles, as
well as increase personnel. With these additions, it would be possible to estab-
lish two forward distributing points on a wider extended front and also facilitate
intercommunication between dispersed bleeding sections.

During the war and afterward, the suggestion came up at intervals that,
whenever it was difficult or impossible to carry blood directly to field or evac-
uation hospitals by forward distributing units, regular medical supply channels
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be used temporarily. To this suggestion, Major Sullivan. Colonel Kendrick,
and others responsible for the whole blood program took violent exception for
the following reasons (11):

1. Whole blood is highly perishable. A single mistake in its handling, a
single lapse in refrigeration, can result (and has resulted) in fatalities.

2. The supply depot, has many and various duties, and its organization is
not such as to allow it to assume the highly specialized function of handling
whole blood.

3. Whole blood is a substance which becomes useless and dangerous with
age. To place the responsibility for its handling in normal supply channels
would encourage the practice, useful with other items, but highly undesirable
with blood, of placing bottles of blood on shelves of various echelons of supply
depots, where the dating period would be exhausted before the blood was used
or the oldest blood would be used first, to prevent outdating. 3

4. A transfusion service operates best when the distribution of blood is in
the hands of trained personnel under professional guidance and not under the
supervision of supply officers. The only exception to this rule in the Mediter-
ranean theater was the occasional practice, to relieve pressure on transportation,
of permitting forward hospitals to pick up their own blood in insulated boxes
at the airfield.

5. Professional handling of blood from procurement to use has the following
advantages:

a. Receiving hospitals can be assured of fresh supplies of blood at all
times because their day-by-day requirements will be filled by trained delivery
teams.

b. Daily delivery service makes it, possible for the transfusion service to
"know the whereabouts of each medical facility. This proved to be a very
practical point. When an Army was advancing, it was often difficult to find
hospitals, particularly when transportation was over country roads already
crowded with military vehicles, in clouds of dust, or through deep ruts filled
with mud.

c. Professional personnel of delivery teams can provide guidance con-
cerning various aspects of blood transfusion and can, in turn, obtain criticisms
from hospitals as to the equipment provided and the service in general.

d. Proper refrigeration during transportation and storage will be assured.

DONORS

Since no provision had been made for blood donors for the landings in
North Africa, securing donors was a constant problem until the blood bank was
established. Hospitals developed their own methods, but most of them used
service troops, keeping them at the hospital until they were needed. At some

3 This situation did come to pass in Korea, where the Supply Service was in charge of the distribution of blood, which

frequently was close to the expiration of the dating period when it was issued.
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hospitals, they were brought in by truck every morning, 25 at a time. If all
were used before night, another group was trucked in. This was a highly in-
efficient system, and very wasteful of manpower in terms of time. When,
however, hospitals had no facilities for the storage of blood, it was the only
system possible.

Members of the medical detachment and medical officers attached to
hospitals gave generously, but it was soon evident that not enough blood could
be supplied from this source.

The use of lightly wounded patients as donors was authorized by the
Surgeon, II Corps, on 7 August 1943 (14), but there were few volunteers from
this source. These men considered themselves to be patients, and they feared
that if complications followed their wounds, they might be so weakened by
their donations that they would be in serious trouble. At the 77th Evacuation
Hospital (4), it was reported that the stimulus of "I might need it when it
happens to me" was completely lacking. In the opinion of even lightly wounded
men, "it" had already happened to them. Prisoners of war were sometimes
used for donors, but only if they volunteered.

When iceboxes finally became available to evacuation hospitals, many of
them drew blood in advance and kept from 4 to 6 pints on hand at all times.
The safety and efficiency of this method led to the acceptance of the concept
that, if equipment and personnel were provided, it would be entirely possible
to draw blood from troops in the base who would not be in combat soon;
check the blood there for syphilis and malaria; and then distribute it to all
forward hospital installations. This was precisely the system finally put into
effect.

When the blood bank was eventually established at the 15th Medical
General Laboratory, the great majority of donors were U.S. Army personnel
assigned to noncombatant duties or attached to units which would not be in
combat for at least a month. Service troops provided many thousands of
donors. The best sources were nearby replacement depots and staging areas.
A few thousand British soldiers, several hundred U.S. sailors, and a sprinkling
of Allied Armed Forces and U.S. civilians gave the remainder of the donations.
Many men who had been wounded and had received transfusions reported to
the blood bank to pay their debt to it.

Attempts to form donor lists were not successful; the rapid turnover of
personnel in replacement depots and staging areas made the lists almost
useless, even in service units, in which the population was more stable.

Specifications

Circular Letter No. 3, Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters, II Corps,
7 August 1943, addressed to all unit surgeons and dealing with the care of the
wounded in Sicily, listed the following specifications for blood donors (14):

1. Donors must have a negative history and physical examination, and a Kahn test
must be performed when possible.
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2. A donor with a history of malaria is not acceptable unless he has been symptom-free
for 2 years. A donor with a history of infectious hepatitis is not acceptable.

3. Crossmatching must be done before each transfusion.

The following additional specifications were made concerning malaria:

1. All personnel of the U.S. Army in Sicily are on suppressive Atabrine (quinacrine
hydrochloride) therapy, and it is recommended that no additional antimalarial therapy be
given either to recipient or donor in an emergency transfusion. If the transfusion is elective,
a booster dose of Atabrine (0.2 gin.) is given to the donor the night before the blood is drawn,
or quinine (10 gr.) is given to him 6 hours before the transfusion.

2. All donors are questioned concerning chills and fever in addition to specific questioning
about a history of malaria.

3. The abdomen is palpated. If the spleen is enlarged, the donor is rejected.
4. If laboratory facilities are available, thick and thin smears of the donor's blood are

examined for malarial parasites.

A malaria smear was examined for 1 minute about 30 minutes after it had
been fixed and stained. Of the first 54,383 donations examined in 1944 (15),
only six slides were found positive for malaria, an incidence of less than
1 : 10,000. By this time, it was the policy to reject donors with a history of
malaria, no matter how long they had been symptom-free. In the January-
March 1945 period, no positive slides were found in 11,191 bloods. Since
laboratory personnel were limited, it was decided, in view of these findings, to
abandon malaria smears. An increased incidence of malaria was not observed
in battle casualties receiving transfusions after testing was abandoned.

The policy about jaundice varied, but, after November 1944, each donor
was required to leave a urine specimen, which was examined by the methylene
blue test for increased bilirubin content. A small number of bloods from
donors with possible latent jaundice were discarded on the basis of this test (15).

Donors with a history of syphilis were accepted only if standard Army
treatment, which had resulted in negative serologic tests, had been completed
at least a year before the donation.

Payment of Donors

Circular Letter No. 27, Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters, NATOUSA,
20 August 1943 (16), called attention to Public Law 196, 77th Congress,
30 July 1941, which provided for the payment of blood donors. The law in
question permitted payments up to $50 per donation, but the circular letter
stated that, since donations had now become so commonplace, donors would
be paid at the rate of $10 per donation, and higher payments would be permitted
only for rare bloods such as those containing antibodies against certain diseases.
Payments were facilitated by the appointment of all officers in the transfusion
unit as class B finance officers. Funds at their disposition were usually about
$5,000, but, in peak periods, were raised to as much as $25,000. As a matter of
convenience, the Finance Officer, Peninsular Base Section, approved a special
form which permitted the payment of 22 donors on a single voucher (WDFD
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Form No. 25, Modified) instead of the use of a single form for each individual
donor.

Payment of donors, which continued until 31 December 1944, was an
important factor in securing blood donors in the Mediterranean theater.
Some men refused the money, or asked that it be given to the Red Cross, but
the majority accepted it. The practice of giving each donor a drink of whisky
after the donation was discussed several times but never put into practice.

SELECTION OF TYPE 0 BLOOD

Blood sent from the Naples blood bank to the Anzio beachhead and other
Army hospitals was all type 0. A few patients had mild attacks of shivering
or slight chills, but there were no serious reactions at first.

Until April 1944, no attempt was made to screen out 0 bloods with high
anti-A or anti-B titer or to limit the use of high-titer blood to 0 recipients (7).
Differentiation of these bloods had been discussed in planning for the bank,
but no action was taken, though the policy of using 0 blood for all recipients
was adopted with some misgivings by a number of medical officers.

In April 1944, two fully investigated cases provided the stimulus to titrate
O bloods and to reserve those with high-agglutinin content for 0 recipients only:

Case 1.-The first patient, seen at the 9th Evacuation Hospital, was an Arab with a
severe abdominal wound. Ilis blood type was A. After 75 cc. of group 0 blood collected
at the hospital from another Arab had been given to him, he had a severe chill, his tempera-
ture rose to 1050 F., and his condition was very poor. The transfusion was stopped at once.
An hour later, there was a marked elevation of the blood bilirubin, and a more pronounced
elevation 4 hours later, though the serum used for crossmatching before the transfusion had
had a normal bilirubin content. Next morning, the sclerae were yellow. The first urine
specimen after the reaction had been discarded, but all others were normal, and there was
no oliguria at any time. Recovery was uncomplicated.

When the blood in the donor bottle was reinvestigated, it was found to be
group 0 and Rh-positive. The plasma agglutinated the recipient cells in a
dilution of 1:8,000, indicating very high titer.

Case 2.-The second patient, at the 94th Evacuation Hospital, had multiple severe
wounds and was given six transfusions of 0 blood, none with an extremely high titer, within
12 hours. Although there was never evidence of hemolysis, he became markedly oliguric,
and he died of uremia on the fifth day.

It was considered highly unlikely that this second patient's oliguria was
caused by the 0 blood he had received and much more likely that it was the
result of his initial and prolonged shock. Nonetheless, Major Snyder at once
initiated discussions with Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Henry K. Beecher, MC, Capt.
(later Maj.) Charles H. Burnett, MC, Captain Lalich, and others who had
made special studies of shock and transfusion. The reactions were also dis-
cussed with medical officers at the 15th Medical General Laboratory.

Captain Lalich reported observing urinary difficulties in a number of
other cases of shock which he had investigated. The difficulties were by no
means universal, but some had occurred, and some had been serious. He did
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not think, however, that sufficient evidence had yet been accumulated to
inculpate group 0 blood or to request that the blood bank furnish type-
specific blood. While others thought that the request should be made imme-
diately, it was agreed that low-titer 0 blood should be given a further trial
before any change in present policies was instituted. As a precaution, all
blood with an anti-B titer over 1:64 was to be marked for group 0 recipients
only.

On 1 May 1944, when Major Snyder visited the 33d Field Hospital on the
Anzio beachhead, he was told of two deaths in group A patients who had
received group 0 blood. Most medical officers were now convinced that the
use of group 0 blood in group A recipients was unsafe and should be discon-
tinued. After further discussions with officers of the blood bank in Naples,
it was agreed that sufficient evidence was now at hand to warrant a change in
policy and to supply group A and group B blood for group A and group B
recipients, respectively. A circular letter would be prepared to accompany
the shipments of type-specific blood.

Before these arrangements could be completed, the decision was reversed
by higher authority, and the Surgeon, Fifth U.S. Army, was informed on 13
May 1944 by the Commanding General, North African theater, for action by
the Commanding Officer, 15th Medical General Laboratory, that the Base
Collecting Section of the 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.) would furnish
Fifth U.S. Army installations with only a single type of blood, group 0, with
an agglutinin below 1:64.

There were two reasons for this decision: One was the fear that more
deaths might be caused by errors in crossmatching if both group A and group B
blood were supplied than would result if group 0 blood titered for anti-A and
anti-B ogglutinogens continued to be used. The second reason was the possi-
bility t.,at group A or B blood might be administered through tubing through
which plasma was running, with resulting serious reactions.

In a return radiogram, the Commanding Officer, 15th Medical General
Laboratory, pointed out the following facts:

1. Rigid compliance with the order received might necessitate discarding half the 0
blood drawn. In the past, 0 blood with an anti-A titer of 1:250 or over had been marked
for group 0 recipients only. This blood comprised only about 15 percent of all bloods
drawn. The radiogram just received precluded the use of 0 blood with a titer of over 1:64
for anyone. Immediate authority was requested for the use of group 0 blood for 0 recipi-
ents, regardless of titer.

2. Four histologically proved cases of fatal hemoglobinuric nephropathy were known to
have followed the use of group 0 blood for A recipients.' In two of these fatalities, only
low-titer blood had been used. Major Beecher had information of other clinical cases in
which the circumstances were similar, and he had ceased to use group 0 blood for A recipients.

3. An immediate investigation by Colonel Churchill was requested, with authority to
modify or revoke the order of 13 May from theater headquarters.

4 Although fatal hemoglobinuric nephropatby occurred in these four patients, all of whom had received low-titer
group 0 blood, It must not be inferred that the transfusion of the 0 blood was responsible and that the sequence was
causative. Low-titer group 0 blood was given to many thousands of casualties in the Mediterranean and European
theaters and in the Pacific areas without any reactions. The more reasonable explanation of the sequence is that, in
these cases, the blood administered contained B isoagglutinins and therefore was incompatible.
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The matter wes finally resolved by continuing, as in the past, to use group
O blood of any titer for 0 recipients and to mark all blood with a titer of 1:250
or more to be used for group 0 recipients only.

When the Board for tile Study of the Severely Wounded made its report
in 1945 (6), it exonerated transfusion as the cause of lower nephron nephrosis
in most badly wounded men and put the responsibility on shock (p. 666).

TECHNIQUE OF COLLECTION OF BLOOD

The technique by which blood was collected at thie blood bank at tile 15th
Medical General Laboratory and other bleeding centers was substantially the
same as that used in Red Cross bleeding centers in the United States (figs.
98-101).

There was usually an airspace of 20-30 cc. (fig. 102) left in each bottle
after tile donation. While the various tests were being run, each bottle was
reevacuated through a blood donor valve attached to an electric vacuum
pump (fig. 103), and the empty space was filled with a 5-percent solution o0
dextrose in 0.85-percent sodium chloride (fig. 104). The dextrose solution
was added from a 1,000-cc. bottle of solution, by means of a valve attached to
an appropriate length of rubber tubing. It was used for two reasons, its pre-
servative effect and to fill the bottle completely, so that the red cells would
not be traumatized by shaking of the blood during transportation over rough
roads. If the bleeding bottle originally contained glucose and citrate, as some
did, the topping was accomplished with physiologic salt solution.

When the necessary tests had been carried out and duly recorded, the work-
sheet (fig. 101) was handed to a second technician, and each batch of blood was
given a final check. Bloods which were not group 0 were segregated an( ap-
propriately labeled. Bloods from donors with positive or doubtful Kahn tests,
positive malaria smears, or (later) positive methylene blue urinary tests, were
discarded, as were all bottles that showed an excessive amount of hemoglobin
in the supernatant plasma.

The remaining bloods, proved to be group 0 and suitable for transfusion
(fig. 105), were labeled Group 0. Kahn negative. Drawn ... .......
Use wvithin 7 days. (date)

Bloods which showed a high anti-A or anti-B agglutinin titer, or both,
were further identified by a large shipping tag tied around the neck of the bottle
(fig. 105) and reading For group 0 recipients only. Carefully group patient
before using this blood.

After the criterion for titration was changed from 1:128 to 1:64, about
35 percent of all grot p 0 bloods were labeled as high titer.

After processing was completed, the bloods were refrigerated at 390 F.
(40 C.) overnight or longer, depending upon the requirements of forward
hospitals. Ordinarily, processing on each batch of bloods was completed well
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Fic•,uu 99.-(ompletion of individual donation, 15th
Medical General Talboratory, Naples, 'March 19.44.

within 24 hours of their collection, so that the freshest possible blood could be
sent forward, in view of the 7-day datig period. ()i soime oceasions, blood
collected at the b)lood bank itn the inornill.v could be flown forward in the early
afterlooll.

LX'•BORAT'10 R•Y T E•iST

T itration

Whleni the 1)ossible risk of highi-titer blood for ,oti-() recipielnts wAvs recog-
lized it the Nale)hs bh•ood b:mk (p. 424). it bcan'e tihe clustom to perform i single

tube titration against known A 11d11 B cells with serum from each 0 blood
(1:32 dilution, 1:64 final dilution). After 14 May 11)44, all titrations at the
bank were made with a 1: 64 diluition of seruimi, a all blloods whose sevrl showed
agglutviaination of A or B (.ells ill this dilution t were l)lainllY marked for () recipienits
only. ()f the 4,39)8 bloods titrated 1) t his tecil'hiiue between this date and

Ma . hly 1944, 1 6,49 (37.5 percent ) showed a titer of 1 :64 and were labeled ac-
cordingly. It was c'onsidered more practiical to perfortn titration tests thian
to eilploy Witelbsky's A and iB groulp)-.l)ecific" substances for sp)ecific neutirad-

izatiom of normal isoaggnlutinn iin group 0 blood (1). 260).
The (;th ('eneral 1 lospital used the following technique in order to employ

high-titer 0 blood in a(ct e emergenicies in wmhi h an apl)l)ropriate donor (ouhl
not be found and ill whitch there was nto titte to waiti for- crossnia tch ing (17):

l. All pla-imo: in a flask of high-titlr blood w:.- wit•ldrav•i and di.scarded.

2. rhi. phasma wit hdriiwn was rep)lace.l with an "1:il :1namomit of pooled ,lalllna ScIpplied

in th, .standaird pl:ickigte.
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FIGURE 100.-Technician preparing blood sample for
typing, titration, and serologic testing, 15th Medical
General Laboratory, Naples.

This hospital gave more than a dozen of these so-called cocktail transfusions

with only one reaction, and that pyrogenic.

Typing

In the MTOUSA blood bank, as already described, the blood type was
determined by two independent laboratory examinations. Blood from the
donor's finger was first matched against known anti-A and anti-B serum with
a minimum titer of 1:64. Microscopic readings were done at the end of 30
minutes. The second test was with blood from the tubing used to fill the small
bottle; separated serum was matched against a 2-percent saline suspension
of known A and B cells.

When blood had to be given in emergencies in forward hospitals and tests
for direct compatibility were impractical, the blood group of the recipient had
to be accepted on the basis of his identification tag, in which the known error
was from 5 to 25 percent.
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DAILY WORK SHEET Date.

Cells Plus Serum I 64
AntiA Ant, B Serum Plus Plus Kahn

Number. Name Serum Serum A Cells B Cells A Cells B Cells O125 025 0S Remarks

FinunE 10l.-Daily worksheet, used to record results of various tests,
15th Medical General Laboratory, Naples.

Other Tests

Kahn tests were performed routinely in the blood bank and in hospitals

that operated their own blood banks. In the early days of the North African
theater, serologic testing was not always possible; there were no facilities for
it ahead of large evacuation hospitals.

After December 1944, the methylene blue test was used on urine specimens
collected at the blood bank, to detect excess bilirubin. About 1.09 percent

of the examinations were positive or doubtful. This was a pilot survey, and

its full significance was not assessed.
The Phillips-Van Slyke copper sulfate method of estimating the hemato-

crit, hemoglobin, and plasma protein concentration (p. 253) became standard
laboratory procedure in the theater as soon as the test was introduced in 1943.

Studies of red blood cell survival in blood collected and processed by the
technique used at the Naples blood bank were performed at Harvard in early

1945 by the radioactive iron technique. They showed 80 percent survival at

24 hours in blood used after 14 days' storage.
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NOlitNor,"

FIGURE 102.-Blood donations secured at 15th Medical General Lab-
oratory, Naples. Note froth at top of bottle on left, and completely
filled bottle on right. Glucose solution will be added to the bottle on left,
to fill up space now occupied by froth, partly for preservative effect of
solution on red blood cells, and partly to prevent sloshing of blood during
transportation.

FACILITIES

In his final report to The Surgeon General in 1945, Colonel Standlee (13)
made several points about facilities for a blood bank:

1. The base collection section should be attached to a theater or army laboratory or to
a base general hospital close to a large concentration of base troops.

2. Because of the urgent need for sterility, the base unit should be set up in a permanent
building or prefabricated hut, with room for beds for bleeding donors and for donors to rest
after their donations; office space; laboratory space; space for sterilization, washing, and
preparation of equipment; space for storage of blood; and refrigeration facilities. If pre-
fabricated huts were used, three would be required.

3. Quarters for personnel and parking space for vehicles should also be provided.
4. Engineering help would be required for the installation of new facilities. Floors

were preferably of concrete. Doors and windows must be screened. Four sinks were
necessary. Hot water was desirable; running water, essential. Partitions, laboratory
tables, and stools could be of wood. There must be a continuous and dependable supply of
110-volt electric current; refrigeration must not be interrupted.

While these facilities were highly desirable, numerous experiences proved
that it was quite possible to bleed efficiently and safely in far less propitious
surroundings. Thus, the bleeding center at the Fair Grounds in Naples was
a temporary structure of roughhewn boards and beams, with partitions of
burlap and cheesecloth. One bleeding center was in a whitewashed cowbarn,
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Many hospitals duplicated the experience of the 38th Evacuation Hospital,
in which, until February 1944, when Baxter Transfusovac bottles became
available, all the material used for collecting blood was improvised.

Capt. (later Maj.) William T. Thompson, Jr., MC, while in charge of the
blood bank at the 45th General Hospital, devised a satisfactory technique
of drawing blood in quantity when enough valves could not be obtained for
the donor sets. He placed large intravenous needles on the ends of short pieces
of heavy tubing which were clamped off until the needles were placed, respec-
tively, in the donor's vein and in the bleeding bottle. Later, a similar piece
of equipment was developed by the Army Medical Department. This improvi-
sation was also employed in the continental United States in 1943.

Standardized Equipment

The arrival of blood transfusion apparatus in the Mediterranean theater
was long delayed. The first radio request for it to the Office of The Surgeon
General, in May 1943, was disapproved because existing regulations did not
permit its shipment outside of the Zone of Interior (18).

Requests for bleeding bottles had been frequent since the beginning of the
North African campaign, and this equipment, procured through Supply Service
channels, began to arrive just as the Italian campaign got underway. Ex-
pendable recipient sets were not received in quantity in the theater until early
in 1945. This meant that the responsibility for the preparation of recipient
sets rested with individual hospitals during most of the war. It was a con-
siderable task for busy forward hospitals, but they did it remarkably well,
realizing that an appreciation of the importance of whole blood replacement
whenever blood loss had occurred carried with it the obligation of having suffi-
cient recipient sets and tubing ready at all times.

Donor set.--The 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.) report for June
1944 (11), after some experience with the Army expendable blood donor ap-
paratus (Medical Supply Item No. 9351510), contained the following comments
on it:

1. The use of this donor set is limited by a number of considerations, beginning with
the fact that a preliminary period of trial and error is necessary before a technician,
no matter how skilled he may be with other types of donor sets, can master this one.

2. The set is not well adapted for donors whose veins are small or whose blood flow is
sluggish. Unless donors in these categories are bled in 4 to 4¼ minutes, clotting will occur
in one or both needles.

3. The greatest usefulness of this set is in outfitting bleeding teams to collect blood at
multiple or isolated points, and also in eliminating some of the work during periods of stress,
when as many as 800 donors sometimes must be bled in a day.

4. The valves are eminently satisfactory when they are properly cared for, assembled,
and used. With them, one man can bleed two donors simultaneously with relative ease, and
the total personnel required for bleeding is fewer. Bleeding personnel, however, preferred
the old type stainless steel mechanical valve (a component of item No. 3609300) to the new
stainless steel valve containing a rubber inset, which they often found difficult to operate.

5. If the thick-walled taking tube were 18 inches in length instead of 12 inches, it would
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lbe more flexible, and the hose couhl lat er he usted for local bleeding, or couldl he issued to
fixed hospitals which drew their own blood.

The donor needle on this set wits not intenled to he salvaged, blut personnel
of the unit commented that it could have been miade useful for subsequent
venipunctures to secure blood specimens or for use on nionexpendable donor
sets if a slight change had beeni made in the structure of the huh. With this
change, a syringe or adapter could he fitted onto the needle, and it couId he
washed thoroughly before sterilization.

Expendable recipient set.-The blood transfusion unit personnel had no
experience, of course, with the disposable recipient set (item No. 9351520),
but secured the following comments on it from officers andi technicians who
used it in forward hospitals. The experience with it in June 1944 was limited,
but, some of the comnments were repeated in the ETMD for May 1945 (19),
after it had been used in more than 10,000 transfusions in field and evacuation
hospitals:

I. This set has the great advantage of being expendable. Until it was received in
sufficient numibers, shortly before the war ended, the cleaning and sterilization of donor sets
constituted the chief problem in the operation of a transfusion service.

2. The absence of any visible drip mechanism makes it impossible, or at least very
difficult, to determine whether blood is flowing satisfactorily into the recipient or if the alp-
paratus has become plugged. Since one person frequently must observe multiple trans-
fusions, and at the same time perform other duties, it is important to be able to determine
the speed and efficiency of the blood flow.

3I. The use of an unhutled needle to tap the vent tube of the bleeding bottle does not
permit tihe creation of a pressure chamber insi(le the bottle to start or accelerate the blood
flow.

4. If a short bevel were substituted for the long bevel on the giving needle, the hazard
of transtixing veins in shocked casualties with collapsed veins would be greatly reduced.

5. Piercing of the rubber bung of the bleeding bottle at the correct point is frequently
difficult because of the small grasping surface presented by the hub of the puncture needle.
When this difficulty has arisen, the intense squeezing (,ffect of the fingers has frequently caused
the rubber hose to spread laterally over the puncture needle, with a resulting air leak in the
vacuum in the bottle, which it is possible to overcome by tying a few turns of black silk over
the portion of the rubber hose encasing the hub.

6. The giving needle is the hose-connector type. A glass adapter fitting the standard
hubbed needle would be highly desirable for several reasons: In casualties with low blood
pressiure and collapsed veins, it is difficult, without such an adapter, to know when the needle
is in the vein. In burned or wounded casualties, it is often necessary to use the same vein
for numerous purposes, such as withdrawing blood for examination with a syringe and giving
various therapeutic fluids. In the most severely shocked patients, in whom a cannula is
tied into the vein, an adapter could be readily removed fromt the needle and inserted into the
cannula.

7. Since the blood flow is dependent upon gravity, and since resistance in the line may
greatly impede the flow, it would be- better if the thin rubber giving line were made 48 inches
rather than the present 42 inches.

8. In badly bled-out casualties, emergencies often arise in which it is desirable to give
blood under pressure. This is not possible with the present airway-piercing cannula, which
is sawed off and hubless. An airway-piercing needle with a hub and with an attached short
length of rubber tubing would remedy this defect.
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9. The structure of the apparatus is not suitable for administering multiple transfusions
through a single needle or the successive administration of blood, plasma, and electrolyte
and glucose solutions through a single needle. As a result, multiple successive venipunctures
are necessary, which is a serious drawback in seriously wounded casualties.

These and similar comments were, of course, justified. On the other
hand, it was fully realized, when the recipient set was devised, that it was not
so complete as the commercial set used in fixed hospitals in the Zone of Interior.
But some of the refinements had to be sacrificed because of shortages of critical
materials and in the interest of reducing the size of the oversea package. In
spit. of the lack of a drip flowmeter, the recipient set worked well because, in the
treatment of casualties in shock, speed of injection of the blood was so desirable
that there was no real need to meter the blood flow.

PRESERVATIVES

If preservative solutions that permitted storage of blood for 14 to 21 days
had been available in the Mediterranean theater when the blood bank was
established, a good deal of waste would have been avoided. At that time
(February 1944), the bleeding bottles contained only sodium citrate solution,
which is an anticoagulant, not a preservative. Even when dextrose was
added to the blood, the dating period did not exceed 7 days.

Bottles containing 600 cc. of Denstedt's solution were available in the
Zone of Interior, but could be shipped only in small numbers. Later, bottles
with Alsever's solution could have been requisitioned from the Zone of Interior,
but most surgeons in the theater, like others in other theaters, considered the
volume of this preservative solution undesirable. It would also have intro-
duced the risk of pulmonary edema in patients who required many transfusions
in a short period of time. ACD solution was never used in the Mediterranean
theater. It was not standardized by the Medical Department until early in
1945, and, by the time bottles containing it had reached Italy, the war was over.

STATISTICAL DATA

Requirements for, and Utilization of, Whole Blood

When the blood bank was established in Naples in February 1944, it was
estimated that the amount of blood needed per casualty would be from 0.6 to
0.7 pint. In the last 4 months of 1944, this estimate was reasonably well
sustained.

In their study of combat casualties in Fifth U.S. Army hospitals, Colonel
Snyder and Capt. (later Maj.) James W. Culbertson, MC, compiled the
following data (7):

1. Of all the casualties treated in field hospitals, about 70 percent required blood and
received an average of 3 pints each. About 63 percent required plasma and received an
average of 22 units each.
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2. Of all the casualties treated in evacuation hospitals, about 20 percent required
blood and received an average of 2 pints each. About 15 percent required plasma and
received an average of 2Y2 units each.

3. While the average administration of blood late in 1944 was 0.6 pint per casualty,
this was true only in hospitals in which blood was used in adequate amounts. The rates
for all Army hospitals were far below this.

4. The effect of the location of the hospital on the need for blood is evident in the
figures for the Salerno-Cassino fighting, in which 4,600 transfusions were given in the Army
area, against 300 at the base. When, however, the base was close to the battleline and
evacuation was rapid, its needs rose accordingly.

The changing concept of blood and plasma is also evident in comparative
figures (2):

During the Tunisian campaign in February 1943, in a series of 200 surgical
patients, half of whom required emergency operation, 6 blood transfusions
were given, against 350 plasma infusions. At this time, the surgeons had
little choice; they had ample amounts of plasma but no facilities for transfusion
and no donors except detachment personnel, who could not be checked for
either malaria or syphilis.

Of 431 seriously wounded patients admitted to one II Corps hospital
between 21 January and 28 February 1943, 101 received plasma and 31 whole
blood. In March 1943, of 561 patients who underwent 741 surgical procedures
at the 48th Surgical Hospital, 97 received whole blood. A few more lives
might have been saved, Major Snyder noted, if a more convenient method of
blood transfusion had been available, as well as better sources of blood.

When this same hospital moved forward in May 1943, to support the final
Bizerte offensive, at one time it was within 12 miles of the fighting front.
Between 4 and 11 May, it admitted 403 casualties, of whom 292 underwent
major surgical procedures, which were often multiple. Between 5 and 8 May,
it averaged 60 admissions per day. On 7 May, 82 operations were performed.
During this period, 84 transfusions and 291 plasma infusions were given (1:3.4).

Losses

The registration and bleeding of a donor at the bleeding center did not
necessarily insure that his blood would be used for a wounded casualty (table
14). For a number of reasons, there was a loss of approximately 10 percent
between registration and distribution, and a further loss of about 5 percent
between distribution and use. Among these reasons were losses from breakage,
clotting of the blood in bottles, clogging of the blood in recipient sets, and
expiration of the dating period. Some of these factors could be partly
controlled, but not all of them could be eliminated.

A certain amount of hemolysis occurred at the time of bleeding, apparently
being influenced by the operator's technique. Each time new groups of
technicians were trained, the incidence of hemolyzed blood rose. While
a certain amount of hemolysis (estimated at 25 mg. per 100 cc.) was considered
compatible with safety, no one could say with certainty where the dividing
line was, and the practice was to err on the side of caution.
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TABLE 14.-Production of 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.), February 1944-June 1945

Donors Bloods
Year and month

Registered Rejected Collected Discarded Distributed

1944
February --------------------- 258 9 249 2 247
March ---------------------- 2,074 69 2,005 25 1,980
April ------------------------ 1,793 104 1,689 130 1,559
May ------------------------ 6,958 564 16,644 273 6,371'
June ------------------------ 5,017 375 25,092 72 5,020
July ------------------------ 6,724 510 6,214 281 5,933
August ---------------------- 8,509 696 7,813 617 7,196
September ------------------- 11,708 866 10,842 454 10,388
October --------------------- 10,615 724 9,891 207 9,684
November ------------------- 4,010 265 3, 745 200 3,545
December -------------------- 4, 029 273 3, 756 156 3, 600

1945
January --------------------- 3,293 192 3,101 256 2,845
February -------------------- 4,033 125 3,908 221 3,687
March ---------------------- 4,444 262 4, 182 225 3,957
April ------------------------ 11,521 814 10,707 427 10,280
May ------------------------ 2,261 130 2,131 85 2,046

Total --------------- 87,247 5,978 81,969 3,631 78.338

'Includes 250 bottles collected by the 2d Medical Laboratory (Army).
'Includes 450 bottles collected by the 2d Medical Laboratory (Army).

A satisfactory explanation was never advanced for the hemolysis invari-
ably present to some degree when the vacuum technique was used. Some
medical officers with extensive experience explained it as due to an excess of
glycerin in the valves. Others, with equal experience, thought the explanation
was too rapid bleeding, with collapse of the tube during the procedure. Still
others thought the high vacuum in the bleeding bottle might cause disruption of
a certain proportion of red blood cells.

Every attempt was made to adjust supply to demand, but with a storage
period limited to 7 days, this was extremely difficult. Not infrequently, stocks
had to be built up in expectation of a large-scale offensive that was later post-
poned. The end of heavy fighting was even more unpredictable than the
beginning of an offensive, so again, when fighting suddenly ceased, the bank
would be left with large stocks on hand. Some wastage of blood would have
been avoided, as well as wastage of vacuum bottles always in short supply,
if the blood transfusion unit had been given more precise advance information
about probable casualties in forthcoming engagements.

The base section ordinarily had a 24-hour supply of blood on hand and the
forward distributing section, an additional 24-hour supply. Blood thus reached
forward hospitals on the third day, leaving it with 4 more days of useful life.
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Very little blood was used in Italy after the 7-day dating period because of
daily deliveries from the base to the forward section and from the forward
section to Army hospitals. The schedule was difficult to maintain because
large reserves could not be built up without risking wastage from aging. It
was practical only because the lines of communication were short.

Whenever possible, blood not used in forward hospitals was distributed
to base hospitals, being shipped back to them as it neared its 7-day limit.
There were times, however, when this was not practical. The various field
and evacuation hospitals were sometimes so widely separated that regular
contact with theni was imipossible and their aging blood could not be secured
for salvage. This happened at the fall of Rome, when the distributing unit
went forward with Army hospitals and for a time was completely out of touch
with hospitals in Rome.

The total blood transfusion unit loss of 10 to 15 percent froin 1)led donor
to transfused recipient was probably as close to the absolute minimum as
possible when dealing with blood that had a 7-day exl)iration date.

Overall Statistics

The 200 pints of blood brought into Anzio on 22 January 1944, the day
of the landings, were used up by 27 January. Thereafter, an average of 100
pints per day was brought in, usually by LST's, less often by small planes,
which could land on the airstrip without drawing German fire. Two enlisted
men, who checked all incoming supplies, had the special responsibility of watch-
ing for the blood and dispatching it immediately by truck to the medical dump.
It was held there by the British transfusion unit, which stored it and distri-
buted it. This was a bighly efficient operation.

Something over 4,000 pints of blood were brought in between 22 January
and 25 February, inclusive. Between 26 February, when the blood bank at
Naples took charge of the operation, and 25 May 1944, 5,128 pints of blood
were supplied to the hospitals on the Anzio beachhead.

Before the breakout at Anzio at the end of May 1944, it had become evi-
dent that the blood bank could not supply as much blood as would be needed
for that offensive. With General Martin's approval, Major Snyder arranged
with Lt. Col. (later Col.) Kenneth F. Ernst, MC, Commanding Officer, 2d
Medical Laboratory, which was attached to the Fifth U.S. Army, for an
additional 100 pints daily (7). The first delivery was made on 26 May.
With more recipient sets, the laboratory could have supplied more blood.
With the limited number available, it was necessary to stop collections at
noon every day to clean and resterilize the equipment.

Tables 14 and 15 show the production and distribution figures for the
blood collected in Italy from the first collection at the 15th Medical General
Laboratory in February 1944 to the end of the fighting in that thieatcr in
May 1945. The figures include the blood collected by the laboratory before
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the 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.) was activated; the blood collected
by the 6703d while it remained in Italy (p. 455); and the blood collected by
the 2d Medical Laboratory (Army) while it was attached to the Fifth U.S
Army. It does not include figures for blood collected by individual hospital
blood banks.

Report of 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.)

The tabulated report of the 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.) for
January-May 1945 was as follows (11):

Of 25,689 donors registered, 1,659 had to be rejected, 1,251 because they were not group
0 (group A 854, group B 309, group AB 88). The other 408 were rejected because of disease,
recent donations, and a variety of other reasons.

Of the 24,030 donors bled, 23,862 were group 0 (group A 127, group B 36, group 'AB 5).
Of the bloods drawn, 1,199 were discarded at the bleeding center (5 percent), because o"

hemolysis and outdating (682); incomplete filling of bottles (189); positive serology (114);
and positive or doubtful bilirubinuria by the methylene blue test (214).

TABLZ 15.-Distribution of 78,329 bloods collected by 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.),
February 1944-June 1945

Hospital distribution

Year and month
Fifth U.S. Seventh U.S. General and Total

Army Army station

1944
February ------------------------------- 229 18 247
March --------------------------------- 1,822 ----------- 158 1,980
April ---------------------------------- 1,536 23 1,559
May ---------------------------------- 5,223 ----------- 513 5,736
June ---------------------------------- 3,630 ----------- 1,820 5,450
July ----------------------------------- 4, 126 ----------- 1,644 5,770
August -------------------------------- 1,092 3,539 2,285 6,916
September ----------------------------- 4,198 4,380 1,498 10,076
October -------------------------------- 5, 998 3, 144 1,087 10, 229
November ------------------------------ 3,121 168 433 3, 722
December ------------------------------ 3,314 ----------- 325 3,639

1945
January -------------------------------- 2,688 ----------- 192 2, 880
February ------------------------------- 3,493 ----------- 114 3,607
March --------------------------------- 3, 796 ----------- 166 3, 962
April ---------------------------------- 9,624 ----------- 315 9,939
May ---------------------------------- 2,038 ----------- 482 2,520
June ----------------------------------- 94 3 97

Total --------------------------- 56,022 11,231 11,076 78,329
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In addition to the 682 bottles of blood discarded at the bleeding center because of hemoly-
sis and outdating (2.8 percent), 120 were discarded at the distributing center for the same
reasons plus assumed contamination (0.5 percent).

Of the total of 24,030 donors bled, 1,319 bloods were discarded for all reasons (5.4 per-
cent). From the 25,689 donors registered, 22,831 bottles of blood were secured for distri-
bution. There was thus a net loss of donors, blood, or both between registration of donors
and distribution of blood of 2,858 (11.1 percent).

Of the 22,831 useful bottles of blood, 19,779 were distributed to Fifth U.S. Army hos-
pitals; 675 to base hospitals in Naples- and 2,301 to base hospitals in Florence, Leghorn,
Pisa, Verona, and Bologna. Fifty-four bottles were used for media and typing sera, and 22
bottles were on hard at the end of the fighting.

Of the 23,683 group 0 bloods whose agglutinin titers were determined, 7,113 were
found to have anti-A, anti-B, or both anti-A and anji-B titers of 1:64 or over (30 percent).
These bloods were labeled For group 0 recipients only. Group patient carefully.

The following laboratory tests were made on the blood collected:

74,914 blood groupings, including 25,440 screening tests, 24,440 cell groupings, 24,030
serum groupings, and 5 Rh groupings.

24,030 slide agglutinin titrations.
25,486 hemoglobin determinations.
24,030 Kahn tests.
209 Kolmer tests.
9,565 malaria smears.
24,118 tests for urinary bilirubin.

HOSPITAL EXPERIENCES

The experience of individual hospitals brought out, many practical points
in the use of whole blood. Thus the 9th Evacuation Hospital, which func-
tioned as , general hospital in Italy and as an evacuation hospital in southern
France, found it extremely important to identify bleeding bottles and tubes
very carefully by number because of the large number of Arab patients with
,he same names, or almost similar names. It also found it important to do
minor as well as major crossmatching.

The 45th General Hospital established its own blood bank in March 1944
after observing the value of whole blood in delayed primary wound closure;
it recorded only four unsatisfactory results in 265 such wound closures. Bank
personnel emphasized that a great deal of waste could have been avoided bad
the hospital received some advance notice, as it usually did not, about the
probable number and general type of casualties it would receive after an

offensive.
At the 21st General Hospital (20), the training program in anesthesia

included instruction in resuscitation, oxygi.n therapy, transfusion, and other
intravenous therapy. This section administered all blood. The two enlisted
men attached to it were trained in transfusion and oxygen therapy and served
as assistants lo the chief anesthesiologist.

At this hospital, detachment personnel interested their friends in nearby

units in the blood bank mid had a stirring response. Needs were met and
then surpassed; it was not uncommon to turn away more donors tlhn were bled.
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The number of transfusions rose progressively from 22 in January to 827 in
November and 1,761 in December. Those who watched the results of the
blood programn as it unfolded remarked many times that they were watching
medical history in the making. Anesthesiologists declared that they no longer
had to contend with shock on the operating table, no matter how formidable
the surgery. Surgeons undertook operations on patients whom they once
would have considered hopeless risks, without fear of irreversible pathophysi-
ology. The universal opinion in this hospital was that blood accomplished
what plasma simply could not accomplish.

When the 21st General Hospital arrived in southern France, maintenance
of its blood supply was difficult because of the small number of troops in the
immediate vicinity. This problem was solved by organizing a laboratory
team wbich went to accessible units and bled the donors there. The whole
experience of this hospital is an interesting illustration of what could be ac-
complished, in the face of difficulties, once personnel were convinced of the
need for, and the value of, whole blood in the management of wounded cas-
ualties.

SURVEY OF BLOOD PROGRAM

Most of the material in the report to The Surgeon General by Colonel
Kendrick on his visit to the Mediterranean theater in October 1944 (21) is
presented elsewhere in this volume, under the headings of shock, resuscitation,
complications of blood transfusion, especially anuria, and other headings, but
certain general comments should be repeated here:

1. The interest and enthusiasm displayed by the medical officers and
other personnel in the theater over the potentialities of whole blood were
impressive. Equally impressive was their recognition of the possible dangers
associated with its use.

Colonel Churchill had himself supervised the development of the program
from his arrival in North Africa in March 1943. His first recommendations
were the result of his personal verification of the need for whole blood by his
own examination of wounded casualties in clearing stations and forward
hospitals. Highly competent medical officers had then been assigned to work
on the problem from various aspects: Major Sullivan and Captain McGraw,
from the standpoint of the supply and preservation of whole blood; Major
Beecher, from the angle of resuscitation in field and evacuation hospitals; and
Maj. Champ Lyons, MC, and Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Oscar P. Hampton, Jr.,
MC, who studied the indications for whole blood in base hospitals in connection
with their work on penicillin.

As might have been expected, there were some divergences of opinion,
even in this small group, but by this time certain principles had been established
as basic and should be used to guide future blood bank operations. The
experience of these officers by this time was so large that their conclusions
could be accepted as entirely valid.

717-4091-64--31
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2. The officers in the theater worked on the premise, established in the
Zone of Interior, that fresh blood is necessary in the treatment of battle
casualties and that any departure from its use is simply to meet contingencies
imposed by the military situation.

3. The error in identification tags was about, 10 percent, which corresponded
to the error found in the European theater (p. 244).

4. The possible relation of anuria to the use of group 0 blood was recog-
nized (p. 424), but remained to be proved. It was suggested, however, that it
might be safer to use low-titered 0 blood (1:128) until a definite conclusion
was arrived at, even though the policy would require another testing procedure
in the bleeding center.

5. A tendency was sometimes observed to give too much blood before
surgery in field and evacuation hospitals. Experience showed that casualties
who failed to demonstrate clinical improvement after receiving 3-4 pints of
blood were either continuing to bleed or had some fulminating infection.
In either event, surgery was necessary. Transfusion should be continued
during the operation.

6. Practically all instances of shock observed by Colonel Kendrick were
the result of hemorrhage. Most casualties in shock had hematocrits ranging
from 25 to 30, as the result of hemorrhage followed by hemodilution. Even
when these patients had received adequate amounts of blood in forward
hospitals, they entered base hospitals with hematocrits from 30 to 35. It
was the general impression that such patients withstood surgery better when
their hematocrits had been restored to approximately normal values (40-45).
A pint of blood raised the hematocrit by an average of 3 percent and the
hemoglobin by an average of 0.9 gin. percent. Studies of several series of
compound fractures of the femur by Major Lyons and Major Hampton showed
that an average of 2,600 cc. of blood was required over a 3-4 (lay period to
carry the patients safely through surgery. No proof had been found that
multiple transfusions modified infection or increased the speed of healing,
but there was no doubt that these patients withstood surgery better when
their blood values were approximately normal.

7. Alkalinization was considered indicated when multiple transfusions
were necessary. At this time, 150 cc. of 4-percent sodium citrate was being
used for this purpose. Since sodium-r-lactate (6/M.) was already available
in 500-cc. vacoliter bottles (Baxter), Colonel Kendrick recommended that it
be standardized and used instead. His recommendation was accepted.

8. Expendable collecting and giving sets were not yet available in the
Mediterranean thenter. Preparation and sterilization of these sets in busy
evacuation and field hospitals were difficult to accomplish properly, as some
reactions proved very clearly. Colonel Kendrick recommended that trans-
fusion teams be provided with flexible equipment; namely, 1,000-cc. collecting
bottles containing Alsever's solution and 600-cc. bottles containing Denstedt's
solution. This reco711endat ion was not implemented.
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COMMENT

On 29 October 1944, in his letter of transmittal to the Surgeon, NATOUSA
(9), Colonel Cornell noted that the accompanying quarterly history of the
6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.) was "probably the first of its kind."
His (first) indorsement continued:

Captain McGraw has briefly told the essential facts of the activities of that unit and
its cooperative partner, the 6703 Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.). Their successful accom-
plishnients of their mission have been in great part due to Captain McGraw's training,
industry, and application to duty. Under his leadership they have successfully met demands
for three and four times the quantity of blood originally considered. The men at the base
section have worked steadily for long hours to continually supply the needs of at first one,
and then two, armies. The forward distributing sections have driven all the rough roads
at the front day and night and have accomplished an excellent job. The pilots of the blood
planes have flown through foul weather when other ships were grounded and landed on
"closed" fields to get the blood through. Blood bank couriers have ridden many miles
in open trucks to deliver the blood forward when our advanced fields could not be used. The
entire group are to be highly commended for a new and difficult task, not done, for they
will carry on, but carried thus far in the best traditions of the Medical Department.

Anyone familiar with the work of the oversea blood banks in all theaters
knows that this tribute is applicable to them all.

Part II. Seventh U.S. Army

ORGANIZATION

When the Seventh U.S. Army invaded southern France in August 1944,
the supply of whole blood for it furnished few problems because it utilized the
experience of the blood bank at the 15th Medical General Laboratory in Naples
and of the 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.) which operated out of it
(22-24). The field and evacuation hospitals of this Army were thus relieved
of the heavy task that had been the original lot of forward hospitals of the Fifth
U.S. Army, procurement and storage of their own blood as well as its adminis-
tration. The Seventh U.S. Army also escaped the always undesirable necessity
of bleeding line and service troops in forward areas.

The 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Prov.) 5 which supported the invasion
of southern France was made up of personnel withdrawn from three sources
between February and April 1944: (1) an inactivated station hospital; (2) the
1st Medical Laboratory; and (3) the 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.).
It was attached to the 15th Medical General Laboratory for instruction and

SThe 67(3d Blood Transfusion Unit (Prov.) was set up at Bagnoll, Italy, on 22 June 1944, by General Orders No. 124,
Peninsular Base •ection, NATO USA, on 21 June 1944. On 31 October 1944, the unit was relieved of its attachment to the
Peninsular Base Section and assigned to Continental Advance Section at Dijon. On the same (late, all officers and enlisted
men were relieved of their assignment to the unit and assigned to the Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters, NATOUSA,
whence they were transferred to the European theater.

On 17 February 1945, by Organization Order No. 122, headquarters, Counnunication Zone, ETOUSA, the unit was
redesignate(d the 6825th Blood Transfusion Company (Non-T/O).
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training. By the time personnel were assigned to it on 1 July 1944, alnost all
of its equipment was available.

The organization and operation of the 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit
were facilitated by a number of facts: The 1st Medical Laboratory, from
which part of its personnel was secured, had been staging with the 15th Med-
ical General Laboratory since 1 May 1944. Personnel assigned from the
6713th had gained considerable practical experience during the advance on
Rome in June 1944 and were now well versed in blood bank operations. After
the 6703d was activated, the two units worked together until the forward
distributing section went to France on 15 August 1944. After that date, the
bleeding and processing section of the 6703d continued to work with the blood
bank in Naples until it also moved to southern France in November.

As the result of these circumstances, the careful training by Colonel
Cornell, and the warm interest and cooperation of Colonel Arnest, Surgeon,
Peninsular Base Section, NATOUSA, the 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit
(Ovhd.) was a well-trained and smoothly functioning unit when it began to
operate independently. It was divided into a base bleeding section and forward
distributing section and, in general, it followed the techniques and policies of
the 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit.

PERSONNEL

The authorized personnel of the 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit consisted
of a major, MC; two captains, MC; two captains, SnC; and 28 enlisted men,
including 1 technical sergeant and 3 staff sergeants. A full complement of
officers was never attained, but the roster of enlisted men and noncommissioned
officers was usually complete.

In his final report, the historian of the unit noted that the personnel
originally assigned to the base bleeding section could handle 100 pints of blood
a day. The unit consistently shipped close to 200 pints, which required borrow-
ing personnel from other organizations. It was recommended that additional
personnel should be provided in any future table of organization, particularly
two additional drivers and two additional laboratory technicians. This
recommendation was carried out.

Although the unit was supposed to be attached to an Army laboratory
for administration as well as for rations and quarters, it soon became evident
that many administrative duties would have to be handled by unit personnel,
in addition to their regular duties. It was recommended that in the future
the table of organization for a blood transfusion unit provide for a master
sergeant and a clerk-typist. This recommendation was carried out.

OPERATIONS

The base bleeding section of the 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit began
operations in July 1944, assisting the 6713th to supply blood to the Fifth U.S.
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Army. Both units were attached to the 15th Medical General Laboratory,
and personnel and equipment were pooled. Different sections of the 6703d were
sent to France in August and in October, but the combined activities of the
two units continued until the last section of the 6703d went to France on 27
October 1944.

Invasion of Southern France

The forward distribution section of the 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit
was assigned to the 1st Medical Laboratory for the invasion of southern
France on 15 August 1944. The personnel who landed with the assault troops
on D-day were attached to platoons of field hospitals, and each group was
supplied with refrigerators mounted on trucks. The assignments were as
follows:

1. An officer and an enlisted man attached to a platoon of the l1th Field Hospital,
which supported the 44th Division, had 188 bottles of blood in seven insulated boxes. This
group had the main refrigerator unit.

2. Two enlisted men attached to a platoon of the 10th Field Hospital, which supported
the 3d Division. had 144 bottles of blood in four insulated boxes.

3. Two enlisted men attached to another platoon of the 11th Field Hospital, which
supported the 36th Division, had 168 bottles of blood in seven insulated boxes.

4. The First Special Service Force (a mixed Canadian and U.S. group, which, like
rangers and commandos, had a special combat mission) had 100 bottles of blood in insulated
containers. Some of the hospital ships in the invasion armada also carried small amounts
of blood, sometimes in vegetable refrigerators.

Personnel of the forward distributing section embarked at Naples a week
before the invasion. The blood was placed aboard the transports just before
the ships departed. This plan assured a supply not over 7 or 8 days old for
immediate invasion needs. The soundest principles of combat loading were
observed; that is, the blood was loaded late, so that it could be taken off early,
and it was distributed among several ships. Corps and division surgeons and
line officers required considerable persuasion before these results were
accomplished.

On D-day, each group, with its refrigeration, was landed on a separate
beach. On D +1, the three groups made contact with each other, and there-
after they operated as a single distributing unit for all the hospitals on the
beachhead.

Battle casualties for the first 3 days of the landings had been estimated
at 1,881, and, on the basis of previous experience, about 0.6 pint of whole
blood was supplied for each (1,129 pints). The 1,400 bottles provided, aside
from the additional small amounts carried on hospital ships, included an excess
of 271 bottles, which were regarded as essential insurance against possible loss.
Actually, battle casualties numbered only 989, and nonbattle casualties, whose
requirements for whole blood were generally less than those of battle casualties,
numbered 205.
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AIR TRANSPORT

Through the cooperation of the Navy and the Army Air Forces, arrange-
ments had been made to deliver whole blood to the target area, beginning oil
D+ 1 and continuing until an airstrip could be established. The plan (map 1)
involved flying the blood collected in Naples to Corsica, whence it was carried
to the landing beaches by patrol vessels and motor torpedo boats.

The schedule was carefully worked out. The special blood plane, with
the courier who was to fly with the blood, waited on the airfield in Naples for
the arrival of the truck that brought the blood from the blood bank immedi-
ately before the plane took off. The insulated boxes (fig. 95) containing the
blood were loaded and lashed in place, together with the French1 blood drawn
in North Africa and flown to the base the previous day. When the plane
landed on the northern tip of Corsica, a truck carried it to the patrol torpedo
boat, where the Navy assumed responsibility for it. The courier who had
brought in the blood the previous day exchanged information with the courier
accompanying the fresh blood, and the empty boxes and bottles were loaded
on the plane returning to Italy.

When the patrol boat arrived off the French beaches, it identified itself,
and an officer or enlisted man from the forward distributing center, who was

expecting it, came alongside in a DUKW (amphibious truck, 23•-ton cargo)
with a truckdriver (fig. 106). The blood was trucked a mile or two inland,
where it was loaded into the refrigerator truck awaiting it. If the roads were

too bad for the 2'/2-ton truck, the insulated boxes were loaded on weapons
carriers for distribution. The trucks sometimes traveledi as much as 35 miles
to meet the blood plane, their progress being expedited by the military police.

At each hospital, a 6-cu. ft. refrigerator was reserved in the laboratory tent for
the storage of blood.

In the initial planning for D-day, Col. Frank B. Berry, MC, Consultant
in Surgery, Seventh U.S. Army, received invaluable help from Colonel Cornell,

who personally arranged for all the contacts in the transportation of the blood.

As a result, there were no delays, and more blood than was needed was always

available during the landings, as well as later in the campaign.
After airfields became available in southern France on D+8, blood was

flown directly to them from Naples in 2 to 2,1. hours.
The use of a courier was even imore important in southern France than

in Italy. The Italian front never covered a great deal of ground, and it was

therefore relatively easy to make contact with the forward distributing sec-

tion as each load of blood arrived from the base. In France, the distances

were much greater, and the plane was sometimes forced to land more than a

hundred miles from its designated field. When this happened, the courier
assumed responsibility for the blood, and, since he was armed with proper

authority from base an(i theater commanders, he was able to secure motor

transport to truck the blood forward to the distributing center.
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command post located near a forward airfield. This substation, which serviced
forward field hospital platoons, was sometimes 50-70 miles ahead of the com-
mand post.

Immediately after the landings in southern France, the forward distribut-
ing section began to make daily deliveries of blood to field and evacuation
hospitals in its two weapons carriers. The forward section was usually located
at a point midway between the two flanks of the line, and one vehicle went
east and one west. As a rule, the round trips could be made in less than 8
hours, during which time the blood could be kept cold in the insulated boxes
in which it had traveled from Italy. If the trip was likely to require more
time, the 1l-ton truck, which usually met the blood plane, was used. The
large refrigerator was a storage box and was moved only when the command
post of the distributing section moved.

It was soon evident that the transportation on hand was inadequate to
the needs of the blood distributing section, and arrangements were made with
the Surgeon, Seventh U.S. Army, for two additional weapons carriers and
drivers. Later, these vehicles and personnel were replaced by vehicles and
drivers from the 58th Medical Battalion. This arrangement continued until
the end of the war.

The forward distributing section encountered logistic difficulties from the
time of the landings until March 1945. The distances were always long.
The roads were poor, and, through the mountains, were often snowbound and
icebound. In December 1944 and January 1945, during the fighting in the
Colnar Pocket, the front was divided into two rugged sectors. In addition
to the run of 130 miles to the rear, to pick up the blood from the bleeding
center at Dijon (p. 452), it was necessary to make runs of 100 miles to each of
these sectors. Communications with the base were always difficult and un-
certain and were sometimes impossible. After air service had been abandoned,
it often took from 2 to 4 days for the two sections of the blood bank to communi-
cate with each other or to communicate with Paris through SOLOC (Southern
Line of Communications). As a result, a wasteful supply of blood had to be
maintained in forward hospitals.

During this period, the Seventh U.S. Army grew in size and the territory
covered by it increased. It is remarkable that it was kept supplied with blood
by a forward section that never had more than six drivers and that operated
entirely with its own three trucks and two borrowed weapons carriers.

About 18 December 1944, conditions became so bad that deliveries to
individual field hospitals had to be suspended. Instead, deliveries were made
to headquarters platoons,which got the blood through to the other platoons.
Some field and evacuation hospitals at considerable distances from the command
post of the distributing center assisted in the distribution of the blood by
sending their own transportation part of the way to meet the blood bank truck.
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BASE BLEEDING SECTION

The 1st Medical Laboratory, which had been attached to the 15th Medical
General Laboratory, left Italy on 4 September 1944, to set up in France and to
prepare a location for the 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.). It took
with it all the equipment and transportation of the base bleeding section.
Lt. (later Capt.) William S. Proudfit, SnC, who was assigned to the unit, was
put on temporary duty with the Seventh U.S. Army, to aid the 1st Medical
Laboratory in setting up a blood bank section. Eight enlisted men from the
21st General Hospital were placed on temporary duty with the Seventh U.S.
Army for the same purpose.

The choice of a location for the bleeding center was difficult because the

Army was moving so rapidly that concentrations of troops were few and tempo-
rary. Finally, ]kpinal was selected as the best site because of the large con-
centration of service troops there at the time. The bleeding section began to
function on 11 October and operated at this site until 29 October, when facilities
for a permanent installation were found in the medical school at Marseille.
During the 3 weeks the collecting section functioned at iPpinal, it drew and
processed more than 2,400 bottles of blood. In order to use donors more effi-
ciently, group A as well as group 0 blood was supplied to hospitals in the area.
The 375 bottles of A blood were plainly labeled and there were no untoward
incidents.

At Marseille, the bleeding section was attached to the 4th Medical Lab-
oratory (Army) for administration, rations, and quarters. Essential equipment
was obtained from the Surgeon, Dijon Base Section, and the section was ready
to draw blood on 1 November 1944. The remainder of the bleeding section
arrived from Italy in the middle of November. The Marseille center operated
until 11 May 1945. It was because the Seventh U.S. Army landed in friendly
territory in southern France that it was possible to bring the collecting section
from Naples into Marseille, in the rear of the Army area, so promptly.

Personnel from nearby staging areas and a replacement depot supplied
the first donors at the Marseille bleeding center. It soon became apparent,
however, that because of the fluctuations in personnel strength, these sources
could not supply the 175-200 pints of blood necessary each day. An additional
bleeding center was therefore opened early in December on a prominent street
in downtown Marseille.

In January 1945, a mobile bleeding unit was organized from bleeding
section personnel to care for donations at distant military installations. All
blood collected in Marseille was processed at the medical school.

The success of the Marseille operation was in large part due to publicity in
civilian newspapers and in the Stars and Stripes; activities of the American
Red Cross; assistance of civil affairs-military government officials; and the
maintenance of donor rolls by individual units, in accordance with Letter

717-409 64(-32
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AG 742, Op M(C, Headquarters, Communications Zone, ETOUSA, 14 March
1945 (24).

Delivery of blood.-When the bleeding section of the blood transfusion
unit moved to Marseille, blood drawn there was shipped by rail to Dijon and
then trucked to Epinal for distribution. 'When the command post ef the for-
ward distributing section moved to Lundville, and later to Sarrebourg, the ship-
mients were relayed from Ppinal by transportation furnished by the 23d General
Hospital. On 9 March, the routing was changed, and blood from Marseille,
as well as from the European blood bank in Paris, both arrived at Lun6ville
by rail. On 12 March, blood from Marseille was sent to Nancy by rail, and
blood from Paris by plane.

At this time, the distribution of blood was greatly simplified becausc, the
services of two distributing sections were obtained from the 127th Station
Hospital, to supplement the unit distributing section. These sections were
attached to CONAD (Continental Air Defense Command), and by CONAD
to an air holding unit, where they acted as a rear blood station. This station
received all blood from the bank in Paris, with which effective daily communica-
tion had now been established, stored it, and shipped the containers back to
Paris. It was able to provide for all the needs of the blood transfusion unit
distributing center until the end of hostilities.

During the last weeks of the war, the unit command post made five moves,
one from France to Germany and the remainder in Germany. The forward
distributing section continued to supply small amounts of blood after the end of
hostilities until it rejoined the parent unit in Marseille on 8 June 1945.

TRANSFER TO ETOUSA

A supplementary blood supply for Seventh U.S. Army hospitals was neces-
sary while the bleeding section of the 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit was moving
from tpinal to Marseille. Arrangements for this purpose were made with the
European blood bank, and deliveries to ipinal began on 28 October 1944.
They were to be discontinued after the transfer to Marseille had been made,
but the demand for blood was so great that they were continued until the
Seventh U.S. Army passed into the logistic control of the European theater on
20 November 1944. The first shipments consisted of blood drawn and processed
in the theater. Later, Seventh U.S. Army hospitals were supplied with blood
collected in the Zone of Interior and flown to Paris.

DONORS

The procurement of donors was a constant problem throughout the opera-
tion of the 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.). In Italy, donors were
first procured from U.S. troops in the Naples area. Contacts and arrangements
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were made with the various units by telephone, an1( transportation was fur-
nished by the blood bank.

When the 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit opened an independent bleeding
center at the 24th Replacement Depot at Caserta, procurement of donations
was fairly simple. Arrangements were made with the post surgeon, and troops
were marched to the bleeding station, so that transportation did not have to be
furnished.

Up to 1 September 1944, enough donors were available from these sources
to meet the need for blood for Seventh U.S. Army hospitals without too much
difficulty. Then, as more and more troops were sent to France, the situation
became more critical.

All the blood drawn at Epinal came from U.S. troops. Units were reached
by telephone, and donors were transported to the blood bank, which was then
attached to the 59th Evacuation Hospital. By the time the bleeding unit had
moved to Marseille, most Seventh U.S. Army service troops in the ]pinal area
had been bled once.

Bleeding of civilian donors began at the Marseille subcenter on 8 December
1944. The response was at first slow. Then it increased, only to fall
off during the holidays. It finally increased again and remained stable.
In December 1944, 20.52 percent of the 6,042 donors were civilians. In
March 1945, civilians made up 61.86 percent of the donors and in April,
53.72 percent. By this time, casual military donors had practically dis-
appeared, one reason being that payment to them had been discontinued on
31 December 1944. Flight rations, provided by the Surgeon, Dijon Base
Section, made donations attractive for civilian donors of whom 12,772 were
bled.

In February 1945, at the request of the Surgeon, Seventh U.S. Army,
A blood as well as 0 blood was collected, the donor reservoir being considerably
increased by the 30-percent component thus secured. Most of the A blood
was obtained from civilians. It was checked and handled with great care,
and there were no known instances of trouble.

Malaria smears were discontinued at Marseille on 1 February 1945, as
they had been in Italy (p. 453).

EQUIPMENT

The equipment used by the base bleeding unit was generally satisfactory
except that the tube racks were insufficient, the drying oven was too small,
facilities for distilling water were inadequate, and there was no cyclotherm.
A special still was constructed at the 15th Medical General Laboratory when
it was found that the issue still was entirely incapable of putting out the large
amounts of distilled water required in the operation of the blood bank. Other
deficiencies were corrected by improvisations by unit personnel, assisted by
engineers at the base.
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REFRIGERATION AND TRANSPORTATION

The mechanical refrigeration and transportation originally provided for
the 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit consisted of:

1. A 45-cu. ft. refrigerator mounted on a 2%-ton truck with 3-kw. genera-
tors to furnish 24-hour electric current. The fly of the truck shaded the gen-
erators during the summer months and generally protected them from the
weather. This refrigerator was the main storage unit and moved only when
the section advanced.

2. Two 6-cu. ft. refrigerators mounted on weapons carriers, with 1l-kw.
electric generators. These refrigerators were used for delivery of the blood.

3. Insulated cork-lined plywood boxes for use in transporting the blood
(p. 417). The first supply was inadequate, and 60 additional boxes were con-
structed by the utilities section of the 15th Medical General Laboratory. Ten
were somewhat larger than the others and were constructed to hold Dry Ice,
which proved necessary for the preservation of the blood over the longer routes
in France. The Dry Ice was obtained in Pompeii and flown to France with each
shipment of blood, in specially constructed insulated boxes, longer and narrower
than those used for blood. A satisfactory temperature could be maintained
for 24 hours with the use of about 1,000 gin. of Dry Ice provided from Pompeii.

4. Storage refrigerators for hospitals. The 8-cu. ft. mechanical refrigerator
(item No. 7375585) powered by kerosene did not prove satisfactory under field
conditions, since it weighed 800 pounds and had to be kept level. Kerosene
was often difficult to obtain, and the temperature was not always as low as the
required 390 F. (4' C.).

The 7-cu. ft. household type of electric refrigerator was satisfactory for the
storage of blood in evacuation hospitals. The lightweight ice cream type of
refrigerator brought to NATOUSA late in 1942 and issued on the basis of one
per evacuation hospital, and one per platoon of a field hospital attached to an
army, also proved satisfactory for the storage of blood collected locally or
delivered from the base. It held 40 bottles of blood.

Recommendations

The original refrigerator-truck equipment had to be supplemented at once,
as already noted. At the conclusion of the war, the unit history specified that
the following equipment was minimum for a distributing r nter operating in an
army area:

1. Two 2½-ton trucks with refrigerator space for 1,000 bottles of blood each.
2. Six %-ton weapons carriers with refrigerators.

Essential personnel were specified as six drivers, six assistant drivers, one
refrigerator mechanic, and one motor (automobile) mechanic. It was em-
phasized that a forward unit could not perform properly without motor and
refrigeration mechanics.
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STATISTICAL DATA

The base bleeding section of the 6825th Blood Transfusion Company sent
42,713 pints of blood to the forward distributing section between August 1944
and May 1945 (table 16). In addition, it sent 369 pints to hospitals in the
Dijon Base Section and to other communications zone instaliations. During
July, August, and September 1944, it provided 2,467 pints of blood for Fifth
U.S. Army hospitals and hospitals in Naples. This is a total of 45,549 pints.

The forward section of the 6825th Blood Transfusion Company, from sup-
plies of blood received from the base bleeding section and from the European
theater blood bank, distributed 57,964 pints to Seventh U.S. Army hospitals
and 7,707 pints to hospitals in the communications zone, a total of 65,671 pints.

The numerous discrepancies in the statistics of the blood program in the
Seventh U.S. Army were explained by Colonel Berry in two ways:

1. Records were, understandably, sometimes very poor. In .)articular, blood used in
field hospitals on casualties who were resuscitated and sent on to evacuation hospitals for
surgery was frequently not recorded.

2. A considerable amount of blood was hoarded, especially during the winter months,
and was later discarded without record. A certain amount was also frozen during the
winter, because of long exposure en route.

TABLE 16.-Shipments of blood by bleeding section, 6825th Blood 7,ansfusion Company
(Non-T/O), August 1944-Mlay 1945

To forward To hospitals in
Year and month distributing Dijon Base Section

section (Communications
Zone)

1944 Pints Pinto
August --------------------------------------------- 3,539-------------
September ------------------------------------------ 4,380
October --------------------------------------------- 4,801
November ------------------------------------------ 4,205 3
December ------------------------------------------- 5,728 22

1945
January --------------------------------------- 4,706 50
February ------------------------------------------- 3,432 38
March ---------------------------------------------- 4,698 68
April ----------------------------------------------- 5,904 16
May- ----------------------------------------------- 1,320 172

Total ----------------------------------------- 42,713 369

The real reason for the discrepancies in oversea statistics, as compared
with the precision of Zone of Interior statistics, is that the circumstances
in which blood and plasma were used did not lend themselves to careful
bookkeeping.
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11. Reports of 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.), 6 June 1944; 24 July 1944; 25
Oct. 1944; 3 July 1945.

12. Memorandum, Col. Earl Standlee, MC, to The Surgeon General, 27 May 1944,
subject: Blood Banks in Theater of Operations.

13. Memorandum, Col. Earl Standlee, MC, to The Surgeon General, 28 Aug. 1945,
subject: Blood Banks in Theater of Operations.

14. Circular Letter No. 3, Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters, II Corps, 7 Aug. 1943,
subject: Care of the Wounded in Sicily.

15. ETMD, MTOUSA, for March 1945.
16. Circular Letter No. 27, Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters, NATOUSA, 20 Aug.

1943, subject: Donation of Blood for Transfusion and Other Purposes. Act, 30 July 1941
(Public Law 196, 77th Cong.).

17. History, 6th General Hospital, MTOUSA, 1942-44.
18. Minutes, Conference on Preserved Blood, Division of Medical Sciences, National

Research Council, 25 May 1943.
19. ETMD, MTOUSA, for May 1945.
20. Annual Medical History of Laboratory Section, 21st General Hospital, 3 Jan. 1944.
21. Report, Lt. Col. Douglas B. Kendrick, MC, to The Surgeon General, 15 Jan. 1945,

subject: Trip to the North African Theater of Operations.
22. Berry, Col. Frank B., MC: Surgery in the Seventh Army, 15 August 1944 to 30

April 1945, n.d.
23. Rogers, Capt. Albert M., MC: Organizational History, 1944, 6703 Blood Trans-

fusion Unit (Ovhd.).
24. Rogers, Maj. Albert M., MC: History of 6825th Blood Transfusion Company, n.d.



CHAPTER XVI

The European Theater of Operations

Part I. General Considerations

SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES IN THE EUROPEAN THEATER

In any chronicle of the blood program in ETOUSA (European Theater
of Operations, U.S. Army), it is important to remember that the military
situation in this theater was entirely different from that in MTOUSA (Medi-
terranean Theater of Operations, U.S. Army) and that the medical situation
differed accordingly. In the Mediterranean theater, a single army operated
on a single land mass, within a relatively limited area. Serious transportation
problems often existed, but blood did not have to be flown across water, as
from England to the Continent, and as it was flown later from the Zone of
Interior to Europe. Bad weather was therefore seldom a complete hindrance
to the delivery of blood in Italy. It was an extremely serious problem in the
European theater, for the always limited supply of blood never permitted
storage in any significant amounts.

There were also other differentiating circumstances. In Italy, medical
control could be uniform; there was a single army, and there was a single
army surgeon. In the European theater, there were five U.S. field armies.
Just as each army commander had his own concepts of how to fight, so each
army surgeon had his own concepts of how to care for casualties and of the
need for whole blood for them.

Theater facilities could not possibly supply all the blood needed for cas-
ualties on the Continent, but the blood bank in operation at the 152d Station
Hospital when Lt. Col. (later Col.) Douglas B. Kendrick, MC, Special Repre-
sentative on Blood and Plasma Transfusions to The Surgeon General, arrived
in the United Kingdom in August 1944 showed how excellent such a service
could be, even when it had no support from the Zone of Interior, if it was under
the control of a competent, dedicated medical officer, who used all the resources
available to him (1).

EDUCATION AND INDOCTRINATION

Information on developments in the use of whole blood had been sent
to the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, in various ways throughout the war. The
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Special Representative on Blood and Plasma Transfusions, OTSG (Office of
The Surgeon General), had kept him informed of developments in the NRC
(National Research Council) coninittees on blood and blood substitutes and
on shock. The Chief Surgeon had received the monthly ETMD (Essential
Technical Medical Data) reports from MTOUSA, and some of his staff had
visited the theater. Col. Eugene R. Sullivan, MC, and Capt. (later Maj.) John
J. McGraw, Jr., MC, who were in large part responsible for the establishment
and operation of the Mediterranean Theater Blood Bank, had visited tile
European theater before D-day and had reported their Mediterranean theater
experiences. They had much to contribute, for the Mediterranean had been
an active theater of operations for 2% years before D-day in Europe.

All of these channels of information, however, were not enough. The
use of whole blood was only one of many therapeutic methods in which medical
personnel inexperienced in combat injuries required indoctrination, instruction,
and experience.

The First, and Third U.S. Armies, in the weeks immediately after the
invasion, had had only limited amounts of whole blood. They had to use
them sparingly. Within a short time thereafter, blood began to be flown to
them in liberal quantities. There had been no chance in either Army-the
Third U.S. Army had been operational for only 3 weeks when the airlift from
the Zone of Interior began-to set up research teams, and equally little time
for hard-pressed operating surgeons to grasp the urgent need of seriously
wounded casualties for whole blood in liberal amounts.

The chief lesson that had to be learned in the European theater after the
airlift from the Zone of Interior began was not the value of whole blood for
severely wounded men but the desirability of using it in liberal quantities and
its present availability for such use. Surgeons were used to a mere trickle of
blood, which had to be reserved for the casualties who needed it most because
their condition was poorest. Naturally, %,.:th such experiences behind them,
medical officers had to be convinced that they could now be assured of all the
blood they needed, and that they could use it prophylactically as well as for
casualties in dire state. It was a hard task to persuade forward surgeons that
now all they needed to do to secure blood in any needed quantity was simply
to ask for it in that quantity.

Another lesson that had to be learned in the European theater was that
group 0 blood in a closed system could be used with almost absolute safety.
This was not the situation in the Zone of Interior when many-perhaps most-.
medical officers had gone overseas, and they had reason to be skeptical at first.

That these lessons were well learned is evident in the fact, pointed out
elsewhere, that in the last months of the war in the European theater, as in
the Mediterranean theater, the ratio of units of blood to wounded men was
close to 1:1.
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Part II. Initial Activities in the Zone of Interior for an
Oversea Transfusion Service

BACKGROUND OF PROJECT

By the middle of 1943, as the result of the joint activities of the Division
of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical School (p. 61), and the Subcoimmittee
on Blood Substitutes, Division of Medical Sciences, NXRC (p. 74), all the items
had been developed which would permit the use of whole blood in oversea
theaters. These were:

1. Satisfactory grouping sera (p. 236).
2. An expendable transfusion set (p. 195).
3. A satisfactory preservative solution (p. 221).
4. A refrigerator which would make possible the storage of blood up to

21 days (p. 206).
The safety and efficiency of all of these items had been so thoroughly

tested by the agencies involved that it now seemed logical to propose that the
necessary equipment be sent overseas and that the theaters be authorized to
train their own personnel to collect and distribute blood to all fixed and forward
hospitals. On the most exacting analysis, this proposal seemed entirely
reasonable. In particular, the provision of expendable transfusion sets dis-
posed of the chief cause of anxiety in transfusions, the risk of reactions from
the reuse of equipment. This practice, even in trained hands in civilian
hospitals, would inevitably increase the incidence of pyrogenic reactions and,
under circumstances of warfare, would further increase the incidence of
reactions.

FIRST PROPOSAL, OCTOBER 1943

The background thus being prepared, Colonel Kendrick addressed a
memorandum on the use of whole blood in theaters of operations to Lt. Col.
(later Col.) B. Noland Carter, MC, Director, Surgery Division, OTSG, who
was then in charge of the blood program in this office. This memorandum,
which was dated 5 October 1943, covered the following points (2):

1. The British experience in the Mediterranean theater, the similar American experience
there, and reports from medical officers in the European theater had made it clear that whole
blood was essential in oversea theaters of operations. The need was greatest in forward
hospitals in which major surgery was performed. In these installations, casualties were
often seen with red blood cell counts as low as 1 % million to 2 million per cu. mm.

2. Plasma did not solve the problem. It was an admirable and effective agent, but it
had definite limitations. It could raise the blood pressure after hemorrhage, but it could
not prepare a casualty for major surgery. The British Eighth Army at El Alamein had
used bottles of blood, plasma, and physiologic salt solution in the ratio of 18:19:20 per
hundred casualties. When plasma was used intelligently, it was an effective preliminary
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replacement fluid, but in abdominal wounds, hemorrhage, sepsis, burns, and similar patho-
logic conditions, whole blood was necessary, probably in a ratio to plasma of 1: 2 or even 2: 2.

Plasma could correct losses in blood volume if it was given early, in adequate quantities,
and if hemorrhage was controlled at the same time. When a casualty was treated late, or
if hemorrhage was not controlled, then whole blood was essential.

3. The disadvantages of whole blood as compared with plasma were frankly admitted.
Blood had to be collected locally in theaters of operations. Donors would be limited to
military service personnel, personnel in rest camps, lightly wounded casualties, and, occa-
sionally, the local civilian population. Malarial and syphilitic donors could not be employed.
Blood was cumbersome to handle. It had to be grouped before administration. It had
to be distributed with numerous precautions. The chances of contamination of blood were
greater than the chances of contamination of liquid or dried plasma made from blood
collected and processed in a closed system.

A number of tests had to be carried out before blood could be used, and the necessity
for them limited the extent of its use. Serologic tests were necessary, but equipment to
perform them was not available farther forward than evacuation hospitals. Microscopic
examination of thick and thin smears was necessary to rule out malaria, but microscopic
equipment was not available forward of evacuation hospitals, and trained personnel who
were in short supply, were needed to read the slides.

Equipment (autoclaves and stills) was not available overseas in sufficient quantity to
prepare transfusion sets for repeated use, nor were personnel available for collecting and
preparing them. If the necessary equipment and personnel could not be provided, it
would be necessary to ship overseas commercially prepared transfusion sets which could
be discarded after a single use.

Finally, because blood was highly perishable, it had to be stored under refrigeration,
which was not available forward of evacuation hospitals.

4. Fresh blood collected in an open system could be used for transfusions, but could
not be kept for more than a few hours. Transfusions with blood collected in this fashion
had been given in U.S. Army hospitals during the North African campaign, but the number
had been limited because of the lack of blood. Furthermore, the use of blood in small
quantities had limited its effectiveness.

Recommendations

In the light of the facts just set forth, Colonel Kendrick made the following
recommendations in his 5 October 1943 memorandum to Colonel Carter:

1. Stored blood, collected in a closed system, should be supplied to medical
installations as far forward as field hospitals.

2. Blood should be collected in the area of a general hospital from military
personnel or, if circumstances permitted, from civilians near the base. It
should be collected by a base collection unit and supplied in refrigerated
chests (storage containers) to advanced units.

3. To reduce the necessity for blood grouping in forward hospitals, only
proved type 0 blood should be stored.

4. The quantities of blood provided should be based on the estimate that
20 percent of all combat casualties would require resuscitation, and 20 percent
of these would require blood as well as plasma. According to Brigadier Lionel
E. H. Whitby, RAMC, Director of the British Army Transfusion Service, 30
pints of protein fluid were necessary for every hundred wounded, in the pro-
portion of 3 pints of plasma to 1 pint of blood. According to Col. Edward D.
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Churchill, MC, Consultant in Surgery to the Surgeon, MTOUSA, 18 pints of
blood were required for every hundred wounded, in the proportion of one unit
of blood for every two units of plasma.

Proposed Implementation of Recommendations

In Colonel Kendrick's memorandum of 5 October 1943, it was pointed
out that Circular Letter No. 108, issued by OTSG on 27 May 1943 (3), provided
for the transfusion of fresh whole blood in general hospitals overseas up to
4 hours after it had been collected, and also provided for the transfusion of
stored blood, to be collected by a closed system, up to 7 hours after it had
been drawn. The evidence at hand now indicated that whole blood trans-
fusions must be made readily available in every medical installation in which
major surgery was to be done. This would be possible only by the use of
preserved blood stored at designated depots, preferably general hospitals.

This policy would require implementation as follows:
1. Necessary equipment would include:

a. Sterile vacuum bottles containing 200 cc. of Denstedt's solution (glucose and
citrate), in which blood collected in a closed system could be kept for 21 days.

b. Expendable recipient sets with cellophane tubing and cloth filters.
c. Donor sets consisting of a metal flow valve to be inserted in the stopper of the

vacuum bottle and connected to a collecting needle by 18 inches of heavy rubber tubing.
A roller-type valve, capable of completely compressing the rubber tubing, could be used in
place of the metal valve to control the flow of blood.

d. Two refrigerators, of 16-cu. ft. capacity, for each general hospital, for the storage
of blood. They should be kept in the laboratory, where serologic and malaria tests would
be made and donor and recinient sets cleaned.

e. Insulated containers, each to hold from 10 to 20 flasks of blood. It would be
necessary to work out the arrangements for a supply of ice with the Quartermaster and
Corps of Engineers overseas.

2. Transportation to forward areas would be by trucks, ambulances, or airplanes.
Since blood would frequently be collected outside of general hospitals and would require
transportation to them, it would be more practical to have transportation assigned to
collecting teams and distributing units, with the transfusion office in each general hospital
responsible for providing it.

3. Personnel would include:
a. Transfusion officers and assistants at general hospitals in the communications zone.

Their function would be to procure donors, collect and store blood, and dispense it to their
own installations and to installations farther forward.

b. Shock teams, consisting of resuscitation officers and enlisted men, properly trained
in the use of plasma anl albumin. These teams would be assigned as necessary to field and
evacuation hospitals and to mobile surgical units.

c. A chief transfusion officer on the staff of each theater surgeon in each theater of
operations. His function would be to train personnel assigned to the blood transfusion serv-
ice and to exercise general supervision over the handling and transportation of transfusion
equipment and blood. He should be present at all staff conferences, so that he could work
out arrangements for a supply of blood in each operation. Medical officers, especially those
in landing parties, would require individual training in the tactical employment of transfusion
units.
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d. A chief of the blood transfusioni service in the Zone of Interior. This officer's
functions would include design and testing of equipment for intravenous therapy, supervision
of the procurement of equipment, supervision of the processing of plasma and serum albumin,
and liaison with the American National Red Cross Blood Donor Service and the National
Research Council.

This memorandum, it should be noted, was prepared on the fundamental
assumption that replacement therapy, including intravenous therapy as well
as blood replacement, constitutes a specialized branch of medicine and that to
collect blood, group it correctly, and store and distribute it are processes that
require the services of specially trained personnel. These functions cannot be
safely delegated to untrained personnel because any slip, however trivial, in
the collection and use of whole blood, in addition to causing unnecessary and
sometimes excessive losses of a scarce and valuable substance, may result in
severe and even fatal reactions.

ACTIONS ON PROPOSAL

Presentation of Proposal to Chief Consultant in Surgery, OTSG

On 3 November 1943, Colonel Kendrick followed his 5 October memo-
randum by a second memorandum to Brig. Gen. Fred W. Rankin, Chief Con-
sultant in Surgery, OTSG, containing a summary of his earlier memorandum
to Colonel Carter (4). On 6 November, General Rankin prepared a similar
memorandum for The Surgeon General (5). In it, he stressed the need for
stored blood in theaters of operations and described the equipment necessary
to provide it. He also described expendable commercial equipment for both
giving and receiving sets.

Presentation of Proposal to Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, NRC

The plan outlined in Colonel Kendrick's memorandum of 5 October 1943
was presented by him to the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, NRC, at
the meeting held on 17 November 1943 (6). He stressed the following points:

1. Reports from the field indicated that wounded casualties required
whole blood as well as plasma.

2. At present, whole blood transfusions were being carried out overseas
with empty plasma bottles. A recommendation had been approved by OTSG
to provide refrigerating equipment for field hospitals, evacuation hospitals, and
general hospitals. Collecting bottles containing Denstedt's solution would
also be provided, as well as microscopes and equipment for typing and cross-
matching of blood, so that blood banks might be operated at these points.

3. A satisfactory airlift was now available, as it had not been earlier, when
this subcommittee (p. 53) and the Conference on Blood Grouping (p. 53) had
recommended that whole blood be provided for combat casualties.
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4. The recommendation that collecting units be organized in general
hospitals overseas, with teams to administer transfusions as far forward as
possible, had been made to OTSG but had not been accepted.

After Colonel Kendrick's memorandum had been discussed in detail, the
following resolution was moved and passed:
Resolved: That the Subcommittee on Blood substitutes recommend through channels that
The Surgeon General of the Army give consideration to the transportation of whole blood by
airplane to certain theaters of operations.

Rejection of Proposal by The Surgeon General

On 13 November 1943, a summary of General Rankin's memorandum of
6 November 1943 was hand-carried by Colonel Carter and Colonel Kendrick
to The Surgeon General (7), who rejected the proposal at once, on the following
grounds (8):

1. His observations in oversea theaters had convinced him that plasma
was adequate for the resuscitation of wounded men.

2. From a logistic standpoint, it was impractical to make locally collected
blood available farther forward than general hospitals in the communications
zone.

3. Shipping space was too scarce to warrant its use for sending disposable
transfusion equipment overseas.

On the basis of these facts, Maj. Gen. Norman T. Kirk, The Surgeon
General, directed that the provision and use of blood in oversea theaters
should be limited by the instructions set forth in Circular Letter No. 108,
27 May 1943 (p. 463).

General Kirk's position was equally adamant in a second conference with
Colonel Carter on 16 December 1943 (8).

Although personnel in charge of the blood program were not in agreemnent
with The Surgeon General's decision-and although the plan rejected out of
hand was essentially the same as the plan by which blood was sent overseas
only 10 months later-they had no choice but to accept it.

There were several probable reasons for General Kirk's refusal to consider
the proposed program, perhaps the most important being that he shared the
still rather general opinion that plasma was a satisfactory agent of resuscitation
and that the use of whole blood in large quantities was not necessary for battle
casualties. Undoubtedly, too, he had been directed by higher authority,
because of limited shipping space, to limit the tonnage of medical supplies
shipped overseas. Since he considered plasma adequate for resuscitation, he
did not believe that flying transfusion equipment overseas, let alone flying
whole blood, was sufficiently important to substitute the equipment (and blood)
for other supplies and, thus keep within the allowable tonnage. It also did not
seem important to him to point out to the Commanding General, Army Service
Forces, under whom his office operated, the urgency of increasing the allowable
tonnage to supply whole blood for wounded men, as was done less than 10
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months later. As a matter of fact, except for the lack of an airlift, transfusion
services could have been activated in all theaters in the spring of 1943, for the
basic work on the preservation, transportation, and safe usage of whole blood
had all been done by that time, and the equipment necessary for such a service
had also been developed.

It was learned in 1960 that the decision not to send blood to Europe from
the Zone of Interior had been made long before the interview with The Surgeon
General in December 1943. As is pointed out elsewhere (p. 475), Maj. Gen.
Paul R. Hawley, Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, had already been informed by
The Surgeon General that he would not approve of this plan.

REVIVAL OF PROPOSAL, APRIL 1944

Presentation to The Surgeon General

No further action was taken in the Zone of Interior in regard to supplying
blood for combat casualties until 17 April 1944. Then, with D-day in Europe
obviously imminent, Colonel Kendrick addressed another memorandum to
The Surgeon General on the subject of whole blood in theaters of operations
(9). As in his earlier memorandums, lie pointed out the success of tne plasma
prognan, the method of supplying fresh whole blood in fixed hospitals in the
communications zone, as set forth in Circular Letter No. 108, OTSG, and the
need for stored whole blood in forward as well as in base hospitals. He also
pointed out that the quantity of fresh blood which could be made available by
bleeding donors (so-called on-the-hoof bleeding) would be limited during peak
operations by the inevitable confusion attending the operations and by the
necessity of performing time-consuming laboratory tests.

By this time (April 1944), theaters of operations had made their own plans
for supplies of whole blood, but techniques for their implementation, as well as
the equipment, varied considerably in scope. Colonel Kendrick therefore
proposed to The Surgeon General:

1. That a complete study be initiated to determine the needs for whole
blood, requirements as to equipment and personne. and standardization of
techniques to supply whole blood to medical installations in the field. The
study would include a trip of inspection to one or more active theaters to observe
their techniques and equipment before final recommendations were made.

2. That the Office of The Surgeon General develop techniques and stand-
ardize equipment t, provide for the use of stored whole blood in theaters of
operations. The following plan was suggested:

a. Only group 0 blood would be sent to forward hospitals.
b. Blood would be collected at bases from service personnel or the

civilian population by a collecting team consisting of a medical officer, a nurse,
and seven enlisted technicians, two of whom would also act as drivers.

c. Laboratory procedures, including serology, malaria testing, and blood
grouping would be done by the collecting teams.
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d. Blood would be sent as far forward as field hospitals, upon request,
in refrigerators mounted on trucks. It would be handled by a distributing or
delivery team of two enlisted men.

e. A transfusion officer in each unit would be responsible for maintaining
an adequate supply of blood and for its administration. The remainder of
the transfusion team in each unit would consist of a nurse and three enlisted
technicians. It was essential that all transfusion officers and other personnel
be well trained for this special work.

f. A transfusion officer attached to the staff of the theater surgeon
would be responsible for supervision of the collecting team and for all other
activities concerned with blood within the theater.

3. Transportation for the collecting team would consist of a truck or
ambulance to transport personnel and a %-ton truck for equipment and
refrigerators. Transportation for the delivery team would consist of a similar
truck for refrigerators.

4. Other equipment would consist of:
a. An electric refrigerator to operate on 110 volts, or on usual power outlets, or on a

750-watt generator. The refrigerator should be large enough to hold from 36 to 50 bottles
of stored blood and should maintain a temperature range of 46.40 to 50.0* F. (80 to 100 C.).

b. One-liter vacuum bottles containing 500 cc. of Alsever's solution.'
c. Collecting sets consisting of a 20-inch length of •- or ne-inch rubber tubing, with

two 17-gage needles.
d. Dispensing sets consisting of expendable glass housing with metal filter and

rubber tubing.

In a memorandum addressed to The Surgeon General on 21 April 1944,
General Rankin repeated the information in Colonel Kendrick's memorandum
of 17 April concerning the relative limitations of plasma and the absolute
necessity for stored blood for combat casualties (10). He also stressed the
need for standardizing methods and equipment for the collection and storage
of blood in all theaters, in keeping with military requirements.

REQUEST FOR OVERSEA MISSION

In the memorandum just mentioned, General Rankin requested that
Colonel Kendrick be ordered to the Southwest Pacific, to carry out the study
proposed in the latter's memorandum of 17 April, to study blood and plasma
requirements, and to investigate the use of albumin and other byproducts of
the plasma-blood program. General Rankin recommended that when this
mission had been completed, techniques and equipment be standardized in
the Office of The Surgeon General for the use of replacement fluids in all
theaters of operations.

I By this time, Alsever's solution was being used in the Zone of Interior in place of Denstedt's or other solutions.
Its use had been approved by the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes in September 1943 (p. 467), but its replacement by
ACD (acid-citrate-dextrose) solution was not recommended until November 1944, 3 months after the airlift to the
European theater had become operational (p. 226).
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The justification for the mission and for the selection of the area in which
it was to be carried out was that no one in the Southwest Pacific had had the
training and experience necessary to train the personnel required for a blood
program, supervise equipment, and organize an efficient transfusion service.
Colonel Kendrick, General Rankin's memorandum continued, had been re-
sponsible for the blood and plasma program in the Zone of Interior from its
onset. If plans could be made to make blood available in the Southwest
Pacific, over long distances, in the face of difficult terrain, a high incidence of
malaria, and extreme temperatures, then methods of providing blood in other
theaters would be greatly simplified. Such a study would make it possible
to combine laborr.ury experiences with field requirements and eventually to
standardize equipment and methods of transfusion for the entire Armny.- 3

In the official request for temporary duty for Colonel Kendrick for the
mission just described, which was made on 4 May 1944, it was stated that
the trip would be made with Capt. Lloyd R. Newhouser, N\C, USN, in order
to coordinate methods and equipment for the use of blood and blood sub-
stitutes in the Army and the Navy and thus sinplify therapy when combined
operations were undertaken.

The readiness date requested for this mission was 5 June 1944-which
was the day before D-day in Europe. In retrospect, it seems that it might
have been wiser if the trip had been made to the European theater. On the
other hand, no precise information was then available about the date of D-day,
and the need for guidance in the Pacific was obviously very great.

RECOMMENDATIONS BY SURGERY DIVISION, OTSG

In the annual report of the Transfusion Branch, Surgery Division, OTSG,
made on 1 July 1944 for fiscal year 1944 (14), the section dealing with blood began
with the statement that, although plasma had been supplied to the Army in
adequate quantities since 1941, the need for blood had never been lost sight of.
The report reviewed the work of the Division of Surgical Physiology, Army
Medical School, in the developmenw of a closed system for bleeding; the de-
velopment of a preservative solution in which blood could be stored safely for
2 to 3 weeks; the development of disposable transfusion sets; and the develop-
ment of refrigerating equipment,. Although all of this equipment was avail-
able by D-day in Europe, 6 June 1944, and stored whole blood could then have

2 |lad time perinittl2d, it would have been profitable to study the successful transfusion service and blood bank in
operation in the Mediterranean theater (p. 400) before the trip to the Southwest Pacific. It (lid not, and, as events proved,
there was urgent need for gui(lance and help in the Pacific areas. On the other hand, the fact that Colonel Kendrick was
ordered to the Pacific instead of to Europe at this particular tine is an indication of the secrecy surrounding the date set
for D-day. Apparently, as late as May 1944, The Surgeon General (did not have this information.

SIt is interesting to recollect that as early as 31 May 1940 (I1), the Committee on Transfusions, NRC, recognized the
need for field studies in the blood program. At tie meeting on 9 April 1943 (if), the sub.ommittee recommended the
appointment of a qualified fact-finding group to make field studies, on the ground that its own work had reached the
point that it could no longer function effectively without "more precise Inrmnation concerning field problems and condi.
tions Imposed by the military requirements In this war" (p. 79). On 24 September 1943, the subicominottee again raised
the question (I3). No such civilian Investigation was ever undertaken, probably because The Surgeon General was
reluctant to ask for the necessary clearanoes.
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been provided for field use, as of 30 June 1944, no plan had been approved by
The Surgeon General for collecting and supplying blood to the theaters, each
of which had therefore developed its own plans.

Iii the fall of 1943, the report. continued, the Surgery Division, OTSG,
had proposed to The Surgeon General a plan that utilized tested and approved
equipment and that provided for the collection and delivery of blood in oversea
theaters. The plan was predicated on the concept that blood transfusion and
the use of other replacement fluids constituted a specialized branch of medi-
cine. Well-trained technicians were necessary to collect blood, gr'oup it
correctly, and store it safely. These functions could not be delegated to un-
trained personnel, for errors could result in severe and even fatal reactions.

The plan had been rejected as unessential and impractical in November
1943. In June 1944, the report concluded, the need for a transfusion service
in active theaters of operations was even more apparent than it had been in
1943. It was therefore urgently recommended that additional thought be
given to preparing and adopting a simple plan to make blood available in
every theater, using:

1. The 4-cu. ft. refrigerator developed during the past year.
2. The expendable recipient set now available.
3. Alsever's solution now available as a preservative.
4. The collection of blood by a closed system.
5. 0 donors exclusively.

Part III. Initial Activities in the European Theater

INITIAL PROVISION OF BLOOD AND PLASMA

The first U.S. troops which arrived in England, in January 1942, had no
provision for blood transfusion, and for some time tb eir supplies of plasma
were entirely inadequate. The deficiencies were easily explained: Troops
were being deployed, or arrangements were being made for their deployment,
all over the world, and supply ships were being sunk.

Arrangements were promptly made to supply blood and plasma (at first
in the wet form) from British sources. As might have been expected, certain
difficulties arose, some of which continued into 1943 (15). The first U.S.
requests for plasma were extravagantly large. Some individual units re-
quested plasma and blood at irregular intervals directly from British blood
centers instead of procuring them, as they were instructed to, through U.S.
Army medical depots. Also, small amounts of blood were procured from
civilian sources. If these practices had not been stopped at once, the U.S.
Army would have been placed in the position of being a factor, albeit a passive
and unwitting factor, in the disruption of the well-organized British Army
Transfusion Service. Fortunately, relations between Brigadier Whitby, in
charge of the British Transfusion Service, and Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Elliott
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l'I(;RE 11 I.-Left. to right: Col. E'lliott, C. Cutler, INC, Lt. Col. Ralph IS.
Mizekerifuss, MIC, and Maj. Robert C. Hlardin, MIC, sumimer 1944.

ait the State U niversity of Iown, Iowat Cityv, lowva, with lDr. Ellmer L. DeGowin
an1d Dr. Everett D. Plass (p. 220), was placed on temp~orary (tilty ait the British
Army Blood SuipJlv D~epot, Southimead HIospital, Bristol. Ilis functions were
to serve ats lialison sul)T 'lv officer and to gather as much information ats hie could
ab)out thle British svstemi of procurement and1 handling of 1)100( and 1)100(
p)roducts. including tile technical details of collection, processing, storage, and
(list rilbut ion. Capt amn Hardin alslo collect ed (ltata concerning Brit is methods
of treating shock, the amtounts of b)100( andl llaisma required in the manage-
mnent, of bat tle casualties, and the management of casualties in the Battle of
Britain ats well ats the Bat tle of France. Personal cont acts withi the officers
wh~o had had these experiences proved1 most hielpful.

Captain Hlardin also studied minýtlio(s of training officers and enlisted1
men in the p~rocurement andl distribut ion of blood and in shock and resuscitation.
Special courses were conducted for this pulrp~ose. When C'ol. .Jamnes C. Kim-
Ibrot-Ii, MN( ', C hief, Professic. nal Services. Office of the C hijef Surgeon, ETOUSA,
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investigated the possibility of a few 1'.S. medical officers with special interest
in the subject attending these courses, Brigadier Whitby replied thatl he would
he delighited to have three officers attend each course. He thought they would
provide a new source of postlecture argument, which would be both instructive
and stimulating. Ile also agreed to give a limited number of courses to non-
com(nissioned officers and enlisted technicians. The courses of instruction
continued into May 1944 and were attended by more than 200 U.S. officers.
The policy paid off in friendship and cooperation as well as in dissemination
of knowledge.

APPOINTMENT OF CONSULTANT ON TRANSFUSION
AND SHOCK

A consultant on transfusion and shock was even more necessary in the
European than in the Mediterranean theater, since several armies operated in
it, with several widely separated blood bank units attached to them.

The question first came up on 2 January 1944, when Colonel Kimbrough was
informed by Colonel Cutler of the provisions for the whole blood service. It
was pointed out to him that the highly specialized nature of this service made
it essential that a competent officer be placed in charge of it. On 5 January,
General Hawley instructed Col. James B. Mason, M(C, to appoint an officer
to direct the whole blood service in the theater (18). It was highly desirable
that he be appointed promptly, for basic decisions had already been taken about
the service; a large quantity of equipment was already available; and personnel
would soon be assigned. This was therefore the time for a director to take
hold of the service and weld the separate parts into a whole. The officer
nominated, General Hawley specified, must be) a forceful executive, with a
good knowledge of Army organization and operations, and must be qualified,
from a professional standpoint, to advise on the use of whole blood.

Colonel Mason at once nominated Captain Hardin for the position, on the
ground that lie was better acquainted with all the details of the acquisition and
processing of blood than any other officer in the theater. Brigadier Whitby
had written Colonel Cutler on several occasions of the assistance lie (Captain
Hlardin) had been to him. In addition to handling the administrative details
of U.S. participation in the courses of instruction at Southmead Hospital, he
had shared in the work of the depot; delivered lectures on transfusion reactions,
changes in stored blood, and the use of blood substitutes; and had otherwise
carried part of the teaching load during the year he worked at the blood bank.
In his return letter to Brigadier Whit by. Colonel Cutler had said he expected
to make great use of Captain Htardin in the future, as an assistant in the
Consultant Service, in the organization of shock teams, and in the establishment
of hospital blood banks.

Captain Hardin was appointed theater transfusion officer on 7 February
1944.
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HOSPITAL BLOOD BANKS

Authorization

The establishment of blood banks in U.S. hospitals in the United Kingdom
first arose in October 1942 and was the subject of a number of discussions
thereafter until they were authorized by Circular Letter No. 51, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 5 April 1943 (19). They were set up only in
general hospitals. Station hospitals employed fresh blood as the need arose,
and one or two had arrangements to secure it from British sources, but they
were not authorized to store blood.

The following instructions were given in Circular Letter No. 51:
1. Only U.S. Army personnel should be used as donors in the area controlled by the

British Army Transfusion Service (the counties of which were listed).
2. In other areas, general hospitals should set up blood banks in consultation with local

civilian medical authorities, using civilian donor panels.
3. Neither civilian nor military donors would be remunerated.
4. Under no circumstances were British Army Transfusion sets to be used with civilian

sets. They were entirely separate, and no hospital should use both.

Progress Report, June 1943

On 9 June 1943, Captain Hardin reported to Colonel Cutler on the progress
made in setting up blood banks in general hospitals in the United Kingdom as
follows (20):

1. The 2d General Hospital had facilities for the storage of whole blood and had oper-
ated a small bank for several months. The civilian donor panel allotted to it by the British
Army Transfusion Service contained the names of about 800 persons living near the hospital
and was augmented by hospital personnel. Bleedings were carried out once weekly, the
number of donors bled being determined by the weekly requirements. This hospital was
supplying a local British Emergency Medical Service hospital with blood.

2. The 5th General Hospital was setting up its bank. It had been supplied with
British military equipment and had a local civilian panel of 800 persons, augmented by
hospital personnel. Because of the proximity of this hospital to the Royal Infirmary in
Salisbury, which used the same panel, bleeding would be carried out there, by teams from
both hospitals, on the scale necessary to provide the blood needed for both institutions.
The addition of U.S. personnel would be the only departure from the previous bleeding
practice in this location. Adequate refrigeration was available at the 5th General Hospital
for blood storage.

3. The 30th General Hospital, which was located in the British Emergency Medical
Service area, had made satisfactory arrangements with local transfusion authorities in Not-
tingham, from which it received 20 pints of blood every 2 weeks. Emergency supplies beyond
this amount were obtained from either the Mansfield General Hospital or the EMS (Emer-
gency Medical Service) Laboratory in Nottingham. The 30th General Hospital staff
reciprocated this assistance by furnishing a medical officer to carry out bleedings for the EMS
laboratory every week or two. To date, the hospital needs had averaged only 5 pints per
week, but outdated, unused blood was returned to the EMS laboratory for processing into
plasma, so there was no waste. The hospital had adequate refrigeration facilities.
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4. The 52d General Hospital, which was also located in the EMS area, had made arrange-
ments similar to those of the 30th General Hospital with local civilian laboratories in Birming-
hani and Worcester. It received 4 pints of blood per week, which covered present needs,
and returned outdated blood for processing into plasma. The greatest present need of this
hospital was for an electric refrigerator to maintain a constant temperature for blood storage.

5. The 67th General Hospital had arranged for a blood bank with a civilian panel al-
lotted from the British Army Transfusion Service. The bank would cooperate with local
civilian hospitals by arrangements similar to those made by the 2d and 4th General Hospitals.

6. The 298th General Hospital could now supply its needs directly from a British Army
blood supply depot because of its location only 5 miles away. At present, it was keeping
four bottles of type 0 blood constantly on hand for emergencies and could procure more if
it were needed. Outdated blood was returned for salvage. This arrangement was more
satisfactory to the British Army Transfusion Service than the allotment of a civilian panel
to the hospital. At present, the demand for blood was not sufficient to make storage in
the hospital economical, but the basic organization for a blood bank had been built up and
equipment for it provided. The sets for taking and giving blood had been manufactured
in the hospital from salvaged glassware.

Operation

The details of operation of a hospital blood bank were set forth in Medical
Bulletin No. 14, Office of the Chief Surgeon, Headquarters, ETOUSA, for 1
January 1944 (21). The description covered organization, equipment, its
cleansing and sterilization, technique of bleeding, blood grouping, and technique
of administration.

Hospitals which maintained their own blood banks in the United Kingdom
developed special practices. After the invasion, for instance, the 182d General
Hospital found the blood donor panel maintained from its own personnel
adequate for ordinary circumstances but not sufficient when convoys arrived
and large amounts of blood were needed. An arrangement was therefore worked
out with personnel of the nearby G-18 depot to supply the blood needed at
these times. The men on this panel were already typed, serologic tests had
been run on them, and their medical histories had been reviewed. When the
blood was needed, therefore, it could be drawn and administered at once. This
hospital did not store blood between convoys.

INCREASING AWARENESS IN THE EUROPEAN THEATER OF
THE NEED FOR WHOLE BLOOD

The blood program in the European theater developed along two lines.
One was the increasing realization of the necessity for blood rather than plasma
in the management of wounded men (though the complete realization did not
come until after D-day). The other was the increasing realization that local
supplies of blood could not possibly meet the needs of the theater and that
blood must be flown to the theater from the Zone of Interior (though again it
was not until after D-day that the full realization came).
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During 1942, as just indicated, there was no blood program, as such, in
the European theater. The growing appreciation of the need for whole blood
began to take expression early in 1943 and is best described chronologically.6

1943

January-April.-On 29 January 1943, in a memoranduni to Dr. P. L.
Mollison, British Blood Transfusion Service, Lt. Col. (later Col.) William S.
Middleton, MC, Senior Consultant in Medicine, ETOUSA, thought there
might develop "a swing toward whole blood transfusions" (22). "Actually,"
he continued, "we sense a movement in that direction at the present tine."
The British, as pointed out elsewhere (p. 54), had appreciated this necessity
almost inmediately after the outbreak of the war more than 3 years ago.

When the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, first directed that pro-vision be made
to supply whole blood for combat casualties, in July 1943, he did not mention
the possibility of securing blood from the United States. The omission is
explained in a letter written to Col. John Boyd Coates, Jr., MC, Editor in Chief
of the history of the U.S. Army Medical Department in World War II, which
is appended to the official diary of Colonel Cutler, Senior Consultant in Surgery,
European theater, in the second of the volumes devoted to the surgical con-
sultant system in this historical series (23). There is a strong implication,
General Hawley wrote, in some sections of this diary, that his own disapproval
of certain recommendations made by the consultants was purely arbitrary and
capricious. The explanation is that throughout the war he frequently had
top secret information that he could not share with even his deputy. Many
of his adverse decisions were based upon such information. An example was
his reluctance in 1943 and in 1944, before D-day, to attempt to obtain whole
blood from the Zone of Interior. For this, there were two reasons. The first
was that the transatlantic airlift in 1943 was so limited and so restricted by
priorities that it could not take on any additional load. The second reason
was that The Surgeon General had told him flatly that lie would not approve
of flying blood overseas.

The Surgeon General's opposition to the plan was made official on 8 April
1943, when a radiogram was received from The Adjutant General, War Depart-
ment, stating that no whole blood could be expected in the theater from the
Zone of Interior.

When General Hawley first directed that steps be taken to procure whole
blood for hospitals in the United Kingdom, there was probably no really serious
consideration, or at least no general consideration, of securing blood from the
Zone of Interior on the part of those whose task it was to implement his orders.
All the planning was based on securing the required blood from troops in the

S The organization of the ETO1SA Blood Bank at the 152d Station Hospital was proceeding at the same time that

the events related In tfissection were occurring. For reasons of continuity of narration, however, the history of the blood
bank is told in a separate section (p. 498).
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theater, with perhaps some donations from civilian sources. At intervals,
however, the possibility of procurement of blood from the United States was
brought tip, sometimes tentatively, soinetinues withll real conviction, as the
following facts show-

Early in 1943, it was pointed out by the Professional Services Division,
Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, that medical officers in the Mediter-
ranean theater were reluctant to use plasma in forward areas, even though it
was difficult to obtain whole blood for transfusion. The chief purpose of blood
was to increase the oxygen-carrying capacity of the casualty for a period long
enough to support him through surgery, and plans must therefore be made to
use blood "up the line." It. was recommended that a supply of blood be made
available in tie United Kingdom and also from sources in the United States.

May.- On 10 May 1943, in a memorandum to General Hawley, Colonel
Cutler discussed information lie had secured in recent conferences with Briga-
dier Whitby. lie mentioned three possible sources of blood for the treatment
of shock (24):

1. Lightly wounded casualties could be bled in the frontlines. The
transfusion laboratory teams of mobile surgical units were provided with
equipment for drawing an(i administhering blood. Possibly, if the blood were
used judiciously, these teams might be able to collect all that would be needed,
but in the light of the British experience, this source must not be regarded as
entirely sufficient, and plans must be made for a supplementary supply.

2. Blood secured from base and service troops in rear areas could be
transported to the front by an organization similar to, and perhaps patterned
after, the British Blood Transfusion Service (p. 15).

Blood collected in this manner had to be processed; that is, it had to be
retyped and tested serologically, and glucose had to be added to it. When it
was properly refrigerated, it was useful for a minimum of 14, and a maximum
of 21, days. Equipment was necessary for typing and serologic tests, and
refrigeration was required for the laboratory in which the processing was done.

Blood thus secured could be delivered to frontline units by air or surface
transport, but precautions must be taken to keep it at temperatures below
42.80 F. (60 C.) at all times and also above freezing. A supply dump would be
necessary behind frontline forces to handle blood and distribute it to the
transfusion teams in the forward area. Such a unit might well be patterned
after the British base transfusion unit, which was also equipped to manufacture
glucose and physiologic salt solutions and to recondition and sterilize all
apparatus.

3. Blood procured from the Zone of Interior represented the largest pool
available. Supplies from this source could enter the transfusion service over-
seas either at the laboratory where blood drawn from troops was processed or
at the forward dump. Refrigeration presented special problems, for the blood
must at all times be kept within the temperature range just stated. Nonethe-
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less, it was perfectly feasible to fly blood over the distance involved. As a
matter of fact, transportation of blood by plane was possibly less harmful than
transportation by road.

June.--On 5 June 1943, Captain Hardin sent a memorandum to Colonel
Cutler discussing blood procurement as follows (25):

1. Blood could be obtained in the United Kingdom from base and SOS
(Services of Supply) troops, but these troops, scattered as they were over a
wide area, would furnish a somewhat problematical source of supply. More-
over, because blood would be most needed then, they would have to be bled
during periods of combat activity, when they would be least available. If a
constant stream of donors was made available, it was estimated that a single
team could bleed up to 150 men a day.

2. Blood might also be collected from British civilians, who would prob-
ably furnish a more reliable source, but this plan had numerous complications.

3. If blood were collected in the Zone of Interior, it must be delivered to
the theater by airlift. Its collection, processing, and initial delivery to a depot
in the United Kingdom would be the function of any appointed agency in the
Zone of Interior. Its reception, interval storage, and distribution to labora-
tory transfusion teams, base units, or both would be the responsibility of the
United Kingdom blood depot but would differ in no way from the organization
for the distribution of blood collected in the United Kingdom. The receiving
depot would necessarily be located near an airport, and adequate refrigeration
must be provided for the blood from the time it was offloaded from the plane
until it was used.

At a conference with his consultants on 23 June 1943, General Hawley
told them that blood used in the theater must be collected locally; it could not
be procured from the United States.8 They were to consult with the British
concerning its preservation and storage.

August.-In a memorandum for the record dated 29 August 1943 and
entitled "Project," Colonel Cutler dealt at length with the procurement,
storage, and supply of whole blood for combat troops in the theater (26).
There was an overwhelming necessity for the blood, he stated, and a central
blood bank was essential. Blood secured from lightly wounded soldiers would
not be sufficient for the needs of forward areas. Blood from the Zone of
Interior was not mentioned.

An attached appendix, prepared by Lt. Col. (later Col.) Ralph S. Muck-
enfuss, MC, Commanding Officer, 1st Medical Laboratory, dealt with technical
considerations of procurement, storage, equipment, records, and issue. SOS
troops in the United Kingdom, it was stated, would provide a sufficient source
of supply for the 0 blood required.

* Here and elsewhere, this statement Is repeated as a matter of record. In the light of the information General Hawley
had had from the OfMice of The Surgeon General through The Adjutant General (p. 47.), there would have been no point
to his encouraging the possibility of securing blood from the Zone of Interior.
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In an undated I memorandum, apparently also prepared in the summer of
1943, Colonel Cutler discussed the blood program in the theater in the light of
the British experience and practices and on the basis of Captain Hardin's
experience as U.S. liaison supply officer at the British Blood Supply Depot.
The plan was as follows:

1. The source of the blood was to be "suitable [meaning type 01 volunteer
donors from SOS units."

2. Base section commanders would cause unit commanders under their
jurisdiction to obtain lists of men with type 0 blood. They would also desig-
nate hospitals to be used as bleeding centers.

3. On call from the commanding general, SOS base section commanders
would assemble the required number of donors at. specified centers, where
bleeding teams dispatched from the medical blood depot would withdraw 400
cc. of blood from each donor.

In an undated memorandum for the record apparently prepared about
this time, Colonel Cutler set forth additional aspects of the blood program for
the theater. It seemed desirable to have for casualties in the field additional
supplies of refrigerated fresh whole blood originating either in the United States
or from SOS troops in the United Kingdom. If this plan were adopted, it
would require:

1. The setting up of bleeding centers either in the United Kingdom or the
Zone of Interior.

2. The transportation of blood in refrigerated airplanes to the Continent.
3. The use of refrigerated trucks to take the blood up the line to medical

installations, which must have facilities to provide refrigerated storage for it.
In essence the plan outlined in this memorandum, presumably written in

early August 1943, was the plan by which, a year later, blood began to be
provided for the European theater.

Later in the same memorandum, Colonel Cutler pointed out that unless
and until air supremacy was established, so that blood could be flown to the
Continent from the United Kingdom, whatever blood was needed would have
to be obtained on the hoof, from SOS troops or walking wounded.

Colonel Cutler did not again mention the possibility of securing blood
from the United States in a number of additional memorandums on transfusion
during the remainder of the year, nor was this possibility mentioned in other
memorandums or at meetings dealing with blood supply and the blood bank.

November.-On 13 November 1943, in a memorandum for the record,
Colonel Cutler (27) took the position that all general hospitals in the United
Kingdom should either set up their own blood banks or "join in" with local
British banks from which they could secure blood. The chief point, he said,
was to have blood available. His final remark, that the chief point was to have

I Dr. Cutler's death shortly after the war has made it impossible to supply missing dates or settle certain other
questions which have arisen In the preparation of this section. Ills official diary has proved a very uqeful source of infor.
matlon, but some entries, as might be expected, would benefit by clarification that cannot now be obtained.
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blood available, was an indication of the growing realization of the importance
of this substance.

On this same date, Colonel Cutler also wrote Colonel Mason, Chief,
Operations Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, that he was concerned over
what might happen if a major attack should begin and great numbers of
casualties be brought to England in need of blood (28). On 18 November,
Colonel Mason replied that plans for the distribution of whole blood provided
for emergency supplies to station and general hospitals in the United Kingdom
(29). Under normal circumstances, each hospital could provide enough blood
from donors available in and about hospitals.

On 26 November 1943, General Hawley prepared a memorandum for the
Commanding General, SOS, ETOUSA, in which he stated the need for whole
blood for combat troops and for the establishment of a blood bank to be main-
tained with blood collected from SOS troops (30). He thought thaL blood
should be provided as far forward as division clearing stations.

December.-On 3 December 1943, Colonel Mason informed General
Hawley that the blood bank which he desired to have established was now so
completely planned that the service would be ready to function on D-day.
Base section commands would be requested to set up panels of donors. Blood
from the Zone of Interior was not mentioned.

On 18 December 1943, General Hawley again informed the Commanding
General, SOS, ETOUSA, of the necessity for the provision of whole blood for
combat troops in the theater (31). He emphasized that an unfailing source of
whole blood would be necessary, but, in his recommendations for the transfusion
service, he mentioned only voluntary donations from SOS troops. The pos-
sibility of supplying blood by plane from the Zone of Interior again was not
mentioned.

1944

January.--On 2 January 1944, the Commanding General, 1st Army
Group, was informed by Headquarters, ETOUSA, that the provision of whole
blood for combat casualties had been approved for all echelons down to and
including division clearing stations (32). Whole blood would be considered
an item of medical supply; it would be distributed through medical supply
channels, and would be given the highest priority in transportation. Provision
was made for equipment and personnel for a transfusion service for each army
without requisition (p. 543).s

Upon the receipt of this communication, Colonel Kimbrough recommended
that the chief consultants in medicine and surgery and the commanding officer
of the 1st Medical Laboratory present to the Chief Surgeon a concrete plan
for the operation of the stipulated transfusion service.

s With the conversion of the 152d Station Hospital to the theater blood bank, this provision was promptly abrogated.
Also, although approval was given for the use of blood in clearing stations, it was seldom if ever provided in them because
it was immediately available in platoons of field hospitals, and its use was more practical and more efficient in the
hospitals.
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On 2 January 1944, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Richard V. Ebert, MC, sub-
mitted to the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, for the attention of Colonel Cutler,
the agenda of a meeting he had attended on 6 December 1943 in the Office of
The Surgeon General in Washington (p. 194). It was shortly before this meet-
ing that The Surgeon General had declined to consider the collection of blood
in the United States for the European theater and its transportation thereto
by air (p. 465).

It was The Surgeon General's opinion, reported Major Ebert, that shocked
S*ients could be suitably treated with plasma and that whole blood was
therefore not necessary in most forward areas, certainly not forward of evacua-
tion or field hospitals. It was the sense of this meeting that transfusion
services should be established in each hospital and that these services should
be responsible for everything connected with transfusions, including the
formation of a donor panel.

March.-As D-day drew nearer, unsettling thoughts about the adequacy
of the arrangements for supplying blood for wounded casualties apparently
began to cross the mninds of those responsible for their care.

On 31 March 1944, Colonel Cutler wrote to Colonel Kimbrough that he
had discussed with Colonel Muckenfuss and Major Hardin the possible exten-
sion of blood production. He believed that present capacities were fairly
satisfactory, but he was having a memorandum prepared showing what would
be needed in the way of personnel and equipment if they had to be expanded
(33). The trial distribution ol blood to hospitals in East Anglia, mentioned
in this memorandum as to be held shortly, never took place.

April.-On 1 April 1944, at a meeting at the blood bank at Salisbury (34),
the question of the capacity of the bank to furnish sufficient quantities of blood
for operations on the Continent was discussed in great detail by the committee
responsible for the blood program.'

When planning began in the summer of 1943, it was difficult to estimate the
probable requirements for the invasion of the Continent because there were no
experience tables to furnish guidance. Figures from North Africa were not
yet available. The only definitive figures, in fact, were those reported by the
British Blood Transfusion Service, which had operated with the Middle East
command. They indicated that a ratio of 1 pint of blood for each 10 casualties
would be adequate, and planning was begun on this basis.

For D+90, the period on which all planning for Operation OVERLORD
was based, casualties on the Continent were expected to average 1,875 per
day, which would mean, allowing 500 cc. of blood for each casualty in shock
(estimated at 20 percent of the total number), that 200 pints of blood per (lay
would be required.

Bank personnel believed that it would be possible to collect 200 pints of
blood a day for 90 days, a total of 18,000 pints, and to collect, a maximum of

9 Unless otherwise identified, material in the following pages is derived from the official diary of the ETOUSA Blood
Bank (84).
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600 pints per day for shorter periods. Storage space for 3,000 pints of blood
was available, and the blood could be stored for a maximum period of 14 days
before use.

The original plan was to provide 1,000 pints of blood between D-day and
D+5. Oil D+6, 600 pints would be provided, and on the following day,
from 200 to 600 pints. These quantities were considered in excess of the
amounts likely to be required, and it would therefore not be necessary for the
collecting teams to work at full capacity during this period. Each team could
collect 120 pints of blood daily if a constant stream of donors were made
available.

A single citation of statistics will make clear how far the actualities of
combat were from the original planning (35). By 20 Jul3 944, 46,918 casual-
ties had been admitted to medical installations of the First U.S. Army on the
far shore, and 15,250 pints of blood had been delivered, a ratio of 1 pint to
3.06 wounded. Of the total number of wounded up to this date, 22,768 were
seriously wounded, which changes the ratio of pints of whole blood to wounded
to 1: 1.48. Later, the ratio was to be 1: 1.

The plans called for the bleeding of base troops (SOS and Air Forces). In
late summer of 1943, a study of the SOS troop basis indicated that by D-day,
which it was then thought would be in May 1944, there would be approximately
350,000 officers and enlisted men in the theater. It was estimated that in this
group there would be a minimum of 80,000 men with type 0 blood, of whom
some 60,000 would be available as donors. Each of them would donate four
times. On the basis or these estimates, the capacity of the panel was set at
240,000 pints annually.

At the 1 April 1944 conference at Salisbury, new figures were quoted that
had been secured by General Hawley in a teleprinter conversation with the
Office of the Adjutant General, on 7 March 1944. They cast serious doubts
upon these estimates. In view of the alarming reduction in the capacity of
the blood donor panel which had been indicated by General Hawley's informa-
tion as to troop strengths and troop movements, it was recommended that steps
be taken immediately to plan for the acquisition of whole blood, type 0, from
the United States. The committee did not consider that even the establish-
ment of a panel of donors from the Eighth Air Force would solve the problem.
It also recommended that the blood bank at once increase its normal daily
processing capacity to a minimum of 500 pints.

At another conference on blood supply on 5 April 1944, Colonel Kin-
brough again called attention to the plans previously described for flying blood
from the United States to the European theater. In a report, to General
Hawley, Colonel Kimbrough repeated this recommendation and recommended
its implementation, for a number of reasons (36): The donor response from
SOS units had been extremely disappointing; not more than 20 percent of the
troops had volunteered. As the invasion would proceed and more and more
troops would be sent to the Continent, the pool of donors in the United Kingdom
would become progressively smaller, though it would increase in forward
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areas, where blood procured on the hoof might perhaps be taken into con-
sideration. Finally, the capacity of the blood bank was then only 200 pints
daily, against an estimated total daily requirement after D-day of 500 pints.
In view of reports from the Mediterranean theater of the increasing use of
whole blood, it was highly probable that this estimate was too low. On the
whole, however, it was thought that a ratio of three units of plasma to one of
blood, or even five units of plasma to one of blood, would be adequate.'0

When discussions of the blood program began in the European theater,
the prewar ideas of the total value of plasma were simply carried over into the
planning, just as they had been in the North African theater in 1942 and early
1943. In the Fifth U.S. Army, however, the experience had not borne out
the concept that plasma could be substituted for whole blood (37, 38). At the
present time, large quantities of blood, sometimes as much as 4,000 cc., were
being used, the objective being to bring the red blood cell count up to 4 million
per cu. mm. within 12 to 24 hours after wounding.

The experience of the North African theater gradually became known in
the European theater, but its full impact was not realized until Col. Thomas
J. Hartford, MC, Executive Officer, Office of the Surgeon, 1st Army Group,
returned from a trip to Italy in March 1944 (39). He brought the disquieting
news for those planning the blood supply for the invasion of the Continent
that 1 pint of whole blood was now considered necessary for each 2.2 wounded
(table 17) rather than the 1:8 or 1:10 originally estimated. This seemed to
Colonel Kimbrough an excessive estimate which required reconsideration,
though lie was not in a position to criticize data obtained from battlefield
experience.

In his 6 April report to General Hawley, Colonel Kimbrough analyzed
present plans for the blood supply for the invasion as follows: On D-day, from
previous collections, 4,200 pints would be available. For the next 7 days,
the bank would collect 500 pints daily. After this time, it was anticipated
that the daily blood supply from the bank could not exceed 200 pints.

The amounts of blood required by the new estimates, Colonel Kimbrough
concluded, could not possibly be met with the present facilities of the ETOUSA
Blood Bank or the limited pool of donors available. A stronger directive was
being prepared in the hope of obtaining a larger panel of donors. It might be
necessary to offer to pay the troops for their donations, or to give them whisky
as an incentive. It might also be necessary to build a laboratory on the far
shore, to care for the increased needs. In Colonel Muckenfuss' opinion, this
could not be done in less than 90 days. The solution of the problem, however,
seemed to be the procurement of blood from the Zone of Interior.

At another conference on 7 April 1944, a somewhat more optimistic spirit
prevailed. It was hoped that a second letter to base section commanders from
Headquarters, SOS, would inspire more donors to contribute. With an im-
proved donor r~zponse, and with the period immediately after D-day provided

10 Additional details of the 5 April 1944 conference are discussed with the ETOUSA Blood Bank, in the section con-
cerned with planning for Operation OVERLORD.
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TABLE 17.-LUse of blood by U.S. troops in Italy, 1 September 1943-25 February 1944 1

Unit and period of time Casualties Transfusions Ratio

Evacuation hospitals ------------------------------ 13, 763 3,060 1:4.5
Field hospitals ------------------------------------ 1,044 1,571 1.5:1

Total ------------------------------------- 14, 807 4,631 1:3.2

94th Evacuation Hospital:
23 September-9 October ------------------------ 411 56 1:8
13 October-6 November ------------------------- 499 150 1: 3.3
7 November-12 January ------------------------ 1,863 840 1:2.2

Anzio beachhead, 22 January-25 February:
British -------------------------------------- 3,527 2 1,262 1: 2.79
United States --------------------------------- 4,523 2 2,456 1:1.85

SPlasma usually used: 3.54 units plasma to 1 pint blood.
I Bottles of blood used.

NOTE.-The ratio is actually blood to total casualties. While I was there, they were sending 100 bottles of blood a
day to Anzio. The amount used, especially early, does not represent the amount required or desired but in many instances
the amount available. Another fact that is significant is that high explosives accounted for 827 of the battle casualties
admitted to any of the hospitals during the period September-January in this theater.-T. J. 1.

Source: Official Diary, 152d Station Hospital Blood Bank, 1944-45.

for, it was thought that enough blood could be collected daily to satisfy the
estimated demand until D+60. Then, additional teams and donors would
have to be added.

An extended discussion of equipment brought out another difficulty: The
normal 200-pi~lts-per-day capacity of the blood bank could be increased to 500
to 600 pints for a few days, but by the 10th day, at the latest, the output would
have to be reduced because the limited supply of giving sets could not be
rotated fast enough.

Colonel Kimbrough was also concerned about the longevity of whole blood
with the preservatives then in use. The average useful life was not more than
10 days, and he had been informed that, even under optimum conditions, blood
could not be delivered to the front in less than 10 days after it had been drawn.

General Hawley, who was kept informed of these various developments,
expressed himself as much concerned over them. In view of the limited useful
life of whole blood and the impossibility of its reaching the front in less than
that lifespan (10 days), he did not think the average usable life of blood at the
front could be more than 6 days, and it would be safer to estimate it as 5 days.
From the practical standpoint, this meant that the blood bank must be able
to replace the total demands at the front every 8 days. In spite of Colonel
Kimbrough's opinion that this could be done, General Hawley doubted it.

Table 18 contains the estimates prepared in response to a request from the
Planning Branch, Operations Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, on 6 April
1944 for "firm figures" for the blood requirements from D-day to D+90 (39).

717-409--64- 34
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TABLE 18.-Estimated demands for whole blood, 29 April 1944

Estimated demnands
Period of time CaSualties -

Total Daily

Nulmber Pints Pint*

D-day to I)+3 ---------------------------------- 16, 879 3,376 844
D+4 to )+ 10 ----------------------------------- 4, 770 954 136

Total ------------------------------------- 21,649 4, 330 394

D+11 to D+20 ---------------------------------- 9,907 1,981 198
D+21 to D+30 --------------------------------- 14,637 2,927 293

Total ------------------------------------- 24,544 4,908 245

D+31 to D+45 --------------------------------- 20,895 4, 179 279
D+46 to D+60 --------------------------------- 23,280 4,656 310

Total -------------------------------------- 44,175 8,835 295

D+61 to D+75 --------------------------------- 20,513 4,103 273
D+76 to D+90 ---------------------------------- 22,048 4,410 294

Total -------------------------------------- 42,561 8,513 284

D-day to D+90 --------------------------------- 132,929 26,586 292. I

D+4 to D+90 --------------------------------- 116,050 23,210 266.7

I One pint of whole blood estimated for each five casualties.

On 12 April 1944, in a memorandum to General Hawley, Colonel Cutler
recommended that donors be paid $10 each, as had been done in Italy. If this
plan to increase donations were not adopted, he thought that supplemental sup-
plies of blood must be flown to the European theater from the Zone of Interior.

D-DAY AND AFTER

Blood was sent from the United Kingdom to the Continent on D-day and
during the first days of the invasion through the ETOUSA Blood Bank accord-
ing to the plans prepared in January 1944. It was in reasonably adequate
supply, at least in the light of the standards of usage of blood which then
prevailed.

24 June 1944

On 24 June, the situation changed. Up to this time, in accordance with
the original planning (40), the bank had supplied 250 pints of blood a day to
the First U.S. Army. As of this date, an additional 250 pints per day was
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"imperatively" requested for this Army. Tihe Supply Division had also been
informed that a meeting of responsible medical officers would shortly be held
on the far shore to determine a new pattern of requests for whole blood. It was
thought that at least 500 pints per day would be requested.

Colonel Cutler was very much pleased with the early operations of the
blood bank. Late in June, he wrote in his official diary (23):

The tremendous demand for blood completely justifies the establishment of the blood
bank and from reports and observations it is clear we must have saved life by the establish-
ment of an E.T.O. blood bank. * * * Lieutenant Reardon of the blood bank is now on
the far-shore. He has a large Navy-type refrigerator buried in the ground and (8) trucks
(each taking 80 pints) are working well with the First Army delivering blood at this time.
Almost all LST's and hospital carriers either gave up their blood to people on the far-shore
or used it up on casualties on the trip back. Little was actually wasted. The major diffi-
culty about blood has been the return of kits and sets and marmite jars.

On 17 September 1958, General Hawley annotated this entry in Colonel
Cutler's diary with the statement that each outbound LST (landing ship,
tank) carried twice the amount of blood estimated that it would need on its
return trip (23). The excess was unloaded on the far beach.

2 July 1944

Although the Third U.S. Army was not to become operational until
1 August, some medical units later assigned to it were serving in France with
the First U.S. Army, and on 2 July 1944, a communication concerning planned
needs for blood for this (the Third U.S.) Army was sent from its headquarters
to the Commanding General, ETOUSA, for General Hawley's attention. In
this communication, it was stated that the original allocations of blood were
now considered inadequate for anticipated demands in forthcoming operations,
especially in the light of the amounts presently being consumed by the First
U.S. Army. These amounts were not considered excessive. The planned
Third U.S. Army allocation was 150 pints daily from D±29 to D+32, 200
pints daily until D+-39, and 350 pints daily until D+90. It was urgently
requested that these allotments be increased to 300, 400, and 550 pints daily,
respectively, for the periods specified.

There was still no universal agreement, however, that blood was needed
in such quantities. On 2 July 1944, Colonel Cutler wrote Colonel Kimbrough
that from his observations on the far shore and his studies of battle casualty
rates, he thought that, if blood were used carefully, it would not be needed in
these amounts for two reasons (41):

1. In November 1943, Colonel Churchill had estimated that 20 percent
of battle casualties would need resuscitation. In the European theater,
casualties in invasion troops through 25 June had numbered 24,939, less than
a thousand a day. Of every thousand casualties, not more than 10 percent,
100 men, would require blood. If each of them needed 2 pints, that would
make the requirement 200 pints per day for each thousand casualties. Some
patients might need additional transfusions because of secondary hemorrhage
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or for other reasons, but an extra 200 pints of blood per day should be ample
for this group. Thus, with a casualty list of 1,000 per day, 400 pints daily
should meet the requirements of the First U.S. Army.

2. Colonel Cutler had observed while on the far shore that very little
plasma was being used, though, theoretically, a casualty's protein require-
ments could be met by it.

Colonel Cutler had discussed these matters with Col. Joseph A. Crisler,
Jr., MC, Consultant in Surgery, First U.S. Army, and had reminded him that
under conditions of unusual stress, blood could be secured from walking
wounded; special donor sets had been provided for this purpose.,'

12 July 1944

On 12 July 1944, Colonel Kimbrough wrote General Hawley that the
ETOUSA Blood Bank was supplying 500 pints of whole blood daily to the
Continent and was utilizing its panel of donors to full capacity (42). It was
also planning to secure donors from the Air Forces, though the number from
this source would not be large, since only ground troops could be used. Re-
ports from the Continent indicated that blood was being used economically.
The most optimistic estimates of the ultimate capacity of the ETOUSA panel
of donors was 700 pints of blood daily. With increased operations on the
Continent, this amount would not meet the demand.

Colonel Kimbrough therefore recommended:
1. That plans be laid on to obtain whole blood for transfusion from the

Zone of Interior.
2. That faclities of the ETOUSA Blood Bank be used to distribute blood

received from the Zone of Interior and delivered from that point to the Armies.
The bank already had a well-organized distribution system, and its utilization
would avoid duplication of facilities.

24 July-1 August 1944

As the scarcity of blood became increasingly serious, a system of allocations
was set up:

1. After the breakthrough at Saint-L6, on 24 July 1944, daily allocations
of available blood were made to medical units of the First U.S. Army.

2. This plan was continued until 1 August 1944. Then, until 25 August,
when supplies from the Zone of Interior began to arrive, Colonel Mason con-
ferred daily with Col. Alvin L. Gorby, MC, Surgeon, 12th Army Group, to be
sure that the dwindling supplies of blood were delivered to the areas in which
the largest numbers of casualties were anticipated.

In other words, by the end of July, the demand for blood had far outpaced
the supply. Its increased use for combat casualties and the stepped-up

"1 Early in 1942, it had been concluded in the Zone of Interior that bleeding of walking wounded was completely un-
realistic. It also was considered especially objectionable in view of the large numbers of 4-F's in the United States who
could act as donors. It proved impractical in combat zones in all theaters.
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operations on the Continent had combined to produce exactly the shortages
in the supply that the planners of the program had feared might occur and that
many of them had thought could be avoided only if blood were procured from
the Zone of Interior.

On 28 July 1944, Lt. Col. (later Col.) Robert M. Zollinger, MC, Surgical
Consultant, ETOUSA, wrote the Surgeon, Forward Echelon, Headquarters,
Communications Zone, concerning the amounts of blood necessary for combat
casualties (43). Recommendations had been made in the "Manual of Therapy,
European Theater of Operations," as well as elsewhere, that blood be given in
the ratio of one part blood to two parts plasma. Current requirements,
however, were more nearly 1: 1. After visiting field and evacuation hospitals,
he was convinced that this latter ratio might be correct, especially in field
hospital platoons, near the frontlines. Large amounts of blood were un-
questionably needed. If the requirements sometimes seemed excessive, a
partial explanation was the backlog of patients often awaiting operation.
They had been prepared for operation by shock teams, but because of the press
of more urgent casualties, their timelag was lengthened, and it was often
necessary to continue the administration of blood and plasma or to repeat it.
This contingency had probably not been taken into consideration in pre-D-day
estimates of the blood that would be needed.

On 31 July 1944, the day before the Third U.S. Army was committed,
Colonel Kimbrough again notified General Hawley of shortages of blood on
the Continent (44). Current demands were for approximately 1,000 pints
per day. The capacity of the SOS panel of donors in the United Kingdom
was now about 400 pints daily. A supplemental panel from certain elements
of the Air Forces contributed about 250 pints daily. The daily deficit-more
than 300 pints-could not possibly be met by donations on the Continent,
and the demand for blood would increase as operations became intensified.

Colonel Kimbrough therefore recommended to General Hawley that plans
be made to obtain a thousand pints of whole blood daily from the Zone of
Interior by air transport.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WHOLE BLOOD PROPOSAL

July-August 1944

31 July.-General Hawley had not waited for Colonel Kimbrough's
second communication to take action. On 31 July 1944, his executive officer
requested the Personnel Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, to arrange air
transportation to the Zone of Interior for Colonel Cutler, Major Hardin, and
Col. William F. MacFee, MC, Commanding Officer, 2d Evacuation Hospital,
for stays of 10 days, 6 weeks, and 21 days respectively (45). The trip was
essential, the request read, to initiate and implement a supply of a thousand
pints of whole blood daily from the United States to the United Kingdom.
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When the question was raised whether it was necessary for all three officers
to make the trip, General Hawley's reply was immediate and unequivocal (46).
It was. Colonel Cutler, as Chief Surgical Consultant in the theater, must be
present at the formulation of the program. Colonel MacFee, an experienced
surgeon, was in command of an active evacuation hospital supporting the
First U.S. Army. He had been in France since D-day and could give The
Surgeon General a firsthand account of blood requirements on the Continent.
Major Hardin was in charge of the blood bank, which had about reached the
limit of its capacity; armies in the field were requesting more blood than
could possibly be supplied by it. T'ie matter could not be handled by phone
or radiogram. Highly technical details had to be arranged, including adapta-
tion of the transfusion set used in the Zone of Interior to use in the European
theater. The matter was regarded as "of the greatest urgency" and "all three
officers" must be returned to the United States.

2 August. -On 2 August 1944, a radiogram was sent through channels
from General Hawley to The Surgeon General, U.S. Army, as follows (47):

Burden is being imposed that the ETO Blood Bank cannot meet in the demand for whole
blood for the forces fighting in France. That blood is necessary and is saving lives, all are
convinced. It is believed necessary that daily air shipment of 1000 pints be sent. To
coordinate this matter, returning to the United States are Colonel Cutler, Colonel William
MacFee, and Major Hlardin.

5 August. -On 5 August, General Hawley followed up this radiogram
with an explanatory letter to General Kirk (48). The economy of the use of
blood, he wrote, had been thoroughly investigated. Blood was not being used
extravagantly. The fact was inescapable that its use was hastening recovery
and saving lives.

The capacity of the ETOUSA Blood Bank, General Hawley continued,
was set at 300 pints daily, but from D-day to D+50, it had delivered an
average of 480 pints daily. Its capacity was being built up to 500 pints daily,
but this would not be enough as troop strength increased.

The Air Transport Command was prepared to put on one or two planes
daily, as necessary, to fly the blood from the United States. The Troop
Carrier Command would deliver it by plane direct from Prestwick, Scotland,
where it would be landed, to the Continent, and it would thus be in France
within 48 hours after it had left the United States.

General Hawley hoped that a small amount of the blood collected for
plasma could be diverted to the European theater as whole blood without en-
dangering the plasma program. No publicity need attend the diversion, though
perhaps it might stimulate donations if the donors knew that the blood they
gave might be in the veins of a soldier in France within 3 days after it was
collected.

When the question of supplying blood to Europe from the Zone of Interior
was first raised, as Colonel Cutler noted in his official diary (23), General
Hawley was concerned about the length of time it would take to get the blood
to England. Ile thought that there would be a minimum of 72 hours after it
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was collected before it could leave the Zone of Interior. The whole project
would be futile if the blood did not have sufficient life after its arrival in the
United Kingdom. There was an extended discussion of this point in a meeting
of his consultants on 28 Juiy 1944, but he was finally convinced, when the pro-
cedures to be employed in the Zone of Interior were explained to him, including
an airlift to the United Kingdom, that the program was feasible. "The Sur-
geon General," he said, "is definitely opposed to it, but I am willing to put it
up to him." At this time, he was already planning to send Colonel Cutler,
Colonel MacFee, and Major Hardin to the United States to discuss the plan.

11 August.--General Kirk replied to General Hawley's letter of 5 August
on 11 August 1944 (49). Immediately after receiving it the previous day, he
had had a conference with Maj. Gen. George F. Lull, Brig. Gen. Raymond W.
Bliss, and General Rankin.

All three of these officers believed that within 10 days it would be possible
to begin shipping 500 pints of blood daily to the European theater. It would
be sent in Alsever's solution, which would bring the volume to 1 quart. The
blood would be good for 30 days 12 and would be shipped without refrigeration. 13

The safety of this method had been tested by flying blood to Prestwick and to
San Francisco without harm to it (p. 209).

13 August.-On 13 August, General Kirk sent General Hawley the fol-
owing radiogram through channels (50):

Whole blood is subject. This office prepared to ship 258 pints daily for first week com-
mencing 21 August. This amount will increase to 500 as blood becomes available. Ship-
ments will be made without refrigeration. Is sufficient refrigeration available in theater to
accommodate shipments? Estimated weight first shipment 1200 pounds and 387 cubic feet.
Request air priority and shipping instructions furnished this office. Request immediate
reply.

COMMENT

The reversal of General Kirk's previous refusal to consider plans for
shipping blood oversef.s followed his visit to the Mediterranean theater the
firsti week of July 1944. He was influenced, one may speculate, by his obser-
vatons there. When he visited the theater blood bank at the 15th Medical
General Laboratory, he was given a brief statement of its organization and
activities: Between 23 February 1944, when the first shipment was made to the
Anzio beachhead, and 6 July 1944, a total of 16,574 units had been supplied to
the Fifth U.S. Army. This amount, the report stated, represented over 9
tons of fresh human blood, the cells of which had been kept potent by careful
handling and refrigeration. The report also included details of the selection

I1 This should be 21 days.
1 'Here and elsewhere, the term "without refrigeration" is somewhat misleading. It was only during the actual flight

time that blood sent overseas to Europe was not under refrigeration. It was placed under refrigeration as soon as it was
drawn, was kept under refrigeration until it was placed on the plane, was placed in a refrigerator if the plane was on the
ground for more than a brief period en route, and was again placed under refrigeration as soon as it was taken off the plane.
As a matter of fact, the temperature of the blood changed no more than 60 F. during the period it was without refrigera-
tion on the plane (p. 211).
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of donors, the processing of blood, and the reservation of high-titer group 0
blood for 0 type casualties. The memorandum ended with the statement that
an abundant supply of whole blood had enabled surgeons in forward hospitals
to save the lives of desperately wounded soldiers by operations previously con-
sidered too dangerous to be undertaken.

The chronicle of the oversea blood program now moves to its inpleinenta-
tion in the Zone of Interior.

Part IV. Definitive Actions in the Zone of Interior for an

Oversea Transfusion Service

REVIVAL OF PROPOSAL FOR AIRLIFT OF BLOOD TO EUROPE

As reports from Europe began to indicate an increasing need for whole
blood for combat casualties, numerous discussions were held in the Surgery
Division, Office of The Surgeon General, to initiate action in anticipation of the
airlift which now seemed inevitable in spite of the earlier rejection of the plan
by General Kirk.

On 3 August 1944, General Rankin se k memiorandum to The Surgeon
General stressing the urgent need for bloom the European theater and out-
lining two plans by which it might be procure( from the Zone of Interior (51):

1. Whole blood could be secured from Red Cross donor centers.
2. Red blood cells could be provided from plasma processing centers.

The use of red blood cell suspensions for transfusion had been well established,
but there were certain practical difficulties in the way of utilizing this source
of blood for the immediate needs of the European theater. The chief difficulty
concerned the bleeding bottle then in use.

Since it was quite certain that these difficulties could be overcome, it
might ultimately be desirable to institute this second plan, which would provide
red blood cell suspensions without interference with the blood program now
in operation. In view of the urgency of the situation, however, it seemed
wisest to institute the first plan. It could be put into operation, and delivery
of blood could be begun, within 7 to 10 days after the airlift was authorized.

Only type 0 blood would be used. It would be obtained, after typing of
donors, at the Washington and New York blood donor centers. The blood
would be packed in cardboard containers and shipped in unrefrigerated planes
to the European theater. Blood prepared with available equipment by the
procedure to be outlined could be safely used for as long as 30 days after it was
collected. It was thought that the combined output of the Washington and
New York centers would provide an airlift of 500 pints of blood daily.

The plan proposed would be implemented as follows:

1. Personnel. Three technicians would be provided at each bleeding center by the
Blood Research Division, Army Medical School, and the Navy. They would perform the
typing, grouping, and serologic tests. Five or six untrained workers would be provided at
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each center, either by the Red Cross or the Army, to clean and prepare the collecting sets.
2. Equipment. This could consist of:

a. Bottles of 1,000-cc. capacity, each containing 500 cc. of Alsever's solution. Each
center would be provided with 500 bottles per day. At the present time, 3,500 bottles
could be obtained. Another 5,000 could be obtained within a week, and thereafter the
supply would be unlimited.14

b. Donor bleeding sets. Each center would need an initial supply of approximately
1,000 sets, which could be obtained immediately from Army depots. Since the sets could
be cleaned and reused, the initial supply would be adequate.

c. Typing sera and equipment for serologic testing. Adequate supplies of both
items would be furnished by the Blood Research Division, Army Medical School.

d. Shipping containers. The cardboard containers in which the bottles of blood left
the Red Cross blood donor centers could be used for packing the blood, six bottles to a
container, and transporting it by plane. The packaging would be done at the blood donor
centers. Refrigeration during the flight was desirable but in the emergency not considered
absolutely essential (p. 209). An effort would be made to develop a suitable insulated
container for shipping purposes.

e. Equipment for administering the blood. Since this was standard equipment, it
would be presumed that it would be available in the oversea theater.

3. Procedure. This would be as follows:
a. Each donor would be tentatively typed at the hemoglobin stations of the Red

Cross blood donor centers.
b. As the donor entered the bleeding room, the typing would be read.
c. Each type 0 donor would be bled into the special prechilled bottles containing

Alsever's solution. All other donors would be bled into the usual Red Cross collection
bottles which contained citrate solution and were used in the procurement of blood for the
plasma and albumin programs.

d. Grouping would be confirmed from the clotted blood sent to the laboratory of the
donor center.

e. Bottles of confirmed type 0 blood would be placed in cardboard containers and
stored immediately in the refrigerator at the Red Cross center until a sufficient quantity
had been accumulated for shipment. Additional refrigerators were available and could be
supplied as needed.

f. A schedule would be developed with the Air Transport Command for delivery of
the blood from the centers to the planes by the Red Cross Transport Service.

This plan, with minor modifications, was the same plan proposed and
rejected in December 1943 (p. 462). It was also, with modifications, particu-
larly the change to ACD solution and refrigeration in April 1945, the plan by
which blood was shipped to Europe during the rest of the war.

At this time-the first week of August 1944-the first definite request was
received from the European theater for shipments of whole blood, and the
lines of development in that theater and in the Zone of Interior began to merge.

PREPARATIONS FOR AIRLIFT

Activities were intensified in the Surgery Division, Office of The Surgeon
General, as soon as the request from ETOUSA was received and the decision

14 Bottles large enough to hold the necessary amounts of AIsever's solution were not in production when the request
to fly blood to the European theater was received in the Office of The Surgeon General. The manufacturers, however,
sensing the urgency of the situation, provided them in a crash operation typical of the part American industry played in
the entire blood-plasma program.
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was made to ship blood to the European theater. Supplies of various kinds
had to be procured, and additional personnel were necessary for the collecting
centers. Action was taken at a series of conferences.

10 August 1914

The conference held on 10 August 1944 (52), to which General Kirk had
referred in his letter of 11 August to General Hawley, was attended by General
Rankin; Colonel Carter; Captain Newhouser; Colonel Kendrick; Maj. Earl S.
Taylor, MC, Technical Consultant, Volunteer Donor Service, American Red
Cross; and Lt. (later Lt. Cdr.) Henry Blake, M(C, USN, Assistant Technical
Consultant; Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Oscar B. Griggs, MC, Supply Service, OTSG,
and Lt. Col. John J. Pelosi, MC, Supply Service, OTSG; and Maj. (later Lt.
Col.) Frederic N. Schwartz, MAC, Operations Officer, Blood Plasma Branch,
Surgery Division, OTSG.

The business of this conference was to make the plans for the shipment of
whole blood from the Zone of Interior to the European theater. In general,
the plan used was the one outlined by General Rankin in his memorandum to
The Surgeon General on 3 August 1944. As the plan was finally adopted, the
details were as follows:

1. The American Red Cross Blood Donor Service would be responsible for procuring
blood in W•ashington, New York, or other centers which might be required to provide blood
in the quantities needed by the oversea theaters. Initially, 180 to 390 bleedings would be
obtained daily in New York, and 78 to 180 in Washington. If more blood was needed, other
centers would hxe brought into the program.

2. Equipment required for the airlift overseas would include:
a. Sterile, 1,000-ce. vacuum bottles each containing 500 cc. of Alsever's solution.
b. Sterile, expendable donor sets put up in aluminum tubes.
c. Sterile, expendable dispensing sets, similarly prepared.
d. Typing sera.
e. Supplies for the Kahn test, including a centrifuge.
f. Stencils for classifying and numbering bloods for shipment.
g. Packaging supplies, including brown paper, paper tape, and shipping tags.

3. Personnel for each donor center would consist of a medical officer qualified to operate
a blook bank and three technicians, two for typing blood and one for shipping it. The
personnel to operate the whole blood service would be provided by the Personnel Branch,
Office of The Surgeon General. Personnel from the Army Medical School would establish
the whole blood station in New York and serve there temporarily. Colonel Kendrick,
Special Representative on Blood and Plasma Transfusion, Office of The Surgeon General,
would be responsible for the whole blood operation.

4. Blood would be transported from the donor center to the airport by the American
Red Cross or under sonm other arrangement agreed upon by the Army and the Red Cross.
The blood would be refrigerated from collection to emplanement. The Red Cross was
installing large refrigerators in the centers selected to supply the blood, so that this require-
ment could be met.

5. The request to the Army Transport Command for the shipment of blood to the
European theater must originate from that theater. (This request had been made on
1 August bly General Hawley's office and had been granted at once.)

6. The care, refrigeration, and transshipment of blood after it arrived overseas was the
responsibility of the European theater. The theater had been asked to notify the Office of
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The Surgeon General when refrigeration would be available there and when the initial
shipment of blood could be received. The whole blood procurement station in New York
would be ready to begin shipments on 21 August 1944.

7. The European theater was also requested to ask that a medical )fficer accompany a
shipment of blood from the collecting center in the Zone of Interior to the installation in the
European theater in which the blood was to be used, in order to investigate all the problems
concerned with the shipping of whole blood overseas and albo to study the operation of blood
banks in the European theater. (Colonel Kendrick was given this assignment (p. 495).

The request for blood from the European theater had been for 1,000 pints
per day. It was agreed that every effort would be made to supply this quantity,
but it was recognized that it might not be feasible at first to send more than
750 pints daily, because of the limited capacities of bleeding centers on the east
coast. If the quota could not be met, perhaps the deficit could be made up
with resuspended red cells (p. 490).

It was agreed at this meeting that, beginning on 21 August 1944, 250
pints of blood would be shipped daily for a week. No definite commitments
were made for the next week, but it was hoped that the quantity could be
stepped up to 500 pints daily on 28 August, to 750 pints on 4 September, and
to 1,000 pints daily after 11 September.

At the conclusion of this conference, The Surgeon General stated that if
operating surgeons in the European theater desired whole blood, they should
certainly have it, and every effort would be made to provide what they had
requested.

15 August 1944

Another conference held on 15 August 1944 in the Surgery Division, Office
of The Surgeon General (53), was attended by General Rankin, Colonel Carter,
Colonel Kendrick, Major Schwartz, and others from this office and from the
American Red Cross concerned with supply and procurement. The meeting
eas also attended by Colonel Cutler, Colonel MacFee, and Major Hardin, who
had just arrived in the United States. Since consent to the shipment of blood
to the European theater had already been secured from The Surgeon General
when these officers arrived, the discussion chiefly concerned the details of the
arrangements for shipping blood. Colonel Cutler was particularly concerned
with two points, (1) the lack of refrigeration on the transatlantic flight; and
(2) the use of Alsever's solution. This was no time, he said, to experiment on
the American soldier.

The discussion on refrigeration at this meeting is included under the
general heading of refrigeration (p. 209). The discussion on the use of Alsever's
solution as a preservative, to which Colonel Cutler also took exception, is
similarly discussed under the heading of preservatives (p. 229).

At this conference, Colonel Cutler was told that, somewhat later, the
European theater would be supplied with resuspended red blood cells from type
O blood. They were available in abLndance, as a byproduct of the plasma
program, and it was thought that they could be used to advantage. They
would be put up in 600-cc. Baxter bottles and would be flown to Prestwick,
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being treated en rot, , and after receipt exactly as whole blood was treated.
It was planned to send the first shipnent with Major Hardin on his return to
Europe, so that he could distribute the material to hospitals whose personnel
were suitably trained in the use of blood in this form. Several trial runs would
be necessary b)efore regular shipments were begun.15

It was agreed at this meeting that the Army would r,•tablish three or four
collecting centers ior the procurement of blood for the European theater, be-
ginning withi the American Red Cross blood donor centers in Boston, New
York, and Washington. Lieutenant Blake thought as much as 750 pints
daily could be obtained from these three centers. To increase the amount to
1,000 pints per day, it would be necessary to establish another collecting center
in one of the Red Cross donor centers in the Midwest. It would be impossible
to meet the comnmitments for whole blood, plasma, and albumin from the quotas
presently available on the east coast.

The blood sent to the European theater would be tested serologically and
grouped. Every effort would be made to send only group 0 blood, but retesting
before using was advisable. Since this would entail entering the bottle and
drawing out a small sample, it was suggested that the tests be made within
3 hours of the time the blood was to be used, to reduce , 1ie possibility of
contamination.

FIRST SHIPMENTS

These various plans were carried out, and substantially as contemplated.
The first shipment of blood, 258 bottles, was flown from the Zone of Interior to
Prestwick (map 2), on 21 August. It was transshipped by refrigerated truck
to Salisbury, the base of theEuropean Theater Blood Bank; and thence was flown
to France, where it arrived on 27 August 1944. The shipment from the Zone
of Interior on 24 August consisted of 180 bottles, and the shipment on 25 August,
of 336 bottles.

Refrigeration facilities at Prestwick could care for 222 cartons of blood,
each containing 6 bottles. The plan was to keep tile blood there under refriger-
ation at least 4 hours and to use it for periods up to 10 days.

When Colonel Cutler arrived from the United States at Prestwick on
25 August, 350 pints of blood in Alsever's solution were on the plane with him,
and the blood was still cool at the end of the flight (23). Giving sets, however,
were not included.

The following day, Col. S. B. Hays, MC, Chief, Supply Division. Office of
the Chief Surgeon, sent a radiogram to PEMBARK (port of embarkation) New
York, stating that the first shipments of whole blood had arrived in good condi-
tion but that they had not included recipient sets (filter, tubing, needle), as

J In spite of the abundance of red blood cells as a byproduct of the plasma program and the proved usefulness of blood
In this form (p. 312), this plan proved impractical. The cells could not he used safely for more than 5 days, which was an
insumffcient time to deliver them to using hospitals in the European theatvr. Thalhiner's method of using corn syrup as
the, diluent was developed too late to be useful, which is unfortunate, for itextended the longevity of packed red blood cells
to 18 day•s.
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MAP 2.-Flight plan of airlift of blood to Prestwick, Scotland, and thence to the European
Continent.

the plans had called for. The Surgeon General, on 31 August, replied that
recipient sets were not, presently available for the shipments but that they would
be received within the next few days, as they were.

On 26 August, PEMBARK notified Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expe-
ditionary Force, that air priority had been set up, effective on 1 September,
for the daily shipment of whole blood to Europe in the amount of 2,250 pounds
(class 1, medi-al).

On 28 August, according to orders requested on 20 August., Colonel Kendrick
left the Zone of Interior with a large shipment of blood. The justification for
the requested orders had been that it was simply not possible to put a system,
however good it might be, on paper and expect it to work of itself. When the
sul)stance to be transported was as valuable as blood, it was essential to follow
it up, make sure that it, was properly handledt at every point along the way,
and also see that it was properly used. The account of Colonel Kendrick's trip
appears unider appropriate headings elsewhere.

On 24 September 1944, the Continental Section, ETOUSA Blood Bank,
152d Station Hospital, assumed the responsibility for the distribution of all
blood on the Continent and continued to exercise this function until the end of
the war (1). 515).

Short lv after the Continental Section had assumed this responsibility,
steps were taken to have the blood flown directly from the United States to the
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Continent. Difficulties in storage and shipping facilities delayed the operation
of the plan, and it was not until 15 October that the Air Transport Command
began to fly blood directly to Orly Field, Paris.

Part V. The European Theater Blood Bank'6

Section I. Establishment

PRELIMINARY PLANNING

After the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, General Hawley, directed, in July 1943,
that plans be made to supply blood to forward hospitals in the combat zone, the
task of implementing his instructions was assigned to the Operations Division
of his office, of which Colonel Mason was chief. Colonel Mason served as chair-
man of the Whole Blood Service Committee, which also included Colonel Kim-
brough, Colonel Cutler, Colonel Middleton, Col. Walter L. Perry, MC, Chief,
Finance and Supply Division, and Captain Hardin, liaison officer with the
British blood depot and later senior consultant in shock and transfusion.

This committee was promptly convened after receipt of General Hawley's
instructions. After several preliminary conferences it requested, and received
from him, approval of the following decisions, which were essential for future
planning:

1. Whole blood, except in emergencies, would be reserved for medical units
in the combat zone.

2. Whole blood would be made available as far forward in the combat zone
as platoons of field hospitals attached to clearing stations of divisions.

3. The blood would be obtained from volunteer donors from Services of
Supply units, who would be organized into a theater blood panel.

4. The blood used would be type 0 only. It would be preserved by the
glucose-citrate solution devised by the Medical Research Council of Great
Britain, would be kept under constant refrigeration, and would have an expira-
tion period of 21 days from the date of collecting.

5. Whole blood would have the highest priority in transportation. This
priority had been obtained from the Commanding General, Services of Supply,
and had been confirmed by the theater commander.

6. The blood service would be operated by a theater unit, with sub-
elements to be attached, as required, to major commands for operations.

ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTION

On 19 August 1943, after the decisions just listed had been approved by
General Hawley, detailed planning for the blood bank began, with agreement

Is Unless otherwise indicated, the material In this section is derived from the official histories of the 152d Station Hos-
pital Blood Bank (64,65); the official history of the 127th Station Hospital Blood Bank (W6); Major Hlardin'sannmual report
on transfusion and shock to the Chief Consultant in Surgery, ETOUSA, dated January 1944 (67): and the published
reports by Colonel Mason, on the planning and operation of the European Theater Blood Bank (68, 59).
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CHART 9.-Operations chart, Whole Blood Service, ETOUSA, Operations Division, Office of
Chief Surgeon, 1943

COLLECTING COLLECTING COLLECTING
TEAMS TEAMS TEAMS

REFRIGERATOR TRUCK

SRICsEvcS OF SUPPLY BASE BLOOD DEPOT ocs .
MEDICAL UNITS 1st MEDICAL GENERAL LABORATOR BRISTOL DEPOT

AIR OR VEHICLE TRANSPORT

ADVANCE BLOOD ADVANCE BLOOD
DEPOT (ARMY) DEPOT (SOS)
ATTACHED TO 4'- ---- -- ---- ATTACHED TO

ARMY MEDICAL SOS MEDICAL
SUPPLY DEPOT SUPPLY DEPOT

REFRIGERATOR TRUCK REFRIGERATOR TRUCK

Evacuation Fie Clearing General Station Field
spital Station Hospital Hospital Hospital

first of all upon an operations chart (chart 9). The functions of the whole
blood service were to be the procurement, processing, storage, and issue of
whole blood. The organization responsible for these functions had to be
tailored to fit the military requirements. The operations chart reflected this
necessity by providing (1) a fixed depot for processing and storage of the blood
and (2) advance mobile depots for its temporary storage and delivery.

Representatives of the Professional Services Division and their assistants
developed the clinical policies for the use of blood. Captain Hardin, Colonel
Muckenfuss, Commanding Officer, 1st Medical Laboratory, and their associates
developed the technical procedures for the operation of the blood bank and for
the training of bank personnel. They also prepared the lists of special equip-
ment required. Colonel Perry and his associates worked with Colonel Mason in
the development of the PROCO (projects for continental operations) mecha-
nism by which equipment, vehicles, and other supplies were secured for these
new and unusual operations, which were over and beyond T/E (table of equip-
ment) provisions. The T/O (table of organization) for the new unit, the
tactical operating procedure, and related instructions were prepared in the
Operations Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA. Colonel Mason,
as chairman of the ad hoc committee, had the responsibility for coordination of
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the various phases of the plan, its consolidation into a single whole, and super-
vision of its initial implementation.

Organization of Proposed Unit

Since there was no unit in the Medical Department tables of organization
which could meet, or be revised to meet, the needs of the proposed whole
blood service, an entirely new organization was planned, " as follows:

1. Headquarters.
2. Base depot section, which included personnel and equipment for bleeding teams.
3. Advance depots, Army type (two).
4. Advance depots, SOS type (two).
The 11 officers and 143 enlisted men in this organization would be attached for rations

to nearby organizations, thus effecting a considerable saving in mess and housekeeping
personnel and equipment.

The organization postulated was considered capable of operating a whole
blood service for a theater force of two field armies, the communications zone,
and the Air Forces on the Continent. Later, when a third field army would
become operational in the 12th Army Group, additional personnel would be
required for the base depot, and additional advance depots of both the Army
and SOS type would also be required.

Section IL 152d Station Hospital Blood Bank, United

Kingdom Section

CONVERSION OF 152D STATION HOSPITAL TO BLOOD BANK
PURPOSES

When the request for additional personnel to form the organization just
described was denied in the War Department, General Hawley acted with
characteristic vigor to compensate for the adverse decision. He directed an
assessment of all the 250-bed station hospitals then in the United Kingdom,
and, as soon as the report was received, he requested, and obtained, the per-
mission of the theater commander to utilize the 152d Station Hospital, then at
Bath, England. as the ETOUSA Blood Bank.

Construction

Planning for the necessary construction for the blood bank at the 152d
Station Hospital was begun late in October 1943. On 12 November, an
official request was sent fr-mn the Hospitalization Division, Office of the Chief

17 Provision is now made in T/O & E 8-%00 for blood bank detachments, which were added in 1950. This provision
goes far, though not all the way, to insure that, if blood banks are again needed by the Armed Forces, there will be an
adequate allocation of enlisted grades and ratings.
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Surgeon, ETOUSA, to the Operations Division, for alterations and construc-
tion work on a general medical laboratory at Salisbury, in order to establish
a blood bank in the United Kingdom to collect, process, and store blood.
The facilities were requested as promptly as possible.

The work was carried out by Engineer personnel of the Southern Base
Section, ETOUSA,. and, by 1 April 1944, the building was completed and
all equipment was in place.

Transfer of Location

On 22 January 1944, the 152d Station Hospital was transferred from its
original location at Bath to Salisbury, to the site of the 1st Medical Labora-
tory, commanded by Colonel Muckenfuss (fig. 111), who also became com-
manding officer of the 152d Station Hospital. Major Hardin, who was assigned
to duty with the 298th General Hospital, and had been detached to the 1st
Medical Laboratory for the purpose of organizing the ETOUSA Blood Bank,
was transferred to the 152d Station Hospital, where he assumed the duties
of executive officer of the blood bank section. Unit administration of both
the laboratory and the station hospital was carried out jointly in Colonel
Muckenfuss' office.

PERSONNEL

Original Personnel

The use of the 152d Station Hospital for a blood bank solved what at
first seemed an insoluble problem, but it was not an ideal solution. There
were decided drawbacks to the use of a station hospital for such a highly
technical unit. Multiple transfers from other sources were necessary to
provide personnel qualified in laboratory and blood bank operations; there
was a qualitative and a quantitative paucity of such specialists among both
officers and enlisted men on T/O for the hospital. The limitations of the
T/O also made the technical ratings of both noncommissioned officers and
enlisted men particularly inadequate. This was unfortunate, for it meant
that many who were highly qualified were denied the promotions which they
richly deserved.

One type of technician extremely difficult to secure was the refrigerator
mechanic, who is an essential person in the operation of a blood bank. Enough
of them were eventually found, by combing the theater, and it is a tribute to
their capabilities and their devoted work that not a single major refrigerating
breakdown occurred during the entire period of operation of the ETOUSA
Blood Bank. This was a truly remarkable record.

By the first week of Feb uary 1944, the personnel of the 152d Station
Hospital had been reconstituted to meet the needs of the blood bank. All
of the medical officers, with one exception, and all of the nurses, with one
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exception, had been transferred out of the unit and replaced with specialists,
and enlisted men had been similarly transferred and replaced.

Oil 25 March 1944, a special emergency treatment group, consisting of
19 officers, 23 nurses, and 151 enlisted men were transferred into the unit.18

This group was subdivided into two other groups, the larger of which was
trained to function as blood bank personnel and the smaller of which operated
a 50-bed hospital for research purposes.

Training

Training for the blood bank operation began at Salisbury the first week
in February. It was carried out partly by didactic lectures, partly by demon-
strations, but chiefly by the repeated performance, under supervision, of
individual duties by the personnel whose responsibility they were.

In all, up to D-day, 24 surgical technicians were trained to bleed donors,
and 16 enlisted men were trained to clean, assemble, and sterilize equipment
used to collect and administer blood. In addition, 60 truck drivers were
trained to transport refrigerated blood.

Colonel Mason's suggestion to General Hawley that Captain Hardin
be sent to the Mediterranean theater, to study operations of the blood bank
at the 15th Medical General Laboratory in Naples, was unfortunately not
implemented.

Proposed Augmentation of Personnel

On 17 April 1944, Major Hardin informed the Operations Division,
Office of the Chief Surgeon, that the present personnel, in his judgment,
could operate the blood bank through D±60. Additional personnel would
be needed for the next 30 days, to meet the estimated daily requirement of
300 pints of blood. After D+90, still further augmentation would be re-
quired, since a depot would be established in the forward communications
zone and increased demands for blood were anticipated. To furnish the
additional manpower needed after D+60, training of additional personnel
should begin by D+30.

If a base depot in the communications zone were to operate independently,
additional personnel would be required for serologic testing, blood typing,
mess management, and unit administration and supply. All of these func-
tions were now handled by the 1st Medical Laboratory. Major Hardin
believed that 61 additional enlisted men would be necessary, in addition to 2
Medi'tl Corps officers, company grade, and 1 Sanitary Corps or Medical
Administrative Corps officer. The later designation of the 127th Station
Hospital as a second blood bank (p. 513) solved this problem.

"i The medical officers and nurses In this group had been members of the llarvard-Amerlcan Red Cros Hospital
which was stationed In Salisbury before the United States entered the war. They joined the U.S. Army in Salisbury.
When the 152d Station hospital came to Salisbury, the two units were amalgamated under the designation of "special
treatment group." Later, most of this group was transferred back to the 152d Station Hospital. These transfers were
really only paper manipulations, but a great deal of time and effort went into them.
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Difficulties of Retaining Trained Personnel

Throughout the war, it was a constant struggle to keep the trained per-
sonnel of the various sections of the blood bank from being given other assign-
ments. On 3 April 1944, for instance, Major Hardin felt obliged to point out
that all personnel serving as drivers should be kept with the base depot blood
section. If they were placed with advance blood depots, he feared that the
ground replacement group might ask for them.

In December 1944, when replacements for ground troops were sorely
needed in the field armies, the question arose of transferring trained men in
the blood bank to such duties. Colonel Cutler pointed out that it would jeopar-
dize the supply of safe whole blood if these personnel were removed.

In April 1944, Col. David E. Liston, MC, had suggested that if additional
personnel were needed to operate the blood bank, nurses of the 152d Station
Hospital could be trained for this purpose. The matter did not come up again
until 1 January 1945. Then, in a memorandum for the record, arguments for
and against the use of nurses in a blood bank were outlined as follows:

Commanders of hospital blood banks considered nurses much better than
enlisted men for their purposes. Several months ago, when the tables of organ-
ization of the general hospitals had reduced the number of nurses allotted to
them, consideration was given to withdrawing nurses from the hospital blood
banks, but it was decided not to; their value in the blood banks was considered
greater than their value in hospitals, however much they might be needed in them.

At this time, however (January 1945), 19 general hospitals were being
shipped to the theater without their full complement of nurses. In view of
the critical situation in these hospitals, it now seemed that the need for nurses
in blood banks must be subordinated to present necessities. After much dis-
cussion, the nurses assigned to blood banks were retained in them.

On 15 January 1945, General Cutler suggested to Major Hardin that WAC
(Women's Auxiliary Corps) personnel might be used in place of nurses. If so,
his idea was that enlisted men be moved in to replace nurses and that they
then be relieved with WAC personnel. This plan was never adopted.

OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE

Base Bank

The 152d Station Hospital blood bank was divided into four sections, and
the personnel assigned to them were trained for specific, specialized duties in
the base and in advance banks. These sections were:

I. A record section, which maintained records of prospective donors as submitted on
monthly reports sent in by SOS units, arranged bleeding schedules, maintained records of
bleedings, correlated laboratory reports, and reported positive serologic tests and errors in
typing on identification tags to the unit commanders concerned.

2. A collecting section, which was composed of four mobile bleeding teams, each made
up of seven enlisted men and one medical officer. The enlisted men included a driver, a
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FIGURtE 117.-Processing of blood donations, Euro-
pean Theater Blood Bank, April 1944. A. Steriliz-
ing top of bottle of blood before it is filled to top
with glucose solution. B. Introduction of glucose solu-
tion. C. Capping bottle of blood.
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6. Amounts of blood necessary to meet the newly calculated demands (on the 1:1.5
basis, (p. 482) were being computed, and expansion of personnel for this reason, as well as
for later operations, was being considered. Expansion of the bank operations to meet the
demands for blood to D +-90 would present no particularly difficult problem,20 but expansion
for demands likely after that time would require doubling the present personnel. It would
also require duplication of the present equipment, and provision of additional heavy equip-
ment such as generators, centrifuges, and autoclaves.

Shortly after this report, the blood bank had an unusual opportunity to
test its capacities before D-day: During the course of Operation TIGER (a
practice loading and sailing project), three fully loaded L, T's were attacked
and sunk off Portland, Dorset, by German E-boats. The numerous casualties
were hospitalized in adjacent U.S. Army hospitals, and the bank was called
upon to supply the large amounts of blood needed. It functioned well, but in
Major Hardin's opinion it should have functioned better.

FURTHER PLANNING FOR OPERATION OVERLORD

A conference on the blood program in the European theater was held on
5 April 1944, at the 1st Medical Laboratory (p. 481) (60). It was attended
by Colonel Muckenfuss, who acted as chairman, and Major Hardin, from the
1st Medical Laboratory; Colonel Kimbrough and Colonel Zollinger; Col.
Keith W. Woodhouse, MC, from the Southern Base Section; Colonel Mason,
from the Advance Base Section; Colonel Crisler; Lt. Col. Nathan Weil,
Jr., MC, Consultant in Medicine, Third U.S. Army; and Lt. Col. George S. Rich-
ardson, MC, Ninth Air Force, Air Transport Command.

The following points were brought out:
1. The physical facilities of the blood bank were well planned, and blood was already

being obtained. It was expected that the bank would function smoothly when mass pro-
duction began.

2. If, as seemed likely, daily requirements of blood would amount to 500 to 700 pints
instead of the 400 pints then estimated, it would be necessary to add two more bleeding
teams and increase the personnel by 33 percent. Two additional 2Y2-ton trucks would also
be necessary. It was believed that if the facilities of the bank were thus augmented, its
production could meet the need for whole blood for Operation OVERLORD.

3. There was considerable discussion about the marking of the large refrigerators,
trucks, and marmite cans to be used in the blood operation. The cans were labeled
"ETOUSA Blood Bank," but unless it was also indicated that they were the property of
the Medical Department, they might be converted to other purposes by the units to which
they were delivered. If they were lost, they could easily be traced if they were properly
marked (as they were). Special arrangements would be necessary to hold the cans firmly
in place during transportation.

4. Advance blood depots on the far shore would be utilized to store blood to be provided
by the LST's to be used in operations on the far shore in the early stages of the invasion.

5. The First U.S. Army would determine the phase at which the refrigerator for its
advance blood bank could be taken ashore. Meantime, blood would be delivered in marmite
cans, by means of the daily Red Ball Freight.21 Medical officers of this Army thought that

20 It was to present a major problem (p. 484).
21 Blood was seldom delivered by thl- means. The idea did not prove practical because the Red Ball Freight was

not under medical control.
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the need for blood would be great enough for it to use all that became available, without
wastage, within the specified time limits. It would be responsible for collecting and dis-
tributing its own blood.

6. It was pointed out that in the early stages on the far shore, trucks could probably

not be used to transport blood because their motors would be water sealed. Marmite cans
therefore seemed the only practical way of conveying the blood ashore. It was suggested,
however, that all medical units be assigned given amounts of blood and that they carry it
ashore as part of their equipment. Other units could be similarly helpful; the engineer
companies, for instance, could carry three cans each, and field hospitals could being in their
own blood. It would be necessary to know the exact phasing of these medical units, so
that the blood bank could be kept aware of time, place, and amount of blood needed. These

suggestions were not implemented.

The recommendations by this conference on the assignment of advance
blood banks are more conveniently discussed elsewhere (p. 518).

MAJOR ELEMENTS OF THE FINAL PLAN

The procedure planned for the blood bank for the invasion and thereafter
was as follows (31):

1. Blood would be collected from the donor panel by bleeding teams from
the United Kingdom bank and would be returned to the bank in refrigerated
trucks.

2. It would be processed at the depot and stored until requisitioned for
delivery.

3. Every day, the blood required on the Continent would be transported
under refrigeration, by air, to the advance blood depots in ADSEC (Advance
Section, Communications Zone), where it would again be stored under
refrigeration.

4. The amount of blood delivered would be deternmined by daily for "'iats
of requirements by the commanding officers of the advance Army bloc :
detachments. The forecasts, which would cover the succeeding 4 days, would
be given to the ADSEC bank, which would consolidate the requirements before
delivering them to the Supply Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, for trans-
mission to the base bank.

5. The bulk delivery truck of the advance blood depot would transport
the blood to the advance depot in the Army area which it was supporting.

6. From the depot, trucks would operate a milk route delivery to the
evacuation and field hospitals in the particular Army area. In practice, each
vehicle would be assigned a certain number of these hospitals to service.

7. The blood depot in ADSEC, in addition to serving mobile hospitals
of the Advance Section, would also be expected to respond to calls from the
Army Surgeon to deliver blood to Army hospitals as special needs arose in
them. (This frequently happened after D-day, and the successful accomplish-
ment of this particular mission was another illustration of the workability and
flexibility of the planned blood program.)

8. The same system of collection and delivery would be followed when the
blood bank moved to the Continent. (This system was employed when blood
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began to be flown from the United States directly to the bank in Paris and
delivery of blood to forward areas was initiated from that point.)

It was anticipated, and events proved the expectation correct, that the
central control of the blood which had been planned would have a number of
operational advantages and would also effect economies in its distribution and
use. At no time was blood left in forward hospitals in excess of the 4-day
period for which forecasts had been received. Also, after the blood bank
moved to Paris, all blood w~ithin 3 (lays of the expiration date was picked up
and returned to the bank (61).

Supply of blood for LST's.-In the initial discussions of blood to be
supplied by the blood bank for use by the Navy on LST's on D-day, 10 pints
had been requested for each boat. These estimates, however, were not made
official until 27 April 1944 (40). Then 2,000 pints were requested, to be placed
aboard the hundred LST's which would be used for the invasion. It was
mentioned in this communication (from the Commander of U.S. Naval Forces
in Europe to the Chief Surgeon, SOS, ETOUSA) that representatives of the
Chief Surgeon's office had agreed that a stock of 1,000 pints of blood would be
maintained at loading points to replace the blood used on shipboard.

It was requested that delivery of the initial stock of 2,000 pints of blood
be made by refrigerated trucks to landing points of the LST's shortly before
departure time. The amounts required for specific ships at specific loading
points would be indicated in future correspondence after these matters had
been worked out. The crossing would take 24 hours or less.

These arrangements were duly concluded. It was further arrangcd that
the loading of the initial supply of blood would be the responsibility of the
ETOUSA Blood Bank, beginning on D-5. Maintenance of supply would be
from the hards, where the exchange of blood for empty bottles, used equipment,
and outdated blood would take place. It had been proposed that a courier
accompany the blood, but this request had been refused. It was hoped that the
request would still be granted (it never was), as this was the best way to insure
the return of empty bottles and used sets.

Standing Operating Procedure No. 21

On 21 March 1944, Colonel Muckenfuss, Commanding Officer, 1st Medi-
cal Laboratory, to which the European Theater Blood Bank was attached,
was instructed to prepare for the Plans and Operations Division, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, an SOP (standing operating procedure) covering in detail the
proposed operating procedure for the whole blood service in the European
theater (62). On 27 March, Colonel Muckenfuss was informed that it would
not be necessary to publish the entire SOP for the blood service in the general
SOP for the theater but only that portion of the operation contingent on the
services of, or assistance required from, any other organization.

The SOP was duly prepared and was forwarded on 14 April 1944 (63).
The description in it covered the collection of blood in the United Kingdom, its
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delivery to the medical section of G-45, its packaging, its loading on planes,
and its receipt on the far shore. This SOP also defined the responsibilities for
the various commands and agencies for the air shipment of critical medical
supplies.

THE INVASION

On 23 May 1944, the blood bank at the 152d Station Hospital went into
full operation, using for this stage of the invasion mission the advance blood
depots planned for use on the Continent. The operation was conducted
in two phases.

Phase I

Detachment A, as planned, was attached to the 1st Medical Depot Com-
pany of the First U.S. Army for movement to the Continent. Detachments
B, C, and D were moved to port areas, together with a temporary detachment
of base bank personnel, equipped with refrigerator trucks from the regular
advance bank.

Loading of the LST's began on 1 June and was completed on 3 June. In
all, 109 craft were loaded, in seven ports, with 10 pints of blood each. In
addition, three hospital carriers, at widely separated ports in England, Scot-
land, and Wales, were each supplied with 20 pints of blood, which were delivered
to them by special couriers from the bank. For various reasons, these carriers
all had to turn back.

Phase II

The temporary detachment from the base bank was recalled to it as soon
as the loading of the LST's was completed. The other three detachments
remained in place to carry out their part of the second phase of the blood bank
mission, which at this time was twofold:

1. The supply of blood to returning LST's and hospital carriers for use on
the far shore. For a long time, the blood bank detachments also handled the
supplies of biologicals and penicillin for these craft.

2. The supply of blood to transit and holding hospitals which were re-
ceiving casualties in the United Kingdom. For a time, it was also a blood
bank responsibility to supply these hospitals with biologicals and penicillin.

The blood bank kept in storage a reserve of whole blood, which was used
to supply field hospitals in the vicinity and to resupply hospital carriers and
LST's which had brought casualties from the far shore and were returning to it.
This blood was distributed daily in small refrigerator trucks. A small amount
was supplied to LST's in hand-carry ice containers.

The southern part of England was divided into four geographic areas,
and the hospitals in the three coastal areas were supplied by the blood bank
detachments. The fourth area, which was inland, was supplied directly
from the base blood bank at Salisbury.
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When air evacuation began from the Continent, on D+7, a fifth area was
set up, with the 217th General Hospital at Swindon, because of its central
location, serving as a supply center. Deliveries of blood were made to this
hospital, and holding hospitals at airstrips nearby obtained the small amounts
which they needed from it. Blood was also delivered to the 347th Station
Hospital.

As a matter of convenience, the activities of the detachments of the blood
bank are described under a separate heading (p. 518).

Section III. 127th Station Hospital Blood Bank, United
Kingdom Section

AUTHORIZATION

On 14 April 1944, as a result of the discussions and recommendations at
the meeting on blood supply on 5 April 1944 (p. 48!), Colonel Liston, Deputy
Theater Surgeon, approved the initiation of a request for duplication of PROCO
(p. 541) equipment necessary for a base blood depot on the Continent (34).
The request included two additional Army depots, and two additional com-
munications zone, advance blood depots. In this memorandum, Colonel
Liston stated that the next 250-bed station hospital that arrived in the United
Kingdom would be earmarked for the operation of the second blood bank on
the Continent and that the equipment necessary to operate it as such would
be requisitioned at once.

CONVERSION OF FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL

When the 250-bed 127th Station Hospital arrived in Salisbury on 9 July
1944, it learned for the first time that its future major mission would be to
function as a second blood bank in the European theater. It would also con-
tinue to operate certain facilities for the 1st Medical Laboratory, unit person-
nel, British civilian and military personnel, and personnel in need of treatment
because of local emergencies.

When the conversion had been accomplished, all facilities on the post
were shared by the 1st Medical Laboratory and the 127th Station Hospital
blood bank. By prorating personnel, the shared facilities were efficiently
manned and maintained. The hospital and laboratory maintained separate
headquarters, but a few administrative offices were conducted jointly. Medi-
cal officers, nurses, and enlisted men were rotated between duties in the hospital
and in the blood bank.

On 7 August 1944, as the first step in the transition from station hospital
to blood bank, Colonel Muckenfuss assumed command of the hospital, vice
Lt. Col. Julius Chasnoff, MC.
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TRAINING

Training of hospital personnel in the operation of the blood bank was
successfully effected by assigning theni to work side by side with tile experienced
personnel of the 152d Station Hospital, which had been in operation as a blood
bank since early in the year. The training, though massive, was not difficult.
The personnel of the 127th Station Hospital had trained together since the
hospital was activated at Fort Hancock, N.J., in December 1942, and their
long association as a unit made them both disciplined and adaptable.

The training of men in assignments foreign to station hospital personnel,
such as blood research officers and refrigerator nechanics, presented the
greatest difficulty. Only 11 licensed motor vehicle drivers were with the
hospital when it arrived in the United Kingdom, but others were quickly
trained according to the new demands, and the transportation sectioin eventually
had 81 qualified and licensed drivers.

During the training period, there was a loss by transfer of 28 general
service enlisted men, who were replaced by a like number of limited service men
from combat units in France. These men were so carefully fitted into positions
suited to their individual abilities that they were employed to the best
advantage and the efficiency of the blood bank was not impaired.

OPERATION

On 26 August 1944, the 127th Station Hospital formally assumed full
operation of the blood bank at Salisbury, plus its equitable share of the duties
necessary to maintain the post in conjunction with the 1st Medical Labora-
tory, and the 152d Station Hospital prepared to depart for France. All
technical operations of the bank were under the direction of Capt. (later
Maj.) Forest H. Coulson, MC.

After the takeover, the transportation section of the new blood bank became
increasingly active. Many service troops had left the United Kingdom, and
the bleeding teams had to travel for increasingly greater distances to collect
the blood. They ranged from the borders of Scotland to the Channel ports,
and from the London area to the Welsh mountains. During September 1944,
the unit vehicles traveled 20,511 miles. During October, the mileage reached
36,980; during November, 35,087; and during December, 47,611. This was
a total of 140,189 miles, an average of 1,149.1 miles per day.

On 17 May 1945, the last blood was drawn by the teams, and no further
bleedings were scheduled. During the peak of their operation, they averaged
450 bleedings per day.

As a matter of convenience, the activities of the detachments of the 127th
Station Hospital blood bank are discussed under a separate heading.
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Section IV. 152d Station Hospital Blood Bank, Continental
Section

MOVEMENT TO THE CONTINENT

When the 152d Station Hospital blood bank was ordered to the Continent
late in August 1944, the equipment for a complete blood bank was requisitioned
and assembled at the medical section of Depot G-45 in the United Kingdom.
Here, it was crated for shipment, so that it could be picked up without delay
when the unit began to move. In addition to the transportation regularly
allotted to the hospital, ten 4-ton dump trucks were borrowed from Ordnance,
with the agreement that they would be delivered to the Chief of Ordnance on
the Continent. 2

' This mutual aid agreement enabled the bank to carry all of
its equipment with it directly to Paris and thus to escape the delays which
would probably have ensued if the equipment had been shipped separately.

When movement orders were received on 15 September, the 152d Station
Hospital blood bank was divided into two units, a vehicle party commanded
by Major Hardin, then the Executive Officer, who was to become commanding
officer of the blood bank on the Continent, and a marching party. Both
parties moved to the marshaling area the following day. On 17 September,
the vehicle party moved to Southampton, embarked on LST 696, and reached
Omaha beach on 19 September.

The marching party of the blood bank left the marshaling area on 18
September and embarked the same day on H.M.S. City of Canterbury. It
landed on Omaha beach the following afternoon.

The entire unit left the staging area on 20 September, equipped with
K-type rations, and reached the 203d General Hospital at Garches the follow-
ing day.

On 25 September 1945, the storage and shipping section of the 152d
Station Hospital blood bank undertook the receipt, storage, and initial distri-
bution of all blood received on the Continent. Temporary storage facilities
were obtained through the Office of the Chief Surgeon. A pyramidal tent
erected at Le Bourget Field served as a joint office for the shipping section
and for depot M407, which handled air shipments.

22 This arrangement was possible because of a chance observation by Lt. Col. (later Col.) Bryan Fenton, MC, and
MaJ. (later Col.) R. L. Parker, MAC, while they were on their way to the south of England on another mission. Seeing
mile after mile of empty vehicles scheduled for shipment to the Continent, they were struck by the unused potential
transportation capacity. At their suggestion, these vehicles were loaded with medical supplies and provided with drivers
from replacement depots who were also scheduled for service on the Continent. A triple purpose was thus served: The
movement of the vehicles was expedited. The receipt of medical supplies was expedited. Replacements reached the
Continent rapidly.

The operation was originally very successful. Then the Assistant Chief of Staff, 0-4 (logistics), SOS, ETOUSA,
found that medical tonnage allocations were being exceeded and that many truck drivers were not reporting, as ordered,
at the Replacement Depot on the Continent. At this point, 0-4 took over the operation. In the meantime, however,
the equipment of the 152d Station Ilospital blood bank, along with tons of other medical supplies, had been moved to
the Continent quickly and expeditiously.

717--409"--64--I.'l
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PERMANENT LOCATION

Onl 10 October, a site for at base blo00d bank wits found tit Vitry-sur-Seinle,
and officers and enlisted men moved to it fromi thle 203d Geiierad Hospital.

TFie( nurses, were left ait the hospital, Two winrs onl thle ground floor of thle
building selected were used for thle ban11k op~erations, together with it temporary
wooden structure p~laced between the wingrs by the former GTermuan occupants.
The b~uilding had been considerably damaged, but repairs onl it were beguni
immledliat ely by French cont ractors, working, under 1'.S. Army EnAgineers. The(
installation of the blood bank eqjuipme~lnt and thle necessary wiring and plumbing
were done by personnel of the 152(d Stattion Hospital.

Onl 20 October, t he 1st, General Hlospitail occup~ied the remiainider of tilie
buildings onl thle site ait Vit rv-sur-Seine and1( took over the admiinistraition of
the post. As s0oon its poss5ible, at joinit officers' mess, ail enlisted men's mness,
and living quarters for nurses, officers, and enlisted nmen of the 152d Stattion
HIospita blood00( banik were estab~lishled in coop~erat ion with (iite 1st General
IHospitald.

OPERATIONS

After.3 November 1944, the blood banik in Paris occup~ied1 the key position
in sup~plying blood to the hospitals onl tile Continent. All blood from thle
Zonle of Interior and front the Unitedl Kinmgdomn section of thle European Theater
Blood Baink ait Salisbury wits funneled through it,ais wats aill blood( (Irwni locally.

Blood collected1 locally wats secured[ from volunteer SOS troop~s with y. tv1 e
0) blo00(. Not very mucht wits needed( fromn this source.

Onl 28 October 1944, shipments were begun to the( 6703d Blood( Transfusion
Unit , to suppllem~ent, the supply of blood( to tilie Sevenlth IT.,". Army. As- will
be recalled, this unit landed in sout hern France withI t~hat .. iy. By tilie (end(
of the year, .354 p~ints per (lay were being shipjpedl to t his unit..

Thle Continental Blood Banik remained1 ini Paris until tile endl of thle war.
Etquipmient till(( transportation were adeqjuate ait aill tines. Technical op)era-
tiomns were always essentially t~he same ats originally p~lannied.

Personnel problemi s, howe ver, frequently arose. The ban11k consistently
operated atit some :$) persons wider strengthI, chiefly because of reassignmnen t,
111(d transfer of miedlical officers, nurses. an enliste el Jlenl, with Iinisufficienit
replacements for t hemm. At. aill tinies, also, several officers and1( enilisted1 Iliem
were onl detached (jut v. Tile shortag-es were partly conipensatted for by lie
empi~loymient, of 13 FremiCli civilians, 5 for the care of buildingrs and1( ground~s and
S for tilie cleaniing and1( assenhlly of (lonor sets. The net (decrease iln total
pe'rsonneil did not. result in any lowering, of technical st and~ardIs because,, late
ini 1944, the use of exp)end~able recipient, sets andie exp~end~able bot tles for the
collect ion of b)loo( redlucedl thle timne and work necessary in tihe lpreparaltion of
equipmJlent lby ab~out hallf.

The four detachments operating ill thle forward aireas when t lie blood( batik
arrivedl in Paris continiuedl to operate ats before. D~elivery of blood to the
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armies was simplified when two detachments of the 127th Station Hospital
arrived in October 1944 to operate with the Seventh U.S. Army.

Except for a single brief interval, during the envelopment of the Ruhr
Basin, distribution of blood from the Paris bank followed the SOP of shipment
to ADSEC Detachments B and D from the base bank and forward from
these detachments to Detachments A and C (chart 10). During this interval,
Detachment B delivered blood to units of the Fifteenth U.S. Army in addition
to delivering blood to Detachment A. The added duty presented no great

CHART 10.-Chart showing procurement and distribution of whole blood, ETOUSA, 1944-45
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difficulty, since only a small amount of blood was used by the Fifteenth U.S.
Army on the west bank of the Rhine.

After the blood bank was set up in Paris, communications between it and
its advance detachments were generally excellent until the final days of the
war. Then, when the blood depots moved with the airstrips, to keep the
appropriate Army depots supplied, their whereabouts was sometimes unknown
in Paris for as long as 36 hours.

On the cessation of fighting in Europe on 8 May 1945, the four detachments
operating in the Army areas and in ADSEC were brought back to the base
bank in Paris, the last arriving on 24 May. These detachments were then
disbanded and their personnel were absorbed into the structure of the parent
unit.

The base bank continued to operate as such until 15 June 1945; the last
shipment of blood was made on 14 June. The last shipments from the bank in
the United Kingdom had been received on 11 May and the last shipment from
the United States on 15 May. After that date, all blood distributed on the
Continent was collected and processed by the Continental Blood Bank.
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Section V. Activities of the European Theater Blood Bank
Detachments

152D STATION HOSPITAL BLOOD BANK

Assignments

At the conference on blood supply held at the 1st Medical Laboratory on 5
April 1944, it was recommended that the assignment of advance banks be
as follows:

First U.S. Army: Detachment A in the Army zone, supported by Detach-
ment B in the communications zone.

Third U.S. Army: Detachment C in the Army zone, supported by Detach-
ment D in the communications zone.

This was essentially the plan employed on the Continent (map 3). When
the Ninth U.S. Army became operational and the 127th Station Hospital had
been added to the blood bank at the 152d Station Hospital, the same plan
was employed: Detachment A of that hospital operated in the Army zone,
supported by Detachment B in the communications zone.

Movement to the Continent

On D+1, two refrigerator trucks from Detachment A, which had been
loaded with predetermined amounts of blood by Detachment C at Southampton,
were landed on Omaha beach. Their drivers were responsible for the delivery
of this blood to medical units in the area.

Two other refrigerator trucks, one of which was preloaded with blood,
also from Detachment A, were landed on Utah beach on D±3. Their drivers
had the same duties as the drivers of the trucks landed on Omaha beach. Both
groups also took off unused and unneeded blood from LST's going back to the
United Kingdom with few casualties or with casualties who did not need blood.

By D±6, the remainder of Detachment A had arrived in France and was
stationed at Martha Dump (Medical Supply Depot, First U.S. Army). The
trucks of this detachment could readily distribute all the whole blood available
to the field and evacuation hospitals which required it because in the early
days of the invasion, the lodgment area on the Cotentin Peninsula was very
limited.

All whole blood brought into France during the first days of the invasion
was brought in by surface craft. On D+-7, it began to arrive by air, on the
airstrip in the rear of Omaha beach. Thereafter, C-47 planes brought in prac-
tically all blood from the United Kingdom.

The third phase of the blood bank operation called for the movement of
Detachments B, C, and D to the Continent. There had been no need for them
there earlier.
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Detachment C arrived in France on 10 July and began to serve the hospi-
tals supporting the VII Corps of the First U.S. Army, which was operating
toward the south on the Normandy Peninsula. On 4 August, Detachment C
also took over delivery of blood to hospitals of the Third U.S. Army, which had
become operational on 1 August.

Detachments B and D arrived on the Continent on 18 July, attached to
the Advance Section, Communications Zone. On 23 July, for Operation
COBRA (the breakthrough at Saint-L5), Detachment B was placed at Tr6-
vi~res, with the 31st Medical Depot Company, to support Detachment A.
Detachment D was initially located on the airstrip at Binniville, but a few
days later it took station at the 30th Medical Depot Company at Chef du Pont.

Departures from SOP

The SOP for delivery of blood to the Continent (40) called for trucking of
blood from the base bank to the field; separate air shipment of blood to each
ADSEC detachment; and delivery forward, by truck, to the respective armies
served by the particular detachments. On occasion, departure from this pro-
cedure was necessary:

1. The major test of the flexibility of the plan devised for the supply of
whole blood first came in August, when the bank was called upon to support,
at the same time, the VIII Corps of the Third U.S. Army operating in the
Brittany Peninsula and the eastward drives of the First and Third U.S. Armies.
To handle this situation, Colonel Mason directed a regrouping of personnel and
equipment of the ADSEC detachments as follows:

Detachment B was placed in support of the First and Third U.S. Armies,
at first from the airstrip at Courtil, in Brittany. It was given the 1,000-pint
refrigerator truck and the 500-pint bulk delivery truck from Detachment D.
Between 13 September and 2 October, Detachment B gave full support to
both armies, even when this mission required splitting itself in half because of
the diverging fronts.

Detachment D was placed in direct support of the field and evacuation
hospitals operating with the reinforced VIII Corps. It operated initially from
the airstrip at Courtil and later from the strip at Morlaix in Brittany. It was
given temporarily the two 80-pint delivery refrigerator trucks belonging to
Detachment B, which, with its own trucks, gave it four delivery vehicles.
This enabled Detachment D, from mid-August to early October, to operate a
shuttle service between the airstrip and the field and evacuation hospitals.
The detachment then reverted to its original mission of backing up the Third
U.S. Army.

2. In October 1944, the Surgeon, Third U.S. Army, requested that supplies
of blood be sent directly to mobile hospitals supporting the divisions engaged
before Metz.

3. On 24 October 1944, Detachment B took over delivery of blood to
hospitals of the Ninth U.S. Army, continuing this function until 1 November,
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when Detachments A and B of the 127th Station Hospital arrived and took over
the mission of supplying the hospitals of this Army and the communications
zone hospitals behind it.

4. Also in October, Detachment B became responsible for the delivery of
blood to the mobile hospitals supporting the 82d and 101st Airborne Divisions
of the XVIII Corps in the Eindhoven-Nijmegen Area. One delivery truck
from this detachment transported blood daily from the airstrip near Saint-
Trond, Belgium, to the combat area over "Hell's Highway." On at least one
occasion, the vehicle carrying the blood had to be escorted by tanks, to protect
it against interference by roving German patrols. Although it was constantly
subjected to small arms fire, it was never hit. The drivers and assistant
drivers of the two trucks engaged in this operation were awarded the Croix de
Guerre by the French Government.

While it was stationed in the vicinity of Saint-Trond, Detachment B
received all its blood by air. It was entirely mobile and could move immedi-
ately to the vicinity of any airfield near the front to which a supply of blood
could be flown. After 10 November, when it went on to Liege, it received
its blood by both plane and truck. The first night the detachment was at
Saint-Trond, a German V-1 bomb blew out several of the windows in the
chateau in which it was billeted. While it was in Liege, it was subjected
to constant V-1 bombing.

This detachment had some minor refrigerating problems. Its storage
refrigerators kept the blood at the correct temperature only when the eniiron-
mental temperature was above the required limit. When it dropped below
that level, the temperature in the icebox had to be raised by the use of a 200-
watt bulb and cans of hot water, and hourly checks were made.

Evaluation of Performance

This was probably the most trying period for any of these detachments.
The work could not have been handled by units not thoroughly trained and
seasoned.

One reason for the successful flexibility of the ADSEC operation was
that the Commanding General, Brig. Gen. (later Maj. Gen.) Ewart G. Plank,
had given his Surgeon, Col. Charles H. Beasley, MC, direct command over all
medical units assigned or attached to ADSEC. Colonel Mason, who was
Colonel Beasley's executive officer, was directed to exercise personal super-
vision over the blood bank operations in ADSEC and to coordinate all matters
of blood supply with the army surgeons, the Surgeon, 12th Army Group, and
the Chief Surgeon.

The work of the detachments of the 152d Station Hospital blood bank
was faithful and consistent. Great resourcefulness and initiative were shown
by the commanding officers, 1st Lt. Herbert H. Reardon, MAC; 2d Lt. (later
1st Lt.) Eugene E. Stein, MAC; 2d Lt. (later 1st Lt.) Philip Shaulson, MAC;
and 2d Lt. (later 1st Lt.) Joseph A. Plantier, MAC. With the men of their
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units, they showed consistent courage and devotion to duty. Deliveries were
often made under difficult conditions, in unknown, dangerous terrain, but the
drivers took pride in getting the blood through, even though it had to be
transported through artillery and small arms fire. When bridges were de-
stroyed, the drivers forded streams. They were often annoyed by snipers,
and they sometimes found that the installations to which they were taking
blood had been wrecked by enemy action. The successful operation of the
ETOUSA Blood Bank was in large measure due to the efforts of the officers
and men of the advance detachments.

127TH STATION HOSPITAL BLOOD BANK

Movement to the Continent

On 2 October 1944, two advance detachments (A and B) activated from
personnel of the 127th Station Hospital blood bank departed for France, fully
trained and equipped for their new missions. Almost as soon as these detach-
ments had left, two additional detachments (C and D) were activated and
began training. Personnel, trucks, and supplies were kept ready for another
call from the Continent. The loss of manpower because of the detachments
already sent to France was felt, as was the alert maintained until Detachments
C and D went to France in March 1945, but increased efforts of the remaining
personnel compensated, and the internal mechanism of the blood bank was in
no way slowed down.

Detachment A (Provisional)

Detachment A of the 127th Station Hospital, commanded by Capt.
A. C. Shainmark, MAC, landed on Utah beach in October 1944 (64), just as
the battle for Aachen was terminating and plans were in hand for the Ninth
U.S. Army to cross the Roer River and push on to the Rhine. After a 2-day
stay in Paris, to obtain additional supplies, the detachment pushed on to
Namur, Belgium, and then to Maastricht, Holland, which it reached on 27 Octo-
ber. After personnel of the 28th Medical Depot Company arrived there
several days later, the detachment moved to its location.

The first shipment of blood was received on 30 October 1944, from the
ADSEC supporting unit (Detachment B), which was located near an airfield
in the vicinity of Liege and which served as the link between Detachment A
and the blood bank in Paris. Thereafter, the trucks of Detachment A moved
along with the army, maintaining continuous contact with forward medical
units and delivering blood to them daily.

Captain Shainmark wa kept fully informed of the movements and loca-
tions of field and evacuation hospitals as the Ninth U.S. Army swept forward
across Germany to Helmstedt, where it was operating on V-E Day. Several
times, the blood bank truck appeared on the scene while hospitals were still
rolling to their new locations. At the height of the Battle of the Roer, when
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several field hospitals crossed the swollen river almost side by side with the
infantry, the trucks of Detachment A often delivered more than 500 pints of
blood to them daily. Similarly, when the Ninth U.S. Army crossed the
Rhine, the hospitals on the East Bank received the blood they needed as soon
as they were set up.

In all, Detachment A (Provisional) distributed about 35,000 pints of
whole blood.

Detachment B (Provisional)

Detachment B of the 127th Station Hospital arrived on Utah beach oil
22 October 1944 and reported to the 152d Station Hospital blood bank in Paris.
Here, it received orders to proceed to Namur, Belgium, where it arrived on
26 October and where it received further orders to proceed to Saint-Trond,
Belgium. Here, it began to work with Detachment B, 152d Station Hospital
blood bank, and gradually took over from it the servicing of the forward hos-
pitals supporting the Ninth U.S. Army.

Detachments C and D (Provisional)

When Detachments C and D (Provisional) of the 127th Station Hospital
went to the Continent, they were attached to the Seventh U.S. Army (instead
of the Ninth, as had originally been planned) because the advance section of
the 6825th Blood Transfusion Company had been found too small to care for
total Army needs. Until late in March, all blood collected by this company
was shipped directly to the Seventh U.S. Army. Thereafter, the blood was
routed through Paris, which permitted much more effective control and distri-
bution, as well as augmentation of the inadequate supply.

Part VI. Blood Donors in the European Theater 2

FIRST PROVISIONS FOR BLOOD DONORS

Before blood donor panels were formally established in the United Kingdom
late in 1943, occasional suggestions were imade to the effect that noncombatant
troops follow the example of U.S. civilians and provide blood for casualties.
These suggestions were all answered in the same manner:

1. At the time (1942), the demand for blood in the European theater was
not very great.

2. The location of the blood banks in the United Kingdom, particularly
the British blood bank at Bristol, limited donors to troops in the immediate
vicinity of the banks.

2S Unlems other% ise identified, the material in this section is from the official diary of the ETOTTSA Blood Bank (34)
and from the official diary of General Cutler (M3).
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3. As soon as blood collecting teams began to operate in the vicinity of
particular organizations, members of these commands might voluntarily submit
themselves as donors. It was expected that detachment commanders of units
stationed in the vicinity of hospital b!•od banks would shortly set up panels
of names of men who would be willing to donate blood upon call.

During this pt.riod, the emergency need for transfusions was met from the
nearest available personnel, preferably from the recipient's own unit. The
literal interpretation of the latter clause led to some difficulties, which were
eliminated when instructions were given early in January 1943 that blood
required for emergency transfusions must be secured from the nearest available
personnel and not from members of the recipient's own unit if it did not fall
into the category of availability.

FORMAL PLANNING FOR THE BLOOD SUPPLY

Formal plans for securing blood donations for combat casualties from U.S.
Army personnel in the United Kingdom began in October 1943, with an inquiry
by the Theater Chief Surgeon of the Professional Services Division of his office
as to the effects of withdrawal of 500 cc. of blood. He had already notified
Captain Htar(iin that it would be his policy not to use donations from combat
personnel. On 31 October, Colonel Cutler notified General Hawley that in his
opinion, in which Colonel Middleton concurred, the resistance of the individual
who gave blood in this amount would not be affected adversely in any circum-
stances of weather or environment (65).

In November 1943, General Hawley wrote the Commanding General,
Services of Supply, ETOUSA, as follows (66):

1. The lifesaving value of large-scale transfusions of whole blood during military
operations has been repeatedly confirmed by the experience of the United States and of our
Allies in other theaters of war.

2. It will be necessary to establish in the United Kingdom a reservoir of type 0 blood
donors, under military control, in order to secure an adequate amount of stored whole blood
for operations on the Continent.

3. Potential donors are present in large numbers in SOS military personnel in the
United Kingdom. It is thought that a simple statement of the need for whole blood,
contained in a call for volunteers addressed to soldiers with type 0 blood in SOS units, will
have a highly satisfactory response.

4. The Blood Panel, ETOUSA, will consist of a consolidated nominal list of volunteers,
to be maintained by the Chief Surgeon.

5. The collection of blood will not be required until approximately D±-7. Subsequent
listings may be required at 90-day intervals.

6. It is recommended that an initial call be made for donors for such a blood panel.

In accordance with General Hawley's suggestion, a letter dated 15 Decemn-
ber 1943 and containing the following instructions was sent by Lt. Gen. John
Clifford Hodges Lee, Commanding General, SOS, ETOUSA, to the commanders
of Channel Base Section, Eastern Base Section, Western Base Section, and
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Southern Base Section. The Northern Ireland Base Section was not included
because its geographic situation would not permit ready transportation of blood
collected there to processing and storage depots. General Lee directed that
his letter be published to all units of the command and that the appended
message from him be read at the first formation after its receipt. The letter
contained the following information (67):

1. The establishment of a blood panel for ETOUSA, containing the names of type 0
donors from SOS units, is required to insure an adequate supply of whole blood for the
treatment of the wounded. The establishment of this panel has been approved by the
Theater Commander.

2. It is therefore desired:
a. That a nominal list of type 0 volunteer donors be prepared in each unit and retained

in unit headquarters.
b. That a record of the number of type 0 volunteers be maintained by units in the

base section headquarters.
c. That the records just specified be corrected as of the 15th of each month and that,

immediately following each correction, a report of the number of type 0 donors in each unit
of the SOS troops in each base section be sent to the Commanding Officer, ETOUSA Blood
Bank, 1st Medical Laboratory.

d. That upon call by the Commanding Officer of the ETOUSA Blood Bank, the vol-
unteer type 0 donors of the unit specified be assembled at a designated bleeding station
(ordinarily the unit dispensary) at an hour to be determined by each commander, which will
not interfere seriously with the normal duties of the unit and which will be reasonably con-
venient for the bleeding team.

e. That only light duty be required of donors from the time of bleeding until reveille
the following morning.

3. As a rule, four-fifths of a pint of blood will be taken at each bleeding,"' and no donor
will be bled oftener than once in 3 months. The withdrawal of this amount of blood will
have no ill effect upon the donor and will not reduce his physical capacity for work or pre-
dispose him to illness.

4. Active interest in maintaining as many volunteers as possible is enjoined.

The message from General Lee, to be read at the first formation after the
receipt of the letter just abstracted, was, in summary, as follows (68):

1. Defeat of the enemy cannot be accomplished without the loss of life and wounding of
United States soldiers.

2. Large quantities of blood, which medical considerations limit to type 0 blood, would
be required for transfusion for their comrades in the field forces.

3. Volunteers whose identification tags showed type 0 blood were being asked to donate
blood when called upon. Instructions would be issued as to when and where these donations
might be made.

General Lee's message concluded: "You, who are eligible, may well be
proud of this opportunity to place your name on this Roll of Honor--the Blood
Panel, ETOUSA."

24 The practice in the United States during and for several years after the war was to withdraw 500 cc. of blood at each
donation. The smaller amount was used at this time because British bleeding bottles, after the anticoagulant was added,
would bold only 400cc. It is now (1962) United States practice to withdraw only 450 cc. of blood from each donor, it having
been found that when the smaller amount is taken, the incidence of fainting is materially reduced.
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INITIAL RESULTS

It had been estimated that to maintain adequate supplies of whole blood
for battle casualties in the European theater, at. least 90 percent of all blood
type 0 individuals in the Southern Base Section must volunteer as donors.
The results reported on 10 March for the first solicitation (table 19) were not
encouraging, and the second report, on 21 April (table 19), showed no great
improvement.

TABLE 19.--Response to request for type 0 blood donors in the United Kingdom, spring 1.944

Base section Number of units Nmnber of Percentage of
donors troop strengths

10 March 1944

Eastern .. . .116 4 589 58.80
Western-... 130 10: 075 34. 48
Southern ... .. .267 9, 207 27. 98

Total -.--------------- 513 23. 871 40.35

21 April 1944

Eastern .--.. -- .- ...... . 135 5.316 62. 48
Western----------------------- 356 19,020 72.06
Southern- .309 10, 350 30. 30

Total----------------------------- 80) 34, 6M6 55.55

On 6 April 1944, the Office of the Adjutant General, Headquarters, SOS,
notified the base section commanders, SOS, and other headquarters com-
mandants that the response to the request, for blood donors had fallen far short
of expectations (69). All were therefore directed to note the importance of this
project and to consider methods of increasing the numtber of volunteer donors.

At a conference on blood supply in the United Kingdom on 7 April 1944, as
well as several times later, it was tentatively suggested that if the response of
blood donors continued to be unsatisfactory, consideration be given to paying
them under Army Regulations No. 40-1715. This plan was never adopted.

POSTINVASION DONATIONS

Shortly after D-day, when it became evident that blood was in short supply,
considerable publicity, chiefly informal, was given to the need for donors, and
there were numerous volunteers from various sections of the theater chief
surgeon's office, the Adjutant General's Office, and other offices. The reply to
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these offers was always the same, that the volunteers would be bled whenever
a sufficient number of 0 donors could be brought together, and that the entire
process would then be streamlined, so that there would be a minimum of delay
and absence from duty. Numerous donations were secured from these sources.

Even the arrangement to fly blood from the Zone of Interior to the
European theater did not end the need for local donations. Thus, on 24
September 1944, a little over a month after the airlift was instituted, the
Operations Section, Office of the Chief Surgeon, noted that supplies at Prest-
wick were low and that a regular schedule of bleedings in the United Kingdom
must be maintained if 1,000 pints of blood were to reach the Continent every
day.

On 31 December 1944, Colonel Cutler wrote the deputy theater surgeon
that the panel of blood donors in the United Kingdom had become very small.
Two weeks earlier, General Hawley had approved the bleeding of combat
troops in the United Kingdom if it were certain that they would remain there
for 2 or 3 weeks after the blood had been taken. There had been no formal
notification of this policy, and Colonel Cutler suggested that dissemination of
the information be expedited.

On 15 January 1945, General Hawley notified the Surgeon, United King-
dom Base, that he had investigated the possibility of bleeding combat troops
and had been assured by competent medical authorities that this would not be
injurious to them. Blood from this source would add materially to the blood
donor panel. General Hawley had also been assured that there was no physio-
logic or medical contraindication to using these troops as donors if they would
not enter combat within 2 weeks after they had been bled. The theater
commander had approved the bleeding of combat units staging in the United
Kingdom. Now that lie had done so, General Hawley wished this additional
source of whole blood to be properly exploited through technical channels.

On 8 March 1945, a memorandum was sent out from Headquarters,
Communications Zone, ETOUSA, to the chiefs of general and special staff
sections of that Headquarters stating that the Commanding Officer, 152d
Station Hospital blood bank, had reported a critical shortage of type 0 blood
and had requested that "all personnel" be canvassed in an effort to secure
voluntary donations. In this memorandum, the chiefs of general and special
staff sections were instructed to submit to the Headquarters Commandant
not later than 14 March 1945, a nominal list of personnel who possessed type
O blood and were willing to donate it. The order was widely circulated and
a considerable number of volunteers were thus secured.

The airlift of blood from the United States ended the problem of blood
shortages except for occasional periods when blood was in temporarily short
supply. Until the airlift was instituted, the effective organization of the local
donor panel proved tihe key to the success of the ETOUSA Blood Bank. Plans
for the panel were most efficiently implemented by Col. Robert E. Peyton,
MC, and (Col. Angvald Vickoren, MC, both of the Operations Division, Office
of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA. Unit medical officers also were very helpful.
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BLOOD AND PLASMA DONATIONS TO BRITISH

The propriety of donations of blood by U.S. troops to British blood banks
came up as early as 9 October 1942. On that date, Captain Hardin, then
Liaison Officer at the blood bank in Bristol, wrote to Colonel Cutler that in
certain areas, British hospitals were being furnished with small amounts of
blood by U.S. Army units. This was a practice, he said, fully in keeping with
general practices of reciprocity between the Royal Army Medical Corps and
the U.S. Army Medical Corps.

One difficulty, however, had arisen: When blood was collected in U.S.
Army hospitals and used in British military hospitals, some U.S. soldiers ex-
pected to be paid $10 per pint. Brigadier Whitby thought that if this were
done, British civilians might also expect to be paid for donations, which would
be against a longstanding British policy in both civilian and military practice.

Colonel Cutler ruled that U.S. personnel, whether civilian or military,
would not be paid for the donation of blood.

On 17 June 1943, in response to an earlier query, The Adjutant General,
War Department, informed Headquarters, SOS, ETOUSA, that the transfer
of dried plasma from U.S. sources to Allied commands could not be approved.
The plasma had been secured entirely through donations by patriotic Ameri-
cans of blood to the American Red Cross, and it was intended only for U.S.
fighting forces. Its production, moreover, was geared to estimated require-
ments, and there was none to spare. This ruling did not, of course, apply
to the treatment of Allied personnel in U.S. Army medical installations or to
the emergency use of plasma in Allied hospitals when there was no other
plasma available.

Later, Colonel Cutler further ruled that U.S. troops would not be per-
mitted to act as donors for British blood supplies. There would be unfortu-
nate repercussions in the United States, lie thought, if, with all the plasma
generously donated by civilians, U.S. troops were required to give blood as well
as to fight.

The question of U.S. Army donations to British blood supplies came up
again late in 1943. On 20 October, Captain Hardin wrote to Colonel Cutler
that, during a recent drive for donations, teams from the British Army Trans-
fusion Service had met with considerable enthusiasm from U.S. troops, and, in
at least one instance, the commanding officer of such a unit. had offered to
produce large numbers of donors. In fact, tentative arrangements had already
been made for bleeding them. Brigadier Whitby was naturally oleased with
the response but did not wish to proceed without definite approval of the Office
of the Chief Surgeon. He desired to avoid possible unpleasant. future com-
ments by making it clear that the response was entirely voluntary on the part
of U.S. troops and was not the result of any direct appeal to them.
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This particular organization (the 29th Division), Major Hardin pointed
out, because of its location would not be asked to volunteer in the U.S. bleeding
program. If it were bled by the British, the donations would be completed
by 1 January 1944. His own opinion was that no combat unit should be bled
later than 60 days before it was expected to go into action.

Colonel Cutler replied on 24 October 1943 (65) that the bleeding of U.S.
troops for British use represented a very important principle. It had been
decided by the U.S. Army that blood would not be requested from any of its
own combat organizations. If this particular combat division were bled,
other troops might wish to volunteer, and, once the principle were violated,
there would be difficulty in stopping the practice. He therefore recommended
that the donation of blood by U.S. soldiers for British supplies be forbidden
unless the staff at Headquarters, ETOUSA, could so guarantee combat dates
that it would be certain that no troops would be bled later than 60 days before
they went into action.

On 1 February 1944, Col. Howard W. Doan, MC, Executive Officer,
Office of the Chief Surgeon, wrote Sir Francis R. Fraser, Director-General,
British Emergency Medical Service, that while there would be no objection
to individual U.S. soldiers' serving as volunteer donors for the British, the U.S.
Army blood program was expected to get underway shortly (70). When it
did, it would utilize all available sourccs for the procurement of whole blood
and thus reduce the number of volunteers to the British supply.

In May 1944, the question came up again, this time in connection with
the Air Forces (71). The Surgeon, Eighth Air Force, received a memorandum
from the Surgeon, Headquarters, 1st Bombardment Division, to the effect
that representatives of the British Red Cross had requested permission for
their transfusion vans to visit Air Forces camps. The British arrangement
would apparently not interfere with U.S. Army plans for collecting blood,
since only SOS units and Ground Forces would serve as donors. Brig. Gen.
Malcolm C. Grow, Surgeon, Eighth Air Force, referred the matter to the Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, for decision, with the comment that in his own opinion,
the request should be favorably considered if it would not interfere with the
U.S. Army blood procurement program. It was understood that no flying
personnel would act as donors and that all donations would be voluntary,
with no pressure brought on Air Forces personnel to provide them.

At about the same time, a similar suggestion from another source was
referred to the Professional Services Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon,
by the Operations Division of that office, with the statement that the attached
correspondence suggested that the Eighth Air Force had not been approached
for blood donations. If so, it was the writer's opinion that a potential pool
of donors had certainly been missed and the omission should be investigated by
the Professional Services Division.
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The reply to the first letter (from General Grow) by the Deputy Surgeon,
ETOUSA, Colonel l~iston, and to the second letter by the Director of the Pro-
fessional Services Division, Colonel Kinibrough, were to the same effect:
When the ETOUSA donor panel for the blood bank was established on 6
January 1944, Air Forces personnel were the only U.S. troops engaged in active
combat. East Anglia, where the Eighth Air Force was stationed, was not
readily accessible to the British blood bank in the Southern Base Section of
England. Finally, it was the intention to use Air Forces personnel as local
donors for U.S. hospitals in East Anglia when the need for blood for them arose.
Also, when the ETOUSA panel of donors was decreased by movement of SOS
troops to the Continent, it might become necessary (as happened) to enlarge
the panel by the addition of donors from the Air Forces. For these various
reasons, Air Forces personnel could not be permitted to donate blood to the
British.

PRISONER-OF-WAR DONORS

In August 1944, when German prisoners were being taken in great numbers,
the suggestion originated with some of them that they be used as donors (72).
On 6 September 1944, Colonel Kimbrough notified the Surgeon, United King-
dona Base, that the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, had no objection to this practice
if the donors were volunteers.

PAYMENT OF DONORS

Although payment of blood donors was permitted by law and was practiced
in the Mediterranean theater during most of the war (p. 423), General Hawley
ruled that neither military nor civilian donors should be paid in the European
theater. This ruling was duly incorporated in Circular Letter No. 51 (19).

It was tentatively suggested on several occasions, as already mentioned,
in connection with planning for the invasion of the Continent, that it might
be necessary to pay donors, but no action was ever taken on the matter. When
the question was occasionally raised by hospital commanders, because of
special circumstances, permission was always refused.

COMPENSATION FOR ACCIDENTS

When arrangements were being discussed for the maintenance of blood
banks to be supplied from British civilian donor panels, Colonel Cutler took
the position that claims for monetary compensation for accidents suffered by
civilian donors who were being bled by U.S. Army medical officers should be
the responsibility of the U.S. Government and not the British War Office.
In the experience of the British Army Transfusion Service, according to Captain
Hardin, claims had been small in both numbers and amounts. The American
experience in this respect was also negligible.
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Part VII. Practical Considerations of the Blood Program
in ETOUSA

PRELIMINARY PLANNING FOR THE AIRLIFT TO THE
CONTINENT

Although whole blood was not an item of medical supply during World
War II, the Overseas Branch, Supply Division, Office of The Surgeon General,
had the responsibility for shipping it to the United Kingdom and thence to the
Continent (73). That function entailed arrangements for air priorities and
also required the coordination of shipments with the Air Transport Command
for allotment of space based on the daily estimated needs of the theater.

October 1943

Early in October 1943, General Hawley took up with the Commanding
General, SOS, ETOUSA, the logistics of the delivery of whole blood to the
Continent as follows:

1. Whole blood must be transported rapidly to the locus of use and must be properly
chilled di ing transport. Otherwise, it could not be used to render effective aid to the
wounded. Failure of either delivery of the blood or refrigeration would spell failure of the
blood program.

2. Shipment by air was the method of choice. If enemy action, weather, or other
conditions prevented this mode of transport, then shipment by special refrigerated trucks,
on high priority, would be necessary to insure safe delivery of properly chilled blood in
adequate amounts.

3. It was recommended that the Commanding General, Army Air Forces, be called upon
to assume primary responsibility for delivery of blood to the Continent and that necessary
planning and policies to implement the service be prepared jointly by representatives of the
Air Forces and SOS.

4. It was also recommended that the chief of transportation be notified that refrigerator
vehicles carrying blood must have the highest priority for water transportation when air
delivery is not possible.

November 1943

On 4 November 1943, Colonel Mason wrote to the Chief Surgeon, in
reference to the communication just summarized, that while it might not be
necessary to mention to the Chief, Transportation Corps, that blood shipped
by refrigerated truck must be given the highest priority, approval of this
specific arrangement by General Lee might prove very useful (7./).

December 1943

In a conference held on 22 December 1943, Col. Edward J. Kendricks,
MC, Surgeon, Ninth Air Force, informed Colonel Mason that Troop Carrier
Command planes would deliver blood from the vicinity of the blood base depot
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to fields on the Continent in the vicinity of Army medical supply depots (75).
The Troop Carrier Command of the Ninth Air Force had transported blood for
the British Eighth Army in the North African campaign and was therefore
familiar with the necessities.

Colonel Kendricks requested that a study be prepared concerning the
maximum weight and space required for a single shipment of blood. The
British had been allotted 2,240 pounds of cargo space daily for air transport.

April 1944

On 7 April 1944, in order that the logistic requirements of the blood pro-
gram be placed in command channels, the Chief Surgeon requested that the air
transport of whole blood to the Continent begin on D+ 14 and provided the
following information (31f):

1. The requirement of this operation is 500 pints per day.
2. This blood can be delivered by truck from the ETOUSA Blood Bank at the Ist

Medical Laboratory to the nearest forward takeoff point in the United Kingdom for transport
to designated fields or landing strips on the Continent.

3. The blood will be packed in cylindrical insulated iced containers, 18 inches high by
16 inches in diameter. The 50 containers required for 500 pints of blood can be stacked in a
space 17.66 feet long, 2.66 feet wide, and 3 feet high. The total weight is 3,350 pounds.
The average space occupied by 1 containei is 2.8 cu. ft. Its empty weight is 32 pounds and
its loaded weight, 67 pounds.

On 10 April 1944, the Commanding General, Ninth Air Force, upon re-
quest, sent the Office of the Chief of Staff, ETOUSA, the following informa-
tion to implement the previous request for an allocation of daily cargo space to
cover the combined air tonnage requirements of blood and medical supplies for
the Army, the Army Air Forces, and the Communications Zone on the Con-
tinent (76):

1. Designation of an airfield in the immediate vicinity of Salisbury, where the main
storage point and personnel to handle the blood were located, would be most desirable. As
a second choice, a field in the immediate vicinity of Thatcham, Berkshire, Greenham Com-
mon, or Aldermaston would be satisfactory. If an airfield near Thateham were designated,
blood would be delivered daily to the medical section in Depot G-45 at this location and held
there in refrigerators until called forward by the Air Force. Then it would be placed in
iced, insulated containers and delivered in trucks to airfield personnel at the time specified.

2. Whole blood prepared for air shipment would be packed in U.S. Quartermaster in-
sulated food containers, each holding 10 bottles of blood and 10 recipient sets. Refrigeration
would be maintained by cracked ice (10 pounds to the can) in an insert placed on top of the
bottles. This arrangement would maintain optimum refrigeration for approximately 40
hours in an air environmental temperature between 650 and,85* F. (18* and 288 C.). Pack-
ing of the containers and their delivery by truck to the designated airfield would be the re-
sponsibility of the blood bank.

3. The Air Force would load the containers on the plane and transport them to the far
shore within the limit of the lifts authorized and subject to military situations and flying
conditions. Here it would unload the containers and turn them over to the medical repre-
sentative of the Army Advance Section, Communications Zone, or Forward Echelon, Com-
munications Zone, whichever was located at the receiving field on the far shore. Distribu-
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FitoWlt, 121.- Interior of (C 47 loaded with whole blood ill
refrigerated mnrmite cans for shipinv(t to A i)SEC Blood D)epot

in France, simuner 194-1.

C-47's flew so regularly tIhat their flights were described in official documents as
the milk run. Additional planes were supplied for special emergencies.

The whole system worked smootily. When blood was delivered to the
planes in the United Kingdom in iiiarrnite cims, with it block of ice or cracked
ice in the top insert, it reached the (Continent in good condition, with tem-
peratures of 39' to 400 F. (40 to 4.50 C.), even when outside temperatures
were as high as 85' F. (280 C.), tile maximum expected.

In September, after the fall of Paris, the Supply Division established a

receiving point, with office and storage space, at Le Bourget Airfield. This
was the terminus of the milk run from the United Kingdom.

Getting supplies forward to the armies was another matter. This problem
was solved by Lieutenant Pryor's discovery near Paris of a squadron of 20

small C-64 planes whitch were not being used; they were too large and too slow

for observation and liaison work and too small for routine cargo work. Their

personnel, because of their enforced idleness, were unhappy and frustrated.
Arrangements were made with this squadron to fly blood and medical supplies
forward and bring back wound(led, usually five per plane (three litter patients
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Fz(;usim 122.-Ilood in refrige~rated Juarahitv cans bei ng 1illhoa(IC( front
C-47 on grass landing strip by soldiers of Al SE(' Blood D epot, F'ranice,
summhier 1944.

and two sitting patfients). Tilie movements of the platnes were controlled froml
General I lawley's office.

Thris wits til adniinahly successful airraligeinent. In1 3 months, these planes
transported :30,000 pints of 'whlae blood, illa lilitioil to 463 tonls of other
miedical suppJlies. Onl the ret urn trips, they evacuait ed 1,1 68 patienits.

Onl 1 Sept embler 1944, the C hief Surgeon re(puestedl G-4 to arrainge for
permanent dIiversion of thle two transport. Jplaies which hand beentiassigned for
the danily nirlift of b)10o( fronit thle United Kiingdomi to thle (Con tinent. from thle
airst rip originailly used1 to a strip fart her forwaird (78). The reqjuiremients
for wholde blod a tind miovedl f )rwaird withi thle ariniiis, aind( it, wa-s no longer
saltisfalct or. to haukil thle blood forwalrd by shut tle phlane or tranlsport it. by
roanl. Blooid fromt the Uniited Kingdom wits nlow aitgiitnented IW blood from
tile Zone of hite(ri( r, an(1d it. wa-is impilerat ive thait aill supp~llies arrive at., their
finail (lesignat ion ats rapi(Ily ats possible.

()n 22 September, C olonel Ilaysp requested G 4, ETOUSA, to not if 'v
PEMIBARI( that hereaifter, aill shipmiienlts of blood fronm the Zone( oif In1terior
should be flown to Paris a'id thliiit shtipienetts to Prest wick, Scothia d(, shiould~
be pernia ieiit 'lv discontinued (79)). T1his channge wals effecteml.

Air t riisport, to forwar-d areas wats cont inued ats long ats living. co nditionis
permit t vl. D uriing D)ecemnber, however, thle wealther wats so un1falvoraible thalt
truck miid train shiipmen ts became stian(lard Jprocedl lre. W~heni truck t rainsport
wals usedl, (leliveries wvere Imost Saitisfac(tory.\ whent tOwer was at pI rran--11ged
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Fn, uiiRE 12:3. -- (C-47 platie arriv~ing at airfield in United Kinvtdoin withi wounded from
C'ontinunt, .Inl 1944. It will carry blood( from the fUnted Kinigdoin Blood( Ban k on its
retunrn to the ('ontiuient.

rendlezvous between vehlicles of base and advanced depots. Whien good flyving,
weat her returned inl the spring, the tedious, timie-consumiing (delivery of blood
by road1 Nas discontinued.

In early December, the only conltact the blood baink had with thre Seventh
U..Arni wits by air. Later, blood wats shipped to it iby regular passenger

train also; (luring the first week of F~ebruary, this was the only mneans by which
bllood reached this Army.

lin January 1045, 45 of the 60 C-64 planes were replaced with 7 ('-47's,
which gaive at daily ~iii-lift of 17Y2 tonis for blood( andl other mnedical supp~lies.
These planes were frequently used to pick Il tip suplies inl hfe Unitedl Kingdomi
and dleliver t bern directly to the armijes. After the Rhine had1 been crossed,
the armies were so far ahead of estab~lished depots andl were operating ill

territory- in) which rail tranl lsport ait ionl find Iieenl So colirpletelyN disrupted that,
thle medical service was fortunate in having an adequate airlift.

OTHER MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION

Thre Rted Ball Coaster Freighit Service, set upt before D)-day, amounted~(
to rapid (delivery service by speed boats from ports in soulthern Englahnd to0 thle
far shore (p34). Because it wats nlot undr~er mnedical Control, it. a eniph )ye(
onlyv (luring thle early (lays (of thle invasion, ait whinch tune it wats very uisefull.
When blood wvas carried1 bY this service, it, wats top-loadled; that is, it wats
last oiand11( first ofi. The Army hadl personnel onl the beaches in Normandy
to search for anrd receive eraergel(Ncy caklrgo arriVing- by these boats.
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further notice, at the Courtil Airstrip. Colonel Hays, on 27 August, issued
the following instructions for handling the blood:

1. The blood received from the Zone of Interior was to be placed at once, in its original
carton, under refrigeration. All cartons would be marked with the date of receipt and the
oldest blood would be shipped out first.

2. Blood would be shipped to the Continent in the cartons in which it was received,
not in the marmite cans originally proposed. Daily telephonic reports would be made to
CATOR at Air Headquarters, Norfolk House, London, stating the number of cartons on hand
to be transported and their weight.

3. Unless the atmospheric temperature was between 300 and 500 F. (-Io and 100 C.),
blood would be kept in the refrigerator at Prestwick until word was received that the plane
was ready to receive it for transportation to the Continent. Pilots were to be cautioned
that blood must not be allowed to freeze en route and that the cabin temperature was to be
kept as close as possible to the temperature range just specified.

REPORTS AND ESTIMATES

The original plan for a weekly report of blood movements at Prestwick
was changed on 6 September 1944 for a daily report, to include the number of
bottles of blood on hand from the previous day, the number received from the
Zone of Interior, the number shipped to the Continent, the number otherwise
disposed of, and the balance on hand at the end of the day. Similar totals
were also requested for each week, with any comments desired. One copy of
each daily report, addressed to the Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters, Com-
munications Zone Forward, for the attention of Colonel Hays, was to accom-
pany the blood being transported. A second copy was to go to the same
office by air courier, and a third was to go to the Office of the Surgeon, United
Kingdom Base, attention the Supply Division.

Daily airlift requirements, as just noted, were to go to CATOR in London.

REFRIGERATION AND TRANSPORTATION

Transportation of blood in the European theater from base banks to using
hospitals in forward areas involved questions of refrigeration as well as trans-
portation.

Pre-D-day Planning and Procurement

Transportation.-In October 1943, Colonel Perry, then Chief, Finance
and Supply Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, wrote The Adjutant Ge..Ieral,
War Department, through channels, concerning the requirements of the whole
blood service, pointing out that special provision miust be made for it (PROCO)
because it was operating without a T/O or a T/E (80). All items necessary
could be obtained locally except cargo trucks, 30 (later 34) of which were
requested. Twelve should be delivered by 1 November 1943, twelve by 1
February 1944, and the remainder by 1 April 1944, so that the necessary minor
alterationis could 1)e made on them, to convert them to their new purpose, and
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to mount refrigerators on them. This would take a minimum of 8 hours for
each truck.

These trucks had not been received by 17 March 1944, and twelve 6 by 6
cargo trucks were requested as an advance issue of the total requisition so that
conversion could be begun. In this same memorandum, Captain Hardin
described the various trucks he had examined and explained why he had
selected the 21-ton, 6 by 6 cargo truck as most suitable for transportation of
400-pint refrigerators.

By 18 April, 12 of the 34 trucks requisitioned had been received and were
already in use by the blood bank. It was urgently requested that delivery of
the remainder be expedited. It would take 3 weeks to convert them, and
they must he ready before the start of operations on the Continent, for the
ETOUSA Blood Bank could not function without the necessary vehicular
equipment.

By the middle of May 1944, all necessary vehicles for the First U.S. Army
had been received and were in use or ready for issue. The vehicles for the
Third U.S. Army had also been received and would be ready for issue as soon
as refrigerators were mounted on them. Earlier, the blood bank had been
instructed to classify these trucks as surgical trucks; mark them permanently
with Red ('ross markings; mark the cab visors "ETO Blood Bank"; and use
them only for the supply, packing, and transportation of whole blood.

Refrigeration.-Although PROCO was not approved until 27 October
1943, the refrigerators requisitioned for the blood bank arrived well in ad-
vance of the need for them. Because of shortages in the United States, however,
it had been feared that they might not arrive on time, and steps were therefore
taken to procure them in the United Kingdom. Through the efforts of Colonel
Perry, Brigadier Whitby, and Lt. Col. (later Brigadier) John P. Douglas,
RAMC, 26 the British furnished:

7 walk-in refrigerators, each of 1,000-pint capacity, which took care of the initial
requirements for fixed storage at the base and the requirements of mobile units. Each
refrigerator had an attached motor-driven unit, which the British also furnished.

2 bulk-delivery 500-pint capacity refrigerators, suitable for use in communications
zone depots.

30 smaller refrigerators, of 60- to 80-pint capacity, for the blood bank.

All of these items were available by 1 April 1944, which made it possible
to plan for D-day as follows:

6 refrigerators for the base depot, each with a capacity of 600 pints of blood.
4 refrigerators, of 80-pint capacity, mounted on 2%-ton trucks on the hards, where

there would be two advance section line of communications blood depots.
2 storage refrigerators, of 600-pint capacity, with the advanced blood depots.
4 refrigerators, of 540-pint capacity, mounted on 2w-ton trucks.
8 refrigerators, of 80-pint capacity, on 22-ton trucks for the Third U.S. Army advance

depot.

* Brigadier Whitby and Colonel Douglas furnished invaluable help In all the planning and organization of the U.S.
Army Blood Bank, including the provision of bottles, tubing, needles, and a few other items which had to be obtained
from British supplies. Their txtensive experience was also helpful in the solution of many problems of logistics.
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The overall capacity of the refrigeration described was 8,240 pints of
blood.

Post-D-day Transportation

On 23 June 1944, 2% weeks after D-day, a message was sent to the War
Department from ETOUSA, requesting additional vehicles for the blood bank,
the capacity of which was not sufficient to meet the requirements of the present
situation. Since the troop basis would shortly be supplemented by two
additional armies, a request was made for 30 additional 2%-ton 6 by 6 trucks;
4 (lays later, the request was increased to 34. If this type of truck was not
available, 1%-ton trucks would be acceptable. The basis of the request was
that requirements for blood had proved far larger than originally estimated,
that the blood bank in the United Kingdom could not further increase its
capacity, that it was not possible to build up reserves of a perishable substance
such as blood, that a blood bank must therefore be established on the Con-
tinent with the assurance that it could provide adequate supplies of blood as
they were requested.

On 12 July 1944, the 152d Station Hospital informed the theater Chief
Surgeon that its requisition for 30 additional trucks for the expansion of
PROCO III had been disapproved by the War Department and, without
increased transportation facilities, increased demands for blood could not be
met.

Although the original request for additional trucks was refused, the re-
fusal was later countermanded and the trucks, of the type specified, were duly
delivered, thanks in large part to the firm stand in the matter taken by Colonel
Hays.

FIELD TRANSFUSION UNITS

Authorized Personnel and Equipment

On 2 January 1944, in a memorandum dealing with whole blood, Head-
quarters, ETOUSA, informed the Commanding General, First U.S. Army,
that the following personnel and equipment would be furnished each field
army without requisition and would be regarded as over and above T/O and
T/E provisions (32):

1. Personnel: 1 officer and 22 enlisted men.
2. Transportation: Nine 2%-ton trucks; one n-ton truck; two motor-

cycles solo.
3. Other necessary transfusion equipment, including about nine refriger-

ators to be transported on unit transport.

Preparation of Equipment

After the Ebert-Emerson transfusion set had been approved in 1943 by
the Medical Supply Board, Office of the Chief Surgeon (p. 185), the first problem
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was to find an appropriate place for assembling and packing tile sets. With
some minor alterations, appropriate facilities were found at Thatchain, and
General Hawley ordered that, as supplies for the sets became available, they
be transferred there and frozen for use in field units. The assembly and
packaging of the units was accomplished under the supervision of Maj. (later
Lt. Col.) Charles P. Emerson, MC, who was sent to Thatcham on temporary
duty.

Shortages.-The assembly of the sets was not a simple matter because of
shortages and substitutions (81). Although Baxter bottles had been requisi-
tioned, British bottles were received, and, to avoid further delays, they were
used. Only 3,000 vials of sodium citrate solution with beads were received,
instead of the 10,000 necessary for the 350 (reusable) transfusion sets to be
supplied to each field army. The British vials, which were substituted, were
the same size as the U.S. vials but had to be repacked because th, British
packing was undesirably bulky. The instructions to be included in each set
did not arrive at Thatcham until 14 February, several weeks after the assembly
of the sets had begun. In April 1944, the prospects were that it would take
10 months for British firms to fill the order for 70,000 Welsbach gas mantles
to be used as filters. The 15-gage needles to be substituted for the 17-gage
needles originally used were requested from the Zone of Interior on air priority,
but they were still not available by the end of August. Special requests had
to be placed in April and May for such items as 3,800 adapters to be used to
attach the Luer needle to the rubber tubing in the units.

Shortages of blood donor needles, fiters, and rubber tubing continued
even after D-day until they were corrected by shipments of whole blood from
the Zone of Interior.

Allowances and Distribution

There was considerable discussion on the matter before the distribution of
transfusion sets was settled in the European theater. The original plan was
to supply 2 sets to each clearing company, evacuation hospital k400-bed,
750-bed), and field hospital, and 10 sets to each auxiliary surgical group (82).
Later, the distribution was modified to provide 6 for each field hospital and
20 for each auxiliary surgical group. It was estimated that 350 field transfusion
sets would be needed for each of the two field armies then contemplated (83).

In January 1944, these estimates were expanded. On the basis that 2
casualties out of each 10 would require transfusion, it was estimated that
about 20,000 sets would be needed for each 100,000 expected casualties, which
imeant that 4,000 sets should be ordered at once (84). I was then expected
that sterile expendable transfusion sets would be ready for distribution in
February and could be supplied to hospitals and used as replacements for the
field transfusion sets then packaged in ammunition cases.

The suggestion that station and general hospitals be provided with field
transfusion units was not accepted, since whole blood transfusions could be
accomplished in them by modified British sets, which would be requisitioned
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through channels from the British Army Transfusion Service (p. 179). These
hospitals were so equipped, farthermore, that they could clean and sterilize
their own equipment.

By 13 March 1944, all field transfusion units had been completely assembled
at Thatcham (85). They differed from the units originally planned in two
respects: That the amount of typing serum was sufficient for only 25 donors,
not for 50, and that, because of shortages, citrate had been secured from
British and not U.S. sources, which decreased the number of transfusions pos-
sible with each set from 18 to 10 or 11. Individual organizations, however,
could requisition additional citrate and typing sera as needed.

The 175 transfusion sets requisitioned by the First U.S. Army were deliv-
ered to it about the time expendable transfusion sets were first received from
the Zone of Interior. The latter were in very short supply-by 11 May, only
1,S15 of the 4,000 sets requisitioned on 20 January had been received in the
theater-and, for this and other reasons, it was not considered advisable to
replace the Ebert-Enierson sets already delivered to the First U.S. Army. The
Third U.S. Army, however, which had requisitioned 250 of the field transfusion
units, was supplied with the expendable sets, on the basis of two of the dis-
posable sets for each of the field transfusion sets requisitioned. When the
First U.S. Army required replacements, it, too, would be provided with the
disposable sets.

All problems of this kind were eliminated when blood began to be flown
from the United States to the European theater, since disposable giving sets
were included with each unit of blood.

ROLE OF THE SUPPLY DIVISION IN THE WHOLE BLOOD

PROGRAM

Initial Planning

While the whole blood program in the European theater could not have
been operated without the aid of the Supply Division, Office of the Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, this division had no responsibility at all for the collection,
processing, storage, or distribution of blood (73). That was the responsibility
of the ETOUSA Blood Bank, at the 152d Station Hospital, with the later sup-
port of the 127th Station Hospital. The function of the Supply Division was
threefold:

1. To call up blood from the Zone of Interior and the blood bank at Salisbury according
to the demands for it from the field.

2. To provide the necessary supplies for the operation of the bank.
3. To aid logistically in securing transportation for the blood.

The relation of the Supply Division to the blood program first appeared in
a memorandum from Headquarters, ETOUSA, to the Commanding General,
First U.S. Army, dated 2 January 1944 and dealing with the provision of whole
blood from the Medical Service (32, 86). In this nmemorandum, it was stated
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that whole blood would be an item of medical supply which would be distributed
through medical supply channels and given the highest priority in transportation.

On 17 March 1944, in a conference between Colonel Muckenfuss and
Major Hardin, it was agreed that all requests for supplies of whole blood should
proceed through the same channels as requests for medical supplies. On 12
April, this understanding was expanded to indicate that "through normal
channels" meant that requisitions would proceed from the Continent to Head-
quarters, G-4, SOS, where they would be extracted, sent to the theater chief
surgeon's office, and then relayed to the base blood depot. This procedure, it
was estimated, would consume 48 hours.

Early in March 1944, the Supply Division began to plan for the delivery
of blood from the blood bank at Salisbury to the Continent via Depot G-45 at
Thatchani (73). It would be the responsibility of the blood bank to get the
blood to this depot and the responsibility of supply personnel at Thatcham
to see that it, was loaded on the plane and that provisions were made for icing
the blood from this point until it reached the Continent. When blood was
shipped from the bank at Salisbury, and later, when it was shipped from the
Zone of Interior, it was the responsibility of the Supply Division to see that it
was properly iced along the way. If any shipment of blood was improperly
iced or was mishandled for any other reason, it was the responsibility of the
Supply Division to investigate the circumstances and correct them if the divi-
sion was responsible; if not, the blood bank was informed.

Implementation of Plans

The assignment, of planes in which blood was transported to the Continent
cleared through the office of Colonel Hays, not only because of the priority for
blood but also because of the priority of other supplies, particularly penicillin,
which were sent to the Continent on an emergency basis. Personnel of the
Supply Division soon learned that, when planes were difficult to procure, blood
and penicillin were both magic words.

No difficulties arose in the relation of the blood program to supply channels
as long as the blood bank remained at Salisbury. In September, when the
152d Station Hospital blood bank moved to the Continent, some misunder-
standings developed.

On 23 September 1944, Colonel Kimbrough wrote the Executive Officer,
Office of the Chief Surgeon, suggesting that a circular letter be published, stating
that:

1. The 152d Station Hospital would operate the Continental Section of the ETOUSA
Blood Bank.

2. Major Hardin, commanding officer of the hospital, would serve as director of the
bank, in addition to his other duties.

3. Technical supervision of the bank functions (that is, procurement, processing, storage,
and distribution of blood) would be the responsibility of the Professional Services Division,
Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA.
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Colonel 0 Hays objected to this proposal, on the ground that the division of

responsibility within the Office of the Chief Surgeon was not a matter for a
circular letter. In his opinion, the outside world should consider this office as
an entity, and the division of responsibility and authority in it should be
handled by an office memorandum. He called attention to Office Memoran-
dum No. 10, 17 September 1944, over the signature of Colonel Doan, Executive
Officer, Chief Surgeon's Office, which stated that the Supply Division of this
office was responsible for the requisitioning of blood in adequate quantities to
meet requirements on the Continent and for its proper and timely distribution.
These responsibilities would require intimate coordination with other divisions
of the Office of the Chief Surgeon, especially by the Professional Services Divi-
sion and the Plans and Operations Division. Associated divisions were re-
minded to keep the Chief of the Supply Division constantly acquainted with
the situation as it applied to their particular activities. Any irregularities or
suggested improvements in procedure which camie to the attention of any one
division should be transmitted to the responsible division.

As a result of the discussion, in which others participated, Office Memoran-
dum No. 10 was rescinded and Office Memorandum No. 19, dated 30 October
1944, was issued in its place. In substance, it was as follows:

1. Whole blood for transfusion purposes is obtained from bleeding on the hoof (local
bleeding), from the United Kingdom Blood Bank at Salisbury, or from the United States
by air.

2. In the near future, blood will be furnished by a blood bank on the Continent. (As a
matter of fact, by the time this memorandum was issued, the Continental Blood Bank had
already been set up and was distributing blood.)

3. The provision of whole blood for transfusion is a complicated procedure, involving
the establishment of technical standards, with technical supervision of collection; prepara-
tion; storage; transportation; issuance; and, finally, administration of the blood to the
recipient. The division of responsibility and authority 27 in this procedure is as follows:

a. The Professional Services Division is responsible for the establishment of standards
and for technical supervision of the collection, processing, and administration of whole blood.

b. The Supply Division is responsible for the supervision of transportation, storage,
and distribution of the blood.

4. Since blood is chiefly transported by air, and since the same planes are used for the
transportation of other medical supplies, the transportation and distribution of blood and
other medical supplies moved by air are very closely related.

5. In carrying out the duties assigned to him, the Senior Consultant in Blood Trans-
fusion and Shock, Major Hardin, who is also commanding officer of the Continental Blood
Bank, will operate under the supervision of the Professional Services D)ivision and the
Supply Division as just outlined.

6. All divisions of this office (that is, the Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA), will
keep the Chief of the Professional Services Division and the Chief of the Supply Division
acquainted with any matter pertaining to the supply of whole blood within the division of
responsibility as just outlined. Information to higher echelons and instructions to lower
echelons, including requests for information, will lxe routed through these channels.

27 This division of responsibility proved to be as unnecessary as it was undesirable. It worked in this instance because
Major Hardin made it work; an officer of lesser stature might readily have failed. The present (1962) policy is to place
the entire responsibility for the transfusion service in professional hands.

717-4091--64- 38
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Occasional difficulties continued to arise, but, on the whole, the relation of
the whole blood program to supply channels was cooperative, and personnel of
the blood program freely admitted their obligation to the Supply Division for
its successful operation.

SECURITY MEASURES

Unusual activity in the blood bank would, of course, have been a clear
indication that the date of the invasion was approachiing. On 1 May 1944,
General Hawley wrote to the Commanding Officer, 1stN Medical Laboratory
(87), that the pony edition of Time for 24 April 1944 had carried an itemn
to the effect that a recent dry run in the bank had been just for practice but
that :3 weeks before the invasion, "the dry run will become wet." Obvi-
ously, General Hawley wrote, after such an announcement, no better indication
could be given to the enemy of the date of the impending invasion than the
inauguration of a stepped-up collection of blood. He found it necessary,
therefore, to direct that blood be collected on the maximum possible scale
from this date until the invasion; otherwise, it would not be possible to resume
collection until after the invasion. He requested all details concerning the
origin of this statement and concerning the clearance of the particular cor-
respondent responsible for it.

In reply, Colonel Muckenfuss stated that no correspondent for this pub-
lication had ever visited the 1st Medical Laboratory; the term "dry run"
had not been used in the laboratory for at least 3 months; small-scale bleed-
ings had been made at frequent intervals; and blood could not be kept longer
than 3 weeks, which made the statement about beginning to collect blood
"in earnest" 3 weeks before the invasion obviously incorrect. He could
therefore throw no light on the source of the statement. He added that he
had discussed the problem of security several times with Major Hardin, to
decide on methods of minimizing evidences of unusual activity in the blood
bank.

Immediately after General Hawley's complaint was received, all bleeding
teams were sent out from the bank every day, to work all day and collect blood
in places in which there were only a few donors, who were bled behind osten-
tatiously locked doors. At the end of each long day, the few donations thus
procured were rushed in clearly marked 500-pint refrigerators to the blood
bank.

Actual blood collection for the invasion began 20 days before D-day, but,
by Colonel Muckenfuss' own desire, he was not informed of Major Hardin's
time schedule, and, as the latter expressed it in 1961, "I was the only person
who ever knew when the blood bank was actually turned on." "

1ý Queried as to the correctness of this statement, Dr. lHardin wrote as follows on 18 February 196:
"The statement that I made that I was the only person who 'knew when the blood bank in the ETO was actually

turned on' is literally correct. The circumstances under which this arose now have somewhat unreal characteristics, but
went somethirg like this.

"Several months before D-day the headquarters of the ETO blood bank was visited by a public relations officer who
had in tow a Time reporter. Among the many questions asked of me was the one of how long blood could be kept. At
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HOUSEKEEPING ARRANGEMENTS

As already mentioned (p. 499), the 152d Station Hospital, which served as
the ETOUSA Blood Bank, was attached for housekeeping and general adminis-
trative purposes as long as it was in England, to the 1st Medical Labora-
tory. A similar arrangement was in effect for the 127th Station Hospital when
it took over the blood bank functions of the 152d Station Hospital and the latter
moved to the Continent.

Different arrangements were necessary when the 152d Station Hospital
moved to the Continent, in September 1944. The parent bank in Paris was
then attached for housekeeping an'u administrative purposes to the 1st General
Hospital (p. 516).

The detachments of the two blood banks which operated in the field were
attached for these purposes to any convenient medical supply depot, the com-
manding officers of which provided rations, quarters, space for blood storage,
and other needs. These arrangements were highly satisfactory. The medical
supply depots to which the detachments were attach d rendered great assistance
to them. The mobility of the Army medical supply depots made the setup
particularly satisfactory, for the Army detachments of the blood banks also
followed the armies which they served. Locations of station and evacuation
hospitals were secured from the depots to which the detachments were attached,
and some confusion sometimes arose.

The revised directives for ADSEC detachments (54, 57) provided for
attaching them for rations and administrative purposes to the units which

that time the proper answer was 21 days and in due course there appeared an article in Time magazine which said the ETO
blood hank would begin collecting blood 20 days before D-day. This was an assumption made by the reporter, but hap-
pened to he uncomfortably correct. As you can imagine, General Hawley was reasonably upset and he ordered me to
undertake such activity as would make it impossible for people to know by observation when the ETO blood bank was
actually 'turned on.' For that reason, we began somewhat hectic activity designed to produce confusion among all ob-
servers and among my own personnel. Bleeding teams were sent hither and yon, but always to units where there were too
few donors to be of significance when we really started collecting blood. The blood was brought back to the central labora-
tory and processed and was distributed to hospitals so that there was no evidence at the central unit of how little blood

was actually being collected.
"The units of the ETO blood bank which were to go across the Channel were put into positions of embarkation along

with other troops behind the barbed wire along the southern coast of England some time in advance of the invasion. They
were sent there without instructions as to what their mission was or where they were going. Later I was given a pass
which let me go behind the wire and brief my units and, as a matter of fact, take blood to them for transport across the
Channel. As you know, we landed our first depot unit in Normandy on D-plus one. In addition, we loaded blood on
104 ships, most of which were LST's converted to bring troop wounded back from France. No one in the unit knew where
these ships were to dock and be loaded, nor the day nor time, except myself and I kept this after receiving It at the British
Naval Headquarters in Southampton entirely in my memory, never writing it down. I personally supervised the loading
of refrigerator trucks in Salisbury and these and their drivers went behind the wire where they were met by some of my
officers already in that locality. After accomplishing their mission these trucks and drivers were kept behind the wire
until the invasion of Normandy was a fact.

"My memory falls me as to the exact time but early in the spring it became necessary for me to know when D-day
would occur. One morning at General Hawley's headquarters in London, I was taken to the middle of a large room by
Colonel Liston and others and the date of D-day was whispered in my ear. I was told that this date was a planning date
and that the actual invasion would occur within a 48-hour span of this date. Thus I knew when to begin the bleeding in
the blood bank in earnest, when to put blood behind the barbed wire along the southern coast, and when to begin all of
the operation In earnest. I was forbidden to disclose this date to anyone else, of course, and although several of the people
in the unit must have realized that D-Day was imminent, I am certain that no one was actually aware of the real day until
it happened.

"I hope this clears up my statement and I hope that none of us will ever go through that kind of anezpsrience again."
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operated Army Air resupply strips. This plan was quickly put into effect by
an agreement between the Commanding General, Ninth Air Force, and the
Commanding General, ADSEC, and it continued to be standing operating
procedure for the rest of the war. It had many advaritages. The blood
detachment could quickly unload the C-47's which transported their daily
supply of whole blood. The distance between this location and the banks in
the Army area was short. Communications with Headquarters, ADSEC, and
the base depot of the ETOUSA Blood Bank were almost immediately available.

In order that commanding officers of these mobile blood units be un-
hampered by tight control, they were given relative freedom of action in plan-
ning their forward movements. The Surgeon, ADSEC, however, insisted upon
prior clearance for moves when the situation permitted, for station list and
order purposes, and, in an occasional instance, tactical requirements demanded
other dispositions than those planned.

EARLY OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTIES

As might have been expected, a number of problems arose in connection
with the whole blood service in the first weeks of its operation. On 19 July
1944, a number of them were called to the attention of Col. (later Brig. Gen.)
John A. Rogers, MC, Surgeon, First U.S. Army, by General Hawley's office (88):

1. Trucks designated for blood were being required to carry out many diversified tasks,
such as hauling tools, medical supplies, repair parts, and even personnel. This left insufficient
time for the proper maintenance of these trucks and of the refrigerators mounted on them.
If this unwise practice were continued, it could lead to serious interruptions in the blood
program, for no trucks were available as replacements for these special trucks; they were
essential for the delivery of blood.

2. The motorcycles and jeeps designated for the blood bank had been moved from its
control and had thus lost their value for their designated purpose, which was to make contact
with using units.

3. The blood bank was not kept posted on the movement of forward hospitals, and they
were sometimes difficult to locate.

4. It would help materially in the use of blood if the blood service were notified when a
hospital was closing and moving. The blood in its control could then be picked up and re-
distributed, and the hospital could be restocked when it was again in operation. Blood was
too precious a commodity for any of it to be wasted through preventable deterioration.

It was evident, General Hawley concluded, that as more and more troops
were committed, greater economy must be practiced in the use of blood. The
limit of supply was fixed not by the organization which collected and processed
it but by the availability of suitable donors. That limit, had almost been
reached, and it was therefore requested that necessary action be taken toward
improving the efficiency of the blood service on the far shore.

The memorandum from General Hawley's office bore out complaints from
members of the blood detachments. In June 1944, the commanding officer of
one such detachment wrote to Major Hardin that his two motorcyclists had
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been placed on detached service and that he had just lost a sergeant. He
wished no replacement for the latter, but if he had to have one, he wanted a
private.

He still had no jeep. His trucl.s were working well, but were getting
unnecessarily hard wear. He wrote:

In addition to hauling blood, we are ordered to pick up laboratory specimens. We have
to carry the depot refrigerator mechanic and the depot sterilizer mechanic out to their jobs at
one of the hospitals. We also carry parts and tools. We carry the men back to the depot or
to a different hospital. We still haul some freight from the depot to advance sections or
vice versa. We carry biologicals from the airstrip to the depot and optical repairs from the
depot to the airstrip. We haul X-ray machines for repair and back.

It was increasingly difficult, the writer continued, to keep refrigerators in
good condition because of damage caused to them by hauling freight. The
trucks were kept on the road so much that their maintenance was as unsatis-
factory as the maintenance of the refrigerators.

It was also difficult to keep up with the increasing number of hospitals in
the area, the writer went on, now that the blood detachment was on the same
post as the base platoon of the medical depot and information as to hospitals
was no longer secured from First U.S. Army Headquarters. Changes in loca-
tion were often received late and were often incorrect. On a recent trip, one of
the detachment trucks had spent the entire night searching for the hospital to
which its blood was consigned and did not find it until the next day, when cor-
rect information about its location was secured.

The writer found the failure of the Supply Division (headquarters not
stated) to discuss proposed changes with blood personnel very discouraging: A
recent ruling, for instance, that marmite cans be sent to field hospitals to in-
crease the amount of blood to be kept on hand in them was put into effect
without previous notice. The result would be an increased lag in the return
of these cans and an imbalance in both cans and recipient sets.

This extremely pessimistic memorandum ended on a brighter note, that
using hospitals seemed to be entirely satisfied with the blood service. The
misuse of the trucks, however, of which the writer complained and which
duplicated the experience of other detachments of the blood bank, further
substantiated the importance of completely dissociating blood from medical
supply.

INQUIRY INTO EFFICIENCY OF AIRLIFT TO EUROPEAN
THEATER

On 8 January 1945, at the suggestion of Colonel Carter, who believed that
the desired information would be expedited by personal communication, Major
McGraw, who w s now in the Office of The Surgeon General, wrote to Major
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Hardin asking for details of the operation of the oversea blood program (8!)).
Up to that time, very little infornmation had been received in the Office of Tile
Surgeon General regarding blood sent to the European theater. In(lee(d, not
much was known about what happened to it after it was put on the oversea
plane. Improvements in handling were desirable and would be facilitated by
information on the following points:

1. How long did it take blood to reach the ETOUSA Blood Bank? Presumably, it
should reach it in about 24 hours after it was put on the plane, but there must be many
occasions when bad weather delayed shipments en route. If so, steps should be taken to
prevent both warming and freezing.

2. Were all shipments received? There was no assurance at the present time that
blood might not often be landed at an alternative field and left unattended or even forgotten.

3. Was it desirable to send a courier with each shipment? Personnel of the North
African Theater Blood Bank, with which Major McGraw had previously worked, considered
it absolutely essential that a responsible person accompany each shipment of blood to
northern Italy as well as to southern France. It was the courier's responsibility to see that
the blood was properly handled at any emergency landing field en route and to secure land
transportation to within a reasonable distance of its destination if the plane could not put in
at the regular airfield.

4. In what condition did the blood reach the theater? There was concern that some of
it might be frozen or hemolyzed, or that some containers might be broken.

5. Was enough blood being received? The Red Cross had heard unofficially that there
was some resentment in the European theater because less blood was shipped than had been
requested. The director of the Red Cross blood bank had reported this story to The
Surgeon General, who could only reply that the last request from ETOUSA had been for
1,000 bottles a day and that 1,000 bottles a day were being sent. The shipments could be
increased beyond this amount if the request was made.

6. Were the hospitals satisfied with the blood? Were there hemolytic or pyrogenic
reactions from it? Were there any errors in blood grouping?

In this same letter, information was requested concerning titration prac-
tices. In Italy, a technique was employed by which it was possible to pick
out about 30 percent of the highest titered 0 bloods. These bloods were
marked for the use of 0 recipients only. The practice had been adopted
because of a severe hemolytic reaction in a patient with group A blood, who had
received group 0 blood with a very high anti-A titer (p. 424).

Most of these questions were answered by Capt. John Elliott, SnC, from
his observations in the European theater on his visit there later in January (90).
They are discussed under appropriate headings. In general, his report was
highly favorable. So far as he could determine, no blood from the United
States had been contaminated on receipt, nor had there been any errors in
typing. About 18 bloods of each thousand had to be discarded because of
hemoglobin in the supernatant plasma. Since it had been discovered in
December 1944 that a small number of bottles of blood hemolyzed rapidly, for
no reason that could be discovered, the plan had been adopted of allowing all
blood to sediment for 24 hours before it was shipped out of the Paris Blood Bank
(91). Each bottle was then examined visually before it left the bank.
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CLINICAL PROBLEMS

Difficul ties With Equipment

On 27 June 1944. General Hawley reqluested 6-4 to~ providle spawe on at
phile, thle following day for Major I1 Iarldinl to fly tot I e ( ont inent. On lis own
visit, hle I1a1d observedl certain ditheutlties, ill the adini~iiistrationl of blood4, park--
ticularly maintenance of the proper rate of flow, which wats at miost impl1 ort ant
element in tile procedure. Il wcisihed Major Hlardin to ilivest igat (' tile troub~le
inilmledialtely.

Major H~ardlin arrived oil tile far shore tile following daly, and, in fulflillient
of General H-awley 's mission, visitedl the Office of the Surlgeon., Firsst U.S.
Army;, the Ist 'Medlical Depot C omnpany ; thle Advance Blood Ba1tik (lDet achi-
nient A) of the 152d1 St at ion Hlospit al ; and the 45th, 617th, and 1 2't1I1 Evacuation
Hospitals (9)2).

Ill discussions with C olonel ( risler, C onsult ant inl Surgery, First U.S.
Armiy, 'Major Mairdiii learnled that thle (difficult ies in, thle blood programn were
chliefly inl tile admiinistration of thie blood, (luring which the rate of flow wats
frequently inadle tilt Ie. Mlost olbservers considered the filter at fault , buta
Colonel ( risler, ats well ats C'ol. William G. Anispaichier, M( ', C hief of lPlatis
and Operat ions, Office of the Surgeon, First, U.S. Arniii, lbelieved t hat the filter
wits adlequat e andl that the rate of flow wats hamipered by tilie size of the needle
and the adapter. Sonie officers complained that they had lost patients b~ecause
thle blood( clot ted. While thle comiplaints were mlost prevalent onl thle beaches,
there were also difficult ies inl hospitals and t hey continuedI for some timie, even
after tilie (Continental Blood Bank had beeni estalblished.

Some oflicers overcame thle poor performance of thle filter by using gauize
for filtration. Ot hers transferred the blood( to salvarsami tub~es for admninistra-
tion. St ill others, who were inl thle miajority, applied positive pressure by
means of at 1-iggrimis syrine Obtained from t(lie field transfusion set or at
splmygniomnanometer bulb. Results with tiall met hods were ab~out the same, but

lie use' of positive pressure wats not dlesirab~le lbecause the tub~ing and1( adapters
providedl were not of at quality to withstand thle pressure. When this expedient.
wats employ* ed, it wats at colimmon experienice for thle syst emm to spring leaks, with
thle result that the transfusion had to be stop~pedl and the 1)100( b~eing usedl had
to be discarded. nPie soluition wouldi have b~een tile use of 15-gaige nieedlies,
but t hey were not. available uint il mu1ch later.

Major Hardin considered aill of thiese comiplaints justified. Trainsfusion
should b)e at Continuous and( efficient procedlure. Inl thle periodl immledliately
after D)-day, it wats too often improvised and interrup~ted. It becanie co-()t
tinluouis and1 efficient whenl expendIable transfusion sets were supplied, with
adequate filters and needles of larger bore.

C olonel C utler believed that bank blood which clotted (lid niot Containi a
sufficient quaint ity of citrate solution. It is true that, when blood b~eganl to be
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received from the Zone of Interior in Alsever's solution, complaints of clotting
ceased. Many observers, however, continued to believe that it was not, desir-
able to give blood diluted 50 percent by the preservative solution.

When the expendable set was introduced, with the giving needle attached
directly to the rubber tubing, there was seldom any difficulty in transfusing a
casualty who had good veins. When the veins were collapsed, the situation
was different. Since the needle was attached directly to the rubber tubing,
without a connecting observation tube, it. was not easy to detach the needle
and hook it up to a syringe, to facilitate location of the vein. Some modification
of the set was necessary in such circumstances. This was accomplished at
some hospitals by cutting off the needle attached to the rubber tubing and
replacing it with the needle and observation tube from the plasma set. After
the needle had been connected to the syringe and the vein located, the needle
was attached to the Luer tip of the observation tube before the transfusion
was started.

Aging of Blood

On his visit, to the European theater in September 1944 (1), Colonel
Kendrick was informed of two transfusion reactions, accompanied by chills
and fever, which had occurred in the 1st Platoon of the 60th Field Hospital,
and of eight similar reactions in 50 transfusions in the 12th Evacuation Hospital.
In discussions with the chiefs of the surgical and laboratory services in the
hospitals involved, he learned that, in each instance, the blood was within a
few days of the expiration date, or beyond it. Most of the patients for whom
it had been used had lost a great deal of blood, and they were transfused with
the aging blood because of their extreme need.

Further investigation revealed other special circumstances. Immediately
after the service to Prestwick from the Zone of Interior had been inaugurated,
there was a sharp reduction in the number of casualties and a corresponding
decrease in the requirements for whole blood. As a result, there was a lag in
shipments from the United Kingdom to France, and some blood was stored
for 8 or 9 days before it was sent to the far shore. At one time, even though
the collection of blood in the United Kingdom was halted altogether, there
was a backlog of 6,000 pints of blood in the United Kingdom.

Major Hardin and Colonel Kendrick recommended that, beginning at
once (26 September 1944), blood from the Zone of Interior be sent immediately
from Prestwick to France, the oldest blood on hand being shipped first, to be
sure that it was used before the dating period expired. They further recom-
mended that blood which could not reach hospitals in France before the
expiration date be used in general hospitals in the United Kingdom, or, if
necessary, discarded entirely. It was expected that, as the number of casual-
ties again increased, the lag would be overcome. This did not happen immedi-
ately, however, and for a time, blood continued to be sent to the far shore
which had aged a week or more before it reached the using hospitals.
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An additional difficulty in this connection was that, because of bad flying
weather and the consequent delays, some blood had already aged for several
days in the Zone of Interior before it was flown to the United Kingdom.

The safety of using blood that was from 14 to 18 days old for exsanguinated
casualties could not be readily determined from existing evidence. The impres-
sion prevailed that those casualties with depleted blood volume were more
likely than others to have reactions after intravenous therapy.

On a priori evidence, this reasoning seemed sound. As blood ages, the
amount of free hemoglobin in it increases, as does the amount of plasma
potassium. Although the normal human kidney will tolerate rather large
quantities (up to 5 gin.) of hemoglobin without significant pathologic changes,
the exsanguinated casualty probably has a much lower threshold for this
substance. When anoxia is added to lowered blood pressure and decreased
circulating blood volume in a casualty who has suffered severe hemorrhage, it
is logical to assume that renal function will be impaired. Then, if blood with
50 to 100 mg. of free hemoglobin per 100 cc. is injected, there is a real increase
of free hemoglobin in grams per volume, and kidney function is further impaired.
As a result, reactions might be expected.

While this reasoning was recognized as purely conjectural,2 9 it did suggest
the need for providing greatly exsanguinated casualties with as fresh blood as
possible. It also suggested the need for alkalinizing casualties who had sus-
tained severe hemorrhage and had to be given 3-4 pints of blood over a short
period.

After his tour of First and Ninth U.S. Army installations in September
1944, Colonel Cutler expressed the opinion that field hospitals should be given
whole blood, that is, ETOUSA blood, while evacuation hospitals, in which the
need for blood was generally less acute, should be given preserved Zone of
Interior blood, in which there were fewer corpuscles. No action was taken.

The whole subject of reactions is discussed in detail under that heading
(p. 649).

Use of Chilled Blood

Another subject brought up to Colonel Kendrick on his visit to the
European theater in September 1944 was the use of chilled blood in exsan-
guinated patients. Clinical usage had demonstrated the safety of injecting
blood at 390 to 430 F. (40 to 6' C.), and the practice was now routine in many
civilian hospitals.

The injection of chilled blood into patients in shock from exsanguination,
who were in an unstable state and exposed to cold surroundings, had not yet
been investigated. It seemed safe to conclude that this practice would produce
no biologic reactions, but the experience in field hospitals had shown that it
caused chilly sensations, and both patients and surgeons objected to it. Colonel

29 The present (1962) belief is that hemoglobin plus ghost cells originating In nonviable red blood cells are responsible
for the reactions described.
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Kendrick therefore recommended that, whenever time permitted, blood to be
used in exsanguinated casualties be removed from the refrigerator an hour
before the transfusion. This practice had its own elements of danger: Blood
could be used safely after it had stood at room temperature for 2 or 3 hours,
but in the rush of caring for many casualties at once, it might be overlooked
and left out of the icebox until it was no longer safe to use.

Part VIII. Statistical Data

QUANTITATIVE USE OF BLOOD

Initial Observations

When it became evident, soon after the invasion of the Continent, that
much more blood would be required for combat casualties than had been
anticipated, the question naturally arose as to how efficiently the blood available
was being used. On this point there were several opinions.

When Major Hardin returned from the trip to the Continent which he
had begun on 28 June, lie reported that he had not seen a single casualty ir
whom transfusion had not been both helpful and desirable (92). It was being
given to exsanguinated casualties to build up the hemoglobin level and restore
lost blood volume and was also being used to combat gas gangrene. It did not
appear to him that blood was being used to excess.

Statistical data were not readily available, but in the three evacuation
hospitals which lie had visited, the ratio of blood to casualties was 1:4.7 and
the ratio of plasma, 1:3.2. The ratio of blood to plasma was about 1:1.4.
Since many casualties had received plasma before admission to the hospital,
these ratios could not be accepted as entirely accurate. There was perhaps
some justification for the hope that the use of smaller amounts of blood, backed
up by plasma, might produce almost as good results as the use of whole blood.
Perhaps a ratio of one unit of blood to three units of plasma might be considered
by First U.S. Army medical personnel, since the supply of blood would always
be limited and the amount administered must be adjusted to the supply.

At about the same time as Major Hardin's survey, Colonel Zollinger con-
ducted an investigation of the relative use of plasma and blood in forward
hospitals (43). TThe shock teams which made the study reported that the ratio
in field hospitals was 1.63:1 and in evacuation hospitals 1.34:1. More impor-
tant than the actual figures was the opinion of the surgeons: A medical officer
on one of the 3d Auxiliary Surgical Group teams, who had previously worked
in North Africa and Sicily, stated that the greatest single medical blessing in
the European theater was the availability of blood from the blood bank, which
was making it possible to operate on, and save, casualties who would never have
survived on plasma alone.
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On 1 July 1944, General Hawley wrote Colonel Rogers, Surgeon, First U.S.
Army, that oni a recent trip to the Continent, Colonel Cutler had gained tile
impression, as he had on his own recent trip, that in some units blood was
not being used economically. Since there was a limit to the amount that could
be supplied, use miust be proportionate to the supplies available.

When Colonel Cutler transmitted Major Hardin's report (92) to General
Hawley, he noted that the present ratio of blood to plasma indicated that only
a little more plasma than blood was being given. He had expected that the
amounts of plasma used would be at least double the quantities of blood used.
He considered the present usage of blood quite satisfactory, but the Professional
Services Division must be constantly adert to be sure that this valuable substance
was b)eing utilized correctly.

Essential Technical Medical Data from the European theater for October
1944 (93) also had some criticism of the excessive amounts of blood used in
some cases. Investigation had shown that, on the whole, if appreciable
benefit were not obtained after 4 pints of blood had been transfused, a con-
sultation should be requested, to determine whether prompt operation would
not be the proper procedure.

As time passed, the realization grew that, contrary to the first impression
that blood was being used to excess, more was needed than had been given
originally. By October 1944, shock teams were beginning to view more criti-
cally the necessity for correcting depleted blood volume by the use of whole
blood. Canadian shock teams, working with apparatus for determnining blood
volume, had found that the reduction in severely wounded men averaged 33
percent, which was equivalent to a loss of 2,000 cc. in a man 5 ft. tall and weigh-
ing 70 kilograms. On the basis of this observation, the demand for blood by
Army surgeons was not considered excessive.

Adjustment of Supply and Demand

One of the problems of the blood program was to supply blood in propor-
tion to the need for it, since it is not a substance which can be stocked indefi-
nitely. On 14 September 1944, General Hawley wrote General Kirk that, as
soon as the supply of whole blood had been increased by the institution of the
airlift from the United States on 21 August, the demand for it had decreased
by about 75 percent, because of the slackening in combat (94). This had been
a temporary situation. Now that the First U.S. Army was up against the
Siegfried Line, it was expected that the need for blood would promptly increase
again.

Even during slack periods in combat, when supply exceeded demand, care
was taken to waste no blood. In December 1944, Colonel Kimbrough pro-
posed, in a memorandum to Colonel Hays, that during such periods, general
hospitals, which were required to supply their own blood, be provided with
blood from the Paris bank. He had observed that whole blood was accumulat-
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ing for field use while at tile same time general hospitals were having difficulty
setting up blood panels. Colonel Liston, acting for General Hawley, concurred
in this recommendation, and it, was put into effect. Shortly afterward, the
Battle of the Bulge resulted in renewed demands for very large amounts of
blood.

Special and unexpected requirements for blood also sometimes arose.
Thus, in the spring of 1945, the 182d General Htospital reported an unusual
demand for blood, chiefly because of the malnourished condition of many
liberated U.S. Army POW's (prisoners of war).

The real need for whole blood for wounded casualties is attested to by the
experiences of individual forward hospitals. The 84th Field Hospital is an
illustration. It landed on Omaha beach on 14 July 1944, operated for a short
time with the First U.S. Armny, and then was assigned to the Third U.S. Army.
During August, it. moved 13 times in support of the 79th Division Clearing
Station. After 6 November 1944, it was assigned to the Seventh U.S. Army,
in which it operated in support of division troops.

No matter where it wias serving, the personnel of this hospital found,
month after nonth, that from 60 to 90 percent of the casualties it, received were
either in shock or had been in shock within the previous 6 hours. Most of
theni had re.eived plaLsma in forward installations, but alnost without excep-
tion, they also needed large amounts of blood before they could be pronounced
read,% for operation.

CRITIQUE ON THE USE OF BLOOD ON THE CONTINENT

July-September 1944

In his tour of Armiy installations on the far shore in Septemlber 1944, as
the Special Representative on Blood and Plasma Transfusions to The Surgeon
General, Colonel Kendrick made the following observations (1):

1. The quantity of protein fluid that can be injected into a casualty over a period of
time without undue reactions varies because of individual tolerances. As much as 9 pints
of blood and 2-6 pints of plasma can be safely given over a 24-hour period, depending upon
the circumstances.

2. A casualty with an organically normal cardiovascular system, who has suddenly
become exsanguinated, can presumably tolerate the introduction of 3-4 liters of blood and
plasma over a 24-hour period.

3. If casualties who have suffered severe hemorrhage do not respond to the amount of
blood and plasma just mentioned, surgical consultation is necessary. Failure to respond
may be due to continued hemorrhage or to the results of severe tissue damage, and prompt
surgical intervention may be necessary.

4. Observations in field and evacuation hospitals in the First and Third U.S. Armies
showed that excessive amounts of blood had sometimes been used. The most important
single factor in the picture was the timelag between wounding and the beginning of treat-
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ment. Casualties seen fairly early, that is, within 3 hours after wounding, were frequently
benefited by blood in relatively large amounts, 8-9 pints given in 2-4 hours. If, however,
the casualty was exsanguinated and the timelag had been long, up to 10-12 hours, very little
improvement could be expected, even with enormous quantities of blood. Some patients
had been given 27 pints in 18-24 hours.

From his observations on the Continent, Colonel Kendrick concluded:
1. From a practical standpoint, it was impossible to set arbitrary stand-

ards as to the relative quantities of plasma and blood an individual casualty
should receive. The decision must be based upon individual evaluation of the
amount of blood loss; the cessation or continuation of hemorrhage; the degree
of shock; the blood pressure and pulse rate; the number and severity of the
wounds; the timelag; and, most important, the general status of the patient.

2. If surgical consultation was requested when no improvement followed
the transfusion of 3-4 pints of blood, tremendous quantities would not be used
without adequate justification.

AIRLIFT TO THE EUROPEAN THEATER

The oversea service to ETOUSA from the Zone of Interior began on 21
August 1944 and ended on 10 May 1945. During this period, according to the
Army Whole Blood Procurement Service, 201,105 pints of blood were flown
across the Atlantic (table 20).

TABLE 20.-Final consolidated report of monthly shipments to ETOUSA, Army Whole Blood
Procurement Service, 21 A ugust 1944-10 May 1945

Year and month New York Brooklyn Boston Washington Baltimore Total
shipments shipments shipments shipments shipments shipments

1944 1
August .----------- 2,489 ---------- ----------- 1,092 ----------- 3,581
September --------- i 8,202 ----------- 4,561 3,048 - 15,811
October ------------ 7,781 828 5,179 3,096 -- - 16,884
November --------- 9,034 3,548 5,519 4,668 ----------- 22,769
December ---------- 9,936 3,734 6,392 4,688 1,540 26,290

1945
January ----------- 9,959 4,301 7,219 4,881 2, 487 28, 847
February ---------- 9,042 4,241 5,826 3, 768 2,388 25, 268
March ------------ 10,994 5, 402 6,524 4, 999 2,591 30,510
April ------------- 9,226 4,503 5,282 3,499 1,897 24,407
May -------------- 2,420 756 1,641 1,237 684 6,738

Total ------- 79, 083 27, 316 48, 143 34, 976 11,587 201,105
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For the week ending 26 August 1944, the first week of tile service, 1,627
pints of blood were shipped, a daily average of 271. For the next week, the
total shipped was 3,017 pints, a daily average of 50:3. During the week ending
18 November, 6,150 bottles were shipped, a daily average of 1,025. During
25 days of collections in December, 26,657 pints were shipped, an average of
1,066 bleedingns per working day. The highest point in shipments was reached
during the week ending 3 March 1945, when 7,230 pints were shipped to the
European theater.

By the end of January 1945, the theater was receiving an avelage of 6,000
pints of blood per week, even though bad flying conditions sometimes forced
the Air Transport Command to suspend deliveries for 1 to 3 days at a time.
On 24 January 1945, General Hawley wrote General Kirk that the whole
blood transfusion setup, from supply to administration to the patient,was
" one of the happiest situations" in the theater, and that his (General Kirk's)
office had played the dominant role in it.

At this point it is necessary to repeat the statement, made several times
previously, that the statistical data in this volume, while as complete and as
correct as possible, are not always complete and are sometimes in conflict. In
table 20, for instance, which represents the final report of the Army Whole
Blood Procurement Service for the entire period of the airlift to Europe, the
total number of units of blood shipped is put at 201,105. In the official history
of the American Red Cross Blood Donor Service (95), the number is put at
205,907 (p. 101). The explanation of this discrepancy is probably that some of
the bloods collected for this purpose were, for one reason or another, not used in
the airlift.

In theaters of operations, the circumstances in which blood was given were
simply not conducive to accurate recording. The reader, therefore, is cautioned
against accepting as numerically accurate all the data presented, though he is
entirely safe in accepting as accurate the trends that they represent.

PRODUCTION OF ETOUSA BLOOD BANK

Table 21 is a record of the production of blood by the ETOUSA Blood Bank
operated in the United Kingdom first by the 152d Station Hospital and later by
the 127th Station Hospital, and operated on the Continent by the 152d Station
Hospital (54, 55, 57, 96).

Table 22 is a record of all deliveries of blood to and on the Continent by the
ETOUSA Blood Bank and from the Zone of Interior via Prestwick.
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TABLE 21.-Production and distribution of blood, ETOUSA Blood Bank, April 1944-June
1945 (57)

OTnitedn Kingdom Section I distribution- Total
Continental monthly

Year and month Section 2 blood bank
On Continent In United Total distribution distribution

Kingdom

1944

April ------------------------------- 20 20 20
May ---------------------------------- 1,790 1,790 ----------- 1,790
June ------------------------- 7,650 3,945 11,595 ---------- 11,595
July ------------------------- 11,890 906 12, 796 ----------- 12, 796
August ---------------------- 13, 018 411 13, 429 ----------- 13, 429
September ------------------- 5,359 515 5,874 ----------- 5,874
October.. ---------------------- 8,150 749 8, 899 ---------- 8, 899
November -------------------- 7,910 573 8,483 4,178 12,661
December ------------------- 11,550 650 12,200 ----------- 12,200

1945
January --------------------- 12,100 709 12,809 3, 977 16,786
February -------------------- 9,464 515 9,979 91 10,070
March ----------------------- 6,677 1,278 7,955 2,704 10,659
April ------------------------ 8, 162 1,602 9, 764 27 9, 791
May ------------------------ 1,764 806 2,570 435 3,005
June ---------------------------------- 6 6 1,054 1,060

Total ----------------- 103,694 14,475 118,169 12,466 130,635

SOperated by 152d Station Hospital until 1 September 1944, then by 127th Station Hlospital.
Operated by 152d Station Hospital.

USE OF BLOOD IN ARMY INSTALLATIONS

In analyzing the statistical data for the use of blood in the individual
armies (tables 23-26) and the combined armies (table 27) on the Continent
during the period of combat, a number of points should be borne in mind (96):

1. During the first 3 months after D-day-that is, until almost the end of August
1944-the supply of blood was limited. Sometimes it was extremely limited. A great deal
more should have been used than was used, but it was not available. In June 1944, the
ratio of blood to wounded in forward installations was 1: 3.9, not because that was a desirable
ratio but because that was all the blood there was to use. This ratio gradually changed.
For the remainder of the war it averaged out at 1: 1.5. In February 1945, it became 1: 1,
and it remained at this level thereafter.

2. There was no regularity or uniformity in the distribution of blood to using units.
This was because the amount delivered was always in direct response to the collective
demands of the forward hospitals, which were based, in turn, on estimated casualities. If
casualties did not materialize as expected, then the amount of blood asked for was excessive.
The blood had to be requisitioned, however, if it was thought that it would be needed. It
was utilized elsewhere whenever possible, but losses from this cause had to be accepted; they
could not be taken into consideration when the amount of blood to be requisitioned was
calculated.
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TABLE 23.-Ratios of blood delivered to admissions of wounded to forward hospitals, First U.S.
Army, June 1944-Mfay 1945 (96)

Year and month Admissions Pints of blood Ratio of blood
delivered to wounded

1944
June --------------------------------------- 24,325 6,209 1:3.9
July -------------------------------------- 41,034 13,669 1:3
August ------------------------------------- 17, 667 4,846 1:3.6
September ------------- -------------------- 8,819 4,845 1:1.8
October- ------------------------------------ 8,553 6,627 1:1. 2
November ---------------------------------- 13, 197 7,348 1:1.8
December ---------------------------------- 15,017 7,945 1:1.9

1945
January ------------------------------------ 11,961 6,827 1:1. 7
February ----------------------------------- 6,537 4.609 1:1. 4
March ------------------------------------- 12,367 8,908 1:1. 4
April --------------------------------------- 9,581 6,393 1:1. 5
May_ --------------------------------------- 196 1,175

Total -------------------------------- 169, 254 79, 401 1:2. 1

I Statistics for July include Third U.S. Army admissions also.

TABLE 24.-Ratios of blood delivered to admissions of wounded to forward hospitals, Third U.S.
Army, August 1944-May 1945 (9W) 1

Year and month Admissions Pints of blood Ratio of blood
delivered to wounded

1944
August ------------------------------------- 6,397 3,604 1:1.8
September ---------------------------------- 12,499 5,643 1:2. 2
October- ------------------------------------ 4,003 7,866 1.9:1
November ---------------------------------- 15,127 8,058 1:1.9
December ---------------------------------- 11,955 8,776 1:1.4

1945
January ------------------------------------ 17,378 12,139 1:1.4
February ----------------------------------- 10,855 10,257 1:1
March ------------------------------------- 11,430 11,796 1:1
April --------------------------------------- 5,671 7,140 1. 4:1
May --------------------------------------- 716 2,498

Total -------------------------------- 96,031 77,777 1:1.2

I Statltics for July are included in those of First U.S. Army (table 23).
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TABLE 25.-Ratios of blood delivered to admissions of wounded to forward hospitals, Seventh
U.S. Army, November 1944-May 1945

Year and month Admisslons Pints of blood Ratio of blood
delivered to wounded

1944
November- ---------------------------------- 5,569 8,521 1.5:1
December- ---------------------------------- 8,168 11,238 1.4:1

1945
January ------------------------------------ 8,206 11,017 1.3:1
February ----------------------------------- 4,983 7,834 1.6:1
March- ------------------------------------- 7,913 11,205 1.4:1
April --------------------------------------- 8,810 11,729 1.3:1
May- --------------------------------------- 438 3, 188

Total -------------------------------- 44, 087 64, 732 1.4:1

TABLE 26.-Ratios of blood delivered to admissions of wounded to forward hospitals, Ninth
U.S. Army, September 1944-May 1945 (96)

Year and month Admissions Pints of blood Ratio of blood
delivered to wounded

1944
September- ---------------------------------- 2,653 1,225 1:2. 2
October- ------------------------------------ 1,614 746 1:2. 2
Novemner ..--------------------------------- 6,625 5,436 1:1.2
December- ---------------------------------- 2,728 3,909 1.4:1

1945
January- ------------------------------------ 1,657 2,628 1.6:1
February ----------------------------------- 4,876 4,292 1:1.1
March ------------------------------------- 5,072 4,782 1:1. 1
April --------------------------------------- 5,565 6, 799 1. 2:1
May ---------------------------------------- 189 2,0082

Total -------------------------------- 30,979 31,899 1:1

3. The more forward the hospital, the greater was its need for blood. This held not
only for hospitals in the army zone but also for hospitals forward in the communications
zone (table 22).

4. All armies increased their use of blood as they gained combat experience. Their
increased use of transfusion, however, cannot be entirely explained on the ground that blood
was increasingly available. The Seventh U.S. Army, which had come from the Mediter-
ranean theater, where a blood bank was in opeiation, and which had been served by its own
blood bank before it came under ETOUSA operational control, consistently used propor-
tionately larger amounts of blood than the other three armies in the European theater.
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TABLE 27.-Ratios of blood delivered to admissions of wounded to forward hospitals, all U.S.
Armies, ETOUSA, June 1944-May 1945 (96)

Year and month Admissions Pints of blood Ratio of blood
delivered to wounded

1944
June --------------------------------------- 24,325 6,209 1:3.9
July --------------------------------------- 41,034 13,669 1:3
August -------------------------------------- 24,064 9,806 1:2.8
September ---------------------------------- 23,971 15,997 1:2.3
October ------------------------------------ 14, 170 21,367 1:1
November ----------------------------------- 40,518 29,363 1:1.4
December ----------------------------------- 37,868 31,868 1:1. 2

1945
January ------------------------------------ 39, 202 32, 611 1:1.2
February ------------------------------------- 27,251 26,992 1:1
March ------------------------------------- 36, 782 36, 691 1:1
April --------------------------------------- 29, 627 32, 444 1. 1:1
May ---------------------------------------- 1,539 9,221

Total -------------------------------- 340,3bl 266,238 1:1.33

The combined figures for the use of blood in all four armies in the European
theater (table 27) are more representative of the total use of blood during the
period of combat than the reports for individual armies. The ratio for May
1945 has been omitted for all armies, for two reasons. The first is that the
cessation of hostilities was not immediately reflected in the discontinuance of
shipments of blood from the Zone of Interior. The second is that in May, a
great deal of blood was used for nonbattle casualties, particularly malnourished
RAMP's (recovered Allied military personnel).

It is believed that the combined ratio of 1:1.33 provides a fairly accurate
estimate of the demand for blood in all army areas.

Essential Technical Medical Data for the European theater for September
1944 stated that nothing had given forward medical units greater satisfaction
than their ability to administer to casualties the whole blood they needed (97).
It was hoped that, this information would be publicized in the Zone of Interior,
for, without the blood from that source, the mortality rate would have been
much higher and the morbidity much greater.

The same issue contained an analysis of the use of blood in (1) 213 casualties
treated in the 13th, 42d, and 47th Field Hospitals for the period 26 July-18
August 1944 and (2) 221 casualties treated in the 2d, 5th, and 97th Evacuation
Hospitals for the period 26 July-14 August 1944. All casualties were non-
transportable. Not all data are complete for all items, but the analysis is
nonetheless very informative.
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All the casualties were in shock. In the field hospitals, 57 were in first
degree shock, 34 in second degree shock, 31 in third degree shock, and 8 in
fourth degree shock. In the evacuation hospitals, the corresponding figures
were 28, 41, 41, and 26.

The timelag from wounding to admission averaged 8 hours in 175 patients
in field hospitals and 7 hours in 197 patients in evacuation hospitals. Tile
timelag from admission to the hospital to operation averaged 10 hours in 157
patients in field hospitals and 13 hours in 189 patients in evacuation hospitals.

An average of 1.07 pints of plasma had been given in the clearing station
to 138 patients received in field hospitals, and an average of 1.3 pints had been
given to 131 received in evacuation hospitals. An average of 1.5 pints was
given to 197 patients after they reached the field hospital, and an average of
3.5 pints was given to 198 after they reached evacuation hospitals. The total
amount of plasma used in field hospitals was thus 302 pints and in evacuation
hospitals 715 pints. The total for both clearing stations and hospitals was 451
pints for field hospitals and 892 pints for evacuation hospitals.

An average of 2.34 pints of blood was given to each of the 213 casualties
treated in field hospitals and an average of 2.6 pints to each of the 221 treated in
evacuation hospitals. The total amount of blood used in field hospitals was
501 pints and in evacuation hospitals 580 pints.

The ratio of plasma to blood was 1.63:1 in field hospitals and 1.34:1 in
evacuation hospitals. When the amount of plasma used in clearing stations
is included, the final ratio of plasma to blood was 1: 1 in field hospitals and 1.53: 1
in evacuation hospitals.

There were two reactions to plasma in field hospitals and the same number
in evacuation hospitals. For whole blood, the respective figures are 8 and 5.

There were 92 deaths in the 434 casualties, 41 in the 213 treated in field
hospitals and 51 in the 221 treated in evacuation hospitals. In all, 184 patients
were operated on in the field hospitals and 198 in the evacuation hospitals.
Of the 25 casualties who died without operation, 8 died in field hospitals and
17 in evacuation hospitals. Four deaths occurred during operation, three in
the field hospitals and one in an evacuation hospital. Of the 63 deaths which
occurred after operation, 30 occurred in field hospitals and 33 in evacuation
hospitals.

The extremely high mortality rate in evacuation hospitals, closely com-
parable to that in the field hospitals, is explained by the fact that the evacuation
hospitals in this series, contrary to the usual practice, were receiving nontrans-
portable casualties and in effect serving as field hospitals.

LOSSES OF PRESERVED BLOOD

In an operation of such magnitude as furnishing blood for the European
theater, conducted on two continents and across an ocean, a certain amount
of wastage and loss was inevitable, but in the ETOUSA experience, it was
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surprisingly small. One plane crash on 30 November 1944 destroyed 1,146
bottles of blood, but this was practically the only loss of the kind during the
whole procedure.

So far as possible, requests for blood from the Zone of Interior were cal-
culated on the basis of anticipated needs, and the calculations, with the adjust-
ment of supply and demand, were remarkably accurate. In September 1944,
for instance, shortly after the program had been instituted, daily shipments
from the United States were running well ahead of needs, and the program was
slowed accordingly. In late October 1944, Colonel Kendrick, then on tem-
porary duty in the European theater, reported that increased quantities of
blood would shortly be needed, and the daily requirements were therefore
stepped up. In both the United Kingdom bank and the Continental bank,
there was also an endeavor to adjust the daily bleedings to the anticipated
demand.

While only group 0 blood was used in combat zones, blood collected that
was of other than 0 type was distributed to selected hospitals, especially those
in the United Kingdom. As pointed out elsewhere, whenever this was done,
a representative of the blood bank visited the hospital to warn personnel that
the blood must be crossmatched before it was used. During the last 6 months
of the operation of the blood bank, not a single pint of non-O blood was discarded
in the United Kingdom. The demand for odd types of blood never reached
significant proportions on the Continent.

In all, about 4,000 pints of outdated blood were used for plasma. About
3,000 pints were discarded because of hemolysis or because the blood was
serologically positive. Some blood was also lost because of breakage, and some
because of failure of refrigeration.

The total loss of blood in the 316,799 pints which were collected in, or
passed through, the ETOUSA Blood Bank was probably in the neighborhood
of 15 percent. Because of the short storage period of blood, it is doubtful that
any better results could have been expected.

ODD BLOODS

Of the 130,635 pints of blood collected by the United Kingdom Section of
the blood bank, 110,E78 pints were collected before 1 April 1945 (96). Up to
this time, blood was collected only from donors whose identification tags
were stamped as type 0. In this amount of blood there were 6,607 pints of
so-called odd blood; that is, though it was drawn from donors whose identifica-
tion tags were stamped group 0, the blood was of other types. This figure
represents an error of 5.96 percent in the original typing of the blood. The
error in the blood collected by the Continental Section of the blood bank was
substantially the same.

All odd bloods were distributed to local hospitals.
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SEROLOGICALLY POSITIVE BLOOD
Serologic tests were positive in 574 pints (0.47 percent) of the blood

collected by the United Kingdom Section of the blood bank and in 95 (0.62
percent) of that collected by the Continental Section. Another 57 pints (0.37
percent) were classified as serologically doubtful. All serologically positive
blood was discarded.

SUMMARIZED STATISTICAL EXPERIENCES

The experience in the European theater was considered in 1946 to justify
the following conclusions in respect to the provision of whole blood in warfare
(96):

1. For planning purposes, in the kind of warfare encountered in this
theater, the only safe calculation of requirements is the provision of 1 pint of
blood for each casualty.

2. This means that a field army in action will require about 500 pints of
blood daily.

3. This heavy demand seldom exists for longer than 8 consecutive days.
About 400 pints will be needed during the first 24 hours of an operation, about
800 pints between the third and sixth days, and the same amount for the next
2 or 3 days. Then the need will decrease rapidly.

4. In the event of a breakthrough, particularly an armored breakthrough,
the demand falls off sharply, to 300 pints a day or less.

5. When infantry attack prepared positions, particularly when they must
cross minefields, a large proportion of the wounded, probably about 20 percent,
will require transfusion.

6. Whole blood requirements can be supplied only by careful calculations
of daily needs. The short storage period of blood precludes the forward move-
ment of large amounts until it is known that they will be needed. To stock all
advance blood banks at all times with the maximum amounts likely to be needed
could not be tolerated. It would result in tremendous losses, by aging, of a
scarce and precious commodity.

Part IX. Special Experiences 10

There were no hospitals in the field, evacuation, or general categories that
did not profit from the supply of whole blood for their casualties. This
generalization is so valid that when one comes to select unit experiences to use
as illustrations, it is extremely difficult to make the choice. For any of the
histories related in the following pages, a dozen others could have been selected
and would have carried quite as much conviction.

30 The material in this part of the chapter is derived from the 1944-4.5 reports of t he hospitals concvrtnlml. A Iarc on file

in The Historical Unit, U.S. Army Medical Service, Washington, D.C.
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FIELD HOSPITALS

11th Field Hospital

At the I ith Field Hospital, during 1944, 2,532 nontransportable casualties received
8,591,300 cc. of blood in 8,025 transfusions. Almost all of it was furnished by the faithful
and consistent operation of mobile blood units. For many casualties, the availability of
whole blood made the difference between life and death.

A 24-hour supply of blood was delivered daily, usually between 36 to 48 bottles, with an
occasional expansion of the requisition, during periods of stress, to 60 bottles. If the supply
of bank blood ran low, fresh blood was drawn from hospital personnel and members of the
clearing company. Whenever time permitted, blood was also drawn from these personnel
for use in casualties with type A blood.

An intensive study of blood compatibility was made in this hospital, with an investigation
of the many variables entering into the production of transfusion kidney and other transfusion
reactions. Lower nephron nephrosis appeared in casualties with type A blood more often
than in casualties with other types of blood, especially when large quantities of 0 blood had
been given. The reactions occurred in spite of the apparent complete compatibility of the
blood used, as shown by microscopic crossmatching.

The age of the blood was not a positive index of the likelihood of transfusion incompati-
bility. It was generally true that the more recent the blood, the less was the likelihood of a
transfusion reaction. At times, however, blood that had been drawn very recently produced
highly undesirable effects. On the whole, the degree of hemolysis proved an extremely
reliable index and pointed to the way to avoid reactions.

The small number of reactions observed in so many and such massive transfusions was
both surprising and gratifying.

56th Field Hospital

Many remarkable instances of recovery after apparently lethal wounds could be
attributed to a combination of whole blood and good surgery. A casualty at the 56th Field
Hospital illustrates this point. Whe he was first seen, he was in deep shock from massive
loss of blood. He had multiple large lacerated wounds of the lower extremities; multiple
fractures of the pelvis; and multiple perforations of the cecum, ileum, and jejunum. He was
rapidly resuscitated to the level of operability by multiple simultaneous transfusions of
whole blood, after which laparotomy was performed and the intestinal perforations closed.
His precarious condition did not permit any surgical procedure on the extremity wounds at
this time, and they were simply cleansed by irrigation. The necessary additional surgery
was done several days later.

This man's recovery was entirely uneventful, and he was in excellent condition when he
was evacuated to a general hospital. Without the blood that rapidly prepared him for opera-
tion, he, and many others like him, would surely have died.

77th Field Hospital

The experience of the 77th Field Hospital is an interesting example of the value of
plasnma in protein depletion as compared with its limited value in freshly wounded casualties.

This hospital arrived in France on 25 March 1945 and shortly afterward began to
receive RAM 11's. It was immlediat4ely evident that malnutrition of all grades of severity.
complicated b)v many types of infection, was to be the principal therapeutic problem.

Becaiise of the limited facilities of a field hospital laboratory, it was not l)ossible to
study the blood protein and blood chloride levels ill the first patienits nrceived. Most of
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them were in serious condition, and many were critically ill. They were severely mal-
nourished, dehydrated, and emaciated, and were suffering from anorexia, nausea, vomiting,
and diarrhea. Their low blood pressure, rapid pulse and respiration, and other signs sug-
gested surgical shock.

The assumption was that they were suffering from a depletion of blood protein and
chlorides, and they were therefore treated with plasma and with glucose in physiologic
salt solution, which, it was soon learned, must be given slowly and in small amounts. Be-
fore this was realized, five patients developed pulmonary edema during infusions or im-
mediately after the fluid had been injected. Once the clinical condition had improved,
the infusions could be given in larger amounts.

The results of plasma infusions in severe malnutrition were generally excellent. Plasma
was also used successfully in a few instances of severe nonbacterial diarrhea and in a few
instances of nutritional edema.

In all, 173 RAMP's were treated with plasma at the 77th Field Hospital, in units of
300 cc. The average amount given was 2.15 units. The smallest amount, 200 cc., was given
to a patient who went into cardiac failure after receiving this quantity by a very slow in-
fusion. The largest amount, 1,114 units, was given to a severely malnourished patient
who had been vomiting for 3 days and who had had nonbacterial diarrhea for 80 days when
he was received. There were no deaths among these RAMP's.

GENERAL HOSPITALS

43d General Hospital

When the 43d General Hospital was permanently reorganized in August
1944, as a 1,500-bed hospital, a blood bank was set up in it.

Function and equipment.-The hospital laboratory had complete re-
sponsibility for all activity pertaining to blood transfusion except the care
and preparation of recipient sets, which was the responsibility of the central
supply service, and the actual administration of blood, which was a function
of ward medical personnel. The laboratory, however, acted in a supervisory
and advisory capacity in respect to both these activities, in an endeavor to
control the incidence of pyrogenic reactions.

The bank was housed in a separate room, 7.5 by 18 feet, which was near
the laboratory and which was arranged specifically for blood bank functions.
There were facilities for bleeding two donors at the same time, for storage of
donor sets and other equipment, for refrigeration, and for the handling of
records.

There were two built-in bleeding tables, each 13 feet long and wide enough
to accommodate regulation operating table pads and still leave free space
for the donor's extended arm and the collection bottle. The pads were covered
with easily cleaned rubber sheeting. A cot was available in the corridor
outside for fainting donors; it was not needed very often.

Two single-compartment kerosene refrigerators were used; one did not
prove adequate. They gave reliable service but required a great deal of
careful attention. Losses by hemolysis emphasized the importance of constant
refrigeration; 56 percent of the loss from this cause at the 43d General Hospital
occurred in September 1944, from power failure. At this time, the electric
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refrigerator used for storage was powered by French current, which was not
reliable.

By 1 January 1945, 70 donor sets were in use. This number was large
enough to permit some sets to be out of use for minor repairs, and also to allow
for possible failure of sterilization facilities for 24 hours. Standard bottles
containing citrate solution were used to collect blood.

Personnel.-Personnel of the blood bank, in addition to medical officer
personnel, consisted of a private, first class, and two technicians, fourth grade,
who were assigned solely to the bank; another technician, fourth grade, who
had other duties in addition to his blood bank duties; specialized assistants
from the hematology and serology departments; and a German POW, who
assisted in washing glassware and sterilizing equipment. The three men
assigned full time to the bank had complete charge of the procurement of
donors; the collection and care of blood; maintenance of equipment; and,
during their duty hours, the issuance of blood to the wards.

Bank routine.-Blood was drawn each day in anticipation of immediate
demands. The estimates were based upon the amount of blood used during
the preceding 48 hours and the number of low hematocrits reported by the
laboratory for the preceding 24 hours.

Arrangements were made each afternoon for the number of donors required,
according to blood groups, for the following day. They were secured from
hospital personnel, army personnel in the staging area, and the POW enclo-
sure. Donors from outside the hospital were transported to the laboratory
in charge of one of the bank personnel.

Donors were selected according to the blood groups listed on their identi-
fication tags, but each blood was retyped. A Kahn test was also run on each
unit collected, and a thick smear was examined for malaria. Because of diffi-
culty in anticipating demands for blood groups AB and B, it was occasionally
necessary to use 0 blood for patients in these blood groups. In such cases,
in addition to routine crossmatching, recipient cells were crossed with donor
serum diluted 1: 40, to eliminate the risk of a reaction caused by high-titer
group 0 blood.

All crossmatching and typing, except emergency nightwork, were done
by the same technician. All crossmatchings were checked by a medical
officer in the laboratory before the results were accepted. The Landsteiner
or test tube method was used exclusively for crossmatching. This technique
minimizes the occurrence of rouleaux formation and can be read immediately
after centrifuging, which gives it an advantage over other techniques, all of
which require at least a 30-minute wait. It was also considered more accurate
than any other method.

A ledger was kept in which were recorded the accession number of the
donation, the donor's name and organization, the date of bleeding, and the
results of the laboratory tests. After the blood had been used, entries made
opposite the flask number included the name of the recipient; the ward; the
date of the transfusion; and, if a reaction had occurred, information about it.

717-409"--64--39
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Blood was requisitioned on the ward by duplicate slips. The prospective
recipient's blood was crossmatched with the vial of uncitrated blood tied to
the flask selected for him. If the bloods were found compatible, the flask
number was entered on the patient's requisition. One slip was returned to
the ward, and the duplicate slip was placed in the bank file.

When the ward was ready for the blood, the slip which had been sent back
to it was brought to the bank and the appropriate flask of blood was issued.
The date and hour the blood left the bank were entered on the backs of both
the ward slip and the file slip. The slip brought from the ward was returned
to the ward and placed on the patient's chart. The duplicate slip was placed
in the used file of the blood bank. These ward slips were collected from the
wards every morning by bank personnel.

The slips used to requisition the blood also had space to note data concerning
reactions. If a reaction occurred, pertinent information regarding its type
and severity was noted on the ward slip. This system insured that every reac-
tion was reported and could be analyzed by the laboratory. Hemolytic reac-
tions were differentiated from pyrogenic reactions by examination of the post-
reaction urine for hemoglobin and urobilinogen. Recipient and donor bloods
were also retyped and recrossmatched, to eliminate any possibility of error in
the original reports.

When the type of reaction was definitely determined, the information was
placed on the back of the file slip, which was then placed in the permanent file.
In cases in which no reactions had occurred, duplicate slips were discarded at
the end of a month.

Statistical data.--Of the 2,206 units of blood collected at the 43d General
Hospital between 25 September and 31 December 1944, 1,029 came from U.S.
personnel and 1,127 from German prisoners. All donations were voluntary,
and all requests for donors were filled with complete cooperation on the part
of both the donors and the officers in command of the organizations from which
the blood was secured. U.S. Army personnel were furnished clean towels and
bathing facilities and given hot food at the mess, but no whisky. German
prisoners were given an extra meal.

Of the 2,206 units of blood collected during 1944, 1,931 had been used for
transfusions by 31 December 1944. During November and December, an
average of 3 pints of blood was given to each patient transfused. The largest
amount given to any single patient was 15 units.

In all, 193 units (8.7 percent) were discarded. Of these, 97 units were
discarded because of overaging, 69 because of hemolysis, and the remainder for
various other reasons, chiefly positive serology.

There were 126 reactions in the 1,931 transfusions given, 6.5 percent, 110
pyrogenic and the remainder allergic. Of the 110 pyrogenic reactions, 50
occurred during a single week in November. They were traced to the following
faults:

1. Failure of ward personnel to dismantle the giving sets and wash them
thoroughly in tap water immediately after transfusions were completed.
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2. Failure to prepare new rubber tubing for use by boiling it in sodium
bicarbonate and rinsing it until the fluid returned clear.

3. Failure to inspect the sets adequately before they were reassembled for
sterilization.

4. Failure to rinse them finally in pyrogen-free distilled water or physiologic
salt solution.

When these errors, all of human origin, were corrected, the incidence of
reactions at the 43d General Hospital returned to its normal low level.

227th General Hospital

The 227th General Hospital reached the Continent on 30 March 1945.
It acted as an intermediate depot for the distribution of blood received from
the ETOUSA Blood Bank and intended for use in the hospitals of the 813th
Hospital Center. There was a heavy demand for blood at this time, but there
were ample supplies to meet it. In all, 1,524 bottles were dispensed between
10 April and 1 June, when the bank closed down. Thereafter, blood was secured
from officers and enlisted men in the hospital. Donations were generous, but
the ample supply of blood previously available had made procurement seem
simple, and local donors were rapidly used up. With the fine cooperation of
radio stations at Marseille, Nice, and Cannes, as well as other publicity, a panel
of donors was secured which met the hospital needs.

The hospital laboratory insisted upon complete control of the bank blood
from the moment it was received from the Paris bank until it was dispensed.
Refrigeration was regularly checked, day and night, every 2 hours. Electric
refrigeration was more desirable than kerosene refrigeration, which had to be
watched with particular care, but it was not always available. French current
was not dependable, and two small electric refrigerators were secured and sup-
plied with current from one of the hospital generators. Refrigeration problems
became minimal after the Paris bank began to send blood in the expendable
insulated boxes in which it was received from the Zone of Interior. A com-
mercial source of ice was then utilized, and the boxes were re-iced daily.

This hospital had one constant difficulty to combat, the production of
distilled water. Fluctuations in water pressure, the extreme hardness of the
water, the inadequacy of French electrical current, and the vulnerability of
the stills taxed the best efforts of electricians, plumbers, maintenance men, and
laboratory personnel. Their success, however, is attested by the fact that the
227th General Hospital supplied distilled water for several other hospitals in
the vicinity in addition to providing for its own needs.

298th General Hospital

The experience of the 298th General Hospital, in general, paralleled that
of most other general hospitals, with one exception: On 22 January 1945, when
a bottle of blood from the ETOUSA Blood Bank was being crossmatched for a
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patient with a spinal cord injury, the donor flask was found to bear the name of
Supreme Allied Commander Dwight D. Eisenhower. The Stars and Stripes,
which reported the incident, said that the general had hoped, when he made the
donation, that the disposition of the patient who might receive his blood would
be better than his own. After he had received the 500-cc. transfusion, said the
article, the patient was in good condition, and his disposition was excellent.

Part X. Statement of the Theater General Board

CONTENTS

The definitive statement on the whole blood service in the European
theater is contained in the report of the General Board, U.S. Forces, European
theater,"1 set up by General Orders No. 128, issued on 17 June 1945, to prepare
a factual analysis of the strategy, tactics, and administration employed by the
U.S. Armed Forces in this theater. The following points were covered (98):

1. The importance of whole blood in the care of the wounded.
2. The organization of the whole blood service in the theater in the United Kingdom

and on the Continent.
3. The operation of blood banks in base sections.
4. The distribution of whole blood on the Continent.
5. The determination of requirements of whole blood for continental operations.

It was the conclusion of the General Board that the provisional organiza-
tion for the supply of whole blood in the European theater was "eminently
successful."

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Board made the following recommendations for future operations:
1. That a T/O&E be authorized for an organization similar to the provi-

sional base blood bank for the purpose of collecting and processing whole blood.
2. That whole blood be handled by medical depots operating in the forward

communications zone areas and the Army area, since there is no justification for
the distribution of whole blood through other than normal medical supply
channels. The type of personnel and equipment employed in the European
theater by advance blood banks should be incorporated into the T/O&E of
medical depot companies.

3. That a ratio of 1 pint of blood for each anticipated wounded admission
be used for planning purposes.

COMMENT

Recommendation No. 2 is difficult for a clinician to accept (this board had
no clinicians on it). It seems based on a complete failure to grasp the funda-

81 This study was prepared by Col. L. Holmes Ginn, Jr., MC, Chief, Medical Section, Chairman; MaJ. Joseph J.
Strnad, MAC, Deputy Chairman; and 1st Lt. John F. Ward, MAC. Special consultants were Colonel Hays, Col;
Robert 1. Barr, MC, Surgeon, VII Corps; Lt. Col. Harry S. Green, MAC, Commanding Officer, 13th Medical Depot
and Capt. Wilfllm M. Hamilton, MAC, Medical Supply Officer, Third U.S. Army.
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mental fact that blood is a perishable as well as a precious substance and that
for both those reasons it must not be handled in normal medical supply chan-
nels. One need refer only to a single experience in the Philippines (p. 605) in
which blood was thus handled (that is, in normal medical channels) to realize
the unwisdom of this recommendation. Had it been in effect in the European
theater, it is highly doubtful that the whole blood program would have been as
successful as the General Board concluded that it was. In fact, if there was a
single conviction rooted in the minds of those who directed the whole blood
program, it was that blood is a substance which requires special handling from
the moment it is drawn until the moment it is administered.

In the European theater, Medical Supply provided storage facilities and
transportation, but the real responsibility for handling this perishable item,
which could be lethal without proper supervision, belonged to the transfusion
service, which operated under the overall direction of the theater blood bank.
It is unfortunate that the same policy was not employed in the Korean War
(p. 752).
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CHAPTER XVII

The Pacific Areas and the China-Burma-India
Theater

THE NEW SOUTH WALES RED CROSS BLOOD TRANSFUSION

SERVICE

Organization and Techniques

Since the first-and, for a time, the only-general supply of whole blood
for U.S. Forces fighting in the Southwest Pacific came from the Red Cross
blood bank in New South Wales, Australia, it is appropriate to begin this
chapter on the Pacific areas with a brief note on its organization and techniques
(1, 2).

The Australian blood service was instituted after a study of methods of
blood storage, which resulted in:

1. The selection of the dihydric sodium citrate-glucose solution recom-
mended by the Medical Research Council of Great Britain.

2. The development of a heavily insulated wooden box suitable for trans-
porting blood by air.

The blood of two donors (430 cc. each) was collected into a single 1,000-cc.
Soluvac bottle containing 200 cc. of 3-percent dihydric sodium citrate solution
and 40 cc. of 15-percent glucose solution. Only group 0 donors were used.
The technician who drew the blood prepared himself by an extremely rigid
aseptic technique and repeated the preparation before the second blood was
collected. Processing included grouping, crossmatching, the Kline test, and
sterility tests.

As soon as the blood was drawn, it was placed in an electric icebox for
2 hours. It was then moved to the insulated box just mentioned. This box
held ten 1,000-cc. flasks, and the 56 pounds of ice which it contained was
enough to keep the blood between 40' and 46* F. (4.50 and 80 C.) for 48 hours;
if the box was not exposed to the sun, the blood remained chilled for as long as
5 days. The ice was placed in the box at least 4 hours before the blood was to
be dispatched, and, just before the blood was packed, it was removed, crushed
into fine pieces, and replaced. Each box weighed 210 pounds packed and
occupied 4.2 cu. ft. of space.

The expiration date of the blood was arbitrarily set at 10 days from the
date of collection. Blood considerably older was used in emergencies, with
no report of ill effects, but the practice was not considered desirable; it was
fully realized that the older the blood, the more advanced the cellular destruc-
tion and the biochemical changes, and the greater the risk of infection. Con-

581
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tamination was never a factor, and no reactions attributable to 0 blood per se
were recorded. In fact, thanks to the detailed preliminary planning, there
were very few difficulties of any kind when the transfusion service began active
operation. Blood not used for transfusion was converted to serum (1), and
the wastage factor was therefore kept very low. Rh-negative blood was
supplied for Rh-negative casualties.

Distribution

The first box of blood for use by Australian troops was flown from Australia
to New Guinea in December 1942. Thereafter, blood was continuously
dispatched to forward battle areas. After August 1943, it was also supplied
to civilian hospitals and to private physicians in the Sydney metropolitain area.

When the lines of communication became too long for supplies of blood to
be flown directly to the battle areas, a relay station was set up in an advanced
base (Finschhafen), where the blood was inspected, repacked, and then shipped
forward. This unit was also equipped to bleed service troops in the area.

Up to 1 December 1944, about 7,000 liters of blood had been flown from
Sydney and Brisbane to combat operational areas.

PLANNING FOR LOCAL SUPPLIES OF BLOOD

The small supply of plasma available at Pearl Harbor (p. 338) was soon
augmented by large quantities, and there were practically no shortages of this
item during the course of the war. Its portability, ease of administration, and
the apparatus supplied with it made plasma an ideal agent in the circumstances
of Pacific fighting (figs. 127-131). Nonetheless, from the beginning of the
war, some medical officers in the Pacific recognized that there was no substitute
for whole blood. The transfusion service in this area had its inception in this
concept. In many instances in which plasma was used, it was employed
because whole blood was not immediately available, and time could not be
lost finding a compatible donor, making the necessary tests, and drawing the
blood.

First Proposals

The first proposal for a supply of whole blood procured locally in the Pacific
came on 8 February 1943, when Col. Frederick H. Petters, MC, Surgeon,
Base Section No. 3, Brisbane, Australia, asked the commanding officers of
the 105th and 42d General Hospitals their opinion of the feasibility of estab-
lishing a blood bank with donations from nonmalarious troops in the area
(3). Blood would be collected in 500-cc. amounts on a continuous daily
basis and shipped by plane to advanced bases. The supply of donors in the
base was exhausted. The number of troops who could give blood had been
depleted by loss of weight and possible malarial infection, and those available
were being bled for a second time. It might be possible to identify a group of
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FiGtRE 127.-Preparation of plasma for administration to
incoming casualties, 43d Division Hospital, Rendova, July 1943.

nonmalarious donors, test them serologically, draw and package their blood,
and forward it by plane, by the system the Australians had used so successfully.

Replies from Col. Maurice C. Pincoffs, MC, Commanding Officer, 42d
General Hospital (4), and Col. Raymond 0. Dart, MC, Commanding Officer,
105th General Hospital (5), stated that it would be perfectly feasible to ship
blood to advanced bases by the plan proposed, but both specified that the entire
procedure should be made the responsibility of personnel trained in the handling
of blood at the base and at advanced bases. Either jointly or singly, Colonel
Pincoffs and Colonel Dart also made the following points:

1. Some means of prompt communication should be arranged between the officers
in charge of blood at the base and at advanced bases, so that the collection of blood could
fluctuate with the needs in the forward area.

2. Only group 0 and group A blood should be used, and collecting flasks should be pro-
vided in the ratio of 60:40. Eighty-five percent of recipients would thus receive homologous
blood.
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FIGURE 129.-Administration of plasma to wounded Filipino
with severe, almost fatal, wound from saber cut by Japanese
officer, Manila, Philippine Islands, February 1945.

On 23 February 1943, Col. Julius M. Blank, MC, Surgeon, Advanced Base,
sent the following 1st indorsemnent to Brig. Gen. Guy B. Denit (6):

1. If whole blood were obtained from Australian sources and shipped to the advanced
base (as was done 11 months later), it would be necessary to set up a small subbank in this
base, with arrangements for precise refrigeration at 38' F. (3.5' C.). Such facilities did not
then exist.

2. Blood stored under these conditions would probably become hemolyzed at a maximum
of 10 days after bleeding. If it were used, benefits would be reduced and the chances of
reactions increased. At the end of this period, however, it should be possible to remove the
red blood cells and use the residue--if the proper facilities were available.

3. The use of blood serum had given satisfactory results in most patients sent to the base,
and the use of whole blood could therefore be limited to those patients with a marked reduc-
tion in the cellular elements.

4. Authorities had set the level of transfusions below which it was not considered
practical to establish a blood bank at 1,000 to 1,200 per annum. At the 10th Evacuation



lii,; 'l 130.-Admini.itration of pls ma to woildedI 1 .S. soldier in
courty a:rd of Walled City, Manila, PIhilippine blan-ds, February 1945.

llo•pitil. 50 1r:1iisfiiions hadl been given to approximat:etil 1.5)00 wounded in Dec)1ulicr
1 ¶12. alln -14 1m(1 Ibeien given in IJanuary 19-13. Tlih.e tigures wcr, interpretedI tTo nican
that the pre•..nt suppl of donors was adequate "lll , thallt. uidtli hIn -wns :1a s1i41del influx
of casutaltits, blood from tile Australian bank was not ne•.ih.•l.2

5. If such( "n inilux oecuirredl, it might Ike :-lVl:ili.io l iv.1i :in e1 ra suipl|y of blhood
o1 hall nd(|. It was therefore suggested tlh:it aleqhatl slora t f:,cilitis Ii .le pri• ihle :it the
advanced bast- for a minimum of 25 liters of blood. If thi ,.ul x. wi-ri, riuemi,,h, ,.ery
I10 days, tile transfision capacity per monthi would he 75 lit.rs. .rramgn-,mit coull :lsI
ibe madih with the Austr:lian bdood I h:ink to pri'vide blod to lie flown ui at ra • hli.it il\"

rad ,iogram.

In comments on thcse piol,,sils (,i, 2 .'Marcih 1943.. Maj. (later C(ol.) \\mi.
Barclayv Parsons, M(N ' (7), pointed 'tl thlat til' assumpltion that the (4,11m,r
supply was N Ialdequ te seetined oddl. si tie lihe pialicit 1y ofl l•,mis had been( t the 1iitt1mi
reason fir start ino tile discus iin.

BL(O)ID) St PPL'Y FIRO)\ AL STIAILIA

()it .\:',Alst 1.-18. the ,-I; eotvoll."'ulll1)•lse 1) T1'ort .oresby . \\:Is informed
bY (Colonml m llers (S, 1h.i1 lierevtal, I 11 blood h \m be suppliedl from

I 1 1i- , 11 ,' :1 -11 .li .I I d f.,( l1 I k o nf i f- 1" I , .' T.t ill 'iTl i- ,f I,,.,I :it 0 I; ')I.. Th 't it %\:o • li t

re~dii.I tii it Ih, m 11 mu mn 1,,-r ,I ir - , r , 1 ,I i- d -,• I I,% I i. r i ,l , r
t|•tflillTI,
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1Fi(; im 1:41.-Administrat iou of plasma, to woundIed U.S. soldier
directly behind frontlincs neair Sani Nicholas, Luzon, P~hilippine Islands,
March 1945. Filipinos carried the woundced fromn the front to ambulances
in the rear. Note large bottlo (500 cc.) of plasmia.

the Australian Mo1od( Bank Service, in amounts up to 200 liters per week,
withini 24 to 36o hours after it had been requested by radiogrami. Instriet ions,
were g-iveni for refrigeration of the blood on arrival; for its shipment forward
bv air in insulatedl boxes, which wouldl be su)pplied; and for a. 10-day (dating.
periodl. It was requested1 that surgecons in forward areas be informed of the
availab~ility of the blood, ýill of which would1 1e group 0. Instructions for

the ulse of the Australian Soluivac giving set were attachedl. Great. emphasis
was placed1 upon0 the proper Cleansing of the equipment imnmedliately after it.
had b~een used.

On 22 January 1944, the Australian Bloodl Distribution Center operating.
at P~ort 'MIoresby, New Guinea (map 4), began to supply preserved blood
to U.S. troops located at bases within air reach. Delivery to them was 1
1'.S.. planes. When this operation begran, the useful age of the blood was ad(-
vance(1 front 10 to 1.5 days, it. having" been found that beinolysis seldom oV-
vijrred earlier.

Byv the originial plant, 10 liters of blood( were flown weekly to Milice Bay,
Oro 13ay. 1and Finisehimafen in New G uinea. Iii July 1944, hospital shiips
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27TH GENERAL HOSPITAL BLOOD BANK

The plan to use the 19th Medical General Laboratory for a blood bank at
Hollandia, to support the Leyte operation, could not be carried out because
this unit arrived in the area too late. The laboratory served as a blood bank,
however, after the final Japanese surrender and the end of shipments of blood
from the Zone of Interior in September 1945 (p. 629).

The bank at the 27th General Hospital (fig. 132) began to function on 9
September 1944, about 5 weeks before the landings on Leyte were scheduled (1).
Instructions for its operation were given in the standing operating procedures

FIGURE 132.-Dispensary housing blood bank at 27th General Hospital,
Holiandia, New Guinea, January 1945. Laboratory is in background.
Donors are waiting to be called. White containers on ground behind
dispensary were used for shipping refrigerated whole blood from the bank.

prepared by Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Mark M. Bracken, MC, who was chief
of the laboratory service, and in Technical Memorandum No. 13, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, Headquarters, USAFFE (U.S. Army Forces in the Far East),
21 September 1944 (9).

The original plan, to pool the blood of eight donors in 4,000-cc. flasks,
had proved technically unworkable. There were no facilities for creating a
vacuum powerful enough to permit the collection of satisfactory amounts
of blood from each donor into bottles of this size. The substitute plan, to
collect individual donations in 600-cc. Transfusovac bottles containing
sodium citrate, was more satisfactory from the standpoint of sterility as well as
of efficiency. The final content of each flask was 500 cc. of blood; 70 cc. of
citrate solution; and 5 cc. of 50-percent glucose solution, which was added be-
fore the flask was topped. The original plan of adding sodium sulfathiazole
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to the blood was discontinued as unnecessary; the Institute of Tropical Dis-
eases at Sydney had shown that spirochetes and malarial parasites do not
survive in blood stored under refrigeration for 5 days.

The dating period of the blood was set at 20 days. Plasma from blood
not utilized by this time was to be used locally on burns and on certain types of
wounds, though in Major Bracken's experience, plasma thus prepared could
be safely used intravenously.

The following modes of transportation were authorized for shipment of
blood:

1. By plane, packed in crushed ice in insulated boxes.
2. By boat, similarly packed until it could be placed under refrigeration aboard. The

boxes were to be returned to the blood bank.
3. By boat, to which it would be delivered in Thermos jugs. After the blood had been

placed in refrigerators aboard, the jugs would be returned to the bank.
4. By boat, in portable reefers (refrigerators), in which it would be delivered to its

destination. Blood delivered in this manner kept for 5 days if the boxes were not exposed to
direct sunlight.

The bank at Hollandia (map 4) at once began to function actively. During
October, 697 liters of whole blood were distributed from it. It proved to be
a convenient supply base both for New Guinea bases and for combat areas
forward.

On 20 December 1944, a supplementary depot began to operate on Biak
Island (Base H), and a bank was projected for Leyte (Base K), as soon as the
military situation permitted.

STAFF VISIT TO PACIFIC AREAS BY ARMY AND NAVY
CONSULTANTS IN SHOCK AND TRANSFUSION

Objectives and Itinerary

In view of their close association in the plasma progeam, it was logical
that when Capt. Uloyd R. Newhouser, MC, USN, was ordered to the Pacific
in June 1944, similar orders should have been requested for Lt. Col. (later
Col.) Douglas B. Kendrick, MC, his counterpart in the Army blood and plasma
program. Captain Newhouser's orders placed no limit on his activities.
Colonel Kendrick's orders directed him to accompany Captain Newhouser at
all times.

Their combined survey, which began on 6 June and ended on 8 August, had
the following objectives:

1. Investigation of the need for, and availability of, whole blood.
2. Investigation of available equipment and personnel for supplying whole

blood and setting up blood banks.
3. Coordination by the Army and the Navy of plans and equipment for

supplying whole blood.
4. Investigation of the availability and use of plasma and serum albumin

and the need for the products of plasma fractionation.
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5. Investigation of the supply and use of penicillin.
6. Collection of other miscellaneous medical information.
As specified in their official orders, Colonel Kendrick and Captain New-

houser went from Washington to Honolulu, and then visited the following
locations (map 5) (10):

1. Central Pacific Area: Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Islands; Kwajalein
and Eniwetok, Marshall Islands; Saipan, Mariana Islands; Johnston Island.

2. South Pacific Area: Espiritu Santo, New Hebrides; Noum6a, New
Caledonia (twice).

3. Southwest Pacific Area: Brisbane and Sydney, Australia (twice each);
Dobodura, Oro Bay, Finschhafen and Hollandia in New Guinea; Biak, Owi,
and the Woendi Islands in the Schouten Group; Manus and Los Negros Islands
in the Admiralty Group; Cape Gloucester, New Britain; and Milne Bay, New
Guinea.

The policy in all of these places was the same: to hold conferences with
Army and Navy medical officers with an interest in plasma and transfusion;
to visit Army and Navy hospitals, to get a cross section of their activities;
and to determine the use of albumin and plasma and the use of, and need for,
whole blood. In all areas, Captain Newhouser and Colonel Kendrick found
a great need for a transfusion service, particularly in New Guinea, where the
distances between the transfusion service in Australia and forward combat
areas were becoming too long for efficient transportation of blood. There
was agreement in all areas by Army surgeons and Fleet surgeons that there
was an increasing need for whole blood, which, up to then, had been available
only in limited quantities. Augmentation of the supply had never been
possible, nor had it been possible to establish a blood bank, because of lack of
trained personnel and equipment.

It was immediately evident to Captain Newhouser and Colonel Kendrick

that, for a variety of reasons, it would not be practical to ship blood from
Sydney to any area beyond Finschhafen, but they thought it best to delay
recommendations for the location of a blood bank until their trip through
New Guinea was completed.

Recommendations for Blood Supply in the Southwest Pacific Area

On 19 July 1944, at the request of General Denit (fig. 133) and with the
concurrence of Captain Newhouser, Colonel Kendrick submitted to General
Denit a plan for a blood transfusion service in the SWPA (Southwest Pacific
Area) with special reference to advanced bases, as follows (11):3

1. With high priorities and responsible couriers, it was practical to transport blood
from Sydney to Finschhafen. Beyond that point, a transfusion service must be established.

S The locally supervised programs recommended were all compromises, and none too desirable. It should be remem-

bered, however, that when they were set up, there was no other choice; it was not until August 1944, when the tour of the
Pacific areas was practically complete and Colonel Kendrick and Captain Newhouser were on their way back to the
United States, that Maj. Gen. Norman T. Kirk reversed his ruling of November 1943 and agreed to the shipment of blood
overseas to combat theaters.
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FIGURE 133.-Brig. Gen. Guy B. Denit, Chief
Surgeon, USASOS, SWPA, and USAFFE.

2. Two recommendations were made:
a. That a blood bank be set up at Hollandia, because of its proximity to future

planned operations; the availability of an adequate service donor population (100 a day);
and facilities already available in the area. General Denit had also pointed out another
advantage, that an Army laboratory was shortly to be set up there.

b. That a blood bank to service both Army and Navy should be set up initially
aboard LST 464 (landing ship, tank), which should remain in Humboldt Bay until the
proposed Army laboratory came into operation in this area (11, 12). When the ship event-
ually moved to a more advanced area, it was anticipated that it could continue to supply
Army needs as well as the needs of portable surgical hospital teams aboard all LST's in the
area. If the necessary transfusion equipment could be provided (which it was understood
the Army had immediately available), this ship had the space, facilities, and trained per-
sonnel to institute a transfusion service immediately. Specifications for personnel, re-
frigeration, equipment, and sources of donors were stated in detail.

At General Denit's request, on 1 July 1944, a requisition had been sent
by radio to the Zone of Interior asking for the immediate shipment of 100
"apparatus, blood transfusion, indirect, field assemblies" to produce blood
for operations scheduled for the immediate future. A requisition had also
been sent through regular supply channels for enough recipient bottles, re-
cipient sets, and refrigerators to supply the need of the SWPA for the next 6

months. General Denit intended to request trained personnel for the bank.
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Earlier, a radio request had been made for transfusion equipment for New
Caledonia.

There was complete Navy agreement with all of these plans. In all
locations, in fact, Captain Newhouser and Colonel Kendrick had been greatly
impressed by the way the two services worked together.

Recommendations for Blood Supply in the Central and South Pacific
Areas

When Captain Newhouser and Colonel Kendrick reported to Headquarters,
SPA (South Pacific Area), on 21 July 1944, they were informed by Capt.
(later Rear Adm.) Frederick R. Hook, MC, USN, the Force Medical Officer.
that hospital ships evacuating casualties from Saipan were in urgent need of
additional blood. It was requested that sufficient equipment be made available
to operate a blood bank at Bougainville or Pearl Harbor, where donors could
be procured in adequate numbers and whence blood could be flown to the
ports into which hospital ships could be ordered. After Captain Newhouser
and Colonel Kendrick had returned from a trip to Saipan on the hospital
ship Samaritan, which was evacuating casualties from the Marianas, the
Surgeon, SPA, on 22 July 1944, sent a radio request to the Office of The
Surgeon General for 100 field transfusion assemblies for use aboard hospital
ships or in a blood bank at Bougainville or any other location that might be
decided upon for long storage of blood. Meantime, part of the transfusion
equipment which the Army had on hand at Noumea, New Caledonia, was
transferred to the Samaritan.

When the visiting officers returned to Pearl Harbor, Capt. Walter M.
Anderson, MC, USN, Fleet Surgeon, and Brig. Gen. Edgar King, Surgeon,
CPA (Central Pacific Area), requested advice as to the best location for a blood
bank to supply blood to advanced locations in the South Pacific Area.

Since the SPA and the CPA had been combined under the POA (Pacific
Ocean Areas), it was thought that one bank at an advanced base could care
for the emergency needs of the entire Pacific Ocean Areas. Pearl Harbor
could provide an adequate donor population but was considered too far removed
from the combat zone to supply blood for future operations west of the
Marianas. Saipan or Guam, depending upon which had the larger military
population, would be a better choice. Blood collected on either island could
be transported to the combat zone by hospital ships or LST's until airstrips
were secured. Later, Guam was selected as the distributing center for the
airlift to the Pacific (p. 614).

LST 464

Just before Colonel Kendrick recommended to General Denit the use of
LST 464, acting as hospital ship, as a blood - mk for the invasion of Leyte, Lt.
Ernest E. Muirhead, MC, USNR, had prepared blood on it and carried it
ashore on another LST to supply troops going in at Noemfoor Island. Although
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his equipment was extremely limited and he had to use empty intravenous
solution bottles, his procedure had proved entirely feasible. Lieutenant Muir-
head had had previous experience in the operation of blood banks, and it was
recommended that he be put in charge of the bank proposed for LST 464
(11, 12).

Detailed recommendations for operations on this ship covered personnel,
equipment, refrigeration, blood grouping, and donors. The closed system of
collection, which was essential, would require the use of a sterile, self-sealing,
vacuum-type, 1,000-cc. bottle, containing 500 cc. of Alsever's solution.
This technique would make it possible to preserve the blood under refrigeration
at 430 to 460 F. (60 to 80 C.) for 18 to 21 days. Provision was also made for
the use of individually packaged, expendable giving sets, ready for immediate
use. Donor sets, consisting of 17-gage needles, latex rubber tubing, and stain-
less steel valves, would be cleaned and sterilized each time they were used.
The tubing must be replaced after 10 to 15 bleedings. The valves could be
used several thousand times.

Donors aboard ship would be obtained from Navy personnel. Only
type 0 blood would be used. Serologic tests would be run, but it would be
impossible to rule out malaria-positive donors by blood smears. Suppressive
treatment with Atabrine (quinacrine hydrochloride), however, which was
universal, would prevent the transfer of the infection to I.he recipient, since
most infections were caused by trophozoites. Refrigeration of the blood would
also have a lethal effect on the parasite.

These recommendations, including the appointment of Lieutenant Muir-
head, were duly implemented on 23 July 1944, by orders from Headquarters,
USASOS (U.S. Army, Services of Supply), SWPA. Steps were taken at once
to prepare the blood bank on board for the invasion of the Philippines (fig.
134).

DONORS

General Considerations

Hospitals in the Pacific which collected their own blood frequently had
difficulty in securing donors. Detachment personnel could not be reused as
promptly as in the Zone of Interior because experience had shown that they
did not regenerate hemoglobin as rapidly as in more temperate climates. It
was always undesirable to bleed troops shortly before they went into battle,
and much more undesirable, for the reason just stated, in the Tropics.

When the Sixth U.S. Army was staging in Hollandia for the invasion
of Leyte, an attempt was made to maintain a list of 500 donors in the Office
of the Base Surgeon, but the project was not successful, partly because of the
continued calls for large quantities of blood and partly because of the rapid
passage of prospective donors through the base. It was necessary to bleed
listed donors promptly if they were to be u-eful. When necessary, as many as
150 donors could be bled in a day at the 27th General Hospital blood bank.
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FIGURE 134.-Transfusion of whole blood at
Burauen, Leyte, October 1944. Blood for this cam-
paign was collected on LST 464.

The original plan of requiring two visits of donors (the first for confirmation
of the blood group, the Kahn test, and the blood smear, and the second for
bleeding if the first examination was satisfactory) proved completely im-
practical. A great many donors did not return because of transfers, leaves,
and for other causes. When the plan was adopted of requiring only a single
visit, it proved eq ally impractical to hold donors until the tests were com-
pleted. The routine was therefore adopted of bleeding the donors at once
and discarding blood that was serologic-1!y positive or that otherwise did not
meet specifications.

Calls for volunteers were made by notices in the daily bulletin, at head-
quarters, and by personal contacts by the officer in charge of the bank with
various organizations from which donors might be secured. These were the
only practical plans. The postal service was entirely unreliable, and the use
of the telephone simply resulted in loss of time. Red Cross workers were very
helpful in securing donors from both Army and Navy personnel.

The response to a call for donors was sometimes enthusiastic. The numn-
ber exceeded 500, for instance, when information, considered reliable, spread
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Ii" u. I~n.: 1..' -l oiise 4f dimiior.- ito c:rge Ity caIl after air raid. 81h
Medial 11abor:ittarv, Maik ilumd. Nct hcrlarnl E'Lat ldaics, March 19445.

withiun the 32d Infantry Division, when it was staging at Ilollandia, that each
donor w ould receive 2 ounces of whiskv and a good itteal. The limited
facilities of the bank at the 27t0 G(eneral HIoSp)ital were all that prevented
IMss participatio n. The (loitimis proved(l well worthwhile: This (1ivision was
tile first to use whole blood oil tile battlefield, where its usefulness far excee(ied
the most optimistic hopes for it. It is only fair to add that, there was always a
prompt response to a real emergency (fig. 135).

The Malaria Problem

The malaria problem first, assumed "1 n areawide aspect in June 1944, when
preparations flri lhe operatiol (if a transfusion service were first, discussed.
1 pon inquiry, (hienral l)enit learnued from the Surgeon, Base B (()ro Bay)
that New (Ouinea hosp)itals wvere in the liabit of using members of their own
detachmentis as (Io14rs (l.;). Even tl14,ul. iwiative smears for inalaria were
obtained befort'e bleedi, was highly JSproj).le thlit a Certain lper'CelitIage of
these d(onors Ihd sii liIilical suppressive malaria, which would not be apparent.
011 a Sin ngh' sillea i. N.Jalia 1'i hai tievelopel after Iransfusion in several casual-
ties who had not previusl v had it and who liad received blood from donors
wh,, had been in New (Giuiea f,,r s11me time. In one instance, tile chills and

5ss4,ciated fever proved a seri, ems complica+tion ,f bhle(dinir peptic ulcer. Since
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the problem was likely to increase as more troops remained in malarious areas,
two procedures were suggested:

1. The supply of pooled blood from Australia, which was now not being used in large
quantities, might be increased. Although this blood was supposed to be used within 10
days, it was preserved in glucose and if it were properly refrigerated, the dating period could
be extended to 15 days.

2. On the suggestion of 1st Lt. (later Maj.) Frederick B. Bang, MC, of the Malaria
Research Group, an intramuscular injection of Atabrine might be given before transfusion.
In an emergency, if blood had to be used from a possibly malarious donor, it might be
wise to increase the dosage of Atabrine as recommended for patients about to undergo
surgery (14).

No positive malaria smears were reported at the bank at the 27th General
Hospital in its first 7 weeks of operation (and only one positive serology). One
reason was that donors who appeared cachectic and those with a history of
malaria, jaundice, or any serious illness within the previous year were not
accepted. There were no reports of malaria (or jaundice) after any transfusion.
It was realized, however, that since the bank was located in a malarious area,
it would be impossible to exclude all malarious donors. It was also considered
possible that, in a few instances, viable parasites had been transmitted in the
blood and that the transmittal had been masked by the required daily use of
Atabrine by all personnel in the area.

Other Tests

Up to the middle of 1945, the Rh factor was not considered of importance
in the Pacific. In July 1945, 436 pints of Rh-negative blood were sent from
the Zone of Interior in a total shipment of 4,465 pints of blood.

Up to this time, isohemagglutinins had also not been regarded as im-
portant. Crossmatching was performed when time permitted but was not
considered essential, since the blood had been checked twice in the Zone of
Interior. Had the war continued, it would have been necessary for patients
who had had numerous transfusions to be crossmatched and have agglutination
tests for minor agglutinins.

Errors in the entries on the identification tags averaged about 10 percent.

EQUIPMENT

The story of equipment for blood transfusion in the Pacific areas duplicated
that in other theaters; that is, shortages and improvisations until expendable
receiving and giving sets became available, the latter when the airlift of blood
from the Zone of Interior began in November 1944. Just before that hap-
pened, the scarcity of expendable sets was so great that those on hand had to
be apportioned among POA and SWPA, according to the intensity of the
area need.

Early in the whole blood program in the Pacific, there were some com-
plaints that it was difficult to pass stored blood through the metal-mesh filters
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in the giving sets. Up to this time, blood had been stored at 360 to 400 F.
(20 to 4.50 C.). The difficulty was almost entirely overcome when the storage
temperature was raised to 400 to 450 F. (4.50 to 70 C.) because the gel which
formed in the blood at the lower temperature did not form at the higher tem-
perature. One of the most important considerations of storage then became
the maintenance of the temperature above 390 and below 450 F. (40 and 70 C.).

In his first report from the Pacific, Colonel Kendrick stated that the Medical
Department in that area frequently had to construct its own hospitals and was
therefore greatly in need of building tools (10). Without appropriate facilities,
blood could not be used. He suggested that hammers, saws, and even sawmills
should be issued to hospital units as part of their regular equipment. The
suggestion about sawmills was not acted on favorably.

THE AIRLIFT OF BLOOD TO THE PACIFIC

Organization

Since the Army had set up, and was conducting, the airlift of blood to
the European theater, under the direction of Colonel Kendrick, it was logical
for the Navy to set up and conduct the similar service to the Pacific areas,
under the direction of Captain Newhouser. In a conference between Brig.
Gen. Fred W. Rankin and Captain Newhouser on 13 October 1944, while
Colonel Kendrick was on temporary duty in Europe, it was agreed that the
Navy should establish and operate the processing laboratory in San Francisco
and should furnish all the bottles, donor sets, and refrigerators for the program.
The Army would furnish all the equipment necessary to operate the laboratory.
The Surgeon General, Army, agreed to the coordinated program in the Pacific
with the understanding that the allocation of blood to the two services would
be based entirely upon their requirements. The Navy would fly the blood
from the west coast to Guam, process it at the Navy blood laboratory there,
and then deliver it to all areas in the Pacific as it was required.

The Army also furnished all personnel for the laboratory at the Los
Angeles bleeding center (blood grouping, serologic testing) and for the packaging
and shipment of blood to San Francisco. Requests for personnel for these
purposes were made by General Rankin in October 1944, and again in February
and March 1945, to the Personnel Division, Office of The Surgeon General.
Trained technicians were not requested, since the enlisted men required could
be trained by the staff of the Los Angeles and other centers supplying blood
for the airlift.

American Red Cross Participation

On 26 October 1944, after the feasibility of an airlift of blood to the Pacific
had been established, Vice Adm. Ross T McIntire, MC, USN, Surgeon
General, U.S. Navy, and Maj. Gen. Norman T. Kirk wrote jointly to Mr.
Basil O'Connor, Chairman, American Red Cross, concerning the planned
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whole blood program for the Pacific (15). Neither plasnua nor serum albumin,
it was pointed out, could compensate for the whole blood lost by severe
hemorrhage. Up to this time, blood had been obtained in the Pacific from
military personnel in combat areas. Since recent developments had shown
the feasibility of transporting blood to oversea theaters, the Red Cross was
being asked to furnish a minimum of 300 pints of 0 blood per day for the
Pacific from donor centers in San Francisco, Oakland, and Los Angeles, with
the understanding that activities might be expanded if larger amounts of blood
proved necessary. It was requested that the service begin on or about 15
November 1944 and that the collections be in addition to the blood then being
collected for existing programs.

Mr. O'Connor replied on 3 November 1944 that the American Red Cross
would be glad to cooperate in the Pacific program and that steps were being
taken to procure the blood, as requested, from the centers at San Francisco,
Oakland, and Los Angeles (16).

The airlift to the Pacific began with the procurement of blood from the
three centers specified (17). As the need for blood increased, the. Portland,
Oreg., collection center was added to the program on 30 January 1945 and
the San Diego, Calif., center on 4 February. The Chicago center began to
produce blood for the Pacific on 13 April.

When the need for whole blood ended in Europe with the German sur-
render on 8 May 1945, the centers on the east coast, which had been collecting
whole blood as well as blood for plasma (New York, Philadelphia, Washington,
Boston, and Brooklyn) were kept operational for procuring blood to be flown
to Oakland. The capacity of these centers, added to that of the centers on
the west coast, brought the blood available for shipment to the Pacific to 12,000
pints each week. As of 15 May, all blood collected in the eastern United States
was being flown to the west coast, re-iced there, and then flown to Guam
(map 6).

By the end of May, arrangements were completed to consolidate the
processing of all blood collected in Philadelphia, Boston, Washington, and New
York in one large laboratory at the blood donor center in New York. The
blood was collected in these cities, taken to New York by refrigerated motor
truck, processed there, and then packed in Army expendable insulated boxes
for the flight to the west coast. This plan proved both safe and practical.
When Maj. Leslie H. Tisdall, MC, inspected the Navy laboratory at Oakland
(fig. 136) after these arrangements had been effectuated, he found that ship-
ments arriving from New York needed only a small amount of added ice before
being flown to Guam.

Shipments were regulated according to requests from the naval officer in
charge of the distribution center on Guam. They varied widely, from no
donations at all on a few days to 12,000 pints during one week in May 1945.
These irregularities caused some difficulties in the centers, since procurement
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blood reached Guam on 19 November and Leyte oln 22 November without
complications.

Numerous complications, however, attended the departure of the first
shipment and continued for several days afterward. They were described by
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Frederic N. Schwartz, MAC, who had gone to Los Angeles
on 13 November, to establish the Army part of the program, substantially as
follows (19):

The laboratory in which the blood was to be processed was not yet ready. All the
necessary laboratory supplies had not arrived, including the indispensable centrifuge.
Arrangements had not yet been made for air shipments to San Francisco. On the Navy
side, there were also shortages, including insulated boxes, and, for a few days, the Oakland
laboratory could handle only 40 bloods daily instead of the specified 100 bloods.

The Army was able to meet the original schedules by loans and improvisations. A
centrifuge was flown in from Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, Colo. Major Schwartz
arranged with Hyland Laboratories for the blood to be processed there until the Los Angeles
center was ready. This was not a particularly efficient arrangement, for it meant that the
blood had to be taken by the Red Cross Motor Corps from the collecting center, where it
should have been processed, to Hyland Laboratories for typing and serologic testing. It
was fortunate, however, that the arrangement could be made. The blood was taken to
San Francisco by the Railway Express Agency, in Church containers.

By 1 December 1944, most of these difficulties had been ironed out and
daily shipments to the Pacific amounted to 250 pints, of which 100 were supplied
by the Army.

Overseas.-In correspondence with Col. (later Brig. Gen.) George R.
Callender, MC (20), and Major Schwartz (21) in December 1944, Colonel
Kendrick 4 stated that planning in the United States for the Pacific airlift
had been exceptionally well done but the excellence had been confined to the
United States:

1. No command in either the Central or the Southwest Pacific had been advised offi-
cially of the whole blood program by either Army or Navy sources. Colonel Kendrick made
every effort to assure the surgeons in the various Pacific commands that this was an official
program, coordinated by the Army and the Nevy, but lack of written authorization some-
times made it difficult to secure cooperation.5 He was told at one installation, where con-

'Colonel Kendrick, still serving as Special Representative to The Surgeon General on Blood and Plasma Transfusions,
left the United States on 21 November 1944, for temporary duty with the USAFPOA (U.S. Army Forces, Pacific Ocean
Areas), of which Brig. Gen. John M. Willis was Surgeon. Colonel Kendrick went to Guam and Leyte almost immediately
and did not return to Hawaii until January 1945, after stopping en route for several days of conferences on the blood pro-
gram with Lieutenant Brown on Guam. By this time, the overall blood program was functioning smoothly in the Zone
of Interior, the Europeap theater, and the Pacific; and Colonel Kendrick was relieved of his responsibilities for the pro-
gram in the Office of The Surgeon General, where he was replaced by Mal. John 3. McGraw, Jr., MC (p. 402). Colonel
Kendrick was also relieved of his responsibility in the Pacific, where no other consultant was appointed during the re.
mainder of the war.

At this time (January 1945), Colonel Kendrick was placed in command of the 10th Field Hospital, which was
designated to land on Okinawa on D+60, but on 14 March, 5 days before the Tenth U.S. Army sailed for that target,
the Army Surgeon, Col. Frederic B. Westerfelt, MC, recognizing the peculiar requirements of the management of shock
and the handling and use of blood, assigned him to his headquarters as consultant in these special fields. Colonel Ken-
drick went ashore with the Tenth U.S Army on Okinawa in early April and served as Consultant in Resuscitation, Whole
Blood, and Shock for the next month. lie then took command of the 31st Field Hospital.

SThis was an unfortunate contretemps. Letters had been written by the Surgeon General, Navy, advising all
commanders in the Pacific that blood would be shipped from the United States. The letters were to go airmail, but
through some error, they were sent by regular mail. The commanders therefore did rot receive them until 2 to 4 weeks
after the blood program had been set up in the Pacific.

717-4091-64----41
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fusion was rampant, that it was not necessary for a War Department representative to come
out and tell them how to eun their transfusion service. In an advanced area of the Sixth
U.S. Army, his activities were restricted, and he was prohibited from interfering with present
policies on the ground that the officers in charge of the program were competent to handle
it. By surreptitious methods, Colonel Kendrick provided the surgical consultant, Sixth
U.S. Army, with enough information for him to prepare a circular letter on the new service.

2. The blood bank in Honohllu resented being left out of the program, even though its
inclusion would have greatly complicated the transportation of blood. The additional
supply, in fact, would not have twen worth the trouble necessary to secure it.

3. General Denit had not been notified of the program nor had any Army surgeon.
Not having received any word on it from the Office of The Surgeon General, Army, they
concluded, quite logically, that the program was a Navy responsibility and had sent no
information about it to forward hospitals.

4. The arrival of the first shipment of blood in the Southwest Pacific in November
1944 had been reported to the Army surgeon but not to the Fleet surgeon, and Colonel
Kendrick, as Consultant on Blood and Transfusion to the Surgeon, POA, found himself
in the odd position of selling a Navy program to the Navy.

5. Because of the lack of official notice of the blood program, it was "existing parasiti-
cally," by leaning heavily on personnel and equipment from medical supply companies and
other organizations, which could ill afford to spare either. It was Colonel Kendrick's
opinion that if the program had concerned anything but blood, it could not have operated.

6. Since no blood distribution teams had been set up, the blood was frequently not
being handled properly. Sent through ordinary supply channels, it was taking unneces-
sarily long in delivery. It was sometimes kept without refrigeration, and not even in in-
sulated boxes. It was sometimes distributed w~ithout expendable giving sets. Eventually,
during the Leyte campaign, Colonel Kendrick was able to have a distribution team set up
in the Philippines and to arrange for transportation, a supply of ice, and other essentials.

7. It was regrettable that, because of some confusion in his orders, which kept him in
the Central Pacific for 10 days, his planned meeting with Lieutenant Blake did not occur.
The exchange of experiences would have been of great value.

In spite of these difficulties, cooperation had been excellent on the part
of all concerned. The Naval Air Transport Service and the Transport Air
Group, without written authority, gave Colonel Kendrick a No. 1 priority for
blood, and asked no questions about it. Since proof existed that the blood
service could be operated with sacrifices on the part of other medical units,
he saw no reason why, in view of its importance, it should be hamstrung by
lack of its own adequately trained personnel, equipment, and transportation.
Responsibility to the services and to the donors of the blood warranted the
utilization of the best trained personnel and the most efficient equipment pos-
sible. If a commodity such as blood were lost, as the result of incompetence
on the part of makeshift personnel or inadequate refrigeration at relay points,
the armed services would be put in a position of great culpability.

Colonel Kendrick, on the basis of his observations, made the following
recommendations (20, 21):

1. A circular letter or directive should be issued by the Army and the Navy, together
or separately, authenticating the existence of the transfusion service.

2. The transfusion teams recommended by the Office of The Surgeon General in the
T/O & E (Table of Organization and Equipment) sent to Army Service Forces on 15 Decem-
ber 1944 should be immediately approved and activated.
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3. Two transfusion teams should be activated, equipped, and ordered to the Pacific,
one to USASOS, SWPA, and the other to USASOS, POA.

4. The transfusion service for the entire area should be placed under a single control
officer with a combined staff of Army and Navy personnel. The present confusion caused by
five or six different officers' being responsible for blood in different installations could no
longer be tolerated.

In one way or another, all of these recommendations except No. 4 were
implemented by the end of January 1945.

Personnel

When the service to the Pacific was once firmly established, the blood
was consistently handled by specialized personnel, by what amounted to a
special delivery service, which is the only efficient way to handle such a valuable
commodity and, more important, the only safe way. At no stage along the
way, from the collecting center in the Zone of Interior to the administration
of the blood at the terminal point in the Pacific, was it touched by any but
trained, specialized personnel, on permanent assignment. The blood service
in the Pacific had its roots in the experiences gained in the Mediterranean and
European theaters, as well as in the Zone of Interior.

The initial handling of some of the first blood shipped from Guam to
Leyte furnished an excellent example of what could happen to this scarce
commodity once it left the care of personnel specially trained to handle it.
These shipments had been correctly handled all the way from the Zone of
Interior to Leyte. When they reached Leyte, the bottles of blood were taken
out of the insulated containers in which they had traveled up to that time,
thrown into the backs of trucks, and transported for 4-5 hours over rough
roads to the medical installations which had requested them. The tempera-
ture, as it frequently was, was 1000 F. in the shade, the humidity was extreme,
and it was possible to have mud on one's shoes and dust in one's eyes at the
same time. These shipments were entirely unusable, and if this sort of
handling had not been promptly corrected, the whole carefully worked out
program would have been in a fair way to being wrecked and to being highly
dangerous besides.

Areas in which the use of whole blood was a new experience, as the area
just described, did not immediately comprehend the importance of refrigeration
and of other precautions in the handling of blood. The practice was therefore
instituted of sending a courier with the blood when the first shipments went to
areas new to the program.

Transfusion teams.--On his return from his first trip to the Pacific, in
August 1944, Colonel Kendrick recommended to The Surgeon General that a
transfusion team be stationed at Saipan to handle blood drawn in the Zone of
Interior, as well as to bleed donors if it became necessary to supplement the
supply from this source. A second team should be stationed at some other
strategic point, to be sel" ted later, to function in the same fashion.
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The proposal was accepted, and cadres for the teams were trained at the
Army Medical Center and then placed on temporary duty at the Red Cross
blood donor centers while they waited assignment to the Pacific. On 17
January 1945, arrangements were made with the Personnel Division, Office
of The Surgeon General, to send them to Fort Lewis, Wash., to move them on
higher priority than the theater requisition would allow.

Later in February 1945, Brig. Gen. Johi M. Willis, Surgeon, USAFPOA
(U.S. Army Forces, Pacific Ocean Areas), was informed by Col. B. Noland
Carter, MC, that such a low priority had been requested for these transfusion
teams that there was little chance of dispatching them within the next 6 months.
The request to nominate spaces for the officers and technicians of these teams
on a theater troop basis had not been acted on by the POA, and it was therefore
impossible to activate these units. Their training period had been extended by
30 days, in the hope of straightening out the difliculties. If arrangements for
the dispatch of the teams could not be concluded within this period, there
would be nothing to do but scrap them. If General Willis agreed that time
was a factor, the theater could request that the officers and men who had been
trained could be shipped as casuals, to act as cadres for newly formed units to
be activated locally, but this, again, would require nomination of spaces on a
theater troop basis.

These teams did not reach the Pacific during the war. When, however,
the 317th General Hospital reached the POA, General Willis withdrew the
blood transfusion personnel and sent them to the Marianas to form two trans-
fusion teams, one for the Marianas and the other for Okinawa, because he (lid
not wish to be entirely dependent on the mainland for the area blood supply.

Operational Factors

While the airlift of whole blood to Europe served as the pilot program,
neither distances nor temperatures in that theater presented the handicaps
that accompanied the airlift of blood to the Pacific areas (22). The distance
from the mainland and the high temperatures in combat areas introduced
three operational problems of extreme importance into the Pacific program:
(1) transportation; (2) refrigeration; and (3) preservative solutions. All three
factors were closely related. A break in any one of them would have made the
whole program useless, and, if it had been persisted in, extremely dangerous.

Transportation.-Some 7,400 miles of travel were involved in flying blood
from the laboratory at Oakland, Calif., to Leyte in the Philippines (map 6).
The actual flying time was about 48 hours, but with stopovers at various points
and rechecking at the advanced base on Guam, most blood was 4-5 days old
when it reached Leyte.

The itinerary involved moving blood from the bleeding centers at San
Francisco, Los Angeles and elsewhere to the naval laboratory at Oakland,
where it was prepared for shipment (fig. 136) and whence it was flown to Pearl
Harbor, a matter of about 12 hours. At Pearl Harbor, there was a stopover
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ranging from 30 minutes to several hours, depending upon circumstances,
during which time the blood was re-iced by the Naval Air Transport Service,
whose personnel had received special training in its care. The blood was flown
from Pearl Harbor to Guam, with brief stopovers at Johnston Island and
Kwajalein in the Marshall Islands.

The facility at Guam (figs. 137 and 138) received all shipments of blood
from the Zone of Interior. The bloods were placed in the refrigerators there
within 15 to 20 minutes after the plane had touched down and were allowed
to settle for at least 12 hours, to compensate for the agitation induced by
transit and movement. After the bottles had been inspected for hemolysis,
clots, and possible contamination, they were placed in the re-iced insulated
boxes in which they had traveled from the Zone of Interior, and were shipped
by planes of the Transport Air Group, according to requirements and requisi-
tions, to:

1. Ulithi, 2•.2 hours' transport distance from Guam. The planes landed at Falalop
Island, where the shipments were immediately transferred to designated fleet units The
liaison at this base with fleet personnel was excellent, and for this reason, and b(., -.
senior medical officer was in charge of shipments, the blood was usually in reefers afloat
within 6 to 10 hours after it had left Guam. Two inspections of this base by Lieutenant
Brown showed that all concerned with the handling of blood fully appreciated the require-
ments and the possible dangers of the program.

2. Peleliu, 5 hours' transport distance from Guam. Shipments were made by Transport
Air Group planes to U.S. Naval Base Hospital No. 20 at this location as requested.

3. Tinian, 1 hour's flying time from Guam, to U.S. Naval Base Hospital No. 19.
4. Saipan, 1 hour's flying time from Guam. This island was a large Army outlet for

hospitals and for further transfer to the Philippine Islands. Col. Eliot G. Colby, MC,
Surgeon, Headquarters, Island Command, arranged for Lieutenant Brown to visit all
hospitals on the island and to make contact with Navy personnel in order to explain the
blood program to them. Also, the better to acquaint Army supply personnel on Saipan
with the problems of the transportation of whole blood, Colonel Colby sent a technical
sergeant to the base bank on Guam for instruction in the processing of blood for shipment
to island bases and fleet units and for its care while it was in storage.

5. The Philippine Islands. From Saipan, blood was carried by Army Transport
Command planes to Tacloban Airfield, Leyte, where a medical supply depot received the
shipments and saw to their refrigeration and re-icing before distribution. Re-icing was
essential, for a trip of 30 to 50 miles to forward area hospitals might require as much as 24
hours because of the rough, difficult terrain to be traversed.

Smaller amounts of blood were shipped to various islands as necessary and
were cared for by Navy personnel who understood the requirements for re-
frigeration and storage.

Whole blood had a routine No. 2 priority in Army shipments and could
employ a No. 1 priority when necessary. All shipments by Navy agents were
by No. 1 priority. In his 4 July 1945 report from Base K (Leyte), Capt.
Henning H. Thorpe, MC, Blood Bank Facilities Officer, recommended that a
similar directive memorandum be issued to Army units, to give official recog-
nition to the program of procurement and distribution of whole blood and in
keeping with the combined Army-Navy function of the program (2,). This
suggestion was duly implemented.
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W•hile it migzht halve been better if whole blood hiad beenl givenl 11 universall

No. I prioirity, no critiicism (,f its hand(fling by tranllsport 1iieltcies would be
wal'ririated. The cooperation of the Army and the Navy Air Forces was always
s.uperb, ill all areas. They flew10 blood to colibibt litnits ill lledium boml)ers

befoi'e trasp"lort l)laie-4 couhld land ()Il airstrips. In emerlgencies, they set up)
%p'cial ilights to t ra.Iport blood. There was not tit instancte in which bhood
was nlee(lded that it did tliot leave ont the first aircraft available.

Refrigeration. -lit spite of the anadi cap of high en vironilnenl ti tempera-
turcs, transportatioin h of blood to, and itt, the Pacific was far itmore at matter of
trailtiig personniel it? observe the proper precautions thiu of equipmtent.

Th' , i,,e chest used by t lie blood bank in New ,out It Vales (p. 5S1 ) was a
dluralble and efficientt Iiiea s of refrigeration. Its chief d(isad vantage, that it
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FIGURE 137.-Continued. F. Blood being transferred from
shipping eases to walk-in reefer. G. Check of blood in re-
frigerator. H. Demonstration of equipment for blood dis-
tribuition. I and J. Processing laboratory on Guam.

disadvantage in an area in which shipping space by land and air was always
limited.

The chest developed by the Navy for the airlift of blood to the Pacific
(figs. 139 and 140) was lighter than the Australian box and, more important,
was expendable.

This chest, which had a hinged cover, measured 21 by 21 by 23 inches.
It was made of %-inch plywood and was completely lined with 3 inches of
Fiberglas. A cardboard box that fitted into the outside box held two metal
receptacles, one on top of the other, each 7 inches high and 13% inches in
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dianeter, and each fitted with individual metal racks for eight bottles of blood.
In the (center of the receptacles was a galvanized iron canister 5!4 incites in
diameter and 14 inches high, with a detachlable cover. It held 15 pounds of
ice. There was thus no direct contact between ice and bottles of b)lohoEd. The

FIGURE 1:38.-Movement of blood at distributing center on Guam.
It. Herbert R. Brown, MC, USNR, second from left.

box occupied 5.9 c(i. ft. of shipping space and, when it. was packed with ice and
blood, weighted 87 pounds. Testing had beett rigorous, b)ut no (1d(ltiaage ha(d

been sustained by box or ( cntellts, even in parachute drops (fig. 141).
Bottles containing ACD (acid-cit rae-drextr(se) l)reservatiye so lution were

taken directly from the refrigerator to the donor's side. As soon as triev were
filled, they were platced in at refrigerator cooled to 400 to 450 F. (4.50 to 7 ('.)

and left there for about 8 hours b)efore they were packed in tle portable insu-
lated box just described.

Under average en vironIent all temperatures of 650 to( 85' F. (1-S0 to 28 (C.),
the tetl]perat iure inside the box ('couhl be held to 420 to 450 F. (5.50 to 70 C.) for

about 60 hours. When blod shipped fromn the west coast wANs re-iced at
Pearl ]ar1,,rbor, a half to IIthree-qua(rters of thite ice placed in the box at Oakland
was usually still present in the cent ral comtpart men t. and the itinside t empl)erature
average(i 440 F. (6.50 ('.). Lietitmlit Blake's observatioins Ot a test shipmtent
sh(owed that teml)eratures within thie c.hest wNere maintaitined at 45.50 to 480 F.

(7.50 to 90 ('.). Boxes not re-iced at Pearl l1arbo ir bIut flown straight front
Oakland to( Guam had inside temperatures it( higlher titan 500 F. (100 C.).

When bhlood was shipped out from (uam, it was replaced in thte expendable
Navy boxes itI whit'h it had been received. The central ice contatiners were
packed with as ta Itch ice as possible, and forward ilist 11alilut Iots, withiout
refrigera tli ttg facilities, were instructed tol re-ice the boxes every 24 hInurs; the
importantce of Itis precaution was etmphasized to all ulits which receeived lhoold.
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FICwtRk 140.-Loadingr refrigeratedI Navy shipping containers
with blood( on Guam.

The ACDI solutio lol as stoo(d all field tests in good order . As v.on know. I viewed the
use of this solutioii withi a critical eve be(cauise of the lick of cliniical experimeiital work.
Jlernolvsis hias b)een minimiial even with severe hand~linig, heat, changes of temperature and
terrible roadls somet imes req~uiring 12 hours for delivery t o a hiopit al. With l roper refrigera-
tion, ACDI protects blood( exceedingly well. A well recordeýd series of transfusions (700)
showed a react ion rateý of 1.7 percent, none severe, most ly urt icarial. We have used a good
many bottles after thle expiration (dite, tip to 30 dlays, withi good resutlts. D~ue to the dliffi-
culty of cold rolling supply and~ demanid, someC blood( passe,, thle exIiratioii date and we hesitate
to discard1 it. We have eýxtendle( the exp~irationi (late to 24 days.

( olotiel Kemirick also observed tinlt 11 numbiier of reactin could011( be ( raced1

to the uise of locallY p~repatred sets andI( did nlot seeml rellit ('( to tilie ag(e of tilie
blood.

Heinolysis and Dating Period

Witeii Lieuitenant Maike arrivedl oil Gruam on 19) November 1944, with
160 pinlts, of blood from tilhe Zone of i t erior, it seemed wise to defer examiiimi~tion
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FIat-RE 141.--Lt. Herbert R. Brown, Jr., MC,
USNR, holding blood dropped in test parachute drop
on Guam. The insulated box in which the blood was
dropped was used by the Navy during the airlift to the
Pacific and later during the Korean War.

of the bottles for hemolysis, clots, and other abnormalities until the blood had
settled. Behind the blood was a long air trip, and ahead, over roads under
construction, was the trip to Naval Base Hospital No. 18. The practice of
delaying examination for 12 hours or more after the arrival of the blood imme-
diately became routine.

It was soon evident, however, that bottles of blood that would show hemol-
ysis at all would show it on their arrival on Guam, where they could be detected
on screening and could be removed from further shipment. It was not desir-
able to handle blood any more than necessary, but the World War II experience
showed that the red cells, for the most part, tolerated transportation without
hemolysis. None appeared even when a full box, containing 16 pints of blood,
was dropped by parachute from a height of 800 feet. Another experience was
even more significant: Because of the sudden cancellation of a flight while the
base bank facility was still located at U.S. Naval Base Hospital No. 18 on
Guam, 160 pints of blood intended for an outgoing shipment, which had been
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transported 35 miles over poor roads under construction, had to be returned to
the reefers. When it was checked 12 hours later, before reshipment, none of
the bottles showed any hemolysis and all were considered safe for shipment to
Leyte.

The dating period in the Pacific for blood preserved in ACD solution
was 21 days after it had been drawn. On numerous occasions, in extreme emer-
gencies, it was used as late as 30 days. Much of it was in excellent condition
at this time, and if the war had continued, there seems little doubt that the
dating period would have been extended to 28 days, at least for blood that
did not have to travel beyond Guam.

ADVANCE BASE BLOOD BANK FACILITY NO. 1

Location

The naval medical officer in charge of the advance base blood bank facility
on Guam, Lieutenant Brown, arrived at his post on 17 November 1944. His
assistant, Ens. (later Lt. jg) George E. Nicholson, HC, USN, arrived on 21
November 1944 (18, 22, 24).

The day after Lieutenant Brown arrived, the blood bank was set up tem-
porarily at U.S. Naval Base Hospital No. 18, where a 675-cu. ft. refrigerator
and an icemaking machine were available. As a temporary arrangement, no
fault could be found with this location, but it was evident from the arrival of
the first shipment of blood from the Zone of Interior, which Lieutenant Blake
brought in 48 hours after Lieutenant Brown had arrived on Guam, that it
would not be satisfactory for blood that was to arrive by air and later leave
by air over several different military transport systems. The hospital was
about 17 miles from Agana Airfield, and transportation would not only be in-
convenient but would subject the blood to unnecessary trauma.

The logical location for the blood bank was at the airfield, but the move
to it could not be made until 8 December, because the necessary refrigeration
was not available. On this date, a 65-cu. ft. refrigerator was secured on loan,
and the bank was temporarily located in a large airfreight terminal. The tem-
perature in the refrigerator was maintained at 400 to 450 F. (4.5' to 7' C.) with
difficulty because of the heavy demands and the high humidity, and, as a
result, the unit had to be defrosted with inconvenient frequency.

When the blood bank finally moved to its permanent facilities at Agana
Airfield, the wisdom of the move was immediately apparent. The base com-
munications center was nearby, as were the operational offices of the Military
Transport Services. As a result, blood could be delivered with great rapidity.
On one occasion, when Lieutenant Brown was on Saipan, visiting the various
units afloat and surveying their needs, he sent an operational priority dispatch
to Guam for 1,200 pints of blood, with the request that it arrive before dark, as
the ships that needed it were sailing that night. The blood depot at Guam
received the message through the Port Surgeon's Office at 1300 hours. Planes
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with blood aboard left at 1400 and 1500 hours. When the blood arrived at
Saipan, at 1600 hours, it was loaded onto an Army reefer truck, taken to the
dock area, placed on an LCM (landing craft, mechanized), and by 1900 hours
was in the refrigerators of the ships that were leaving at midnight.

As experience increased, the location of the blood bank became even more
important. In March 1945, when the possible need for another blood depot
came under discussion, Lieutenant Brown stated that, while the location of
such a center would depend upon the tactical situation, it could not be empha-
sized too strongly that the operational efficiency of a blood distribution center
depended upon its immediate connection with a large airbase, where emergency
requests could be handled immediately. Hospital connections were not
necessary.

Notification of Needs

The blood depot on Guam supplied the urgent needs of the latter -art
of the campaign on Leyte to the limit of transportation and storage facili,,ies.
It also supplied other units of the Army and the Navy ashore and afloat within
a radius of 1,100 miles. Hospitals in the Marianas depended entirely on Guam
for their large demands for blood. A moderate backlog of blood was maintained
in all these hospitals, and cooperation concerning notification of needs was
excellent.

All hospitals were informed that a notification of at least 10 days was
required for any increase in operational demands, and a notification of 4 to 5
days for emergency requests. Requests for blood were made from Guam to
the 12th Naval District in San Francisco, whence they were cleared to the blood
donor service. It took about 7 days for donor centers on the mainland to step
up their collections to meet increased demands in the Pacific. It was therefore
necessary for hospital installations to anticipate their needs and notify the
distribution center on Guam, through channels, well in advance of the time the
blood would be needed. All requests were on the basis of 1 pint of blood per
casualty.

The amount of blood handled through Guam greatly increased as opera-
tions were extended to Luzon, and then to Iwo Jima and Okinawa. Between
19 November and 24 December 1944, 6,480 pints of whole blood were received
and 5,040 pints were distributed. In February 1945, 16,608 pints were received
and 16,563 distrib~uted. On several days during the month, 1,000 pints daily
were handled, particularly during the final staging for the Iwo Jima operation.
In April, 25,760 pints were received and 30,177 pints, including the excess from
March, were distributed (24). Early in the month, it was necessary to dis-
tribute the accumulated blood and reduce the supply from the Zone of Interior.
Later in the month, the requests to the Zone of Interior had to be increased
because of increased demands from the Philippines and a considerable increase
in the Okinawa requirements.
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LEYTE

Planning

It was expected that, as the fighting in the SWPA increased in intensity
and advanced from New Guinea to the Philippine group, the Japanese would
begin to use field artillery of higher caliber, with greater frequency, and that
bombing from the air would be heavier and more constant. Since wounds
produced by shell and bomb fragments cause shock, hemorrhage, and extensive
tissue destruction, ample amounts of both plasma and blood would be neces-
sary. Supplies of plasma furnished no problem; they were always ample,
and they were used intelligently.

The Leyte operation was the first in which combined Army and Navy
blood banks were used and in which blood was supplied in the first stages of
the operation. In general, the plan employed was that recommended to
General Denit by Colonel Kendrick, with Captain Newhouser's concurrence,
on 19 July 1944 (p. 591). It involved (map 4):

1. The transportation of blood from Sydney to Finschhafen.
2. The establishment of a blood bank at Hollandia.
3. The establishment of a blood bank aboard LST 464 which had been converted into

a hospital ship.

The recommended blood bank was set up aboard LST 464, with Lieutenant
Muirhead in charge. Its supplies were supplemented by the 27th General
Hospital, which began to function as a blood bank on 9 September 1944. By
9 October 1944, plans for the initial supply of whole blood for the Leyte invasion
and its maintenance had been agreed upon by representatives of the Sixth U.0.
Army (fig. 142), the Medical Supply Section, USASOS, and the Seventh
U.S. Fleet.

The blood supply was planned and reported in ETMD (Essential Tech-
nical Medical Data) as follows (25):

1. The task force would take 200 liters of blood ashore with it, for use on the beaches.
Between D+5 and D+7, 400 additional units of blood would be shipped from Base G
(Hollandia) on the 10 returning LST's, for delivery by the Sixth U.S. Army medical supply
depot on shore to Sixth U.S. Army medical units.

2. Thereafter, blood would be shipped automatically by the Base G medical supply
depot on LST's at the rate of approximately 200 units every 5 days until D+20. These
amounts would be varied only on radio instructions from the Sixth U.S. Army to the medical
supply depot on Base G. On such instructions, the blood would be flown to Leyte via Biak,
where 100 liters was kept as a pool. The first blood for the pool would be brought by an
LST which would leave Base G on D + 6.

3. LST 464, converted to a hospital ship, would arrive on the beach on D)+4, with 100
liters of blood. This ship was equipped to collect and process blood, and it was expected
that enough donors could be secured from troops on the beach to provide ample amounts for
LST 464 and other LST's caring for casualties. These LST's were located in the harbor at
intervals of 1,000 to 2,000 yards apart.

4. LST's arriving in the harbor on D + 2 and D + 21 would each bring 100 liters of blood.
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FIGURE 142.-Col. (later Brig. Gen.) William
A. Hagins, MC, Surgeon, Sixth U.S. Army.

Implementation of Planning

In general, the plans just described were implemented in the Leyte opera-
tion, which began on 20 October 1944. Plasma was used extensively, and the
supply was adequate at all times. Its value in burns and in shock without
hemorrhage was indisputable, but it was proved again that it was a supplement
to, and in no sense a substitute for, whole blood in hemorrhage and that its
use might, indeed, give rise to a false sense of security.

On D-day, two 200-cu. ft. mobile reefers, each containing a thousand
500-cc. units of blood, were put ashore on the beaches in which combat activity
was greatest. The blood was well used, but it was evident in retrospect that
even greater quantities should have been supplied. Multiple transfusions,
for instance, often could not be given. Moreover, since whole blood had not
been available in previous combat except as it was obtained by on-the-spot
donations, some organizations apparently remained ignorant of its ready
availability in this operation. Steps were taken to avoid this error in future
operations.

Casualties brought to LST 464 received excellent shock treatment and
preoperative preparation. Blood was taken from each patient for hemoglobin,
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hematocrit, and protein estimations, and replacement therapy was based on
the findings. This was the first time the combined facilities of Army-Navy
blood banks were used in the initial stages of an operation, and cooperation was
excellent.

LST 464, in addition to treating casualties, drew blood and acted as a
blood bank for the 7th Amphibious Force. The great advantage in the use
of this particular LST was that she acted primarily as a hospital ship, not
primarily as a cargo ship and only secondarily as a hospital ship, after the cargo
was unloaded. She was therefore able to remain on station in the harbor and
was available for medical service at all times.

LST 464 also received blood from the depot at Biak via the LST's returning
to Leyte after taking casualties to Biak. Each convoy scheduled for Leyte,
as already noted, received additional stores of blood to take back.

The landing at Leyte presented a problem in the care of casualties not
encountered in any previous operation; namely, the bombing attacks on all
ships in the harbor, including hospital ships, by Japanese suicide planes.
Large numbers of casualties continued to occur in the harbor for 38 days and
provided the strongest possible indications for the liberal use of whole blood.
They had to be treated aboard ship. It proved impractical and inefficient to
take them ashore for treatment because of poor communications, difficulties in
beaching, inadequate facilities, poor roads, and lack of transport. The risk
of keeping hospital ships on station in the harbor was too great, in view of the
indiscriminate bombing, and the problem would have been insoluble without
the presence of LST 464 and other LST's.

Blood From the U.S. Airlift

In all, about 3,000 units of preserved whole blood were used during the
first 30 days of the Leyte campaign, including blood from the 27th General
Hospital bank at Hollandia, from the relay depot at Biak, and from LST 464.
Arrangements had been made to have additional supplies of blood flown from
the Australian blood bank at Sydney if it should be necessary to supplement
the blood provided for at the beginning of any large operation.

Up to 22 November 1944, all of the blood used in the Leyte operation was
provided by the plans worked out by Colonel Kendrick in July 1944. On the
twenty-second of this month, Lieutenant Blake, representing the Army, the
Navy, and the American Red Cross, arrived on Leyte with 80 pints of whole
group 0 blood which had been flown from San Francisco via Guam. This was
the first blood to arrive from America and it represented a turning point in the
transfusion service in the Pacific. With greatly increased supplies available,
greatly increased use of blood was possible, and plasma assumed its proper
role in replacement therapy as a supplement to whole blood, not as a substitute
for it.

Between 19 November and 24 December 1944, 4,256 of the 6,480 units of
whole blood received on Guam went to Leyte (22).
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FIGURE 143.-Lt. Col. Frank Glenn, MC,
Consultant in Surgery, Sixth U.S. Army.

LUZON

Planning

The Leyte operation, as already indicated, was the first combined Army-
Navy whole blood project, and in retrospect, for a number of reasons, it seems
that it could probably have been handled more efficiently. The operation on
Luzon was handled better, for two chief reasons:

1. Information concerning the blood supply was well disseminated.
Through the efficient cooperation of Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Frank Glenn, MC,
Consultant in Surgery, Sixth U.S. Army (fig. 143), Colonel Kendrick was able
to present the blood program in detail to the senior medical officer, Navy;
representatives of the Surgeon, Sixth U.S. Army; base and other surgeons; and
a number of other medical officers with special interest in the use of blood. At
this meeting, he was able to demonstrate to these officers that they could have
all the blood they needed from the Zone of Interior and that it would be delivered
according to their requests if they merely made the requests.

2. Colonel Kendrick had encountered, during his stay on Leyte, a well-
trained pathologist and fine medical officer, Captain Thorpe, who, with totally
inadequate resources, had done remarkably good work in supplying the Sixth
U.S. Army with blood. When he came into the Zone of Interior program, most
operational difficulties were cleared away.

In the month Colonel Kendrick spent with the Sixth U.S. Army, he was
able to work out a blood program for the invasion and to arrange for the delivery
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of blood fromi GuamIT1 aeeordirig to estimated uneeds from 1)-daty onward, ats
follows (26):

1. A responsible officer, either MC or MAC, would be designated in thle Sixth Ii.S.
Army to be in charge of the blood bank. lie wouldl be adequately assisted1 Iy enllistedl men
and wotild have the sole responsibility for the operation of the 1)1b0(1dlbank.

2. Equipment would consist of four 220-cmm. ft. reefers with a capacity of 1,600 t~o 2,000
bottles of blood. one vehlicle to take blood( from tile beach to the( airstrip) to thle distribution
center; and( anl ice machine.

:3. Beginning onl :31) December 1944 (1)-day oil Lingayen Gulf, Luzon, was set for
1 .fanuary 1945), 3(1( to 400 p~ints of blfood would Ibe reqluisitionedl daily from the States.
The( four reefers to be used could accommodate 700 to 800 pints each, but for the M- 1
(Luzon) operation, only 400) to 510(0 pints would be stored in each. Tile reefers would be
dispersed onl LST's, so that they couild be p~ut ashore ats soon) as thle military situation per-
mitted. OnI shore, one( ree'fer would be placed behind each di vision, Ni~t as soon as the tac-
tical situtation permnitterl, all four would be brought together, to serve as, a central (Ustriblition
facility. The( officer in charge would b)e responsible for stocking thle reefers at. thle mounting
point of thle invasion with blood suifficiently fresh to arrive at thle target area within thle
umsab~le timle limit.

-1. Tile reqluiremient of 1 ,600 p~ints of blood( for thle Sixth U.S. Army was based oin the
number of expected casualties and was in add~ition to tile quantity reqluestedl for the Navy.
Thle needs of both services for the first 4 (lays of thle operation were set at 3,50(0 pints. To
ineet these requidrements:

2,4100 pinmts would he ship~ped fromt the States.
50l0 pints wouild be Shipped fromt thle blood banks at thle 27th General Hospital in

Ilollandia and the !)th General Hospital, which then would be serving as a blood bank onl
Leyte.

600 pints wouild be collected locally by LST 464.
5. After time- firs-t 5 dlays of thle operation, 1)100( would be supplied fromt Leyte to the

target by LST's or other shipls leaving Leyte for Luzon. Blood wouild be flown in as soon
as anl airstrip) was secured. Thle blood bank officer would be resp~onsib~le for dleveloping the
line of supply and receiving thle blood( upon its arrival at thle target.

6. If reefer space was limited, tile racks containing the( blood( could be stored without
the iismilated boxes. Thle boxes, which contained1 the giving sets, must be taken aboard the
LST's, and tile blood( imust be rep~lacedl in them before landing, to keep it cool during its
distribution.

A stupply of ice t~o refrigerate the( insulated boxes might not be available early in the
assauilt. If this happened, thle b)100d must be dlelivered1 directly from the reefer to the using
hospital. The( ice machine, with a capacity oif 8(H) to I ,(M)O lpounds pe(r (lay, must be placed
ashore andl madIe available to the(. distribution teamn at the earliest practical time.

7. ()n 2:3 D ecember 1944, the( Navy estimated its reqluirements as 1,2(0) pints of blood
at tite mounting area onl 3 January 1945; 700 pints onl 4 .January 1945; and -50) pints onl 6,
9, 14, andl 20.January. Thle LST 4164 would bring in 1,201) p)ints for uise onl D -day and D+1),-
and would serve as a dlist ribuition point for other ships receiving casualties or acting as trans-
1)0rts for casualties.

This plan (Ii( not include the whole b)100( sup~ply to convoys departing from
IHolland~ia, Aitape, Noninfoor, andI Sansapor, nor (li( it. include the resupply of
blood for hosp~ital ships bringing causualties to New Guineat bases. All b)100(
for these purp~oses would 1)e sup~pliedl by the 1)100( bank ait Ilollandhiat and the
dlepot, ait Biak. If the ship~s departedi from Ilollandia, the 1)100( would be
placed ab)oard thein there. Blood would 1)e flown from llollandia to Aitape
and to Noenifoor for the convoys departing from those points. Blood for
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onosleaving Sansapor would be flown from the depot at Biak. Con voys

which left l~eyte would carry blood from the Zone of Interior.

Implementation of Planning

The scope of the amphibious landingýs on Luzon was so vast that it was
impossible to set up a central distribution point, and the arrangemuents just
outlined had to be substituted. The blood was placed aboard shipjust before the
convoys departed. All clearing companies, portable surgical hospitals, field
hospitals, evacuation hospitals, hospital ships, and cargo LST's with medical
officers aboard had fresh refrigerated whole blood with theni when they left
for the target.

At the beginning of the l~uzon operation, equalization of supply and
deemand furnished something of a problemn, which disappeared when better
liaison was established between the mainland and forward areas (27). By the
end of January, blood was being received at Leyte that still had 17 days of life.
It was therefore possible to forward the blood by ship and have it received on
Luzon with several (lays of life still left in it.

The first blood was flown into Luzon from Leyte 12 days after the invasion,
l)y medium bomlbers, before transport planes could land (18). The Luzon
experience suggested that in future operations it might be wise to plan that ships
and UST blood banks supply forces ashore for about 14 days; after that time,
air transportation could be relied on.

When the system was finally established smoothly, it was considered ideal
(28). Blood shipped from Guam on requisition went to Tacloban, on Leyte,
where Captain Thorpe screened each shipment before it was placed under
refrigeration. Blood for local distribution was stored in a 350-cu. ft. refrigerator
at the 34th Medical Depot. Blood for Luzon was placed in a stationary refrig-
erator, provided by the Quartermaster Refrigerator Co., whose 4,300-cu. ft.
capacity assured a minimum temperature change when the door was opened.
The temperature was maintained at 380 to 430 F. (3.5° to 6V C.). Three
refrigerating units were used, so that, if one failed, the others could operate
while repairs were being made.

Before the blood was placed in the refrigerator, each box was opened, the
blood was examined, and the amount of ice in the cylinder was noted. The
expiration (late of the blood was written on the outside of the box. The blood
was refrigerated with the lid of tile box propped open, to allow the temperatures
inside and outside to equalize and thus to insure a stable temperature while the
icebox (loor, were opened and closed. Each iox was re-iced before issue.

Supply was controlled by radiogram to the Island Command, Guam.
The bank at Leyte operated on a 24-hour b)asis for distribution, and arrange-
mnents were ma(le with the signal center that all messages concerning blood were
reported immediately, by phone, to the ha .k. Shipments could thus be mnoved
at once. Radio notification of the arrival of the blood, and the use of couriers
whenever there might be any delay en route or at the receiving end, insured
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the arrival of the blood in good condition because refrigeration had been main-
tained and the boxes re-iced as necessary during transportation.

When necessary, emergency items were requested by radio or telephone
and were dropped over the frontlines, often within a matter of minutes, from
artillery liaison planes. Recovery was almost 100 percent satisfactory, and
even such delicate items as plasma and blood were received in good condition
(29).

Plasma was in ample supply and well used (figs. 127-131). The first
direct issue of blood in the Manila area was by the 15th Medical Supply Platoon
(Aviation) on 11 March 1945. The initial supplies were obtained from Leyte
via Base M (San Fernando, La Union). Later shipments were made directly
from Leyte to the Nielson Airfield in Manila.

The average daily issue during March to units in the area was 125 pints
(30). During April, the daily issue ranged from 160 to 175 pints, and, for the
next 3 months, it averaged 175 pints. When casualties began to drop as heavy
fighting on Luzon ceased, any blood not utilized before the expiration date was
transferred to the Philippine Island Civil Affairs Unit, for use in civilian
hospitals. All blood supplied during this period originated in the Zone of
Interior.

IWO JIMA

The Iwo Jima operation, which lasted from 19 February to 16 March 1945,
was a Navy-Marine operation (18, 31).

OKINAWA

Planning

When Colonel Kendrick was appointed Consultant in Blood and Shock to
Col. Frederic B. Westerfelt, MC, Surgeon, Tenth U.S. Army, on 14 March
1945, it was only 5 days before the Army sailed for the invasion of Okinawa.
Little additional planning was possible at this time, but he was able to see that
the ships that went to Okinawa from Saipan were loaded with all the blood
likely to be needed for the first stage of this operation, which was an Army-
Marine responsibility.

The plan for supplying blood for the Okinawa operation, which was
incorporated in the III Amphibious Corps Administrative Plan No. 1-45,
Annex Easy, was in essence as follows:

1. The Distribution Center at Guam would stock AH's (hospital ships) with suitable
quantities of whole blood and would also stock LST 929, which had been designated for
medical use by the Commander, Joint Expeditionary Forces.

2. APH's (transports for wounded) and APA's (transports, attack) were scheduled to
arrive at the target within the usable limits of the blood carried on the other ships.

3. At the target, LST 929 and AH's would act as a local distribution center for APH's,
APA's, PCE(R)'s (patrol craft, escort (rescue)), and LST's used for evacuating casualties.
They would also supply blood for the medical units ashore.
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4. As soon as practical, a temporary whole blood distribution center would be estab-
lished ashore and would take over the distributing functions of LST 929 and AH's which
had been used for this purpose.

5. The distributing center on Guam would supply the distributing center ashore with
adequate quantities of blood by air or by fast surface transportation. When hospitals were
established, they would receive their blood by air.

6. Personnel, refrigerators, flake ice machines, and other equipment would be supplied
to the temporary distribution center and LST 929 by ComServPac (Commander, Service
Force, Pacific). Personnel and equipment would be taken ashore in assault shipping as
soon as the landing force commander could arrange their transportation.

Implementation of Planning

The plans worked out perfectly. The Fleet drew its whole blood supply
in mid-March; some of it was due to expire late in March and the remainder
at various dates in early April. In the event that resupply would have been
necessary before regular channels of supply could be opened, 75 bottles of blood
were prepared to be dropped by parachute at some one of the Fleet refueling
stations. This did not prove necessary, though preliminary tests at Agana
Bay had proved that this method of delivery was entirely practical and did
not harm the blood dropped.

Blood was brought into the target area by eight AH's, LSV-6 (landing
ship, vehicle), and AGC-4 (amphibious force flagship), the U.S.S. Ancon.
The LST(H) 929 (landing ship, tank (casualty evacuation)), designated as the
distribution center afloat, arrived at the target on L-day. Because it was a slow ship,
it brought in no blood, but it received blood at once from LSV-6 and the U.S.S. Solace
(AH). Additional AH's arriving at 2-3 day intervals brought in about 1,700 pints per
ship. Any excess over the needs of the casualties on the AH's was transferred
to the LST(H) 929, which distributed blood to the seven other LST(H)'s and
the numerous APA's which had arrived.

LST 929 continued to act as the distribution center afloat until L+ 15,
when the blood distribution team set up by Colonel Kendrick was able to go
ashore and begin to function. Its arrival at the target had been delayed
because the ship on which it had been transported was damaged by a suicide
dive bomber and could not be unloaded at once. During this period, the
XXIV Corps received all the blood it needed from LST(H) 929 which was
lying off Beach Orange 2 in close proximity to it. Blood was supplied to the
III Amphibious Corps during the same period by transfer of blood from LST(H)
929 to LST(H) 951, which was conveniently located off Beach Yellow 2, near
Corps headquarters. When the III Amphibious Corps advanced north on
Okinawa, blood reached it from this LST(H), which went up daily to evacuate
casualties.

By L+20, about 12,900 pints of blood had reached the target by surface
carrier. Approximately 3,200 pints were retained aboard AH's, LST(H)'s,
and APA's for their own use.

The first blood, 200 pints, received by air, arrived on Okinawa on L+ 17.
The distributing center ashore (fig. 144) was set up at Yon-tan Airstrip, where
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stipplliI'5 fronti other ships l)4fore it could begin to funct ion as a (list ribution center, and this
dela .y, which madire thle LST(TI) 929 dependent on ot her ships. was respon~sib~le for some
de'lay atshore.

:1. API! s and APA's w~ere stocked w~ith varying quantities of blood at. tile assembly
p~oint, atifl certaini other ships were also wvell stocked. All of these ships couldi have drawni
blood, its they neveded it, front LST (II) 929, and it would be advisable to uise this plan in
future operations.

4. The plan called for All's as well as LST(II) 929 to act. as (list rilmut iig centers for
other ships. T'he All's carrlied sufficient blood( for this p~urp~ose, but no personnel had bween
designated to act as (listribution teamts or to keep adlequiate recordls of issues of blood. Local
(list rilmlt ion could be accomplished with less confusion if some designated LST acted as thle
other floating dlistrib~ution center andl was mtade responisib~le for issues of blood andl recordls
oif receipts and~ (listritiutiohi. If the shoreline in a future operation shouild be long, another
LST couild be dlesignatedl as a subdistribution ship, to supply half of the beachhead, but niot
to supply other ships. Because of this p)ossib~le necessity, two LST's should be provided
with reefers and[ ice machines. At O)kinawa, LST 951 supplied the Ill Amphibious Corps
and servedl as a supplIementary (distribution center.

a.The blood( (list ribu t ion team was dlelayed1 in going ashore because the V .S.S. .trhinar.
on which it traveled, sustained bombing (lamage. Since the teami was riot brought iii on the
LST(HI) 929., it provided no support for the dlistributioni activities on that ship. Hereafter,
tonin and equipment, should be transported oil thle LST which is to serve as a distribution
center, or on one, of thle LST's which accompanies it, so that the. teamt can maintain complete
control of b)100d (list ribut ion afloat, and ashore, part of the team remaining afloat onl the LST
until the distribuition center ashore is fuinctional.

61. C'onsiderable confusion was caused1 in medical installations ashore by lack of knowl-
edlge its to where blood ('0111( bie obtainued. In future operations, instrucetions should be
given by each corps to its medical installations concerning the location of thle distribution
center afloat. The officer in charge of the blood dlistrib~ution team shoumld notify each shore
p)art of the location of the floating center and the availability of blood fronti it.

7.The LST(lT) 929 did niot have facilities for dlelivery of blood( to the beach when
signaled by the shore party.

8. The e(l(uipmuent brouight ashore by thre distribuition teamu was riot comnpletely adlequate'.
The ice machine cou1ld niot be usedl because accessory p~arts were lacking. There was iio
provision for water for manufacturing ice and for removing latent heat. W~ater tanks,
piping, a water trailer, ai water puimp, and ot her suipplies couild be obtainied from Island
Command and NChI's (Navy construction battalions) before the center ashore ('0111( make
its own ice. In thle me'antime, it bad to obtain its ice from I.ST(Il) 929. Ani ice machine
with accessory cooling syste'm shouild be available for inmmedliate utse in future operations.

Another 2 '1Ytomi 6-by-6 truck to transport at third 1.50-cu. ft. reefer and1 a 250-gallon
water trailer should be made part of the equjipmevnt of distribution team~s.

9). While at (list riliutiomi teain provedl entirely capable of functioning as at blood supply
point tinder thle suieprvision of a hospital corps officer, it wvas considered imperative that a
me(dic'al officer he resp~onsib~le for the proper care' and use of blood. Ile couldi be iii charge
of the team or at~tached( to the mledic'al section of the Landing Force Commander's head-
(luarters. The secondl arrangemen(it would be more desirable, for it would give the offi'er
more latit iide in advising onl thle. proper use' of whole blood(.

Colonel Kenidrick made recommendations to cover these various points
and also recommended:

1.That the p~ersonnel of aill miedical installations assigned to an amphibious task force
be iliistruit(.( before (departure in the principles amid practices relating to the treatment of
shock mhid the p~rope(r use of whole blood(.
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2. That each field hospital supporting amphibious operations have attached to it four
shock teams, each consisting of a medical officer, a nurse, and two enlisted men. It would
thus be possible for two teams to he on duty each 12 hours.

TERMINATION OF AIRLIFT

As the campaigns in the Southwest Pacific decreased in intensity and then
were concluded, the quantity of whole blood needed and used decreased cor-
respondingly. The blood bank at Hollandia and the depot at Biak were closed
at the end of 1944, since planning for the invasion of Japan was predicated on
procurement of the major supply of blood from the Zone of Interior (p. 639).

The abrupt end of the Pacific war on 14 August 1945 caused an equally
abrupt change in the transfusion service. On 5 September 1945, the com-
manding generals of all base areas and commands were notified by Colonel Dart,
Deputy Chief Surgeon, U.S. Army Forces, Western Pacific, that shipments of
whole blood from the Zone of Interior would be discontinued onl or about 15
September and that thereafter blood must be obtained from local sources (32).
A blood bank had been established at the 19th Medical General Laboratory in
Manila to supply blood for hospitals in the Philippine Islands and would begin
to function on 15 September. 6 Instructions were given for the procurement of
blood from this source. The dating period for properly refrigerated blood was
set at 30 days. If a hospital needed only small amounts of blood, it should
collect it from local donors. Attention was called to the technical instructions
on the storage and administration of blood contained in Circular Letter No.
38, Office of the Chief Surgeon, USAFPAC (U.S. Army Forces, Pacific), dated
20 August 1945 (33).

The plan worked out very well. After shipments from the Zone of Interior
ceased, the blood bank at the 19th Medical General Laboratory in Manila took
care of the initial needs of the army of occupation and supplied the needs of
all U.S. hospitals in the Philippines as long as they were in operation. The
absence of opposition in Japan and adjoining territories soon relieved the blood
bank of the necessity of supplying blood for the armies of occupation.

STATISTICAL DATA

An accurate statistical analysis of the whole blood program in the Pacific
is almost impossible because of the circumstances under which many, perhaps
the majority, of transfusions were given. The figures to be cited should there-
fore be viewed as representing trends correctly but not accepted as precise data.

Supplies From the Zone of Interior

Final figures from the American Red Cross show the following shipments of
whole blood, group 0, to the Pacific (17):

a Although the delayed arrival of the 19th Medical 0eneral Laboratory made It Impossible to use It lor blood bank

vurpoaes, as had been planned, it served as a blood bank in Manila both before and after the Japanese surrender.
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Anmounta
1944 in units

November 16 --------------------------- 1,667
December ------------------------------ 8,265

1945
January ------------------------------- 10,575
February --------------------------- 20,576
March -------------------------------- 29, 215
April --------------------- -------------- 24,842
May ------------------------------- 41,558
June ---------------------.-------.-- 22,505
July ---------------....... . ..----- 8,029
August- --- --------------------- 11, 604
September 15 -------------- 2,719

Total-------------------------- 181,555

The wide variations in the monthly amounts, which reflect the varying
intensity of fighting, made for difficulties in maintaining collection schedules in
the Zone of Interior. The remarkable accuracy of the estimates, however, is
evident in the April 1945 report of the distributing center on Guam (24)1: In that
month, it was necessary, for the first time, to distribute excess supplies of blood
to general and other hospitals in the bases, instead of sending it forward to
combat zones.

Oversea Supply and Distribution

The following general data, which are incomplete and inaccurate because
of the circumstances (p. 455), are available for the supply and distribution of
blood in the Pacific:

4,260 units (2,130 liters) to U.S. Army bases in New Guinea and the Philippine
Islands by the Australian Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service between January 1944 and
February 1945 (p. 586).

2,597 units to U.S. bases in New Guinea, the surrounding islands, and the Philippine
Islands by the whole blood bank at the 27th General Hospital, Hollandia, New Guinea,
between September and December 1944.

88,728 units to U.S. bases in the Philippines by the blood distribution center, Leyte,
Philippine Islands, between December 1944 and September 1945. All of this blood was
received from the Zone of Interior via Guam (23, 34).

2,145 units to U.S. bases in the Philippine Islands by the blood bank at the 19th
Medical General Laboratory, Manila, in September and October 1945, when these tabula-
tions were concluded.

As the result of planned indoctrination combined with the availability of
preserved whole blood, the use of blood in all forward installations in the
Southwest Pacific increased steadily (35). There were few medical officers
who did not eventually realize that lost whole blood can be replaced only
by whole blood. The value of massive transfusions was also universally ap-
preciated, and it was not uncommon to encounter patients in rear hospitals
who had received from 5,000 to 7,000 cc. within a few hours after wounding.
The blood supply was originally on the basis of 1 pint of blood per casualty
but frequently much more blood was used. In one series of 6,807 casualties
treated surgically, 10,242 units of blood were used, and by the end of the war
a ratio of 1.5:1 was the rule.
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While accurate total figures are not available, certain comparative statistics
are significant:

The first report for U.S. Naval Whole Blood Distribution Center No. 1
on Guam, from 19 November to 24 December 1944 (22), showed that 6,480
pints were received from the mainland: of which 5,041 pints had been dis-
tributed, 4,256 pints to Leyte, 288 pints to hospital ships and Fleet units, 48
pints to the 3d Marine Division, 128 pints to the 168th General Hospital,
40 pints for civil emergencies on Guam, 191 pints to three naval base hospitals,
and 14 pints to the U.S. Naval Air Base Dispensary. In addition, 76 pints
had been discarded for causes not connected with outdating.

The April report from the Guam distribution center (241) showed 5,663
pints of whole blood on hand on 1 April and 25,760 pints received during the
month from the United States. Of this amount, 12,568 pints were distributed
to the Philippine Islands and 15,916 to the Okinawa operation. By 30 April
1945, a total of 18,316 pints of blood had been distributed for the Okinawa
operation, of which 5,120 pints had been shipped by air. The remainder of
the blood flown to Guam, mostly in small amounts, went to hospitals in the
Marianas and on Guam, and to hospital ships and Fleet units. Included in
the April distribution was the blood (535 pints) that went to hospitals in the
Hawaiian Islands when casualties in the first stage of the Okinawa operation
proved fewer than had been anticipated (p. 624).

From L-6 to L+43, approximately 25,444 pints of blood were supplied
for the Okinawa operation, 12,900 by surface carrier and the remainder by air
(31). During this period, there were 23,681 casualties, including killed in
action, wounded in action, missing in action, and nonbattle casualties. The
ratio of 1 pint of blood per casualty admitted to field hospitals, which had been
established in the Mediterranean and European theaters, was thus exceeded in
the Okinawa operation, one reason being the kamikaze suicide bombings.

Between 1 April and 21 June 1945, approximately 40,000 units of blood
were received by the various hospitals and other medical installations operating
on Okinawa.

Losses

Considering the circumstances in the Pacific, it is remarkable that the
losses of blood were so small. They were chiefly due to hemolysis, breakage,
failures of refrigeration, and outdating.

Hemolysis.-Early in the operation of the airlift, it was well established
that bottles of blood which would become hemolyzed would be in that state
on their arrival at Guam, where they could be screened and discarded as
necessary (p. 607). It was also found, in the Pacific and elsewhere, that blood
could undergo considerable movement without hemolysis.

In the total shipments, excessive hemolysis before the outdating period
was reached occurred in less than 5 percent of the flasks. The single serious
complaint in respect to this change came from the 2d Field Hospital, which,
on one occasion, found 80 percent of its stock hemolyzed. While the precise
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cause was never determined, the miost plausible explanation was a break in
refrigeration technique.

Breakage.- -Breakage was remarkably infrequent. Lieutenant Brown
reported no instance of breakage in the blood received at Guam between 25
December 1944 and 31 March 1945, and Captain Thorpe made the same
statement in his 4 July 1945 report from the Leyte bank.

Failure of refrigeration.-The chief losses from refrigeration failures
were in forward hospitals and, for the most part, in hospitals in which the
control of blood was not the responsibility of a single medical officer with
training in this field. Faulty refrigeration, with temperature fluctuations
and storage at too high temperatures, was the chief cause of loss of blood by
hemolysis. Base units reported only small losses because of incorrect re-
frigeration. This would be expected, for they had good refrigerators and ex-
perienced mechanics to maintain them.

Outdating.-The blood that combat medical units carried with them to
the target always was loaded at the latest possible date, so that the expiration
date would not be exceeded before a new supply could be flown in; this was
not possible until airstrips were secured. Invasion forces went ashore with
supplies of blood adequate for all estimated casualties. Most of the losses-
many unrecorded--probably occurred at such times. There was no alternative,
however, to the provision of blood on the basis of possible needs. Resupply
was on the basis of actual needs; automatic resupply would have occasioned
far heavier losses than those that, occurred.

The bank at Leyte was at first supplied with blood with only 10 days of
life remaining in it, the fresher blood being given to Fleet combat teams.
As supply and demand equalized, the bank at Leyte was supplied with fresher
blood. It was kept stocked at all times with 3-4 days' supply, to provide
for emergency requests and to guard against failure of supplies because of bad
flying weather. Not much blood was lost by outdating, and, according to
Captain Thorpe, there was never a time during the operation of this bank that
blood was not available for issue.

The dating period for all banked blood in the Pacific, including the blood
collected locally, was set at 21 days. There was some discussion in the spring
of 1945 about extending the shelf life to 28 days, but no formal action was
taken.

The report of the center on Guam for June 1945 showed total losses du-
to aging in 1945 as 3.6 percent, 2.9 percent for the first quarter and 4.3 percent
for the second. During this period there were only three occasions when supply
and demand were not well balanced; in January, in preparation for the
Luzon invasion; in April, in preparation for the Okinawa invasion; and in
June, when there was an unexpectedly rapid cutback of requirements in the
POA and SWPA. On all of these occasions, more blood was ordered than was
needed for the combat forces, but most of it was used in hospitals to the rear.

The total losses from aging were probably somewhat higher than these
figures suggest because they take incomplete account of losses in hospitals,
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particularly the forward hospitals which required only small amounts of blood
at irregular intervals but which had to carry a stock large enough for possible
emergencies (36).

The use of blood beyond the 21-day limit set was not recommended, but
the dating period was occasionally exceeded when the choice lay between
outdated blood or no blood at all. Lives were undoubtedly saved as a result.
At one time, when the 7th Portable Surgical Hospital received a heavy influx
of casualties, it used a considerable amount of outdated blood with no reactions
(37). Two casualties, each of whom received more than 4,000 cc. in a 36-hour
period, showed no ill effects, though all of the blood used was outdated from 14
to 20 days (37).

CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Indoctrination

When Colonel Kendrick reached Hawaii on 25 November 1944, he went
on to Guam, and then, after discussions there with Lieutenant Brown, he con-
tinued on to Leyte, to discuss all aspects of the supply and use of whole blood
with medical officers in General Denit's office and with the Surgeon, Sixth U.S.
Army. At this time, there were no personnel in the POA who had the overall
responsibility of supervising the reception, storage, and distribution of blood
o: who had the authority to undertake these tasks.

Also, as might have been expected in the circumstances, there was no
general recognition of the importance of the liberal use of whole blood in battle
casualties. One of Colonel Kendrick's important tasks, and it was not a
particularly easy one, was the indoctrination of medical officers concerning this
modality. He had to convince officers of the Sixth U.S. Army, which had
been functioning effectively for several years without adequate supplies of
whole blood, that the new blood program had a great deal to offer them.
Many of them frankly told him that they had got along very well without it
and him. He also had to convince medical officers in an army that had never
had enough of anything that they could have all the blood they needed and
wanted simply by asking for it. His observations in the Mediterranean and
European theaters stood him in good stead, for he could bear personal testimony
to the feasibility and advantages of the plan he was advocating.

The acceptance of the blood program and the liberal use of whole blood
that followed (fig. 148) can be attributed chiefly to the vision and support of
the Consultant in Surgery, Sixth U.S. Army, Major Glenn. Without his
understanding of the problem, and without the high esteem in which he was
held by medical personnel in the Sixth U.S. Army, it would have been far more
difficult than it was to support this Army with the blood which it requim 2d.

As has been pointed out already, the arrival of the first shipment of blood
from the United States changed the whole face of the management of shock and
hemorrhage in the Pacific. Up to that time, the ratio of pints of blood to
casualties had been about 1:10. The ratio changed to 1:1, and later to 1.5:1.
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The comments of the Surgeon, Sixth U.S. Army, were particularly en-
thusiastic. The use of plasma in the restoration of blood volume in hemorrhage
and shock needed no comment on its merits, he wrote, but if hemorrhage had
occurred, only whole blood could meet the situation. Blood had been used
extensively as far forward as battalion aid stations. Given over a 24-hour
period, 5,000 cc. could completely change the appearance and outlook of a
critically wounded casualty. The use of whole blood in the Luzon campaign
had played a very significant part in reducing the mortality from serious wounds
and had also proved that massive transfusions early, followed by slower
transfusions, were much more efficacious than plasma. Finally, fewer reactions
were occurring with banked blood than had occurred with fresh blood collected
locally.

Numerous case reports were also cited that showed both the value of
whole blood and the success of the indoctrination in its use. One casualty,
for instance, with a ruptured arteriovenous aneurysm in the thigh, received
5 pints of blood immediately and another 5 pints over the next 12 hours.
By former methods of collecting and administering blood, lie could not possibly
have been saved. With banked blood immediately available, lie was brought
out of shock, hemorrhage was controlled, reparative surgery was done, and
both life and limb were preserved.

The Luzon Experience

The Luzon experience is typical of all later experiences with whole blood.
In this campaign, for the first time, blood was administered to all patients
with sever- and moderately severe wounds or with evidence of impending shock,
regardless of their status on admission. Those with no signs of shock received
2 pints of blood. Those in moderate shock received from 4 to 6 piats, run in
rapidly by gravity. Those in shock from severe hemorrhage sometimes received
as much as 10 pints in 90 minutes. One patient received 17 pints in 9 hours.
In severely shocked patients, blood was often forced through cannulas into
several veins at once by multiple syringes or by pressure gravity techniques.
After observation of the results of these practices, it required little effort to
convince Sixth U.S. Army medical officers at headquarters or in the field of
the value of the whole blood program.

Whole blood was used in chest wounds with the usual precautions against
overhydration. It was given liberally in wounds of the abdomen and of the
extremities. Its postoperative usc was found to be an effective way to prevent
wound disruption. Casualties coming from forward hospitals often suffered
from hypoproteinemia, and the liberal use of blood and plasma, supplemented
by early high-protein feedings, helped to prevent this complication.

Blood w~is also used as necessary on the medical service. Several patients
with aplastic anemia received 20 pints or more before evacuation.

717-409'--C-4-4:,
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Techniques of Administration

Data concerning the practices used in the administration of whole blood
in Pacific hospitals were reported ini the ETMD for March and April 1945 (35).
The container was inverted and agitated gently until the cells had returned to a
state of uniform suspension in the plasma. The blood was given either cold
as it was taken front the refrigerator or after it had stood at, room temperature
for a short time; it was never warmed to body temperature. When it, was
given rapidly, it was preferable that it be at. environmental temperature.
When it was given over a :10- to 90-minute period, the temperature seemed
unhnportant.

The time required to administer a unit of blood wits widely variable.
When pressure was exerted by use of the bulb on a Baumanometer or by some
other means, a pint. could be given in 5 to 10 minutes. A transfusion could
be given rapidly muder minimal pressure if a cannula was tied into the long
saphenous vein. The intrasternal route was occasionally used. When a
casualty was in severe shock, two transfusions could be run into different veins
at a rapid rate. As soon as bleeding was controlled and the blood pressure
returned to a satisfactory level, the rate of administration was decreased, and
the blood was given just, rapidly enough to keep the pressure near that level.

Difficulties originally experienced with filtration of the blood soon dis-
appeared with improvements in the filter. There were some complaints because
it was not possible, with the sets used, to see the blood dripping through a
glass adapter, but the objection was not considered significant when a filter
wis usedi which did not clog.

PLASMA

The story of plasma in the Pacific is much the samoe as its story in other
theaters. Before whole blood was available, many casualties who clearly
needed whole blood were given plasma; some receivedl as much as 10 to 14
bottles over a l)eriod of a few hours. Once whole blood became available
and its correct use was comprehended, plasma was use(l on the proper
indications.

In his report to The Surgeon General on his survey of blood requireiwlents
and supplies in the Pacific in July 1944, Colonel Kendrick stated that he and
Captain Newhouser had found adequate supplies of plasma in all areas (10).
Some of the packages were 21'. years ohl, but plasma, distilled water, and in-
travenous equipment were still intact land uncontaiminateed, and there was no
apparent deterioration of the rubber tubling or stopper. The few reactions
reported after plasina transfusions were apl)arentvly urticarial. Medical
officers were enthusiastic about thlie change to the 500-cc. package.

On land, plasma was reconstituted in b~attalion aid stations, carried
forward, and administered as splints were applied before t lie casualty was moved.
In thick jungle country such -s on Biak, where it often took S hours to move a
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casualty 4 miles by litter, the use of plasma before and during evacuation was
often lifesaving.

The use of plasma both afloat and ashore was greatly extended by training
Army and Navy corpsmen to prepare and administer it. Aboard ship, naval
medical officers depended upon these well-trained men to administer most of
the plasma given. The ability of enlisted men to master the intravenous
technique was sometimes underestimated. They learned readily, and some
technicians, who had not been trained, administered plasma for the first time
under fire simply by following the instructions on the container.

The following instances illustrate the importance of giving enlisted personnel
such training:

A seriously wounded man lay in a depression in the direct line of fire of an
active Japanese machinegun. To leave him without treatment would have
risked his going into irreversible shock. To move him would have meant
certain casualties for the litter squad. A staff sergeant, who was later awarded
the Silver Star medal for bravery, crawled out to him, dressed his wounds,
splinted a fracture, and then administered three units of plasma to him by
lying by his side and elevating the bottle of plasma with one hand (38).

Five men in a command post about an hour's litter carry from a battalion
aid station were seriously wounded by a short 81-mm. mortar. An enlisted
technician on the spot prepared five units of plasma, suspended the bottles by
forked sticks in the ground, and had the last infusion flowing before the first
was complete.

Many lives were saved because enlisted technicians with supplies of plasma
were assigned to companies carrying out flanking attacks in the jungle and
operating apart from the battalion.

OTHER REPLACEMENT AGENTS

Serum albumin was available in the Pacific but Captain Newhouser and
Colonel Kendrick found that it was not widely used, either ashore or on ships,
for several reasons: Many medical officers had never heard of it; the circuni-
stances did not favor rapid dissemination of information. No extensive
educational program had been carried out concerning it, and plasma, which
had been the subject of careful indoctrination, was universally available and
had proved extremely satisfactory. The necessity for using additional fluid
with albumin was a distinct disadvantage, for dehydration was a real entity in
troops fighting in the Pacific areas.

Many hours were spent on hospital ships and in other Army and Navy
installations instructiing medical officers on the availability and use of serum
albumin. It was also pointed out that it need not be stored in refrigerators, in
which it was being kept in all the storehouses visited.

Almost nothing was known in the Pacific about immune globulin, fibrino-
gen, thrombin, and fibrin foam.
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All intravenous preparations and equipment examined were found ill good
condition, although some of the tubing bad been exposed to temperatures from
850 to 1100 F. for 18 months.

CONCLUSIONS

Once the program to supply blood to the Pacific from the mainland had
been instituted, there was never a shortage of blood in these areas. At times,
when the weather was bad and supplies on hand did not exceed 24-hour require-
ments, some concern was felt, but, as in the European theater, the blood never
failed to arrive when and where it was needed. Had Operation OLYMPIC
(p. 639) been carried out and the estimated 500,000 to 600,000 casualties come to
pass, there is little doubt that sufficient blood would have been provided for all
their needs. In one operation out of four, said the May 1945 report of the
distribution center at Guam (36), in reference to the early stages of the Okinawa
operation, "we had too much too early but in none, including the other phases
of the Okinawa operation, to date did we ever have too little too late." That
statement continued true until the end of the war.

The experience of the airlift of blood to the Pacific and the handling and
use of blood there proved a number of points:

1. That it is perfectly practical to collect blood in the Zone of Interior and
deliver it safely to a theater far removed from the point of origin. It was not
unusual for blood to be collected in the United States, sometimes in cities as far
inland as Chicago, and to be used in places as remote from the point of collection
as Okinawa within 6 days after it had been collected.

2. That a theater transfusion officer, with his staff, attached to the office of
a theater surgeon and given the proper authority and resources, can keep a
combat force adequately supplied with blood. This is true, however, only if
the resources made available to this officer include the staff, personnel, and
equipment necessary to collect, process, and deliver whole blood to all medical
installations in the theater.

3. That in dealing with a commodity such as blood, which has only a brief
life and which is easily contaminated and rendered not only useless but danger-
ous, handling and distribution must be the responsibility of medical officers and
other personnel trained in this particular specialty. For the reasons just stated,
blood cannot be handled efficiently or safely through conventional supply
channels.

4. That collection of blood from base troops is necessary to insure adequate
supplies of fresh whole blood in the event that transportation from the Zone of
Interior is impossible because of adverse weather. Iocal collections are also
useful in buffering the wide fluctuations in the amounts required from the Zone
of Interior. It was very difficult for the Red Cross to regulate its schedule so
as to bleed no donors one day and 2,000 the next, and then to drop from 2,000
to almost none again on very short notice.
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5. That the delivery of blood over great distances and its distribution to
to widely dispersed medical units on separate land masses require coordination
and timing of a high degree. The experience on Okinawa proved that in island
operations, in which blood must be carried ashore with landing forces, it is
essential that a trained medical officer, with experience in the handling of blood
be given the responsibility for prior planning, for distribution, and for resupply,
and also be given the resources necessary to discharge his duties. All the blood
used at Okinawa came, via Guam, from the United States, 8,000 miles away.
With the dating period set at 21 days, it required careful timing to guarantee
adequate quantities of blood with mininmum wastage from outdating. That the
project was accomplished so successfully was due to (1) a highly efficient blood
supply system extending from the Zone of Interior to Okinawa and (2) to the
assignment of a trained transfusion officer who was responsible for planning,
supply, and distribution, and for the proper clinical use of the blood once it
had reached the target.

As these conclusions indicate, perhaps the most essential factor in the
efficient operation of a transfusion service is the assignment to the office of the
theater surgeon of a trained transfusion officer, whose responsibility is overall
supervision of the transfusion teams and liaison between hospitals, teams, and
the source of blood in the Zone of Interior.

OPERATION OLYMPIC

Just before the end of the campaign on Okinawa, at the suggestion of Col. I.
Ridgeway Trimble, MC, Consultant in Surgery, SWPA, General Denit invited
Colonel Kendrick to Manila to plan the blood program for the invasion of
Japan (Operation OLYMPIC). It was interesting that even at this late date,
certain medical personnel in the SWPA, while fully recognizing the urgent need
for whole blood, doubted that all that was regarded as necessary for the invasion
of Japan could possibly be supplied.

The essentials of the plan developed for Operation OLYMPIC were as
follows (39):

1. Whole blood would be flowni under refrigeration by an Army-Navy airlift from the
Zone of Interior to Guam. All requisitions would clear through this center.

2. Accessory distribution units would be set up in Manila and on Leyte and Okinawa,
each to be operated by a well-trained and well-equipped distribution team.

3. Initial supplies of blood would be provided by the Manila center. The center at
Okinawa would be responsible for resupply by surface carrier, air, or both means.

4. The blood supply at the target would be provided initially by LST(H)'s designated
as blood distribution centers afloat. As soon as possible, blood distribution teams would
be put ashore at each of the target areas.

Detailed descriptions were given of personnel, equipment, function of the
centers, and other matters.
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Blood would be provided for Operation OLYMPIC as follows:

1. A consultant or other responsible medical officer wouldI be attached to I SA Fl'C as~
oflicer-in-chiarge of the transfusion service.

2. The two Army transfusion teams onl duty in Saipan would be requested front the(
Commnandinig Gvneral, POA. One team would be assigned to Manila, to "'rve as a distribu-
tion teami and, when necessary, as a blood( collecting team. The other would serve inl
Okinawa as., a collecting team andl would be prepared to furnish distribution personniel to go
forward to the target areat onl call if one of thle teamis at that point should he incapacitated.

31. Three Navy distribution teamis would be attac'hed to the Sixth U.S. Army, onc to go
in) with each assaul't force. These teamis wouildi be transported to the target onl the( LST(H1)'s
dlesignatedl as blood dlistribution points afloat and would function onl them uintil they went
ashore. The( center ashore would be centrally located, to supply b)oth installations ashore
andI ships afloat.

41. Onet( LST(ll) would serve as at bl1ood distribution center at each target. It should be
provided with adIequate reefer sp~ace for the necessary amounts of blood( and should also be
p~rovidled with an ice machine. If the( beachhead were wide, each LST(LI) might need to b)e
supported by othe'r LST(II) 's servinig as subsidiary blood distribution lpoints, but all blood(
should bv' obtai ned from thle dlesignated w~hole blood( dlistribuItionI center afloat.

5. D elivery of 1)100( to indlividlual hospitals would he a uniit function. If the LST(lI)
servinig as; the dlistribuItion ce'nter afloat were onl thle beach, the supply of blood( to shore units
would he simlplifiedI. If it were offshore, transp~ortation of the blood( should be by1w LVP's
(landing craft, vehicle, p~ersonnel) at the direction of the dlistrib~ution tearit aboard the
LST(11). Arrangemenvts should be mnade for flash signals for notification of the( neved of
blood( oil the heach.

Blood requirements for the invading Armny and( Marine troops were
estimiated att 1.5 pints per casualty and on tile assumption that 80 percent. of all
casualties arriving inl forward hospitals would require blood. For the first
15 days of the invasion, 7,780 casualties would require 11 ,670) pints of blood.
Tfle respective cumulative figures for the first:30 dlays would be 18,060 casualties
and1( 27,0)90 pints; for the first 60 (lays, 44,725 casualties and 67,087 pints; and
for the first 120 dlays, 99,948 casualties and 149,922 pints.

Tfo insure adlequate supplies, enough blood should be carried1 ashore
initially for at 5-day period; this plan would require 6,000 pints of blood, 2,000
p~ints to be loaded with each assault force. After the first 5 days, resupply
Would diep~end uponl placing distribution centers ats close to thle targret ats possible,
the availability of surface andl air transp~ortation, and maintenance of anl 211-
equate flow of blood from Guamn to the distribution centers tit the target.
Because or time short 111111, it would be most dlesirab~le to utilize the distribution
center tit Okinawa for the resupply of blood until airstrip~s were available.
Thlis center should be familiar with tile total 1)1oo( requiremients for Operation
OLYMIPIC , and1( reqjuests fromt tile talrget area should be addressed to it.

The officer in charge of thle transfusioni service should work oult at tablle
showing tile liillount oIf blood required, the dates it iiiust arrive, and the pointis
ait wihichi it sho0uld ibe dieliveredl from Guamn. Lieutenant Brown tit Guani
should hlave tbiis in~formlat ion ait least 12 (lays b~efore tile blood wouldl be
needed tit tile loadinlg poinlts. Thiis int erval would aillow tile (centers on thle
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mainland to step up their program to meet requirements. It would take from
4 to 6 days to accumulate the 6,000 pints of blood needed for the first stage of
the operation.

Critique

Tle plan just outlined was presented to General Denit in sufficient time for it
to be approved in his office and sent to the Office of The Surgeon General, so
that Maj. John J. McGraw, Jr., MC, then serving as his special representative
on blood and plasma transfusions, could comment on it in the light of his
experience in the .Mediterranean theater.

Major 'McGraw found the plan excellent and noted that there were II
centers in the United States capable of supplying whole blood at tile rate of
2,300 or more units per day 6 days a week (40). He considered the plan for a
consultant at Headquarters, USAFPA(, charged with the overall responsibility
for the transfusion service, to be an essential part of the program. He also
emphasized again that blood distribution must not be a function of Medical
Supply but the responsibility of blood distribution teams which were trained
to handle it..

Major McGraw also made the following comments:
1. Blood should not be used after 21 days. At that time, high-titered

group 0 bloods must be considered dangerous for A, B, and AB recipients.
2. The teams assigned to operate the two distribution centers were prob-

ably not large enough for the collection, processing, and delivery of significant
amounts of blood. It was suggested that they be replaced by the type 2
blood transfusion teams (listed NB under T/O&E S-500), which consisted of 5
officers (2 MC, 3 SnC) and 26 enlisted men.

3. The Navy distribution teams attached to assault forces should be re-
placed as soon as possible by Army teams, so that all personnel dealing with
blood would be under the control of the consultant on transfusion at Head-
quarters, USAFPAC.

4. 'he plan of making each hospital responsible for picking up its own

blood, by the ambulances bringing patients to hospitals, was considered a
hit-or-miss proposition. It was recommended instead that distribution teams
make regular rounds to all hospitals, delivering blood 1as needed and picking up
blood nearing its expiration (late for delivery to more active units.

These comments were made on 4 August 1945, just 10 days before the
cessation of active fighting, which made unnecessary any further action on the
blood program for the invasion of Japan. rhey were also, Colonel Kendrick

noted later, made by an officer whose experience with the supply of whole
blood, although very extensive, did not include the ship-to-shore operations
required in tihe Pacific areas. (Colonel Kendrick considered having hospital
ambulances carry t heir own 1)1o4d supply almost the heart of the program in
this sort of warfare in its initial stages.
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CHINA-BURMA-INDIA THEATER

National Blood Programs

The first blood bank in India was organized in Calcutta, at the School of
Tropical Research, in 1925 (41). When the war broke out in 1939, a trans-
fusion service was set up here for the Indian Army, and another center was
opened in Lahore. When Japan entered the war and Burnia was occupied, the
blood program was expanded into most of the major Indian cities, to provide
blood for both civilian and military use. All of these centers operated under
Government control, but each used techniques to fit the local situation. When
they were opened, a Government-sponsored educational program was launched,
to overcome the superstitious fears of the polyglot Indian people about giving
blood.

Blood was processed into serum in several large cities, and a limited amount
of dried plasma was produced in Calcutta. The expansion of the program was
hampered by lack of equipment and by long delays in procuring it.

China had no organized blood or plasma program. In 1943, the American
Bureau for Medical Aid to China undertook the training of technical personnel
in a special donor center in Chinatown in New York. The idea was that this
group would be sent to China, as a pilot group to train other technical personnel,
who would establish additional centers to bleed donors supplied from military
sources. The plan had a limited success.

Blood and Plasma Supplies

When U.S. troops reached India, a basic supply of dried plasma was for-
warded to them by air. Maintenance was on the basis of 100 units per month
for each 10,000 troop strength. Supplies of plasma were practically always
adequate, and it served the same useful purpose that it did in other theaters.
Unfortunately, it frequently had to be used when blood would have been more
desirable.

The blood bank set up at the 20th General Hospital at Margherita, Assam,
in May 1943, also served the 14th and 73d Evacuation Hospitals and all their
substations which were accessible by motor transport (42). Wet plasma was
also provided, and some serum (figs. 149 and 150). The blood was collected
under aseptic precautions by a semiclosed method. It was citrated when it was
to be used for whole blood or plasma but not when it was intended for serum.
The blood had a shelf life of 10 days. At the end of this time, the plasma was
withdrawn and the cells were discarded. No centrifuge was available, so when
plasma or serum was to be processed, separation took from 3 to 5 days. The
citrated blood, wet plasma, and serum were stored in electric refrigerators of
6-cu. ft. capacity.

When blood first became available, combat injuries were not numerous,
and its chief use was for patients with malaria and dysentery, who often were
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.1' IE.v: 1-19.-Stored blood( and plasma at. 20th General Hlospit al, Ledo0,
Sept ember 19)44. I .S. blood and plasma are onl the right,, andl Clhinese
blood( oil the left.

inl at serious state of shock. ata] for civilianl-I vpe traultllltiati inljunesi'. Wh~exi
(OII1 bat casuazltijes -wer'e t reatedl, thle iti(Iicat ionls for rtimsfusion were the sanme
as ill othe lit'heatters (fig,. 151).

Malaria in Donors

'The blood( of ever- (v01101', wvhet her Atiericati or Chiinese. Nviis exatitined for
21i11ia ad it K111ti test Was al1so Performied . If (eit her react ionl were positive,

thle (oloat lOll was usedl for p)iastli. which was kept ili the refrigrerator for 14
(Illw ' IAS efore it wals used. Iii formititionl (issetil taltedl bYV tile I tidiati Medical
D~irectorate ait New D)elhii was to tilie effect i lint fleilher the storag"e of blood( lit

IOw% tlet]i perat tires tiortilie add(1it ion of quiltimev 11ot N lepaicri tie ((ltitilact'ite hiyd ro-
chloride) ill vitro in a1le in a11-lan-inlfected b)lood saife for t rtisfusioti (43). If
Wholoe blo00d luild to b~e sectured inl itialariouls aleals. (ollotrs shold~i( be selected
Wvio110hd110 no lst or ,vof fratik at t acks, who had had tio recetit sytllptotiis, wh~ose
spleens wvere tiot etlhit'gedl and whose thick filmts were tileg.rtive.

717-409,-6 1
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CHAPTER XVIII

Reactions to, and Complications of, Blood and
Plasma Transfusions

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is still true (in 1962) that, whenever large numbers of transfusions are
given, reactions will occur, though on well-controlled services, they do( not
exceed 3 percent. It is also still true that sonie deaths will follow transfusions,
though tle number is smaller, in fact, than would occur if transfusions were
withheld.

At the onset of World Waar I1, reactions after transfusions were sufficiently
frequent to alarm even the most enthusiastic proponents of tile liberal use of
whole blood.' They were readily explained: Blood was usually collected by
an open system, and principles of sterility and of absolute cleanliness of the
apparatus were enforced in onl.y a limited number of hospitals. Many surgeons
were therefore wary about using blood at all. When it began to be used in
increasinkg amounts in the management of battle casualties, the pendulum
then swung to tile other extreme. Reactions were overlooked, and the wide-
spread and highly erroneous clinical impression grew up that. transfusion was
an innocuous procedure. The relatively easy availability of whole blood and
its widespread use brought in its train great benefits but it also brought in-
evitable misuse.

As more experience was gained and the risks of transfusion began to be
appreciated, there was another swing of the pendulum. The impact of severe
reactions on persons who had supposed that transfusion was without risk was
magnified, and blood was sometimes withheld when it should have been given.

The precise incidence of reactions after transfusions in World War II is
not known, for the major reason, already stated several tines, that the circum-
stances in which many, if not most, of them were given did not favor accurate
recording. Such statistics as 0do existt are also of somewhat dubious accuracy,
because the differential diagnosis of tile reaction was not always correct.
Many casualties who were transfused were already running high temperatures
and some were having chills. Some diagnoses were therefore made of reactions
which did not exist, while some probably went unrecognized.

The incidence of reactions varied from hospital to hospital but invariably
was smallest, in hospitals which practiced routine investigation of all trans-
fusion reactions as soon as they occurred. A critical appraisal of the findings,

I In 1940, Davis (M) collected from the literature 3,273 transfusions of "conserved" blood, with 13.8 percent of reactions.
lie did not include (inoinski's report on the use of f to 90-day old blood In six cases, with five reactions. All such com-
pilations, as D)avls noted, are open to question because criteria of reacilons vary.
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with correction of errors, went far toward tightening controls and preventing
recurrences.

A listing of the most common causes of transfusion reactions carries in
itself the method of preventing them. They include errors in typing, hemolysis
due to overaging, physical changes from failure of refrigeration or from storage
at lower or higher temperatures than the optimum, contamination, and the
presence of pyrogens.

In hospitals which used type-specific blood, transfusion of incompatible
blood could be avoided only by the most careful attention to techniques of
blood grouping, crossmnatching, and typing of donors and recipients; the use
of fresh, avid, high-titer typing sera, free from contamination, in adequate
quantities; the use of sufficiently heavy cell suspensions; and the performance
of the tests by experienced technicians. The plan of having the results of
typing and crossmatching checked and the tests repeated by different tech-
nicians was well worth the time it took. Indeed, many technicians learned to
develop a high index of suspicion when they observed any departure from
normal behavior in blood typing.

Another precaution, when it was practical, was to have the person who
would give the transfusion collect the blood from the laboratory, start the
transfusion, and remain with the patient long enough to be reasonably sure
that no reaction would occur or to cut off the flow of blood at once if signs and
symptoms did appear. One reason that this was a wise precaution was that
the amount of blood given seemed important in hemolytic reactions. Bordley
(2), for instance, reported that 5 patients who recovered after such reactions
received an average of 314 cc. of blood, while 10 who died received an average
of 565 cc. The functional capacity of the kidneys and the general condition
of the patients as always, of course, helped to determine the outcome.

The point to be emphasized in any discussion of reactions in World War I1
is that, while mass transfusions were given, mass reactions did not occur.
The number of reactions reported, in fact, was so small that generalizations
based on them seem scarcely valid. This important consideration should be
borne in mind in reading the following pages and reflecting upon the individual
case histories presented.

ALLERGIC REACTIONS

Of the three varieties of transfusion reactions, allergic, pyrogenic, and
heinolytic,2 allergic reactions were the most frequent and the least serious (3).
The) followed transfusions of whole blood and plasma and, occasionally, of
human serum albumin. They were presumably caused by a response on the
part of the recipient to allergens in the blood of the donor. The recipient was
sometimes sensitive to what a nonfasting donor had eaten. Passive transfer

2 Unless otherwise indicated, the clinical and laboratory material In this chapter is taken from War Department
Technical Bulletin (TB MED) 204, 24 Oct. 1945 (3).
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of sensitivity was also possible, the recipient showing an allergic response if he
came into contact with the specific allergen. For this reason, it was best not
to use individuals suffering from major allergies as donors.

Most allergic reactions took the forni of urticaria, which readily responded
to subcutaneous administration of 0.3-mg. doses of epinephrine. If urticaria
appeared, it was best to discontinue the transfusion unless the indications for
it were extremely urgent.

Serious allergic reactions took the form of angioneurotic edema or asthma,
both of which required immediate discontinuance of the infusion and prompt
treatment with epinephrine. Edema of the larynx was occasionally fatal.

It was a common experience in military hospitals to have few reactions
in the shock ward as compared with the number in the operating room and the
recovery ward, after several transfusions had been given. The interval be-
tween the infusions in these cases was too short for the reactions to be explained
by the Rh factor, and a more reasonable explanation seemed sensitization of the
patients to type 0 blood or to plasma protein which might have undergone
denaturization. The possibility of sensitization of humans to human protein
was the last of all explanations to be considered.

PYROGENIC REACTIONS

Historical Note

When sodium citrate was suggested as an anticoagulant in 1914, by sev-
eral observers at the same time (p. 218), it was at once blamed for the unde-
sirable and often dangerous chills and fever that followed direct transfusion.
Practical proof to the contrary was supplied in 1933 by Lewisohn, one of those
who had suggested the use of citrate, and Rosenthal (4). Scientific proof
went considerably further back. The possible role of distilled water in pyro-
genic reactions was demonstrated in 1923 by Seibert (5), who pointed out, in
her review of the literature, that its febrile potentialities had been established
by Billroth in 1865 and by Bergman in 1869. Hort and Penfold also made
observations on contaminated distilled water in 1911.

There were no chills in the first 17 transfusions given at Mount Sinai
Hospital in 1915, all by the same physician, who paid careful attention to the
preparation of apparatus and solutions (6). When multiple personnel began
to give blood, there were numerous reactions, 24 percent in one series of 365
transfusions (7). When transfusions were concentrated in the hands of eight
senior members of the house staff, the reaction rate fell to 13 percent.

The high rate of reactions after transfusion continued until Rosenthal ad-
vanced the theory that the preparation of the equipment used in its performance
was entirely too lax and casual. He was able to demonstrate that posttrans-
fusion chills were caused by foreign proteins introduced as extraneous matter
in distilled water or present in the tubing or other apparatus in the form of
altered proteins left from previous intravenous injections. Such matter
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would always be present unless the instruments were cleansed with the greaLest
care, immediately after use, by competent technicians, in a central room, with
no connection with the operating room or any other part of the hospital.

Such a room was set up, and the detailed technique outlined by Rosen-
thal, including the use of triple-distilled water, was instituted at Mount Sinai
Hospital on 1 October 1931. The results immediately proved his theory.
The previous year, there had been 9 percent of chills in 412 transfusions. In
the first year of the new setup, although multiple personnel gave the 477
transfusions, there was 1 percent of reactions. In the 6 months before the new
department was set up, the incidence of chills after transfusion with citrated
blood was 10 percent. In the first 6 months of the operation of the new de-
partment, there were no chills in 154 similar transfusions.

Although the use of triple-distilled water was not accepted in some quar-
ters, Lewisohn and Rosenthal's proof, published in 1933 (4), was too con-
clusive to be ignored. Their experience was always duplicated when their
technique was followed, though as time passed, it became clear that the use
of triple-distilled water was an unnecessary precaution. At Walter Reed
General Hospital, Washington, D.C., when the Research Division of the
Army Medical School took over the task of cleansing the equipment, the inci-
dence of reactions fell from 20 percent to 0.5 percent. All rubber tubing was
washed within an hour after use, with distilled water, which was forced through
it by a 50-cc. syringe or a large Asepto syringe. The tubing was then soaked
in 5-percent sodium hydroxide. The temperature of the water and the solu-
tion was not important. The equipment was put up in individual sets and
autoclaved immediately. The results here and elsewhere left no doubt that
the majority of posttransfusion reactions were pyrogenic and were the result
of improper cleansing of the transfusion apparatus, particularly the rubber
components.

World War II Experience

In World War II, the common errors leading to pyrogenic reactions were
as follows:

1. Insufficient cleansing of the rubber tubing, or the glass or metal parts,
or the entire equipment.

2. Delay in cleansing used sets, which permitted pyrogens to develop in
amounts that could not be removed by ordinary cleaning techniques.

3. Rinsing the equipment with supposedly pyrogen-free water that had
become contaminated.

4. Allowing properly cleaned and rinsed sets to stand for 4 hours or more
before sterilization.

The elaborate cleaning technique which was possible in civilian hospitals
proved completely impractical in combat circumstances. Transfusions could
never have been employed as universally as they were if disposable equip-
ment had not been developed and provided along with blood and plasma.
The incidence of pyrogenic reactions was invariably increased when hospitals
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insisted upon cleaning their own glassware and tubing instead of using the
sterilized sets furnished (8).

"Tie severity of the reaction depended upon the amount of pyrogen infused
and tile susceptibility of the patient. Symptoms and signs might start at any
time during or after the infusion, but most often occurred shortly after the in-
fusion had been completed. The reaction varied in severity from a slight to
an extreme temperature elevation (which was extremely dangerous if the pa-
tient was already running a high fever), with chills, cyanosis, and prostration.
The temperature usually returned to normal within 3 or 4 hours and fatalities
scarcely ever occurred.

TUhe prophylaxis of pyrogenic rea-tions was the use of properly cleaned
transfusion sets, or, better, the use of disposable equipment. The treatment
was immediate termination of the transfusion, for the principal reason that the
initial clinical manifestations of serious hemolytic reactions from the trans-
fusion of incompatible blood could not be differentiated from simple pyrogenic
reactions. Another reason was, as already pointed out, that the outcome of
the reaction depended upon the amount of pyrogenic substances introduced
into the bloodstream.

HEMOLYTIC REACTIONS

In 1942, Kilduffe and DeBakey (9) collected from the literature 43,284
transfusions, with 80 hemolytic reactions (0.18 percent) and 45 deaths (0.14
percent). Hemolvtic shock was the cause of death in 32 of the 45 fatal cases.
The figures leave no doubt that incompatibility reactions are the chief cause of
death after transfusion and vindicate the deision to use only 0 blood in the
massive transfusion programs set up in the Mediterranean and the European
Theaters of Operations, U.S. Army, and the Pacific areas in World War II.

At. the end of the war, as the result, of prewar knowledge and wartime
experience, the causes of hemolytic reactions could be listed as intravascular
hemolysis of incompatible donor cells, whether intergroup (A, B, 0) or intra-
group (Rh); intravascular hemolysis of recipient cells; intravascular hemolysis
of compatible donor cells; and transfusion of hemolyzed blood.

Hemolytic reactions, although relatively infrequent, were always serious,
and were always potentially lethal. On the other hand, there is no doubt that
many of the deaths classified as caused by transfusions in World War HI were
the result of the wound itself or of other causes not related to the use of whole
blood.

Reactions Due to Incompatibility

Clinical manifestationu.-The reaction to transfusion with incompatible
blood varied from patient to patient, perhaps depending upon the agglutinin
titer of the recipient's plasma. One patient might receive 500 cc. of incom-
patible blood and have no manifest reaction while another might have a severe
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reaction after only 20 to 50 cc. had been given. As a rule, symptoms appeared
after 100 to 200 cc. had been given.

There were two clinical components of the reaction, the immediate hemo-
lytic crisis and the later renal complications:

The initial clinical manifestations (hemolytic crisis) usually consisted of a
severe chill; pain in the lower back; a sense of substernal oppression; and, some-
times, nausea, vomiting, and involuntary micturition and defecation. After
an initial rise of blood pressure, a state of shock might supervene, with extreme
hypotension and a weak, fast pulse. After the chill, the temperature might
rise to 1050 F. Sometimes bleeding occurred from needle puncture wounds or
other exposed capillaries.

As a rule, the patient recovered from the initial reaction, though transfusions
of plasma or compatible blood might be required, and often, in a few hours, he
seemed completely well.

The first urine passed after the reaction was dark brownish-red, was posi-
tive for protein, and contained a few red blood cells and a fair number of pig-
mented casts. The benzidine test was also positive.

The initial reaction was seldom fatal, but after recovery from it, a number
of possibilities might come to pass:

1. There might be no further signs or symptoms other than a transient
bilirubinemia.

2. There might be transient oliguria, with nitrogen retention, the excre-
tion of large quantities of urine, and then recovery.

3. There might be persistent oliguria, with increasing nitrogen retention,
and death in uremia.

4. There might be oliguria leading to complete anuria, or there might be
complete anuria from the onset of the reaction. In either event, fatal uremia
usually occurred, although a few patients recovered after diuresis. An occa-
sional patient continued to retain nitrogen even after diuresis and died in
uremia.

Death from renal failure usually occurred in 4 to 10 days. If the patient
had received less than 250 cc. of incompatible blood, the chance for recovery
was usually good. If he had received 500 cc. or more, the prognosis was gen-
erally poor.

Pathologic process.-The characteristic autopsy findings in a death follow-
ing the transfusion of incompatible blood were limited to the kidneys. Except
for some swelling, there were no pathognomonic gross lesions. The most
striking microscopic observation was the presence, within the renal tubules, of
pigmented casts consisting of hemoglobin or degradation products of hemo-
globin, though mechanical occlusion of the tubules by hemoglobin casts was not
believed to be the principal factor in the fatality. Characteristically, the casts
occurred only in certain portions of the tubules; namely, the ascending limbs
of Henle, the distal convoluted tubules, and the collecting tubules. The dis-
tribution of the casts was irregular but not diffuse, and frequently only a small
proportion of the tubules were involved.
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Less conspicuous than the changes just described, but probably more inm-
portant, were the degenerative, sometimes necrotic, changes in the tubular
epithelium of relatively short segments of the ascending limbs of Henle and the
distal tubules. In the neighborhood of the more severely damaged segments,
the interstitial tissue often exhibited an inflammatory reaction, with a pre-
dominance of small round cells.

The changes in the tubules and their supporting stroma were usually most
evident in the zone between the cortex and the medulla. The glomeruli and
the proximal tubules; that is, the upper portion of the nephron, were usually
normal.

Pathogenesis.-A comprehensive clinical and experimental study of
hemoglobinuric nephrosis in traumatic shock by Mallory (10) (formerly Lieu-
tenant Colonel, MC), in 1947, eliminated a number of theories of causation.
Fatal renal insufficiency was not produced by the intravenous injection of
hemoglobin. Precipitation did not occur in the presence of either acid or
alkaline urine. The Van Slyke kidney could not be reproduced experimentally,
but when renal ischemia was produced, changes were observed ranging up to
necrosis of proximal tubules, though no significant changes occurred in the
lower nephron. Experimental pigment-formation could not be produced,
and there was no proof of a responsible toxic factor.

In Mallory's study of 60 fatal cases of battle injury, pigment excretion
was found in all the casualties, the amount of pigment nephropathy being
directly proportional to the severity of the injury. The evidence suggested
that, while renal insufficiency preceded all structural changes, it did not pro-
gress in the absence of pigment nephropathy. It was the lower nephron,
Mallory pointed out, not the upper, in which anatomic changes were present
in the presumed posttransfusion kidney. At the end of the war, therefore,
and afterward, the posttransfusion kidney remained an unsolved problem.

Diagnosis.-The clinical and pathologic picture just described, while
it might be caused by a transfusion of incompatible blood, might also be caused
by a variety of other conditions, including shock, crushing injuries, burns,
sulfonamide therapy, and possibly various combinations of these conditions.
The renal involvement that followed all of them could not usually be dif-
ferentiated from that resulting from the transfusion of incompatible blood,
and no doubt a number of deaths were charged to hemolytic reactions when
they were really due to some one of these other causes.

The following test, devised by the serology section of the 15th Medical
General Laboratory to differentiate hemolytic from nonhemolytic reactions
(11), came into rather wide use: Blood serum, drawn about 15 minutes after
the clinical reaction, was compared with the serum taken for crossmatching
before the transfusion. The presence or absence of hemolysis in the post-
transfusion specimen was compared with the same phenomena in the pre-
transfusion specimen.

This simple method proved very useful in indicating whether the reaction
was hemolytic and required a complete investigation, or was allergic and re-
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quired a recheck of the patient's history, or was pyrogenic and required an
investigation of the technique of preparing apparatus and distilled water.

If the posttransfusion sample contained free hemoglobin or bilirubin,
additional investigation was required. Another sample was withdrawn about
4 hours after the reaction and tested for bilirubin. If it was present, a search
for the cause was made:

1. The blood groups of the recipient and the donor were rechecked.
2. Crossmatchipg tests were rechecked.
3. The presence or absence of hemolysis was determined by centrifuging a specimen

from the donor bottle.
4. The Rh types of the recipient and the donor were checked. A recently transfused

Rh-negative patient might show a few Rh-positive cells, and this possibility always had to
be taken into account.

5. If the recipient was Rh- negative, the pretranstusion sample of serum was tested for
the presence of anti-Rh agglutinins.

6. If the donor was group A, B, or AB and had received group 0 blood, his serum was
titered against the recipient cells.

Treatment.-The immediate treatment of hemolytic crisis was stopping
the transfusion at the first sign of any adverse reaction. Plasma was used
if shock was present.

The mechanism of renal failure, as just stated, was never clarified during
the war, and its treatment therefore remained entirely empirical. It con-
sisted of any single one or a combination of the following methods: alkalini-
zation, splanchnic block, decapsulation of the kidney, blood and plasma
transfusions, and regulation of the fluid and salt balance. All of these methods
were empirical, and none of them was successful in any significant number
of cases. Fluid regulation, it should be emphasized, was always an individual
matter, for which no general rules could be stated.

Reactions Due to Intravascular Hemolysis of Recipient's Cells

Intravascular hemolysis of the recipient's cells could be caused t)y the
accidental administration of distilled water and by the use of high-titer group
O blood for A, B, and AB recipients.

At the Conference on Shock and Transfusion on 25 May 1945 (12), Maj.
(later Lt. Col.) Charles P. Emerson, MC, described a type of reaction in which
the presence of incompatible isoagglutinins in high-titer blood was manifested
by chills, fever, hemoglobinemia, and a rather persistent bilirubinemia.
Destruction of red blood cells by group 0 blood was first demonstrated in a
group A patient with severe leptospirosis, who was given a large amount of
plasma for 4 or 5 days and then a series of 0-blood transfusions for rapid,
progressive anemia. When the transfusions were over, every one of his own
cells had been replaced by transfused cells, but apparently not to his detri-
ment, for he survived. The observations in this case confirmed Ashby's
(13) earlier studies, which showed surprisingly large destruction of recipient
cells. Similar observations were made in five patients with severe burns,
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one of whom died on the fourth day. All had receivcd large amounts of plasma.
An ante mortem Ashby count in the fatal case showed that 96 percent of this
patient's red blood cells had been replaced by transfused cells.

Major Emerson's investigation also showed that the increased fragility of
recipient cells frequently noted after transfusion was particularly marked after
injection of high-titer 0 blood and after repeated transfusions of 0 blood or
pooled plasma (14). In discussing these observations, Brigadier Lionel E. H.
Whitby, RAMC, stated that the fragility curve is always increased after severe
burns, because of the external heat applied to the cells as they pass through
the burned area. The affected cells continue to be destroyed for many days
thereafter. Major Emerson found it hard to believe that, if the patient were
to survive, traumatized red cells resulting from a burn could possibly involve
an enormously high proportion of his blood.

Since the technique of titration varied from laboratory to laboratory, no
specific general rulings were made as to the upper limit of agglutinin titer
compatible with safety. It was simply recommended that some technique be
selected which would label all group 0 blood as having a high agglutinin content.
It was thought unlikely that such a proportion would be potentially dangerous,
but, in view of the fact that many casualties received multiple transfusions,
it was also thought that the titer for universal donor blood should be kept as
low as possible.

Reactions Due to Intravascular Hemolysis of Compatible Donor Cells

Hemolysis of compatible donor cells could occur promptly after transfusion
with blood which had been improperly handled; that is, it was overage or it
had been stored at incorrect temperatures. Unless the blood showed definite
in vitro hemolysis, results were seldom serious and there were often no subjec-
tive symptoms, though the transfusion was obviously of little benefit. When
the transfused blood was promptly broken down, there would be free hemno-
globin in the serum, which would shortly be converted to bilirubin, and clinical
jaundice might be evident.

Hemoglobinemia might be expected to have a deleterious effect upon the
kidneys of a patient in shock, and fatal anuria was reported after the trans-
fusion of hemolyzed blood.

The proper care of preserved blood and its careful examination before use
were all that was necessary to prevent these results.

European Theater

When Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Robert C. Hardin, MC, visited various hos-
pitals in the European theater in the late summer and early fall of 1944, he
found a considerable amount of confusion concerning transfusion reactions and
a great many untenable theories, which were little more than clinical impres-
sions (15). Furthermore, fatalities were being attributed to transfusions for
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no better reason than that the patient had been given blood. It was not realized
that a hemolytic transfusion reaction cannot be diagnosed by tissue study,
nor was it realized that intravascular heniolysis of incompatible blood is not
the only cause of hemoglobinuric nephrosis. In short, the reasoning was en-
tirely of the post hoc, ergo propter hoc variety-the patient had a transfusion;
the patient died; therefore, his death was due to the transfusion.

Studies in the European theater corroborated those in the Mediterranean
theater and confirmed the highly dubious role of transfusion in the etiology of
lower nephron nephrosis (16). In an investigation of a number of reports of
autopsies performed at the 91st Evacuation Hospital, Major Emerson found
cause to doubt the anatomic diagnoses of hemoglobinuric nephrosis. He
thought that tile renal changes demonstrated might well be due to prolonged
impairment of the renal blood flow, as the result of severe, long continued,
hypotension. The renal anoxia was probably further enhanced by the severe
anemia induced by massive plasma transfusions; by anoxia resulting from
impaired pulmonary ventilation; and, quite possibly, by diffuse intravascular
agglutination resulting from the injection of isoagglutinins, although this factor
could not be properly evaluated, since the patients' blood groups were seldom
noted on their records.

Most of these patients had been treated for oligemic shock. Their hypo-
tension had been prolonged. They had exhibited temporary oliguria and
albuminuria; reduction of the urinary pH; and, in an occasional case, excretion
of red blood cells and casts. In all but two cases, which ended fatally, these
findings were transitory, clearing within 24 to 48 hours after restoration of the
arterial pressure.

Case L.-In the first fatal case, the casualty, in addition to multiple intestinal per-
forations, had required nephrectomy for a severe lacerating renal wound. He had been in
a state of oligemic shock for 8 hours and had received 4,000 cc. of 0 blood during his first
10 hours of hospitalization. He died on the fifth day.

Case 2.-The second patient had multiple sucking wounds of the chest with severe
intrapulmonary hemorrhage. IHe had been in severe shock, as the result of hemorrhage,
anoxia, and marked oligemia, for 30 hours. His blood group was A, and he had received
4,000 cc. of 0 blood during the first 24 hours of hospitalization. He died on the ninth day.

Clinically, there was no sign of a transfusion reaction in either case, and
the Ashby count indicated no unusual degree of hemolysis of recipient cells.
The second patient developed severe hypertension on the sixth day. Both
patients exhibited oliguria progressing to anuria and uremia.

In the first case, necropsy showed eosinophilic granular casts of the distal
portion of the nephrons of the remaining kidney, which was edematous. The
diagnosis of hemoglobinuric nephrosis was consistent with the pathologic
picture described by Mallory. In the second case, there were also hemoglobin
casts in the renal tubules. It was Major Emerson's opinion that these post
mortem findings, even though hemoglobinuria was not demonstrated during
life, might be explained by diffusion of small amounts of hemoglobin through
the glomeruli of ischemic kidneys. Once the hemoglobin had gained entrance
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to the tubules, either insufficient reabsorption of water might occur, or the
filtration pressure of the urine might be so inadequate that any casts that
formed could not be dislodged. The benzidine test, in contrast to its efficacy
in other biologic fluids, was not entirely satisfactory for the detection of minute
amounts of hemoglobin in the urine, and small amounts might be regularly
overlooked. The free hemoglobin from which these casts were derived could
be either free hemoglobin in the transfused blood or hemoglobin derived from the
patient's own red cells hemolyzed by injected incompatible isoagglutinins. It
was assumed that the concentration required to free plasma hemoglobin might be
much lower than was ordinarily conceived.

Thus in the European theater, as in the Mediterranean theater, lower
nephron nephrosis .'emained an unsolved problem at the end of the war. From
the standpoint of this volume, the important consideration is the multiple
causes other than transfusion which could give rise to what was erroneously
called by many observers the posttransfusion or the transfusion kidney.

SPECIAL THEATER EXPERIENCES

Mediterranean Theater

There are no accurate reports of the reaction rate in transfusions accom-
plished with blood from the bank at Naples. An overall rate would be of little
significance as an index of the suitability of the blood provided: Each hospital
in the theater prepared its own recipient sets, and the bank, while it distributed
instructions for their proper cleaning and preparation, had no control over the
procedures. The incidence of reactions therefore varied from hospital to
hospital and was related to the efficiency with which the sets were cleaned and
sterilized (17).

Only once was there any serious question concerning the quality of the
bank blood. This was in May 1945, when a shipment of blood, all from one
bleeding center, resulted in 18 febrile reactions in three separate hospitals.
Four of the patients died, but in only two cases was the transfusion considered
the direct cause. Bacterial examination of two bottles from this shipment
revealed psychrophilic organisms which had probably gained entrance to the
blood because of incorrectly sterilized donor sets. There were no other deaths
and no febrile reactions attributable to the blood itself, though 78,329 units
had been distributed Up to the time of this survey (October 1944) (17).

In 1943, a number of febrile reactions at the 91st Evacuation Hospital were
attributable to the extreme difficulty experienced in cleansing the filters of the
recipient sets (18). Aside from the risk of reactions, the blood would not run
through the filters. Facilities for proper cleansing of transfusion equipment
were not available in forward hospitals, and, at this hospital, as at many others,
it had to be cleaned and sterilized in the operating room. None of the re-
actions was serious, and no hemolytic reactions occurred.
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British transfusion units in the Mediterranean theater included one set of
sterile equipment with each two bottles ot blood intended for forward hospitals.
Dispos-ible equipment from the Zone of Interior was received in the theater too
late to be useful. It would have been highly desirable, and some reactions
could have been avoided, if the Naples bank had been able to prepare trans-
fusion equipment to be supplied with the blood, but neither equipment nor
personnel were in the theater in sufficient. supply to permit such a plan.

European Theater

To clarify the confusion in the ininds of many medical officers about
transfusion reactions and the so-called transfusion kidney, Administrative
Memorandum No. 150 was issued on 27 November 1944, from the Office of the
Chief Surgeon, Hlead(luarters, European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army (;9).
In this memorandum, it was frankly admitted that, because of the enormous
number of transfiisions being given in the theater, a certain number of reactions
were inevitab)le. Allergic, pyrogenic, and lieniolytic reactions were described,
and their prevention and treatment, were outlined.

In this same nenmorandum, all hospitals in the theater were instructed to
sul)mit weekly reports to the Office of the Chief Surgeon, the data to include
the number of transfusions given; the number of reactions and thieir classifica-
tion; and, for each reaction, the type of blood, its source, its age, and the source
of the giving set (disposable, or prepared locally).

By 30 December 1944, 3,741 transfusions had been reported, with 188
reactions of all types. Major Hardin considered that the incidence of pyrogenic
reactions, 3.7 percent, and of hemolytic reactions, 0.48 percent, was too high.
The incidence of hemolvtic reactions, however, was probably less than stated
because deaths were being signed out as hemoglobinuric nephroses when the
blood given had nothing to do with the complication or the death. 'Many of
the casualties, in fact, had b)een anuric before they received any blood.

Special studies of the reports submitted by hospitals in the theater and
analyzed by Major Hardin and several of his associates are presented in tables
28-31 (15). Perhaps the most interesting feature of this analysis is contained
in table 31, which indicates the responsibility of poor preparation of locally
prepared sets ill the incidence of pyrogenic reactions.

One is immediately impressed by the discrepancies in the reaction rates
reported by hospitals in difrerent. echelons of medical care. The first explana-
tion of the higher rate in rear hospitals is multiple transfusions and the develop-
ment of Rh sensitivity. Patients transfused in forward hospitals on one day
were often transfused again 10 to 14 days later, in general hospitals in the rear.
The possibility of producing Rh sensitivity by the indiscriminate use of blood
whose Rh type was not known was suddenly real, and subsequent transfusion
provided the opportunity for the sensitivity to become manifest.

A simpler explanation, however, is available for the low reported incidence
of reactions in forward hospitals, that in a field or evacuation hospital, during
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TABLE 28.-Reactions to blood transfusions in field hospitals over 17-week period in the European
Theater of Operations, U.S. Army I

Classification
Weekly periods Transfusions Reactions Reactions

Allergic Pyrogenic Hemolytic

Number Aumber Percent Number Number Number
1------------------ 253 2 0.79 2
2 ------------------ 742 18 2.42 1 16 1
3 ------------------ 579 9 1.55 8 1
4 ------------------ 939 5 .53 2 3
5 ------------------ 1,233 26 2.11 7 16 3
6 ------------------ 1,307 18 1.38 3 15
7 ------------------ 1,104 15 1.36 3 11 1
8 ------------------ 1,304 27 2.01 6 20 1
9 ------------------ 907 18 1.98 18

0 ---------------- 1,043 8 .77 1 7 7
11 ---------------- 929 16 1.72 5 9 2
12 ---------------- 1,039 7 .67 2 5
13 ----------------- 1,101 18 1.63 7 9 2
14 ----------------- 1,111 14 1.26 3 11
15 ---------------- 1,494 5 .34 - 4 1
16 ---------------- 1,228 15 1.22 10 5
17 ---------------- 803 1 .12 1

Total -------- 17,769 224 1.26 52 160 12

I There were six deaths in the 12 hemolytic reactions.

a rush of casualties, mild reactions were often overlooked and only the most
severe reactions were noted, let alone recorded. In general and station hos-
pitals, with larger staffs and less pressure, more accurate observation and
recording were possible.

The figures in these tables cannot be accepted unequivocally, for the
reasons mentioned, but the collection served the purpose for which it was
intended, to check upon the operations of blood banks and to build a basis for
further investige ,ion. One important thing that was learned was that it was
dangerous to accept reports of reactions based on less than 500 transfusions
and that a minimum of 1,000 transfusions was necessary for conclusions of
any validity.

In his report of his trip to the European theater in January 1945, Capt.
John Elliott, SnC, reported Major Hardin's emphatic belief that the reaction
rate from blood flown from the United States was considerably lower than
that of blood collected locally in the theater (20). Up to that time, 18,460
transfusions had been given with 643 reactions, 3.5 percent. Blood collected
locally accounted for 26 percent of the reactions but for only 10 percent of the
transfusions. Blood from the Zone of Interior accounted for about 28 percent
of the reactions but for about 60 percent of the transfusions. Blood from the
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TABLE 29.-Reactions to blood transfusions in evacuation hospitals over BO-week period in
European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army I

Classification'
Weekly periods Transfusions Reactions Reactions

Allergic Pyrogenic Heniolytic

Number Number Percent Number Number Number
1 ------------------ 761 36 4.72 12 17 7
2 ----------------- 1,060 40 3.77 5 27 8
3 ------------------ 1,372 33 2.40 3 29 1
4 ----------------- 1,878 32 1.70 5 24 3
5 ----------------- 2,400 47 1.95 9 32 6
6 ----------------- 1,545 37 2.43 12 23 2
7 1,909 31 1.62 12 15 4
8 ------------------ 1,101 27 2.45 10 14 3
9 ----------------- 807 17 2. 11 3 13 1
10 ---------------- 1,210 51 4.21 2 39 9
11 ----------------- 817 33 4.04 4 22 5
12 --------------- 1,063 21 1.97 4 16 1
13 ----------------- 1,316 33 2.51 4 25 2
14 ----------------- 1,338 12 .89 4 5
15 ---------------- 1,800 2 .11 2
16 ---------------- 1,306 19 1.43 3 16
17 ----------------- 1,095 11 1.00 2 9
18 ----------------- 778 10 1.28 4 6
19 ----------------- 969 7 .72 2 5
20 ----------------- 397 1 .25 1

Total ------- 24, 920 500 2. 00 100 340 52

I There were 27 deaths in the 52 hemolytic reactions; 6 other deaths in tf, Vroup were not attributed to the transfusions.
s In the 10th through 14th weeks, there were eight unclassified reactioos.

TABLE 30.-Reactions in 18 general and station hospitals after transfusion wvith blood obtained
from the United Kingdom Section, European Theater Blood Bank I

Classification

Year and month Transfusions Reactions Reactions

Allergic Pyrmgenlc

1945 Number Number Percent Number Number

March ---------------------- 1,063 24 2.2
April ------------------------ 1,402 30 2.1 10 20
May ------------------------- 307 4 1.3 1 3

Total. ----------------- 2,772 58 2. 1 11 23

I There were no bemolytic reactions in this group.
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TABLE 31.-Influence of local preparation of transfusion sets on pyrogenic reactions in various
types of hospitals

Number of Number with
Types of hospital pyrogenic locally prepared Percent

reactions sets

Field hospitals ------------------------------ 160 62 38. 7
Evacuation hospitals -------------------------- 340 136 40.0
General hospitals ----------------------------- 346 174 50. 2

Total -------------------------------- 846 372 44.0

United States accounted for the largest proportion of allergic reactions but by
far the lowest proportion of pyrogenic and hemolytic reactions.

Similarly, striking figures were reported for February 1945. In that
month, 32 percent of the transfusions which were followed by reactions occurred
with locally prepared sets. The use of locally prepared sets also explained the
reactions which occurred in bloods collected by the theater bank (21).

Special studies on the effects of transfusion of incompatible isoagglutinins
were carried out at the 5th General Hospital by Major Emerson and Maj.
(later Lt. Col.) Richard V. Ebert, MC (22), and were supplemented by ad-
ditional studies made by Major Emerson on detached service with the 91st
Evacuation Hospital (18). They arrived at the following conclusions:

1. The repeated injection of group 0 blood or pooled plasma, or their injection in massive
amounts, into individuals of other than group 0 produces hemolysis of recipient cells, the
degree of which may be significant. The process is occasionally accompanied by a febrile
transfusion reaction.

2. The hemolytic process is associated with progressive increase of hypotonic erythro-
cytic fragility, which is apparently related to the hemolytic phenomena described by Ham
and Castle. These observers produced the same processes in experimental animals by the
injection of nonspecific agglutinins.

3. Evidences of profound hemolytic disease may appear after massive plasma trans-
fusions given to patients of other than group 0. This phenomenon was observed in four
patients and was in contrast to the good results in three patients with comparable injuries,
who were treated similarly and whose blood group was 0.

4. A certain proportion of nonspecific pyrogenic transfusion reactions may be caused
by the stroma of hemolyzed red blood cells in the transfused blood. Prevention of these
reactions depends not only on proper refrigeration of stored blood but also on the mainte-
nance of red blood cell diffusion in the blood diluent by repeated agitation of the bottle during
storage. Results of preliminary studies suggested that the survival of red blood cells during
storage is limited by the amount supplied of an exhaustible nutrient factor.

In his separate study, Major Emerson followed 61 patients throughout their
course in the 91st Evacuation Hospital, making elaborate clinical and laboratory
studies on them during the 5-week period ending 10 May 1945. All had in-
curred severe wounds and all required intensive replacement therapy, including
265 units of whole blood, 222 of which were flown from the United States.
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During the period in question, 520 units of blood were given in the hospital,
with eight reactions. The data in one case are incomplete. Three of the
reactions followed the use of partly hemolyzed blood, and the remainder occur-
red in casualties of groups A and B, who received 0 blood with a high titer of
isoagglutinins ranging from 1 to 500 against the patient's cells.

The hemolysis was attributed to three factors: the age of the blood (10
days or more in all instances); failure to agitate the blood frequently during
storage, so that the red cells in the bottom of the flask were not kept in contact
with the preservative diluent; and failure of refrigeration.

Major Emerson considered that, from the practical point of view, the
importance of these and other findings (space does not permit their inclusion
here) was as follows:

1. Repeated transfusion of group 0 blood into other than group 0 patients
may be an ineffectual and uneconomic procedure except in emergency replace-
ment therapy.

2. The transfusion of very large amounts of group 0 blood, and even of
pooled plasma, into recipients of other blood groups may cause serious hemo-
lytic disease.

3. It is conceivable that irreversible organic changes involving tile kidneys,
liver, central nervous system, and other organs may occur as the result of
prolonged, diffuse intracapillary agglutination.

4. The implication is strong that whenever feasible, strictly compatible
blood, of the recipient's blood group, should be used. Under conditions that
render the exclusive use of group 0 blood necessary, only blood of low titer
should be supplied. There are strong reasons to suspect that even pooled
human plasma with a low agglutinin titer, if administered in very large amounts
to persons of blood groups other than 0, may have uadesirable and even dan-
gerous effects, and that the use of fractionated human albumin might be
preferable in such cases.3

Occasional hospitals, during the course of the war, indicated their desire
to collect their own blood and not use banked blood because of fear of reactions
and for other reasons. Major Hardin was willing that hospitals should main-
tain their own blood banks if they wished to, but he pointed out that if a hos-
pital should ever be either isolated or overwhelmed with casualties, either tile
system would collapse or the patients would not be adequately transfused (23).

Maj. Gen. Paul R. Hawley's position was unequivocal. He considered
that most of the deaths reported as caused by transfusion were due to other
causes, including overloading kidneys already damaged from toxins elaborated
in the crush syndrome or other injuries. Up to March 1945, the transfusion
death rate in the European theater was 0.12 percent, which compared very
favorably with the 0.14 percent of transfusion deaths recorded in the literature.

3 Certain of these assumptions are based on the false premise that group 0 blood instead of type-specific blood was
advised for routine use. in peacetime as well as in war. This, of course, was not true. It was recommended for use in the
circumstances of war, particularly in combat areas, because it was considered far safer as a universal replacement agent
than type-specific blood could possibly be. It is believed that the results fully vindicated this decision.
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"I shall not," lie wrote, "tolerate exuberant enthusiasts casting any doubt
upon a technique that has saved the lives of thousands of American soldiers"
(24).

REACTIONS FROM CONTAMINATED BLOOD

One of the most serious complications of blood transfusion, but one which
fortunately occurred only infrequently, followed the use of grossly contaminat-
ed blood. The recipient became violently ill shortly after receiving the blood
and death usually occurred in a few hours.

Four such reactions occurred on 23 and 24 January 1945, at the 43d
General Hospital, two in German prisoners of war and two in U.S. soldiers (25).

The course in each case was almost identical. Shortly after the trans-
fusion, chills occurred, without pain or respiratory difficulty. Then, the
patients quickly passed into a state somewhat, but not altogether, like shock.
They were disoriented, but frank coma did not develop. The blood pressure
was well within the shock range, but the general appearance was not typical of
shock. The pulse rate was extremely rapid, but at first was of good volume
and there was no noticeable sweating. Within a short period of time, the
temperature rose sharply, in one instance to 106' F. Later, cyanosis appeared.
The outstanding feature in each case was the profound circulatory collapse,
which predominantly involved the peripheral vascular bed. Three patients
died. At post mortem examination, the only findings common to all three
cases were heart failure, with the right ventricle primarily involved.

An elaborate investigation followed, hampered by the fact that the Baxter
bottles in which the blood had been collected and the donor sets used were no
longer available for examination. It was not possible to determine how the
contamination had occurred, but the situation was described as the kind that
"keeps blood bankers awake at night."

After these fatalities, Major Hardin instituted cultural spot checks of the
bloods in the United Kingdom Blood Bank and at the Continental Blood
Bank in Paris.

LOWER NEPHRON NEPHROSIS

The lethal sequelae of shock were not appreciated at the beginning of the
war, as might have been expected; the peacetime experience with this condition
is never on the massive scale on which it occurs in wartime, and such sequelae
are therefore numerically less frequent and tend to be less impressive. In
World War II, they were very frequent, because of the vast number of shocked
casualties, and they became more impressive and more apparent as more
patients, with improved methods of resuscitation and surgery, lived long enough
to develop them.

These sequelae were due primarily to asphyxia of organs or tissues during
the prolonged period of reduced volume flow of blood. Post mortem examina-
tions by knowledgeable pathologists demonstrated, in such delayed deaths,
irreparable damage to the brain, the kidney, and the liver. These sequelae
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must be mentioned here because of the implication, which proved to be incor-
rect, of the role of transfusion in the pathogenesis of the condition that came
to he known as lower nephron nephrosis.

Mediterranean Theater

Lower nephron nephrosis, manifested clinically by oligouria and anuria,
became a prominent feature of the crushing injuries sustained in air raids on
London during the first months of the war. Up to October 1944, when Lt. Col.
(later Col.) Douglas B. Kendrick, MC, reported on it to the Surgical Con-
sultants Division, Office of The Surgeon General, about 50,000 transfusions
had been given in the Mediterranean theater, 114 of which had been followed
by anuria, which was usually fatal (17).

Clinical syndrome.--Certain findings were characteristic of the renal
complications that occurred after injury and transfusion:

1. All the patients had gone into shock after wounding.
2. All had received blood and plasma before operation, but the quantities had varied, as

had the titer of the blood.
3. Although large quantities of blood were given in fixed hospitals, in preparation for

reparative surgery, sometimes 1,000 to 1,500 cc. for 2 or 3 days, anuria was almost never
observed at this echelon of medical care.

4. Lower nephron nephrosis occurred in group 0 recipients as well as in recipients of
other groups who received group 0 blood.

5. When anuria was to develop, it appeared early, usually within the first 24 hours after
ad(mission to a field or evacuation hospital.

6. The anuria was associated with a progressively increasing nonprotein nitrogen
retention, which was unaffected by the injection of whole blood, plasma, crystalloid solutions,
or alkalinizing solutions; once anuria developed, alkalinization was not effective.

7. Death occurred within 5 to 7 days unless the patient died earlier from other causes.

When it was thought that lower nephron nephrosis was caused by the use
of group 0 blood in nongroup 0 recipients, an endeavor was made to supply
type-specific blood to forward hospitals. The attempt was overruled (p. 425)
and, in the light of more correct information, it was realized that it would have
been a futile gesture from the standpoint of preventing this renal complication
of wounding.

Special investigations.-The principal reason for the creation of the Board
for the Study of the Severely Wounded (p. 420) was the investigation of lower
nephron nephrosis (16). The observations of the board may be summarized
as follows:

1. Studies made after resuscitation, and after operation in surgical cases,
indicated that, functionally, all portions of the nephron were almost equally
impaired for varying periods of time. The impairment depended upon the
severity of the initial insult, and the state of shock on admission also depended
upon it. These physiologic observations did not correspond with the histologic
findings in fatal cases, in which the lesion observed was always predominantly
in the lower nephron.
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2. The clinical syndrome of renal insufficiency after shock was remarkable
chiefly for the paucity and mildness of its symptoms. The most frequent
symptom, drowsiness slowly deepening into stupor, might be absent until
death was impending. The only frequent sign was pulmonary or peripheral
edema.

3. Blood pressure determinations and laboratory tests were more useful
than clinical observations. In the ascending order of diagnostic importance,
laboratory findings included proteinuria, persistent urinary acidity, excretion of
benzidine-positive material, azotemia, and fixation of specific gravity at a low
level. When these findings were associated with hypertension, the diagnosis
was established.

Other important findings included nitrogen and phosphorus retention,
acidosis, hypochloremia, and an increase in the plasma volume. Practically
all of the abnormalities, it should be noted, were those that reflect rapidly
diminishing renal function.

4. The case fatality rate was approximately 75 percent. Death usually
occurred within 10 days after wounding. Apparently, if the wounded man
could survive this critical period, renal function might begin to recover and
he had a chance of survival.

5. When recovery ensued, it was characterized by what was termed "the
syndrome of recovery diuresis."

6. The best treatment of lower nephron nephrosis was its prevention, by
prompt and adequate resuscitation of every casualty in shock. None of the
therapeutic methods employed was really effective except the prevention of
pulmonary edema by control of the fluid intake. It was a grave error to over-
load the circulation during the critical 10-day period.

7. Evidence was meager that alkalinization would prevent renal complica-
tions in the severely wounded. The original plan, to give alkalis as soon as
renal complications became evident, was eventually discarded, and their use,
beyond the amount given routinely with citrated whole blood or blood sub-
stitutes, was not recommended.

8. The lack of correlation between concentrations of benzidine-reacting
pigment in the plasma and the hemoglobin or myoglobin in the urine suggested
that the alteration of the threshold was variable. The irregularity with
which extensive muscle injury was followed by myoglobinuria indicated that
some factor other than necrosis of muscle cells was at work. This factor-
which was not shock-apparently had to do with the maintenance of reestab-
lishment of the circulation in the involved muscles. Occasionally, severe
myoglobinuria developed in the absence of demonstrable muscle injury.
The almost constant presence of moderate or severe shock in such cases sug-
gested the possibility of diffuse ischemic muscle injury not recognizable morpho-
logically. The fact that severe myoglobinuria and severe hemoglobinuria
were often observed in the same patient suggested the possibility of a conunon
mechanism.

717-409'-64-45
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SOUTHWEST PACIFIC AREA

Statistics for transfusion reactions are more incomplete for the Pacific
areas than for other theaters because the circumstances of warfare were less
favorable than elsewhere for precise reporting. Reports (which were required,
as in the European theater) were received on only 22,000 of the pints of blood
distributed from Guam, but the 3.1 percent rate indicated in them can be
accepted as accurate (26). A number of severe hemoglobinurias were reported,
but most of the reactions were mild, and 41 percent were allergic. As in other
theaters, a number of deaths attributed to transfusions were not related to
them except in the sense that they occurred after blood had been given.

The reaction rate was higher when the blood was outdated. Up to 21
days, it was between 2 and 4 percent. Between 22 and 30 days, when the
specified time limit had passed, it was 5 to 6 percent.

The low reaction rate secured in transfusions with blood flown from the
Zone of Interior was chiefly explained by the use of disposable recipient sets.
Whenever locally prepared sets were used, the reaction rate was higher. All
of the hospitals which received Zone of Interior blood were warned that the
recipient sets provided with the blood must be used.

When the plan of flying blood to the Pacific was first announced, many
surgeons thought the reaction would be prohibitively high (27). Within a
matter of weeks, their skepticism was overcome by the low rate; the convenience
of not having to crossmatch the blood; the absence of fatalities; and the bene-
ficial results secured, which permitted major surgery with an enormous reduc-
tion in the surgical risk.

It was not surprising that hospitals using large amounts of preserved
whole blood invariably reported reaction rates well below those of units using
smaller amounts. Efficient refrigeration, elimination of mechanical difficulties,
and greater experience were all contributing factors. The rates were notably
lower in hospitals in which special shock teams handled all transfusions.

Transfusion reactions were more frequent and more severe in Filipinos
than in U.S. personnel (28, 29). They were chiefly allergic and manifested
by edema and urticaria, but one station hospital reported two fatal cases
of anuria soon after the landings on Leyte, and later reported a third fatal
case. Presumably, these reactions were on the same basis as the plasma
reactions which occurred in Filipino personnel.

PLASMA TRANSFUSION REACTIONS

Urticarial reactions sometimes followed the infusion of plasma, though
they were not very frequent. Almost without exception, reactions classified
as hemolytic could be traced to the use of contaminated plasma and thus
were incorrectly diagnosed as hemolytic.
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Early Experiences

The possibility of reactions to plasma therapy was first brought up in the
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes at the 18 July 1941 meeting (30), when 262
transfusions were reported from cooperating civilian hospitals with 19 reactions,
7.3 percent; the series included transfusions with type-specific plasmas, pooled
liquid plasma, and dried plasma. These reactions, it must be remembered,
occurred at a period when plasma was first being tested as a so-called blood
substitute and when the techniques of collection of blood offered an invitation
to infection and to other complications.

At two later meetings of the subcommittee in 1942 (31, 32), the subject
came up again, since several articles had appeared in the literature describing
reactions to plasma infusions. The experiences reported were contrary to
Dr. Max M. Strumia's extensive experience; in 2,200 plasma infusions which
he had observed personally, there were only five reactions, all urticarial. He
was inclined to attribute the reported reactions to the use of plasma obtained
from partly clotted blood, or, less probably, to pyrogenic substances in the
plasma. He could find no evidence that they were due to an incompatibility
between the recipient's cells and the plasma injected. Pooled plasma occasion-
ally showed a relatively high isoagglutinin titer, but, when the plasma was
given at the usual rate (5-10 cc. per minute), the agglutinins were not only
diluted in the recipient's bloodstream but were apparently also absorbed or
inactivated as rapidly as they were injected into the circulation.

An editorial published in the Journal of the American Medical A88ociation
on 19 September 1942 (p. 79) contained inaccurate and misleading information
concerning the potential toxicity of plasma (33). It was considered important
that it be corrected at once because of its possible effect on the blood procure-
ment program. The editorial which corrected the erroneous statements left
much to be desired, but the article prepared by Dr. William Thalhimer and
published in the Journal for 19 December 1942 was a competent and reasoned
rebuttal (34).

Production difficulties.-In August 1944, complaints were received from
the Office of the Chief Surgeon, European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army,
that reactions were occurring after the administration of dried plasma from
a certain laboratory. The plasma which had caused the reactions had con-
tained excessive amounts of fibrin particles. The use of plasma from this
firm had been forbidden in the theater; its issue had been discontinued; and
the New York Port of Embarkation had been requested to delay further
shipments. All installations in the First and Third U.S. Armies, Advance
Section, and all laboratories in the United Kingdom were requested to report,
on a special questionnaire, on any reactions which had occurred after the
administration of plasma in the last 2 months.

Clinical testing with the offending lots of plasma at the Army and the
Naval Medical Centers was followed by chills and fever in about 7 percent of
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the patients, and a number of the bottles used showed moderate amounts of
fibrin. When the firm which had produced the offending plasma was visited
in October 1944 by Colonel Kendrick, Capt. Lloyd R. Newhouser, MC, LTSN,
and Lt. (later It. Cdr.) Henry S. Blake, MC, USN, certain changes in produc-
tion technique were advised, including chilling of the blood before centrifuga-
tion, to eliminate excessive amounts of fibrin in the final product,. It was also
recommended that all plasma produced by this particular laboratory before
these changes were made should be used only in the United States. There
were no adverse reports from any of the hospitals to which it was distributed.

Special Investigations in the European Theater

Early in 1945, while a survey of transfusion reactions was being made in
the 91st Evacuation Hospital, a number of plasma transfusion reactions were
also observed, some quite serious (35). A special study was therefore under-
taken of the plasma transfusions given during a recent 25-day offensive, during
which 1,022 patients were handled on the surgical service.

In this group, 109 patients, 10.6 percent of the surgical admissions, re-
ceived 323 units of plasma, an average of 3 units per patient. There were 21
reactions, of which 3 were urticarial; these reactions simply caused discomfort
and did not impede the progress of treatment. There were also 14 pyrogenic
reactions and 4 modified hemolytic reactions, all sufficiently severe to delay
recovery, though none were lethal. Counting only these IS reactions, the
reaction rate was 5.3 percent for the 323 injections and 15.6 percent for the
109 patients.

Pyrogenic reactions.-The pyrogenic reactions were similar to those
observed in reactions sometimes observed after the intravenous administration
of other fluids. Chills and temperature elevations were the chief manifesta-
tions. The temperature, which ranged from 1010 to 1040 F., returned to
normal in 3 or 4 hours. There was no fall in the blood pressure, no urinary
suppression, and no abnormalities in the urinalysis.

Many of the patients received additional plasma and blood without
further difficulty. The pyrogenic reactions, however, were serious because
they often occurred in the shock ward, in patients being prepared for operation,
and their progress through X-ray examination to the operating room had to be
delayed for a matter of hours until recovery from the reaction took place.

Hemolytic reactions.-The four modified hemolytic reactions were far
more serious. Three patients had received no intravenous fluid except plasma.
The fourth had received two units of blood, but the onset of the reaction
occurred while he was receiving plasma. One patient presented a typical pic-
ture of peripheral vascular collapse. The systolic blood pressure fell to 60
and 32 mm. Hg, respectively, in two cases and could not be obtained in the
other two. One patient had no elevation of temperature, but the elevations
in the three other cases ranged from 1020 to 103.40 F.
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Two of the patients were anuric for 12 and 24 hours, respectively. AU
had red blood cells and granular casts in the urine. All had positive orthotol-
uidine reactions.

Icterus index determinations were made 24 hours after the reaction in two
cases and were reported as 9 and 11, respectively; 2 days later, the values were
5 and 6, respectively.

Three of the patients were group A and the fourth, group 0. All received
large amounts of plasma in relatively short periods. The titer of the plasma
to the recipient's cells was 1:8 in two cases and 1:16 and 1:54, respectively, in
the other two.4

All four patients were treated successfully by the rutine used for hemolytic
blood reactions. An attempt was made to alkalinize the urine with sodium
chloride, with careful regulation of the fluid intake and close observation to
detect any signs of pulmonary edema; it would have been easy to drown these
patients in the attempt to increase the renal output. Serum albumin was also
used and was very effective.

No reasonable explanation was found for these reactions at the time of
their occurrence. None of the patients had wounds of the urinary tract.
The possibility that the findings were due to massive tissue destruction with
hemoglobin could not be excluded, but similar phenomena were not observed
in other casualties with injuries of comparable kind and severity. The most
reasonable immediate explanation seemed to be that, when several infusions
of plasma were given over a relatively short time, an agglutinin titer might
be built up which might react with the cells of all blood types except AB. In
retrospect, these phenomena seem to an observer who did not witness them
personally to be explained by the use of contaminated plasma rather than as
true hemolytic reactions.

The Southwest Pacific Experience

There were occasional isolated reports of plasma reactions in the South-
west Pacific, none particularly convincing and most of them readily explained,
usually by contamination of the plasma. One experience, however, was ex-
tremely serious (36):

On 21 April 1945, the Office of The Surgeon General received a report of
eight fatal reactions after the use of U.S. Army plasma for Filipino civilians in
the San Lazaro Hospital in Manila, a civilian hospital staffed by civilian
Filipino physicians.

The 11 patients among whom these 8 fatalities occurred were all greatly
emaciated, debilitated and avitaminotic. All had nonspecific ileocolitis, which
it was thought would be improved by the administration of plasma.

The course of events was substantially the same in 10 of the 11 cases,
in all of which the plasma was given on the same day, 24 March. About 30
minutes after the intravenous administration of 250 cc. of normal human

4 The titer seems quite low to be causing reactions.
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plasma, 9 of the 10 patients complained of chilly sensations, which lasted about
30 minutes; none of them had a real chill. All complained of malaise and
muscular pains. Their temperatures were not taken but they were obviously
febrile. They were wrapped in blankets and each was given 2 cc. of 10-percent
camphorated oil intramuscularly.

Of the 10 patients, 7 died between 4 and 16 hours later, 2 in 4 hours, 1 in
5 hours, 2 in 7 hours, 1 in 12 hours, and 1 in 16 hours. Autopsies performed in
two cases revealed nothing to explain the fatal outcome.

Two units of the lot of plasma used for these patients were set aside for
analysis, and, through a tragic error, one of them was given to a critically ill
patient. An hour later, he developed a chill and complained of extreme sub-
sternal oppression and dyspnea. When this patient, the only one observed by
a U.S. Army medical officer, was first seen, he was unconscious, with shallow,
gasping respirations, at the rate of 5 per minute. The pulse was rapid and
thready, and the lips and nails were cyanotic.

Artificial respiration was attempted but was unsatisfactory because a chest
spica was in situ. Blankets and hot water bottles were applied, and the foot of
the bed was elevated. Other treatment consisted of Adrenalin (epinephrine),
1 cc. intramuscularly; an infusion of 5-percent glucose in physiologic salt
solution; and a transfusion of 500 cc. of type 0 blood. During the transfusion,
the patient became conscious, asked for food, and clinically seemed much
improved. The pulse continued rapid but was of good volume. An hour later,
after an episode of extreme dyspnea, he was dead.

A tendency to react to infusions of plasma and to blood transfusions had
been noted elsewhere in the Philippine Islands in patients with marked malnu-
trition, and it was thought that these fatal reactions might be the result of the
serious hypoproteinemia then frequent among Filipinos. It was considered
imperative, however, to investigate and rule out the presence of special toxic
factors in this particular lot of plasma. A variety of steps were taken to achieve
this purpose, and to warn all hospitals in the Southwest Pacific Area of the
possible risk of plasma infusions as evidenced by these fatalities. They were
instructed to use dried human plasma with extreme caution in Filipinos and to
substitute whole blood for it whenever possible.

Of the 39 units of plasma in this particular lot, only a single sample was left.
When it was tested at the National Institute of Health on 28 April 1945 (37), the
appearance of the package and that of its contents were in accordance with
specifications. All the tests performed in respect to solubility, moisture,
sterility, and safety were in conformity with the minimum requirements.
Pyrogen tests on rabbits, however, revealed that the product was definitely
pyrogenic.

Investigation of the production of this particular lot of plasma showed that
it represented the pooling of 50 separate bleedings. Sterility tests of the blood
were all negative at the end of 48 hours' incubation, and the bloods were there-
fore pooled and processed in the usual manner. At the end of 7 days, one of the
bloods was found to be contaminated, but when the plasma was tested for
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sterility, it met the minimum standards requirement, and there was no evidence
of contamination when it was tested routinely at the National Institute of
Health.

It was considered surprising that such a slight contamination as had
occurred in this lot of plasma, 1 of 50 bloods, would have caused the finished
product to be pyrogenic, particularly since the processing laboratory reported
that the contaminating organism was identified as Staphylococcus albus, which
is L linarily regarded as only mildly pyrogenic.

01 28 March 1945, the Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters, Luzon Base
Section, requested information from all the hospitals in the area on the plasma
reactions that had occurred in the past 30 days among U.S. soldiers, Filipino
soldiers, and interned civilians. It was directed that plasma from all lots that
had produced reactions was not to be used until further notice.

Eleven installations, including clearing companies, medical battalions, and
field, evacuation, and general hospitals reported no reactions (38). The
remaining seven installations (one clearing station, one portable surgical hospital,
two field hospitals, two evacuation hospitals, and one general hospital) reported
a total of 54 reactions, the great majority of which occurred in Filipino patients
with debilitating diseases. The products of seven different laboratories were
involved, but in only the single case just described was it possible to investigate
the plasma responsible for the reaction.

Maj. John J. McGraw, Jr., MC, Special Representative on Transfusion in
the Office of The Surgeon General, made the following comments on the San
Lazaro Hospital experience (39):

1. The type of reaction was very similar to that which occurs when grossly
contaminated plasma or blood is transfused.

2. Since the sumple tested at the National Institute of Health was sterile,
the possibility exists that the plasma became contaminated when it was dis-
solved. Minor contamination not infrequently occurs as a result of breaks in
technique. If the plasma is used promptly, the contamination is usually of
little significance. If the solution is allowed to stand for several hours before
use, bacteria may eventually be present in vciy large numbers. Heavily con-
taininated plasma can produce severe and even fatal reactions. Dried plasma
should always be used within 3 hours of the time it is dissolved.

3. The debilitated condition of these special patients undoubtedly made
them less able to tolerate adverse reactions.

4. No particular significance was attached to urticarial reactions, which
occur in about 2 percent of all blood and plasma transfusions, usually on a back-
ground of allergy. The fact that the same lot of plasma that produced urti-
carial reactions also produced chills and fever in some patients was considered
of more significance. Theoretically, plasma should never produce chills and
fever. On the other hand, even minor breaks in the technique of the prepara-
tion of distilled water or of intravenous tubing can result in the formation of
pyrogenic substances. It could not be determined whether the giving sets used
at San Lazaro were prepared locally.
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5. It was recommended that tny lot of plasma suspected of producing chills
and fever should be used only in a general hospital, in which its effects could be
observed under controlled conditions. If it appeared to be pyrogenic, it should
be destroyed. The Surgeon General should be notified if the plasma of any
single commercial house seemed excessively pyrogenic. It was neither desir-
able nor necessary to withdraw a lot of plasma and destroy it because urticaria
followed the use of some units in it.

This is a logical, well-reasoned comment on an unfortunate episode which
undoubtedly occurred because of a break * i technique somewhere along the line
of production and administration.

HOMOLOGOUS SERUM JAUNDICE

General Considerations

In the light of the postwar incidence of homologous serum jaundice, it is
important to make certain points clear about its wartime occurrence after
plasma transfusion:

1. Although pooled plasma was used in enormous quantities in battle
casualties all during the war, the causative relation between the plasma itself
and the numerous instances of jaundice in military personnel after it, use was
not realized until late in 1944.

2. In retrospect, what happened is clear: When blood is not pooled, a
single transfusion from a donor with serum hepatitis is unlikely to cause the
disease in many recipients. When, however, blood is pooled, as it is when
plasma is processed, the chances of contracting jaundice are correspondingly
increased.5

3. Serum hepatitis was never a problem in Zone of Interior hospitals, in
which practically all of the plasma used was liquid and pools prepared from
more than eight bloods were seldom used. Up to 50 bloods per pool, however,
were used in the early stages of the dried plasma program, and later, in 1944-45,
even larger pools were frequently used.

4. The relation of these various facts to the development of jaundice and
serum hepatitis was finally perfectly evident, but the war was practically over
before the causal sequence was widely appreciated.

5. The lack of realization of this relation is apparent in the lack of action
in the matter on the part of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, NRC
(National Research Council), whose members were remarkably alert to all de-
velopments in the field of blood and plasma transfusion. Jaundice was dis-
cussed at a number of meetings in 1942 (31, 32), and 1943 (40), in connection
with serum albumin, particularly in regard to the development of jaundice
after immunization against yellow fever; each immunizing dose contained
0.04 cc. of human serum, and attention was naturally directed to it as a possible

SSince serum hepatitis often appeared without clinical Jaundice, a number of observers expressed the opinion that the

disease would be more correctly termed "homologous serum hepatitis" rather than "homologous serum Jaundice."
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vehicle for a wild virus. A number of inquiries were set on foot, but, at this
time, no one had observed, or heard of, jaundice after plasma transfusion. As a
precaution, however, the Red Cross Blood Donor Service began to reject all
donors with a history of jaundice within the previous 6 months.

6. The homologous serum jaundice that followed plasma transfusion was,
of course, entirely distinct from the widespread outbreak of hepatitis in the
Army in 1942, which, as just mentioned, was caused by an icterogenic agent in
certain lots of yellow fever vaccine then in use (41). It was also not related to
the hepatitis which occurred among troops in North Africa in 1943 and at other
times during the war.

Special Studies

During 1943 and 1944, a number of reports appeared in the American lit-
erature concerning the development of hepatitis after the administration of
homologous blood products. The realization of the cause-and-effect relation
and of the importance of this variety of hepatitis was brought home when con-
centrations of the disease began to appear in various hospitals overseas (table
32) and in the Zone of Interior, and special investigations were begun on them
(42-45).

The conclusions drawn in most of these investigations are, unfortunately,
little more than assumptions, and not very convincing ones at that. For a
number of reasons, they could hardly be otherwise:

1. The clinical and histologic pictures in both homologous serum jaundice
and infectious (epidemic) hepatitis are practicakll identical.

2. Proof that icterogenic agents existed in the plasma transfusions that had
been given was entirely lacking.

:3. Very few patients with wounds of any consequence had not received
plasma.

4. Further confusion in differential diagnosis was caused by the fact that
there was intimate contact between patients with serum hepatitis and those
with epidemic hepatitis in hospitals along the line of evacuation, in ships and
planes, and in Zone of Interior hospitals.

5. A controlled investigation was impossible, for the various reasons stated,
and the premises on which most reports were based were extremely unstable
and tenuous.

Survey, 1 June 1945.-As of 1 June 1945, a survey was undertaken
in all Army general hospitals in the Zone of Interior to identify all patients with
hepatitis, of any degree or associated with any other condition, under the
direction of Maj. Philip E. Sartwell, MC (44). The form provided was also
to be filled out for each death from hepatitis within the preceding 30 days.
The survey form (fig. 153) was made as simple as possible in view of the heavy
load then being carried by all general hospitals in the United States.

At this time, about 85 percent of the general hospital population in the
country consisted of casualties evacuated from overseas, 85 percent of them
because of battle wounds and the remainder because of other injuries and

717-409--64-46
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TABLE 32.-Percentage of patients developing hepatitis while hospitalized for some other con-
dition, European and Mediterranean theaters, 1944

Nmbner of cases Percentage developing-

Cause of hospitalization Developing Developing Infectious Other
Total infectious other hepatitis hepatitis I

hptiti hepatitis

E11O NIT(O ETo .ITT ETOAMTO, FT( MT() ETt)iMTO

Disease other than hepatitis 2- 24, 697 14, 146 12 28 9 200. 050. 200. 04 0. 10
Nonbattle injuries: 3

Penetrating and perforating
wounds ------------------- 1,275 737 3 2 ---- 2 .24 27 . 27

Compound fractures -- -------- 1,491 593 3 2 ---- 1 20 .34 - . 17
All others------------------- 22, 378 12, 275 9 29 3, 9 .04 .24 . 01' .07

Total--------------------5, 14413,605 15 33 31 130.060.240.010.10

Battle wounds: 3
Penetrating and perforating

wounds ------------------ 9,446 5,301 63 33 13 20. 67 0.62 0. 140. 04
Compound fractures ---------- 5, 110 1, 769, 19 20 6 3 .371. 13 . 12 . 17
All others ------------------ 9, 711 4, 873j 35 371 2 7 36 .76 02 .14

Total --------------- - 24, 267i11,943 117 901 21 120.4$0.750. 090. 10

I Includes cases with a diagnosis of hepatitis or jaundice unqualified.
2 Based on x 20-percent sample of admissions for psychoneurostis and a 2-percent sample of all other disease admissions

exclusive or those admitted with hepatitLq.
3 Based on a 20-percent sample of admissions.

Source: Medical Statistics Division, Office of The Surgeon General, Department of the Army.

diseases. Most of them had been hospitalized for a month or more before
being returned to the Zone of Interior. The majority of patients admitted to
the general hospitals from other hospitals in the United States were suffering
from conditions that required specialized types of care not available at station
or regional hospitals.

The number of cases of hepatitis reported, 1,762, with 15 fatalities, was
much larger than had been anticipated (table 33). All 64 general hospitals
reported at least 1 case and the majority reported from 5 to 30 cases. The
regional distribution was not significant because so many of the reporting
hospitals were special treatment centers. Of the pat ieats, 87 had been prisoners
of war. There was, however, a higher incidence in patients from the Mediter-
ranean theater than from the European theater.

For a variety of reasons, the data concerning previous plasma and blood
transfusions were not considered reliable. Plasma transfusions were chiefly
given in forward areas, in which circumstances did not favor the keeping of
precise records. The patient's own recollections could not be accepted.
Finally, additional confusion was introduced by the fact that, although the
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HEPATITIS SURVEY FORM

1. NAME & ASH AGE RACE_

2. DATE OF ADMISSION

3. THEATER FROM WHICH EVACUATED

(If soldier had not been overseas, so state)

4. DID PATIENT RECEIVE TRANSFUSION WITHIN 4 MONTHS BEFORE ONSET OF HEPATITIS?

YES NO UNKNOWN

S. BLOOD PRODUCT USED

WHOLE BLOOD PLASMA UNKNOWN

6. DATES OF TRANSFUSIONS

7. CAUSE FOR ADMISSION TO PRESENT HOSPITAL

WOUNDED (GIVE DATE OF WOUND)

NON-BATTLE INJURY (GIVE DATE OF INJURY)

MEDICAL CONDITION (STATE DIAGNOSIS AND DATE OF ONSET)

8. DATE OF ONSET OF SYMPTOMS OF HEPATITIS

9. HAS JAUNDICE BEEN PRESENT? YES NO

10. CLASSIFICATION OF HEPATITIS ATTACK: ACUTE RECURRENT

CHRONIC (SYMPTOMS LASTING MORE THAN SIX MONTHS)

I1. SEVERITY OF HEPATITIS ATTACK: MILD MODERATE SEVERE FATAL

FIGURE. 153.-Form used in 1 June 1945 survey of hepatitis in Army general hospitals in
Zone of Interior.

question about transfusion was limited to the 4 months preceding the onset of
hepatitis, a number of reports, though by no means all, gave information about
the use of plasma and blood for longer periods.

The data collected in this survey were considered to warrant the conclusion
that a large proportion of patients hospitalized with hepatitis o:i 1 June 1945
had contracted their disease because of the presence of an icterogenic agent in
transfused blood or plasma. The conclusion naturally did not warrant the
inference that any of these transfusions were not indicated or that too much
blood or plasma was used. Saving the patient's life was obviously more
important than protecting him against the remote possibility of his contracting
hepatitis.

Other special studies in general bore out the results of this survey. A
planned study at McCloskey General Hospital, Temple, Tex. (45), for instance,
from 1 February to 30 April 1945, showed 57 cases of hepatitis in 935 battle
casualty admissions, 1 in 322 patients who had received no blood or plasma,
and 51 in the 528 who had received either or both. There were 5 cases of
hepatitis in the remaining 75 patients whose histories were too incomplete to use.
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TABLE 33.-Data obtained in survey of hepatitis in Army general hospitals, Zone of Interior,
I June 1945 1

Information obtained in survey Total patients Transfused
patients

Nuaber Percent* jNumber Percent

Total cases reported (including deaths in preceding 30

days) ------------------------------------------- 1,762 100 500 100
Initial cause of hospitalization:

Wounds ---------------------------------------- 607 34 434 87
Nonbattle injuries --------------------------------- 49 3 23 5
Initial hepatitis ----------------------------------- 934 53 ------------
Disease other than hepatitis ------------------------ 165 9 42 8

Classification of hepatitis:
Acute ---------------------------------------- 1,499 86 469 95
Recurrent --------------------------------------- 127 7 15 3
Chronic (over 6 months' duration) ------------------- 120 7 9 2

Areas of service:
European and Mediterranean theaters --------------- 1, 311 75 373 75
Pacific and Asiatic theaters ------------------------- 369 21 117 24
United States ------------------------------------- 62 4 3 0.6
Other areas --------------------------------------- 9 0.5 2 0.4

Cases in liberated American prisoners -------------------- 87 5 3 0. 8

1 The totals in several categories do not add up to 1,762 or 500 respectively because the questionnaires were not always
completely filled out. In such cases, the percentages computed are based on the total number of completed reports.

Case History

While general surveys were inconclusive, an occasional case, such as the
one reported by Lt. Col. (later Col.) Marion H. Barker, MC (46), from the
Mediterranean theater, offers rather strong proof of the possible transfer of the
disease to a recipient from a donor in whom it proved fatal. The (greatly
abbreviated) history is as follows:

The sergeant who made the donation was a 235-lb., strong, well-muscled member of a
general hospital medical detachment, with an entirely negative previous history. On 8 May,
he played a vigorous game of baseball and knocked a home run. On the next day, he
acted as a donor, and, on 10 May, his blood was given to a 19-year-old rifleman who had
sustained a gunshot wound of the right lower abdomen on 25 April 1944.

On the next day, 11 May, the donor reported to sick call, and he died on 14 May, of
fulminating infectious hepatitis, confirmed by the clinical course, the laboratory findings,
and the necropsy findings. There was no doubt of the diagnosis, nor was there any doubt
that this man had been perfectly well up to, and including, the fifth day before his death,
when he gave 500 cc. of blood.

As soon as it became known that the donor had hepatitis, the recipient was transferred
to a special ward, where he was kept under close observation. He remained perfectly well,
and all laboratory tests were negative, until 21 May, when he began to complain of lower
abdominal pain and generalized discomfort. The temperature was 99.40 F. On 23 May,
a blood smear showed a few of the abnormal toxic lymphocytes ordinarily seen in early
infectious hepatitis. Thereafter, the clinical course, as well as the laboratory findings, were
entirely typical of infectious hepatitis, except that jaundice did not appear until 1 June.
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The patient was critically ill for the next several days, but, after 8 June, his condition
gradually improved and he went on to an apparently normal recovery.

In this case, although the incubation period of 11 days is extremely short,
and although the events may have been no more than a coincidence, it seems
reasonable to assume that they represent a direct human transfer of hepatitis
from a donor with fulminating, fatal, infectious hepatitis to a recipient who was
apparently recovering normally from a minor battle wound.

Preventive Measures

Since the virus of hepatitis could not be detected by the techniques avail-
able in 1945, when its importance began to be realized, the only means of pre-
venting its transmission was a more rigid examination of blood donors than had
hitherto been required, including a detailed history; a physical examination,
with special reference to the liver; and a battery of laboratory tests. Aside
from the fact that such a routine would be completely impractical, if only from
the standpoint of expense, it was doubtful that the most elaborate requirements
would uncover all cases of incipient jaundice and low-grade or latent hepatitis

(43).
There seemed, in short, no practical way of eliminating the asymptomatic

blood donor who never developed jaundice. By inoculating human volunteers
with icterogenic serum, Neefe and his associates (47) were able to demonstrate
that, at least in some cases, a subclinical hepatitis precedes the onset of jaundice
by a considerable period. Clinical confirmation of these experimental observa-
tions was obtained in two cases in which studies were done a month before the
onset of jaundice.

Capt. (later Maj.) Emanuel M. Rappaport, MC, in a special study of
asymptomatic donors (42), suggested routine serial studies of liver function 8
weeks after transfusion, to uncover latent hepatitis which would otherwise
escape detection. He had observed four such cases. Such a program was, of
course, impractical at a time when all available laboratory facilities were taxed
to capacity with more immediate problems, and was not very practical at any
other time.

Prophylactic and Therapeutic Use of Gamma Globulin

Soon after gamma globulin was introduced by Stokes and Neefe (47), in
1945, as a prophylactic measure in infectious hepatitis, its efficacy in this
respect was verified by Havens and Paul (48). Since an intimate relation had

been demonstrated between the viruses of infectious and homologous serum
hepatitis, it was logical to recommend that gamma globulin be given to all
patients who had received either blood or plasma and that it be given immedi-
ately after the transfusion, since the incubation period of hepatitis produced by
inoculation, while it might extend to 130 days or more, might also be only 30
days or even less.
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This recommendation was transmitted to the Surgeon, Mediterranean
Theater of Operations, 3 June 1945, by the Office of The Surgeon General.
The recommendation was duly complied with (.;9). The same instructions were
given to medical officers in the European theater in Circular Letter No. 53,
Office of the Chief Surgeon, 19 June 1945 (50).

At a conference in the office of Brig. Gen. James S. Simmons, Director,
Preventive Medicine Division, Office of The Surgeon General, on 25 July 1945
(51), the prophylactic use of gamma globulin was fully discussed. Brig. Gen.
Fred W. Rankin was not yet convinced that the relation between transfusion
and hepatitis had been incontrovertibly established, nor was he convinced of the
preventive value of gamma globulin, but he was not opposed to its prophylactic
use. Brig. Gen. Hugh J. Morgan, Consultant in Medicine, Office of The
Surgeon General, was sufficiently impressed with the finding's of Major Sart-
well's survey of hepatitis in Zone of Interior hospitals to believe that gamma
globulin should be administered routinely. All present agreed to recommend
that all wounded patients who had been transfused and who were received in
hospitals in the United States between 21 and 120 days after wounding should
routinely receive gamma globulin. The recommended dose was 10 cc.

This was the last official action in regard to posttransfusion hepatitis in
World War I. The postwar problem is described elsewhere (p. 776).
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CHAPTER XIX

General Considerations of Shock Therapy

According to Brig. Gen. Elliott C. Cutler (1), the single feature of pro-
fessional care that contributed most directly to the improvement in morbidity
and mortality in World War I1 was adequate resuscitation of the wounded
man. This factor, in his opinion, transcended in importance any single method
of therapy, even the administration of blood and plasma, for it comprised the
total evaluation and care of battle casualties before surgery, not attention to a
single anatomic region or some particular wound. This concept led to the
greatly improved management of shock, chiefly by the liberal use of whole
blood.

PRINCIPLES OF RESUSCITATION

Role of Su,'-ery

In a report to the Surgeon, NATOUSj_ orth African Theater of Opera-
tions, U.S. Army), on 2 July 1943, Col. Edward D. Churchill, MC, emphasized
what was, for all practical purposes, a new principle in military medicine, the
role of surgery itself in resuscitation (2, 3).

The establishment of a shock or resuscitation ward, Colonel Churchill
pointed out, to which casualties in actual or impending shock could be sent as
they were received, was an efficient arrangement and absolutely essential when
casualties were received in overwhelming numbers. When this system was
used, however, there was one error to be guarded against: Resuscitation
might come to be regarded as a subspecialty of military surgery and, as such,
as a goal in itself. Though it might seem too obvious for mention, one central
fact had to be repeatedly emphasized, that a wounded man was resuscitated
not only to deliver him from his immediate peril but also to prepare him for
whatever surgery he needed.

With this concept in mind, a number of principles of resuscitation became
clear:

1. Any delay in resuscitation prolongs the crucial interval between the
time of wounding and surgery; that is, the timelag.

2. Any delay in the reversal of shock increases the deleterious effects of
circulatory failure. Prompt restoration of blood volume stands out as the
most important advance in the war to date (July 1943).

3. Resuscitation of every casualty being prepared for operation is an
integral part of the surgical management of trauma. Operating surgeons must
not fail to follow closely the clinical course of patients in the resuscitation
wards. They must not wait for the patients to be "served up" to them. They

683
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must not rely on the judgment of inexperienced medical officers with inade-
quate training in surgery. To divorce the surgeon from shock is a disquieting
outgrowth of war that cannot be too severely condemned.

4. Replacement fluids must be introduced rapidly. The use of a syringe
to-increase the rate of flow is too infrequent.

5. Delay in the procurement of whole blood must not be interpreted as
justification for not using plasma.

6. The resuscitation ward tends to become a routine stopping point to
regulate the flow of casualties to the operating room. The delay caused by
lack of precision in the selection of casualties for resuscitation is wasteful and
intolerable.

Practical Implications

In the months that followed Colonel Churchill's report, a sophisticated
and highly efficacious system of resuscitation was developed in the North
African theater.' Out of this development came the implementation of his
concept that surgery was indeed the climax and goal of resuscitation and was
in itself the most potent of all acts of resuscitation.

The immediate outgrowth of this new concept was the establishment of
field hospitals immediately adjacent to clearing stations (4), with the result
that surgeons trained and equipped to perform emergency surgery were brought
within a short litter-carry of casualties whose wounds did not permit them to
be transported to an evacuation hospital to the rear but who, after resuscita-
tion, could be operated on close to where they were wounded.

Concepts of Shock and Its Management

It was extremely important that all medical officers and others responsible
for resuscitation should understand that shock is not a fixed state but is dy-
namic. Once resuscitation was begun (figs. 154, 155, and 156), the casualty
had to be observed frequently and carefully, so that surgery could be per-
formed at the peak of improvement. Once that peak had passed, it was
usually difficult, and sometimes impossible, to attain again the same degree of
response to the measures employed. Delay during periods of pressure might
mean a lost opportunity in the selection of the optimum time for operation.
Stabilization of the circulatory mechanism was, however, essential before
surgery was undertaken. Clinical observations were important. So were
such observations as the level of the blood pressure, the pulse rate, the presence
or absence of sweating, and the state of the peripheral circulation. Serial de-
terminations (fig. 157) of the pulse and blood pressure were necessary; single
observations might be highly misleading. Pulse volume was often more im-
portant than pulse rate. Collapsed veins and fluctuations of the blood pres-

t Full details of shock and resuscitation appear in another volume of this historical series, based on observations made
in the Mediterranean Theater of Operations, U.S. Army, by Lt. Col. Henry K. Beecher, MC, and others (,).



F IGlt:fý 15.t.--.cAniuint attn of pl.ma a,,d o"Mier imt ravv ov therapy
in shock ward, 60tih Field H ospital, I)iehtze, France, November 19114.
Note U.S. plasma bottle hanging by white tape, and, next to it, British

I.ransfhision bottle, with filter below it, Coontaining blood collheted in the
Liuropean theater.

sure solinds with respiration indicated trolt. restoration of tie blood voluime
had been inadequate.

No reliablel criteria Were ever developed for recognititn of tlie de-ree of
hemodynainic instability in shocked patients. Blood pressure readings pro-
vided only a rough indication. Often wheni tile pulse rate and blood pressure
had beeni restored to almost. norminal levels, inoveiientt of tle patiient, however
slight, iliglit' cause a rapid rev'ersion to tile original stage of shock. If the
significanice of this reve'rsion was not, realized and if further resuscitation was
not. carried out before anesthesia and operation, deep and fatal siln,,'k], nlilit
o(Ct r. In some cases, 0om1ipensation -lw igt bI so complete that, while there
were no objective signs of shock, a slight additional blood loss uight Induce
a rapid fall in tile blood pressure. ( 'owtit ued or recurrent heniorrhage was
one of the most important considerations ill resuscitation. The possibility
was adw.)s to be suspected in casualties whNo,( did not respond to adequate
resuisq'itation, ihcluidii,, ale(jquate blood rep~lacemnenlt.

In ,general, tle degree of shock was proqportional to hle .tutoouwtt of blood
lost, thou,. t here was oc.asiloitllv a surprising lack df correlation. Iti wotunds
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FIGURE 155.-Transfusion in progress in typical shock ward, 102d
Evacuation IHospital, Huy, Belgium, January 1945.

of the spleen or the mesentery, in which 1,000 to 1,500 cc. of blood could be
aspirated from the peritoneal cavity, there was sometimes complete hemo-
dynamic compensation. It was a mistake to be content with that status.
The safety of these casualties required that they be transfused before operation
and that preparations be made to transfuse them rapidly during operation
(fig. 158), to compensate for the blood loss during it. Mlany medical officers
shared Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen's opinion that measured blood loss at
operation always proved larger than it seemed (5).

Limitations of Plasma

Since loss of blood externally or into body cavities was the principal cause
of shock, its successful management depended upon the restorations of both
red blood cells and blood volume. Plasma alone would not. suffice (p. 55).
In fact, used beyond a certain point, it might do harm by diluting tihe remaining
blood cells at a time that rising blood pressure, caused by the plasma trans-
fusion, could increase hemorrhage. Also, a false sense of security might be
induced when elevation of the systolic pressure was accomplisheJ by plasma
alone. A pressure elevated by these means might fall precipitately with
induction of anesthesia, operative manipulations, or mere movement of the
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Fi(;URE 156.-Transfusion in shock ward in U.S. field hos-
pital in Germany. Note suspension of blood bottle (Alsever
type) from overhead wire.

patient. Finally, the plan of giving only plasma before operation, with the
idea of making up the preoperative blood deficit on the operating table, was
poor practice and dangerous besides.

RESUSCITATION

Diagnostic Routine

The plan of resuscitation which evolved in the Mediterranean theater
came into general use elsewhere. It began with first aid measures, which
frequently included the administration of plasma (figs. 159-162), on the
battlefield. They were followed, as soon as the casualty was hospitalized,
by rapid, complete examination, with his clothing removed, to appraise his
general condition; estimate his state of shock; and determine the factors
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DATE AND HOUR

TEMPERATURE

PULSE

RESPIRATION

BLOOD PRESSURE

R. B. C

HEMOGLOBIN

"N. a. C.

HEMATO.RIT

SP. G. WK'L E SLOOO

SP. G. PLASMA

URINE OUTPUT
RESTLESS

PAIN

THIRST

SWEATING

P.O0.

BLOOD

PLA.WA
,, SALINE

DEXT..5% in WATER

DEXT. 5, in SALINE

REMARKS

OBSERVATIOMS ON SHOCK
NUMBER

NAME

AGE

DATE AND TIME OP _M&___

DATE AND TIME OF ADNISSION__ _ _

IN JUDY

NEMONRHAGE, SEVERE. MOOERATE. MILD

TYPE OF MIMILE __

SPLINTS. PLASMA, ETC.

FIGURE 157.-Type of forni used for serial observations in shock ward.

which might be contributing to it and which required immediate control, as
part of resuscitation. These conditions included cardiorespiratory embarrass-
ment from such causes as painful wounds of the chest wall; sucking wounds;
hemothorax, pneumothorax, and tension pneumothorax; cardiac tamponade;
blood or mucus or both in the tracheobronchial tree (wet lung); paradoxical
respiration; anoxia from any of these causes; inadequately immobilized frac-
tures; large soft-tissue wounds, clostridial myositis; gross peritoneal contamina-
tion; and sepsis. Blood loss was the major cause of shock and in most in-
stances it was associated with the conditions just listed. They were, however,
able in themselves to produce and maintain shock, and they therefore required
separate consideration. The replacement of lost blood was essential, but it
could not, in itself, eliminate other factors causing shock.
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IFi un R r 5S.-Trans~fiision in operating room of 11 Ithi Evaeimtion
Hospital, Ninth U.S. Army, November 194-1.

,rhj diagnostic rout ine also jincludled roentgenolog'ic examination and~ the

Performnance of ce~itain laboratory tests, These tests were limnitedI to those
absolutely necessary; a, inediCal staff that was too energetic mnight. well con-
tribute to the precipitation or ago'ravation of traumatic shock in a badly
wouindled casualty.

On the basis of these examinations, casualties were grouped into two
categ-ories:

1. Those with mnutor or slight, wounds, in goodl condition, who needIed no
special preop~erative preparation). Theiy were operated on as soon as possible,
wit hi due regard to the mnore urgent needIs oif more. seriously wounded casualti.

2. Th'lose with severe wounds, who wvere in shock, andl in whoin adlequlate
restiscitation mighlt, mean the difference between survival andl deathi. Th'le
classification of casualties according- to their degree of shiock has been dlescr~ib~ed
elsewhere (p). :39).

Bloo0( Re1)laccinlnt

C'asualt ies admlit ted in severe shock, with no perceptible b)100( pressure,
w-ere giveni low-titer group 0 1)100( inmnediately and1 rapid1ly, wit hout waitiing
for grouping and crossmatching of the first liter. The b)1oo( was somietinues
run into two, three, or even four veins, (lepending- upon the urgency of the
patient's, state. Blood( wvas ob)tained at t lie first ve11i ipnictutre for grouping
and crosslmmatclling ini subsequent. transfusions,
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of blood at once if the casualty seemed exsanguinated (7). This practice had two added
advantages, that there was no delay in the transfusions and that recipient sets, which were
frequently in short supply at this time, were conserved by the use of the same set for the
total amount of blood.

Intrasternal administration of parenteral fluids was discussed at a number of meetings
of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes and allied groups (8, 9) but, after a vigorous
discussion, it was decided not to recommend it, for two reasons: It required a degree of
skill unlikely to exist in medical officers of all degrees of training and experience. Also,
some fatalities had been reported after it, from puncture of the inner table of the sternum
and puncture of the mediastinum.

There was also a vigorous discussion concerning administration of fluids by the femoral
vein (8, 9). This technique had been used successfully at Pearl Harbor in burned patients,
but it was concluded that it was too dangerous for general use. One reason was that a
hypertonic solution such as concentrated human albumin might cause serious damage if it
was extravasated.

As early as 1940, Dr. Elmer L. DeGowin and his associates (10) at the State University
of Iowa School of Medicine had demonstrated that preserved blood could safely be given
without reheating. This practice, which later became routine Army practice, had a number
of advantages. It eliminated the frequently costly apparatus and the manpower expended
by medical and nursing personnel in the former endeavor to keep parenteral fluids at body
temperature during injection. It also saved the time formerly spent in heating blood, and
eliminated the risk of hemolysis from the injudicious application of heat.

USE OF BLOOD IN ZONE OF INTERIOR HOSPITALS

In the spring of 1945, Col. B. Noland Carter, MC, Assistant Chief, Surgical
Consultants Division, Office of The Surgeon General, was impressed, on his
visits to a number of Zone of Interior hospitals, by an apparent tendency to
use too little blood in the preoperative, operative, and postoperative manage-
ment of battle casualties. Part of the explanation was the paucity of surgical
personnel trained in the use of whole blood as well as in its storage and process-
ing. Before the war ended, the amounts being used were increased as medical
officers who had used blood overseas returned to the United States. At a few
hospitals, blood had always been used in adequate quantities. Walter Reed
General Hospital, Washington, D.C., as might have been expected, was out-
standing in this respect, for the blood for the 250-300 transfusions given there
every month was provided by the Blood Research Section, Division of Surgical
Physiology, Army Medical School, which conducted most of the research on
whole blood carried out before and during the war.

To be certain that difficulty in obtaining blood was not the explanation
of its minimum use, Colonel Carter instituted a survey, in April and May 1945,
of the hospitals he had recently visited (11). With the end of the war, no
action was taken in the matter, but the replies to his questionnaire are worth
putting on the record:

Ashford General Hospital, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., which gave about 20 trans-
fusions a week, obtained the blood from the hospital detachment and civilian personnel. If
the necessary refrigerator could be supplied, it was thought that about 50 pints of blood a
week could be secured and the number of transfusions per week increased by 10 or 15.
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Thomas M. England General Hospital, Atlantic City, N.J., gave about 20 transfusions
a week. It procured the necessary blood from the Philadelphia chapter of the American
Red Cross and had adequate facilities for its storage.

Mayo General Hospital, Galesburg, Ill., gave 59 transfusions in January and 60 in
March 1945, against an average of 28 in each of the preceding 4 months. The increase wa'ý
explained by the increase in the number of operations and in their magnitude. Blood was
procured from men of the detachment, who were paid $10 for each donation. An informal
arrangement had been made with the civilian hospitals in Galesburg, which paid $25 per
donation, that no men of the detachment would be permitted to donate blood at any of
them until they had first donated at Mayo General Hospital. No man was permitted to
donate oftener than every 6 weeks, and 3 months was the preferable interval. The hospital
staff saw no particular advantage to establishing a blood bank with such a pool of donors
at hand and only a limited amount of surgery being done.

Newton D. Baker General Hospital, Martinsburg, W. Va., reported a strong tendency
early in its operation to use plasma in preference to blood because of its ready availability and
its ease of administration. Over the past several months, an attempt had been made to use
more blood, and an average of three transfusions a week had been given between 1 January
and 9 April 1945. Group B and group AB bloods were sometimes in short supply but there
had been no shortages in donors of other types. Although the number of transfusions given
was small, the use of blood was considered adequate. Paraplegics had sometimes presented
compatibility difficulties, possibly because they had already received so many transfusions.

Lovell General Hospital, Ayer, Mass., which operated its own blood bank, gave an
average of 30 transfusions a week. Blood was obtained without difficulty from the medical
and Women's Army Corps detachments and civilian employees and was supplemented by
blood from the Worcester Blood Bank and the Boston Red Cross Chapter, which provided
as many as 20 bottles a week and could furnish more if necessary.

DeWitt General Hospital, Auburn, Calif., which gave an average of 12 transfusions a
week, obtained blood from civilian and military members of the hospital staff. Local Red
Cross representatives had informed the commanding officer of the hospital that about 100
Auburn civilians, who periodically gave blood for the plasma program, would be glad to
contribute to the hospital if the need should arise.

Halloran General Hospital, Staten Island, N.Y., which operated its own blood bank,
gave about 40 transfusions per week. Group 0 blood was secured from duty personnel, and
A, B, and AB blood from the Army Whole Blood Procurement Service, which procured it
from the New York chapter of the American Red Cross.

Billings General Hospital, Indianapolis, Ind., which operated its own blood bank, gave
559 transfusions between 27 March and 27 April 1945. The blood was secured from indi-
viduals confined in the U.S. Disciplinary Barracks on the post and was collected at regular
intervals. The bleeding of prisoners was always on an entirely voluntary basis.

Brooke General Hospital, San Antonio, Tex., which gave about 40 transfusions per week,
was not permitted to operate a blood bank because the liquid plasma center operated at the
4th Army Laboratory at Fort Sam Houston could supply all the blood needed. The hospital,
however, had set up a transfusion section which prepared and issued all intravenous sets,
typed all patients requiring transfusion, crossmatched all bloods, drew all bloods collected in
the hospital, and investigated reactions. The transfusion section kept 6 pints of 0 blood on
hand at all times for emergency use, replacing within 24 hours all blood used.

The bulk of the blood collected locally came from the medical detachment. Donors
were paid at the usual rate. Civilian donations amounted to about 15 per week.

Walter Reed General Hospital

Late in 1943, the Division of Surgical Physiology, Army Medical School,
undertook to supply blood for all routine transfusions at Walter Reed General
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Hospital. A strict record was kept of the first 3,000 transfusions given under
the new system, and a continuing effort was made to see that recipient sets were
properly prepared. With this precaution, the reaction rate, as already noted,
was reduced from 22 percent to approximately 0.5 percent.

Only 0 blood was supplied. At first, the bloods were not tested for
agglutinin titer, and no effort was made to avoid giving A, B, or AB recipients
transfusions of high-titer blood. During this period, there was only one iiistance
in which it was suspected that an A recipient might have suffered from some
hemolysis of her own cells. The reaction was mild, perhaps because the blood
had been collected in Alsever's solution and the amount of agglutinin was there-
fore diluted and was taken into the bloodstream more slowly than if the amount
of solution transfused had been 500 or 600 cc.

In January 1945, a number of high-titer bloods were deliberately given to
A and B recipients. No clinical reactions were observed until bloods with
titers of 1:1024 or higher were administered. Then, the patients had chills,
fever, vomiting, and other symptoms, and an increase in the serum bilirubin
was observed.

Since these observations suggested that high-titer 0 bloods might cause
reactions in non-group 0 recipients, all 0 bloods handled at the hospital in the
future were separated on the basis of their agglutinin content. The titration
technique which was adopted separated approximately 25 percent of 0 bloods
with the highest titers of anti-A or anti-B agglutinins, or both. tligh-titer
bloods were given only to 0 recipients, and low-titer bloods were reserved for
A, B, and AB recipients.

Maj. Leslie H. Tisdall, MC, Coordinator, Army Whole Blood Procurement
Service, with his associates, made a study of the effects of high-titer 0 blood on
incompatible recipients (12) (p. 259), and further studies in the Zone of Interior
were being planned when the war ended.

PLASMA THERAPY

Indications

While too much credit was given to plasma early in World War II, it
remained until the end of the war an extremely useful emergency agent. This
has been indicated in so many discussions earlier in this volume that any repeti-
tion is unnecessary here.

There were certain injuries and conditions in which plasma was of greater
value than blood or was needed in addition to blood. These included:

1. Head injuries. Limitation of fluids was desirable, and plasma was given only in
sufficient quantities to control shock and restore blood volume.

2. Crushing injuries, in which hemoconcentration was frequent. The tremendous
swelling which developed in the limbs of these victims after they were removed from beneath
the stones and masonry which had crushed them often was associated with very high hemato-
crit values. The management of these injuries -'.& also complicated by the development of
pigment nephropathy and anuria, which might be enhanced by blood transfusions.
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3. Fulminating clostridial myositis, particularly of the wet type. Loss of plasma
through the wound or into the affected muscles was best combated with large plasma infu-
sions. These same patients, however, tended to present severe anemia, and they required
whole blood as well as plasma.

4. Severe wounds associated with hypoproteinemia; abdominal wounds which required
prolonged nasogastric suction; and bedsores, particularly in paraplegics. Amino acid
solutions for intravenous use were never generally available in World War II and were not
available at all until late in the war. Plasma proved to be an excellent substitute.

5. Burns, which furnished perhaps the most clear-cut indication of all for the use of
plasma. When Elkinton (13), in 1939, reported four cases treated by this method, he
pointed out:

a. That hemoconcentration or diminution of the plasma volume, as measured by
serial hematocrit determinations, was evident in all four patients, who also all exhibited a
decrease in the plasma protein concentration, a decrease which, because of the hemocon-
centration also present, was even more marked than the figures indicated.

b. That plasma infusions, to replace the lost plasma and protein, was the most ra-
tional therapy. Whole blood would supply the necessary elements, but to add red cells to
a circulation already relatively overloaded with them, was not logical.

The onset of shock in severe burns is remarkably rapid and may occur within an hour
after injury. Immediately after injury, however, the need for plasma is not yet reflected
in the hematocrit, and larger amounts are needed than its current level indicates.

The tragic experience of the fire at the Cocoanut Grove in Boston in November 1942
provided an instructive experience in the management of shock in burns (14). The mass
disaster bore a real resemblance to the situation that might be encountered in military
experience. An instructive comparison was also furnished between the use of plasma at
Massachusetts General Hospital, where all the patients were treated uniformly, under the
direction of Dr. Churchill, and its use at the Boston City Hospital, where the patients were
treated on five separate services.

In cases of burn shock not complicated by wounds, in which the reduced blood volume
was due almost entirely to loss of plasma, the most common error of management in World
War II was failure to administer plasma rapidly enough and in large enough amounts. The
best results were secured when it was given into two veins, or with positive pressure, until
the hematocrit became approximately normal. Then, administration was continued at a
rate just sufficient to maintain this level. As much as 4,000 to 6,000 cc. of plasma might
be necessary in the first 24 to 36 hours in extensive burns. After this period, secondary
anemia tended to develop rapidly, and whole blood replaced plasma in the management of
the injury.

The special experience of the 77th Field Hospital in the European theater,
commanded by Maj. Henry Metz, MC, with the use of plasma in true protein
depletion, in which it was more valuable than whole blood, is described else-
where (p. 570).

Dosage and Administration

The dosage of plasma, as of blood, was an individual matter. The blood
pressure level was the simplest method of determining the need for it and the
response to it, but not necessarily the most accurate method.

The degree of hemoconcentration was another method of determining the
amount of plasma to be used; 50 cc. was given for every point that the concen-
tration exceeded the normal 100 percent. It was also estimated that 100 cc.
of plasma was required for every point that the hematocrit determination
exceeded the normal of 45.
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When the hematocrit was low, patients treated with plasma sometimes
had a rapid pulse for days, even though the blood pressure was well sustained.

It was realized very early in the war that 250 cc. of plasma was never an
adequate (lose; if plasma was needed at all, at least 500 cc. was necessary, and,
many times, a good deal more (15, 16). As time passed, thie initial dose tended
to become larger, up to 1,000 cc., and some hospitals, such as the 33d Field
Hospital in November 1943, reported using as much as 5,000 cc. for resuscita-
tion (6).

The first 500 cc. of plasma was given rapidly, and rapid administration
was continued until the blood pressure became approximately normal. If the
patient was evacuated to the rear, additional plasma was given before he was
put in the ambulance. This method was very useful in the Tunisian campaign,
when, field hospitals not yet being in use in their later conventional manner,
undesirably long evacuations were often necessary. Plasma was also given
during transportation, particularly to patients with abdominal injuries and
fractures of the femur. Later, of course, patients with such injuries were
resuscitated and operated on in forward hospitals.

Isotonic plasma was recommended by the Subcommittee on Blood Sub-
stitutes (15). Its members did not look with favor on the use of concentrated
plasma (p. 275).

Other Proposed Uses

The suggestion that. dried plasma be used as a menstruum for the local
application of penicillin to wounds did not get beyond the experimental stage.
The same was true of a study at the University of Chicago on filling the pleural
space with plasma after lung resection, to compensate for the protein loss that
occurs after such operations.

Attempts to treat decompression sickness with plasma, on the ground that
some patients presented decreases in specific gravity, came to no more than the
suggestion. A similar fate befell the suggestion that concentrated dried plasma
be used in the treatment of acute nephritis.

The proposal that plasma be administered by hypodermoclysis in deeply
shocked casualties wats discouraged for the reason that if the veins were col-
lapsed and difficult to locate, there was all the more reason for injecting plasma
intravenously ats promptly as possible to restore an effective circulating blood
volume.

Technique of Administration

The standard Army-Navy package of dried plasma contained two sealed
cans and a printed questionnaire. Filling out the questionnaire was the final
step of administration of plasma and was particularly important in the early
d(ays of the program, when the Blood Research Section, Army Medical School,
urgently needed the data thus secured to determine further steps in procedure.

The detailed technique of plasma administration is described in figure 163.
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SERUM ALBUMIN THERAPY

The Army, in contrast to the Navy, used very little serum albumin because
of its satisfaction with plasma and for other reasons (p. 347). Clinically, except
for the need for supplying fluids when serum albumin was used in dehydrated
patients, there was little to choose between the two agents. At times, how-
ever, the compact size of the serum albumin package was a distinct advantage.
One medical officer, for instance, related how he and some of his corpsmen,
after they had lost all their plasma when their landing boat was sunk off the
Normandy beaches, filled their pockets with packages of serum albumin and
administered it to many seriously wounded men, most of whom lived to be
taken aboard ships on which they could receive definitive care.

As albumin was put up for the Armed Forces, its high concentration
made its physiologic effect dependent upon the rapidity with which it mobilized
interstitial fluid. In a well-hydrated patient, this was no problem; the circu-

FIGURE 163.-Reconstitution of standard Army-Navy package of normal
human dried plasma. A. Unopened waterproof cardboard box sealed with
waterproof tape. B. Removal of tape from box. C. Opened box, showing
contained cans, which are removed by pulling on the draw cord. D. Cans
removed from box. E. View of can showing spot-welded key on top.
717-409----64----7
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lating blood volune was promptly increased, and the intravascular discrepancy
cilaracteristic of shock wils promptly overcome. In the dehydrated casualty,
the problem was different. Since the majority of wounded solliers, under the
rigorous conditions of combat, were dehydrated, isotonic fluids usually had to
be administered along with the serum albumin. This was no problem for the
Navy but made the use of albumin by the Army far less practical and
convenient.

At the 2 June 1944 meeting of the Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes
(17), the principal discussion concerned the possihuity of resuscitation in air-
planes. It was decided that if this procedure should be attempted, serum
albumin would be the best agent to use. There were numerous problems,
including limitation of space, thermal stability, and the effect of turbulence.
No further action was taken, chiefly because D-day was 4 days after this
meeting and the Army Air Forces were fully occupied with other, more urgent
matters.

At the end of the war, the clinical indications and contraindications for
the use of serum albumin were quite clear:

1. It could be used in shock and in hypoproteinemic states almost inter-
changeably with plasma. It had to be b)orne in mind, however, that albumin
is purified protein and contains no complement, prothromnbin, or other coin-
ponents of plasma.

2. Serum albumin was of special value in edematous patients, particularly
in burned patients, because it could be administered without a significant
amount of fluid. On the other hand, if it was given to a dehydrated patient
the parenteral administration of fluid was necessary simultaneously or
immediately after the serum was injected.

3. Serum albumin was useful in patients with cranial injuries, in which
fluids were generally contraindicat-ed.

4. The fact that albumin is hypertonic and remains in the vascular system
longer than hypertonic crystalloid solutions made it necessary to use it. with
great care. It was not useful in older patients if any myocardial weakness was
evident; the rapid elevation of the blood pressure could cause pulmonary
edema. It was also contraindicated in concealed arterial bleeding and in
uncontrolled or recurrent hemorrhage because of the rapid rise in blood pressure
which it produced.

Technique of Administration

The standard Army-Navy package for concentrated serumi albumin (fig.
164A and B) contained three cans (fig. 164C), each of which contained:

A double-ended glass container, sealed at each end with rubber stoppers, and containing
100 cc. of 25-percent solution of serum albumin (25 gin.).

An airway.
Equipment for .ntravenous administration.
Tape for suspension of the albumin bottle.
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Etched on the metal can were the following instructions for the adminis-
tration of the serum albumin (fig. 164):

1. Open metal can with attached key.
2. Remove air filter needle, intravenous set, and intravenous needle.
3. Remove container of albumin.
4. Apply alcohol or iodine to both rubber stoppers.
5. Holding container in upright position, insert air filter needle through top of rubber

stopper.
6. Insert short needle of intravenous set through rubber stopper at opposite end.
7. Attach intravenous needle to observation tube.
8. Allow tubing to fill with albumin solution.
9. Insert intravenous needle into vein. If venipuncture is difficult, cut down on vein.
10. Suspend container about 3 ft. above patient.
11. Except in severe shock, do not let rate of administration exceed 5 cc. per minute.

MANAGEMENT OF SPECIAL TYPES OF WOUNDS

Wounds of the Extremities

Patients with multiple wounds of the extremities, particularly those pro-
duced by landmines, traumatic amputations, and fractures of the femur, re-
quired large amounts of blood. A common mistake in the management of
femoral fractures in the early experience of the Mediterranean theater was
failure to restore the blood volume promptly. Penicillin was brought to the
theater by Maj. Champ Lyons, MC, in the late winter of 1943, and he and
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Oscar P. Hampton, Jr., MC, introduced an extremely
successful three-point program of blood, penicillin, and surgery (18). In -TI
their instruction, they emphasized that even as potent an agent as penic .. ,,.
would be less potent without the liberal use of whole blood and that surgery
would be much less successful-and sometimes impossible-without it.

Blood was given in preparation for operation, during operation, and post-
operatively in the forward hospital, and was also given later, before reparative
surgery, in the base hospital.

Secondary anemia, often of a considerable degree, was evident in casualties
admitted to base hospitals, even when they had received large amounts of
blood in forward hospitals. These anemias would undoubtedly have corrected
themselves spontaneously in time if adequate diets had been supplied and had
been supplemented by iron therapy. There was, however, an urgent need to
get on rapidly with reparative surgery, not only because the military situation
required the rapid turnover of hospital beds but, even more impellingly, in the
patient's own best interests. Wound closure with low hematocrit levels would
have introduced a completely preventable surgical risk (19, 20).

Three series of fractures of the long bones illustrate these points (18):
1. At the 16th Evacuation Hospital, 28 of 100 casualties with fractures of the femur

required between 1,500 and 2,000 cc. of blood before and during operation, and only 9
patients in the series required no blood at all. In contrast, only 3 of 100 patients with
compound fractures of the radius, ulna, or long bones required blood in such quantities, and
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mitted to develop. The same precautions concerning the risk of overloading
the circulation held in thoracoabdominal wounds. Sometimes the need for
correction of cardiorespiratory pathophysiology, which indicated limitation of
fluids, had to be balanced against the need for liberal amounts of blood because
of hemorrhage from associated injuries. Theoretically, if red blood cells had
been available, their use might have solved the problem of the need for blood
and the risk of overloading the circulation in chest injuries.

Before blood was available in liberal quantities in the Mediterranean
theater, blood aspirated from the chest was sometimes used for transfusion.
Surgeons differed as to the periods within which they considered it safe to
use such blood; most were conservative, limiting the time to no more than
6 hours. The blood was never used, of course, if there was the smallest sus-
picion that a thoracoabdominal wound was present.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

Preparation of Manual On Shock

At the first meeting of the NRC (National Research Council) Committee
on Transfusions on 31 May 1940 (19), Dr. Alfred Blalock was appointed to
prepare a small pamphlet on shock and allied subjects, for distribution to the
Army and the Navy. His choice as principal author was wise, for few people
had done more than he to develop the concept of hemorrhage as the basic
cause of shock.

It is of interest, therefore, and indicative of how completely shock therapy
was revolutionized during the war, to find in this pamphlet (22):

1. A full discussion of isotonic salt and glucose solution in the prevention of shock.
2. A statement of the limitations of blood banks in wartime because of the cumber-

some cooling unit necessary, and the limited shelf life of blood. It was pointed out, how-
ever, that one of the greatest advantages of preserved blood was that larger quantities
could be given than were ordinarily used.

3. A discussion of plasma (twice as long as the space devoted to blood), in which the

concept was presented that the loss of red blood corpuscles would be tolerated quite well
if the lost plasma were replaced. One of the advantages of plasma was said to be that it
did not add to the concentration of red blood corpuscles, hemoconcentration being the
usual finding in shock. The intravenous injection of adequate quantities of plasma was
considered "probably the single most effective and valuable and practical method for the
prevention and treatment of shock, with the possible exception of methods of hemostasis."

All of these statements were correct in the light of 1940 knowledge.

Shock Teams

The blood banks in the Mediterranean and European theaters had a
single function, to provide blood for wounded casualties. The U.S. Army
blood service personnel, unlike the British Army Transfusion Service personnel,
had nothing to do with the administration of the blood. British personnel
were trained in the processing and care of preserved blood and also in its
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administration. U.S. personnel were trained only in its procurement and
processing.

As shock was handled in the Mediterranean theater during World War II,
it was the shock teams assigned from auxiliary surgical group personnel and
not organic personnel of field hospitals who carried the major responsibility
for treating casualties and determined the efficiency of their care in these
hospitals (3). The supervision of shocked casualties by hospital personnel
was the responsibility of the anesthesiologist, whose hands were full with his
own duties, supervision of his helpers, and supervision of replacement therapy
in the operating room.

This situation was almost inevitable. In contradistinction to other areas
of medicine and surgery, there was no pool of civilian medical personnel trained
in the mass treatment of shock. Almost any civilian physician could treat
single patients adequately in peacetime practice, and that was how shocked
patients were usually encountered, as individuals. In warfare, there were few
occasions on which it was not necessary to treat several casualties at the same
time, and it was often necessary to treat overwhelming numbers of seriously
wounded casualties simultaneously. Few medical officers possessed this knowl-
edge and ability when they entered the Army and they had to be trained
afterward (p. 87).

Shock Wards

Shock wards were promptly set up in hospitals in combat areas in all
theaters. The ward described by Col. Douglas B. Kendrick, MC, in October
1945 (figs. 165 and 166) brings together the best features of all such wards as
they evolved with experience (23):

Facilities.--While facilities must conform to available terrain, shock
wards, whenever possible, should be located in proximity to the triage tent
and as close as possible to the surgical tent. If terrain permits, it is best
to have all of these tents, plus the radiology tent, joined. With such an
arrangement, service is more efficient, and mud, heavy rains, and blackout
regulations are less hampering.

The tentage should be sufficient to accommodate 40 patients at the same
time (fig. 165). Two squad tents, attached to each other laterally, with the
adjoining sidewalls raised, will provide adequate space for 25, and a third
tent, joined to one or the other, can care for an additional 15 casualties. Shock
wards should not be divided. When they are, additional personnel and
equipment are necessary, and comparative surgical priorities are more difficult
to establish.

Equipment.-Good light is essential for examination, venipuncture, and
laboratory work. If electrical fixtures are limited, bulbs attached to long
drop cords provide adequate lighting.

Also needed are:
1. Wooden horses (80), half 25 and half 29 inches high, so that litters

can be placed in either the Fowler or the Trendelenburg position.
717-409--64-48
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FIGURE 165.-Interior of shock ward, showing litter on sawhorses.
Wire, strung above litter, suspends charts, identification cards, and
blood, plasma, and other intravenous fluids.

2. Overhanging wires (fig. 165), strung about 7 feet high and so dis-
tributed that a wire passes over each litter. These wires are used for intra-
venous fluids, individual records, and, for rapid identification, cards with each
patient's number.

3. Tourniquets.
4. A refrigerator.
5. A large sterilizer or two small sterilizers.
6. Wash basins, kidney basins, sponge cups, and drinking cups.
7. Levin tubes, urinals, bedpans, and enema bags.
8. Oxygen tanks, reducing valves, and oxygen masks.
9. Syringes, 5-, 10-, 30-, and 50-cc., 100 of each.
10. Hypodermic needles, from 25- to 15-gage.
11. Sternal needles.
12. Intravenous cannulas.
13. Clinical thermometers.
14. Bandages, Carlisle dressings, large and small gauze squares, petrolatum

gauze (for sucking wounds of chest), and adhesive tape.
15. Blankets.
16. Portable Van Slyke copper sulfate specific gravity sets and a centrifuge

for determining hematocrit and plasma protein values.
17. Phlebotomy sets and chest aspirating sets.
18. Morphine solution in 100-cc. bottles, procaine hydrochloride solution,

sodium amytal, and aspirin.
19. Penicillin.
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FiruRE lfi6.--Setup of shock ward. A. Utility table.
B. Oxygen tank. C. Sterilizer. D. Refrigerator. E. Wash-
bowls. F. Entrance from triage ward. G. Exit to surgery.
In retrospect, it would have been more efficient to place the
refrigerator in the center of the ward.

20. Whole blood, plasma, isotonic sodium chloride solution, and 5-percent
dextrose solution in distilled water.

21. Forms for recording transfusions and other intravenous medication.
22. A bulletin board for posting lists of casualties under treatment for

shock, with recommended surgical priorities.
A center table, with multiple shelves, placed in tihe center of the ward

makes all equipment and supplies readily accessible. Glassware is washed and
prepared on a small table near the sterilizer.

Staffing.-Shock wards must operate fully staffed 24 hours a day. The
minimum personnel to handle 30 patients in shock is two officers and four
enlisted men, so assigned as to provide efficient coverage in tihe circumstances.
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Enlisted men should be well trained in aseptic techniques and in the prepara-
tion and administration of blood and other intravenous fluids.

Because of the volume of work on a shock ward, it is desirable to utilize
personnel from other services. After adequate instruction, dental officers
prove very useful, and personnel from the medical services can also help,
especially early in a combat operation, when, as a rule, there are few medical
admissions.

Assignment of dudes.-The duties of medical officers on a shock ward
are to make an initial examination; control hemorrhage; close sucking wounds
of the chest; aspirate hemothoraces; relieve tension pneumothorax; perform
intercostal nerve block; take blood for hematocrit and plasma protein deter-
minations; maintain a check on the blood pressure; order replacement therapy
and assist in giving it; outline the therapeutic measures to be employed;
supervise the setting up and maintenance of records; record all therapy;
follow the results of treatment; correlate them with the shock process; deter-
mine transportability; and, in conference with the chief of surgery, establish
operative priorities, with due regard to relative possibilities of survival.

The medical officer in charge of the ward also organizes the duty roster
of officers and enlisted men on shock teams and assigns them to specific tasks.

The duties of enlisted men are to administer morphine, penicillin, blood,
plasma, and other therapy as directed by the medical officers; maintain
adequate supplies; attend to the care and operation of the sterilizer; clean
glassware; record all procedures carried out on patients; provide ordinary
nursing care, such as taking temperatures; removing bloody blankets and
clothing; cleanse patients, at least superficially; and supply coffee, water, and
other fluids if the patients are able to take them.

Experience proved that the methods just outlined provided a simple
and efficient routine for the management of shocked casualties.
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CHAPTER XX

The Blood, Plasma, and Related Programs in the
Korean War

Part I. Administrative Background

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

When the Korean War broke out on 25 June 1950,1 less than 10 years after
the United States had entered World War II and less than 5 years after that
war had ended, the situation was improved over the situation in December 1941
in only one respect: No well-organized blood bank system was in operation,
but a plan for the supply of whole blood and plasma did exist. The plan had
not been implemented, however, because it had been prepared only a short
time before the outbreak of hostilities. It is extremely unfortunate that
planning had not begun earlier, for the need for whole blood arises whenever
combat commences; the Korean War proved again that whole blood cannot be
provided promptly and efficiently unless supplies, equipment, trained personnel,
and a detailed plan for its collection, processing, transportation, and distri-
bution have already been set up.

When the Korean War broke out, the course of events in respect to the
blood program was as follows:

1. Blood collecting teams were immediately utilized in Japan, to meet
the first need for blood in the field.

2. These supplies proved inadequate as action became more intense, and
requests for whole blood were sent to the Zone of Interior.

3. The American Red Cross was asked, as in World War II, to become the
collecting agency for blood for the oversea airlift. Fortunately, this agency
already had in operation a blood collecting program to supply blood to civilian
hospitals in the United States, and could build upon it.

4. Later, when the initial program proved inadequate, an Armed Forces
Blood Program and a National Blood Program were established and remained
in operation until the end of active fighting in Korea.

5. A plasma program was also developed which later had to be discon-
tinued because of the risk of serum hepatitis associated with plasma infusions
(p. 776). The production of human serum albumin was substituted for the
production of plasma and was supplemented by the production of plasma
expanders (the so-called blood substitutes of World War II).

I That date should be borne in mind. Unless the dates of the various activities to be described are borne In mind
and are related to the dates of the Korean War (25 June 1950, when the invasion of South Korea occurred, and 27 July
1953, when the armistice was signed), it will not be realized that, In many Instances, the actions were almost too late.
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In spite of the expedient nature of the blood program, casualties in Korea
never lacked the blood they needed, but the comment is justified concerning
this war, as it was concerning World War I, that the efficient way to provide
blood for combat casualties is not to wait for the need for it to arise and then
to provide it, at least initially, by a series of improvisations.

It is interesting, and somewhat depressing, to note in various reports of
conferences concerning the blood and blood-derivatives program in the Korean
War how quickly the World War II experience seemed to have been forgotten
and how the tendency was again evident to concentrate on agents other than
whole blood in the management of combat and other casualties. At a meeting
of the Subcommittee on Shock, Committee on Surgery, NRC (National
Research Council), on 14 November 1951 (1), Dr. Walter L. Bloom rather
impatiently called the attention of the members to the fact that the entire
philosophy of plasma expanders was questionable. Military and surgical
groups, he said, should define the limitations of these substitutes, and they
should be considered as suitable for emergency use only. The first need of
combat casualties was for whole blood.

THE INTERIM BETWEEN THE WARS

A knowledge of certain background facts is essential to the story of the
blood, plasma, and plasma-expanders program in the Korean War, beginning
with one major difference between this program and the similar program in
World War II: In the Korean War, the program covered civilian defense as
well as military needs. In World War II, the two responsibilities were entirely
separate. The development of the program that provided blood and plasma
in the Korean War is best described chronologically.2

1945-46

In September 1945, with the end of hostilities in World War II, the whole blood program
was discontinued immediately, and the plasma program was terminated as promptly as
contracts could be ended. The research that had been a part of both programs also came
to an end except for the plasma-fractionation studies, which were continued in Dr. Edwin
J. Cohn's laboratory at Harvard.

During the interim between the wars, needs for whole blood in Army hospitals were
met within the hospitals. There were no plans, militarily or otherwise, to stockpile reserves
of plasma for a national emergency. Indeed, had such a disaster occurred, there would
have been no program to put into effect. The whole blood program would have died between
the wars except for the stimulus provided by the activities of the American Red Cross.

2 Unless otherwise indicated, the data in this section of this chapter are derived from the excellent and well-documented
account of the blood, blood derivatives, and plasma-expanders program in the first 2 years of the Korean War prepared
by Col. Patrick H. Hoey, MC, USAF, Chairman of the blood and blood derivatives group (f), and the convenient
account of the historical development of the Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health and Medical) prepared by
Miss Elsie LaMantia (3).
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1947

Postwar activities in respect to blood began on 26 July 1947, with the passage of the
National Security Act (Public Law No. 253, 80th Congress), which established the De-
partment of Defense (2). This act provided for the establishment of NSRB (National
Security Resources Board) to advise President Harry S. Truman on policies relating to
industrial and civilian mobilization. It also provided for the policy just mentioned, the
integration of civilian and military health resources. Finally, it authorized steps leading
toward a more unified control of national medical services.

1948

On 1 January 1948, the then Secretary of Defense, Mr. James V. Forrestal, appointed
a Committee on Medical and Hospital Services of the Armed Forces, to study all questions
of common interest to the three medical services, with a view to obtaining maximum efficiency
and economy in all their operations. Secretary Forrestal's committee consisted of Maj.
Gen. Paul R. Hawley (Ret.), chairman (hence, the Hawley Committee); the Surgeons
General of the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force; and Rear Adm. Joel T. Boone, MC,
USN, who served as executive secretary.

In the meantime, the President had appointed a Commission on Reorganization of
the Executive Branch of Government under Ex-President Herbert Hoover (the Hoover
Commission), which, by the middle of 1948, had two task forces working on the coordination
of health and medical matters in the National Military Establishment:

1. The Task Force on National Security (the Eberstadt Committee).
2. The Task Force on Federal Medical Services (the Voorhees Committee).
The Hawley Committee had recommended that a civilian committee be established,

to serve in a consultant and advisory capacity to the Secretary of Defense on medical and
health affairs, and both of these task forces made similar recommendations.

On 9 November 1948, still another committee was appointed, the Armed Forces Medical
Advisory Committee. Its chairman, Mr. Charles P. Cooper (hence, the Cooper Committee),
also served as Deputy to the Secretary of Defense in the fields of medicine and health. The
committee consisted of the Surgeons General of the three services, General Hawley, and a
number of distinguished civilian physicians.

The recommendations of this committee immediately identified a structural weakness
in the Office of the Secretary of Defense: There was no agency or personnel in it to implement
committee recommendations after the Secretary had approved them. The Surgeons General,
who were members of the committee, were in the untenable position of making recommenda-
tions to the Secretary and then receiving these same recommendations from him for com-
ment. This phase of the problem was solved by removing the Surgeons General from
membership on the Cooper Committee.

1949

In February 1949, the Joint Chiefs of Staff asked that the Cooper Committee consider
the entire question of "unification or coordination" of the Armed Forces medical services,
including the possible development of a single medical service. At the end of 2 months of
intensive study, the committee recommended against a single Tri-Force medical service.
Instead, it recommended that the recommendations of the Eberstadt, Voorhees, and Hawley
Committees should be implemented and that an organization be established in the Office of
the Secretary of Defense, with authority to act on committee and other recommendations.

In accordance with this recommendation, the Medical Service Division was set up in
the Office of the Secretary of Defense in May 1949, with a director who had authority to
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establish general policies for the medical services of all three Armed Forces. The Hawley
Committee was then dissolved and its subcommittees were transferred to the Medical
Service Division. The Cooper Committee continued to function.

On 29 September 1949, the Medical Service Division was renamed the Office of Medical
Services. Its current director, Dr. Richard L. Meiling, was named Director of Medical
Services and Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Medical Affairs. Dr. Meiling estab-
lished a Medical Advisory Council consisting of the three Surgeons General, who met weekly
in his office. After the Korean War broke out, the Surgeon General of the U.S. Public
Health Service and the Medical Director of the Veterans' Administration were added to the
membership of the Council.

1951

The Cooper Committee continued to function throughout 1950, as did the Office of
Medical Services. On 2 January 1951, the Cooper Committee and the Office of Medical
Services were replaced by an Armed Forces Medical Policy Council, whose director was
named Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs. The Council consisted of
the three Surgeons General; a dental surgeon; and two other civilians, Dr. Isidor S. Ravdin
and Dr. W. Randolph Lovelace III, both of whom had had wide medicomilitary experience.
With the establishment of this council, there was now fully carried out, for the first time, the
intent of Congress as expressed in the National Security Act of 1947 (p. 715). Also for the
first time:

1. There existed in the DOD (Department of Defense) an organization with authority
to coordinate medical policy within the department as well as between the department and
other governmental agencies and civilian medical and allied health organizations.

2. The three Surgeons General had authority to represent their respective departments
in the formulation of medical and health policies at the level of the Department of Defense.

1953

There were no further changes of consequence in the medical structure of the Depart-
ment of Defense until 1 April 1953, when DOD Directive 5136.4 established the position 'f
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (Health and Medical) in the Office of the Secretary of
Defense. This was a considerable forward step. All medical and health policies, plans,
standards, criteria, and other aspects of medical service could now be reviewed in the Office
of the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (Health and Medical), who also maintained
liaison, on both a national and an international basis, with all other governmental and
civilian health and medical agencies and associations. The advice of the Surgeons General
was made available to the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense as necessary.

On 30 June 1953, Congress approved Reorganization Plan No. 6 for the Department of
Defense. This plan authorized, among nine Assistant Secretaries of Defense, an Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Health and Medical); thus, in effect, regularizing and giving authority
to the plan adopted in the Office of the Secretary of Defense in April 1953. On 2 September
1953, the Secretary of Defense, by DOD Directive 5136.4, established a Health and Medical
Advisory Council composed of civilians.

Meantime, the NSRB chairman, former Secretary of the Air Force W. Stuart Symington,
had set up a Health Resources Office, which reported directly to him and which was respon.i-
ble for the development of p1 mns and recommnendations relative to mobilization and allocation
of health resources and for the medical aspects of civilian defense. Dr. Howard A Rusk
was appointed chairman of the special committee to advise Mr. Symington on broad policies
relating to health resources. When these last actions were taken, the armistice of 27 July
1953 had already ended the fighting in the Korean War.
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Comment

The organizational steps just outlined were all extremely important and
are entirely relevant to the blood program in the Korean War. They meant
that, for the first time, the Department of Defense would coordinate and
integrate all phases of its health program, including the blood program, to
conform with broad policies established at the presidential level. It also
meant that recommendations of task groups concerning coordination with
other agencies would no longer be conflicting, since both military and civilian
national health agencies would now act jointly, to meet the overall requirements
of national mobilization.

INITIAL STEPS IN THE NATIONAL BLOOD PROCUREMENT
PROGRAM

One of the joint problems that came to the attention of the Director of
Medical Services, Office of the Secretary of Defense, in 1949, soon after the
establishment, of his position, concerned military and civilian requirements for
whole blood and blood derivatives. An inventory of existing stocks of plasma
and other derivatives, early in October of that year, indicated that they were
very low (p. 772); that there was no coordinated plan to expand them; and that,
if an emergency should arise, there were no facilities for their augmentation.
Only four laboratories were producing plasma commercially. Their combined
annual production was about 300,000 units, and they had no incentive to
expand it, for plasma was % nonprofit item.

This situation was viewed with the seriousness it deserved, and, on 26
October 1949 the Director of Medical Services, acting for the Secretary of
Defense appointed a task group to study the whole problem of providing
blood, blood derivatives, and plasma substitutes (expanders) for the Armed
Forces in peacetime and in war. The investigation was to cover such related
matters as supplies and equipment for transfusion; training of personnel in
the technical aspects of procurement, control, storage, transportation, and use
of blood and blood derivatives to meet expanded requirements of an emergency
program; and the development of a system of logistics capable of meeting
requirements on a global scale (4).

The members of this Task Group included Capt. Hilton W. Rose, MC,
USN; Capt. Lloyd R. Newhouser, MC, USN; Col. William S. Stone, MC,
USA; and Lt. Col. (later Col.) Alonzo A. Towner, Jr., MC, USAF. The
comprehensive report which they submitted to the Secretary of Defense on 15
March 1950 (4) had been approved by the Military Medical Advisory Council
(the predecessor of the Armed Forces Medical Policy Council) on 14 February
1950. On 5 May 1950, the report was approved by the Secretary of Defense,
in a memorandum addressed to the three Service secretaries, and thus became
official DOD policy (5).
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As of this date, the retrenchment that had characterized all activities
relating to blood in the postwar period, began to be reversed, but it was almost
too late: It was less than 2 months later that the outbreak of hostilities in
Korea required the immediate translation of still theoretical concepts of a
national emergency into a stern reality, though, fortunately, several additional
weeks were to elapse before a request for whole blood came to the Zone of
Interior from the combat area.

REPORT OF TASK GROUP

The report by the Task Group to the Director of Medical Services on
"A Suggested Program of Whole Blood and Blood Derivatives for the Armed
Forces" in March 1950 analyzed the problem; summarized the commercial
potential for dried plasma; and outlined the requirements for stockpiling
plasma and for the collection, distribution, and use of whole blood. In sub-
stance, the report was as follows:

The Problem

Whole human blood, required in modern therapy, cannot be stockpiled
because it is extremely labile; it requires constant refrigeration and precise
technical control and handling; and, under present procedures, it cannot be
stockpiled for more than 30 days.

The Armed Forces can operate blood banks to meet peacetime requirements
but cannot supply wartime necessities. It is not desirable to use combat
troops as donors. Neither in peacetime nor in war can the Armed Forces
provide blood derivatives.

The reserves of blood derivatives left from World War II will largely be
outdated by the end of 1950, though some can be reprocessed, at about a third
of the cost of new products. The total amount that has been reprocessed,
however, will provide only a third to a half of the required war reserve (set at a
million units) for the Armed Forces. Reprocessing and handling can be
carried out only by specially trained personnel, with considerable technical
background.

The present civilian program for blood and blood derivatives is not
adequately organized or planned to meet the requirements of the Armed
Forces, the civil defense program, and other civilian needs in time of war.

The wartime needs can therefore be met only by a national program,which
must be organized in peacetime.

The Present Situation

At this time (March 1950), the blood procurement situation in the United
States is as follows:

1. Twenty-one blood banks are in operation in Armed Forces installations. Ah have

standardized equipment and supplies, are centrally controlled, and would be capable of
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operating under wartime conditions. Four of these banks are each collecting 300 pints a
month. The others are collecting from 50 to 250 pints each.

2. Some two or three thousand nonprofit blood banks are in operation, most of which
belong to the American Association of Blood Banks.3 About half of these banks actually
draw and process blood. 72he remainder, whose chief function is to serve their own hospitals
and adjacent rural communities, act merely as storage and issue points for blood drawn
elsewhere. When the operations of these banks are entirely intrastate, they are under no
control, and their equipment, supplies, and procedures are not standardized. If, however,
these hospital banks would adopt NIH (Nationai Institutes of Health) standards and could
produce significant surpluses above their own needs, they could contribute to the national
blood program.

3. Four commercial blood banks are in operation in New York. Others are in operation
in Dallas, San Francisco, and Chicago, and there are a few smaller banks in other locations.
They lack trained personnel and uniform standards, and it is doubtful that they could ex-
pand significantly in time of war.

4. Only three commercial biologic laboratories are now collecting blood for plasma:
Cutter Laboratories, 100,000 pints per year; Hyland Laboratories, 40,000 pints per year;
and Sharp & Dohme, 150,000 pints per year. All these laboratories produced plasma
during World War II, and Sharp & Dohme also produced plasma fractions, which only Cutter
Laboratories is now producing.

Equipment can be manufactured by a number of larger firms as well as some smaller
firms, on reasonably short notice, with certain exceptions. There would be difficulty, for
instance, supplying 15- to 20-gage needles for intravenous and donor sets if they should be
required at once, though within 6 months, well over a million could easily be produced.

Recommendations

The Task Group, on the basis of the World War 11 experience factor, set
the replacement requirements for each combat casualty who survived to be
hospitalized at one 500-cc. unit of whole blood and the same amount of plasma
or other blood-derivative. Only group 0 blood would be used, preserved in
ACD (acid-citrate-dextrose) solution; typed for the Rh factor; and refrigerated
at 40 to 100 C. from collection until administration.

The Task Group did not think that the Department of Defense of itself
could procure such amounts of blood and blood derivatives and therefore recom-
mended immediate coordination with other interested governmental and non-
governmental agencies in the development of a program that would meet the
standards and fulfill the requirements of the Department of Defense, as well as
civilian requirements, in peacetime and in wartime.

The Task Group also recommended that the Department of Defense assume
responsibility for the direction and implementation of the whole blood program
and its coordination with other agencies, including the American Red Cross;
Armed Forces blood banks; commercial biologic agencies; and nonprofit and
commercial blood banks. It was noted that, if these various separate groups
were to serve as an integrated national blood group, they must be tightly con-
trolled because of the multiple risks attending the use of blood, including its
perishability; incompatibility; possible errors in grouping, typing, and cross-

I Although this is the figure used by the Task Group, It seems high unless every hospital laboratory storing a few
pints of blood is considered a blood bank.
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matcling; con taiti ina tion front unsound techniques; unsatisfactory conditions of
storage; and possible transmission of such diseases as malaria, syphilis, and
hepatitis.

Finally, the Task Group recommended that the D)irector of Medical
Services should be responsible for, and direct, the continued study and imple-
mentation of the Department of Defense blood program andt all coordination of
the activities of the department with those of other agencies.

In addition to these basic recommendations, the Task Group made the
following specific recommendations:

1. That transfusion supplies, equipment and procedures as standardized for the Armed
Forces be standardized by all participating agencies, with the Director of Medical Services,
D)O!), taking the necessary steps to accomplish this objective.

2. That biologic standards for blood and blood derivatives be uniform throughout the
country, with necessary legislation to assure the adoption of the desired criteria.

3. That all military combat plans include logistic requirements for blood.
4. That all blood donations be voluntary.
5. That a war reserve be established for plasma, plasma substitutes (expanders), and

transfusion supplies and equipment, with economical maintenance of estimated requirements,
and that a system be devised for replacing deteriorated supplies, so as to maintain a satis-
factory and economical reserve.

6. That research on blood preservation and on improvement of transfusion equipment he
emphasized by the Department of Defense. It was suggested that the sum of $100,000 be
allocated annually for the next 2 or 3 years to provide for additional research in these fields.

It was essential, the report of the Task Group concluded, that the agency
for civilian and military whole blood requirements that was developed in peace-
time should be of such a character that it could be expanded in time of war to
meet logistic requirements an(i organization, training, and operating procedures.
Such an agency should have ramifications down to the community level, so
that, in an emergency, all potential sources of blood could be tapped. Also,
the personnel of such an agency shouhl be so organized and trained that, in
time of war, its existing operational activities would simply have to be expanded.

Continuing misconception of requirements for whole blood.-Another
depressing phase of the development of the blood program after World War II
was the position taken by the I)irector of Military Supply and the Acting Chief,
Requirements Coordination, Munitions Board, in April 1950, in connection with
the recomnendations of the Task Force (6).

Both granted the necessity for a national b)lood program, the importance of
its l)rompt development, and the wisdom of correlating military and civilian
requirements, l)olicies, standards, and l)rocedures. These officers, however,
could not agree with the reconunendation that the D)irector of Medical Services,
Department of D)efense, he responsil)lc for, and direct continued study and im-
plementation of, the DOD blood program and its coordination with other agen-
cies. Nor could they agree that thlme director should take ste)s to accomplish
standardization of related military and civilialn supplies, equipment, and pro-
ce(dures, for the following reasons:

1. Blood and blood derivatives are considered a supply commodity or munition.
2. The Munitions Board is legally responsilhe for developing coorditated iplicit s relating

to military supplies.
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3. The blood program is no different from other programs and must be handled in the
same manner as other programs.

It would be hard to imagine a more total misconception of the require-
ments and implications of a whole blood program. The position of these
officers, obviously taken in complete ignorance of how whole blood must be
procured, handled, and administered, represented everything the Subcommittee
on Blood Substitutes, NRC, the Blood Transfusion Branch, Office of The
Surgeon General and other agencies and personnel had fought against during
'World War II. Had these ideas been permitted to prevail, the entire whole
blood program for Korea would have foundered and many lives would probably
have been lost from the use of incorrectly handled blood. The controversy
had no chance to develop, however, for the Secretary of Defense, in August
1950, gave the operational responsibility of the blood program to the Direc-
torate, Armed Services Medical Procurement Agency, and directed the Director
of Medical Services, DOD, to prescribe the policies and standards for the im-
plementation of the program (7).

IMPLEMENTATION OF TASK GROUP PROPOSALS

In May 1950, Dr. Meiling assumed the chairmanship of a Blood and Blood
Derivatives Committee in the Department of Defense, which had the function
of determining the need of the Armed Services for plasma and whole blood.
He at once appointed an ad hoc committee on blood and blood derivatives to
serve in an advisory capacity to him.

At its meeting on 28 July 1950--a month after the outbreak of the Korean
War-the Military Medical Advisory Group, in a full discussion of the Blood
and Blood Derivatives Program, decided that the American Red Cross should
be the coordinating blood procurement agency for the Department of Defense
and that the Armed Services Medical Procurement Agency should be assigned
operational responsibility for the program in the Department of Defense.

A week later, when the Secretary of Defense formally assigned operational
an(i technical responsibility for the program to the Directorate of the Armed
Services Medical Procurement Agency, the directorate at once requested the
chief of this agency to establish a blood and blood derivatives division within
the agency. At the same time, the directorate requested that the director of
Medical Services, Office of the Secretary of Defense, grant membership in the
Task Group studying the Whole Blood and Blood Derivatives Program to the
chief of the Procurement Agency and the chief of its Blood and Blood Deriva-
tives Division.

All of these requests were granted. Col. Douglas B. Kendrick, MC, who
had been in charge of the Army blood program in World War II from its incep-
tion until November 1944, was named chairman of the Blood and Blood Deriva-
tives Group, which position he held for the next 2 years. On 1 May 1952, he
was succeeded by Col. Patrick H. Hoey, MC, USAF, who held this position
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CHART 11.-Structural organization of blood and blood derivatives program, 1949
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Transferred to Office of Defense Mobilization on 26 Apr. 1951.
Composed of a medical officer from each of the three Services-Army, Navy, Air Force.

3 Composed of the Surgeons General, Army, Navy, Air Force, and Public Health Service, and the Chief Medical
Director, Veterans' Administration.

4 Composed of civilian physicians and dentists under the chairmanship of Charles P. Cooper.

until the end of the war. Lt. Col. Arthur J. Carbonnell, MC, was the Army
member of the group from 15 February 1951 to 18 February 1952.

On 12 September 1950, the Armed Services Blood and Blood Derivatives
Division (which became the Armed Services Blood and Blood Derivatives Group
a few days later) was officially established. It consisted of a professional staff
and of administrative, field, laboratory, and liaison branches. Its mission was
as follows:

1. To provide whole blood for FECOM (Far East Command).
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CHART 12.-Structural organization of blood and blood derivatives program, 1950
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2. To provide whole blood for the production of dried plasma for the DOD
War Reserve stockpile.

3. To reprocess outdated stocks of plasma produced in World War II.
4. To investigate developments in the field of plasma-expanders.
The actual division of responsibility for the blood and plasma program was

that the Committee on Blood and Blood Derivatives recommended policy and
the Blood and Blood Derivatives Group had the operational responsibility for
its implementation,

The structural evolution of the blood and blood derivatives program in the
Department of Defense between 1949 and 1953 is shown in charts 11, 12,
and 13.
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CIIART 13.-Structural organization of blood and blood derivatives program, 1952
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NATrIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

Organization and Functions

'rie Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, Committee on Shock, Division of
Medical Sciences, NRC, had done such important work on the collection and
distribution of whole blood and its derivatives, and had supervised so nmuch
valuable research, in World War II, that it was reactivated in 1948 as the
Committee on Blood and Blood Derivatives. The work of the subcommittee
had lapsed at the end of World War If, but in the interim before its reconstitu-
tion, the American Red Cross, which was entrusted with returning surplus
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blood derivatives to the people of the United States who had contributed
them, used many of the same physicians who had served on tile subcommittee
oil its own Committee on Blood and Blood Derivatives, thus maintaining their
contacts with the blood program. The reason for the reactivation of the
World War II subcommittee was the realization that a national emergency
would demand huge amounts of blood and blood derivatives for civilian as
well as military uses, and the subcommittee was promptly enlarged because of
the complexity of the problems to be solved.

As soon as it was activated, the Committee on Blood and Blood Derivatives
went actively to work. At its first meetings, tile stage of existing knowledge
in tile special fields of blood and blood derivatives was assessed. Ad hoc
responsibilities were delegated to particular members, who were directed to
investigate equipment, preservatives, and sterilization of blood and blood
derivatives. Contracts for research in the field of blood and b)lood derivatives
were reviewed for the National Military Establishment and the Veterans'
Administration.

At the meeting of the Committee on Blood and Blood Derivatives on
3 December 1949, much of the agenda concerned general principles and policies
(8). Dr. Charles A. Janeway, chairman of the committee, pointed out that the
blood pr,-rain was an integral part of national defense and that the counter-
part of this committee during World War I had sat as an advisory group to
all agencies and organizations concerned in any way with blood. Its successor
committee would perform the same functions.

Dr. Meiling, Director of Medical Services, Office of the Secretary of
Defense, explained the functions of his office. Dr. Cohn spoke of the impor-
tance of the cooperation of all agencies concerned in the blood program. Dur-
ing World War II, he noted, no decision regarding blood products was ever
made without the approval of the Laboratory of Biologics Control, National
Institutes of Health. Many of these matters were within the province of the
Food and Drug Administration. The World War II subcommittee had been
careful never to recommend any action or procedure on the basis of research
alone; the practicability of all recommendations was tested by pilot operations.
It was possible that blood might be collected by some agency other than the Red
Cross, which was now operating with no obligations to turn over any material
to the Arumed Forces in an emergency. The important consideration was that
there must be a single blood program, cooperative and not competitive. In
conclusion, said Dr. Cohn, "Failure to act until an emergency entails accepting
the responsibility for being unprepared."

By this time (December 1949), a great many problems had already been
referred to the Committee on Blood and Blood Derivatives, NRC, and many
more were to be referred to it before and during the Korean War. The
recoinmendat ions made concerning them are discussed under appropriate
headings. The contribution of the committee was incalculable. There were,
however, many perfectionists on it, and, at intervals, the more practical-
minded members felt constrained to remind them of current needs. If, for
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instance, excessive and unnecessary standards of accuracy were required, the
volume of production would be inpractically small. Tile point at issue was
the quick determination of what agents were safe to put into people's veins
front the standpoint of immediate or delayed antigenicity and toxicity.

At the December 1949 meeting, an ad hoc committee was appointed to
conisider all phases of the blood programi, talk with civilian defense planning
groups and other agencies, and then make recommendations to the Committee.
The memnlbership of this comiiittee included Dr. Janeway, Dr. Cohn. Dr.
Ravdin, Dr. Carl V. Moore, and Dr. Charles A. Doati.

At this sante meeting, a number of changes were recommended in the
13 lMay 1943 agreement with the American Red Cross, both to bring the
text into agreement with the current organizational situation and to indicate
that collections of blood were for civilian needs as well as for needs of the
Armed Forces. It was also recommended that a committee be formed to serve
in an adlvisory capacity to the American Red Cross, Department of Defense,
National Institutes of Health, Veterans' Administration, Atomic Energy
Commission, and whatever agency would be responsible for civilian defense.

-sone of the problems referred to the Committee on Blood and Blood
Substitutes, NRC, might be mentioned here, to indicate their range and
importance:

1. Could not a preservative solution he devised in which blood for transfusion and blood
intended for plasma could both be collected?

2. What measures should be adopted to safeguard plasma to be stockpiled while it was
being processed?

":. How could transmission of virus infections from plasma infusions be prevented?
4. Could the dating period of blood be extended?
5. How could the incidence of clots in collected blood be reduced?
6. Would siliconing the inside of collecting bottles improve the product?
7. What was the present estimate of the value of gelatin? Oxypolygelatin? Dextran?

Periston? Inquiries concerning these and other plasma-expanders were to come uip
repeatedly.

THE AMERICAN RED CROSS PARTICIPATION

The Committee on Blood and Blood Derivatives, DOD, recommended to
the Secretary of D)efense on 2 October 1948 and 10 January and 13 February
1949 that the American Red Cross be offici,.ly designated as the agency to
collect b)lood for tile National Military Establishmnent. The Subcom umit tee
on Burns, Comnmittee on Surgery, NRC, also recommnended, in November 1949,
that sonie large-scale machinery for tile collection of blood be set up.

On 20 July 1950, the Secretary of Defense, then Mr. Louis Johnson,
recommended to the Chairnman of the American Red Cross, then Gen. George
C. Marshall, that the relation which had existed during World War II between
that organization and the War and Navy Departments be reestablished be-
tween it and the I)epartment of Defense to ineet the needs of tile Armed Forces
for blood and blood derivatives (9). On 22 July, General Marshall replied
that the Red Cross would at once increase its blood collections and that Adm.
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Ross T McIntire, MC, USN (Ret.), who was assigned to the Red Cross
National Blood Program, would be assigned to work with Dr. Meiing on the
necessary plans (10).

On 30 August 1950, Mr. Symington, as Chairman, NSRB, formally re-
quested, through General Marshall, that the American Red Cross accept the
responsibility for coordinating a nationwide civil defense blood program for
recruitment of donors and for the collection, storage, processing, and prepara-
tion for shipment of blood and blood derivatives collected under the program
(11). On 7 September 1950, General Marshall replied that the Red Cross
would accept the specified responsibilities, on the assumption that local civil
defense units would coordinate their planning with the national program (12).

The Boston Agreement.-Meantime, on 11 and 12 July 1950, the Comi-
mittee on Blood and Blood Derivatives, American Red Cross, and the Red
Cross Medical Advisory Committee on the National Blood Program met in
Boston with representatives of the American Medical Association, the American
Association of Blood Banks, and the American Hospital Association, to de-
termine their relatinns with each other. The so-called Boston Agreement
provided that these four agencies would cooperate with each other in peacetime
and with the National Security Resources Board in time of war (13). In
peacetime, there would be a free exchange of blood on a unit-for-unit basis,
as would best serve community needs. As a matter of principle, surplus blood
would be given to the Red Cross or other designated agencies for conversion
into blood derivatives. In time of war, procurement agencies would be set up
in communities not already served by Red Cross regional blood centers.

It was recognized at this conference that standardization of equipment for
the blood program was desirable in peacetime and imperative in a national
emergency. It was also recommended that all blood banks cooperating in the
joint program should meet the minimum standards of the National Institutes
of Health.

Part II. The Whole Blood Program

Section I. Blood Procurement in Japan

INITIATION OF PROGRAM

The blood program for the Korean War began in Japan. Here, in the
interim between the wars, a few Army hospitals, all of which were authorized
to provide definitive surgical care, collected blood from donor lists in accordance
with Army Regulations No. 40-1715. These hospitals, located mainly in the
Tokyo and Osaka areas, operated small banks, sufficient for their own needs.

Within 10 days after the outbreak of the Korean War (then considered only
a police action), it became apparent that the Armed Forces in combat would
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Fi*;vim 167.-Blood donors (Flag allowance personnel, Commander,
I .S. Naval Forces, Far East) lined ill) outside -106th Medical G(eter.l
Laboratory blood bank, Tokyo, .hly 1+.950, ready to donate Iblood for
fighting forces in Korea.

require blood ill large amounts, and plans were at o0ve made for a centrally

controlled blood procuremenIi'1t prograllil in Japan (2, /.;). Three initial steps
were taken:

1. A special blood bank unit was formed from personnel of the 406th Medical (leteral
Laboratory to operate a blood banik there. As the bank was first set iup), it consis;ted of a
colhecting and l(processing center in Tokyo, a transportation and courier center (later calhld the
Blood Bank Storage I)epot and Shipping Section) in Tokyo, and an advance b0lood bank
depot at the I 8t Ih Station Hlospital ill Fuktuoka.

2. 80190t h Blood Bank l~aboratory IDetachment was organized as a temporary dutty unit
in August 195l1 and was assigned to the -106th iMedical (,eneral Laboratory. The detachment
cotnsisted of two tnohihl Ihedi ng uni ts and a la)oratOr un it. It fitnctioned until 5 Novem-

her 1951, when it was replaced by the 48th Blood Bank Laboratory )etachtnent.
:1. Blood hank sections were activated in Korea, as organic parts of medical supply

depots.

The necessary organizatioual steps were taken quickly, donors were re-
cruited (fig. 167), and the first shipment of blood from ,Jlpan (69 bottles) was
sent to the 8054th Evactuation Hospital in Pusan, Korea, on the night of
7 ,July 1950.
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SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENTS

For the first 5 weeks, the blood bank operated on an emergency basis, as
troop strength built up rapidly and field medical installations were sent to
Korea to care for casualties. It then became evident that the combat in which
the U.S. troops were engaged would be considerably more than a local engage-
ment, rapidly terminated, and that blood bank operations must be put on a
firmer basis.

The first step was to determiie a working ratio between anticipated casual-
ties and future needs for whole blood. By the use of figures supplied by the
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1 (personnel), which were available daily and were
regarded as accurate, a ratio was developed of 0.82 pint of blood to each casualty
wounded in action and surviving to be hospitalized.

At this time, the donor panels in the Tokyo-Yokohama areas could supply,
at the most, 100 pints of blood per day. Official approval had not yet been
obtained for the use of Japanese donors, and, until the end of 1950, blood was
secured only from noncombatant Army, Navy, and Air Force personnel; Allied
Forces personnel; civilian employees of the U.S. Armed Forces; foreign nationals
other than Japanese; and adult dependents of these groups.

When the needs of anticipated casualties were surveyed realistically, it
was at once clear that available local donors could not possibly meet their
requirerients, and a request for blood was made on 15 August 1950 to the Zone
of Interior (15) and promptly acceded to (p. 713). It was hoped, however, that
local sources could continue to meet emergency needs and could also supply
group-specific and Rh-specific bloods, which, as in World War II, would not be
sent from the Zone of Interior.

After 6 months of combat, and after blood from the Zone of Interior had
been reaching Korea for over 4 months, it was found that the ratio of blood
to casualties had undergone a change. The factor then used, 3.32 pints of blood
for each combat casualty who was hospitalized, was based on an experience
factor for logistic blood requirements that included not only the blood actually
used but the blood wasted in storage and distribution, a wastage that was then
considered unavoidable in such a perishable product as blood in such combat
circumstances as Korea.

The first bloods collected in Japan were transported from the bank at the
406th Medical General Laboratory to the advance depot at the 118th Station
Hospital in Fukuoka in railway baggage cars, three of which had been equipped
with reach-in reefers (refrigerators) for this purpose. Later, air transport was
used almost exclusively (p. 752).

JAPANESE DONORS

Techniques of collection of blood in Japan generally followed those em-
ployed in Red Cross bleeding centers in World War II until donations from
Japanese began to be accepted, at the end of 1950. Then, certain changes in
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procedure were necessary. For one thing, language difficulties made it neces-
sary to employ a small Japanese staff, as well as to use nurses and volunteers
supplied by the Japanese Red Cross (fig. 168). For another, Japanese medical
authorities were at first reluctant to depart from their standard practice of
limiting donations to 200 cc. Some concessions, naturally, had to be made to
the small size of the Japanese, who could not routinely give 500 cc. of blood as
did U.S. donors, and tables of maximum collections for bleeding them and others
of similar stature were therefore worked out (table 34). When these standards
were adhered to, there was never any evidence of immediate or delayed harmful
effects from the donations.

TABLE 34.-Authorized collection of blood, from Japanese nationals and other donors of small
stature

[Per pound of body weight]

Body weight Authorized collection Blood and anticoagulant

Male Female Male Female Male Female

Pounds Pounds cC. cc. cC. cC.
100 105 250 230 370 350
105 110 260 240 380 360
110 115 275 250 395 370
115 120 290 260 410 380
120 125 300 275 420 395
125 130 310 285 430 405
130 135 325 295 445 415
135 140 330 310 450 430
Over 145 Maximum 320 Maximum 440

150 - 330 450
Over Maximum Maximum

PUBLICITY

Publicity for the blood program in Japan was provided by the U.S. and
the Japanese Red Cross, the Armed Forces radio station in Tokyo, the Pacific
edition of the Stars and Stripes, and similar sources. Documentary films
showing blood bank operations were made by the Army Signal Corps and by
Japanese photographers for use locally as well as in the United States. Posters,
pictures, and stories were provided for both local and stateside release by
General Headquarters and Joint Logistical Command Public Information
Offices.

On one occasion, a spectacular air rendezvous was made with the U.S.S.
Boxer, then in Korean waters; her crew donated 2,407 pints of blood in 4 days.
On another occasion, Gen. Douglas MacArthur publicly received a token
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Flrl-RE 168.-Japanese mothers, representing the U nited Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, giving blood for forces
in Korea at 406th Medical General Laboratory, Tokyo, February 1952,
as their children watch.

shipment of blood from the G(erman employees of a commercial airline. On
4 July 1951, the medical section of the Joint Logistical Command, at at carnival
at Meiji Park, staged a complete demonstration of blood bank operations;
the processing of the blood was carrie(d out in full view of the spectators. The
Gallon Club, instituted in August 1951, had almost 150 members within a
few weeks.

STATISTICAL DATA

During fiscal year 1951, a total of 43,479 donors were interviewed at the
blood ba1nk in Japan and more than 39,000 pints of blood were collected from
them through the efforts of the central bank and its mobile teams. The
chief reason for refusing donors was a history of (lisease, including malaria
and infectious hepatitis, and of lypertensiol. Only 175 positive serologies
were encountered, 0.4 percent.

The low incidence of Rh-negative blood (table 35), at Japanese racial
characteristic, limited to a consi(leral)le degree any extensive use of Japanese
donors if Rh-compatil~he 1)loo0( was to be given to I. recipient population
comlposed -'Jelly of Americans and Europeans. In the first 2,754 Japanese

717-409'--64-----49
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bloods collected, there were only 19 Rh-negative bloods, 0.68 percent. The
distribution according to type in 39,100 units of Japanese blood col1:eted
in 1951 is shown in table 35. Statistics for 1952 and 1953 were of the same
order.

In 1951, almost 25 percent of the blood received in Japan by the blood
bank was procured in that country (table 36). Something over a third of this
amount was collected in Tokyo. The remainder was collected by mobile
teams at various stations in the vicinity, including 6,456 pints from the U.S.
Naval Hospital in Yokosuka and 3,308 pints from the U.S. Army Hospital
in Yokohama.

TABLE 35.-Type distribution of blood collected in Japan, 1951

Blood type Bloods Blood type

Type 0: Number Percent

Rh positive, high titer ----.--------------------------- 10, 378 56.2
Rh positive, low titer ------------------------------- 5, 142 29.7
Rh negative, high titer ---.-.-------- ---------------- 1,848 10.0
Rh negative, low titer -------------------------------- 1,070 5. 9

Total -------------------------------------------- 18,438 47.1

Type A:
Rh positive --------------------------------------- 12, 309 84.5
Rh negative ----------------------------------------- 2, 251 15.5

Total -------------------------------------------- 14, 560 37.2

Type B:
Rh positive ----------------------------------------- 3,722 85.9
Rh negative- ----------------------------------------- 608 14.1

Total --------------------------------------------- 4,330 11.0

Type AB:
Rh positive ----------------------------------------- 1,511 85.2
Rh negative ------ ---------------------------------- 261 14.8

Total --------------------------------------------- 1,772 4.7

All types:
Rh positive ----------------------------------------- 33,062 84.5
Rh negative - .--------------------.-------------- 6,038 15.5

Grand total --------------------------------------- 39,100
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TABLE 36.-Receipts of blood, Tokyo Blood Depot, 1951-52

1951 1952

Month
Collected Received Colhected Received

in from Zone of Total in from Zone of Total
Japan Interior Japan Interior

Number Number Number Number Nu mber Number
January------ 2, 614 7, 060 9, 674 3, 274 9, 648 12. 922
February ---------- 4,233 9,264 13, 497 3,509 8,328 11.837
March ------------- 2,319 9,224 11,543 2,218 8,472 10, 690
April -------------- 2,952 13, 466 16, 418 2,163 8,640 10, 803
May -------------- 3,287 15,032 18,319 2,177 8,976 11,153
June ------------- 3, 053 10, 528 13, 581 2, 725 7, 920 10, 645
July -------------- 2,454 10,392 12,846 1,986 7,368 9,354
August ----------- 1,926 9,048 10,974 2,356 7,415 9,771
September -------- 2,722 11,496 14,218 2,555 7,558 10,113
October ---------- 5,769 14,424 20, 193 5,882 9,360 15,242
November --------- 3,871 10,632 14,503 2,337 8,112 10,449
December------- 3,572 8,639 12, 210 3,321 8,760 12, 081

Total ------- 38, 772 129, 205 167, 977 34, 503 100, 557 135, 060

Section II. The Development of the Whole Blood Program

in the Zone of Interior

THE FIRST YEAR

Collections of blood by the American Red Cross for the Department of
Defense began in August 1950. By the middle of 1951, those responsible for
the blood and plasma program in the Department of Defense were increasingly
concerned because procurement was lagging far behind requirements and
commitments (2). Whole blood requirements for the Armed Forces were
being met, but reserves of plasma were in alarmingly short supply because of
lack of blood to process.

On 20 July 1951, the chairman of the Armed Forces Medical Policy
Council, Dr. Lovelace, projecting present trends into the future, reported to
the Secretary of Defense that the blood procurement program of tile Depart-
ment was in serious need of revision. On the b, s of a report mad--- to the
Policy Council on 16 July 1951 by an ad hoc commlittee, 4 Dr. Lovelace recom-
mended thlt the program be referred to the newly established Health Resources
Advisory Committee of the Office of Defense Mobilization for information and
assistance. He also recommended that the American Red Cross Blood Donor

4 This committee consisted of Colonel Kendrick, Chairman; Captain Newhouser, Department of Defense; Maj.
Gen. David N. W. Grant, USA F (Ret.), and Mr. Richard Swigart, American Red Cross; and Dr. F. Douglas Lawrason
NRC.
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Program be stimulated with the assistance and cooperation of the Department
of Defense, as follows:

1. There should be a continuously active advertising campaign for donors.
2. Additional collection centers should be established.
3. Blood procurement should be stimulated on the local level in every

possible way, especially when blood banks were located in heavily populated
areas and within reasonable shipping distance of existing plasma plants.

4. The Red Cross should be requested to establish priorities for blood for
the Department of Defense.

In addition to these steps, which should be taken jointly with the A merican
Red Cross, Dr. Lovelace recommended that the Department of Defense:

1. Should establish a military blood collection program to reach military
personnel and civilian employees on military bases.

2. Should institute a policy of purchasing plasma from civilian commercial
laboratories which met NIH specifications.

THE ARMED FORCES BLOOD DONOR PROGRAM

On 2 August 1951, in a DOD directive, the Acting Secretary of Defense,
Mr. Robert D. Lovett, announced the establishment of an Armed Forces
Blood Donor Program, "to provide a continuous and vigorous campaign, in
conjunction with the Red Cross, to persuade the civilian and military population
to contribute whole blood to the Armed Forces" (16). The program would be
launched on 10 September 1951.

The Director of Infokmation, Office of tV - Secretary of Defense, would be
responsible for directing publicity and information concerning the program.
Policy guidance would be provided by the Armed Forces Medical Policy Council,
Office of the Secretary of Defense. All programs would be coordinated through
the Armed Services Medical Procurement Agency. 5

The success of the military program was immediate (figs. 169-172).
Within a few months there were more donors than facilities to handle them.
The attitude of the Air Force was typical of all the Services. On 6 September
1951, the Air Adjutant General directed that "every level of command of the
Air Force give its whole-hearted cooperation to insure the success of the pro-
gram." Effective on 10 September, the date of initiation of the program, or
as soon thereafter as possible, Air Force collection centers would be established
at Lowry Air '.-,rce Base, Denver, Colo., Lackland Air Force Base, San An-
tonio, Tex., aeu Sheppard Air Force Base, Wichita Falls, Tex. Tentative
sites were also selected for other collection centers, to be activated as necessary
later.

$The National Advertising Council worked closely with the Director of Information, DOD. and deserves much of

the credit for the outstanding success of the program.
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GIVE NOW
FIGURE 169.-Official poster of Armed Forces Blood

Donor Program instituted September 1951.

THE NATIONAL BLOOD PROGRAM

One of the major problems of blood procurement was the necessity of pro-
viding blood for civil defense as well as for combat needs. It was studied by
Dr. Rusk, Chairman, Health Resources Advisory Committee, and his staff;
on their recommendation, on 10 December 1951, President Truman issued an
Executive order to the effect that the Director of the Office of Defense Mobili-
zation would provide, within his office, "a mechanisr for the authoritative
coordination of an inte --ated and effective progra to meet the nation's
requirements for blood, Alood derivatives and related substances" (17). In
this order, it was pointed out that a sul ,ommittee on blood had been appointed
within the Health Resources Advisory Committee, to develop "a single Na-
tional Blood Program encompassing all phases of the problem." It was the
President's desire that the activities of all departments and agencies in the
field be coordinated "through this mechanism."
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FIGURE 170.-Shipments of blood for processing cý tvrý
secured from military iu,;allations in Zone of Interior. A.
From Fort Bragg, N.C., Ocotober 1951, by train. B. From
Camp Rucker, Ala., October 1951, by plane. C. From Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo., November 1931, by truck.
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Section III. The Oversea Airlift to Korea

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS'

The Korean War began on 25 June 1950, and active fighting ended on
27 July 1953, with the signing of an armistice. The formal Zone of Interior
blood supply program for Korea began on 15 August 1950, with a radio request
from the Far East Command for shipments of blood from the Zone of Interior
to augment the quantities collected and distributed by the 406th Medical
General Laboratory in Tokyo (15). The first blood shipped in response to
this message, which had been requested for 30 August, left the temporary
laboratory at the U.S. Naval Hospital in Oakland, Calif., for Japan on 26 Au-
gust 1950. On 8 February 1954, a dispatch from the Far East Command
recommended that the service be terminated, and the last blood was flown to
Japan oil 13 February 1954 from the Armed Services Whole Blood Processing
Laboratory, Travis Air Force Base, Calif. Between the dates of the first and
last shipments, this laboratory had received and handled 397,711 pints of
whole blood, of which 340,427 pints had been shipped to Japan for transship-
ment to Korea for distribution to the various medical units of the United
Nations there. The Travis laboratory was placed on a standby basis on
13 February 1954 and was deactivated a month later. This program was the
largest operation of its kind in the history of military medicine in the United
States.

The important steps in the development of the administrative background
of the airlift of blood in the Korean War have been described in detail elsewhere
(p. 713). Many of the most important actions, it will be remembered, were
taken after fight .g had commenced.

PROCESSING LABORATORY, TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE

Establishment

In order that the military might have a central processing facility in which
to receive blood collected by the American Red Cross, perform necessary
laboratory tests on it, package it, and ship it to Japan for transshipment to
Korea, a processing laboratory was established at Travis Air Force Base (then
Fairfield-Suisun Air Force Base), Calif., where a Military Air Transport Service
group of the Pacific Division was located. The building selected had to be
renovated and converted for this purpose, and until it was ready, on 25 Sep-
tember 1950, a temporary laboratory was set up and operated in the U.S. Naval
Hospital at Oakland, Calif., about 50 miles away.

6 Unless otherwise specified, tie material concerning the airlift is derived from the Ihistory of the Armed Servica
Whole Blood Processing Laboratory, Travis Air Force Base, Calif., 25 August 1950-15 March 19.54 (19).

717-4091-64-50
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During the war, a number of attempts were made to establish a blood
processing laboratory on the east coast, but no definitive action was ever
taken, though supplies and personnel were earmarked for an emergency standby
facility at the U.S. Naval Hospital, Chelsea, Mass. This facility was not
called upon, but it was expected that, if it had been, it could have begun to
ship blood to Japan within 24 hours after activation.

Functions

The Armed Services Whole Blood Processing Laboratory at Travis Air
Force Base performed the following functions:

1. It received whole blood from the American Red Cross, performed appropriate
laboratory tests on it, and shipped it to the Far East Command for use in Korea.

2. It maintained a record of all bloods received in the laboratory and their disposition.
3. It coordinated whole blood requirements with the Armed Services Blood and Blood

Derivatives Group and the appropriate representatives of the American Red Cross.
4. It maintained a close working arrangement with the medical supply section of the

Travis Air Force Base in requisitioning and drawing of supplies required in the day-to-day
operations of the laboratory.

5. It maintained liaison with other military organizations and civilian agencies as
necessary for efficient accomplishment of its mission.

6. It prepared and submitted to the chairman of the Armed Services Blood and Blood
Derivatives Group routine reports and such special reports as were requested.

Facilities and Equipment

Structures of the permanent laboratory included a building of 3,400 sq. ft.
and two warehouses, respectively 2,786 and 800 square feet. All buildings,
office equipment and supplies, housekeeping items, heat, electricity, gas,
communication seivices, and motor vehicle transportation were furnished to
the laboratory and maintained by the Travis Air Force Base. Billeting and
messing facilities for laboratory personnel were also furnished by Travis Air
Force Base. A Navy panel truck, on loan from Oakland Naval Hospital,
was assigned to the laboratory for general use.

The building at Travis Air Force Base that was converted into a laboratory
was an old hospital messhall. The conversion required the installation of
lighting fixtures, water-distilling apparatus, refrigerators, sinks, laboratory
counters and workbenches, and natural gas fixtures. The precooling room
and warehouses were not completed until about 8 months after the laboratory
was occupied. When the converted building was taken over, however, on
25 September 1950, everything else was in such good order that a shipment
of blood could be sent to Japan the same day.

Initial medical supplies and equipment were procured directly from the
Oakland Naval Medical Supply Depot. Later, by agreement among the
three Services, the requirements and stock control section of the Supply
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Division, Office of The Surgeon General, U.S. Army, was given the responsi-
bility of furnishing medical supplies and equipment to the laboratory. All
requisitions went through the Travis Air Force Base medical supply section
to the Alameda Army Medical Supply Depot.

The operational cost of this laboratory was estimated at over $1 million
a year. It cost approximately $17.83 to procure and process a pint of blood
and transport it from the United States to the Far East Command in Japan,
this sum including $6.56 paid to the Red Cross for processing services, $9.40
for laboratory expenses, and $1.87 for transportation costs.

Personnel

Four Navy blood bank technicians arrived from the east coast at the
laboratory on 23 August 1950. Office, laboratory, and cold storage spaces
were made available to them at once, and supplies and equipment were pro-
cured from the hospital and from the U.S. Naval Medical Supply Depot in
Oakland. As a result, 48 hours after these technicians had arrived, the first
whole blood shipment (1,488 pints) was received, processed, and delivered to
the Military Air Transport Service at Travis Air Force Base for transshipment
to Japan.

Requests for additional laboratory personnel were at first handled very
slowly, and, by the middle of September 1950, the staff working in the Oakland
laboratory included, in addition to the four original technicians, only one
Navy Medical Service Corps officer and three laboratory technicians. Labora-
tory technicians were borrowed from Oakland and Mare Island Naval Hospitals
and from Letterman General Hospital, San Francisco, Calif. Clerical and
some general duty helpers were borrowed from Travis Air Force Base and the
Oakland Naval Hospital. Additional duty corpsmen and convalescent patients
aided on a day-to-day basis. All of these men were returned to their duty
stations when additional permanent personnel began to arrive about the middle
of October. In spite of its personnel difficulties, the laboratory handled over
7,000 pints of whole blood during the weeks of its operation at the U.S. Naval
Hospital in Oakland.

In the approximately 42 months of its operation, an average of 35 persons
were regularly attached to the laboratory, including an average of 11 from the
Army, 10 from the Navy, and 14 from the Air Force (fig. 173).

Training.-A quick, efficient blood bank technique can be acquired only
by experience, and most of the personnel assigned to the Travis laboratory were
inexperienced. All therefore worked long hours while they were receiving
individual instruction.

A formal training program was set up a few months after the laboratory
was activated, and 59 persons completed the course of instruction, including
14 Air Force Medical Service Corps officers, 34 Army enlisted men, and 11 Air
Force enlisted men.
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The Red Cross blood donor centers also worked on a 5-day week, usually
Monday through Friday. Few collections were made on Saturdays, Sundays,
and holidays.

Each Friday, and oftener if requirements changed, the officer in charge
of the laboratory at Travis Air Force Base notified the central office of the
Red Cross of the quotas of blood desired for the following week. The Red
Cross, in turn, designated the donor centers which would collect, process, and
ship these quotas. A number of attempts were made, all unsuccessful, to
have the weekly quotas collected in equal amounts on each of the 5 days weekly
that the centers operated. Few bloods were received from Monday through
Wednesday, often not the equivalent of the amounts shipped to Japan. Most
bloods were processed from Thursday through Sunday. By Sunday night,
the refrigerators were filled, and there was sufficient blood on hand for the
Monday-through-Wednesday shipments.

Although bloods arrived in the laboratory at all hours of the day and
night, most of them arrived twice daily, at 1000 and 1800 hours. On Sundays
and holidays, the bulk of the blood usually ar ived at 1800 hours.

Because of these various circumstances, the Travis laboratory had to
operate 7 days a week, day and night. After additional personnel arrived at
the laboratory in October 1950, separate day- and night-working sections were
established to receive, process, and ship blood. The two sections, each com-
posed of equal number, of clerical, laboratory, and general duty personnel,
alternated day- and night-working hours at weekly intervals. A third section,
composed of administrative and supply personnel, carried on the administrative
and supply duties of the laboratory. This section worked a regular day shift,
but its personnel were subject to night call as necessary.

LABORATORY ROUTINE

Collection and Initial Processing

Only proved group-O blood, of low titer and Rh-verified, was sent to
Korea. As in World War II, ebout 45 percent of random donors proved to
be group 0, and about a quarter of this group had agglutinin titers above 1:64.

The technique of collection was essentially that employed in World War II
(p. 145). Donors were screened to make sure that they were group 0. Whole
blood intended for oversea use was collected in ACD solution (blood intended
for plasma was collected in sodium citrate solution). The blood was collected
in 500-cc. amounts in sterile, pyrogen-free bottles; samples for serologic testing
and crossmatching were collected into pilot tubes. The collection bottles were
not entered again until the recipient sets were attached just before the trans-
fusions were to be given. With this precaution, there was no possibility of
contamination and there is no record that any occurred.
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After the blood had been collected, two technicians perfo:med two separate
tests for specificity. With this doublecheck, the percentage of error did not
exceed 0.5 percent, and there was not a single report of incompatibility during
the course of the war. This was a remarkable record, for the blood that arrived
at the processing center at Travis Air Force Base came from donor centers all
over the United States.

Serologic tests were also performed, even though by this time there was
valid evidence that syphilis could not be ti'ansmitted by blood that had been
stored longer than 3 days (p. 143).7

Later Processing

After the collected blood had been chilled to 39.20 to 42.80 F. (40 to 6' C.),
it was shipped by truck, rail, or air to the processing center in insulated Church
shipping cases, refrigerated with wet ice (p. 204). Blood usually arrived within
48 hours after it had been collected. At the base, it was taken to the receiving,
storage, and shipping section; logged in; placed in a walk-in refrigerator main-
tained in the temperature range just mentioned; and there unpacked, inven-
toried, and stored. Two such refrigerators were available, each capable of
holding 2,500 pints of blood. The empty insulated blood shipping container
was readdressed to the blood donor center whence it had come, and was returned
to the center by Railway Express.

The pilot tube containing 6-8 cc. of whole blood was detached from the
bottle and taken to the laboratory section, where the sample was regrouped,
retyped, and retitered (fig. 174). The repetition of these tests served two
purposes: (1) It eliminated units of blood that were not group 0. (2) It served,
to a degree, as a crossmatch; it was not always possible for medical units in
Korea to type and crossmatch their patients before transfusing them.

Each year the Travis laboratory used approximately 9,600 cc. of anti-A
and anti-B, and 5,800 cc. of anti-Rh, blood typing sera. During the last month
the laboratory operated, the sera were used in dried form. The liquid form,
which had been used up to this time, was thought more satisfactory, for several
reasons: It contained fewer artifacts. It saved time because it did not have
to be reconstituted. It was packaged in smaller units, and less warehouse
space was required to maintain an adequate supply. On the other hand, the
dried form cost a little less and had a longer useful life, 60 months, against 12
months for the liquid form. There was no significant difference in the number
of bloods that could be tested with given amounts of each foin.

After testing, a label was securely glued to each bottle, containing the
unit blood number, blood group, Rh-fa n*or, point of origin, and original blood
donor center number. Although the expiration date did not ordinariiy exceed

I At the meeting of the Committee on Blood and Blood Derivatives on 23 September 1953 (after the armistice had been
signed), it was proposed by Dr. William (. Workman that 3 erologically positive bloods be used for the preparation of

dried plasma, and that bloods intended for these purposes should not be tested serologicallv (20). These proposals were
concurred in by Dr. Thomas B. Turner, Dean, Johns Hopkins University School uf Public Health. and were recom-
mended for action by the committee.
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FIGURE 174.-Laboratories at blood processing
center, Travis Air Force Base. A and B. Typing,
titration, and Rh-testing laboratory. C. Typing
laboratory. Note slides with wells, a post-World-
War-TI development.

21 days, an expiration date of 22 days from the date of collection was pit•ed on
each bottle because this blood would be shipped across the international date
line for use in a later time zone. If the serum agglutinin titer of a unit exceeded
1:256, the label read, High Titer Group "0" Blood-For Group "0" Recipient
Only. If the titer was less than 1:256, the label simply read Low Titer.
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.y 7.-Flight plan, for airlift of bloodI from Travis Air Flira Bas.e, Oaklawd, Calif.. lo
Tokyvo Blood Bank, and thcnee to Korea.

()ily 144 of the bloods received in the laboratory were not group 0;
11 ; were grou!) A\, 2-)4 group lB, 11 4 gL'roUp) .\B. 'lies, units liid Ieen either mis-
rv l(I or nushlabele.d at the original b)l)o(d donor cenite'rs, and tibe errors were
('autwhen th" retye1)'ld in the laboratory. 'hie remniarka bly low p)er-
ce.itamg, of misgrotrped blood indicates the skill 211id care of the teclni('iahis who
did lthe initial grouping a rd laellin. Theirs was a most, responsiIhie task, for,

-is alremali t Iione(d, 1110s5 grolij-() 1)lood used in Korea, as in World War I1,
was not, -rossiali,'(ld Ibefore it was used.

AlottitI I) 10lpercent (of all tle bloodI receiveod haid an agglutinin titer of 1:256

or hi gli rer. D)uring li I( first, 1 inonii fs thre laboratory opelrated, less than 9

perce.nt of tlw bloods received -were El ]-negaI ive. D)uring, the least 2 years,
ibecar'use of repealed requests for such bloods, tlie prop)ortion rose to 12 percent.
Ilth-lin(,-tive blood wns not sen t to Korea but, was used in tihe fixed installations
in 3Iai)an, since it, was ill themi that Ri-iiegaflive casualties mnight. receivC
repeirted tra nsfusions I0( to 14 dahvs after thev had received Rli-positive blood
in forward hospitals.
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Fix-URI,' 177.-Blood flowni from blood processing center,
Travis Air Force Base, to Japan. A. One of first shipments of
blood from U-nited States, stored in medical depot in Yokohama,
August, 1950. B. Boxes of blood just received ait Ilaneda Air
Force Base, Tokyo, November 1950.
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FIGURE 178.-Blood, flown from United States via Tokyo,
on arrival in Korea. Blood being unloaded by native labor
at Seoul Air Field, Korea, whence it will be transshipped to
l1th Evacuation Hospital, February 1952.

Losses.-As has just been indicated, most of the blood rejected for oversea
shipment for various reasons was made into albumin and immune serum
globulin, so that the overall loss was very slight.

Losses remained at about the same level during most of the war. The
heaviest losses occurred in the winter of 1950-51, when, because of inadequate
processing facilities in the East, bloods intended for plasma, which had to be
shipped to a laboratory on the west coast, froze en route. Otherwise, losses
remained at about the same level during most of the war. In March 1952,
losses amounted to 4.4 percent (2 percent hemolysis, 2 percent short amounts,
0.004 percent lipemia, and 0.4 percent other causes).
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Section IV. The Whole Blood Oversea Experience

ESTIMATE OF NEEDS

Experience in the European theater in World War II showed that an army
in action, meeting stiff resistance would require about 500 pints of blood a
day, the requirement varying with the type of fighting (p. 557). As would be
expected, it was found that the faster an army moved, as in a breakthrough, the
less blood would be required. During conventional fighting, in order to keep
units supplied with their daily requirements, theater inventories of blood had
to be maintained at two to three times normal daily requirements.

These rules of thumb proved quite acceptable for conventional military
requirements in Korea (table 37). Estimates for total blood needs were
predicated on estimated casualty rates. Requirements usually worked out at
1% to 2 pints for each hospitalized casualty.

Since delivery of blood from the Zone of Interior could not immediately
reflect increased demands from Korea, the policy was to maintain a rather
constant demand upon Zone of Interior sources and adjust collections of
blood as necessary in Japan.

DISTRIBUTION

At the beginning of the oversea blood program, all blood received in Japan
from the Zone of Interior was sent to Korea, while blood collected at the 406th
Medical General Laboratory blood bank was used only at fixed hospitals in
Japan. Within a short time this policy was changed and all blood was handled
at the bank on an integrated basis.

When requisitions from Korea were received, the blood was flown to a
distribution point in Korea (chart 14), where a distribution team received it
from the courier who had accompanied it. Early in the war, when the fighting
was highly fluid, two blood depots were maintained, both in the southern
part of the peninsula. Later, as the front stabilized, several subdepots were
established farther north. By the end of 1951, three depots were in close
support of the front, and two supplied rear areas. Helicopters proved the
most efficient way of distributing blood to forward units (fig. 179) as they
could evacuate casualties on the return trip.

During 1952, reserve blood depots were maintained in Korea at Pusan
antl Seoul, and three advanced depots were maintained in Eighth U.S. Army
areas. In addition, many hospitals stored reserves of blood to meet possible
emergencies.

In Korea, although whole blood was considered a special item, it was
handled in medical supply channels. 'The Supply Service deserves great
credit for its cooperation and competence, but personnel intimately con-
nected with the blood program could not accept this concept of handling
whole blood. The operation of a blood bank system, including distribution,
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CHA ItT 14.-Organization for distribution of whole blood for Korea

Blood Donrsot Red Cross

from Tokyo Blood Centers
and Mobile Units USA

in Japan

Hospt Cmal Cnotind Mre Sr i lireositl

Srtlh Medical General 
Central Blood

targ e atoryIood Bank Processing Laboratory
(Tokyo) oTravns Air Force BaseEL California)

gan o406th Blood Bank p.
shsppiag Receiving SectionI ~(Tokyo)

S Pusan K,mpo 121st 1 U S Navy

Medical reaHospital All United Nations
Evacuation effiShip Military Hospitals

It o Consolation in Japan

It w~as Hnospta imposibetocletpeiedtcnerngheaef

bltodrcseivan used )in Eighh US m iI

Hospintaos 
ita

these personnel argued, is not a supply problem but a professional logist6d

project requiring the highest degree of coordination on the part of skilled
professional personnel. In their opinion, later concurred in by tile investi-
gating officer who made a special survey of the blood program in Korea (p. 755),
there should be in every theater a transfusion officer with the responsibility
of supplying blood to tile armnies. By supply standards, the nmultiple supply
points just listed were entirely reasonable. By standards of trained trans-
fusion officers, this policy was inefficient and wasteful because it permitted
blood to age in storage.

Aginlg

It was ah-nost impossible to collect precise data concerning the age of
blood received and used in Eighth U.S. Army installations in Korea after it
had left the base depot. In 1951, it was estimated that when blood reached
the Haneda Air Force Base in Japan from the Zone of Interior, it was 6 days
old, which meant that it had an average usable remaining life of 15 days
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(table 38). When the blood was received in Korea, the average remaining
life was 9.4 usable days. Fragmentary reports from forward hospitals indi-
cated that when it was used, it was from 9 to 20 days old.

TABLE 38.-Remaining usable days of blood received from Zone of Interior and shipped to
Korea, 1951

Month Receipts from Average number Shipments to Average number
Zone of Interior usable days Korea usable days

January ------------------------- 7,064 9.5 4,989 7.1
February ------------------------ 9, 264 13.6 9, 178 12. 4
March -------------------------- 9, 224 13.9 9,629 10. 2
April --------------------------- 13,466 ------------- 12, 108 10. 0
May --------------------------- 15, 032 12. 3 13,366 10. 3
June --------------------------- 10, 528 13. 5 10,368 9.3
July ---------------------------- 10,392 13.5 9,624 7. 1
August ------------------------- 10,974 12.0 8,112 8.2
September ---------------------- 11,496 13.5 9,960 9.5
October ------------------------- 14,424 12.6 14,046 9.2
November ----------------------- 10,632 13.8 11,676 9.9
December ----------------------- 8,639 10.1 9,138 9.3

Medical officers and trained blood bank workers realize the importance
of issuing blood that is as fresh as possible, knowing that the older the blood,
the faster will red cells break down after transfusion, the less effective is the
transfusion, and the more blood must eventually be used. Since supply
personnel did not realize this, their policy in Korea in respect to blood was,
as with other supplies, to issue the oldest blood first, to get rid of it.

A number of studies by the fragility test were made daily for 10 days
on blood that was 8 to 10 days outdated, in the hope that some safe extension
of the expiration date could be determined. Although cell fragility was not
notably increased over the testing period, no evidence was adduced to en-
courage the idea that overage blood should be used deliberately.

SURVEY OF WHOLE BLOOD EXPERIENCE, FAR EAST
COMMAND

On 11 March 1953, Lt. Col. Arthur Steer, MC, submitted a report to
the Chief Surgeon, U.S. Army Forces, Far East, on a 14-day survey made in
October 1952 and dealing with the use and supply of whole blood in this
command (21). During October, both U.S. and ROK (Republic of Korea)
troops sustained higher casualties than at any other time in 1952. The
survey was confined to the Eighth U.S. Army area.

Use factor.--Colonel Steer noted that the data he had collected were
somewhat difficult to interpret because no policy had been established for the
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issuance of 1)lood to ROK units. ROK units were not supposed to be evac-
uated through Eighth U.S. Army installations, but a significant, though un-
known, numl)er, particularly in troops attached to U.S. units, had thus been
evacuated and so had been transfused by U.S. Army standards.

During the period of the survey, approximately 20 percent of all U.S.
and U.N. (United Nations) casualties, other than ROK wounded, were trans-
fused, at an average rate of 4.4 bottles per casualty or 0.9 bottles per U.S.
wounded who reached a medical treatment facility. On the basis of U.S.
casualties only, 5.54 bottles were issue([ per each soldier wounded in action.
If all casualties, including ROK casualties, are considered, 1.95 bottles were
issued per each soldier wounded in action. The true issue factor thus lay
somewhere between 1.95 and 5.54 bottles per U.S. and other U.N. casualties
except ROK casualties.

Reserves.-All medical installations and depots surveyed were found to
maintain reserves of blood which provided, in toto, an average stock on hand
of 7.87 times the average daily amount used and 3.1 times the maximum ever
used on any single day. In a sense, this blood was not wasted because aging
blood was sent to ROK installations, which were given it at an average age of
16.1 days. The figures, however, "illustrate the compounding effect of re-
serve levels resulting from the maintenance of multiple depots." Further-
more, the existence of these multiple depots and the maintenance of reserve
stocks inevitably resulted in the aging of blood on the shelves. This policy
also made the control of reserve levels, as well as flexibility in the use of re-
serves, extremely difficult. When activity was increased in one portion of
the line, for instance, increased needs should have been met by transferring
blood to it from a hospital or depot supporting an inactive portion of the front.
Instead, they were met by requisitioning more blood from rear areas, where
it was supplied without question because there was no single medical officer
in charge of the blood supply and with authority to question the requisitions.

Reactions.-During the survey period, there were only 19 reactions
(2.5 percent) in the 757 identified patients who received blood. Most of the
reactions were mild and of the urticarial type. One hospital, which gave
transfusions to 57 patients, reported 11 of the 19 reactions.

Recommendations

Colonel Steer's most important recomnendation was that a continuing
study be made of the use of whole blood and blood substitutes in Korea, with
part icular reference to the establishment of a separate medical unit, commanded
by a medical officer, whose sole responsibility would be the procurement,
storage, and distribution of blood and blood substitutes. For two reasons.
such a study should be made by a team sent from the Zone of Interior to the
Far East Command by the Department of the Army: (1) Numerically, there
were no personnel in the theater who could be detached for the purpose and
(2) more important, there were no experienced blood bank operators in the
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command. Colonel Steer also considered it important that the group which
made the study should have had no previous experience with the control of
blood in supply channels and thus would be entirely free from bias.

Another recommendation in Colonel Steer's March 1953 report was
that general hospitals outside the Tokyo-Yokohama area in Japan establish
small blood banks, subject to frequent supervisory inspections. In the event
of emergency, these banks would be provided with blood from the Tokyo bank.

In a later communication to Colonel Kendrick on 15 December 1953,
Colonel Steer agait, emphasized the need for a medica) officer in a theater of
comba)at, under the theater surgeon, able to travel in all zones, and to be totally
responsible for this blood program (22). This would involve the setting up
of minimum standards for local blood collection practices and for shipping and
storage procedures, control of the flow and distribution of blood, establishment
of minimum bank levels, advice to thte surgeon on policies and publicity con-
cerning blood, and constant inspection of all agencies involved in the handling
or using of blood. When this recommendation was made, the armistice had
been signed, and, within another 2 months, the oversea airlift would be dis-
continued.

STATISTICAL DATA

The distribution of blood by the Tokyo Blood Depot to hospitals in Japan
and in Korea for 1951-52 is contained in table 39.

TABLE 39.-Distribution of blood by Tokyo Blood Depot, 1951-52

Distribution, 1951- Distribution, 1952-

Month To To To Con,- To Eighth
hospitals To depots Total hospitals inunic'a- U.S. Total
in Japan in Korea in Japan tions Zone, Army,

Korea Korea

January --------------- 2,295 4,989 7,284 2,026 3,504 7,432 12,962
February ------------ 2,546 9,178 11,724 1,776 2,221 7,008 11,005
March ----------------- 2,588 9,629) 12,217 1,380 3,010 7,440 11,830
April ----------------- 2,132 12,108 14,240 1,611 2,319 7,200 11,130
May ----------------- 2,540 13, 366 15, 906 1,029 3, 424 7,056 11,509
June ------------- 2, 466 10, 368 12, 834 1, 473 2,292 7,448 11,213
July--------------- 2 037 9, 624 11,661 1,420 1,615 6,321 9, 356
August --------------- 1, 664 8,112 9, 776 1,478 1,312 6, 209 8,999
September ------------ 2, 574 9, 864 12, 438 1, 591 1,392 6,801 9,784
October ------------- 6, 150 14, 056 20, 206 2,484 2,568 9,571 14, 623
November ------------ 2, 517 12,482 14, 999 1,951 2,724 6,720 11,395
December ----------- 2, 299 10, 036 12, 335 1,488 2,712 7,497 11,697

Total ----------- 31, 808 123, 812 155, 620 19, 707 29, 093 86, 703 135, 503
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Section V. Equipment and Refrigeration for Airlift

PLASTIC CONTAINERS

Development of Criteria

Plastic equipment came under discussion at the Symposium on Blood
Preservation held under the auspices of the Committee on Blood and Blood
Derivatives, NRC, on 2 December 1949 (28). Dr. Carl W. Walter, who had
been working on its development for some time for the American Red Cross,
laid down the criteria for it as follows:

1. Simple, one-piece equipment that would permit hermetic sealing during processing,
storage, and transportation of the blood and that could be employed with a bacteriologically
safe technique.

2. A slow rate of collection, causing minimal physiologic disturbance to the donor.
3. The elimination of air vents, both during collection (by venous pressure and gravity)

and during administration.
4. Transparency.
5. Nonwettability.
6. Compressibility, to permit positive pressure infusion.
7. Stability to sterilizing temperatures (1210 C. for 30 minutes).
8. Low vapor transmission.
9. Good tissue tolerance.

It was additionally specified, in view of the logistic difficulties which the use
of blood presents in times of war and disaster, that plastic equipment recom-
mended must be lightweight, nonbreakable, collapsible, and sized to accommo-
date the volume of liquid it was intended to contain. Also, it must be inex-
pensive enough to warrant discarding after a single using but, at the same time,
it must be so designed that, in emergencies, it could be cleaned and reused
without risk of pyrogenic reactions.

First Model

Dr. Walter's studies had been carried out with equipment fabricated from
elastic thermoplastic vinylite resin that incorporated an ion-exchange column
(p. 770) of sulfonated polystyrene copolymer. It was sealed by dielectrically
induced heat and was sufficiently elastic to yield a hermetic seal if a single
throw knot in it were stretched tightly and then released. It was tough and
flexible and provoked minimal tissue reaction. The tubing for both donor
and recipient sets was extruded with a lumen 3 mm. in diameter and a wall
0.5 mm. thick.

The bag was available in any desired capacity and could be so compart-
mentalized that a single donation of blood could be subdivided into multiple
isolated amounts, each with its own delivery tube for use in multiple small
transfusions.
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The bag, together with the filled exchange column, fitted with a needle
and cannula, was sterilized at 250' F. (121' C.) for 30 minutes. Compressed
air was then admitted to the sterilizing chamber to maintain a pressure of 1.4
kg. per square centimeter until the bag had cooled to 1940 F. (90' C.). The
assembly was ready for use as soon as the pressure had vented.

The cost of the equipment described by Dr. Walter was then $1.48 per
unit, but, when the bags were in mass production, it was expected that the
unit cost would be reduced to 45 to 50 cents.

Operation.--Blood was collected in this apparatus essentially as in regular
collecting bottles. After the bag had been filled by gravity, the tourniquet
was released and a spring clip was placed across the tube distal to the exchange
column. Samples for testing were collected in pilot tubes before the needle was
removed from the vein. The tube was sealed or knotted close to the bag, and
the bag of blood, after being hermetically sealed, was refrigerated.

The transfusion could be given by suspending the bag from a gravity pole
by the grommet provided, or the blood could be squeezed into the recipient's
vein by placing the bag under his shoulder or buttock. If rapid transfusion was
desired, the intra-arterial technique was used, or the operator could stand on
the bag.

Comment.-The bag described by Dr. Walter had obvious advantages.
Although it took slightly longer to collect the blood than when collecting bottles
were used, the quality and yield of blood collected was equal, if not superior,
to the quality and yield of blood collected in bottles. Moreover, blood col-
lected in plastic bags practically never had to be discarded because of hemolysis.
The bags did nc t require refrigeration before the blood was collected. A plastic
bag containing 500 cc. of blood occupied in the refrigerator only half the space
of a bottle holding the same amount. Finally, the insulated containers de-
veloped toward the end of the war for the transportation of blood held 48
bags instead of 24 bottles.

Testing and Adoption

By March 1950, the Walter apparatus was in commercial production, by
the Fenwal Co., and comparable equipment had been developed by the Abbott
Laboratories.

When the ad hoc committee on plastic bag collecting equipment reported
on 8 October 1951, plastic equipment had received sufficiently extensive testing
in various military and civilian hospitals to establish its desirability and effi-
ciency (24). Further testing was planned for civilian hospitals and Red Cross
blood donor centers, and field trials were planned for the Army under what
was termed extreme conditions.

Figures 180 and 181 illustrate the final type of plastic equipment developed
in the Korean War and demonstrate its use. These bags were never formally
used in the blood program in Korea because of objections raised to them by
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FIGURE 181.-Demonstration of use of plastic equipment. A.
Collection of blood, Fort Sam Houston, April 1952. B. Demon-
stration of transfusion by gravity by personnel of Walter Reed
General Hospital in field tests, June 1952. C. Accelerating rate
of blood flow during transfusion by placing bag, which is break-
resistant, beneath patient's body.

Sufficient space was allotted for recipient sets, but, in the first model, the wire
racks were so close together that the larger type of blood bottle did not fit
between the separators.

When the box was closed, it was secured by wingnuts on each side, and
handles of sashcord were attached on the same sides. This arrangement made
it impossible for personnel to lift the container by the cord handles without
scraping their hands on the nuts. As long as the first Bailey container was
used, shipping and receiving personnel at the Travis laboratory could be
identified by their bruised hands.
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FIGURE 185.-Refrigerated container, developed at Fort Totten after
Korean War and still in use (1962). Note ice in plastic container in cover.

blood distribution center of the 406th Medical General Laboratory in Tokyo
had the Navy plywood container (16-pint capacity) duplicated; most of the
whole blood shipped from Japan to Korea during the last 2 years of the war
went in these boxes.

In all, about 15,000 containers were shipped from Travis Air Force Base to
Japan during the course of the war. Of the reusable Hollinger trunk type, 1,500
were the only ones used between October 1951 and February 1954. Though
some of them made as many as 12 round trips, they were still in good condition
when the program was terminated.

One disadvantage of the Hollinger containers was that they had no space
for recipient sets. During the time they were in use, therefore, the sets had to
be packed in separate crates, which were shipped with the containers. In all,
over 350,000 recipient sets were shipped to the Far East.

The price of insulated shipping containers ranged from $25-$30 for the
Navy plywood type to $40-$50 for the Hollinger container.

Shortly after the war in Korea ended, another refrigerated container, which
is still in use (1962), was developed at Fort Totten. This box (fig. 185) has
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tion of plasma. By the plan adopted, 240 units of blood collected in the NIH
ACD formula would be shipped to each of two processing laboratories, and
samples of the dried plasma produced would be sent to NIH for routine testing.
The National Research Council would conduct the clinical investigations.

The investigation, which was not finished during the war, gave only
inconclusive results.

RED BLOOD CELL PRESERVATION

It was the consensus of the Committee on Blood and Blood Derivatives
that the crux of the problem of blood preservation was the vitality of red
blood cells. On 2 December 1949, Dr. Cohn, reporting to the Committee for
the Formed Elements Group, stated that all the evidence indicated that

intact erythrocytes were necessary if blood was to fulfill its respiratory function
(23). He thought it possible that optimum preservation might be achieved
only after separation of the red blood cells from all destructive enzymes for
which each element served as a substrate.

As time passed, the Committee on Blood and Blood Derivatives, NRC,
became more and more convinced that no very great advances could be expected
in red blood cell preservation until more basic knowledge concerning these
cells was available. The committee (now known as the Committee on Blood
and Related Problems) therefore sponsored two symposia on the subject.
The first, a Conference on the Differential Agglutination of Erythrocytes,
was held on 17 September 1952 (26), and the second, a Symposium on the
Structure and Cellular Dynamics of the Red Blood Cell, was held on 11-12
June 1953 (27).

In spite of all the work done on red blood cell preservation before and
during the Korean War, the statement made at the 4 March 1953 meeting
of the Committee on Blood and Related Problems (28) remained true until
the end of the war, that the last great advance in blood preservation was the
addition of glucose to the preserving medium (p. 217). This addition marked
the first time that the energy of red blood cells had been taken into considera-
tion in attempts to preserve them. On the other hand, while the addition of
glucose was an improvement, it did not prevent cellular energy from deterio-
rating during storage.

Space does not permit the account of several related conferences held
during the Korean War under the auspices of various committees and sub-
committees of the Division of Medical Sciences, National Research Council,
They included, among others, several conferences on blood coagulation and
a conference on fibrinolysis.

EXCHANGE RESINS

At the Symposium on Blood Preservation held on 2 December 1949 (23),
Dr. John G. Gibson II, Harvard University Medical School, and Dr. Edward
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S. 4tickley, Jr., Peter Benit Brigliaiii I lospitid, rep~ortedl their work oil eXchila ge
resinis inl tile preservattion of blood ats follows:

Reduction of t(lie' catcitiiii coiit-viit of tilie blood( below tilie criticall level
will pr'event bl100( dlotting bY prevenitinig the( formiiitioli of tlirol~l~ibi b~y pro-
thromin, itia react ion for which citleitimi is tippitr('it ly essentit al. WhIeui citratte

is amhled to blood(, at solub~le vtcalcuit-cit rat ( compIle'x results which d1oes not
ilissociatte stifficieiitlv to p~rovide enough cal~cium Cot, t he reatt ioit just (lescrilwet
to occur. Presuumaldv,4 other (livialent ions tire allso 'cohuiple(Xed'' by tilie
citrate iont. The samie principle is inivolved ili tilie use of till ion-excliauge
resint except thatt the citlciumu-resin comuplex is iiisoltblde, its tire' also thIe ot her
ion compillexe's forivied. The (degree of reduction ni effect ive couicenit rattion
inay therefore he qIuanititatted.

('ollectingf blood( dIirect ly into at flatsk contatining thle resin dlid not prove
featsible. Best, results were obtailit'(l wlhen the blood( wits al1lowed to flow
tirough at co01un1111 of resiui into Ilt'e collecting Ve'ssel.

Blood (collectedl bv t Iiis techniquet didi not clot. It shiowe'd no significaint
viluiges ill PH, freezing poin t , or sodliumi coticenit rattion. Tn'e calcvixui con-
cent raltionl wa-s red uced to less tha lIii percenit anid tilie potlssitunil to alhout,
I nxlilliequuivixlent per lite'r. Zinc wats not remioved fromu eithier cellular or
plasmat comuponenits. TIwo inl vivo catnine experimen'uts showed it post tratins-
fu~sioii red lood00( cell survival of aipproxiuuialtelvN 90 percent.

At the conclusion of this rep~ort, D~r. (01ouu commenutezhd tliaxt thie umost
reuiakabt'reveititt vtuidace ini the pres('rvat lon of' blood( wits tilie iut roduict ion

of' lui ioui-t'xchlauig resini, which appal rtut lv remioved( ntot ouilv tilie ('111611i1
inivolvedl inl coatgulationl of tilet blo00( but allso sonme of' thile uietiuds uitihiztd ill
en zyme i( ativity. Th'le collect ion of blood over ani excluatige resiux inito at vessel
withlout at wet ting surface, wiliich dlid not co t auui anl atit icoaguulau11t , would,
however, matke necessary ti( lie el'truuiiI lit ioui of at new balseline regardling tilie
optimaiil environimuent, for its formied elemients. Exce'pt, for at few small11-scatle
experuiiments, blood( had never bteei stuidiedl ill til' al)sv'ilev of citratte coniceix-
Irutt ionS, Wihi icli Were 11sually q ii itt' hiigli.

Amiong other reports ait t his satiite symuposiuim wats one byv Dr. ( 'har-les P".
Emerson, Jr., Boston Universityv School of Medivinle, Which *showedl thalt thle
iuliiu'lieint e (l(citlcificait ioul (f fre'shu blood( by passing it thbroughlia rt'sin coluini
liandIto iniuuievliat(' disce'rnible effect oil the' osimotic frmgility of red blood ce'lls.
Whien, however, tilit blood tlus colle'cted wats stored, t here wats, ats ill blood(
sto(redilli A(D 1)Solut ion, at progressive' iiicrel'as in t heir fraigilitv. M\oreover,
thie intignitutlt of tilie chantges observe'd wits ctusitlermibly great er, pairtieiiliirlY
tiftt'r th lit' lotIi ui, than ill A( 'I solution. Resin-collected blood stored less
0111n 10 daiys wit hout. reniovil of lpasuiiii but wit hi tlie aidiit ion of at saline-
dext rose' diluenlt seemuied compiriarble inl st abilit v to A( '1-collt'cted blood( stored(
withlout niotificattion for at similair ltengthI of timne. Resinl-collected b)100(
stoiredl withlout. fuirthler' iodificattion wits 'ss'itit illv nonviatble whe'n t ranisfuised
onl tlie 20th litdy; 80 percent wats ('ihliminitted fromu thle recipient's circulating
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blood within 10 minutes and the remainder within 48 hours. The period of
survival was essentially the same whether the pH was 7.2 or 6.8.

It was considered possibly significant that poor survival of stored citrate-
free, calciumi-free blood was invariably associated with the finding of a dextrose
concentration below 100 ing. percent.

At a meeting of the Panel on Preservation of Whole Blood and Red Cells
on 28 March 1951 (29), it was agreed that none of the studies carried out with
ion-exchange resins or anything else had produced sufficient effects on red
blood cell survival to warrant changes in the preservative solution in use. It
was urged that testing techniques used in the various laboratories be stand-
ardized, to facilit.,te comparison of results and thus aid in the evaluation of
the solutions user. Particular emphasis was placed upon the temperature of
collection and storage of the blood and upon the rapidity of cooling.

FREEZING

Trie preservation of whole blood at subzero temperatures, although it had
been discussed before the Korean War, was not seriously considered during it.

At the 2 December 1949 Symposium on Blood Preservation (23), Dr. Max
M. Strumia reported on the extensive experiments he had conducted with this
technique. From them, he concluded that optimal preservation of whole
blood for up to 2 months could be accomplished if it were stored at 26.60 F.
(-30 C.). The temperature range, however, was relatively narrow. With a
variation of more than 1.50 C., even though the physical status of the blood
remained unchanged (that is, whether it were liquid or solid), the status of the
red blood cells showed considerable deterioration. In all of his experiments,
therefore, Dr. Strumia used the temperature of --3 C. as optimal and kept
variations within plus or minus 0.20 C. If preliminary shrinkage of the red
blood cells, which he considered essential, was carried out by the correct tech-
nique before the blood was frozen, the period of preservation was materially
lengthened. Cells thus shrunken returned to normal size when they were
immersed in plasma but not when they were immersed in physiologic salt or
other isotonic solutions. When the cells were used for transfusion, they
resumed their normal shape and size within an hour of the transfusion.

The concentration of glucose in the preserving fluid when the cells were
frozen at -30 C. was found to be critical. If the level was below 40 mag.
percent, preservation was bad. If it was greater, it was fair. If the level
was below 20 rag. percent, preservation was "terrible."

At this same meeting, Dr. Walter stated that he had been able to reproduce
Dr. Strumia's work; that his laboratory had repeated the work on vitrification
done 10 years earlier, with the same results; namely, that approximately 50
percent of morphologically intact erythrocytes were present after thawing.
He thought that the problem was one of thawing and that it might be a biind
alley.

717-4091--64---52
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Part III. The Plasma Program

PLASMA SUPPLIES BETWEEN THE WARS

The details of the disposition of surplus plasma at the end of World War II
are related elsewhere (p. 310). In substance, all the surplus, exclusive of certain
amounts retained for Army use, was transferred to the American Red Cross,
for use by the public which had provided it originally. The stocks transferred
amounted to 960,183 250-cc. packages and 1,386,726 500-cc. packages. When
the Korean War broke out, a large part of this plasma had been utilized by
hospitals, clinics, private physicians, and research workers. What was left
had become outdated and required reprocessing, which had been accomplished
in only a small number of units.

At the end of World War II, the production facilities for plasma, which
had been established by the Federal Government through the Defense Plants'
Corp., were dismantled. Equipment was declared surplus. A small portion
was purchased by individual laboratories, and the remainder was disposed of
by public sale.

STOCKPILES AND FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

Current Stockpiles

Army and Navy inventories as of September and November, 1949, re-
spectively, were as follows:

1. No blood was on hand except for day-by-day requirements.
2. The Army had on hand 16,695 250-cc. packages of plasma and 92,865

500-cc. packages.
3. The Navy had on hand 722,171 500-cc. packages of plasma.
4. The Army had on hand 17,869 standard packages, and 2,679 salt-poor

packages, of albumin.
5. The Navy had on hand 242,194 standard packages, and 5,967 salt-poor

packages, of albumin.

An Army contract with Cutter Laboratories to reprocess 40,000 packages
of outdated dried plasma had gone unexpectedly well. The percentage of loss,
which was only 0.3 percent, was chiefly caused by subjecting the material to
intense heat and by failure of proteins to go into solution when the plasma was
reconstituted. The cost of reprocessing was about a third of the cost of process-
ing fresh plasma obtained from voluntary donors. The National Institutes of
Health was willing to approve reprocessed plasma for 5 years. The manufac-
turers thought a longer dating period was justified.

Stocks of plasma, albumin and gamma globulin on hand were considered
temporarily adequate for peacetime requirements. Most of the plasma, how-
ever, would become outdated during 1950, and none of it had been irradiated
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against the hepatitis virus (p. 778). Also, some plasma would not be satisfactory
for reprocessing because of its fat content and because of original inadequate
drying. A considerable amount of albumin and other fractions could probably
be recovered from the plasma unsuitable for reprocessing, but the remaining
stocks might not meet even peacetime needs, and replacements must be pro-
cured from agencies participating in the national blood program.

Although there was no substitute for whole blood, as the Task Group em-
phasized, it could not be stockpiled, and blood derivatives and plasma-expanders
must be stockpiled for emergencies. Research must be pressed for better
agents for replacement therapy than were presently available.

Wartime Estimates

The March 1950 report of the Task Group (4) estimated that in the event
of war, requirements for the Zone of Interior from M-day to M-+ 12 (months)
would be 290,000 units of blood and 510,000 500-cc. units of plasma. Oversea
estimates were based on two units of blood and two units of plasma for each
thousand troops exposed to combat, with 10 percent added for losses due to
breakage and outdating. Allowances were also made for shipping losses in
the first month, and for the needs of U.S. civilian casualties in the combat zone.

The Task Group estimated that for wartime, at least 120,000 units of blood
would be required for shipment overseas during the first year of combat, with
increasing amounts thereafter. Transportation of blood in wartime would re-
quire the highest priority. The capabilities of various types of aircraft for this
purpose were estimated.

The Task Group also recommended:
1. That at least a million 500-cc. packages of plasma should be stockpiled

by 1 June 1951, with additional increments procured in yearly installments over
the next 4 years. Provision should also be made for rotation of stock by with-
drawals to meet current military and civilian needs.

2. That equipment should be stockpiled for the collection and administra-
tion of blood and should be replaced by rotation. It was thought that there
should be no difficulty in meeting this requirement if manufacturers were
provided with the proper priorities.

PROCUREMENT OF PLASMA

Initial Planning

Since at this time there was neither a civilian nor a military blood program
in existence of sufficient scope to meet the needs of national defense, the Task
Group recommended that, as a first step in procurement of the desired amount
of plasma, existing stores of plasma and blood derivatives be reprocessed as
they became outdated while additional plasma was being procured to bring the
war reserve for the Armed Forces up to the desired level. Along with the re-
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sponsibility of whole blood procurement for Korea, the American Red Cross
accepted the responsibility of coordinating the collection of blood for plasma.

In August 1950, after a complete survey of commercial laboratories by the
Industrial Mobilization Board, DOD, a tentative production schedule was
established to meet the target of a million units of plasma by June 1951, a target
that had become both more urgent and more difficult because of the outbreak
of the war in Korea on 25 June 1950.

Government-owned plasma-processing facilities were set up at once at
Sharp & Dohme, the Upjohn Co., and Eli Lilly and Co. Later contracts were
made with Hyland Laboratories; Courtland Laboratories; Cutter Laboratories;
Armour Laboratories; and E. R. Squibb and Sons. These firms, which were
variously located on the west and east coasts and in the mnidportion of the
country, were selected on the principle of locating commercial processing labora-
tories as near to donor collecting centers as possible, since plasma and red cells
must be separated from each other within 24 to 30 hours after the blood is
collected.

In October 1950, before planning had proceeded very far, it became neces-
sary to rephase the stockpiling program because of unexpectedly heavy demands
for blood from the Far East Command, as well as because of processing delays.
The original goal of a million units by June 1951 was halved, but even this ob-
jective could not be met, and, by the end of the fiscal year, only 87,279 units of
plasma had been delivered. At this time, seven of the eight plants listed
were in operation. Their joint monthly capacity was 58,600 units, and their
final capacity as of April 1952 was set at 148,000 units per month.

Procurement Difficulties

For the first 6 months of the aew plasma operation, the largest available
drying capacity was in the three laboratories on the west coast. By February
1951, the east coast laboratories had a capacity of 10,000 packages per month,
but it was not until August 1951 that the laboratories in the middle of the
country had comipleted the installation of their drying equipment. On the
east coast, the opening of bleeding centers had been set far ahead of scheduled
production, while on the west coast, the reverse was true. As a result, blood
had to be shipped to the west. coast production laboratories from the east
coast bleeding centers. Shipping of blood in ACD solution long distances by
air was not desirable technically or economically when the blood was to be
used for plasma, and some of it froze during the bitter winter weather, but
this plan had to be employed as a matter of expediency.

In January 1951, representatives of the Department of Defense and the
American Red Cross were assigned to the processing laboratories to iron out
difficulties as they arose and to take corrective action at once. Production at
one laboratory, for instance, was held up until administrative and personnel
problems were corrected by the appointment of a new laboratory director.
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Another laboratory was inoperative for 2 weeks because of trouble with its
shell-freezing technique.

Early in January 1952, the l)epartbeint of Defense learned that tile
Bureau of the Budget had allocated the funds for its 1953 plasma reserve to
Federal Civil Defense, for inclusion in its estimates for stockpiling (2). The
situation was consideredl at a meeting on US January 1952, in the Office of the
Directorate, Armed Services Medical Procurement Agency, which was attended
by both military and civilian personnel. It was agreed that the Blood Donor
Program must continue to operate at its present level (300,000 bleedings per
month) and that l)lasnia processing facilities be used without interruption.
Two general plans were considered:

1. That a single stockpile of plasma be set up for national defense, with
both the Armed Services and Federal Civil Defense drawing from it.

2. That Federal Civil Defense take over all control of the Blood Donor
Program when existing contracts held by the Armed Services ran out.

Neither of these plans was desirable, but the second was considered the
more undesirable of the two: It, would require revision of the current program;
initiation of new contracts with the American Red Cross and the l)lasmna
processing laboratories; hiring of additional personnel; and training theni in
procurement, testing, inspection, and other procedures. It would also require
deemuphasizing the programn for blood for Korea, which ha(l been generally
successful, and stressing the requirements for stockpiling for national defense,
with little assurance that the new program would be completely successful or
have the same general appeal.

While these plans were being debated, a new factor entered the picture,
which could not be ignored by the Department of Defense. This was the
"alarming" percentage of hepatitis in persons who had received plasma infu-
sions, especially when the plasma had been prepared from large pools (p. 674).
The reprocessing( of World War If stocks of plasma had run into this problem,
and the Department of Defense wanted no reserves of that kind.

At meetings of the Arnied Forces Medical Policy ('ouncil on 17 March
and 28 April 1952 (2), it was agreed that, after sonec satisfactory method of
sterilization against t he virus of hepatitis had been found, the plasma progTam
would be divided into two phases. In the first, priority would be given to
military and pipeline requirements for plaisnia. In the second, stockpile
reserves would be accumulated. The Department of Defense wished to con-
tinue its priority until such tine as the first increment of its reserves had been
built up with plasma free from infection, after which stocks would be divided
equally between civilian and military agencies. At a joint meeting on 16 May
1952 of the Armed Forces Medical Policy Council and the (Cummings) Sub-
committee on Blood, Health Resources Advisory Board, the subcommittee
agreed to accept the dual stockpile plan but not the proposal that tlie Depart-
nient of Defense build up an increment. of infection-free plasma before Federal
('ivil Defense secured any plasma at all. The Depart muent of Defense, on the
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other hand, was entirely unwilling to use currently available plasma, from
which a comparatively large proportion of recipients might be expected to
develop infectious hepatitis. The Armed Forces could not tolerate long
periods of incapacity among its personnel, their corresponding delay in return
to duty, and a reduction in the effective military strength of the country.
All of these losses could be better tolerated by civilian personnel than by
combat troops.

When the disagreement continued, with the Secretary of Defense support-
ing the position of his Policy Council, it was agreed, on 2 June 1952, that the
decision would have to be made by the President. The allocation of plasma
reserves was still undecided by the end of the year, but had become largely
academic, since no satisfactory method of sterilization of plasma had been
devised. A lack of funds also made it impossible to meet the desired goals.

By the end of fiscal year 1952, the Federal Civil Defense Administration
had contracted for 750,000 units of plasma, none of which had been delivered.
In addition, it had not received any of the 300,000 units of dextran and the
1.2 million units of polyvinylpyrrolidone that had also been ordered.

SERUM HEPATITIS

The potential problem of serum hepatitis, as mentioned elsewhere (p. 776),
began to be appreciated only shortly before World War II ended. With the
end of the war, the massive use of plasma ceased, and, in the absence of a
central reporting agency, such cases of serum hepatitis as occurred after plasma
infusion did not have the impact which they would have had in time of war and
which they were to have when the outbreak of the war in Korea required a
resumption of en masse plasma infusions.

Shortly before World War II ended, Dr. John W. Oliphant and his
associates at the National Institute of Health (30, 31) began their work on
the ultraviolet sterilization of plasma as part of its processing (fig. 189). The
first results were most encouraging, a particularly desirable feature of the
method being that the plasma proteins were apparently unaffected by the
amount of ultraviolet energy used. Unfortunately, the belief that the problem
had been solved was to prove fallacious.

There was scarcely a meeting of the Committee on Blood and Blood
Derivatives (the reconstituted Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes), NRC,
at which serum hepatitis and attempts at sterilization of infected plasma did
not come up for discussion. Space does not permit an extended account of
these matters, and the reader is referred to an excellent summary by Dr.
Roderick Murray, Laboratory of Biologics Control, National Institutes of
Health, who took over the work on Dr. Oliphant's death. The report,
which contains a comprehensive list of references, was presented at a Conference
on Derivatives of Plasma Fractionation, on 28 October 1953 (32).
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Special Studies

The experience of the Armed Forces in Korea showed that, while 0.5 per-
cent of recipients of whole blood developedl hepatitis, 12 percent or more
developed it after infusions of pooled plasma. Iti 19351, it was therefore
decided to use human volunteers for testing the infectivity of plasma and
plasma derivatives and evaluating tilhe efficacy of various Imethods proposed
for its sterilization (table 40).

TABi.E 40.-flesu Its of inoclation of olu nteers with sei uni froin six suspected donors

Interval Hepatitis eases- Incubation period for-
sinceincriminate,

Volunteers inoculated donation With Without Total Volunteers m Original
jaundice jaundice recipient

Nibst Days Nt mber Nuitmber Number liuras Day s

10 ------------- 203 0 0 0 ------.---- -- 65
10 --------------- 185 41 22 6 (18), 30, 45, 46, 48

(46). 56
5 ----------------- -- - I 1 (43) --------
10 ---------------- 356 1 2 0 1 48 40
10 ---------------- 149 1 2 0) 1 84 70
10 -- - - - - - -- r3 35, 50. 56, 72 - - - -
5 --------------------------- 5 43, 49, 56,.57, 63 44
10 ---------------- 43 2 3 ! 3 (50),57,67 32

I Incubation periods In parentheses refer to cases of hepatitis without Jaundice.
I One additional subject presented equivocal or abnormal tests suggestive of hepatitis without jaundice.
3 Three additional subjects presented equivocal or abnormal tests suggestive of hepatitis without Jaundice.

By the time these studies were undertaken, numerous disquieting reports
had been received indicating that hepatitis was occurring after the use of
irradiated plasma, which presumably had been rendered safe. One such
report (33) showed an incidlence of 11.9 percent in patients who had been
followed for at least 6 months and most of whom had received more than one
unit of plasma.

Sterilization Techniques

Ultraviolet irradiation.-Irradiation of plasma with ultraviolet light was
usually carried out by exposing a thin film of plasma to radiation fromt a high
intensity source (32). Various types of equipment were used. In some, the
plasma was passed through a narrow-bore, usually flat, quartz tube resembling
a hollow ribbon. In others, the filn was formed on the inside wall of a hollow
cylinder or cone which rotated at high speed and in the cavity of which the
ultraviolet lamps were located. In some of these lamps, quartz envelopes
transmitted most of the ultraviolet light. In others, Vycor envelopes trans-
mitted radiation only in the 2735 A. band or higher. Apparatus of the latter
type was most widely used in the plasma-processing laboratories because of
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its ability to handle relatively large amounts of plasma, by the formation of
films on the inner surfaces of cylinders or cones.

The NIH studies on the effect of ultraviolet light on plasma were carried
out with three different machines of the type just described (table 41). An
attempt was made to simulate actual processing conditions. Special attention
was paid to the measurement of the ultraviolet output of the lamp used, to
continuous monitoring of each irradiation run, and to accurate measurement
of the rate of flow of plasma through the apparatus. Each run was also checked
by the Aerobacter aerogenes test.

The results of this study eliminated the hope originally raised that
failure of sterilization might be due to some defect in the apparatus or to
inadequate exposure to ultraviolet irradiation. As this experience (table 41)
showed, the margin of safety between the sterilizing dose and the dose producing
unacceptable denaturation of plasma was not sufficiently great to justify placing
much reliance on this technique. Moreover, considerable changes in plasma
proteins were apparent after sterilizing dosages that might actually produce
inadequate exposure.

TABLE 41.-Results of ultrariolet irradiation of infected pooled plasma

Hlepatitis cases- Additional
Volume of subjects with

Apparatus and conditions of irradiation Volunteers dose suggestive
With Without Total laboratory

jaundice jaundice findings

Nu mber md. Number Number Nu mber Niu mber
Dill apparatus:

515 ml./min -------------- 10 1.0 3 1 4 0
249 ml./min -------------- 10 2. 0 2 1 3 1
73 ml./min --------------- 10 4. 0 6 3 9 0
Control ------------------ 10 1.0 4 2 6 1

Habel-Sockrider apparatus:
1 passage ------------------ 10 1.0 4 1 5 1
5 passages --------------- 10 2. 0 0 0 0 0
10 passages --------------- 10 4. 0 0 0 0 0
Control ------------------ 10 1.0 6 0 6 1

Oppenheimer-Levinson appara-
tus:

10" bowl, standard lamp- 8 1.0 3 1 4 0
15" bowl, high-powered

lamp ----------------- 8 1.0 2 1 3 0
Control ------------------ 5 1.0 2 0 2 0

Controlled heating.-Samples of infected pooled plasma were subjected to
controlled heating by complete immersion in constantly agitated water at
59.20 and 60.40 C. for 2 hours and 4 hours, respectively. Two bottles were
tested for each time period, and a fifth bottle was kept at room temperature
during the heating process. All bottles were then immediately shell frozen
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by means of Dry Ice and alcohol and stored at -- 20" C. until they were ad-
ministered to volunteers. Some of the Dry lee in which the material was
transported to the using hospitals was still present when the flasks were
opened for the inoculations.

Two groups of 10 volunteers each, who had been carefully screened by
liver function tests, were inoculated with the heated material, and 5 others
were inoculated with the control plasma. Cases of hepatitis developed in
each group (table 42).

Storage at room temperature.-Room storage temperature, which had
been developed by Dr. J. Garrott Allen and his associates at the University
of Chicago with extremely promising results (32, 84), was evaluated in three
groups of volunteers. There were three instances of hepatitis in a group of
five subjects inoculated with plasma stored at all almost constant temperature
of 700 F. for 3 months against only one instance in 20 subjects inoculated with
plasma stored at a similar temperature but for 6 months. The single case of
hepatitis in these patients occurred at the end of 196 days, the longest incu-
bation p, ' - on record, and was mild.

TABLU 42.-IResults of heating infected pooled plasmna at 60' C.

Hallctitis case&s-

IDuration of heating Voluntcers i Incubation irlWith Without Total

)anndlce jaundice

l lou I Nunmdr Number Number Nu1 brr i)Pa p
'2 ------------------------ 10 3 ' 1 4 70, 270, 126, 147.
4- --------------------------- 10 3 22 5 2 84, 87, 88,2 91. 97.
Not heated .- --------- 5 1 1 2 77, 1 77.

I Clinical signs and symptoms, no jaundice.

2 Only abnormal laboratory findings.

Dr. Allen presented his own figures on plasma stored in the liquid stage
for 6 months before use: There was no instance of hepatitis in 1,546 plasma
transfusions, with a careful 6-month followup, while over the same period
there were 49 cases of hepatitis, 0.4 percent, in 37,026 whole blood transfusions.

At this same meeting, it was reported that beta-propiolactone had failed
in experiments involving the administration of transfusion-sized (600 cc.) doses
of known infected plasma treated with 3,000 mg. per liter of this agent. Cath-
ode-ray irradiation had proved lethal for the laboratory virus of hepatitis, but
it had been given a relatively low priority in experiments on human volunteers
because the outlook with beta-propiolactone had then been considered more
promising.

Termination of the Plasma Program

There would be little point to citing other clinical and experimental
studies with treated plasma. A great many of them were extremely hopeful
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up to a point. In September 1950, a distinguished clinician was so impressed
with the results apparently being obtained from ultraviolet irradiation that
he declared that "the key to the control of homologous serum jaundice is now
at hand." The blunt fact is that hepatitis continued to follow the use of
plasma, no matter how it was treated. Complete sterilization was never
achieved. All methods failed in the end.

The crux of the matter was that the Armed Forces needed some agent to
use for resuscitation until the casualty could reach an installation where whole
blood was available. They therefore had no choice but to take the calculated
risk of using plasma, even though it might cause hepatitis. The risk was con-
siderable. Late in 1951, the incidence of hepatitis after plasma transfusion
reached 21 percent, in sharp contrast to the reported World War II incidence
of 7.5 percent. Part of the explanation was that much of the plasma used in
Korea in the first months of the war had not been treated at all. Moreover,
different diagnostic criteria were used in the two wars. In World War II, the
diagnosis was chiefly clinical. In the Korean War, any elevation of the serum
bilirubin was considered an indication of hepatitis.

In January 1952, the National Institutes of Health agreed that pools of
plasma should be reduced from the approximately 400 bloods then being used
to not more than 50. The change could not be made immediately because the
smaller pools required changes in equipment and techniques.

Hepatitis continued to occur, and at the 8 October 1952 meeting of the
Subcommittee on Sterilization of Blood and Plasma, Committee on Blood and
Related Problems, it was recommended that, because of the risk of hepatitis,
plasma should be used only in emergencies and when no plasma-expander was
available (35). Otherwise, serum albumin, which had proved to be extremely
effective, or dextran, which had been tested extensively, should be used. The
reduced yield from blood, as compared with the plasma yield (p. 342), would
be compensated for by the other desirable byproducts secured by fractionation
of plasma, and it was recommended that, as far as was practical, the present
plasma program be converted to large-scale production of human serum
albumin. Meantime, the search for techniques of sterilizing plasma should
be continued. It was brought out, however, that when such a method was
found, the sterilized plasma would be a new item, and an extensive program
of testing and clinical evaluation would be required before it could be recom-
mended and standardized. Some doubt was expressed that the blood procure-
ment program could be sufficiently increased to provide the extra blood needed
for the production of serum albumin.

At the 4 February 1953 meeting of the Subcoimmittee on Sterilization of
Blood and Plasma, the third death from hepatitis in a volunteer was reported,
and the testing program was suspended by action of the Armed Forces
Epidemiological Board (36).1 It was recommended at this meeting that

I In his report at the Conference on Derivatives of Plasma Fractionation on 28 October 1953 (Se), Dr. Murray grate.
fully acknowledged the service of the volunteers In these studies, who were secured through the cooperation of the Bureau
of Prisons, U.S. Department of Justice, and the staffs of the U.S. Penitentiaries at Lewisburg, Pa., and McNeil Island,
Wash., and the Federal Correctional Institution, Ashland, Ky.
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packages of plasma prepared for clinical use carry a conspicuous warning to
physicians that serum hepatitis could be transmitted by plasma, in spite of
ultraviolet irradiation, and also advising careful selection of blood donors.

On 20 August 1953, Circular No. 73, Department of the Army, directed
that, because of the risk of serum hepatitis, the higher cost, and the need to
use it for the production of specific globulins, plasma would not be used "to
support blood volume" unless dextran was not available (37).

Part IV. The Plasma Fractionation Program

SERUM ALBUMIN

When the Korean War broke out, the same reasoning that made the Army
choose plasma in preference to serum albumin as their agent of resuscitation
in World War II led them to choose it again; that is, it took 4.2 bleedings to
provide 25 gin. of serum albumin, against only 1.2 bleedings to provide 250 cc.
of plasma. Also, it was usually necessary to supply water when serum albumin
was used, whereas the distilled water used in the reconstitution of plasma was
provided with it. Finally, the finished price of a unit of albumin was about
$20, against about $4 for a unit of plasma.

When the military reverses suffered by the U.S. Army in Korea in the
winter of 1951 increased the need for replacement substances, 50,000 units of
outdated serum albumin were obtained from the Navy and transferred to the
San Francisco medical depot for shipment to FECOM. Technically outdated
serum albumin proved perfectly satisfactory. One of its advantages was that
the small size of the units made it possible for corpsmen to load their pockets
with it. Also, serum albumin did not freeze in the bitter winter weather
encountered, as reconstituted plasma did.

When the incidence of serum hepatitis made it necessary to discontinue
the use of plasma in Korea, serum albumin was the logical substitute. Ex-
tensive tests had shown that, when it was heated for 10 hours at 600 C., it
carried no risk of hepatitis (28, 38). Also, it could be made from contaminated
plasma, which meant that a large quantity could be obtained from the plasma
on hand and no longer considered fit for use because of the risk of transmission
of hepatitis; it was, of course, essential to use a therapeutic replacement agent
that did not cause a second pathologic condition.

Serum albumin was readily administered in forward areas.

GLOBIN

At the meeting of the Subconunittee on Shock, Committee on Surgery,
NRC, on 11 December 1950, it was brought out that, though globin is of
great nutritive value as a protein, it was lost in 18 percent of the total protein
of the blood then being discarded in the form of red blood cells (39). It was
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also brought out that problems connected with its clinical use, chiefly hematuria
and renal complications, had not yet been overcome.

At the 5 April 1951 meeting of the Committee on Blood and Blood
Derivatives (40), it was reported that a modified form of globin, prepared by
Sharp & Dohme, from discarded red blood cells, had been used by some 12
investigators to (late as (1) a protein supplement and (2) as a plasma-expander.
In about a hundred trials, there had been 10 to 15 percent of rather serious
reactions, but the processing procedure had recently been altered, and there
had been no reactions in the last 60 clinical trials.

Globin was used in S-percent solution, in doses of about 16 gin. daily, for
patients with hypoproteinemia caused by cirrhosis, nephrosis, and other
conditions in which there was a negative nitrogen balance. It had been
tested on only four patients in shock, and no evidence existed that it possessed
sufficient osmotic activity to become a satisfactory plasma-e:r-nder. The
trials had not been entirely adequate because many investigat had failed
to analyze the globin per se in the bloodstream.

GAMMA GLOBULIN

A Conference on the Uses of Gamma Globulin was held on 5 August 1952,
under the chairmanship of Dr. Milton C. Winternitz (41). Earlier in tie war,
there had been numerous meetings concerning this product at the Office of
Defense Mobilization, to discuss the amount available and the anticipated
needs if testing should indicate that it was effective in preventing paralytic
poliomyelitis. If it. was proved effective, the nationwide demand for it
expected during the summer of 1953 would have a tremendous impact on the
blood program, affecting every phase of it from the donation to the final product.

An ad hoc committee which had been convened by the Committee on
Blood and Related Problems to assess the situation agreed in principle with
proposals developed by the U.S. Public Health Service. It wias recommended
that the National Research Council investigate current stockpiles of gamma
globulin and present production capacities; consider production for the Armed
Forces and the civilian population and the equitable distribution of gamma
globulin between them; assess the need for, and means of, increasing production;
solicit the cooperation of both public and private groups working on this
problem; conduct, or arrange for, epidemiologic studies bearing on allocation;
adopt such measures of allocation as might be necessary and set up priorities
if it was thought that gamma globulin would be in short supply. It was also
recommended that the U.S. Public Health Service and the American Medical
Association arrange for publicity on the production and use of gammna globulin.

Up to this time (August 1942), three field studies had been conducted,
in Provo, Utah; Houston, Tex.; and Sioux City, Iowa. It was thought that a
fourth might be necessary. Followup studies were still incomplete, and both
the potency and the dosage of gamma globulin remained to be established.
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Whether the ad hoc committee assumeld that ganima globulin would be
only partially successful, or successful in only some cases, it had to postulate
some measure of success to make plans for the future. It was most important
to be ready to expand production capacity to the limit as soon as possible after
all field tests were completed, by 15 October 1952.

In a second report of the ad hoc committee on the uses of gamma globulin
on 30 September 1952 (.42), it was noted that the first knowledge the National
Research Council had of the possible magnitude of the problem was at a meeting
held in June 1952, with the Subcommittee on Blood of the President's Health
Resources Advisory Committee. The Subcommittee on Blood fully recognized
its responsibility because of the possible effect a demonstration of the preventive
effect of gamma globulin in poliomnyelitis might have on the future of blood
collections in the National Blood Program (p. 735) and on the allocation of
blood and its derivatives between civilian and military claimants. The
present supply of ganina globulin was inadequate. The Office of Defense
Mobilization had turned to the National Research Council for help, and the
council had noted that its role was to advise, not to implement advice. The
Office of Defense Mobilization was investigating the legal implications con-
nected with the situation. Tme provision of gamma globulin for military
dependents was, of course, an Armed Forces responsibility.

At this time (September 1952), the American Red Cross which had received
the bulk of the surplus gamma globulin at the end of World War II, was
distributing between 700,000 and 800,000 2-cc. doses per year for the pro-
phylaxis of poliomyelitis and was recovering 200,000. It was then producing
70 percent of the current output and commercial firms, 30 percent. The Red
Cross was also distributing gamma globulin for the prophylaxis of measles
and of infectious hepatitis. The Army was holding 12,000 10-cc. units and
had 1,013,450 gin. in the dried state. The Federal Civil Defense Administra-
tion had no reserves at all. On an assumed loss of 5 percent of current b)lood
collections of 3,360,000 pints per year, 191,680 gin. of gamma globulin could
he recovered.

The problem was -discussed at several other meetings in 1952 and 1953
(48, 44), including a conference on Epidemiology of Poliomyelitis (45). Tie
end of active combat in June 1953 eliminated the need for further action on the
part of the National Research Council and the Armed Forces.

When final action was taken by the Office of Defense Mobilization in June
1953 to terminate dried plasma contracts, in accordance with NRC recomumenda-
tions, because of the proved danger of serum hepatitis (32), it was agreed by
the Department of Defense and the Federal Civil Defense Administration that
the program for the current fiscal year should include only fractionation of
plasma, with the production of serum albumin and gamma globulin. All
gamma globulin produced would be made available to the American Red Cross
and the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis at the cost of processing.
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RED BLOOD CELLS

During the Korean War, as in Worl' War II (p. 313), packed red blood
cells were used extensively in the treatment of chronic and secondary anemias
and in the preparation of anemic patients for surgery. One of the chief advan-
tages of this technique was that large quantities could be injected within short
periods without risk of overloading the circulation. No in vitro tests were
developed during the Korean War to determine the viability of these cells, and
no gross or microscopic characteristics proved useful for this purpose. The only
valid criterion of their viability continued to be a study of their survival in normal
human subjects, a test that was both difficult and cumbersome. Without a
simple method for continuous quality control, rigid standards of collecting,
processing, and storage were essential precautions.

CADAVERIC BLOOD

At the fourth meeting of the Committee on Blood and Related Problems
on 10 December 1952 (46), an inquiry was received from the Army Research
and Development Board concerning the possibility of using cadaveric blood.
The American Red Cross had also received numerous letters on the same
subject.

In response to these inquiries, Dr. Stirnmia reported work he had done in
this field in 1937-38. He considered oily 12 of the 125 cadavers he had
examined usable. He obtained much less blood than he expected, an average
of 1,500 cc. per body. It was difficult to secure a free flow of blood, even
shortly after death; the best flow was from patients who had died of coronary
occlusion. He found it impossible to secure a satisfactory flow from the
femoral vein, as the Russians had reported, and had to enter the right auricle
with a %-inch trocar. In vitro tests were normal in all respects, but the inci-
dence of contamination was very high unless the blood was drawn within 6
hours of death.

Dr. Strumia had not used cadaveric blood clinically, and it was the consensus
of the committee that there would be strong esthetic objections to it by both
physicians and patients in the United States. It was also pointed out that
there was no need for the use of this method for the Armed Forces at this time,
since the country was still far from exhausting its donor supply.

Part V. The Plasma-Expanders Program

BIBLIOGRAPHY

It is not the functien of this history to go beyond the important historical
facts in the study of plasma expanders (the so-called blood substitutes of
Worl,1 War II). Attention should be called, however, to the excellent bibliog-
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raphy onl plasma expanders (except those derived from human blood) prepared
in the reference division of the Army Medical Library (now the National
Library of Medicine) in December 1951 (!47). This is a most useful list. The
references under each major item are grouped according to subheadings; the
number of references in each article is stated; and the :Iubstaance of the article
is summarized in one or more succinct sentences.

The need for such a reference list was pointed out in the preface: The
treatment of shock was then (1951) the most pressing single medicomilitary
emergency. It was urgent both militarily and in the event of a thermonuclear
war in which civilians would be involved. Since the prolonged storage of
whole blood is not feasible, realism required that two facts be faced, (1) that it
would be completely impractical to secure blood from donors in the event of a
thermonuclear attack, and (2) that potential donors might well themselves be
victims of the attack and therefore candidates for 'lood. The solution of the
military and civilian problem was the development of plasma volume ex-
panders and their stockpiling. This collective bibliography was a useful
first step in such a task.

GELATIN AND OXYPOLYGELATIN

The extensive studies made on gelatin during World War I under the
auspices of the National Research Council (p. 373) were resumed early in the
Korean War. Then, as in World War II, the major objection to gelatin from
the military standpoint was that it gelled at about room temperature. It
therefore could not be used in the field, and even in hospitals, its use furnished
some problems, which would be intensified if bombing or some other catastrophe
interrupted electricity and heat.

Some observers believed, in view of the nature of the emergency, that
gelatin manufacturers should be encouraged to begin production at once, even
if the material might riot be precisely what was wanted (39). The proposal
that 30 gin. of urea be added to each 500 cc. of gelatin to keep it liquid was
considered ingenious, but unsafe unless there could first be assurance that the
recipient's urea clearance was normal (48). Such a specification was clearly
impractical. Moreover, renal function was often sharply reduced in combat
casualties, and if they were given gelatin infusions in the amount of 1,000 to
1,500 cc. in time course of a few hours, they would also receive 60-90 gim. of
urea, which was obviously undesirable.

At the 14 October 1950 meeting of the Committee on Shock (49), Dr.
Ravdin reported on an oxypolygelatin of superior quality which had been
prepared in his laboratory. It did not gel at ordinary temperatures, but it
gave rise to toxic reactions closely resembling certain reactions to oxalic acid,
and lie was not prepared to recommend it at this time. A year later, it was
still impossible to obtain production of oxypolygelatins of uniform quality.
Moreover, the amounts and rates of excretion varied from laboratory to labora-
tory, one probable reason being the variety of analytic methods in use.
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In February 1953, the outlook was even more discouraging (50). Oxypoly-
gelatin had proved to be antigenic. Its retention in the bloodstream in
normotensive patients as well as in bled patients was poorer than that of
dextran or Periston (polyvinylpyrrolidone). If its melting point were lowered
by further degradation, its molecular weight would also be so lowered that it
would not remain in the circulation long enough to have any effect at all.
Moreover, the high initial elevation of the plasma volume achieved by gelatin
preparations, followed by the rapid loss of the osmotically active material,
might throw a patient in shock into a very dangerous state. In fact, if hemor-
rhage were also present, he would be in real jeopardy unless he were given
blood or a more effective plasma-expander than gelatin.

It had been brought out, at one of the earlier meetings of the Committee
on Blood and Related Problems (49), that gelatin, like other blood substitutes
proposed up to that time, lacked the capacity, essential in the management of
shock, to transport oxygen. It was also brought out at this meeting that the
Armed Forces must not assume that funds were unlimited for studies in all
areas. On the contrary, the field must be narrowed to agents of reasonable
cost, suitable for stockpiling, whose production could be expedited. In view
of these criteria, it seemed to many members of the committee that further
investigation of gelatin was not warranted.

In March 1953, it was reported to the Subcommittee on Shock that fluid
gelatin had been sent to Korea for a field trial, and it was believed that reports
on it would be favorable, since it had been shown to restore blood volume for
brief periods (51). On the other hand, the committee noted that, if not more
than 35 percent of the blood volume had been lost and if hemorrhage did not
continue, the normal homeostatic mechanisms of the body would tend to
maintain the restoration, in which gelatin would play no part.

It was decided at this meeting that the investigation of gelatin and oxypoly-
gelatin should be discontinued until a product could be supplied that could be
characterized physicocheinically; with evidence of reproducibility and stability;
and of higher molecular size, so that it would not be excreted at an excessive
rate, as were the products then in use. Data on tolerance and toxicity in
animals were also desired.

No further reports on gelatin and gelatin products were made to NRC
committees during the Korean War.

POLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE (PERISTON, PVP)

Historical Note

Knowledge of polyvinylpyrrolidone, the plasma-expander more commonly
known as Periston or PVP, reached the United States during 1943. The
Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes conducted a brief investigation on it
(p. 380), but it was not used in the U.S. Army duriiig World War II.
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This agent was developed in Germany in 1940, when the need was recog-
nized for a colloidal solution for the emergency treatment of shock (52). It
was selected from some 30 compounds studied at I. G. Farben Laboratories.
When the choice fell upon polyvinyl esters, polyvinyl alcohol polymers were
first tested but were discarded when it was found that bone-marrow depression
occurred after their repeated injection. When polyvinylpyrrolidone was syn-
thesized from acetylene and ammonia, the polymers formed had molecular
weights as high as 150,000 to 200,000.

According to the Germans, whose investigative methods were not con-
sidered entirely satisfactory, about 20 percent of Periston was excreted in the
urine in the first 3 days. The remaining 80 percent was thought to be phago-
cytosed after 24 hours, stored in the reticuloendothelial system, and then
probably slowly excreted, perhaps in the bile. Qualitative tests indicated
that some Periston remained in the tissues for several weeks after injection.

Development in the United States

Periston was first considered in the Subcommittee on Shock on 14 October
1950 (49). Although it had been widely used in Germany during Worla War II
and about half a million cases had since been followed up, not much was known
about its use in recent years. Apparently, it caused no lasting damage to the
tissues, but no definitive data were available on its course in the body and on
the amount that could be tolerated without deposition in the tissues. Some
members of the committee considered it worthless. Others took the position
that if it had any deleterious effects, they would have been evident, even in
the absence of expert observation, because of the large number of cases in
which it had been used.

At the 11 December 1950 meeting of the Subcommittee on Shock (39), it
was learned that the Schenley Corp. could then import 5,000 to 10,000 bottles
of Periston per month from Germany and by July 1951 expected to import an
intermediate form that could be processed further in the United States. Other
manufacturers were also able to produce Periston.

The Subcommittee on Shock met with the manufacturers and potential
manufacturers of Periston on 4 January 1951 (53). A research project had
been approved in principle, but, up to this time, no funds had been assigned
for it (54). Some companies were making Periston that very closely resembled
the German product, but they stated that their progress would be faster if the
Army would reach a decision concerning its use. The Food and Drug Ad-
ministration was prepared to clear Periston as soon as the National Research
Council furnished precise data about it and recommended it. The point was
again made that the hundreds of thousands of cases in which it had been used
in Germany, plus a favorable report made on it by Dr. J. A. Walker, University
of Pennsylvania, furnished sufficient basis for recommending it without much
further investigation. The Department of Defense, of course, was not in-
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terested in putting money into material coming from a source in which resupply
was not certain.

At a meeting of the Subcommittee on Shock on 26 September 1951 (55),
another study that had been made in Germany was reported. It had showed no
deleterious effects, but it was not adequate by United States standards:
Pathologic practices were different. Records were not precisely kept. Sec-
tions were not studied carefully, and were not preserved.

Late in 1952, the Subcommittee on Shock recommended that Periston
produced according to certain specifications should be stockpiled by the Federal
Civil Defense Administration but should be used only in emergencies (56).
Other recommendations were withheld until the long-term followup studies
then in progress had been completed and a more closely fractioned product of
suitable molecular weight had become available and been tested. The effec-
tiveness of Periston had been clearly established, but it was stored in the body
for undesirably long periods. Followup studies on German children showed
no effect on hepatic and renal function, and post mortem studies made up to
14 months after its injection revealed no abnormalities, but the sense of the
committee was that the burden of proof still rested on those who claimed that
Periston was perfectly safe.

At the February 1953 meeting of the Panel on Plasma Volume Expanders
(50), data were reported on 48 German children which brought the total studied
to 68. All had been treated with Periston between 1944 and 1948, and none of
them showed any abnormalities.

Special Studies

At the meeting just mentioned, Dr. Robert M. Zollinger reported a num-
ber of special studies on Periston made in his clinic. All tests were within nor-
mal range except that bone abnormalities were observed in 2 (of 18) examina-
tions made on 14 patients. He and his associates were unwilling at this time
to attribute these abnormalities to Periston.

Radioactive studies showed that from 95 to 100 percent of injected Periston
was excreted via the urine within 72 hours; 40 percent was excreted within 20
minutes. Within 6 hours, virtually all circulating PVP had disappeared from
the plasma. Excretion was thus too rapid for Periston to be of value, and it
was recommended that general approval of it should be withheld, though again
it was given limited approval for stockpiling for use in emergencies if serum
albumin and dextran were not available.

On 3 March 1953, a panel discussion at a meeting of the Subconunittee
on Shock brought out the following points (51):

1. Material found in many tissues, after Ltudy by various stains, was considered to be
Periston or a reaction induced by it.

2. Similar deposits were present in Kupffer and liver cells 14 months after injection.
3. The bone marrow changes just referred to were again present.
4. Abnormal mitoses were observed in embryonic cells grown in tissue cultures in media

containing PVP.
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5. The anatomic and functional changes noted were mild, but it was thought that their
investigation must be pursued over longer periods of time. It was therefore not possible
to approve Periston for any but limited stockpiling. It could not be approved for general
use.

At a meeting of the Conunittee oil Blood and Related Problems, also in
March 1953 (28), radioautographs were reported on patients who had been
given K-30 Periston for 1 or 2 weeks before death. After a year's exposure,
the tissues showed no concentration greater than twice what would be expected
from uniform distribution in any tissues: the accuracy of this technique did not
go beyond this level. Other studies showed that the goals of complete elimina-
tion of PVP from the body and adequate plasma volume expansion by its use
were not mutually compatible.

At the meeting of the Subcomniittee on Shock on 20 May 1953 (57), it
was reported that large amounts of Periston had been stockpiled by the Govern-
muent, but further studies were still considered necessary before it could be
recomnmended for any but emergency use. The Korean War ended before
further action was taken on it.

DEXTRAN

Dextran camie to the attention of the Sul)cominittee on Blood Substitutes.
NRC, shortly before World War I I ended (p. 381), but no action was taken on
it at that time. Some experimental work was done on it in Army hospital
laboratories after the war, but it had not been used clinically in the United
States when a request for information about it was received fromn the Food and
Drug Administration at the meeting of the Committee on Blood and Blood
D)erivatives on 3 December 1949 (8), in connection with an application for its
intport fromni a Swedish company (Pharmacia).

Composition and Properties

Dextrami was developed in Sweden during the early part of World War II
and refined to the point ati which it found wide clinical acceptance in Scandi-
navian countries (58). It was imade up of a variety of polysaccharides of
varying molecular sizes (59). Its production was quite simple. The only
materials needed were sucrose and an organic solvent. Fermentation required
only a day, and fractionation was not complicated. The chief bottleneck in
production was the elimination of pyrogens and testing for sterility.

Smaller molecules of dextran were rapidly lost from the bloodstream, a
matter of importance in military mnedicine, in which a considerable tinme might
elapse between infusions. About half of each dose was accounted for by
excretion through the kidneys or the intestinal tract. Tile fate of the remainder
was unknown when the ('ommnittee on Blood and Blood Derivatives began to
investigate dextran, but it was thought that the larger molecules were probably
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deposited in the reticuloendothelial system and that they might be nephrotoxic
or liepatotoxic.

The committee, remembering that periods of 5 to 15 years had elapsed
before it was found that gum acacia could lead to amiyloid degeneration,
understandably took the position that great caution should be exercised in
recommending dextran: Macronolecular substances of this type were known
to cause rapid sedimentation of red blood cells as well as a tendency to sludging.
It was necessary to consider whether dextran might give rise to breakdown
products of hemoglobin, which might be nephrotoxic or hepatotoxic. Finally,
it was necessary to investigate the maximum safe dosage and over what period
this dosage could safely be administered.

Because of the commercial situation in Sweden, it was difficult to obtain
pertinent chemical data on dextran (49), and the British, who were also manu-
facturing it, did not have the desired information. The only data on molecular
size were based on viscosity measurement. Moreover, the clinical studies
conducted in Europe had not been carried out with the precision used in such
studies in the United States.

Another reason for caution on the part of the Committee was pointed out
by Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Johm R. Wood, MC, at the October 1950 meeting
of the Subcommittee on Shock (49): The implications of the decision to use
dextran for combat and other casualties would, he pointed out, be far reaching.
The adoption of any new technique would commit thousands of medical
officers to it, and the recommendation of the Committee would probably be
followed also by the civil defense organizations.

Experimental and Clinical Studies

Up to September 1950, the British experience with dextran covered 10,000
540-ml. bottles (25). No untoward effects had been observed, but the rate
of excretion via the kidneys had varied widely, from 10 to 50 percent. At the
end of 9 months, no dextran had been found in the bodies of rabbits except for
slight traces in the lymph nodes and bone marrow. There was no histologic
evidence of tissue damage. It was believed that the chief production problem
was ridding the dextran of the small molecule, to reduce the rate of excretion.

Up to December 1950, the Swedish experience with dextran had covered
200,000 cases (39). In the 10 years of its use, there had been no post mortemn
evidence of tissue damage, and reactions were fewer than with the use of either
blood or plasma. A compilation of articles from the literature by Pharmnacia
showed an impressive use of dextran by reliable investigators in Denmark,
Finland, and Holland as well as in Sweden.

Between 24 and 69 percent of Swedish-produced dextran was excreted
within 24 hours. Its molecular weight ranged from 120,000 to 200,000, against
80,000 to 100,000 for the British product. Swedish dextran was now fairly
uniform.
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Clinical testing in the United States during 1950 produced the following
data:

1. Dextran expands plasma volunme in the norniovoletnic individual, and
return to the normal level takes a surprisingly long time.

2. In shocked patients, many factors operate to expedite the return of
circulatory dynamics to normal. Once normal balance is restored, the body
helps to maintain it.

3. A fairly sharp discrimination is exercised by the kidneys, based on
molecular size, but the exact size at which excretion occurs varies from person
to person. In clinical use, there is no diuresis (as there is experimentally
when the smaller molecules are removed), and the excretion of dextran is
comparable to the amount of the injection.

At a meeting of the Subcommittee on Shock on 30 January 1951 (52),
it was reported that another review of the literature had shown no clinically
undesirable renal, hepatic, hematologic, or circulatory changes after the use
of dextran. Hiemodilution was maintained for at least 6 hours after injection.
Between 30 and 50 percent of the injected material was excreted in the urine,
but the fate of the remainder was still unknown.

At this meeting a number of clinical reports were made, all to the effect
that dextran was of great temporary value. Dr. John S. Lundy, who had had
some anaphylactoid reactions with dextran when the material was imported
from Sweden and bottled in the United States, had had no difficulty with the
total Swedish product.

'[iTe single adverse report at this meeting, and at several subsequent
meetings, camie from Lt. Col. Edwin J. Pulaski, MC, and his group at Brooke
General Hospital, San Antonio, Tex., who reported 26 reactions in 105 patients
(48, 52, 60), all after the use of Swedish and British dextran. Some of the
reactions had been quite severe. A breakdown of the cases showed that four
reactions had occurred in 45 anesthetized patients. Seven different lots of
Swedish dextran had been used. There were no reactions in patients treated
with U.S.-produced dextran, which was now available.

Thirteen ambulatory patients, chiefly Korean veterans, hospitalized at
the Forest Glen Section of Walter Reed General Hospital, were given 500-cc.
injections of Swedish dextran (Macrodex). All but three had reactions, three
of which were moderately severe. The experiment was not considered con-
clusive. There were no controls, and the patients, who were all in the same
ward, were watched over by too many observers amid too much commotion.

Later in the year, 10 volunteers at Brooke General Hospital were studied
with fractionated material from a lot of Swedish dextran (55). The observa-
tions suggested that the reactions which occurred must be explained by factors
other than high molecular weights or aggregates of molecules.

At a Conference on Radioactive Dextran held on 29 August 1951 (61),
under the chairnmanship of Dr. Ravdin, it was reported that the most precise
chemical analyses of excreted dextran had accounted for only 50 percent of
the amount injected; all excretion was via the urine. Dextran tagged with
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radioactive carbon, prepared by Commercial Solvents Corp., in cooperation
with the Argonne National Laboratory, had been distributed to a number of
investigators, whose results suggested that 95 percent of the injected material
would be either excreted or metabolized. Although the combined studies
were limited both in number (three dogs, six rats, four mice) and time (10 days),
it was decided to test radioactive dextran clinically without further delay.

At the 13 February 1952 meeting of the Subcommittee on Shock (62),
an ad hoc committee, appointed in December 1951, reported that there was
no doubt that dextran was antigenic in man and could produce precipitins
ant' skin sensitivity, with the degree of sensitivity apparently unrelated to
the occurrence of systemic reactions. All the reactions had occurred in first
injections; none had been observed in a limited number of second injections.
Immunization apparently played a negative role. Preparations of higher
molecular weight seemed to cause more systemic reactions than those of lower
weight and also precipitated more antibodies in sensitive subjects (63).

While the studies reported were still incomplete, it seemed to the conferees
to be desirable, to minimize reactions, to avoid highly branched dextrans and
preparations of high molecular weight. No doubt was felt that reactions to
dextran could be extremely dangerous if they occurred in battalion aid stations,
where medical supervision might be inadequate. Later, it was recommended
that a warning be placed on bottles of dextran that if an anaphylactoid reaction
developed, the infusion must be stopped at once and active treatment instituted
(64).

At the 1 October 1952 meeting of the Subcommittee on Shock, it was
reported that 125 units of dextran had been used in Korea, with good clinical
results and no significant reactions (56). A 6-month study had been started
in Air Force installations in the United States.

At an ad hoc meeting on dextran fractions on 8 December 1952 (58),
it was reported that a fairly large proportion of normal, healthy adults had
experienced allergic-type reactions after the use of both British and Swedish
dextrans but that the rate with the United States products was very low.
It was now possible to define the best possible dextran for mass production.
Determination of molecular weight was now quite accurate, and refined analytic
methods made it possible to detect even small quantities of dextran in plasma
or urine.

Studies on dextran were conducted in Korea in July and August 1952,
by members of the surgical research team, on the ground that it was not
possible to duplicate total combat situations in the wards and operating rooms
of civilian hospitals, or even military hospitals, in the Zone of Interior (65).

During this investigation, 200 500-cc. units of 6 percent dextran were
used on 60 patients, 3 suffering from burns and the others from trauma of
varying degrees. The total clinical response was excellent. The blood
pressure response was most satisfactory. The hematocrit showed a decrease,
which was maintained. There were no allergic reactions. One patient re-
ceived 2,500 cc. of dextran solution in a single day with no ill effects. No
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abnormalities were observed at autopsy in the three patients who died. Tile
best tribute to dextran was that the medical officers who used it were uniformly
eager for more.

Dextran wias used in increasing amounts until the end of the Korean War.
To complete the record, one postwar matter should be mentioned: In Sep-
tember 1953, a hitherto undescribed consequence of dextran injections was
reported, a prolongation of the bleeding time (66, 67). It had occurred in 2
normal subjects at Walter Reed General Hospital, and in 11 other normal
subjects observed elsewhere; the product of four manufacturers was involved.
These observations were confirmed by a study of 121 normal subjects at
Polling Air Force Base.

The change in the bleeding time occurred within 3 to 9 hours after the
dextran had been given. There was usually a return to normal level within
24 hours. The amount of dextran that had produced the alteration ranged
from 500 cc. in a single dose to 6,500 cc. over a 5-day period. There was no
correlation between the maximum prolongation of bleeding time and the
maximum expansion of plasma volume.

Recommendation and Production

At one of the first meetings after the outbreak of the Korean War at which
dextran was discussed (25), Dr. Ravdin emphasized that in the emergency
that existed, this product must be investigated promptly as well as thoroughly.
He also stated that the Armed Forces must not. rely on commercial firms to
provide specifications and standardization.

The first contract for the production of dextran was set up with the
('ommercial Solvents Corp. (54). In December 1950, this firm reported
that it was negotiating with Pharmacia to manufacture dextran under its
patents (39). The Schenley Corp., which was also producing dextran, had a
similar agreement with a British company. Meantime, Pharmnacia had already
licensed Refined Syrups and Sugars Corp., whose product would probably be
bottled by the Abbott and Cutter Laboratories. The American Sugar Refining
Co. was working on a new fractionation method which did not require alcohol
and which might prove of great value if alcohol should become in short supply.
At the meeting at which these details were reported (Subcommittee on Shock,
11 December 1950), it was recommended that the Department of Defense begin
to procure dextran that would meet British and Swedish specifications (39).

Encouraging reports on present and anticipated production were made
at a conference on 19 December 1950, under the auspices of the Subcommittee
on Shock, which was attended by manufacturers of dextran, including a repre-
sentative of Pharmacia, drug firms, and other interested parties (68). At this
meeting the subcommittee recommended that all dextran produced be labeled
For Stocking for Emergency U(e.
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During the following month, arrangements were made to purchase 50,000
units of Swedish dextran for the Armed Forces, to bridge the gap while U.S.
manufacturers were getting into mass production (69).

By the end of 1951, the National Research Council approved the stock-
piling of U.S.-produced dextran and the Department of Defense entered into
a contract for its production with Commercial Solvents Corp., Terre Haute,
Ind. (2). Delivery was delayed because of the necessity of developing large-
scale production facilities.

In April 1952, the Medical Policy Council directed that commitments for
the procurement of Periston be canceled and the funds allocated to it be
diverted to the procurement of additional quantities of dextran (2). By this
time, the risk of hepatitis in the use of plasma was fully appreciated.

By the end of September 1952, Commercial Solvents Corp. had delivered
28,588 of the 810,000 units of dextran contracted for. The other three com-
panies with which contracts had been miade later had not yet produced
anything, but their facilities were about completed and their potential was
3,060,000 units.

Early in 1953, dextran was approved by the Food and Drug Administra-
tion, and a larger proportion of the stockpile was set up with it, though the
proportion between synthetic and natural plasnma-expanders was deliberately
kept in balance. Later in the year, the manufacturers made it clear that they
were losing interest in the production of dextran, in the absence of definite
commitments for its use by military and civilian agencies (67). The concern
of the Subcommittee on Shock at this development was duly transmitted to
the Office of Defense Mobilization and the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Medical Affairs.

Plastic equipment.-The first attempt to put dextran up in plastic bags
was a failure (51). Vapor transfer through the plastic was so great that the
dextran crystallized out in the recipient tube. A later attempt was successful
(57). The bags, which were tested in Korea and in certain U.S. hospitals,
could withstand sterilization temperatures, and long-term storage was appar-
ently possible; they were tested at 600 C., considered equivalent to 2% years'
storage at room temperature. The vapor transfer problem was settled by the
use of an aluminum foil barrier.

FAT EMULSIONS

Two ad hoc Conferences on Fat Emulsions for Intravenous Administration
were held during the Korean War, on 24 May 1951 (70) and 19 March 1953
(71). By the time the war broke out, these emulsions had been used exten-
sively enough to establish their clinical value, and it was believed that there
was a real need for them to maintain caloric intake in seriously ill and wounded
patients. It was true that less than 5 percent of these patients would need

717-409v--64--53
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parenteral fat.. On tile other hand, their needs might be urgent. In Korea,
the most imperative nutritional problems were encountered in seriously
wounded patients with renal dysfunction and oliguria, in whom it was necessary
to limit fluids to 500 ce. per day for about 10 days. During this period, these
casualties often lost as much as 45 gin. of nitrogen per day, which was the
equivalent of a total 25-pound loss of muscle weight. Wound healing was
slow, edema was frequent, and the incidence of wound dehiscence was abnor-
mally high. The desideratum, not yet achieved, was for the development of
a pyrogen-free emulsion which would provide from 2,000 to 4,000 calories per
day by parenteral administration, in as small a fluid volume as possible.

At the second of these aid hoc conferences, as at the first, there were two

chief problems (1) the pyrogenicity of the prel)arations then available, and (2)
their instability. Commercial preparation of consistently safe and satisfactory
emulsions could not be expected until a solution was found for these problems.
Some of the participants in the discussion thought that if only a fraction of the
funds expended in the development of plasma extenders were allotted to this
project, results would be prompt and beneficial, but no such allocation was
made during the war.

Part VI. Clinical Considerations

THERAPEUTIC PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

General Considerations

The principles and practices governing time use of plasma (fig. 190) and
albumin (fig. 191) were essentially the same in the Korean War as in World
War II. The administration of whole blood also followed the same pattern
(figs. 192, 193, 194, and 195) except that intra-arterial transfusion was given
a trial.

Intra-Arterial Transfusion

Historical note.---According to Lewisohn (72), the first recommendation
for intra-arterial transfusion, by Huerter in 1871, contained the report of
eight cases in which defibrinated blood was injected by this route. Not much
more work was done on the subject until 1937, when Davis (73) showed, in a
study of experimental shock, that the intra-arterial injection of sodium chloride
solution elevated the blood pressure but that a similar solution, given intra-
venously, lowered it. Kendrick and Wakimn (74) confirmed these observations
in dogs in 1939. They also demonstrated that the intra-arterial administra-
tion of physiologic salt solution is not a desirable emergency treatment for
secondary shock. In spite of the immediate vasopressor response and the
maintenance of the elevated blood pressure for a certain period of time, the
end result was always severe injury to the recipient.
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FIGURE 190.-Administration of plasma in Korea. A.
Company aidmen bringing in casualty from combat area
forward of machinegun emplacements. Plasma has not yet
been started. B. Plasma transfusion during jeep transpor-
tation of casualty to hospital, September 1950. C. Con-
tinuing administration of plasma to casualty as he is put
aboard plane at Taejon Air Base, en route to Itazuke, Japan,
July 1950. This particular plane was one of the last to leave
the airstrip. D. Continuation of plasma transfusion as
seriously wounded U.S. soldier is unloaded from observation
plane (L-5), converted to use as one-casualty air ambulance,
and moved to conventional ambulance, 2d Infantry Division
Airstrip, Korea, August 1950.
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lRiUEtt E12.---Withdrawal of blood fromi storage for use at 807601 Army
Sir~gical Hospital, Kuna-ri, Korea, November 1950.

Field studies.- IDuriiig the Korean W~ar, Maj. Curtis P. Artz, NIC, Capt.
Yoshio Sako, NI\( and Capt. Alvin IV. Bronwell, MC, treatte( eight casuailties
by the nit ra-airtez'ial route, the lairgest amnount giveni being 4,500) cc. of blood
(75). The suirgeon hield the needle inl the artery dur11ing the transfusion, whlich
was (disconit inued ats soonl its tile systolic P)ressure realched 100 mmi. hg.r

One of the eight casualties dliedl on thle operating table, and( three ot her's
dhied1 withinl :3! houirs of operat ion. Although the other four r'ecoveredl, it was
the impression of these ob)servers that casuialties given blood byv this rouite
showed1 110 allprecial)1v impllroved response ais comllalredl WithI J)tieiits, Who

received lood00( at at co;ipit~rai)Je rate under lpressuI'e or illnimult iipe weinls (fig('.
195). One of their patijents, for instance, who was' almlost Jfloribilid~, recovered1
after being given 5,5(0) cc. of blo0o( into two veinls through I a3-galge Iivee(les ill

30 mlinuttes: 3,500 'ie. of blood( Was pumiped into one vein inl 21 mninutes.

Experimneital st udies 1) , v a1jor Artz and his grouip allso failed to inidicate
aliy supe~riority, of t he lint ri-a rter-ial over the initravenous rouite. Sinice the
experimenviti dl ( tia (0i ticidled withI cliniical ill pressioii, (derivedl front) the smlall
groups of calses just. des-cribed , thIis is met 110 of administration was d isconit inuled

ill favor of ralpid lilt ra venlous inject ion of blood( thirough miii t iple large--gage
liiedles, or nilt ra21venouls Ciiill
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FIGURE 193.-Administration of blood in Korea. A. Near Uijong,
April 1951. B. Before evacuation to battalion aid station behind front-
lines. C. On pod of helicopter during evacuation from 44th General
Hospital, October 1953.

CondCuSions.-Intra-arterial transfusion was discussed in detail at a con-
ference at Walter Reed Army Medical Center on 11 June 1953 (76). It was
found, in extensive experimental studies, that there was no significant differ-
ence in survival rates in experimental and control series, and no significant
difference in the effectiveness of intra-arterial and intravenous administration
of blood. All studies pointed to the conclusion that it was the rate of trans-
fusion, not the route, that was the important factor.

In the general discussion that followed this presentation, Brig. Gen. Sam F.
Seeley, then Chief of Surgery, Walter Reed General Hospital, stated that,
provided that an adequate amount of blood was given rapidly, the technique of
transfusion probably made little difference as long as cardiac action was still
present. In deep shock, it was often mechanically difficult to introduce blood
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FIGURE 194.-Transfusion during surgery in Korea.
A. In course of amputation at 8063d Mobile Army
Surgical Hospital supporting I Corps, November 1950.
B. During another operation, same time and place.

into a vein, but always quite easy to make a femoral arterial puncture. He also
pointed out that a certain number of casualties could be expected to die from
the severity of their injuries, even if they received preferential intra-arterial
transfusion.

Other participants in the discussion took the position that intra-arterial
transfusion is an extremely dangerous technique; cases were cited in which
complete gangrene of the hand, requiring amputation, had followed its use (72).
Others, however, in spite of the risk of ischemia, believed that in strictly qualified
circumstances intra-arterial transfusion might be justified.
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9 December 1952 meeting of the subcommittee was devoted chiefly to progress
reports from the team (64).

The Surgical Research Team was organized by the Army Medical Service
Graduate School and the Army Medical Research and Development Board,
which appointed personnel, set policies, established techniques, provided
consultants, and furnished nonstandard supplies.

In Japan, the team was attached to the Far East Research Unit (406th
Medical General Laboratory) in Tokyo for administrative purposes. Here,
additional personnel, including consultants, were provided, and supplies availa-
ble on the Japanese market were obtained. In Korea, the team was attached to
the 11 th Evacuation Hospital and the 8209thi MASH (Mobile Army Surgical
Hospital) for standard supplies, day-by-day assistance, and the provision of
clinical opportunities.

The principal problems related to blood which were encountered by the
team were as follows:

1. During resuscitation, problems associated with the blood bank, the
utilization of plasma, and the resulting high rate of homologous serum jaundice.

2. During operation, abdominal hemorrhage and vascular injuries.
3. Sequelae of trauma, including secondary hypotension, posttraumatic

anuria, and infections.
The special studies on blood were made by Lt. Col. William H. Crosby,

MC; Capt. John M. Howard, MC; and Lt. Col. Joseph H. Akeroyd, MSC
(77-79).

Essential Data

General considerations.-When the Surgical Research Team reached the
Far East in December 1951, it found blood plentiful in U.S. Army hospitals, as
it had been all during the past year. The only blood available in ROK Army
hospitals was the amounts occasionally provided by U.S. units (p. 803). The 0
blood used was now available between 12 and 14 days after collection, instead of
21 to 28 days as originally. Massive and repeated transfusions were given with
few reactions, and there were no records of deaths attributable to the use of
blood.

A special investigation showed that transportation of blood over the
thousands of miles between the United States and Korea had only minor effects
on it. Generally, it arrived at forward hospitals in an excellent state of preser-
vation. In 300 pints examined at random, it was found that less than a quarter
of 1 percent of the red blood cells had been lost, and, when the blood was
transfused, few red cells were found nonviable. The plasma hemoglobin rose
from about 50 mug. percent on the 10th day after collection to 100 ing. percent
on the 28th day. Harmful amounts of hemoglobin were not released into the
recipient's plasma from the transfused blood. Abnormally high plasma potas-
sium was not encountered during or after massive transfusions unless renal
failure was also present. The plasma potassium level of bottled blood was
apparently a straight line function of time, the concentration increasing at the

717-409--64--54
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rate of approximately 1 milliequivalent per day. The osmotic fragility of the
red cells showed few changes during the first 2 weeks after collection. Then it
rose sharply, suggesting the desirability, whenever practical, of using blood
within the first 14 days after it had been drawn. All the evidence indicated that
the use of properly stored blood had only beneficial effects; few if any deleterious
effects were observed even when as much as 20 to 30 pints were given in less
than 6 hours.

Continuous refrigeration, at temperatures of 00 to 100 C., was absolutely
essential to the safe preservation of blood. If refrigeration were omitted, even
for brief periods, irreversible changes occurred in the red cells. They might not
hemolyze spontaneously in the bottle, but they did not survive after transfusion.

Reactions and sequelae.-Reactions were remarkably infrequent. In
1,620 transfusions observed at the 46th Army Surgical Hospital (8209th
MASH), there were only four urticarial reactions and no reactions due to in-
compatibility. Several hemoclastic reactions were considered as caused by
gross contamination of the bloodstream from the sites of wounds or from the
peritoneal cavity.

The practice of using 0 blood for massive transfusions of non-0 recipients
did not seem harmful provided that so-called dangerous universal donors were
avoided. These donors, who are extremely uncommon, have plasma that
contains a high titer of anti-A antibodies, which can produce an unmistakable
hemolytic transfusion reaction, with all the signs associated with major in-
compatibility. Some of the recipient's own red blood cells might be eliminated
by antibodies in plasma from these donors, though there is no clinical evidence
of this phenomenon.

Casualties who received multiple transfusions over long periods of time
tended to develop greater sensitivity to pyrogens. This observation, first
recorded in 1951 (79), was never explained.9

These same casualties were also prone to develop hemosiderosis because
of the excess iron deposited after increased erythrocytic destruction. It was
suggested, with the fear of hemochromatosis in mind, that if these patients
developed resistant chronic anemias, whole blood and red blood cells should
be used as sparingly as the circumstances justified.

Patients who received more than 15 pints of blood often showed a tend-
ency to ooze from cut surfaces. The condition regressed quickly, without
treatment.

A patient in shock, who had been given a transfusion in excess of the normal
capacity of his circulatory system, sometimes developed polycythemia. In
such cases, the excess blood was apparently carried in the dilated vessels of
the skeletal muscles, liver, and lungs. So-called overtransfusion, which was
sometimes employed in severe shock, was surprisingly well tolerated.

0 In the light of present (1962) knowledge, this statement about sensitivity to pyrogens may be erroneous. The
patients under discussion become sensitized to known or unknown blood factors, and the sensitization tends to cause
reactions characterized by chills and fever during or after subsequent transfusions.
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Hematologic response.-A battery of hemnatologic studies was carried
out on 37 of the casualties received at the 46th Army Surgical Hospital, located
several miles behind the infantry division that it supported, between October
1952 and January 1953. Between 2 and 42 transfusions were used in each
case. The plasma hemoglobin was determined in 300 of the units used. Par-
ticular attention was paid to the results of storage of blood (high plasma
hemoglobin and potassium, low labile factor activity, nonviable platelets and
leukocytes). As already mentioned, changes in stored blood were slight
and innocuous.

The important observations made in this study were as follows:
1. At the time of resuscitation and shortly thereafter, there was a remark-

able loss of circulating red blood cell mass in casualties with wounds associated
with considerable tissue destruction. The loss was thought to be caused by
heniolysis, though the exact mechanism was not determined. The loss of
red cells was sometimes so rapid that a casualty with bilateral traumatic
amputation of both legs, even if hemostasis was adequate, might become
severely anemic if there was any hesitation in using massive, rapid trans-
fusions. Shock associated with wounds which involved less tissue destruction,
such as lacerations of the colon, (lid not destroy red cells in this fashion. After
moderate transfusions, these patients often became polycythemic, and trans-
fusions had to be carried out "rather gingerly," because of the tendency for
signs of congestion to appear.

2. During the early period of recuperation from severe wounds, casualties
tended to become anemic, apparently as the result of heniolytic processes
plus a relative inhibition of red cell formation.

3. A particularly striking observation was that in patients not in group 0,
massive transfusions of 0 blood resulted in the virtual replacement of the
recipient's cells by cells of the 0 group. His plasma sometimes contained
antibodies against red cells of his own hereditary blood group. Gradual
hemolysis of native red cells by transfused antibodies was observed, but the
hemolytic process was not evident clinically and did not appear to harm the
patient. The presence of foreign antibodies, however, sometimes made it
impossible to crossmatch the patient with blood of his hereditary group, and
it was believed that transfusions with the hereditary type of blood might be
dangerous. Severe reactions, in fact, sometimes occurred when type-specific
blood was given after large transfusions of 0 blood. In the light of this new
observation, it was recommended that, after tranfusions of universal donor
blood had been given, no change should be made to blood of another group
until at least 2 weeks had elapsed.

Immunohematologic response. -Another special study by Colonel Crosby
and his associates was an investigation of 25 casualties from the standpoint
of the immunoheniatologic results of large transfusions of group 0 blood in
recipients of other blood groups. These patients were all received by am-
bulance or helicopter between 1 and 3 hours after wounding. Transfusions
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of plasma or whole blood had often been begun at battalion aid stations and
they were continued during evacuation, and, as needed, through resuscitation
and operation. Some patients received as much as 37 pints of blood within
12 hours. One or two received 20 pints within an hour. Most of the blood
transfused was used before the 15th day, and none was used after the 21st
day, of shelf life. All the blood was group 0, all was Rh-positive, and all was
used without crossmatching. It was tested for the high titer isoagglutinins
active against group A and group B red blood cells.

The important observations made in this study were as follows:
1. After large transfusions of low titer group 0 blood into patients of

groups A, B, and AB, it was not possible to demonstrate foreign isohemolysins
or incomplete antibodies in the recipient serum. Cold isoagglutinins were
frequently evident immediately after the transfusion, but they usually dis-
appeared rapidly. In several patients, the titer of foreign anti-A isoagglutinins
was quite high, and the antibody persisted in the circulation for several days.
A possible explanation was the relatively small amount of A substance in the
recipient's blood; when the transfused isoagglutinins were found persistent,
the patients usually proved to be weak secretors of A substance in the saliva,
or complete nonsecretors.

2. In most of these patients there was evidence of selective destruction
of recipient red blood cells after the transfusion of 0 blood, probably as the
result of activity of transfused isoantibodies in the plasma of the transfused
blood. The hemolytic activity was observed in cases in which it was not
possible to demonstrate the presence of foreign isoantibodies. It was postu-
lated that forms of antibodies might exist that could not be demonstrated by
available methods and that manifested themselves only by causing destruction
of red blood cells.

3. Clinically, as already mentioned, the hemolytic process originating
from such transfused isoantibodies, while it caused destruction of native red
cells, did not threaten the lives or impede the recovery of these patients. No
reactions, in fact, were encountered or heard of in Korea that might have been
ascribed to so-called dangerous universal donors. In practice, the division
of group 0 blood into high and low titer, on the basis of dilution of 1:200 to
1:256, proved perfectly safe.
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APPENDIX A

Circular Letters, Mediterranean Theater

Instructions and other information on blood transfusion and allied subjects appeared in
the following circular letters from the Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters, NATOUSA
(North African (later Mediterranean) Theater of Operations, U.S. Army):

5 April 1943.-Letter No. 8, on the treatment of burns, outlined the treatment of shock
and provided for plasma therapy and for the later use of blood to combat secondary
anemia (1).

15 May 1943.-Lctter No. 13, on forward surgery (2), provided the information on blood
donors which later appeared in Letter No. 3, Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters, II Corps,
7 August 1943 (3) (p. 422).

20 August 1943.-Letter No. 27, on the donation of blood for transfusion and other
purposes, provided for payment of donors (4) (p. 423).

12 May 1944.--Letter No. 30, on blood transfusions (5), dealt with the establishment
of blood banks at field, evacuation, general, and station hospitals, with a transfusion officer
responsible for the administration of each bank; the provision of blood from a theater bank;
the administration of blood: the indications for transfusion; requirements for donors; dating
of blood; reactions; and payment of donors. In this letter, it was stated that the Rh factor
had no practical importance in forward areas.

10 March 1945.-Letter No. 8, on the care of battle casualties (6), was concerned with
initial wound surgery and mentioned resuscitation, with plasma and blood transfusions, only
in passing.

The following medical circulars and circular ietter were issued from the Office of the
Surgeon, Headquarters, Fifth U.S. Army, NATOUSA:

22 April 1944.-Medical Circular No. 7, stated that group 0 blood would be provided
for all the needs of field hospitals at all times (7). Blood would also be provided for evacua-
tion hospitals in periods of great activity; otherwise, these hospitals must procure and process
their own bloon. Directions were given for collecting and administering the blood, and
criteria for donors were outlined.

6 May 1944.-Medical Circular No. 10 (8) was prepared but not issued. It dealt with
the hemoglobinuria nephroses which had followed the use of group 0 blood in group A re-
cipients and the decision in the future to supply group A blood for group A recipients. The
urgent necessity for grouping and crossmatching these bloods was emphasized. Since this
decision was overruled, this circular was not issued.

Circular Letter No. 3, issued on 7 August 1943 (3), has already been mentioned. It
dealt with the care of the wounded in Sicily. Section III, on shock, stated that plasma was
"unquestionably the most effective weapon in combating shock," but directed that, when
hemorrhage was the major factor, whole blood was to be used, in adequate quantities, as soon
as crossmatching would be completed.
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APPENDIX B

Circular Letters, European Theater

The following circular letters, all from the Office of the Chief Surgeon, Services of
Supply, Headquarters, European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army, dealt with blood and
plasma in the theater.

1942

Letter No. 52, 22 October, subject: Continuation of Blood Banks in American Army
Hospitals. This letter authorized the establishment or continuation of hospital blood
banks in active cooperation with local medical authorities. Instructions were given for the
organization of panels of donors, for the use of British equipment, and for assistance by
U.S. Army officers at the weekly bleedings in British Emergency Medical Service centers.
When U.S. Army hospitals wanted blood, it would be available to them from Emergency
Medical Service sources. This letter was rescinded with the publication of Circular Letter
No. 51, 5 April 1943.

Letter No. 58 (Supply No. 11), 27 October, subject: Blood Plasma. This letter
contained instructions for the requisitioning of blood plasma in accordance with Circular
Letter No. 47 (Supply No. 8), 19 October 1942. Wet plasma could be secured only at
Medical Section Depot G-35. Except in "extenuating circumstances," neither type of
plasma was to be requisitioned from British sources. This letter was rescinded with the
publication of Circular Letter No. 54, paragraph 2, 9 April 1943.

1943

Letter No. 51, 5 April, subject: Arrangements for Blood Banks and Transfusion In
U.S. Army Hospitals. This letter has been abstracted in connection with hospital blood
banks (p. 473). It was specified in it that, to set up a blood bank, a hospital must have
suitable refrigeration.

Letter No. 84, 19 May, subject: Recording of Transfusions with Dried Serum and
Prepared Blood Plasma. This letter provided for the details of these procedures to be
entered on the field medical card or any other report used in place of the official records.
It was rescinded by Circular Letter No. 80, 10 June 1944.

Letter No. 124, 18 August, subject: Allowance of Item No. 16089, Serum, Normal
Human Plasma, Dried-Unit Package.

Letter No. 174, 28 November, subject: Schools and Courses of Instruction for Medical
Department Personnel in ETO. The general purpose of this letter was to set forth the
purpose and scope of American and British schools providing courses of instruction available
to Medical Department personnel in the theater. It also established and clarified the
procedures to be followed in utilizing these facilities.

Paragraph 4d described the 7-day courses of instruction offered at the British Army
Blood Supply Depot School for medical officers at the Southmead Hospital, Bristol, Glou-
cester. The courses included the principles and technique of bleeding, processing, storage,
refrigeration, and shipping of whole blood, together with the clinical aspects of shock and
of whole blood transfusions. Opening dates and allotments for the courses were announced
periodically to the major commands and base sections by Headquarters, Services of Supply.
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1944

Letter No. 71, 15 May, subject: Principles o•f Surgical Management in the Care of
Battle Casualties. Paragraph 3 of this letter dealt with the ratio of blood to plasma,
procurement of blood within the unit, procurement of blood from the European theater
blood bank, and its handling and storage after procurement.

Letter No. 80, 10 June, subject: Policies and Procedures Governing Care of Patients
in ETO. Paragraph 1 of Section III, "Administrative Directives Pertaining to Professional
Care," dealt with blood transfusion in general and station hospitals. The subjects covered
included facilities, donors, eqiiipment, storage of blood, technique of collecting and admin-
istering blood, laboratory controls, cleaning of sets, records, and filters. This circular
letter also dealt with plasma therapy.

Letter No. 131, 8 November, subject: Care of Battle Casualties. Paragraph 6 of this
circular letter dealt with whole blood transfusions and covered the sources of blood (from
the Zone of Interior and the European theater blood bank), indications for transfusion,
ratio of plasma and blood, and a warning that vasoconstriction might explain an initially
normal blood pressure reading in a patient who was in need of blood.

Administrative Memorandum No. 150, Office of the Chief Surgeon, European Theater
of Operations, U.S. Army, 27 November. This memorandum dealt with transfusion
reactions and their management. Instructions were also given in it for weekly reports on
the total blood used in each hospital, the total number of reactions, and the details of each
reaction. These details were to include the source and age of the blood; the source of
the set; the type of reaction; the amount of blood given before the reaction occurred; and
the management of the reaction, with the results of therapy.

1945

Letter No. 23, 17 March, subject: Care of Battle Casualties. Paragraph 1 of this
circular letter described the technique of a test for differentiating between pyrogenic and
hemolytic transfusion reactions. It also described alkalinization in lower nephron ncphrosis
and deaths after transfusion.



APPENDIX C

Circular Letters, Pacific Areas

The following official statements on transfusion and blood banks were issued during the
course of the war in the Pacific:

Circular Letter No. 9, Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters, U.S. Army Forces in Aus-
tralia, 4 June 1942, subject: Blood for Transfusion. This letter, which concerned the pay-
ment of donors, was rescinded on 16 June 1942 by Circular Letter No. 21, from the same
headquarters, subject: Donation of Blood for Transfusion and Other Purposes. This
letter also provided for the payment of donors.

Technical Memorandum No. 13, Office of the Chief Surgeon, Headquarters, U.S. Army
Forces in the Far East, 21 September 1944, subject: Blood Bank. This letter concerned
the establishment of the blood bank at the 27th General Hospital (p. 389).

Technical Memorandum No. 1, Office of the Chief Surgeon, Headquarters, V.S. Army
Forces in the Far East, 7 January 1945, subject: Preservation and Administration of
Citrated Whole Blood. This memorandum concerned the general use of whole blood,
supply, transportation and storage, criteria for use (age, hemolysis), selection of patients
for transfusion, appropriate dosages, determination of compatibility, technical points of
administration, and reactions.

Circular Letter No. 35, Office of the Chief Surgeon, General Headquarters, U.S. Army
Forces, Pacific, 13 August 1945, subject: Calculation of Hemoglobin, Hematocrit and
Plasma Protein (the Copper Sulphate Method). The pertinent part of this letter dealt
with the copper sulfate technique.

Circular Letter No. 38, Office of the Chief Surgeon, General Headquarters, U.S. Army
Forces, Pacific, 20 August 1945, subject: Whole Blood. This letter covered the provision,
delivery, and refrigeration of whole blood; equipment; directions for administration; and
indications. It was pointed out in this letter that the condition of the casualty, not the
type of wound, determined the amount of blood to be used; that blood was often necessary
during and after operation as well as for resuscitation; and that surgery was often a part of
resuscitation.
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Army-Navy coordination in- Ashford General Hospital, 694
Leyte operation, 618, 619 Ashland, 781
Pacific, 590 Asphyxia-
SWPA, 594 in shock, 665

Army-Navy plasma (serum albumin) pack- of tissues in shock, 30, 56
age. See Plasma (serum) albumin Assam, 642
package. Assault operations, provision of blood for, 397

Army POW's, transfusions for, 558, 565, Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1 (Personnel), 729
569, 570 Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4 (Logistics),

Army purchase of serum albumin from SOS, ETOUSA, 515
Navy, 342 Assistant National Director, ARC, 121

Army Regulations concerning record keep- Assistant National Director, ARC Blood
ing, 300 Donor Service, 105

Army Regulations- Assistant Secretaries of Defense, 716
No. 38-6520-302 Assistant Secretary of Defense for Medical
No. 40-1715, 15 Aug. 1942-526, 727 Affairs, 716, 795
No. 600-40, 22 June 1931-233 Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health

Army representation in Blood for Britain, 13 and Medical), 716
Army requirements for- Associate Technical Director, ARC Blood

plasma, 291, 293 Donor Service, 105, 258, 317
serum albumin, 344-345, 347- 348 Association of Voluntary Blood Donors, 15

Army responsibility- Asthma after transfusion, 651
in ARC Blood Donor Service, 103 Atabrine, 595

for blood losses, 82 booster dose of, before transfusion, 423,

for plasma contracts, 267 598

Army role in plasma program, 267 Atlanta, 129, 291
Atlantic City, 118, 695

Army Service Forces (ASF), 604 Atomic Energy Commission, 726
Manual M3, November 1944--86 Attu, 170

Army Signal Corps, 730 Atypical pneumonia, 142
Army supply catalog, listing of plasma in, Auburn, 695

268 Australia, 582, 591, 598
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Australian blood: Barcelona Blood-Transfusion Service, 11
airlift of, from Port Moresb! to U.S. BARER, A. P., 158

bases, 587-588 Bari, 391
provision of, for U.S. installations in BARKER, F., 3

SWPA, 581, 585, 586-588, 591, 598, BARKER, Col. M. H., 678
630 BARR, Col. R. H., 574

technique of blood banking, 581-582, 584 Base collecting section of-
use of aging blood, 581 Naplbs blood bank, 399, 404-405, 431,

Australian blood bank, 581-582,608-609,611 439-440, 445
Australian Red Cross Blood Transfusion training of personnel of, 412

Service, 630 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.),
Authorization of donor panel in ETOUSA, 446-447, 451-452

524-525 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.),
Autoclaves, shortages of, 462 425
Autoclaving facilities in oversea hospitals, Base collecting units, ETOUSA Blood Bank,

193 462
Autoclaving of transfusion equipment, 17 Base deficiency in shock, 40
Autohemafusion (autoinfusion). See Auto- Base depot of ETOUSA Blood Bank, 497,

transfusion. 498, 500, 546, 550
Autotransfusion, 23, 706 Base hospitals:
Auxiliary surgical groups, 707 delivery of blood to, in MTOUSA, 442

2d-42, 693 transfusion in, in MTOUSA, 444
3d-556 Base Section, ETOUSA Blood Bank,
provision of field transfusion units for, 544 501-505, 517

Avitaminosis in reactors to plasma, 671 Base Section, 6713th Blood Transfusion
Ayers, 695 Unit (Ovhd.), 401, 406-407
AYLWARD, F. X., 230 Base Section No. 3, SWPA, 582
Azores, 211, 212 Base transfusion unit, British Army Trans-
Azotemia in lower nephron nephrosis, 667 fusion Service, 16, 17

Base troops, donations from-
"B isoagglutinins, 425 in ETOUSA, 476, 477
"B recipients of group 0 blood, 541 in SWPA, 638
"B substances, 54, 239 Basic laboratory training, 412
Bacillus subtilis, 379 Battalion aid stations:
Backlog- plasma in, 57, 59

of blood in United Kingdom, 554 reactions to dextran in, 793
of surgical patients, 487 transfusions in:

Bacterial content of serum albumin, 353 in Korean War, 805-806
Bacterial examination of cadaveric blood, 24 in MTOUSA, 406
Bacteriologic tests in Blood for Britain, 14 in SWPA, 635
Bacteriophage, 362 Battle casualties, management of, 471
BAER, K. A., 384 Battle casualty rates in MTOUSA, 37
BAGDASAROV, Lt. Col. A. A., 21 Battle of-
Bagnoli, 445 Britain, 471
Bailey Co., 760 Bulge, 558
Bailey insulated shipping container in El Alamein, 32

Korean War, 760-762 England, 498
BAILEY, 0. T., 327, 332, 364, 367, 368, 381 Fflhnders, 48
Baltimore, 211, 292 Roer, 522-523
BANG, Maj. F. B., 598 Battlefield transfusions in Soviet Union, 22
Bank blood. See Preserved blood, Stored Baumanometer, 636

blood. Baxter bottles, 13-14, 65, 160, 179, 180, 193,
Barbour falling drop technique of hemato- 195, 220, 395, 437, 463, 467, 490, 544,

crit determination, 253 665
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for airlift to ETOUSA, 491, 492 Biologicals:
receipt of, in MTOUSA, 398, 435 airlift of, with blood from United Kingdom

Baxter Co., 65, 171 to Continent, 534
BAYLISS, W. IN., 8, 80 handling of, by blood bank detachments
Baylor University College of Medicine, 251 in ETOUSA, 512
Beach operations in southern France, 447 Birmingham, 474
BEASLEY, Col. C. H., 521 BISCHOFF, T. L. W., 6
Bedsores, plasma in, 697 Bizerte offensive, 438
BEECHER, Lt. Col. H. K., 31, 3:3, 35, 40, 41, BLAKE, Lt. Cdr. H. S., 214, 492, 494, 602,

74, 355, 424, 425, 443, 684 604, 610, 612, 614, 618, 670
Beecher-Burnett study on shock, 40 BLALOCK, A., 29, 32, 33, 74,330, 331, 333, 706
Belgium, 521, 522, 523 Blalock clamp, 374
BENEDICT, N. B., 2 BLANK, Col. J. M., 585
Ben Venue Laboratories, 175, 289, 292 Blas1t injuries, limitation of transfusion in,
Benzidine test, 659 21, 34, 225

in incompatibility reactions, 654 Bleeding bottles, requests for, from
in lower nephron nephrosis, 667 MTOUSA, 435

BEROGAN, 5 Bleeding center(s):
BERING, Lt. E. A., Jr., 364 enlisted personnel in, 111
Berkeley, 747 in 15th Medical General Laboratory, 406
Berkshire, 532 in United Kingdom, 478
Bermuda, 209, 211, 212 movement of, in Italy, 406-407
BERRY, Col. F. B., 21, 448, 455 Bleeding rooms in ARC blood donor centers,
BEST, C. H., 266 113
Beta globulins, 362 Bleeding schedules in ETOUSA Blood Bank,

in bovine albumin, 327 501
Beta-propiolactone in treatment of infected Bleeding teams:

pooled plasma, 780 in British Army Transfusion Service, 17
Beth Israel Hospital, 239 in ETOUSA, 478
Biak Blood Depot, 590 workload of, in ETOUSA, 476

in Leyte operation, 618 Bleeding time after dextran therapy, 794
in Luzon operation, 620 Bleeding, training in techniques of, 412

Biak Island, 590, 591, 616, 618, 621, 636 BLESSE, Brig. Gen. F. A., 398, 400
Bilirubin level of blood in serum hepatitis, BLss, Brig. Gen. R. W., 489

781 Blood:
Bilirubinemia, 211, 249 allocation of, for plasma and serum

after transfusion, 229 albumin, 301
with high-titer group 0 blood, 260, 696 as item of medical supply, 479
with outdated blood, 657 British transportation of, in World War

in incompatibility reactions, 654, 656 1-220
Bilirubinuria: concept of, as perishable fluid, 16

losses due to, in MTOUSA, 441 criteria for quantitative replacement of,
rejection of donors with, in MTOUSA, 423 559

Billings General Hospital, 695 dating periods of, 47, 50, 80, 179
BILLROTH, T., 651 deterioration of, after transportation, 50
Binniville, 520 distribution of, in MTOUSA, 420-421
Biochemical similarity of plasma and serum, donations of, in ZI, 61

268 early discussions of, in management of
Biologic fluids: shock, 50-51

testing, before transfusion, 239-240 early provision of, in ETOUSA, 469-470
testing, for group 0 blood, 239-240 estimated requirements of, before Korean
transportation of, 16 War, 718

Biological laboratories, representation of, in evaluation of use of, in ETOUSA, 558-559
Blood for Britain, 13 for ZI hospitals, 292
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Blood-Continued Blood and Blood Derivatives Group, Armed
increasing awareness of need for, in Services Medical Procurement Agency,

ETOUSA, 474-478 DOD, 721, 722, 723, 744, 767
legal restrictions on use of, 93-94 Blood bank(s), 49, 78-79, 128
local collection of, in ZI, 128 administrative considerations of, in
logistics of- MTOUSA, 431

supply of, in North Africa, 55 before Korean War, 718-719
use of, 269 couriers, 419-420, 445, 448-449, 511, 512,

need for, in combat casualties in North 552, 591, 605, 621, 752
Africa, 394-395 early discussion of, by NRC, 50

obstacles to initial use of, 52-53 establishment of, without supervision, 91
open collection of, overseas, 180, 193 first plans for, 101
ownership of, 82-84 in Armed Forces hospitals before Korean
physiology of, 2 War, 718-719
potential dangers of, 16 in Army hospitals in Japan after World
properties of, 718 War 11-727
provision of: in British casualty clearing stations in

for OCD, 91-93 World War 1-218
in MTOUSA, by unit hospital system, in evacuation hospitals, 406

396-399 in 15th Medical General Laboratory, 401-
in ZI hospitals, 97 404

quantitative use of, on Continent, 556-566 in forward hospitals, 395
rationale of replacement of, 57 in general hospitals, 195
refrigeration of, 203-215 in hospitals in Sicily, 395-396

in Spanish Civil War, 11 in MTOUSA, 396-445, 489
requirements for, for airlift, 206-208 in United Kingdom before World War

relative need for, in Army and base areas, 11-15
35, 404-405 limitations of, 706

reported shortages of, in ETOUSA, 552 logistics of, in MTOUSA, 397, 406-407,
storage of, 50 420-421

for field use, 179 9th General hospital blood bank. See
in British bottles, 193 Leyte blood bank.
in general hospitals overseas, 185 19th Medical General Laboratory blood

techniques of collection of, 104, 139, 148- bank. See Manila blood bank.
152 on Continent, inspection of, 553-556

tests of transportability of, 220-221 on LST 464-593, 594-595
titration of, 258-260 on LST(H) 951-623
transportability of, 220-221 127th Station Hospital Blood Bank, 518,
transportation of, 47, 51, 52, 203-215 522, 545, 549

by rail in ZI, 204-205 detachments of, 520-521, 522-523
b v truck in ZI, 205-206 movement of, to Continent, 522
in MTOUSA, 414-417 152d Station Hospital Blood Bank. See
in Spanish Civil War, 11 also ETOUSA Blood Bank.
to commercial laboratories, 103 personnel, 195

use of, in- training of, 412-413
Army installations in ETOUSA, 561- proposal for establishment of, in New

566 Guinea, 582-586
France in 1940-19-20 sections in Korea, 728

versus blood substitutes, 34-35 20th General Hospital, 642-643, 645-646
versus plasma, 51, 55-59 27th General Hospital blood bank. See

Blood and Blood Derivatives Division, Hollandia blood bank.
Armed Services Medical Procurement See also special banks.
Agency, DOD, 721, 722 Blood bank Facilities Office, Base K, 607
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Blood bank officer, for- Blood loss:
Luzon operation, 620 at operation, 686
Okinawa operation, 622 misconception of magnitude of, 31

Blood Bank Storage Depot and Shipping misconception of properties of, before
Center, 406th Medical General Labora- Korean War, 720--721
tory, 728 quantitative relation of-

Blood-casualty ratio, 460 to blood pressure, 12
before Korean War, 719 to degree of shock, 31
in ETOUSA, 485-486, 487, 556, 561, See also Hemorrhage, Loss of circulating

565-566, 568 blood volume.
in Korean War, 729, 752, 756 Blood plane in MTOUSA, 418-420, 445,
in Luzon operation, 620 448-449
in Middle East, 480 Blood plasma. See Plasma.
in Okinawa operation, 631 Blood Plasma Conference, 299
in Operation OLYMPIC, 640 Blood Plasma Coordination Center, 95
in SWPA, 615, 630, 633-634 Blood Plasma Producers Association, 278
recommendations for, 574 Blood-plasma ratio, 462-463

Blood compatibility, studies of, 569 early concept of, 392-393
Blood depots in Korea in Korean War, 752 estimates of:
Blood derivatives, 718 in ETOUSA, 482, 487

inventory of stockpile of, before Korean in forward hospitals of ETOUSA, 566
War, 717 in forward hospitals of MTOUSA, 437-

See also Plasma, Serum albumin, Frac- 438
tions. in MTOUSA, 394, 396

Blood distribution center: Blood-plasma replacement therapy, in
for Okinawa operation, 622, 623 Spanish Civil War, 11-12
on Guam, 614-615 Blood Plasma Section, Office of Civilian
on Leyte, 630 Defense, 79

Blood donor centers- Blood-plasma (serum) ratio, in Western
in Soviet Union, 21 Desert, 391
See American National Red Cross blood Blood pressure:

donor centers. as index of-
Blood donors. See Donors. need for plasma, 697
Blood flow, reduction of rate of, in chock, 30 shock, 30
Blood for Britain, 13-15, 101, 267, 270, 312 determinations of, on shock wards, 710

analysis of operation, 14-15 effect of dextran on, 793
criteria of donors for, 14 effect of gelatin on, 374, 376
errors in, 15 effect of glucose solutions on, 34
laboratory tests in, 14 effect of hemoglobin solutions on, 361
liquid plasma in, 13-15 effect of physiologic salt solution on, 34,
origin of program of, 13-15 35, 383
technique of bleeding in, 13-15 effect of plasma on, 298, 686

Blood group 0. See Group 0, Universal effect of serum albumin on, 355
donors, Dangerous universal donors, elevation of, in resuscitation, 34, 690, 691

Blood grouping, 466 in hematopneic shock, 56
after gelatin injections, 377 in incompatibility reactions, 654
at ARC blood donor centers, 76 in lower nephron nephrosis, 667
in MTOUSA, 429-442 in plasma reactions, 670
in processing laboratory, Travis AFB, 744 in reactions from contaminated blood, 665
in World War 1-6-7 in relation to timing of operation, 40
technique of, 377 in shock, 559, 684
training in, 412 increase of hemorrhage by elevation of,

Blood groups, 237, 245-246, 333 686
identification of, 4 of donors, 139, 140, 145

717-409--64-55
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Blood pressure-Continued 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.),
in Blood for Britain, 14 445-457, 516

quantitative relation of: 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.),
to degree of oligemia, 43 404-411, 435, 440-442, 445, 446
to degree of shock, 39 Blood volume:
to loss of circulating blood volume, as index of shock, 30, 32

43-44 determination of, 31
recurrent hemorrhage with restoration of, under field conditions, 30

34 BLUNDELL, J., 1

relation of, to blood loss, 12 Blutfliissigkeitersatz, 381
Blood program: Board for Coordination of Malarial Studies,

in British Army, 15-21 144
in World War 1-5-8 Board for Study of Severely Wounded,

in ETOUSA, 459-575 40-42, 426, 666
in German Army, 22-23 BOLAND, C. R., 24

in Korean War, initial steps of, 717-721 Bolling Air Force Base, 794
in MTOUSA, 57, 391-457 Bologna, 407, 442
in OTSG, 67-73 Bombing of hospital ships, 618
in Soviet Union, 21-22 BOND, D. B., 336
in Spanish Civil War, 11-12 Bone marrow damage after use of Periston,
in U.S. Army in World War 1-8-10 381, 788, 789
legal aspects of, 71, 81-85 Bone marrow, storage of dextran in, 791
logistics of, in ETOUSA, 547-548 Bookkeeping methods in ETOUSA blood
status of, at onset of Korean War, 713-714 bank, 504
termination of, after World War 11-714 BOONE, Rear Adm. J. T., 715

Blood replacement, concepts of, in Spanish BORDLEY, J., III, 650
Civil War, 11-12 Boston, 111, 214, 221, 248, 331, 494, 600,

in resuscitation, 689-693 697, 727
individualization of, 690 Boston agreement, 727

Blood Research Division, Army Medical Boston Children's Hospital, 364
School, 95, 210, 224, 228, 274, 296, 304, Boston City Hospital, 697
490, 491, 652, 694, 698 Bougainville, 594

organization of, 61-62 Boulogne, 20
Blood research program, Army Medical Boulogne base in World War I-5

School, 65-66 BOVARNICK, M., 379
Blood sludge, red blood cell residua from, 312 Bovine albumin, 65, 76, 325-335, 345, 359
Blood substitutes, 371-381 clinical testing of, 327,328,332,333,334-335

criteria of, 372-373 criteria of, for military use, 329-330
historical note on, 371 despeciation of, 328, 334
in World War 1-371 development of, 326-328
literature of, 65 experimental studies on, 327-328
nomenclature of, 55, 371 globulin content of, 327, 331, 333
processing of, 77 in hemorrhage, 335
properties of, 372-373 multiple injections of, 327, 328, 330, 331
stolage of, in tissues, 373 production of, 326-327
versus whole blood in shock, 34-35 properties of, 326, 327, 328, 33?
See also Plasma expanders. reactions to, 325, 327, 330-332

Blood Transfusion Branch, OTSG, 721 Bovine albumin program:
Blood transfusion companies: 6825th-445, suspension of, 331

523 termination of, 333-334
Blood transfusion units, 48 Bovine thrombin, 364

administrative considerations of, 411 BoWDrrcH, H. P., 265
establishment of, in MTOUSA, 398, 400- Bowman-Gray School of Medicine, 374

403 Boy Scouts, 121
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BOYD, M. C., 144, 261 in Western Desert, 291
BOYNTON, M. H1., 156 in World War 1-5-8
BRACKEN, Lt. Col. M. M., 589, 590 with plasma additives, 285
Bradycardia, 139 British field ambulance, 17
Brain: British field dressing stations, 17

damage to, in shock, 36, 56, 665 British field surgical units, 17
storage of blood substitutes in, 373 British field transfusion teams, 17-18, 397

Brain tumors, fibrin film in surgery for, 368 on Anzio beachhead, 403, 407
Breakage: British hospitals, care of U.S. troops in, 94

estimated losses from, before Korean War, British management of battle casualties, 471
773 British Medical Journal, 7, 19, 20, 265

losses from, 300-301, 304, 305 British Medical Liaison Officer, 54, 391
in ETOUSA, 567 British Medical Research Council, 15, 293
in Korean War, 747 British Medical Service, 220
in MTOUSA, 438 in World War 1-6

losses of plasma from, 15 British Ministry of Health, 15
of plasma package, 163-165, 175 British Naval Headquarters, 549

Breakdown prcIucts of hemoglobin in re- British personnel, care of, in 127th Station
cipient, 221 Hospital, 513

BREM, W. W., 22C British provision of-
Brisbane, 582, 591 blood for Anzio beachhead, 55, 398
Bi istol, 20, 192, 523 for station hospitals, 473
Britain, Blood for, 13-15 in North Africa, 55
British Ambulance Unit, 12 intravenous fluids, 382, 397
British appreciation of need for blood, 475 items for field transfusion sets, 544
British Army, 179, 193, 218 plasma, 469-470
British Army Blood Supply Depot, 470, 471, refrigerators before D-day, 541

509 British purchase of plasma from commercial
British Army Medical Services, 179 laboratories, 94
British Army transfusion equipment, 179, British recipient set, 194

473, 660 British Red Cross, 529
British Army Transfusion Service, 15-21, 67, British supplies for ETOUSA Blood Bank,

78, 391, 433, 462, 469, 473, 474, 475, 508
476, 480, 528, 530, 544-545, 706 British training in intravenous therapy, 85

British base collecting units, 397 British transportation of blood in World
British bleeding bottles, 193, 194, 195, 433, War 1-220

525, 544 British transfusion units, 55, 397, 398, 440,
British blood bank system, 396, 397, 404 476

analysis of, 16 British troops, donations from, in MTOUSA,
British blood banks, donations to, by U.S. 422

troops, 528-530 British use of ACD solution, 226
British cooperation in blood program in British War Office, 530

OTSG, 54, 391 Brittany Peninsula, 520
British dextran, 791, 794 BRODIME, T. G., 266
British Eighth Aimy, 461, 532 BRONWELL, Capt. A. W., 799
British Emergency Medical Service, 16-17, Brooke General Hospital, 695, 792

179, 473, 529 Brooklyn, 50, 94, 290, 291, 342, 600
British Expeditionary Forces in World War BitoWN, Lt. Cdr. H. R., 602, 603, 607, 614,

1-7 615, 632, 633, 640
British experience- Brussels, 219

in France, 18-20 Bryn Mawr tlospital, 65, 102, 266, 336
in Middle East, 480 BvcKLEY, E. S., Jr., 769-770
in MTOUSA, 461-462 Budgets for American Bed Cross Blood
in North Africa, 54-55, 177, 476, 478 Donor Service, 103
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Buenos Aires, 218 Cadres for transfusion teams in SWPA, 606
Buffalo, 291 Cairo, 382, 391
Bulk of preservative solutions, 228 Calcium content of blood:
Bulletin, Subcommittee on Blood Sub- effect of citrate on, 770

stitutes, NRC, 79 effect of ion exchange resins on, 770
BUMED, 254 Calculated risk of plfsma infusions in
BuncH, L. E., 23 Korean War, 781
Bureau of Budget, 775 Calcutta, 642, 645
Bureau of Prisons, U.S. Department of CALL.NDiER, Brig. Gen. G. R., 49, 61, 64, 228,

Justice, 781 237, 382, 603
Burma, 642 Camouflage of expendable insulated con-
BURNETTr, Maj. C. 11., 424 tainers, 214
Burns: Canada, 159

clinical resemblance of, to lower nephron Canadian Army, 85
nephrosis, 655 Canadian National Research Council, 158,

dextran in, 793 347, 379
fibrin film in, 368 Cancellation of appointments for donations,
fibrinogen film in, 364 120, 125
fragility curve in, 657 Cancer, transfusion of cadaveric blood in, 24
gelatin in, 274, 377 Cannes, 573
hemoconcentration in, 30 CANNON, Lt. Col. W. B., 29, 49, 51, 73, 80,
incidence of, 77 85, 334, 336, 338
liquid plasma in, 270 Canteens in ARC blood donor centers, 111,
local use of plasma in, 590 114, 148
plasma in, 35, 55, 266-267, 297, 462, 617, CANTWELL, 1

697 Capacity of-
replacement therapy by femoral vein in, commercial processing laboratories, 271

694 ETOUSA Blood Bank, 480-481, 482, 483,
replacement therapy in, 34 488, 500, 509
serum albumin in, 338, 347, 354, 702 refrigeration for D-day, 541-542
serum in, 336 Cape Gloucester, 591
shock in, 32, 374, 697 Capillary bed, red blood cell counts from, 30
thrombin in, 364 Capillary leakage of colloid solutions, 52

BuSHnY, S. R. M., 210, 229 Capillary permeability in shock, 30, 36
Business firms, recruitment of donors in, 125 Carbon dioxide combining power of blood in
Byproducts, 61, 76 shock, 39

commercial production of, 71 Carbon dioxide poisoning:
contracts for, 84, 267 autotransfusion in, 23
equipment for processing of, 84 transfusion in, 7
legal problems in commercial production Carbon dioxide snow, 277, 278

of, 71 Carbon steel, 172
license for production of, 81 CARBONNELL, Lt. Col. A. J., 722
of plasma fractionation, 342, 347 Cardiac embarrassment during transfusion,
storage of, 82 12
See also special byproducts. Cardiac failure:

after plasma infusion, 570
C-47 planes for transportation, in- overloading of circulation in, 318

ETOUSA, 533, 534-537, 550 Cardiac function in shock. 11
MTOUSA, 418-420 Cardiac output:

C-64 planes for transportation on Continent, decrease of, in shock, 30, 32, 36
535, 537 relation of, to degree of shock, 36

Cabarrus Hospital, 65 Cardiac tamponade in shock, 688
Cadaveric blood, 12, 23, 24 Cardiorespiratory embarrassment in shock,

investigation of, in Korean War, 785 688
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Cardiovascular accidents after donations, 157 Casts-
Cardiovascular disease inl donors, 142 in lower nephron nehlhrosis, 651)
Cardiovascular response to wounding, 39-40 in plassma reactions, 671
('argo LST's, blood on, in Luzon operation, Casualties:

621 estimates of--
('argo space for-- in Okinawa operation, 624

airlift from United Kingdom to Continent, in Operation OLYMPIC', 638
532, 538-541 selection of, for surgery, 683-684

airlift from ZI to ETOUSA, 538-539 Catalog listing(s) of-
insulated containers for Australian airlift, components of improved transfusion set,

581 193
insulated coitainers for Pacific airlift, 610 plasma package, 166

Carinola, 407 sodium chloride, 234
Carlisle Barracks, 54, 87 Cathode-ray irradiation of infected pooled
Carpopedal spasm after donations, 157 plasma, 780
CARREL, A., 13 CATOR (Combined Air Transport Command
('ARTER, ('ol. B. N., 48, 67, 88, 249, 461, 462, Operations Room), 533, 540, 541

464, 465, 492, 493, 551, 606, 694 Causes of-
Case fatality rates- allergic reactions, 650-651

after transfusion, 1, 2, 3, 5 death in battle casualties, 38
in lower nephron nephrosis, 667 pyrogenic reactions, 652-653
in severe shock, 44 reactions, 649-650

Case histories on-( CBI. See China-Burma-India.
concealed hemorrhage in serum albumin ('ell swelling during storage, 222

administration, 339 Cellophane tubing, 171, 463
effects of plasma infusion, 35 Cellular fragility of preserved blood, 222
fatal plasma reactions, 671-672 Cellular potassium in a preserved blood, 229
fatality after transfusion with group 0 Cellulose tubing, 171

blood, 424 Central Blood Transfusion Institute of
hemostasis with fibrin foam, 355-367 Moscow, 21, 24
intravascular hemolysis of recipient's cells, Central control, advantages of, 511

656 Central distributing facility-
lead encephalitis, 368 for Luzon operation, 620-621
lower nephron nephrosis, 658 on Guam, 600, 602, 607, 620-621
plasma infusions, 637 ('entral laboratory, recommendation for, in
reaction to group 0) blood by group A MTOUSA, 398

recipient, 424 Central nervous system:
serum albumin in burns, 338 effect of diffuse ii~tracapillary agglutina-
serum albumin in shock, 337 tion on. 664
serum hepatitis, direct human transfer of, injuries of, as case of failure of resuscita-

678-679 tion, 44
serum sickness after bovine albumin Central nervous system:

therapy, 330, 332, 333 limited transfusion in wounds of, 21
transfusion before surgery for multiple shock in wounds of, 32

wounds, 569 Central Pacific Area. 591, 594
unwise use of blood in blast injuries, 21 ('entrifugation technique of--

Caserta, 453 blood grouping, 240, 243-244
Cash allotment to Office of Civilian Defense hematocrit determination, 254

for emergencies, 91
Cassino, 3) mass blood grouping, 238
Cassino campaign, 38, 40, 405, 418 plasma production, 13, 293, 299

delivery of blood in, 417-418 Centrifuge technique, 259
CASTELLANOS, A., 312 Centrifuged plasma, hemoglobin of, after
CASTLE, W. B., 663 transportation, 220-221
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Centrifuges, shortages of, 293, 294, 342 Chief Surgeon, USAFPAC, 629
for Pacific airlift, 603 Chief Surgical Consultant, OTSG, 64, 464
for serum albumin program, 343 See also RANKIN, Brig. Gen. F. W.
in CBI, 642 Chief, Transportation Corps, ETOUSA, 531

Cerebral hemorrhage after donations, 157 Children's Hospital, Boston, 248
Changeover to- Children's Hospital, Cincinnati, 226

ACD solution on ETOUSA airlift, 214-215 Chilled blood, 636, 694
expendable insulated containers on for exsanguinated casualties, 555-556

ETOUSA airlift, 214-215 Chills:
large plasma package, 89-91 after early use of sodium citrate, 651

Channel, 549 after transfusion, with-
Channel Base Section, ETOUSA, 524-525 citrated blood, 219
Channel ports, 514 group 0 blood, 424
CHAPIN, M. A., 221, 260 preserved blood, 22
Chaplains, aid from, in securing donors, 396 differential diagnosis of, 649
Chapter directors, ARC, 106, 108-109 due to Rh incompatibility, 249
Charts for copper sulfate test, 254-255 China, national blood program in, 642
CHASNOFF, Lt. Col. J., 513 China-Burma-India theater, 387, 642-646
Chef du Pont, 520 complaints about intravenous solutions
Chelsea, 740 from, 385-387
Chemical adsorption, 277 Chinatown, 642
Chemical I)ivision, Army Medical School, Chinese:

237, 296 provision of blood and plasma for, in CB1,
Chemical peritonitis, 705 645-646
Chemical purity of serum albumin, 345 Rh factor in, 246
Chemical similarity of human and bovine Chloride levels of blood in shock, 38

albumin, 326 Chronic wound infection, 7
Chest: Chronology-

autotransfusion in wounds of, 23 of pyrogenic reactions, 653
limited transfusion in wounds of, 21 of shock, 31-32
wounds of, 39, 43-44, 635, 688, 705-706, Chrysler Corp., 206

710 Chrysler refrigerator, 206, 208
Chicago, 119, 206, 292, 310, 600, 638, 719 Church Co., 204, 206
Chief Consultant in Medicine, ETOUSA, Church containers, 204-205, 206, 299, 603,

479 744
Chief Consultant in Surgery, ETOUSA, 479, CHURCH, Maj. E., 204, 205

496 Churehes, cooperation of, in recruitment of
Chief, Finance and Supply Division, Office donors, 118

of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 496 CHURCHILL, Col. E. D., 37, 55, 57, 391-392,
Chief of Ordnance, 515 :.4, 395, 425, 443, 452-463, 485, 683,
Chief of Staff, ETOV'SA, 532 684. 692, 697
Chief of transfusion service in Z., 464 CHUTE, Maj. A. L., 382
Chief, Operations Div;sion, Office of Chief Cincinnati, 226, 291

Surgeon, ETOUSA, 479 Circular-
Chief, Plans and Operations, Office of Sur- No. 73, Department of the Army, 20 Aug.

geon, First U.S. Army, 553 1953-126
Chief, Professional Services Division, Office Circular letters, 72, 604

of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 471-472, No. 3, Office of Surgeon, II Corps,
547

Chief, Supply Division, Office of Chief NATOUSA, 7Aug. 1943-422-423
Surgeon, ETOUSA, 494-495, 548 No. 22, Office of Surgeon General, 22 Feb.

Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 511 1943-91
See aL8o HIAWLEY, Brig. Gen. P. R. No. 27, Office of Surgeon, NATOUSA, 20

Chief Surgeon, USAFFE, 755 Aug. 1943-423
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No. 38, Office of Chief Surgeon, USAFPAC, Citrate transfusion technique in Spanish
20 Aug. 1945-629 Civil War, 11

No. 51, Office of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, Citrated blood:
5 Apr. 1943-472, 530 clotting of, 553-554

No. 53, Office of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, dating period of, 219
19 June 1945--680 empirical use of, in shock, 31

No. 88, Office of Surgeon General, 4 Sept. first use of, 208
1941-234 in World War 1-9

No. 108, Office of Surgeon General, 27 Citrated blood technique in British blood
May 1943-46-48, 72, 180, 192, 193, program, 17
194, 463-464, 465, 466 Citrated cadaveric blood, 24

No. 112, Office of Surgeon General, 26 Citrated plasma, 166, 265, 266
Nov. 1941-234 Citric acid as diluent for dried plasma, 76,

Circulating blood volume: 286-287
bovine albumin in elevation of, 326 Citrus fruit, yield of pectin from, 378
delay in restoration of, 683 Civic meetings, recruitment of donors at, 125
determination of, 42-44 Civilian blood banks, cooperation of ARC
effect, of- with, in Korean War, 738

aging blood on, 555 Civilian blood program in Germany, 22
crystalloid solutions on, 371 Civilian catastrophes, provision for, 91, 102,
gelatin on, 377 271
plasma on, 462 Civilian committees, studies by, in post-

further loss of, in untreated shock, 40 World-War II period, 715-717
in air raid casualties, 266-267 Civilian defense in Korean War, 714, 718
in hematopneic shock, 56 Civilian distribution of excess blood in
loss of, as cause of shock, 29, 30, 32, 33, Luzon operation, 622

36, 37, 54 Civilian donations-
quantitative relation of loss of, to blood at Marseilles bleeding center, 453

pressure, 43-44 in ETOUSA, 462
reduction of, in shock, 336, 665-666, 684 in Japan in Korean War, 729

Circulation: Civilian experience with shock, 29
bovine albumin in reduction of, 326 Civilian hospitals:
concentrated plasma in embarrassment of, blood supply to, by ARC, 713

50 care of military personnel in, 129
delay in restoration of, 683 posttransfusion cleaning routine in, 652
determination of, 42-44, 255 Civilian needs in Great Britain, 15, 16
discovery of, 1 Civilian physicians, employment of, in bleed-
effect of- ing centers, 109-110

aging blood on, 555 Civilian population, release of globulin to, 85
crystalloid solutions on, 371 Civilian possibilities for bovine albumin, 326
gelatin on, 377 Civilian practice, intravenous therapy in, *, 7

in air raid casualties, 26ti-267 Civilian requests for byproducts, 84
maintenance (restoration) of, by plasma, Civilian requirements in Korean War, 735

21,462 Civilian share of gamma globulin in Korean
overloading of, by transfusion, 12, 198 War, 783-784
reduction of, in shock, 336, 665-666, 684 Civilian sources of blood, 101

Circulatory collapse in- Civilian transfusion equipment, 177
infections, 32infetion, 32Civilian use of--
intrat horacic injury, 32 Ciilanuse of

peritonitis, 32 byproducts, 84
reactions from contaminated blood, 665 gum acacia, 384

Cirrhosis of liver: red blood cell residua, 312-319
globin in, 783 surplus plasma, 310-311, 772
serum albumin in, 354 transfusion, 48
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CLARKE, If.. 351 commercial plasma, 297
Classification of shock, 39, 689 fibrin film, 368
Classification station in Spanish Civil War, fibrin foam, 365-367

11 fraction 11-363
Cleaning of-- gelatin, 375, 376

donor sets in MTOUSA, 432, 434, 436 pectin, 379
improvised transfusion equipment, 180, serum albumin, 337-339, 345, 354-355

186, 463 serum albumin, criteria of, 339
recipient sets in MTOUSA, 440, 444 thrombin, 364
transfusion equipment, 196, 219 See also Testing.

in field, 179, 190 Clinical use of liquid plasma, 96
in hospital blood banks in ETOUSA, 474 Clinical value of gum acacia, 384

Clearing companies: Clipper planes, 14
blood for, in Luzon operation, 621 Closed collection system, 15, 178, 180, 217,
blood for, in SWPA, 634 266, 273, 274, 462, 468, 469
donations from, 393, 569 in ARC blood donor centers, 148-152
field transfusion units for, 544 in Blood for Britain, 13
plasma reactions in, in SWPA, 673 in ETOUSA Blood Bank, 502

Clearing stations: in ETOUSA hospitals, 463
field hospitals adjacent to, 684 in Spanish Civil War, 11
7th Division, 558 on LST 464-595
transfusions in, 406 preparation of frozen plasma in, 273
use of expendable insulated containers in, violation of. 307

214 Closing of ARC blood donor centers, 111, 310
Cleveland, 292 Clostridial myositis, 24, 62, 140, 384, 546
Climate, effect of- as cause of shock, 38, 39, 688

on cellulose tubing, 171 plasma in, 697
on plasma package, 172 Cloth filters, 169-170
on reconstitution of plasma, 170 Clotting:

Climatic conditions during airlift to after use of gum acacia, 384
ETOUSA, 213 during bleeding, 9, 435

Clinical considerations- during transfusion, 4, 189, 193, 553-554
in ETOUSA, 497, 553-556 in Korean War, 747
in SWPA, 633-636 losses from, 110

-linical course in incompatibility reactions, i MTOUSA, 438654 i TUA 3

Clinical effects of hemolysis of recipient cells, in Okinaw. operation, 627

656, 806 of plasma, 285, 309-310
Clinical experience with crystalloid solutions prevention of, 726, 770

ii. World Wi - 1-371 Clotting time, effect of oxidized cotton on,
Clin.cal picture in- 380

lower nephron nephrosis, 666, 667 C02-cooled "pigs," 279
plasma reactions, 670-672 Coagulating properties of thrombin, 363
pyrogenic reactions, 6,3 Coagulating time:
reactions, due to- after pectin injections, 377

contaminated blood, 665 shortenig of, from use of sodium citrate.
incompatibility, 653-65.1
Rh incompatibility, 24C, 249 218

('linical studies- COATES, Col. *J. B., Jr., 475
on dextran, 790, 791-794 Cocktail transfusions, 428-429
on dried plasma, 101-102 Cocoanut Grove disaster, 29, 249, 697

Clinical testing of- COGA, A., 1
bovine albumin, 327, 328-332, 334-335 COGGESHALL, L. R., 143
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COHN, E. J., 71, 74., 81, 82, 83, 84, 221, 237, donations from:
240, 241, 261, 271, 285, 325, 326, 327, in ETOUSA, 524, 529
328, 331, 332, 333, 334, 336, :337, :340, in Korean War, 718
341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 347, 348, 349, in MTOUSA, 396. 422
350, 352, 353, 354, 359, 363, 365, 374, in SWPA, 595
375, 378, 379, 380, 714, 725, 726, 769, Combine([ Air Transport Operations Itoom
770 (CATOR), 533, 540, 541

COHEN, J. H., 374 Combined landing operations, serum albu-
COLBY, Col. E. G., 607 min in, 347
Cold isoagglutinins after transfusions with Command channels, logistics of transpor-

low-titer 0 blood, 806 tation of blood in, 531-532
Collapsed veins, transfixing, 436 Commandant, Army Medical School, 61
Collected cases- Commander, Service Force, Pacific (Com-

in World War I-5 ServPac), 623
of autotransfusion, 23 Commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Europe, 511
of early transfusions, 2 Commanding General-
with cadaveric blood, 24 ADSEC, 550

Collecting bottles: Army Air Force, ETOUSA, 531
for ACD solution, 225, 227, 228 Army Service Forces, 465
for Alsever's solution, 228 ETOUSA, 479, 485, 496, 524-525, 531
for Blood for Britain, 14 First U.S. Army, 533, 543, 545
in Soviet Union, 22 1st Army Group, 479, 533
siliconizing of, 726 Ninth Air Force, 532, 533, 550

Collecting section of ETOUSA Blood Bank, POA, 640
501-502 Third U.S. Army, 533

Collecting stations, transfusions in, in U.S. Strategic Air Force, 533
MTOUSA, 406 Commanding officer, Ist Medical Labora-

Collecting teams- tory, 511
in ETOUSA, 463, 466 Commandos, 447
in Korean War, 714 Commercial blood banks before Korean War,

Collecting techniques- 719
in ARC blood donor centers, 104, 148-152 Commercial processing laboratories, 71, 104,
in MTOUSA, 426-428 108, 114

Collecting tubules in incompatibility reac- achievement of, 275
tions, 654, 655 contamination at, 308

Collecting units in general hospitals in inspections of, 298-299
ETOUSA, 465 location of, 120

Colloid solutions, properties of, 52 losses of blood in, 83
Colmar Pocket, 450 records of, 297
Color of expendable insulated containers, role of, in plasma program, 267

214 supervision of production of grouping
Colorado State Penitentiary, 259 sera in, 241
Colostomy, plasma after closure of, 705 Commercial procurement of intravenous
Columbia University College of Physicians fluids, 71, 382-383, 388

and Surgeons, 74, 258, 380 Commercial production of-
Columbus, 158, 160, 291 A and B substances, 260
Combat casualties: blood substitutes, 373

donations from, in MTOUSA, 422 byproducts, 71
evolution of use of blood for, 47-59 dextran, 794-795
ratio of transfusion sets to, in ETOUSA, equipment before Korean War, 719

544-545 for plasma program, 293-295
Combat troops: fat emulsions, 796

approval of bleeding of, in ET(USA, 527 fibrin foam, 365

717-4011 64+ 5 4
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Commercial production of-Continued Compatible donor cells, intravascular hemol-
fraction 11-362 ysis of, 653
gelatin, 373, 374, 375, 376 Compatibility:
Periston, 788-789 criteria of, 4
plasma, 101, 269, 280-282, 289-293 difficulties in paraplegics, 695

before Korean War, 719 tests, 4
in Korean War, 734 Compensation for accidents in ETOUSA, 530

plastic apparatus, 759 Complaints concerning intravenous solu-
serum albumin, 71, 290, 341-347 tions, 384-388

contracts for, 341-344 Complement, 270, 273, 286, 287
specifications for, 348 absence of, in serum albumin, 702
testing of, 344-347 components of, 359

Commercial provision of plasma for Free in serum, 336
French, 94 Complications of (reactions to)-

Commercial refrigeration for plasma, 273 plasma, 668-680
Commercial Solvents Corp., 793, 794, 795 transfusion, 64.9-668
Commercial transfusion equipment, 437, 464 See also Reactions, Special reactions.

in ZI hospitals, 177 Components of-
Commission on Reorganization of Executive Ebert-Emerson transfusion set, 36-39

Branch of Government, 715 expendable donor set, 196
Committee(s) appointed to study health expendable recipient sets, 196

and medical matters after World War field transfusion unit, 186-189
11-715-717 improvised transfusion set, 193

Committee(s) on- original plasma package, 163, 165
Blood and Blood Derivatives- pectin, 378

ARC, 727 plasma, 270, 273, 336
NRC, 723, 724, 725, 726, 758, 766, 767, plasma fractions, 359-360

769, 783, 790 loss of, 286
Blood and Related Problems, NRC, 769, plasma package, 166-168, 169-172, 702

781, 785, 787, 790 serum albumin package, 198
Medical and Hospital Services of Armed Composition of-

Forces, 715 ACD solution, 227-228, 229
Medical Research, OSRD, 84. 229, 230, Alsever's solution, 222, 228

329, 333, 326, 334, 354, 362, 365 Armed Services Blood and Blood Deriva-
National Research Council, 73-75 tives Group, 722
Shock, NRC, 724, 786 blood substitutes, 372
Surgery, NRC, 30, 51, 714, 802 dextran, 790-791
Surgical Shock and Allied Conditions, gelatin, 376

NRC, 371 modified DeGowin et al. solution, 222
Transfusion Equipment, NRC, 171, 184 modified Rous-Turner solution, 219
Transfusions, NRC, 33, 41, 47, 49, 51, shock teams on Okinawa, 626

53, 61, 73, 74, 101, 102, 103, 220, 267, 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Prov.),
269, 325, 336, 337, 371, 468, 706 445-446

See also Conferences, Subcommittees, "slough preservative," 221
Professional meetings, etc. Compound fractures of femur, 392, 444, 698

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 341 Concealed hemorrhage in serum albumin
Communications between Continental Blood therapy, 339, 702

Bank and advance detachments, 517 Concentrated plasma, 50, 173, 270, 275, 276,

Community collections, 92 698
Comparative tests of ACD and Alsever's Concentration of antibodies in fraction II-

solutions, 226-227 362
Compatible blood, hemolytic reactions after Concept(s) of-

use of, 245-246 blood as perishable fluid, 16
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blood replacement in Spanish Civil War, Pectin, NRC, 377
12 Plasma Fractionation, NRC. 361

hemorrhage as cause of shock, 265, 706 Preparation of Normal Human Plasma,
lower nephron nephrosis, 666 NRC, 343
need for whole blood in Pacific, 582 Preparation of Normal Human Serum
plasma, 392, 706 Albumin, NRC, 198

in Pacific, 584 Preserved Blood, NRC, 221, 229
professional handling of blood, 752-754 Radioactive Dextran, NRC, 792-793
replacement therapy after World War I- Resuspended Red Blood Cells, NRC. 260

31 Revision of Army Manual on Blood
replacement therapy as specialized branch Grouping, NRC, 252

of medicine, 76-79, 469 Shock, NRC, 258
resuscitation, 683 Transfusion Equipment, NRC, 53
shock, 29-33, 37-38, 41-42, 684-686 Transfusion Equipment and Procedure,

at outbreak of World War 11-30-33 NRC, 171, 221, 237
evolution of, 37-38 Uses of Gamma Globulin, NRC, 783
in World War 1-7, 8-9, 31-32, 51 Congenital anomalies, 368
therapy, development of, in MTOUSA, Conglutination of red blood cells caused by

48-49 gelatin, 374, 375
transfusion, 29 Congress, 716

as basic component of shock therapy, Congress of Industrial Organizations, 125
47-49 Conservation of-

in forward areas, 48-49 critical materials, 175
reactions, 657-658 shipping space, 185
reactions, errors in, 657-659 Construction of-

"value of plasma, 48, 310, 482 Army insulated shipping containers, 214
whole blood for combat casualties, evolu- Bailey insulated shipping containers, 760-

tion of, 47-54 761
in Pacific, 586 ETOUSA Blood Bank, 498-499
replacement in MTOUSA, 54-57 Hlollinger insulated shipping containers,

Conference(s) on- 762-763
Albumin, NRC, 338, 339, 340, 342, 345, insulated shipping containers hi MTOUSA,

352 417
Albumin and Byproducts, NRC, 340, 342, Navy insulated shipping containers, 213-

354, 381 214, 609-610
Albumin Testing, NRC, 198, 331, 332, 343 Consultant(s) in medicine-
Blood Donor Program, 118-119 Office of Surgeon General, 680
Blood Grouping, NRC, 53, 82, 237, 238, Third U.S. Army, 509

242, 248, 249, 464 Consultant(s) in resuscitation, Whole Blood
Blood Group-Specific Substances A & B, and Shock for Okinawa operation, 603,

NRC, 260 604
Blood Preservation, NRC, 110, 210, 213, Consultant(s) in surgery in-

226 ETOUSA, 469-470
Blood Preservation and Red Cell Suspen- Fifth U.S. Army, 391-392, 690

sion, NRC, 229, 248-249 First U.S. Army, 486, 553
Blood Procurement, NRC, 109 MTOUSA, 37, 398, 463
Bovine Albumin, NRC, 330 Sixth U.S. Army, 619, 633
Derivatives of Plasma Fractionation, SWPA, 639

NRC, 776, 781
Differential Agglutination of Erythro- Tenth U.S. Army, 624

cytes, NRC, 769 Consultant in Transfusion and Shock,
Epidemiology of Poliomyelitis, 784 ETOUSA, 472
Fat Emulsiops for Intravenous Adminis- Contaminated blood, 304-305, 503, 552,

tration, NRC, 795 581-582, 638, 659, 720
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Contaminated blood-Continued Continental Blood Bank, 212, 215, 247, 452,
accounting for, 302 495, 515-517, 522, 523, 543, 547, 553,
reactions from, 665 567, 665

Contaminated distilled water, 651, 673 administrative considerations of, 516-517,
as cause of pyrogen ic reactions, 652 549
in MTOUSA, 434 advance detachments of, 445, 518-522

Contaminated liquid plasma, 96 authorization for, 513
Contaminated plasma, 303, 304-305 deliveries to, from ZI, 495-496, 510, 536

reactions to, 668, 671, 673-674 detachments of, 516-517, 549-550
serum albumin from, 88, 302, 306, 345-346, equipment of, 516

347 operations of, 516-522
thrombin from, 365 permanent location of, 516
trial runs with, 343, 344 personnel of, 516-517

Contamination: transportation for, 516
as cause of reactions, 650 See also ETOUSA Blood Bank.
at commercial processing laboratories, 299, Contracts for-

308 byproducts, 84, 267
avoidance of, in closed collection system, dried plasma, 172, 267, 289-293, 301, 304,

266 310
during bleeding, 300-301 fibrin foam, 365
during filtration of serum albumin, 353 immune globulin, 363
in Korean War, 743 large plasma package, 173-175
in SWPA, 607 serum albumin, 267, 341-344
losses from, 304, 306-308 Contraindications to fluid administration, 96

in Blood for Britain, 14 Control-
in MTOUSA, 442 of blood program before Korean War,

of blood overseas, 462 719-720
of blood substitutes, 373 of hemorrhage, 12, 34, 56
of cadaveric blood, 785 Controlled heating of pooled infected plasma,
of donations, 145, 217 779-780
of frozen plasma, 273 Controversy over acceptance of field trans-
of intravenous solutions, 386-387 fusion unit, 192-195
of liquid plasma, 270, 274, 306-308 Contusions after donations, 157
of peritoneal cavity as cause of shock, 39, Convalescent serum, 276

40 Convalescents as donors in World War 1-9
of placental blood, 25 Conversion-
of pleural cavity as cause of shock, 39 of contaminated plasma into serum al-
of pooled plasma, 288 bumin, 88, 128, 302, 306, 345-346, 347
of red blood cell residua, 313, 315 of trucks for refrigeration . ETOUSA,
of serum albumin, 350 541-543
risk of, with open collection system, 180, Convulsions after donations, 142, 157

193 Cook County Hospital, 379
Content of instructional courses in British CooKsEY, W. B., 314

blood program, 17 Cooper Committee, 715, 716
Continent, 57, 195, 209, 459, 478, 480, 481, CooPER, C. P., 715

482, 486, 487, 488, 495--496, 498, 510, Cooperating chapters, ARC, 113, 118

512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 518, 520, 522, Coordination of-

523, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, blood agencies in National Blood Program,
735

541, 546, 547, 549, 557, 559, 560, 561, DOD with other agencies before Korean
573 War, 7.19-720

See also European theater. Travis AFB with other agencies, 740
Continental Air Defense Command Coordinator, Army Whole Blood Procure-

(CONAD), 452 ment Service, 696
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CoPE, 0., 33 clinical testing-
Copper sulfate test, 34, 43, 159, 160, of bovine albumin, 327

252-258, 430, 626 of sertunm albumin, 339
Thalhimer modification of, 257-258 compatibility, 4

Corn Products Refining Co., 317 donors-
Corn syrup, resuspension of red blood cells in MITO)USA, 422-423

in, 317, 319, 494 of Blood for Britain, 14
CORNELL, Col. V. If., 400, 401, 402, 413, to ARC program, 139-144, 261

418, 445, 446, 448 dried plasma, 279--280
Coronary occlusion after donations, 157 equipment for military use, 77-78
Corps: facilities for ARC blood donor centers,

II-55, 392, 394, 422, 438 113--114
III Amphibious, 622, 623, 628 gelatin for military use, 274, 276-277
VII-243, 520, 574 grouping sera, 238-239
V 111-520 handling of blood, 574-575
XVIII--521 in SWPA, 582-583
XXI V-623 hemodynamic state in shock, 684-685

Corps of Engineers, 463, 516 human serum albumin, 76
Corps troops, donations from, in MTOITSA, pectin, 378

398 plastic equipment, 758
Corsica, 448 preservation of blood, revision of, 770
Cost(s) of-- preservative solutions, 217, 221, 222, 229

ARC Blood D)onor Service, 136-137 piocessing plasma, 95
Baxter bottles, 195 quantitative blood replacement, 559
insulated shipping containers, 765 red blood cell resuspension, 143
plasma in Korean War, 782 size of transfusion in ETOUSA, 559
plastic equipment, 749 test for hematocrit determination, 253
processing byproducts, 83 titration techniques, 428
processing laboratory, Travis AFB, 741 transfusion equipment for field use,
reprocessing blood derivatives, 718 178-179, 186
serum albumin in Korean War, 782 use of red blood cells in Korean War, 785
transfusion equipment for field use, 179 Critical materials, 77, 173, 186

Cotentin Peninsula, 518 in plasma package, 175
Cough in donors, 142 in pla-mia program, 177
COULSON, Maj. F. II., 514 in serum albumin package, 343
Courier service in-- in transfusion sets, 437

airlift in MTOUSA, 419-420 priorities of, 206
ETOUSA, 511 Criticism(s)-
Korean War, 752 of expendable transfusion equipment, 196-
Luzon operation, 621 198
MTOUSA, 419-420, 445, 448, 449 of field transfusion unit, 192-195
Pacific, 591 Critique-
southern France, 448-449 of Okinawa operation, 627-628
SWPA, 605 of SO(P for Operation () 1, YM PIC, 641-642
transatlantic airlift, 552 Croix de G(ierre, 521

Courtil Airstrip, 520, 541 Citosey, Lt. Col. WV. If., 803
CRISLER, Col. J. A., 486, 509, 553 Crossmatching, 53, 54, 97, 191, 235, 239,
Courtland Laboratories, 774 244, 245, 394, 428, 433, 442, 650, 656,
Crash ambulances, dried plasma for, 176 719-720
Crews of planes, rejection of, as donors, 140 after multiple transfusions, 805
Criteria for- before use of odd bloods, 567

acceptance of syphilitic donors, 262 equipment for, 464
blood substitutes, 372-373 errors in, 425
bovine albumin for military use., 3129-330 in field, 194
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Crossmatching-Continued Damage claims after red blood cell trans-
in Korean War, 743, 744, 748 fusion, 82
in resuscitation, 689, 690 Damage to red blood cells by gravity collec-
in SWPA, 598 tion technique, 15
of plasma, 258, 266, 269 Dangerous universal donors, 804, 806
of pooled plasma, 266 DART, Col. R. 0., 583, 584, 629
techniques of, 693-694 Data of blood program, records of, 70

Crushing injuries, 655, 664, 665 Dating period for-
autotransfusion in, 23 airlifted blood in Korean War, 744-745
gelatin in, 377 autotransfused blood, 23, 706
hemoconcentration in, 30 blood, 47, 50, 180, 421, 638, 718, 726, 742
in air raids on London, 666 airlifted to ETOUSA, 209, 212, 489, 490
plasma in, 35, 55, 267, 696 collected by open system, 462
uremia in, 65-67 expiration of, 421

Cryochem process, 278 for invasion of southern France, 447
Crystalline bovine albumin, 327, 328, 330, for Luzon operation, 621

331,332 for Okinawa operation, 623, 624, 627,
Crystalline serum albumin, 337 639
Crystallization technique of plasma frac- for Operation OLYMPIC, 641

t mation, 348 from Australian blood bank, 581, 587
Crystalloid content of Alsever's solution, 224 from ETOUSA Blood Bank, 476, 481,
Crystalloid solutions: 483, 496, 548-549

equipment for administration of, 185 from Manila blood bank, 629
field studies of, 80 in ACD solution, 226
preparation of, in British base transfusion in Alsever's solution, 224-225, 228

units, 17 in CBI, 642
training -n preparafion of, 17 in DeGowin's solution, 222
use of, in France 1940-20 in Denstedt's solution, 463

CULBERTSON, Maj. J. W., 437 in Korean War, 754-755, 803
Cultural spot checks in ETOUSA, 665 in MTOUSA, 426-428, 437
Cummings Committee, 737, 775 in North Africa, 432
CUTLER, Brig. Gen. E. C., 52, 192, 194, 209, in Soviet Union, 22

469-470, 472, 473, 475, 476, 477, 478, in SWPA, 590, 611, 612-614, 632-633
479, 480, 484, 485, 486, 487, 488, 493, losses from expiration of in MTOUSA,
494, 496, 501, 524, 527, 528, 529, 530, 438, 439, 440
533, 555, 557, 683 on LST 464-595

Cutter Laboratories, 173, 252, 289, 292, 345, substitutes, 373
378, 379, 719, 747, 772, 774, 794 tested for transportability, 220-221

Cyanosis after donations, 157 used in France, 1940, 20
Cyclotherm, 453 cadaveric blood, 24

citrated blood, 219
D-day- dried blood-grouping sera, 744

in ETOUSA, 141, 195, 208, 226, 460, 466, fibrin film, 367
468, 474, 475, 479, 480, 484, 487, 488, fibrin foam, 365
509, 510, 524, 526, 533, 537, 538, 542, liquid plasma, 96
543, 544, 549, 561, 702 locally collected blood, 46?

effect of, on donations, 136 placental blood, 24
in southern France, 447, 448 plasma, 270
on Lingayen Gulf, 620 preserved blood, 179, 220, 222 224, 230,
on Luzon, 634 706

Daily report of requirements in- red blood cell residua, 313, 494
MTOUSA, 420 reprocessed plasma, 772
southern France, 449 resuspended red blood cells, 317, 318-319

Dallas, 292, 345, 355, 719 in World War 1-6
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stored blood in Spanish Civil War, 12 in production of large plasma package
surplus plasma, 311 173-175
unrefrigerated blood, 210 Deliveries-

DAvIs, H. A., 649, 796 ashore during Normandy landings, 485,
DAvis, N. H., 101, 102, 103 510
Dayton, 539 by advance depots of ETOUSA Blood
DEBAKEY, M. E., 1, 81, 225, 245, 653, 673 Bank, 505-507
Debilitation in reactors to plasma, 671 by British base transfusion units, 17
Decapsulzation of kidney, 656 by LST's to Leyte, 616-617, 618
Decision against airlift to ETOUSA, 465-466 from ETOUSA Blood Bank, 503-504
Decompensation in chest wounds with from Marseille bleeding center, 452

pulmonary edema, 706 from SOS advance depots to Army de-
Decompression sickness, dried plasma in, 698 pots, 510
Decrease- in Korean War, 752-754

in peripheral blood volume in shock, 32 See also Transportation.
in venous return as cause of shock, 30, 32 Delivery time-
of cardiac output in shock, 30, 32, 36 of transatlantic airlift, 552

Deferment of technical personnel, 343 to Continent from United Kingdom, 510
Defibrinated blood: to front in Soviet Union, 22

intra-arterial transfusion with, 796 to hospitals in Operation OLYMPIC, 640
transfusion with, 4 through supply channels in SWPA, 604

Definition of- under fire, 521
pectin, 377-378 Demonstration plasma packages, 87-91
plasma, 267-268 Demonstration training sets, 413
preservative solutions, 217 Denaturizat'on of plasma protein, 651
serum albumin, 267-268 Dengue, 142
shock, 31-33, 37-38 DENIS, J. B., 1

DEGOWIN, E. L., 48, 52, 53, 54, 74, 76, 93, DENIT, Brig. Gen. G. B., 585, 591, 593, 594,
159, 171, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 226, 597, 604, 616, 633, 639, 641
240, 241, 242, 244, 471, 694 Denmark, 791

DeGowin technique- Denstedt modification of DeGowin et al
of blood grouping, 236, 238, 242, 244 solution, 222
of mass blood grouping, 238, 239 DENSTEDT, 0. F., 221, 315

Degradation of gelatin, 375, 376, 377 Denstedt's solution, 73, 222, 444, 463, 464,
Degradation products of hemoglobin, 654 467
Dehydration, 383 effect of, on resuspended red blood cells,

administration of supplemental fluids 316, 317
with serum albumin in, 339, 340-341, Dental officers on shock wards, 710
699-700 Dental patients as donors in World War 1-6

correction of, by crystalloid solutions, 34 Denver, 292, 734, 756
in donors, 157 Denver Blood Donor Center, 96
in shock, 254 Department of Defense, 715, 716, 717, 719,
in SWPA, 637 720, 721, 723, 726, 734, 737, 738, 774,
plasma in, 35, 55 775, 784, 788, 794, 795
replacement therapy in, 34 Directive 5136.4-716

DEKLEINE, W., 101, 104 responsibility of, for blood procurement
DeLaval centrifuge, 345
Delay in cleaning transfusion sets, 652 program beforf Korean Wmar, 719-720
Delayed management of hemorrhage, 462 Department of Physical Chemistry, Har-
Delayed primary wound closure, 442 yard Medical School, 325, 359

Delayed reactions to bovine albumin, 332, Department of Surgery, University of Min-
334, 335 nesota Medical School, 325

Delays-- Department stores, recruitment booths in,
during airlift to ETOUSA, 211-212 125
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Deposition resuscitation in MTOUSA, 684
of gelatin in tissues, 375 serum albumin in laboratory, 336-337
of pectin in tissues, 378 standard Army-Navy plasma package,

Depot G-45--515, 532, 533, 534, 546 165-168
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense transfusion equipment, 180-185

(Health and Medical), 715 in Army Medical School, 177
Deputy Surgeon General, Army, 84 whole blood program in ZI in Korean
Deputy Theater Surgeon, ETOUSA, 513, War, 733-738

530 I)EvvRs, Lt. Gen. J. L., 4!
Dermatitis after donations, 157 DeWitt General Hospital, 6•o
Design of equipment for intravenous ther- Dextran, 381, 726, 787, 790-795

apy, 464 addition of, to plasma demonstration
Despeciation of bovine albumin, 328, 334 package, 89
Desperate cases, transfusion in, in World clinical studies on, 791-794

War 1-3, 5, 6, 7 commercial production of, 794-795
Destruction of plasmodia in refrigerated experimental studies -ni, 791-794

blood, 595 in Korean War, 77C ol
Detachment personnel, donors from, 438 packaging of, in plastic bags, 795
Detachment(s) of- properties of, 790-791

Continental Blood Bank, 516-517, 549- stockpiling of, in Korean War, 795
550, 553 Dextrins:

ETOtiSA Blood Bank, movement of, to in corn syrup, 317-318
Continent, 518-520 molecular size of, 318

127th Station Hospital Blood Bank, 520- Dextrose:
521, 522-523 addition of:

Deterioration- to blood in ETOUSA, 503
of red blood cells, 217 to blood in MTOUSA, 426, 437

without refrigeration, 227 as plasma additive, 286
of rubber in plasma package, 171 concentration, effect of, on blood collected

Determination of- by ion-exchange technique, 770
circulating blood volume, 42-44, 255 effect of-

by copper sulfate technique, 34 on hemolysis, 218, 219
in shock, 31 on resuspended red blood cells, 315-316
under field conditions, 30 in ACD solution, 226, 227, 229

hematocrit, 42-44 in Alsever's solution, 222
hemoglobin in shock, 31 in McGill solution, 222
plasma protein concentration, 43 optimum concentrations of, 220

Detroit, 292, 310, 313, 314, 311) solution, suspension of red blood cell
Detroit experience with red blood cell residua in, 312

transfusions, 314-3.6 solutions, 203
Development of- properties of, 52

blood program in MTOUSA, 48-41), 443 Diabetic donors, 139
bovine albumin program, 326-328 Diagnosis of-
expendable transfusion equipment 195- early shock, 34

198 incompatibility reactions, 655-656
field test for hematocrit determination, lower nephron nephrosis, 667

252-258 reactions, 649
field transfusion unit in ETOUSA, 185- serum hepatitis, 675

195 shock, 252
gelatin as blood substitute, 373-377 Diagnostic routine in resuscitation, 687, 689
grouping sera, 236-239 Dialysis of salts in plasma fractionation, 348
Periston in U.S., 788-789 DIAMOND, L. K., 248, 250
plastic equipment, 758-760 Diaphragm-stoppered bottles, 149
preservative solutions, 221-228 Diarrhea, plasma infusions in, 570
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Differential diagnosis of- Disease(s) in donors, 142-144
incompatibility reactions, 655-656 Disodium citrate in ACD solution, 229
reactions, 649 Display of denmonstration plasma packages,
serum and infectious hepatitis, 675 89

Differentiation agglutination techniques, 217 Disposition of surplus plasma after World
Differentiation of- War 11-310-311, 772

bovine and human serum albumin, 326 Dissemination of information, 79, 80
hemolytic and pyrogenic reactions, 653 Distal convoluted tubules in incompatibility
shock and hemorrhage, 29, 51 reactions, 654, 655

Difficulties- Distances-
in initiation of airlift to Pacific, 602-605 in Pacific, 606
of changeover to large size plasma pack- in SWPA, 468, 591

ages, 173-174 Distilled water, 387-388
Dihvdric sodium citrate glucose solution, 581 accidental administration of, 656
Dijon, 401, 445, 452 commercial procurement of, 382-383
Dijon Base Section, 453, 455 difficulties of production of, in ETOUSA,
Dilatation of heart during transfution, 12 573
Direct transfusion- for reconstitution of plasma, 50

before World War I-5 from British sources, 470
in Spanish Civil War, 11 in North Africa, 433, 434

Directives for ADSEC detachments, 549-550 in plasma package, 166, 168
Director General- pyrogens in, 375

British Army Medical Services, 179 role of, in pyrogenic reactions, 651
British Emergency Medical Service, 529 shortages of, in 6703d Blood Transfusion

Director of Medical Services and Assistant Unit (Ovhd.), 453
to Secretary of Defense for Medical testing of, 344
Affairs, 716 Distributing units overseas, 463, 467

Director of Medical Services, Office of Secre- Distribution center(s):
tary of Defense, 717, 718, 720, 721, 725 afloat for-

Director of Military Supply, Munitions Okinawa operation, 623, 627
Board, 720 Operation OLYMPIC, 639, 640

Director of Office of Defense Mobilization, ashore for-
735 Okinawa operation, 623-624

Director of Procurement Division, OTSG, Operation OLYMPIC, 640
301 Pacific airlift, 594

Director of Professional Services Division, in Korean War, 752
Office of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 530 of 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.),

Directorate, Armed Services Medical Pro- 407
curement Agency, 721, 775 on Guam, 622, 623, 630, 638

Directors of ARC blood donor centers, 121 reports from, 631
Disadvantages of- Distribution of-

Church containers, 204 aging blood in-
forward distributing system, 399 ETOUSA, 554-555
Rous-Turner solution, 219) MTOUSA, 397, 420-421, 440
unit hospital system for provision of whole SWPA, 606-607, 630-631

blood, 397 airlifted blood in Korean War, 752-755
whole blood, 462 ARC collections, 136

Disappearance- Australian blood, 582
of dextran from bloodstream, 790 blood from Seventh 1*.S. Army blood bank,
of Periston from plasma, 789 455

Discarded bloods- blood on Continent, 476, 532-533
in MTOUSA, 426, 441 blood groups in donors in MTOUSA, 441
in Pacific airlift, 213 field transfusion units in ETOUSA, 544-

Discrepancies in statistics, 560 545
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Distribution of-Continued by POW's in MTOUSA, 422
gamma globulin in Korean War, 783-784 by service troops, 399, 421-422, 445,
locally collected blood in ETOUSA, 477 452-453, 462, 466, 476, 477, 478, 479,
plasma components, 361 481, 482-484, 516, 529
red blood cell residua, 313-314 by theater personnel, 48-49
refrigerators in ETOUSA, 542-543 by walking wounded, 396, 422, 462, 476,

Distribution teams: 477, 486
for Okinawa operation, 623 designation of, for Free French, 94
for Operation OLYMPIC, 641 distribution of, to commercial processing
in SWPA, 604 laboratories, 291-293
transportation for, 628 during thermonuclear attacks, 786

Distribution through medical supply effect of rumors on, 329
channels, 479, 574-575 effect of, on donors, 139, 524, 525, 527

Division clearing stations, blood in, 479 excess of, 120
Division of Biologics Control, NIH, 305 exploitation of, by British base transfusion
Division of Medical Sciences, NRC, 49, 73, units, 17

102-103, 104, 107, 313, 375, 769, 802 fasting before, 140
Division of Surgical Physiology, Army for Blood for Britain, 13

Medical School, 55, 61-62, 67, 72, 171, ownership of, 300
176, 177, 206, 208, 211, 212, 237, 251, reactions to, 153-158
274-275, 299, 384, 461,468, 539, 695-696 recognition of, 127-128

Division(s): routine of, 145-148
3d Infantry, 447 spacing of, 139
29th Infantry, 529 in Spanish Civil War, 12
32d Infantry, 596-597 in World War 1-9
36th Infantry, 447 to British by U.S. troops, 528-530
44th Infantry, 447 Donor(s), 92, 139-160

DOAN, C. A., 158, 159, 160 age of, 139
DOAN, Col. H. W., 529, 547 in Blood for Britain, 14
Dobodura, 591 blood pressure of, in Blood for Britain, 14
DocHEz, A. R., 379 campaigns for, 118
DOD (Department of Defense). causes of rejection of, 139, 140, 141-144
DOLE, Lt. V. P., 253, 254 criteria for, 139-144, 261
Donations: in Blood for Britain, 14

amount of: in MTOUSA, 422-423
in ARC blood donor centers, 139, 151 diseases in, 142-144, 643-644, 651, 679
in Soviet Union, 21 for Marseille bleeding center, 451-452
in World War 1-6 for research in dried plasma, 101-102

balance of, with needs for blood, 120 gioup recruitment of, 125-126
before Korean War, 720 hemoglobin level for, 257-258
by Army Air Force personnel- in Blood for Britain, 14

in ETOUSA, 481, 486 history-taking in, 141-142
in MTOUSA, 398 in British blood program, 15

by base troops in ETOUSA, 476, 477 in CPA, 594
by civilian populations overseas, 466 in ETOUSA, 496, 523-530, 550
by clearing company personnel in in German blood program, 22

ETOUSA, 569 in Korean War, 729
by combat troops, 396, 397, 422, 524, 529, in MTOUSA, 421-422, 489-490

595, 718 in New Guinea, exhaustion of, 582

by corps troops, 398 in North Africa, 438
by hospital personnel in ETOUSA, 569 in Soviet Union, 21
by line troops, 445 in Spanish Civil War, 11, 12
by military personnel in Japan in Korean in SWPA, 586, 594, 595-598

War, 729 in United Kingdom, reduction of, 481-482
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in World War I--6, 9 Dosage of--
on LST 464-595 dextran, 791
overseas, 462 liquid plasma, 96

payment, of- plasma, 172, 175, 697-698
in ETOUSA, 528, 530 serum albumin, :34, 338, 339
in MTOUSA, 423-424 Double-checking of group-specific blood, 650
in ZI, 695 l)ouble-processing of plasma, 165

piesentation of emblems to, 128 D)OUGLAS, Brig. J. P., 542
procuiement of, for 6703d Blood Trans- DREW, C. It., 14

fusion Unit (Ovhd.), 452-453 Dried human grouping serum, 16
race of, 139 Dried plasma, 50, 52-53, 81, 121, 268,
recruitment of, 51, 101, 107, 111, 118, 275-312, 337, 462

119-128, 139 additives to, 283-287
in ETOUSA, 474 commercial potential of, before Korean
in India, 642 War, 718
in Korean War, 730-731, 733-734, commercial processing of, 101, 269, 275-

737-738 276, 280-282, 289-293
in MTOUSA, 442-443 contracts for, 289-293
in SWPA, 596 criteria for, 279-280

registration of, in MTOUSA, 435, 441 demonstration packages of, 87-91
rejection of, 120, 148 equipment for processing of, 76, 163-177

for hemoglobin deficiency, 158-160 first plans for, 101
for history of jaundice, 675 for ZI hospitals, 96, 175-177
in Korean War, 731 from British sources, 470
in MTOUSA, 441 license for production of, 81

requirements for, in Pacific, 582-583, 584, logistics of, 269
598 mass production of, 289-293

selection of, overseas, 186 mercurials in, 351

sex of, 139, 141 packaging of, 163-177
shortages of, 119-120 for ZI hospitals, 176-177
sources of, overseas, 393 preparation of, from serologically positive
special methods of solicitation of, 125-127 blood, 744
specifications for, 139-141 production of:
statistics for rejection of, 140-141 at Bryn Mawr Hospital, 65
weight of, 140, 157 in India, 642
with major allergies, rejection of, 651 program, implementation of, 102-104
with malaria in CBI, 643-644 provision of, for Office of Civilian Defense,
with possible hepatitis, 679 92

Donor needles, 435, 436 reactions to, in civilian hospitals, 669
Donor panel(s): requirements of, 289, 290-291

authorization of, in ETOUSA, 524-525 Soviet experience with production of, 95
in base section commands in ETOUSA, 479 stability of, 15
in British Army Transfusion Service, 18-19 storage of, 15, 165
in ETOUSA, 474, 478, 481, 482-483, 486, under refrigeration, 102

487, 496, 510, 524-525, 527, 530 testing of, 50, 269

in MTOUSA, 422 transmission-

in Seventh U.S. Army, 451-452 of malaria by, 143-144

in SWPA, 595, 605 of serum hepatitis by, 310, 775, 776-782,
795

Donor sets:79Donorsets:transportation of, 15
for airlift to ETOUSA, 491, 492trnptaino,1

use of, as anticoagulant, 189-190
for oversea transfusion, 463 Dried rabbit sera, 194
improvisation of, in MTOUSA, 432-435 Dried thrombin, 363
See also Expendable donor sets. Drierite, 278
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D)rip flowmeter, 436, 437 Eighth Air Force, 481
Drip indicator, 198 Einhoven-Nijmegen area, 521
1)riv-ers-- EISENHOWER, Gen. 1). D., 533, 574

in ARC blood donor centers, Ill El Alamein, Battle of, 32, 461
in ETOUSA Blood Bank detachments, 518 Elective transfusions, booster (lose of Ata-

Dry lee, refrigeration with, 203 brine before, 423
in southern France, 454 Electric refrigerator, 203

Drying of plasma, 173, 175 Electrolyte balance, 383
difficulties of procurement of equipment regulation of, in incompatibility reactions,

for, 95 656
equipment for, 65, 290 Electrolyte replacement in serum albumin
historical note on, 276-279 therapy, 34, 270, 339
techniques of, 50, 76, 269, 270, 276-279, Electrolytes:

280-282 effect of, on hemolysis, 218
Drying of serum, 276 loss of, as causes of shock, 33
DUNCAN, J., 23 Electrophoretic analysis--
Dunkirk, 19 of plasma, 343
Dura mater, replacement of, by fibrin film, of serum albumin, 344, 345, 351

367 Electrophoretic pattern of bovine albumin,
Dural defects, protection of, by fibrin film, 326

367-368 Electroplated cans for serum albumin
Dural substitute, fibrin film as, 359 package, 198
Dutch Harbor, 92 Eli Lilly & Co., 89, 91, 172, 173-175, 241,
Dye measurement of total plasma, 258 286, 289, 291, 347, 349, 774
Dysentery: Elimination of blood substitutes from body,

in Chinese patients, 645-646 373
transfusion for, in CBI, 642-643 ELKIX, D. C., 62

Dyspnea- ELKINTON, J. R., 266, 697
in donors, 142 ELLIOTT, Capt. J., 15, 47, 48, 65, 195, 211,
in plasma reactions, 672 212, 213, 227, 237, 240, 241, 247, 249,

250, 251, 266, 336, 552, 661 .-

E awards, 127 ELOESSER, L., 74
Early shock, 34 ELSER, W. J., 277
East Anglia%480, 530 Em-aciation in reactors to plasma, 671
Eastern Base Section, ETOUSA, 524-525 Emblems, presentation of, to donors, 128, 148
Eastman Kodak Co., 364, 374 Embolism, 24
Eberstadt Committee, 715 Emergency deliveries-
EBERT, Lt. Col. It. V., 42, 185, 186, 192, 193, in Luzon operation, 622

194, 195, 480, 663 in SWPA, 608
Ebert-Emerson transfusion set, 42-44, 186- to Continent, 535, 537, 546

191, 543-544, 545 Emergency distribution on Guam, 631
Eberthella typhtsa, 362 Emergency donations in SWPA, 597
Ectopic pregnancy, 23 Emergency landings during airlift to
Edema: ETOUSA, 552

after closure of colostomy, 705 Emergency Medical Tag, 634
in burns, 702 Emergency needs--
in crushing injuries, 696 in ETOUSA, 510
in donors, 142 in Pacific, 594
of larynx, 651 Emergency provision of blood in Japan in
serum albumin in, 338, 360 Korean War, 729

Edible Gelatin Manufacturers' Research Emergency surgery for peritoneal contami-
Society of America, 374 nation, 40

Edinburgh, 23 Emergency transfusions:
EHRLICH, P., 265, 276 Atabrine before, 423, 598
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in ETOUSA, 524 criteria of, for military use, 77-78
Emergency use of plasma expanders, 714 design of, 464
EMERSON, Lt. Col. C. P., 42, 185, 186, 192, difficulties with, on Continent, 553-554

193, 195, 252, 544, 656, 657, 658, 663, for airlift to ETOUSA, 227, 491, 492
664, 771 for ARC blood donor centers, 76, 294-295

EMERSON, Lt. K., 253 for Army transfusion services, 479
Emotional factors, in postdonation reactions, for blood program, 52, 148, 268

157 for commercial production of-
Empirical use of citrated blood in shock, 31 plasma, 293-295
ENDERS, .1. F., 261 serum albumin, 342-343
Engineering help in construction of ETOUSA for CPA, 594

Blood Batik facilitie%, 431 for distilled water, 387-388
Engineers' Development Laboratory, Armed for drying plasma, 13, 65, 76, 95, 277,

Services Medical Procurement Agency, 278-279, 290
208 for intravenous therapy, 77, 78

England, 5, 13, 14, 80, 211, 312, 512, 515, 549 for large plasma package, 175
prohibition of transfusion in, I for LST 464-595

Eniwetok, 591 for Luzon operation, 620
Enlisted grades in ETO USA Blood Bank, 498 for movement of ETOUSA Blood Batik to
Enlisted personnel: Continent, 515

administration of blood by, 198 for Okinawa campaign, 626, 628
at ARC blood donor canters, 111 for oversea transfusion service, 177-199,
in collecting section of ETOUSA Blood 463, 467

Bank, 501-502 for plasma infusion, 163-177
in distiibuting units, 467 for plasma program, 267, 293-295
in ETOUSA Blood Bank, 499, 509 for processing byproducts, 84
in field transfusion units, 543 for processing laboratory, Travis AFB,
in Luzon operation, 620 740-741
in 127th Station Hospital Blood Bank, 514 for reconstitution of plasma, 52
in 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.), for replacement therapy in British Army,

102 16
on shock wards, 463, 709-710 for serologic testing, 492
training of: for serum albumin program, 338, 340

in British blood depot, 472 shortages of, 343
in MTOUSA, 442 for shell freezing dyied plasma, 282, 283
in plasma administration, 637 for 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.),
in use of transfusion equipment, 179 453
in venipuncture, 626 for 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.),

Enlisted technicians- 407
in blood donor centers, 490 fot transfusion, 1, 4-5, 219
on collecting teams, 466 in British Army Transfusion Service, 17
on transfusion teams, 467 in ETOUSA, 177

Enzyme activity of blood collected by ion- in France, 1940--20
exchange technique, 770 in MTOUSA, 432-437

Enzyme systems, 229 in NATOUSA, 177
Epidemiologic studies on gamma globulin in in World War 1-9

World War 11-783 maintenance of, 17 ,136
Epinal, 451, 452, 453 for ultraviolet sterilization of plasma, 778-
Epinephrine in allergic reactions, 651 779
Equipment: in Pacific, 590, 598-599

approval of, by NIH, 81 in SWPA, 604
cleaning of, in Pacific, 587 lax preparation of, as cause of pyrogenic
commercial production of, before Korean reactions, 660, 668

War, 719 modifications of, 81
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Equipment-Continued Espiritu Santo, 591
of ARC mobile bleeding units, 115-I116 Essential Technical Medical Data-
of base collection sections in MTOUSA, ETOUSA, September 1944-56

4.31 ETOUSA, October 1944-557
of shock wards, 707-709 MTOUSA, 460
preparation of: NATOUSA, )ecevnbei 1943:-399

for ETOUSA Blood Bank, 502-503 NATOUSA, 'March 1944--32
for field transfusion units in ETOUSA, NATOUSA, 1 July 1944-48

543-544 USAFFEI, Novenber 1944-616
for unit hospital system, 297 USAFFE, March-April 1945-636

(PROCO) for Continental Blood Bank, Establishment of ARC blood donor centers,
513, 516 111

procurement of: Estimated ratio-
before Korean War, 720 of blood and plasma to casualties before
fot blood donor program, 70 Korean War, 773

requisitions for, in SWPA, 593-594 of donors to casualties in MTOUSA, 398
shortages of: Estimated requirements-

in SWPA, 591 for Luzon operation, 620)
overseas, 462 for Okinawa operation. 624

standardization of, 727 Estimates, blood losses caused by er,-ors in,
sterilization of, 113 567
testing of, 464 Estimates of-

at Army Medical School, 65 blood-casualty ratios in invasion of south-
ERNST, Col. K. F., 440 ern France, 447
Errors: blood requirements-

in attribution of fatalities to transfusion, in ETOUSA, 561, 568
657, 658-659, 660, 664 in ETOUSA after D)-day, 5M.-510

in Blood for Britain, 15 in Korean War, 752
in concept of lower nephron nephrosis, 666 in MTOUSA, 437-438
in crossmatchim g, 425 overseas, 462-463
in diagnosis of hemolytic reactions, 653, dried plasma requirements, 102, 289, 290-

655 291
in distribution of blood for transfusion, 244 field transfusion unit requirements in
in early concepts of plasma, 706 ETOUSA, 544-545
in grouping, 552 need for whole blood in NATOUSA, 401

at Red Cross blood donor centers, 242 plasma requirements, 102, 269, 290-291
in Korean War, 744, 748 before Koican War, 773
on identification tags, 429, 444, 501, procurement of group 0 blood, in

567, 598 ETOUSA, 481
reactions after, 650) requirements-

in handling of blood- for invasion of Continent, 480-481
in ETOUSA, 546 for Operation OLYMPIC, 640-641
in MTOUSA, 421 for resuscitation in ETOUSA, 485-486
in SWPA, 604, 605 Ethanol, 237

in mass grouping, in Armed Forces, 3, 5, Ethanol-water fractionation technique in
6, 7, 8, 233, 234-235, 239, 241-245 preparation of bovine albumin, 326-327

in posttransfusion cleaning of equipment, Ethyl alcohol in processing of dried plasma,
652 282

in Rh testing, 249-250 Etiology of--
in shock therapy overseas, 29 lower nephron nephrosis, 657
of accounting in plasma program, 301-302 serum hepatitis, 674
responsible for pyrogenic reactions, 652 ETOUSA (Eurolpan Theater of Operations,

E. R. Squibb & Sons, 292, 774 U.S. Army). See European theater.
Erythroblastosis, 248, 251 Euglobins, 237
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European theater, 42, 57, 177, 185, 192, 194, anuria in, 666
196, 211, 214, 225, 227, 247, 251, 261, attachment of distributing centers to, 407
310, 391, 425, 445, 605, 624, 631, 633, blood banks in, 406
638, 653, 668, 680, 706 in Sicily, 395-396

blood program in, 459-575 blood for, in Luzon operation, 621
complaints about intravenous solutions in, blood-plasma ratio in, 487, 556-557

387 check of blood grouping in, 244-245
incidence of serum hepatitis in, 676 deliveries to:
logistic transfer of 6703d Blood Trans- during Normandy invasion, 518

fusion Unit (Ovhd.) to, 452 in ETOUSA, 480, 506, 510
plasma reactions in, 657-659, 660-665 in MTOUSA, 414

European theater (ETOUSA) Blood Bank, equipment in, 462
195, 212, 455, 459, 484, 488, 494, 495, field transfusion units for, in ETOUSA,
496, 513, 515, 517, 522, 523, 527, 532, 544
534, 538, 542, 543, 545, 546, 547, 560, in MTOUSA, 430, 432-433
567, 573, 655, 665 ratio of blood to casualties in, in ETOUSA,

advance considerations of, 546-547, 549- 556
550 reactions in, in ETOUSA, 660-663, 670

advance sections of. 561, 553 refrigeration in, 395, 397, 422, 454, 462
base bank of, 501-505, 517 resuscitation in, 443
capacity of, 481, 482, 483 salvage of blood from, in MTOUSA, 440
collecting section of, 501-502 shock teams in, 463
construction of, 498-499 transfusion in, 392-393, 406, 464
detachments of, 518-522, 553 transfusion in, with improvised equip-
functions of, 496-498 ment, 180
mobile bleeding teams of, 501-502 transfusion officers in, 420
movement of detachments of, to Conti- Evaluation of-

nent, 518-520 grouping sera, 240-241
movement of, to Continent, 514, 515, 546, insulated shipping containers, in Korean

549-550 War, 763-766
operational difficulties of, 550-551 plasma in NATOUSA, 55-57
operational structure of, 501-507 replacement therapy in World War I-
operations of, during Normandy invasion, 9-10

512-513 use of blood on Continent, 558-559
organization of, 496-498 work of ETOUSA Blood Bank detach-
personnel of, 505-506, 509 ments, 521-522
processing section of, 502-503 EVANs, E. I., 35
production of, 560-561 Evans Memorial Hospital, 221
progress report of, 508-509 Evelyn colorimeter, 159, 160
record section of, 501, 504 Everett, 382
security measures in, 548-549 Evolution of concept of-
storage (shipping) section of, 503-504, 515 shock, 37-38
technical procedures in, 497 shock therapy in NATOUSA, 37-38,
training of personnel of, 500, 501, 509 54-57, 391-392
transfer of personnel into, 499-500 whole blood for combat casualties in ZI,

Evacuation: 29, 47-54
administration of plasma during, 392, Examining rooms in ARC blood donor

636-637, 698 centers, 113
of casualties- Exanthemata in donors, 142

in Korea by blood planes, 752 Excess blood-
on Continent, 535-536 in Guam distribution center, utilization of,

replacement therapy in line of, 51 630
traumatic effect of, 31 in Okinawa operation, utilization of, 624,

Evacuation hospitals, 180 631
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Excess donations, 120 bovine albunin, 327-328
Excess of byproducts, disposition of, 84 crystalloid solutions in World War 1-:371
Excessive reserves in Korean War, 756 dextran, 791--794
Exchtange of equilment, on Normandy fibrin film, :367

beaches, 511 fibrin foam, 364- 365
Exchange resins, 758. 759, 760, 769-771 freezing whole blood, 771
Excretion of- gelatin, 374, 376, 787

colloid solutions through kidneys, 52 gum acacia, 384
dextran, 791, 792-793 hemoglobin solutions, 361
gelatin, 375, 786 hemorrhage, 265
Periston, 788, 789 intra-arterial transfusion, 796, 799

Executive Otlicer, Officer of Surgeon, Merthiolate in serum albumnin, 352- 353
ETO USA, 529, 546 oxidized cotton, 380

Executive Officer, 1st Army Group, 482 pectin, 377-379
Exhaustion of vasomotor center, 29) Periston, 381
Expansion of-- plasmia, 268

blood program in ETOUSA, 480-484 in hemorrhage, 51
peacetime program to wartime require- radioactive dextran, 792-793

ments, 720 red blood cell residua, 312
plasnma-stockpiling program in Korean Rh factor, 245-246

War, 774 serum, 336
Expendable donor sets, 196 serum albumin, 337, 355

for airlift to ETOUSA, 492 shock, 36, 37-38
in MTOUSA, 407, 444 between World Wars, 29-30
MTOUSA criticisms of, 435-436 sodium citrate, 14, 218

Expendable equipment, 461, 462, 465, 467, sodium glycerol polysuccinate, 381)
468 transfusion, 1

development of, 195-198 transmission of malaria by transfusion,
in Continental Blood Bank, 516 143-144
in ETOUSA, 544, 545, 553, 554 transportation of unrefrigerated blood,

in prophylaxis of pyrogenic reactions, 210-213
652-653 Exsanguinated casualties:

in unit hospital system, 397 chilled blood in, 555-556
receipt of, in MTOUSA, 660 reactions of, to aging blood, 555

Expendable insulated containers-- Exsanguination, 229)
for oversea airlift, 213-215 multiple synchronous transfusions in, 21
for Pacific airlift, 609-611 transfusion techniques in, 693-694

Expendable plastic equipment, 758--760 Extrapulmonary tuberculosis, in donors, 142
Expendable recipient sets, 196, 436-437, 463, Extravasation-

469 of blood after donations, 157
in MTOUSA, 435, 444 of replacement fluids, 694
in SWPA, 598, 604 Extravascular tissue spaces, loss of plasma
MTOUSA criticisms of, 436-437 into, 30
on LST 464-595 Extremities:

Experience tables, 480 transfusion in wounds of, 635, 703-705
Experimental contamination of red blood wounds of, 21 22, 43-44

cell rcsidua, 315
Experimental red blood cell transfusions, Facilities of-

317-318

Experimental salvage of contaminated ARC blood donor centers, 1I1-114
plasma, 303 blood banks in MTOUSA, 431-432

Experimental shock, plasma in, 266 processing laboratory at Travis AFB, 739,
Experimental studies on- 740-741

aldobionic acid, 379-380 shock wards, 707
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Failure of refrigeration: in plasma reactions, 671-674
losses from, 650, 664 in presume(d hemolytic reactions, 655

in ETOUSA, 567, 570-571 in pyrogenic reactions. 653
in SWPA, 631-632, 664 in volunteers for hepatitis studies, 781-7S2

reactions caused by, 650 l)resumably due to transfusion, 657, 658-
Failure of resuscitation, 44, 685, 705 659, 660, 664, 668
Failure of transfusion, 12, 444 Fatigue after donations, 155

as indication for surgery, 557, 558 Fatty foods, prohibition of, to donors, 140
Fainting after donations, 142, 157, 525 FECOM. See Far East Command.
Fairfield-Suisin Air Force Base, 739, 742 Federal Bureau of Investigation, 129
Falalop Island, 607 Federal Civil D)efense Administration, 737,
Falciparum malaria, 144 775, 776, 784, 789
Falling drop technique. See Copper sulfate plasma stockpiling for, 775-776

technique. Federal Correctional Institution, Ashland,
False agglutinations, 242 781
False positive i esults in Rh testing, 250 Federal Security Agency, 91
False positive serologic tests: FEISSLY, F., 377

after multiple donations, 262-263 Female donors, 158-160
after smallpox vaccination, 262 rejection rate of, 141, 160

FANTU'S, B.. 336 Femoral arterial puncture in shock, 800-801
Far East Command (FECOM), 722, 739, Femoral injection-

740, 747, 756, 764, 766, 774, 782 of replacement fluids, 694
Far East Research Unit, 803 of serum albumin, 338, 343, 694
Fasting before donations, 14. 140, 298 Femur, compound fractures of, 444, 703-705
Fat content- plasma in fractures of, 392, 698

of blood, 747 FENTON, Col. B., 515
of outdated plasma, 773 Fenwal Co., 759

Fat embolism, 21 Fetal erythroblastosis, 248, 251
after inje-tion of bovine albumin, 331 Fibrin:

Fat emulsions in Korean War, 795-796 filtration of, during transfusion, 18
Fatalities: flocculation of, in reconstituted plasma,

after allergic reactions, 651 165
after autotransfusion, 23 Fibrin-clot formation in ACD solution, 226-
after donations, 153, 156-157 227
after gum acacia infusion, 10 Fibrin content of fibrin film, 367
after intrasternal transfusion, 694 Fibrin film, 84, 359, 363-364, 367-368
after transfusion, 1, 2, 3, 464, 469. 649, Fibrin foam, 359, 363-367, 637

650, 657, 658-659, 660, 664 clinical testing of, 365-367
with cadaveric blood, 24 Fibrin formation in-
with contaminated blood, 665 ACI) solution, 226-227
with group 0 blood, 425 Alsever's solution, 228
with hemolyzed blood, 657 pooled plasma, 669-670
with incompatible blood, 425, 654 preserved blood, 229

caused by lack of blood, 438 Fibrin precipitation in-
caused by Rh factor, 246, 247, 249, 260 filtered plasma, 287
from citrated blood, 218 McGill solution, 224
from grouping errors, 233 plasma, 273
from improperly handled blood, 421 serum, 266
from lower nephron riephrosis, 658, 666 Fibrinogen, 76, 83, 240, 267-268, 270, 637
from serum hepatitis, 676 conversion of, into fibrin foam, 364
from serum sickness, 332, 325 in burns, 364
from transfusion reactions in Filipinos, 668 in fraction 1-359
in forward hospitals, 566 loss of, during plasma filtration, 287
in hemolytic reactions, 653 Fibrinolytic enzyme, 359
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Field armies: request for, from ETOUSA, 192
need for replacements in, 501 Fifth U.S. Army blood bank. See Naples
provision of blood for, in ETOUSA, 49S Blood Bank.

Field conditions, determination of blood FiLATOv, A., 266
volume under, 30 Filerooms in ARC blood donor centers, 113

Field Director, ARC, 165 Filipino civilians, fatal plasma reactions in,
Field hospitals, 51, 707 671-674

abdominal surgery in, 392 Filipinos, 671, 673
anuria in, 666 reactions in, 668
blood for, 466, 496, 479 susceptibility of, to plasma infusions, 672,

in Luzon operation, 621 673
blood-plasma ratio in, in ETOUSA, 487, Film strip on resuscitation, 55

556-557 Film strip 8-51-413
deliveries to, 414, 462, 467, 480 Filter(s), 194, 463

during Normandy landings, 512, 518 difficulties with:
in ETOUSA, 506, 510, 551 in ETOUSA, 553-554
in invasion of southern France, 447 in SWPA, 598-599, 636
on Continent, 522-523 for plasma, 168, 169-171, 287-288

establishment of, in MTOUSA, 684 for serum albumin, 198, 353
exp-riences in, in ETOUSA, 568. 569-570 in expendable transfusion set, 197-198
mobile refrigeration in, 395, 397, 416, 464 in plasma package, use of, in Ebert-
plasma reactions in, in SWPA, 673 Emerson set, 189
provision of field transfusion units in, 544 lack of, in Ebert-Emerson transfusion set,
reaction rates in, 660-663 193
resuscitation in, 443 pads, 287-288
salvage of aging blood in, 110 shortages of, 544
shock teams in, 463 Filtration-
suspension of deliveries to, in southern during transfusion, 193

France, 450 in fractionation of plasma, 343
transfusions in, in MTOUSA, 180, 404- in production of serum albumin, 353

405, 437 of blood transported under refrigeration,
Field investigations, NRC proposal for, 23, 211

79-80, 468 Finance and Supply Division, Office of Chief
Field record of blood collected in ETOUSA Surgeon, ETOUSA, 541

Blood Bank, 504 FINCH, C. A., 230
Field requirements for refrigeration, 206-208 Finland, 791
Field studies on- FINNEY, Col. G. G., 624

dextran in Korean War, 793-794 Finschhafen, 582, 588, 591, 616
gamma globulin in Korean War, 783 FiaoR, W. M.. 75
gelatin in Korean War, 787 First aid, plasma as component of, 57
intra-arterial transfusion, 160-161 First Conference on Gelatin, NRC, 372, 373
replacement therapy, 79-81 First Special Service Force, 447

Field training in use of plasma, 87 FisHER, A. M., 158
Field transfusion equipment: Fitzsimons General Hospital, 96, 111, 603

cleaning of, 190 Fixed hospitals:
controversy over acceptance of, 192-195 anuria in, 666
development of, in ETOUSA, 185-195 in Japan, blood supply for, in Korean War,
sterilization of, 190-191 752
testing of, 192 use of Rh-negative blood in, in Korean

Field transfusion units: War, 748
in British Army Transfusion Service, 16, reaction rates in, 660

17-18 replacement therapy in, 51
in ETOUSA, 543-545 secondary anemia in, 703-705
obstacles to initial supply of, 53 transfusion in, 193
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See also Base hospitals, General hospitals, Fort Totten, 208
Station hospitals. Fort Worth, 111, 292, 345

Flanders, 20, 48 Forward areas:
Flat feet, donors with, in World War 1-6 concepts of transfusion in, 48-49
Fleet, supply of, for Okinawa operation, 623 provision of blood in, 35
Fleet Surgeon- use of plasma in, 21

CPA, 594 Forward distributing center:
SWPA, 604 in MTOUSA, 409-411, 414
U.S. Pacific Fleet, 168 on Guam, 622, 623, 630, 631, 638

Fleet units, deliveries to, in SWPA, 607-631 Forward distributing section-
Fliers, rejection of, as donors, 140 in MTOUSA, 445
Flight rations for civilian donors, 453 of 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.),
Flight time of airlift t,ý ETOUSA, 488-489 447, 449-450
Flocculation: Forward hospitals:

after reconstitution of plasma, 165 blood banks in, 395
in plasma, 286 blood-plasma ratio in, in ETOUSA, 556-
in serum albumin, 345 557
of plasma proteins, 274 cleaning of recipient sets in, in MTOUSA,

Florence, 406, 407, 418, 420, 442 434-435, 444
FLOSDORF, E. W., 65, 277, 278, 336 deliveries to:
Fluid administration: in MTOUSA, 399

contraindications to, 96 in Philippines, 607
supplemental, to serum aibumin therapy, on Continent, 520-521, 522-523, 550,

35, 332, 339, 340-341, 347, 637, 782 551
Fluid balance in plasma reactions, 671 ETOUSA bank blood for, 555
Fluid loss as cause of death in combat casual- in Korea, 752

ties, 265 in MTOUSA, use of blood in, 437-438
Fluid regulation in incompatibility reac- in southern France, deliveries to, 451

tions, 656 lack of transfusion equipment in, 180
Fluid replacement therapy, responsibility losses in, in SWPA, 633

for, in OTSG, 67 management of shock in, 268
Fluid shift in shock, 30 need for blood in, 461-462, 561-564
Foggia, 398 of Fifth U.S. Army, 407-408
Followup studies on Periston, 789 of Seventh U.S. Army, 445
Food and Drug Administration, 788, 790, 795 procurement of blood by, 397
Force, VII Amphibious, 618 reaction rate in, 660-663
Forecasts of daily needs- records in, 455

in ETOUSA, 510, 541, 546 refrigeration for:
in SWPA, 615 in ETOUSA, 478

Foreign antidodies after multiple transfu- in southern France, 454
sions, 805 reservation of blood bank blood for, 496

Foreign body reactions to fibrin film, 368 transfusion officers in, 420
Foreign isohemolysins in : 2cipient serum, 806 transfusions in, 193, 194, 404-405
Foreign proteins, introduction of, in trans- in World W%r 1-8

fusion components, 651 use of blood and plasma in, in ETOUSA,
Foreign relief, use of excess byproducts for, 564-566

84 use of plasma in, 180
Formed Elements Group, NRC, 769 See also Fixed hospitals, Evacuation hos-
Forms for plasma accounting, 301, 302, 303 pitals, Casualty clearing stations.
Forms used at ARC blood donor centers, 145 Forward surgery, role of British blood pro-
FORRESTAL, Secretary J. V., 715 gram in, 16
Fort Hancock, 514 FOWLER, W. M., 158, 159
Fort Lewis, 606 Fraction 1-348, 359
Fort Sam Houston, 695 Fraction II-348, 359, 362, 363
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Fraction I -I 11-- 237 Frozen plasma, 52, 65, 268-269, 270-273, 337
Fraction 111-359, 363 military use of, 271
Fraction I V-348, 360) properties of, 273
Fraction V-348, 349, 353, 360 provision of, for OCI), 92-93
Fraction VI-349, 360 risks of storage of, 92
Fractionation of- storage of, 165

gelatin, 374 thawing of, 273
plasm:a, 336, 337, 343, 372 transmission ',f malaria by, 143
p)lasina protein, 11 Frozen thrombin. 363

Fractures, 39 Fukuoka, 728, 729
after donations, 157 FULLERTON, A., 5
immobilization of, 56 Fulminating infection as cause of failure of
of femur, 392, 444, 698 transfusion, 444
use of fibrin filn in surgery of, 36; Functions of-

Fragility- Armed Semr ices Blood and Blood Deriva-
of recipient cells after pooled plasma in- tives Groul), 722-723

fusions, 657 base transfusion unit, British Army
of red blood cells: Transfusion Service, 16, 17-18

after airlift in Korean War, 804 chief of transfusion service in ZI, 464
after airlift to ETOUSA, 211 Comntmit tee on Blood and Blood Substi-
effect of ion exchange technique on, 770 tutc.. NRC, 725
in ACI) solution, 226 Consultant in Transfusion and Shock in
in hernolytic reactions, 663 ETOUSA, 472

Fragility index in red blood cell trans- l)ireclor of Medical Services, 1)01), 725
fusions, 315-316 l)ivision of Surgical Physiology, Army

Fragility tests, 222, 755 Medical School, 65-67
France, 13, 17, 20, 119, 224, 447, 448, 451, enlisted personnel on shock ward, 710

452, 453, 454, 488, 494, 514, 518, 520, ETOUSA Blood Bank, 496-498
522, 538, 549, 554, 569 home depot, British Army Transfusion

airlift to, from United Kingdom, 19, 459, Service, 16-17
478, 510, 518, 531-532, 534-535 medical officers on shock wards, 710

British experience in, 18-20 nonprofit blood banks before Korean War,
fall of, 13 7 19
h-gal prohibition of transfusion in, I personnil, 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit

FRASER, Sir F. It., 529 (Ovlhd.), 408
Fraternal meetings, recruitment of donors processing laboratory, Travis AFB, 740

at., 125 processing section, ETOUSA Blood Bank,
Frederick Stearns & Co., 378 502-50)3
Free French, plasma for, 94 special branch on shock and transfusion,
FREEMAN, N. E., 30, 74 78
Freezing, losses- Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes,

due to, 397, 455 NR(', 75-76
in Korean War, 750, 771 Supply l)ivision, Office of Chief Surgeon,
in Zr in Korean War, 774 ETOUSA, 545

during airlift to ETOUSA, 552 technical supervisors of ARC chapters,
of reconstituted plasma in Korean War, 108-109

782 theater (FEC(OM) transfusion officer, 757
French Army, 94 theater transfusion officer, 467, 639
French blood collected in North Africa, 448 transfusion officer, 463
French civilians, employment of, in Con- transfusion officers overseas, 463

tinent Blood Bank, 516 ZI personnel, in procurement. of blood fur

French electric current, 573 ETOUSA, 4901-491

French Government, 521 Funds for ARC Blood D)onor Service, 103
French Military Medical Mission, 94 Fuingiblh blood. 94
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Fungus growth in intravenous solutions, collecting units in, 465
385-387 distribution of ETOUSA bank blood to,

557-558
G-4, ETOUSA, 536, 538, 539, 540 ETOUSA, check of blood grouping in,
G-4, SOS, ETOUSA, 546 244-245
G-18 depot, 474 evacuation hospitals functioning as, 442
Galesburg, 695 experiences in, in ETOUSA, 568, 570-574
Gallbladder surgery, 364 in ZI, 175-176, 319
Gallon Club, 128, 731 overseas, 180, 185
Gamma globulin, 362, 303, 772 collection of blood in, 462, 463

allocation of, in Korean War, 783-784 refrigeration in, 463
in Korean War, 783-784 plasma reactions in, in SWPA, 673
prophylactic use of, 679-680 provision of field transfusion units for,
recovery of, from discards in Korean War, 544-545

784 reaction rate in, 660-663
Gamma-globulin antibodies, 359 shortages of nurses in, 501
Gaingrene of hand, after intra-arterial trans- storage of blood itn, overseas, 463

flision, 801 survey of serum hepatitis in, in ZI,
Garches, 515 675-678
Garigliano offensive, 408 transfusion in, 392-393, 465
Gas-oxygen anesthesia, 7 transfusion officers in, 463
Gasoline generator for field refrigerator, 206 use of aging blood in, in United Kingdom,
Gassed casualties as donors in World War 554

1-9 use of excess blood in, in SWPA, 630
Gastric juice, A and B substances from, 260 General Memorial Hospital, 219
Gastric ulcer, 317 General Orders No. 128, ETOUSA, 574
Gastrointestinal disease, transfusion of ca- General Surgical Team No. 25, 2d Auxiliary

daveric blood in, 24 Surgical Group, 693
Gelatin, 65, 76, 372-377, 726 Generators for field refrigerators, 206, 414,

clinical testing of, 375, 376 454
criteria of, 376-377 Genital sores, 262
effects of, 34 George Washington University School of
fractionation of, 374 Business Administration, 310
gelling of, at room temperature, 786 German border, 43
in Korean War, 786-787 German E-boats, 509
indications for use of, 377 German experience, 22-23
limitations of, 377 German management of battle casualties,
production of, in Korean War, 786-787 22-23
properties of, 373-1074, 376, 377 German surrender, 111, 130
reactions of, 375
special studies on, 373-374, 375-377, 786 in Italy, 22

specifications for, for military use, 374 Germany, 22, 23, 452, 522, 788, 789

stability of, 374, 375 Ghost cells, 555
termination of investigation of, 377 GIBsoN, J. G., 2d-210, 260, 335, 769
toxicity of, 375 Gibson-Evans dye technique of plasma
versus physiologic salt solution, 376 volume determination, 43

Gelatin (gel) caps, for distilled water GILLESPIE, Col. F. S., 54, 55, 391
bottles, 169 GINN, Col. L. H., Jr., 574

General Board, U.S. Forces, European Glass beads for filtration, 185, 189, 193, 194
Theater, 574-575 Glass beods filtrao 19 9

General Electric News, 205 Glass cloth filters, 170
General hospitals: GLENN, Lt. Col. F., 619, 633

blood banks in, 195, 395-396, 473 Glenn L. Martin plant, 129
in United Kingdom, 478-479 Globin, 65, 128-129, 361-362
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Globulin, 76, 270 reaction of, to high-titer group 0 blood,
content- 696

of bovine albumin, 326, 327, 328, 331, Group AB blood, 4, 234
333 Group AB recipients:

of serum albumin, 337, 344, 345, 349 of group 0 blood, 641
flocculation of, in reconstituted plasma, reaction of, to high-titer group 0 blood,

165 696
in fraction 1-359 Group B blood, 4, 245
ownership of, 85 Group B recipients:

Globulin fractions, 83, 236, 237 of group 0 blood, 641
Glucose: reaction of, to high-titer group 0 blood,

addition of, to blood- 696
in ETOUSA, 476 Group 0 blood, 4, 65, 234, 502, 526, 527, 567
in MTOUSA, 426 ARC collection of, 136
in SWPA, 589 call for donations of, in ETOUSA, 525

critical level of, in freezing whole blood, collection of, in SWPA, 583
771 estimates of procurement of, in ETOUSA,

effect of, on resuspended red blood cells, 481
315-316 for airlift:

recommendation for addition of, to stored in Korean War, 743
blood, 222 to ETOUSA, 490

Glucose infusions, 437 for battlefield transfusions in Soviet
Glucose solutions, 50, 219, 598, 769 Union, 22

commercial procurement of, 382 for forward hospitals, 466
effect of, in shock, 34 grouping errors in, 191
indications for, 383 in British blood program, 17

Glutarayl polypeptide, 76, 379 in ETOUSA, 477, 478
Glycerol content of fibrin film, 367 massive transfusions with, in Korean War,
Glycine, 363, 377 804
Glycolysis, in preserved blood, 229 reactions after massive transfusions of,
GNOIN•SKI, H., 219, 649 663-664
GOODALL, J. R., 24 recomrmendation for universal use of, 53,
GORBY, Col. A. L., 486 54, 462, 469
GORDON, Col. J. E., 245 red cell residua from, 313, 317
Gothic Line, 408 risk of multiple transfusions with, 664
Grady Hospital, 62, 144, 339 safety of, 460
GRANT, Maj. Gen. D. N. W., 733 screening test for, 251-252
Gravity collection technique, 15, 195 selection of:
Gray Ladies, 111 before Korean War, 719
Great Britain, 5, 13 in MTOUSA, 424-426
GREAVES, R. I. N., 277, 278 sensitization to, 651
GREEN, Lt. Col. H. S., 574 supply of, to ZI hospitals, 97
Greenham Common Airfield, 532, 533, 534 testing of Alsever's solution with, 224
GREGERSEN, M. I., 258 titration of, for oversea use, 258
GRIGGS, Lt. Col. 0. B., 492 See also Universal donors; Dangerous
Grosseto, 407 universal donors.

Group A blood. 4 Group 0 donors:

collection of, for Seventh U.S. Army in Australian blood bank, 581
in ETOUSA, 190, 194

hospitals, 451, 453 in MTOUSA, 397,14
in MTOUSA, 397, 403

suggested use of, in Pacific, 583 recruitment of, 125-126
Group A donors, 397 Group 0 recipients, limitation of high-titer
Group A recipients: group 0 blood to, 424-426, 442, 444,

of group 0 blood, 641 489-490, 496, 552
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Group-specific blood: HAMPTON, Lt. Col. 0. P., Jr., 443, 444, 703
in Korean War, 666, 729 Hand centrifuge, 191
risk of military use of, 664 Haneda AFB, 746, 754

Group-specific plasma: HARDIN, Lt. Col. R. C., 48, 85, 179, 192, 209,
reactions to, 669 212, 220, 225, 227, 247, 470-471, 472,
use of, in Soviet Union, 22 473, 477, 478, 480, 487, 488, 489, 493,

Group-specific transfusions: 494, 496, 497, 498, 500, 501, 508, 509,
reactions after, 650 515, 524, 528, 529, 530, 546, 547, 548,
with red blood cell residua, 312, 317 550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555-556, 557,

Grouping: 657, 660, 661, 664, 665
equipment for, 464 HARRIS, J. E., 219
errors in, 241-245, 552 Harrisburg, 292
in Armed Forces, 77 Hartford, 292
of blood: HARTFORD, Col. T. J., 482

for ETOUSA, 490, 494 HARTMAN, Lt. F. W., 7, 171, 377, 379
in ARC blood donor centers, 491 Hartman's technique of pectin production,

of hospital personnel: 379
in Spanish Civil War, 11 Harvard Medical School, 70-71, 73, 74, 75,
in World War 1-9 81, 82, 237, 325, 326, 327, 328, 335, 338,

of plasma, 266, 269 342, 343, 344, 346, 348, 351, 354, 359,
Grouping errors, reactions caused by, 650 362, 367, 377, 379, 430, 714, 769
Grouping sera, 7, 11, 52, 77, 236-241, 442, Harvard pilot plant, 303

461 Harvard-American Red Cross Hospital, 500
criteria of, 238-239 HARVEY, W., 1
development of, 236-239 HAVENS, W. P., 679
for airlift to ETOUSA, 491, 492 Hawaii, 209, 338, 591, 603, 633
from discarded blood, 306 Hawley Committee, 715, 716
in ETOUSA, 545 HAWL.EY, Maj. Gen. P. R., 179, 192, 215,
in 1941-268 244, 459, 472, 475, 477, 479, 481, 482,
testing of, 240-241 483, 484, 485, 486, 487, 488, 489, 492,

GROW, Brig. Gen. M. C., 529, 530 496, 498, 500, 524, 527, 530, 531, 540,
Guadalcanal, 253 544, 548, 549, 550, 553, 557, 558, 560,
Guam, 211, 213, 594, 600, 602, 603, 605, 6CS, 664, 715

607, 610, 611, 612, 614, 615, 618, 620, Hay fever, in donors, 142
621, 622, 623, 625, 630, 631, 632, 633, HAYS, Col. S. B., 494, 536, 537, 538, 541,
638, 639, 640, 668 542, 543, 546, 547, 558, 574

location of advance base blood bank on, Head injuries, 56
614-615, 630, 638 as cause of shock, 38

GUEST, G. M., 226 as contraindication to replacement ther-
Guiou, Capt. N. M., 6 apy, 34
Gum acacia, 265, 384 plasma in, 696

amyloid degeneration from, 791 serum albumin in, 347, 702
continued use of, after World War 1-371 Headquarters, SOS, ETOUSA, 528
in World War 1-7, 8, 9 Healing, effect of multiple transfusions on
toxic reactions to, 371 rate of, 444

Gum acacia-salt solution, fatalities after use Health Resources Advisory Committee,
of, 10 Office of Defense Mobilization, 733, 735,

Gynecologic practice, Rh testing in, 249 775, 784

Halloran General Hospital, 84, 97, 695 Health Resources Office, 716

HALSTED, W., 23 Heart:
HAM, T. H., 663 damage to, in shock, 36
HAMILTON, P. B., 253 dilatation of, during transfusion, 12
HAMILTON, Capt. W. M., 574 fibrin foam in surgery of, 365
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heart failure in reactions from contaminated delayed regeneration of:
blood, 665 in female donors, 158-160

Heat: in SWPA, 595
effect of, on serum albumin, 345, 350, 351, effect of, on kidneys, 658-659

352 effect of oxidized cotton on, 380
in prevention of shock, 34 in donors, 139, 140, 145
in shock, 32 in outdated blood, 657

IiEINATZ, S. W., 266 in professional donors, 158
Helicopter transportation, in Korean War, intravenous injection of, 655

746, 752, 805 regeneration of, after donations, 158-160
Hell's Highway, 521 renal tolerance of, 555
Helmstedt, 522 reutilization of breakdown products of, 221
Hematochromatosis after multiple trans- Hemoglobin content of-

fusions, 804 aging blood, 555
Hematocrit: centrifuged plasma after transportation,

determination of, 42-44, 63, 252-258, 339, 220-221
430, 432, 618, 626, 710 commercial plasma, 296

effect of oxidized cotton on, 380 dried plasma, 279, 300, 302
quantitative relation of, to blood loss, 255, supernatant plasma, 210, 211, 224, 426,

256, 691 552
Hernatocrit level(s)- Hemoglobin deficits, postoperative trans-

as index of need for plasma, 697 fusion for, 691
in burns, 697, 793 Hemoglobin determinations, 42-44, 430,
in crushing injuries, 696 617-618, 626
in shock, 36, 38, 40, 43-44, 444 after red blood cell transfusion, 315, 316
in wounds of extremities, 703-704 by copper sulfate technique, 253, 254, 255

Hematologic response to transfusion, 805 in MTOUSA, 442
Hematopneic shock, 56 in shock, 31
Hematopoiesis of splenic sinusoids, 381 Hemoglobin level(s):
Hematuria: after transfusion with unrefrigerated red

after globin injections, 783 blood cells, 210
in incompatibility reactions, 654 for donors, i40-141, 257-258
in l)lasma reactions, 671 in Blood for Britain, 14

Hemoclastic reactions in Korean War, 804 in burns, 338
Hemoconcentration: in preserved blood, 229

as indication for plasma infusion, 51 rejection of donors for, 141
in burns, 30, 338, 697 with Alsever's solution, 222
in crushing injuries, 30, 696 Hemoglobin molecule, studies on, by radio-
in shock, 30, 32, 40, 51, 706 active cell tagging, 221-222

Htemodilution, 379, 444 Hemoglobin solutions, 361
after dextran injections, 792 Hemoglobinemia, 211
after gelatin injections, 374, 376 after red blood cell transfusions, 318
after injections of oxidized cotton, 380 effect of, on shock kidney, 657
after plasma infusion, 686 Hemoglobinuria, 315, 668
after serum albumin injection, 338, 339, after red blood cell transfusions, 318

341 in lower nephron nephrosis, 667

in shock, 43-44 Hemoglobinuric nephropathy after trans-
fusion of A recipients with 0 blood, 425relon of, ato hemorrhage, cr344 ra o Hemoglobinuric nephrosis, 655, 658-659, 660

IHemodynamic status in shock, criteria of, Hemolysis:
684-685 after biologic testing, 239-240

Hemoglobin: after transportation, 20
breakdown products of, in dextran in World War 1-6

therapy, 791 under refrigeration, 211
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after wounding, 805 blood regeneration after, 229
anemia caused by, 805 bovine albumin in, 327, 335
caused by: continuation of, as cause of failure of

blood substitutes, 373 resuscitation, 444, 559
heating, 694 control of, 12, 56
outdating, 650 in prevention of shock, 34

degree of, as index of reactions, 569 on shock wards, 710
during airlift to ETOUSA, 552 differentiation of, from shock, 12, 29, 51
effect of dextrose on, 218 early discussion of, by NRC, 50-51
effect of electrolytes on, 218, 219 effect of gelatin preparation in, 376, 787
effect of sodium citrate on, 218 effect of physiologic salt solution in, 8, 35,
effect of temperatures on, 203, 219 383
in aging blood, 755 German management of, 23
in fractionation of plasma, 343 gum acacia in, 8, 384
in incompatible transfusion, 4 in abdominal wounds, 705
in Korean War, 747 incidence of, 77
in preserved blood, 217, 218, 221-224, 229 plasma in, 297, 391, 462
in red blood cell transfusions, 315-316 quantitative relation-
in SWPA, 585, 587, 607, 611, 612-614 of, to degree of shock, 41, 42, 685-686
losses from, 306 of transfusion to, 559

in ETOUSA, 567, 572 recurrence of, during replacement therapy,
in Korean War, 750 34, 44, 685
in MTOUSA, 438, 441, 442, 631-632 relation of:

of donor cells, 265 to hemodilution, 43-44
of plasma by donor's cells, 7 to types of weapons, 616
of recipient cells, 663-664 Ringer's solution in, 8

after plasma infusion, 259 serum albumin in, 354, 355
of resuspended red blood cells, 313, 314 serum in, 335, 336
of unrefrigerated blood, 210 transfusion with cadaveric blood in, 24
relation of, to refrigeration, 570-571 See also Blood loss; Loss of circulating
with ACD solution, 612 blood volume; Shock.
with Alsever's solution, 222, 224 Hemorrhagic diseases, plasma in, 266
with plastic equipment, 759 Hemorrhagic shock, concept of, 265, 706

Hemolytic crisis in incompatibility reactions, Hemosiderosis after multiple transfusions,
654 804

Hemolytic reactions, 552, 572, 650, 653-659, Hemostasis:
660, 661-664 in neurosurgery, 363-364, 367-368

after plasma infusion, 259 plasma for, 266
differential diagnosis of, 653 Hemothorax:
effect of status of kidneys on, 650 aspiration of, 710
from blood of dangerous universal donors, in shock, 688

804 in World War 1-23
in ETOUSA, 660 Henry Ford Hospital, 171, 379
to plasma, 668, 670-671 Hepatic cirrhosis, serum albumin in, 352
relation of degree of, to amount trans- Hepatic function, effect of Periston on, 789

fused, 650 Hepatitis:
with compatible blood, 245-246, 804 plasma in, 297

Hemolytic shock, plasma for, 266 virus of, in thrombin, 364
Hemolyzed blood, transfusion with, 653 See also Infectious hepatitis.
Hemophilia, fibrin foam in, 365 Hepatomegaly in Chinese troops, 646
Hemorrhage: Hepatotoxic properties of dextran, 790-791

as cause of shock, 7, 8-9, 29, 31, 32, 33, 38, Heterogenicity of commercial gelatin, 374
41-44, 444 Heterologous plasma, 266

as indication for transfusion, 1, 2, 7, 22 HEIL, J. T., 331, 332, 333, 335
717-409--64--57
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Hypertonicity of serum albumin, 702 ETOUSA, 496-498
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667 service, 463-464
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See also Transfusion; Replacement therapy burns, 77
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Icing en route, 206 hemolysis, 438-439
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of wound infection, 57 blood replacement, 690
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fat emulsions, 795-796 in Korean War, 803
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gelatin injections, 377 plasma in, 266, 297
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physiologic salt solution, 383 705
plasma, 297, 391, 462, 696-697 serum albumin in, 336

in Korean War, 796 Infectious diseases, rejection of. donors with,
in North Africa, 392 in World War 1-6

replacement therapy, 457 Infectious hepatitis, 352, 360, 423, 675, 678,
Rh testing, 248-250 679
serum albumin, 702 caused by fraction 11-363

in Korean War, 796 in potential donors in Japan in Korean
transfusion, 1-3, 5, 34 War, 731

in CBI, 642-643 prophylaxis of. 359, 363
in Chinese troops, 645-646 Influenza, 362, 363
in Korean War, 796
in Soviet Union, 22 plasma infusions in, 7
in Spanish Civil War, 11-12 Influenza epidemic, 120
in SWPA, 635 Information, dissemination of, 79, 80
in World War 1-7, 10 INGRAHAM, F. D)., 367, 368
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Intermediate metabolism in late shock, 34 Isinglass, 379
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Lend-Lease provision of plasma to Free in German program, 22

French, 94 in World War 1-9
Leptospirosis, 656 Lilly Research Laboratories, 87
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Limitations(s) of- transmission of malaria by, 144
blood banks, 706 Liquid plasma centers:
dosage of plasma, 284-285 inspection of, 307-308
fluids in chest wounds, 21, 706 techniques in, 307, 308

in head injuries, 696 training of personnel for, 86
in lower nephron nephrosis, 769 Lister bag, 383

gelatin, 377 Listing of plasma in Army Supply Catalog,
high-titer group 0 blood to group 0 268

recipients, 424-426, 442, 444. 489-490, LiSTON, Col. D. E., 501, 513, 530, 548, 558
496, 552 Literature of-

on-the-hoof collections, 466 lood substitutes, 65
plasma, 48, 55-57, 391, 443, 461-462, 467, mercurial pre-ervatives, 284-285

686-697 pectin, 377
plasma expanders, 714 plasma expanders, 785-786
serum albumin, 702 shock (plasma), 65
transatlantic airlift, 475 Liver:
transfusion in blast injuries, 21 deposition of pectin in, 378

in wounds of central nervous system, 21 effect of blood volume deficiency on, 665
Limited approval of Periston in Korean effect of diffuse intravascular capillary ag-

War, 789, 790 glutination on, 664
Limited service personnel in 127th Station effect of Periston on, 381

Hospital Blood Bank, 514 fibrin foam in surgery of, 365
LINDEMAN, E., 4 function studies to detect latent hepatitis
Lingaven Gulf, 620 in, 679
Lipemia, losses due to, in Korean War, 747, rupture of, in Chinese soldiers, 646

750 storage of blood substitutes in, 373
Lipoid concentration in donors, 140 storage of Periston in, 789
Lipoid exess, losses from, in Okinawa Liver damage in shock, 35, 56

operation, 627 Loading of blood on LST's. 511
Lipoprotein, 359 Local application of dried plasma, 698
Liquid plasma, 50, 65, 95, 268-269, 274-275, Local blood donor committees, 121

462 Local blood loss as cause of shock, 29
British use of, 16 Local collections of blood, 128
clinical use of, 96 after Japanese surrender, 629
contamination of, 270, 303, 306-308 in ETOUSA, 466
dating period of, 96 overseas, 462, 465
(losage of, 96 Local loss of fluid as cause of shock, 36
early use of, 266-267 Local loss of plasma as cause of shock, 30
first plans for, 101 Local medical profession, relations of ARC
for ZI hospitals, 95-96, 176, 195, 274-275 donor centers with, 160
from British sources in ETOUSA, 469 Local organization of ARC Blood l)onor
from unrefrigerated blood, 210 Service, 108-111
in Blood for Britain, 13-15 Local preparation of plasma, 128-129
in burns, 270 Local procurement in SWPA, 582-586
in CBI, 642 Local reactions to donations, 155, 157
in World War 1-7 Localization of renal lesitms in incompati-
provision of- bility reactions, 654-655

for Chinese in CBI, 645 Locations(s) of-
for Office of Civilian Defense, 92 advance base blood bank:

reactions to, 96, 669 facility on Guam, 614-615
rate of injection of, 96 relation of, to operational efficiency, 615
relation of, to serum hepatitis, 674 ARC blood donor centers, 120
storage of, 195, 266, 273 base collecting center, in southern France,
substitution of whole blood for, 192 451
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15th Medical General Laboratory, 406 Losses-
base collecting sections in Italy, 431 due to breakage, 300-301, 304, 305
distributing center, 6713th Blood Trans- in Korean War, 747, 773

fusion Unit (Ovhd.), 407 due to clotting, 300-301, 309-310
ETOUSA Blood Bank, 499 in Korean War, 747
hospitals, effect of, on use of blood, 437- due to collections by inexperienced

438 personnel, 110
hospitals in Italy, 420 due to contamination, 300-301, 304,

plasma-processing plants in Korean War, 306-308
774 in Blood for Britain, 14

shock wards, 707 in MTOUSA, 442
SOS advance blood bank, 505-506 due to failure of refrigeration in ETOUSA,

LocKwoon, J. S., 376 570-571
LOEB, R. F., 33, 35, 52, 74, 221, 330, 339, due to freezing in Korean War, 744, 750

372, 373, 374, 375, 378, 379 due to hemolysis, 306
Logistic requirements of replacement therapy in Korean War, 747, 750

program, 717, 720 due to incomplete filling of collection
Logistic transfer of 6703d Blood Transfusion bottles, 304

Unit (Ovhd.) to ETOUSA, 452 due to incorrect estimates of needs-
Logistic(s) of- in MTOUSA, 439, 442

airlift in MTOUSA, 418-421 in ETOUSA, 561, 568
ARC Blood Donor Service, 103 due to lack of refrigeration, 212
blood bank in MTOUSA, 420-421 due to lipemia in Korean War, 747, 750
blood banks, 397, 406-407 due to outdating, 306
blood supply- in MTOUSA, 441, 442

in ETOUSA, 545 in Okinawa operation, 639
in NATOUSA, 55 due to positive serology, 261, 304, 504
to Armed Forces, 52, 54, 268, 269, 758 due to short storage periods, 222

delivery from United Kingdom to Conti- during airlift to ETOUSA, 552
nent, 53t-532, 534-535 during landings in SWPA, 632

dried plasma, 269 during transl)ortation, 397
forward distribution in southern France, from discards on Pacific airlift, 213

450 in Australian Blood Bank, 582
intravenous therapy, 77 in commercial laboratories, 82
oversea transfusion service, 463, 466-467 in ETOUSA, 566-567
plasma, 269 in Korean War, 747, 750
serum albumin, 347, 352 in MTOUSA, 438-440, 441-442
transfusion in forward hospitals, 465 in Okinawa operation, 624, 627
See also Transportation, Storage, Airlift, in plasma program, 305-310

Packaging, etc. in 6825th Blood Transfusion Co., 455
London, 6, 514, 541, 666 in southern France, 450
Long Island, 413 in SWPA, 631-633
Los Angeles, 209, 292, 310, 599, 600, 603, 606 in unit hospital system, 397

Los Negros Islands, 591 of plasma, 300-301
Loss of circulating blood volume: from breakage, 15

as cause of shock, 29, 30, 36, 54, 336 from inadcquate drying, 773

in hemorrhage, 265 from lipemia, 773
from reprocessing, 772in shock, 266 Louis XIV--I

in untreated shock, 40 Louis 291
Louisville, 291

quantitative relation of, to blood pressure, Loutit-Mollison solution, 224, 225-228

43-44 Loveday (L-day) for Okinawa operation,
Loss of circulating red blood cell mass after 623, 624, 625

trauma, 805 LOVELACE, W. R., II---716, 733
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LOVETT, R. D., 734, 737 transfusion equipment, 17
Low Countries, 19, 20 MAINWARING, B. R. S., 230
Low titer agglutinins, 54 MAIZELS, M., 230
Low-titer anti-A agglutinins, 194 Major allergies, rejection of donors with, 651
Low-titer group-O blood: Malaria, 422, 438

desirability of use of, 259-260 in CBI, 643-644
for airlift in Korean War, 743 in Chinese patients, 645-646
for resuscitation in Korean War, 745 in donors, 142, 143-144
in MTOUSA, 424-426 in Japan in Korean War, 731

Lowell General Hospital, 97, 695 in SWPA, 468, 582-583, 595, 597-598
Lower nephron nephrosis, 426, 569, 657-659, reactivation of, after donation, 144

665-667 rejection of donors with:
in incompatibility reactions, 654-655 in German program, 22
limitations of fluids in, 796 in MTOUSA, 397, 399, 423, 426

LOWER, R., 1 in SWPA, 598
Lowry Air Force Base, 734 in World War 1-6
LOZNER, Lt. Cdr. E. L., 144, 211 transfusions for, in CBI, 642-643
LST(H)'s in Operation OLYMPIC, 639, 640 Malaria Conference, 144
LST 464, blood bank on, for Leyte opera- Malaria Research Group, 598

tion, 594-595, 616, 617-618, 620 Malarial blood, production of plasma from,
LST(H) 929, blood bank on, for Okinawa in CBI, 643

operation, 622, 623, 627, 628 Male donors, 158
LUCIANA, 265 rejection rate in, 141, 160
LUCK, J. M., 350, 351, 359 MALLORY, Lt. Col. T. B., 41, 569-570, 655,
Luer needles, 544, 554 658
Luer syringe, 191 Malnutrition:
Luer-type tip glass connector for needles, 198 in Filipinos, 672
LULL, Maj. Gen. G. F., 84, 489 postoperative transfusion for, 691
LUNDY, J. S, 62, 74, 371, 792 Management of-
Lun~ville, 452 allergic reactions, 651
Lung, fibrin foam in surgery of, 365 incompatibility reactions, 654, 656-657
Luzon operation, 615, 619-622, 632, 634, 635 lower nephron nephrosis, 667
Lymph nodes, storage of dextran in, 791 plasma reactions, 671, 672
LYONS, Maj. C., 443, 444, 703 shock, concepts of, 684-686
Lyophilizing process, destruction of spiro- urticarial reactions, 651

chetes by, 261 Manila, 629, 631, 639, 640, 671
Manila blood bank, 589, 629

Maastricht, 522 MANN, F. C., 31, 265, 335
Macaca niulatta, 364, 367 Manpower:
Macaca rhesus monkey, 246 losses from serum hepatitis, 775-776
MAcARTHUR, Gen. D., 730 shortages of, 206
MAcFEE., Col. W. F., 209, 487, 488, 489, 493 in bleeding centers in MTOUSA, 408-
Macrodex (Swedish dextran), 792 409
Madrid Blood Transfusion Institute, 12 "Manual of Therapy," European Theater of
MAGEE, Maj. Gen. J. C., 49, 50, 51, 102 Operations, 487
Magnesium sulfate in MIH solution, 24 Manual on blood grouping, 248-249
MAHONEY, E. B., 266, 336 Manual on shock, 30, 706
Maintenance of- Manual prepared for use with training film

blood bank vehicles in MTOUSA, 416 on plasma, 87
equipment, 136 Manuals prepared-

on Continent, 550, 551 by American Red Cross, 104, 107
plasma (plasma expanders) reserve, 720 by Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes,
stills, 387-388 NRC, 76
supply during invasion, 511 for use of Office of Civilian Defense, 93
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Manufacturers of equipment, role of, in McGill University, 221, 222
plasma program, 267 McGRAw, Maj. J. J., 69, 213, 259, 267, 274,

Manus Islands, 591 402, 443, 445, 460, 551-552, 603, 641
Manuscripts, review of, at Army Medical MCINTIRE, Adm. R. T., 102, 599, 726-727

School, 65-67 McNeil Island, 781
Margherita, 642 McQTTAIDE, D. H. G., 312
Mariana Islands, 594, 606, 615 Measles, 76
Market Forge Co., 382 antibodies, 83, 84
Marking of vehicles in ETOUSA, 509, 542 gamma globulin in prophylaxis of, in
Marmite cans, 212, 504, 509, 532, 535, 539, Korean War, 784

540, 541, 551 prophylaxis of, 359, 362-363
return of, from Continent, 551 Mechanism of Rh immunization, 246-248

Marseille, 451, 452, 453, 573 Mediastinum, puncture of, 694
MARSHALL, Gen. G. C., 726, 727 Mediate transfusion, 4
Marshall Islands, 591, 607 Medical Administrative Corps, 500
Martha Dump (Medical Supply Depot, First Medical administrative personnel in blood

U.S. Army), 518 banks, 411
MARTIN, 276 Medical Advisory Committee on ARC Na-
MARTIN, Brig. Gen. J. I., 398, 400, 440 tional Blood program, 727
MARTIN, Col. W. B., 624 Medical Advisory Council, Department of
Martinsburg, 695 Defense, 716
MASON, Col. J. B., 472, 479, 486, 496, 497- Medical and Health Advisory Committee,

498, 500, 509, 520, 521, 531 ARC, 83
Mass bleeding- Medical and Health Service, ARC, 84

for D-day, 549 Medical battalions:
of group 0 donors in ETOUSA, 525 plasma reactions in, in SWPA, 673

Mass grouping of military personnel, 233-236 58th Medical Battalion, 450
Mass production of dried plasma, 289-293 Medical Bulletin No. 14, Office of Chief
Massachusetts Department of Correction, Surgeon, ETOUSA, 474

331,332 Medical Committee, Industrial Hygiene
Massachusetts General Hospital, 697 Foundation, 153
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 230, Medical Department Suppl Catalog, 234

378 Medical depot companies:
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital, 227, 230 lst-512, 553
Massive hemorrhage: 31st-520

red blood cell transfusions in, 317 34th-621
replacement therapy in, 34 Medical Director, Veterans' Administration,

Massive plasma infusions, 697, 698 716
Massive transfusions, 22, 36, 225, 630 Medical Field Service School, 54, 87

in Korean War, 803 Medical personnel:
in SWPA, 634, 635 for ARC blood donor centers, 70
in wounds of extremities, 21 transportation of, by blood plane in

Matrix- MTOUSA, 419
for fibrin film, 364 See also Personnel, Professional personnel,
for thrombin, 364-366 and Enlisted personnel.

MAvCOCK, W. n'A., 20 Medical Policy Council, DOD, 795
Mayo Clinic, 62, 371, 384
Mayo Geineral Hospita, 695 Medical Research Council of Great Britain,McCloskey General Hospital, 677 80, 293, 371, 496, 581
McCLoRE, R. D., 266 Medical Section, Joint Logistic Command,
McFarlane, X-protein of, 359 731
McGill modification of De Gowin et al. solu- Medical Service Division, Office of Secretary

tion, 222 of Defense, 715-716
McGill solution, 224 Medical Supply, blood as item of, 479
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Medical Supply Board, Office of Chief Methylene blue in group B serum, 16
Surgeon, ETOUSA, 543-544 Methylene blue test for bilirubinuria, 423,

Medical supply channels: 426, 430, 441,442
distribution of blood through, 420-421, Metz, 520

479, 545-546, 574-575, 604, 338, 641 METZ, Maj. 11., 697
handling of blood through, in Korean MiDDLETON, Col. W. S., 475, 496, 524

War, 752-754, 757 MIignano, 40
Medical supply (depots, blood bank sections MIIH solution, 24, 219

of, in Korea, 728 MIII. See also Moscow Institute of Hema-
Medical supply platoons: 15th (Aviation), tology.

622 Military advantages of plasma, 48, 51, 57
Medical Supply Section, USASOS, SWPA, Military Air Transport Service, 741, 746

616 Military Air Transport Service Group,
Medicolegal aspects of collection of blood, Pacific Division, 739)

145 Military-civilian medical coordination after
Mediterranean theater, 37, 43, 48, 54-57, World War II--715-717

69, 193, 208, 258, 259, 310, 391, 457, Military donors with syphilis, 262-263, 503
459, 460, 461, 468, 476, 482, 484, 489, Military Medical Advisory Council, DOD,
500, 530, 564, 605, 624, 631, 633, 653, 717
658, 678, 684, 703, 706, 707 Military Medical Advisory Group, 1)OD, 721

development of concept of shock therapy Military personnel, mass grouping of, 233-
in, 48-49 236

development of shock therapy in, 37-38 Military requirements for refrigerators, 203-
incidence of serum hepatitis in, 676 204
lower nephron nephrosis in, 424-426, 666- Military significance of Rh factor, 246-248,

667 249
organization of transfusion service in, 48 Military testing of fraction II-362-363
reactions in, 659-660 Military Transport Services, 614
requirements for resuscitation in, 485 Military use-

Meetings. See Professional meetings. of bovine albumin,criteria for, 329-330
Meiji Park, 731 of frozen plasma, 271
MEILING, R. L., 716, 721, 725, 727 Milk route delivery in ETOUSA, 510
MgLENEY, F. L, 14 Milk run (flight) from United Kingdom to
Memorial Hospital, 74, 103 Continent, 534-535
Mendelian dominant, 246 Mills Industries, Inc., 206, 208
Meningocerebral adhesions, 363 Milne Bay, 587, 591
Mepacrine (quinacrine hydrochloride), 644 Milwaukee, 291
Mercurial preservatives, toxicity of, 283-286 M.inimum hemoglobin level for donors, 139,
Mercurials, addition of: 140, 158-160

to dried plasma, 351 Minimum requirements for dried plasma
to serum albumin, 351 (NIII), 142, 284, 287, 288, 290, 303

Merthiolate, 237, 307 Minimum standards for cooperating blood
addition, of- banks, 727

to bovine albumin, 334 Minimum titer against. A2 and B cells, 16
to dried plasma, 284 Minneapolis, 292
to liquid plasma, 14, 96, 283 Minor injuries, donors with, in World
to serum albumin, 352, 354 War 1-6

Mesentery, wounds of, 685-686 Misconception of-
Metabolic changes in shock, 36 handlin ofbe
Metabolic rate, effect. of hemoglobin solu- handling of blood before Korean War,

tions on, 361 720-721
Metabolism of red blood cells, 203 magnitude of total blood loss, 31
Methyl alcohol, 237 properties of plasma, 31, 47, 51. 55-56, 57,
Methyl Cellosolve, 278, 282 310, 482
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wounding effects on containing mem- Monobasic sodium phosphate, 222
branes, 31 MONAGHAN, J. F., 336

Misuse of transfusion, 649 Montefiore Hospital, 319
Mission to ZI concerning airlift to ETOUS.k, Montreal, 24

487-489 MOON, V. H., 32
Mitoses in embryonic cells after Periston MOORE, C. V., 159, 160, 726

therapy, 789 MOORE, Capt. F. R., 59
Mobile bleeding unit(s), 89, 110, 114-118, Moral restrictions on use of donated blood,

154, 159, 293 93-94
in ETOUSA, 501-502, 569 Morale:
in Japan in Korean War, 731 effect of donations on, 148, 155
in Marseille collecting center, 451 effect on, of provision of blood for casual-
in MTOUSA, 406-407 ties, 8

Mobile hospitals, refrigeration in, 397 "Moore Than Meets the Eye," 59
Mobile surgical units in ET()USA, 463, 476 MORGAN, Brig. Gen. H1. J., 680
Mobilization, transfusion activities in OTSG Morlaix, 520

during, 98 Morphine in shock, 32
Modification(s) of- Mortality rates:

aluminum refrigerator for airlift, 206 in Iwo Jima operation, 627
British bleeding bottles in North Africa, in Okinawa operation, 627

433 influence of whole blood on, 57, 395
DeGowin et al. preservative solution, 222 Mortars, 391
Ebert-Emerson transfusion set, 185-189 Moscow, 21, 24
equipment, 81 Moscow Institute of Hematology, 24, 219
expendable transfusion set, 554 Moss, W. L., 4
plasma equipment, 163 Motion pictures of blood bank activities in
plasma package, 166 MTOUSA, 413
Rous-Turner solution, 219-220 Motor mechanics, 454
Schulz technique of globin production, Motor torpedo boats, transportation in, 448

362-363 Motorcycles for field transfusion units, 543,
suggestions for, in plasma equipment, 177 550-551
techniques of drying plasma, 280 Mount Sinai Hospital, 1, 218, 319, 651, 652
transfusion sets, 488 Mountain fighting, airlift in, 420
tubing for plasma infusion, 171 Move to Continent-

Moisture content-- of 127th Station Hospital blood bank, 522
of dried plasma, 279, 296 of 152d Station Hospital blood bank, 546,
of fibrin film, 367 549-550

Molar acetyl tryptophan, 352 Movement, effect of, on blood pressure in
Molar glycine, 363 shock, 686-687
Molar mandelic acid, 352 Movements of forward distributing section,
Molar sodium chloride, addition of, to serum 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.),

albumin, 350, 352 449-450
Molar sodium phenylacetate, 350 Moving picture theaters, recruitment of
Molecular size of dextrins, 318 donors in, 120, 121, 125
Molecular weight of- MOYNIHAN, B., 5

dextran, 791 MTOUSA (Mediterranean Theater of Oper-
gelatin, 374 ations, U.S. Army). See Mediterranean
pectin, 378 theater.
Periston, 381 MUCKENFUSS, Col. R. S., 477, 480, 482, 497,
plasma, 52 498, 509, 511, 513, 546, 548
X-protein of McFarlane, 359 MUDD, S., 65, 277, 278, 336

Molecule of bovine albumin, despeciation of, Mueller nephelometer, 351
328, 334 MUETHEn, R. 0., 217, 230

MOLLISON, 1. L., 221, 230, 312, 315, 475 MUIRHEAD, Lt. E. E., 594, 595, 616
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Multiple depots in Korea, effect of, on Korean War, 720
reserv(e, 756 National Director, of--

Multiple donations, 119, 120, 158 ARC, 292
by professional male donors, 158 ARC Blood Donor Service, 92, 104, 105,
effect of, on hemoglobin, 158-160 106, 107, 294
estimates of in ETOUSA, 481 National emergency, blood-plasma needs in,
false positive serologic tests after, 725

262-263 National Formulary, 377
Multiple injections of- National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,

blood substitutes, 373 784
bovine albumin, 327, 328, 330, 331 National Guard, 85
serum albumin, 338, 339, 344 National Headquarters, ARC, 109, 118, 121,

Multiple injuries from high-velocity missiles, 127. 136
266, 616 National Institute(s) of IFealth, 61, 70, 81,

Multiple synchronous transfusions, 437. 635, 84, 104, 109, 118, 142, 165, 169, 173,
636, 689, 799 206, 261, 269, 279, 283, 284, 287, 288,

Multiple transfusions, 444 290, 294, 303, 304, 305, 345, 353, 354,
alkalinization during, 444 672, 673, 719, 725, 726, 727, 767, 776,
compatibility problems after, 695 779, 781
in Korean War, 748, 804 minimum requirements of, for dried
in Leyte operation, 617 plasma, 142, 284, 287, 290, 303
reactions due to, 660 National Library of Medicine, 786
Rh factor in, 246, 247, 248, 249 National Military Establishment, 715, 726,
risk of high-titer 0 blood in, 657 727
with plastic equipment, 758 National Naval Medical Center, 72, 258, 297

Mumps, 76, 362, 363 National Research Corp., 95

after donation, 345 National Research Council, 36, 50, 61, 73,
Munich crisis, 15 78, 79, 80, 81, 84, 103, 118, 172, 215, 267,

Munitions Board, 720 271, 293, 326, 371, 381, 460, 461, 464,
Murder, charge of, after fatal transfusion, 1 714, 721, 738, 767, 784, 786, 788, 795
MURRAY, R., 776 activities of, in post-World-War II period,
Muscle as matrix for thrombin, 365 724, 726
Muscle damage, role of, in lower nephron historical note on, 73

nephrosis, 667 in Korean War, 714
MYDANS, C., 59 organization of committees of, 73-75

Myocardial insufficiency: role of, in blood program, 49-54, 267
as cause of failure of resuscitation, 44 studies on shock by, 33-36
overloading of circulation in, 225 National Security Act of 1947-715, 716
serum albumin in, 702 National Security Resources Board

Myoglobinuria in lower nephron nephrosis, (NSRB), 715, 727
667 National Supervisory Group for ARC Blood

Donor Service. See Subcommittee on
Namur, 522, 523 Blood Substitutes.
Nancy, 452 Native globin, 362

Naples, 398, 401,406, 407, 413, 418, 424, 425, NATOUSA (North African Theater of Oper-
440, 442, 445, 446, 447, 448, 449, 451, ations, U.S. Army). See North African
452, 455, 500, 659 theater.

Naples blood bank, 42, 180, 396-445, 660 Naval Air Transport Service, 136, 214, 604,
Nasogastric suction, plasma infusion with, 607

697
National Academy of Sciences, 73 Naval base hospitals in SWPA, 631
National Advertising ('ouncil, 734 Naval Medical Research Institute, 258, 297

National Blood Program, 713, 735-738, 784 Naval Medical School, 143, 211, 269, 274,

National blood program, necessity for, before 298, 308, 344
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Naval Medical Supply Depot, Oakland, 740, in SWPA, 590, 594
741 Navy Department, 726

Naval personnel, donations from, in Navy-Marine operation on Iwo Jima, 622
MTOUSA, 422 Navy Medical Center, 669

Navy: Navy Medical Corps, 49
acceptance of plasma by, 52-53 Navy Medical Department, 33
construction battalions in, 628 Need for blood:
contracts for- for combat casualties, 461-462, 464

byproducts of plasma fractionation, increasing awareness of, in ETOUSA,
267, 347 474-484

fibrin foam, 365 Needles:
serum albumin, 111, 237, 267, 342, 351 difficulties with, 553-554

cooperation in invasion of southern for field transfusion units, shortages of, 544
France, 447 for plasma infusion, 168

distribution teams, for Operation for recipient sets, 436
OLYMPIC, 641 gage of, in plasma package, 165

E award emblem, 127 NEEFE, J. R., 679
educational program in serum albumin, Negroes, Rh factor in, 246

341 Nephelometers, 351
experience with ADC solution, 228 Nephelometry, 328, 332
information department of, 121 Nephritis:
insulated containers, 208, 211, 213-214 plasma in, 698

in Korean War, 763, 765 red blood cell transfusions in, 317
laboratories in, 292 Nephrosis, globin in, 783
liaison of- Nephrotic properties of dextran, 790-791

with Army, 78 Nephrotic syndrome, serum albumin in,
with commercial laboratories, 299 352, 354
with OTSG, 72-73 NESSET, N., 266

medical personnel: Neurosurgery:
on LST 464, donations from, 595 fibrin film in, 363-364, 367-368
use of, in bleeding centers, 109-111 fibrin foam in, 363-367

preference- New Britain, 591
for plasma, 50 New Caledonia, 385, 591, 594
for serum albumin, 340, 341, 699 New Delhi, 643

procurement of serum albumin from, in New Guinea, 582, 587, 590, 591, 597, 620, 630
Korean War, 782 donors on, 582-583

representation of, in Blood for Britain, 13 New Hebrides, 591
requirements, for- Newark, 239

dried plasma, 271, 289, 291, 293 Newfoundland, 212
Luzon operation, 620 NEwBousE., Capt. L. R., 53, 72, 73, 76, 81,
serum albumin, 341, 342, 344-345, 355 84, 101, 144, 159, 163, 166, 171, 175,

responsibility- 198, 209, 213, 228, 269, 271, 286, 296.
for Pacific airlift, 225, 599 299, 300, 340, 343, 351, 387, 468, 492,
in ARC Blood Donor Service 590, 591, 594, 599, 616, 636, 637, 670.

role of, in plasma program, 267 717
specifications for commercial serum al- Newton D. Baker General Hospital, 695

bumin, 344 New Orleans, 292, 355
surgery by personnel of, on LST's, 511 New South Wales Red Cross Blood Trans-
transfer by, of ownership of byproducts to fusion Service, 581-582

ARC, 83 See also Australian Blood Bank.
utilization by, of Pillemer serum, 241 New York Academy of Medicine, 219

Navy Air Forces, 608 New York ARC Blood Donor Center, 105
Navy-Army Coordination- New York Blood Transfusion Association,

in Leyte operation, 618, 619 13, 101, 158, 236, 283
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Ncw York Chapter, ARC, 15, 101 British experience in, 54, 55
New York City, 21, 104, 109, 110, 111, 119, British supply of blood for U.S. casualties

128, 204, 214, 218, .2?91, 305, 309, 310, ill, 55
312, 319, 387, 490, 452, 493, 494, 600, See also Mediterranean theater.
642, 719 Northern Ireland Base Section, ETOtUSA,

New York City Board of Medical Control, 13 525
New York City Cancer Institute, 377 Norway, airlift to, from Great Britain, 19
New York City Department of Health, 144 Notification of military donors with syphilis,
New York City experience with red blood 262-263

cell transfusions, 113-118, 317 Nottingham, 473
New York State Journal of Medicine, 275 Noumna, 591, 595
Newspaper releases, 121 Novgorod, 219
Nice, 573 Novocain, 149, 191
NICHOLSON, Lt. (jg.) G. E., 614 NRC. See National Research Council.
Nielson Airfield, 622 NucK, 1
NIH. See National Institute(s) of Health. Nurses:
Nitrogen losses: administration of blood by, 198

globin in, 783 in ARC blood donor centers, 109, 111, 120,
in lower nephron nephrosis, 769 145, 149
in shock, 380 in ARC mobile bleeding units, 116

Nitrogen, packaging of plasma in, 168, 169, in ETOUSA Blood Bank, 499-501
172 Nutrient factor, effect of, on stored red

Nitrogen retention- blood cells, 663
in incompatibility reactions, 654 Nutrition:
in lower nephron nephrosis, 666, 667 effect of gelatin on, 663

Noemfoor Island, 595, 620 failure of, as indication for transfusion, 2
NOGUCin, H., 276 of red blood cells in ACD solution, 226
Nomenclature of- Nutritional deficiencies, postoperative trans-

blood groups, 4 fusions for, 691
blood substitutes, 55, 371 Nutritional edema:
serum albumin, 343 plasma infusions in, 570
serum hepatitis, 674 serum albumin in, 354
shock, 31-33, 37 Nutritional problems in Korean War, 795-
Special Representative to the Surgeon 796

General on Blood and Plasma Trans-
fusions, 98 Oakland, 221, 292, 600, 603, 606, 610, 739,

Nominal labeling of plasma, 128 742
Nonexpendable equipment in unit hospital Obstetric service, Rh testing on, 248, 249

system, 397 Obstetric shock:
Nonfasting donors, 650 plasma in, 266, 336
Nonhemorrhagic shock, plasma in, 617 serum in, 266, 336
Nonpolar anions, 360 Occupational restrictions in blood donors, 140
Nonprofit blood banks in operation before OCD. See Office of Civilian Defense.

Korean War, 719 O'CONNOR, B., 599-600
Nonprotein nitrogen of blood in shock, 38 Odd bloods:
Norfolk State Prison Colony, 331, 332 in ETOUSA blood bank, 503, 567
Normandy, 55, 520, 537, 549 losses from, 567

British supply of blood for U.S. casualties Offensives:
in, 55

landings, 119, 136, 171, 699 estimated need for blood in, 442
North African theater, 35, 37, 55, 57, 94, relation of need for blood in, 439

177, 192, 194, 244, 394, 395, 421, 430, Offers of plasma from other countries, 95
432, 435, 443, 448, 462, 480, 482, 532, Office buildings, recruitment booths in, 125
552, 556, 675 Office of Adjutant General, 526
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(Health and Medical), 715 Operation OLYMPIC, 638, 639-641

Office of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 528, 660, Operation OVERLORD, 480, 482, 509-513
669 reactions (luring, 651

Office of Civilian Defense, 76, 79, 81, 91-93, Operation TIGER, 509
128, 171, 276 timing of, in relation to resuscitation, 36,

Office of Defense Mobilization, 733, 735, 737, 39, 40
783, 784, 795 transfusion during, 36

Office of Medical Services, DOD, 716 in World War 1-7
Office of Scientific Research and Develop- traumatic effect of, 31

ment, 334, 335 whole blood in preparation for, 57, 177
Office of Secretary of Defense, 715, 716, 717, Operational factors in airlift to Pacific, 606-

725, 734 612
Office of Surgeon, Communications Zone Operational responsibility for blood program

Forward, ETOUSA, 541 in Korean War, 720-723
Office of Surgeon, First U.S. Army, 553 Operational structure of ETOUSA Blood
Office of Surgeon, Luzon Base Section, 673 Bank, 501-507
Office of Surgeon, NATOUSA, 401 Operation(s) of-
Office of The Surgeon General, 48, 54, 55, 61, ARC mobile bleeding units, 118

62, 64, 71, 82, 85, 94, 97, 129, 177, 192, blood bank in Japan in Korean War, 727-
194, 205, 208, 209, 213, 215, 224, 233, 729
234, 245, 269, 291, 293, 294, 298, 304, C, nentsa .. !ood Bank, 516-522
319, 391, 395, 492-493, 551-552, 604, E' ýA Blood Bank, 550-551
641, 671, 680 o.. ng Normandy invasion, 512-513

blood program in, 67, 73 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.),
Office of War Information, 121 446-447
Office space in ARC blood donor centers, 113 Operations Division, Office of Chief Surgeon,
Ohio State University, College of Medicine, ETOUSA, 497, 498, 499, 500, 527

158 Operations Officer, Blood Plasma Branch,
OHLER, Maj. W. R., 8, 31, 384 Surgery Service, OTSG, 492
Okinawa, 603, 606, 615, 622, 638 Operations Section, Office of Chief Surgeon,
Okinawa operation, 615, 622, 629, 631, 632, ETOUSA. 527

638, 639, 640 OPPENHEIMER, F., 275, 278, 279
Oligemia: Optimum dilution factor of ACD solution,

as cause of failure of resuscitation, 44 226
quantitative relation, of: Ordnance, cooperation of, in move of

degree of, to hypotension, 43 ETOUSA Blood Bank to Continent, 515
to blood volume deficit, 43 Organic heart disease, overloading of cir-

Oligemic shock, 658 culation in, 225
Oliguria: Organization of-

after transfusion with group 0 blood, 424 ARC Blood Donor Service, 103-106
in incompatible reactions, 654 blood program in OTSG, 67
in lower nephron nephrosis, 658 Blood Research Branch, Army Medical
limitation of fluids in, 796 School, 61-62

OLIPHANT, J. W., 776 blood supply from ZI for ETOUSA, 476-
Omaha Beach, 515, 518, 558 477
On-the-hoof bleeding in ETOUSA, 466, 478, British Army Transfusion Service, 16-18

481-482, 547 ETOUSA Blood Bank, 496-498
Oozing after multiple transfusions, 804 eTOUa Bloon, 496-498
Open collection system, 193, 462 medical division, Department of Defense,

reactions caused by, 649 post-World-War II period, 715-717
Operation COBRA, 520 National Research Council, 73

inadequacy of plasma in preparation for, 56 New South Wales Transfusion Service,
of blood plane in MTOUSA, 418-420 581-582
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Organization of-Continued Outdoor advertising space, contributions of,
127th Station Hospital Blood Bank, 513- 121

514 Output of Armed Forces blood banks, before
Pacific airlift, 599 Korean War, 719
6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Prov.), Overhydration in chest wounds, 635

445-456 Overloading of circulation, 127, 198, 444, 804
6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Prov.), Oversea preparation of intravenous fluids.,

404-406 282
Soviet Union blood program, 21-22 Oversea stocks of dried plasma, 1945-311
whole blood supply for ZI hospitals, 97 Oversea transfusion program:

Orley Field, 496 initial activities for, in ZI, 461-464
Oro Bay, 587, 591, 597 logistics of, 465, 466-467
Orthotoluidine reactions. 671 Overseas Branch, Supply Division, Office of
Osaka, 727 Surgeon General, 213, 531
Osmotic activity of plasma proteins, 31 Overwater operations, provision of blood
Osmotic effects of- for, 397, 399

bovine albumin, 326 Owi, 591
crystalloid solutions, 371 Ownership-
serum albumin, 339 of donated blood, 92, 300

Osmotic fragility of preserved blood, 222 and its components, 82-84
Osmotic fragility test, 229 of surplus plasma, 311
Osmotic function of plasma proteins, 266, Oxalate-centrifugation technique of hema-

336-337 tocrit determination, 43
Osmotic pressure of- Oxidized cotton, 380

aldobionic acid, 379 Oxygen capacity technique for hemoglobin
blood substitutes, 372 determination, 254
gelatin, 373, 374, 376 Oxygen-carrying corpuscles, need for, in
gum acacia, 384 shock therapy, 31
oxidized cotton, 380 Oxygen-carrying properties:
pectin, 378 lack of, in gelatin, 787
Periston, 381 lack of, in plasma, 35
physiologic salt solution, 383 of red blood cells, 8, 52
serum albumin, 336-337, 349 of whole blood, 54-55. 391, 416

Osmotic resistance of red blood cells. 229 Oxygen deficiency-
OTSG. See Office of The Surgeon General. in secondary anemia, 56
(rrTENBERG, R., 1, 4 in shock, 384
Outdated blood: Oxygen therapy, training in, 442

effect of. in exsanguination, 229 Oxypolygelatin, 726. 786-787
hemolysis caused by, 650
in ETOUSA, 554-555, 567 Pacific areas, 81, 169, 171, 208, 214, 227,
in MTOUSA, 441, 442 254, 258, 262, 391, 425, 581-641, 653
losses from: airlift to, 213-214, 262, 599-615

in ETOUSA. 572 donors in, 595-598
in Okinawa operation, 627, 639 staff visits to, 590--595
in SWPA, 632-633 training of transfusion teams in, 78

procmsing of, into plasma, 473. 474 use of reserve stocks of dried plasma in,
reactions to, 633, 657, 668 93
salvage of, 511 Pacific coast, establishment of unsupervised
successful use of, in France, 1940-229 blood banks on, 91
use of, in SWPA, 514 Packaging of-

Outdated plasma: anticoagulant solution with glass beads,
before Korean War, 772 185
losses from, 307 blood in Spanish Civil War, 11

Outdated serum albumin in Korean War, 7S2 dried plasma for ZI hospitals, 176-177
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fibrin foam, 366 in ETOUSA, 473, 482-483, 528, 530
field transfusion units in ETOUSA, 544 in MTOUSA, 423-424
plasma, 50, 52, 75, 163-177, 636 in ZI, 695
serum albumin, 75, 198 PEACOCK, W. C., 230

Pack-drawn mountain troops, serum al- Pearl Harbor, 34, 53, 111, 119, 136, 168, 213,
bumin for, 347 289, 338, 339, 582, 591,594,607, 610, 694

Pain, relief of, in shock, 56 experience with serum albumin at, 338-339
Palawan Task Force, 634 Pectin, 65, 76, 375, 377-379
Panel on Plasma Volume Expanders, NRC, 789 criteria of, for military use, 378
Panel on Preservation of Whole Blood and experimental studies on, 377-379

Red Cells, NRC, 771 properties of, 378
Paper cups for ARC blood donor centers, yield of, from citrus fruit, 378

172, 295 Peleliu, 607
Parachute delivery, 538 PELOSI, Lt. Col. J. J., 492

in Luzon operation, 622 Penalty clause in plasma contracts, 302, 304
in Okinawa operation, 623 PENFOLD, W. J., 651
of penicillin, 534 Penicillin:

Parachute drops- airlift of, with blood from United Kingdom
for testing in SWPA, 613 to Continent, 534, 546
of insulated containers in Pacific airlift, handling of, by blood bank detachments.

214,610 512
Paradoxical respiration, 688 in SWPA, 591
Paraffin-tube technique of transfusion, 10 introduction of, in MTOUSA, 443
Paralytic poliomyelitis, gamma globulin in local administration of, with dried plasma,

prophylaxis of, 783-784 698
Paraplegics: local use of-

compatibility difficulties in, 695 with fibrin film, 367
plasma for bedsores in, 697 with fibrin foam, 364-365

Parenteral fluids, inclusion of, in trans- transportation of, by blood plane in
fusion service, 53 MTOUSA, 419

Paris, 24, 58, 210, 211, 212, 214, 215, 247, Penicillin-transfusion therapy in MTOUSA,
452, 496, 511, 515, 516, 517, 522, 523, 703-705
535, 549, 558, 573, 665 Peninsular Base Section, MTOUSA, 401

Paris Blood Bank. See Continental Blood 404, 423, 445, 446
Bank; ETOUSA Blood Bank. Penrose drains, 308

Parke, Davis and Co., 173, 175, 289, 292, 312 Pentagon, 110
PARKER, Col. R. L., 515 Peptic ulcer complicated by transmitted
PARSONS, E., 29, 32 malaria, 597
PARSONS, Maj. W. B., 586 Peptone, 218, 312
Passive transfer of sensitivity, 650-651 PEPYS, S., 1
Patent rights, infringement of, 290 Peripheral nerve suture, fibrin film in, 368
PATERSON, J. H., 230 Peripheral vessels in shock, 32
Pathogenesis of- Periston, 380-381, 726, 776, 787-790

incompatibility reactions, 655 cancellation of contracts for, 795
lower nephron nephrosis, 665-666 special studies on, 789-790
posttransfusion kidney, 655 stockpiling of, in Korean War, 789, 790

Pathologic process in incompatibility reac- Peritoneal contamination in shock, 40, 688
tions, 654-655 Peritonitis:

Patrol craft, escort (rescue) (PCE(R))'s, 622 P s:
Patrol torpedo boats, transportation in, 448
PAUL, J. R., 679 serum albumin in, 354

PAULING, L.. 362 PERRY, M. C., 219
Payment of donors- PERRY, Col. W. L., 496, 497, 541, 542

at Marseille bleeding center, 453 Personal equation in blood grouping, 242-244
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Personnel: of transfusion teams in Spanish Civil War,
augmentation of, in ETOUSA Blood 11

Bank, 500 of ZI centers supplying-
conservation of, in blood program, 195 ETOUSA airlift, 490-491, 492-493
deferment of, 343 Pacific airlift, 599
for direct transfusion, 4 role of, in pyrogenic reactions, 651-652
for Kimpton-Brown transfusion technique, shortages of, in SWPA, 591

5 training of, in SWPA, 608
for Luzon operation, 619, 620 Personnel Branch, OTSG, 492
for Okinawa operation, 623 Personnel Division, Office of Chief Surgeon,
for oversea transfusion service, 185, 463- ETOUSA, 487

464 Personnel I)ivision, OTSG, 599, 606
for production of equipment, 78 Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, 329, 364,
in advance depots of ETOUSA Blood 365, 770

Bank, 505-506 PETTERS, Col. F. H., 582, 586
in ARC blood donor centers, 145, 148, 492 PEYTON, Col. R. E., 527
in ARC Blood Donor Service, 103, 104-106 PFEIFFER, D. C., 278, 280
in bleeding centers in Japan in Korean P fibrin film, 367

War, 730 pH for plasma fractionation, 359
in blood banks overseas, 78-79, 195, 467 pH of-
in blood program before Korean War, 717 ACD solution, 228, 229
in plasma program, 267 Alsever's solution, 228
in SWPA, 590, 604 blood collected by ion-exchange technique,
of blood bank unit in Japan in Korean 770-771

War, 728 blood preserved in ACD solution, 226, 228
of British bleeding teams, 17 Periston, 381
of British field transfusion units, 17 reconstituted plasma, 286-287
of collecting teams overseas, 467 resuspended red blood cells, 315
of Continental blood bank, 516-517 Phagocytosis-
of Division of Surgical Physiology, Army of free iron pigment, 229

Medical School, 62-63 of Periston, 788
of ETOUSA Blood Bank, 498, 499-501, PHALEN, Col. J. A., 101

509 Pharmaceutical firms, representation of, in
training of, 501 Blood for Britain, 13
transfer out of, 501 Pharmacia, 790, 791, 794

of field transfusion units, 543 PHEMISTER, D. B., 32
of 15th Medical General Laboratory Blood Phenol as plasma additive, 283

Bank, 401-404 Phenylmercuric borate, 96, 285
of General Board, ETOUSA, 574 Phenylmercuric nitrate, 96, 285
of LST 464-593, 595 Philadelphia, 102, 292, 310, 600
of Madrid Blood Transfusion Institute, 12 Philippine Island Civil Affairs Unit, 622
of mobile bleeding units, ARC, 116-118 Philippines, 595, 604, 606, 607, 616, 629,
of 127th Station Hospital Blood Bank, 630, 671

514, 522 PHILLIPs, Lt. R. A., 253
of oversea distributing teams, 467 Phosphorus retention in lower nephron
of processing laboratory, Travis AFB, 741 nephrosis, 667
of shock wards, 709-710 Photoelectric colorimeters, 159
of 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Prov.), Physical disabilities, personnel with, in

445-446 bleeding centers, 110
of 6713th Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.), Physical examination:

407-411 in resuscitation, 687-688
of Supply I)ivision, Office of Chief Sur- of donors, 423

geon, ETOUSA, 546 traumatic effect of, 31
of transfusion service in SWPA, 605-606 Physical reasons for rejection of donors, 120
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Physicochemieal studies of pect in, 378 by hypodermoclysis, 698
Physiologic functions, depletion of, in shock, during first aid, 687-688

32 in resuscitation, 690
Physiologic salt solution, 383, 391, 461 advantages of, 35, 48, 51, 57, 157

addition of gelatin to, 376, 377 after closure of colostomy, 705
commercial procurement of, 382 alleged toxicity of, 79
effects of, 34 allergic reactions to, 65k,

in hemorrhage, 8, 35 between World Wars, 266-267
in shock, 8, 34 biochemical similarity of, to serum, 268

in World War H1-7, 9 clotting of, 285
properties of, 52 coagulation of, on recalcification, 270

Physiologic studies in field, 79-80 collections of blood for, 61, 102-104, 109
Physiology of blood, 2 in Blood for Britain, 13-15
PICAELS, E. G., 275, 279 in Korean War, 767-769
Pigment excretion in incompatibility reac- commercial production of:

tions, 655 before Korean War, 717
Pigment nephropathy- in Korean War, 734

in battle casualties, 655 comparison of, with gelatin, 376
in crushing injuries, 696 components of, 270, 273, 336, 361

Pigmented casts in incompatibility reac- contracts for, 267, 301, 304, 310
tions, 654 convenience of transportation of, 35

PILLENmER, Lt. L., 237, 239, 241 ý rossmatching of, 266, 269
Pillemer technique of blood grouping, 237 dating period of, 270
Pilot run on Pacific airlift, 602 definition of, 267-268
Pilot studies on bovine albumin, 325 demonstration packages of, 87-91
PINCOFFS, Col. M. C., 583, 584 disposition of surplus of, 310-311,714-725
Pisa, 406, 418, 442 dosage of, 172, 175, 697-698
Pitressin therapy in shock, 34 double-processing of, 165
Pittsburgh, 292 early concepts of, 310, 392, 438, 584. 706
Pittsburgh Blood Donor Center, 110 early discussion of, by NRC, 50-51
Placental blood, 23, 24-25 early preference for, in ZI hospitals, 695
Plane crash, loss of blood in, 567 early provision of, in ETOUSA, 469-470
PLANK, Maj. Gen. E. G., 521 effects of, 34-35
Planning Branch, Operations Division, Office emergency use of, for Allied casualties, 93-

of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 483 94
Planning for- equipment for-

airlift to Continent from United Kingdom, administration of, 163-177
531-535 commercial production of, 293-295

airlift to ETOUSA from ZI, 490-491 reconstitution of, 52
donors in ETOUSA, 478, 524-525 estimates of requirements for, before
ETOUSA Blood Bank, 496-498 Korean War, 773
Leyte operation, 616-617 evaluation of, in NATOITSA, 5.5--57
local supplies of blood in SWPA, 5S2-586 experimental studies on, 51, 268
Operation O V ER LO RD1), 509-513 fibrinogen content of, 268
wartime activities, cooperating agencies in, field studies of, 80

727 filters for administration of, 169-171, 287-
Plans and Operations D)ivision, Office of 288

Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 511, 547 filtration of, 19
PLANTIER, Lt. J. A., 521 flocculation of, 286
Plasma, 336, 457, 464, 468, 488, 600 for Allied nations, 93-95

adequacy of, 480 for Free French, 94
for resuscitation, 465 fractionation of, 237, 261, 336, 343, 372,

administration of- 590
before evacuation, 698 from lower animals, 50
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Plasma-Continued maintenance (restoration) of circulation
group-specific and unpooled, 22 by, 21
grouping of, 269 manual oil, 76
gum acacia as replacement for, 8 military advantages of, 48, 51, 57
hemoglobin content of, 300 misconception of properties of, 31, 47, 51,

after airlift, 803 55-56, 57, 465, 482
after storage, 805 Navy preference for, 50

hemoglobin, determination of, 805 NIH minimum requirements for, 142, 284,
historical note on, 265-267 287, 288, 290, 303
in battalion aid stations, 57-59 nominal labeling of, 128
in burns, 35, 55, 617 parachute delivery of in Luzon operation,
in crushing injuries, 35, 55, 267 622
in decompression sickness, 698 processing of:
in experimental shock, 266 from Chinese donors, 645
in German blood program, 22 from excess blood in Pacific airlift, 602
in heat dehydration, 55 from outdated blood, 473, 474, 567. 590
in hematopneic shock, 56 procurement of:
in hypuproteinemia, 635 before Korean War, 773
in incompatibility reactions, 654, 656 in Korean War, 773-776
in intravascular hemolysis of recipient production of:

cells, 656-657 before Korean War, 719
in Leyte operation, 617, 618 in Korean War, 774-776
in Luzon operation, 622 protein concentration in burns, 697
in obstetric shock, 336 protein content, 52, 296-297, 430
in resuscitation, 175, 684 damage of, from ultraviolet radiation,

in Korean War, 803 779
in shock, 13, 34, 268 determination of, 43, 626, 710

in North Africa, 392, 393 effect of gelatin on, 377
in Sicily, 396 elevation of, with serum albumin, 362
in SWPA, 616, 634, 635, 6:36-637 estimate of, by copper sulfate technique,

in World War 1-265 253, 254, 255
indications for, 696-697 flocculation of, 274

in Korean War, 796 fractionation of, 81, 359
investigation of, in Pacific, 590 in shock, 38, 40
lack of oxygen-carrying properties in, 35 osmotic activity of, 31
legal as-ects of transfer of, to OCD, 92-93 osmotic function of, 266, 336-337
legal obstacles to use of, for Free French, regeneration of, after donations, 159

94 sensitization to, 651
legal problems of commercial production status of, after ultraviolet sterilization,

of, 71, 81-85 776
limitations of, 48, 55-57, 391, 443, 461- provision of-

464, 467, 476, 686-687 for Chinese in CBI, 645-646
dosage of, 284-285 for ZI hospitals, 95-96
for preoperative preparation, 56 quantitative relation of administration of,

literature of, 65 to degree of shock, 39, 267
local use of, in burns, 590 quantitative use of, on Continent, 556-566
logistics of, 269 rate of administration of, in burns, 697-698
loss of-

as cause of shock, 30, 33, 286 rationale of-
during infusion, 43-44 early use of, 47
in processing laboratories, 300-301 initial acceptance of, 52-53
in relation to red blood cell loss, 43-44 selection of, for Armed Forces, 268-270
stability of, 165 use of, in shock, 57, 266-267
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reactions to (complications of), 50, 52, 79, versus serum albumin, 35
258, 259, 269, 298, 566, 668-674 versus whole blood, 51, 55-59

in civilian hospitals, 669 war reserves of, 720
in ETOUSA, 669-671 yield of, 268, 285-286, 299-300, 303, 304,
in SWPA, 669, 671-674 782

reconstitution of, 50, 88, 698 gamma globulin from, 363
refreezing of, 273 globin from, 362
refrigeration of, 50 See also Liquid plasma; Dried plasma, Con-
release of, to Office of Civilian Defense, centrated plasma, etc.

83-84, 91-93 Plasma-blood ratio:
replacement of, in experimental hemor- estimates of, 461-462

rhage, 265 before Korean War, 719
reprocessing of, before Korean War, 772, in ETOUSA, 482, 487, 556-557

773 in forward hospitals in ETOUSA, 566
reserves, allocation of, in Korean War, Plasma-blood replacement therapy in Spanish

775-776 Civil War, 11-12
reserves in Korean War, 733, 737 Plasma bottles, rubber stoppers for, 169
retentior of, in bloodstream, 44 Plasma-casualty ratio in ETOUSA, 556-557
return of, from overseas, 310 Plasma expanders, 371, 723
role of, in shock therapy, 31 in Korean War, 71M, 714, 783, 785-796
seepage of, in shock, 254 limitations of, 714
shipment of, in Blood for Britain, 14 literature of, 785-786
stockpile inventory of, before Korean War, war reserve of, 720

717 See also Blood substitutes.
stockpiling of, 50 Plasma fraction(s), 359-368

before Korean War, 718, 772-773 components of, 359-360
in Korean War, 775-776 conservation of blood by use of, 361

storage of, 51, 273 sensitivity to, 361
s3 .ithesis of, 371 storage of, 359
technique of administration of, 698 See also Byproducts; special fractions.
temporary storage of, in frozen state, 271 Plasma Fractionation Laboratory, Depart-
testing of, 296-298 ment of Physical Chemistry, Harvard
thawing of frozen red blood cells in, 771 Medical School, 343
toxicity of preservatives in, 354 Plasma fractionation program in Korean
training in field use of, 87 War, 782-785
trr.ining in reconstitution of, 91, 413 Plasma fractionation studies:
transmission of serum hepatitis by, 510, continuation of, after World War 11-714

674-680 techniques of, 348, 359
in Korean War, 713, 775, 776-782, 795 use of discarded bloods for, in Korean War,

transmission of virus infections by, 726 747
transportability of, 48, 51 Plasma infusions:
transportation of, by blood plane in anemia due to, 43, 658

MTOUSA, 419 equipment for, 168
ultraviolet sterilization of, 776, 778-779, hemolytic reactions to, 259

781-782 incidence of serum hepatitis after, in
use of: Korean War, 778

at Pearl Harbor, 582 individualization of, 697
at Tarawa, 9 rate of, 165
for Allied casualties, 528 Plasma package, 50, 52, 75, 128, 163-177,
in ETO USA, 486, 566 636, 698
in forward hospitals, 21, 180 breakage of, 175

value of: components of, 166-168, 169-172
in Pacific fighting, 582 development of, 165-168
in protein depletion, 569-570 increase in size of, 172-175
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Plasma package--Continued Polycythemia-
labels for, 167, 168, 169 after excessive transfusion, 804
testing of, 168-169 after multiple transfusions, 805
tin cans for, 172, 175 Polyvinyl alcohol polymers, 788
tubing for, 171 Polyvinyl esters, 788
use of, overseas for transfusion, 184-185 Polyvinylpyrrolidone. See Periston.

Plasma potassium, 803-804 Pompeii, 454
content of aging blood, 555 Pooled plasma, 140, 276, 306, 363

Plasma-processing facilities in Korean War, contamination of, 288
774-775 controlled heating of, 779-780

Plasma program, 265-319, 491 crossmatching of, 266
accounting practices in, 300-305 effect of multiple infusions of, 663
after World War 11-772 fragility of recipient cells after infusions
equipment for, 293-295 of, 657
in Korean War, 713, 772-782 grouping of, 266
losses in, 305-310 isohemagglutinins in, 51, 258
priorities for, 293-294 nurnher of bloods in, 306, 674, 781
properties of, 48, 51, 52-53, 266, 391, 466 relation of, to serum hepatitis, 674
prophylactic administration of, 392 risk of multiple infusions of, 664
termination of- suggested use of red blood cells in, 319

after World War 11-714 Pooling of donor bloods in Australian Bluod
in Korean War, 780-782 Bank, 581

Plasma protein concentration in burns, 697 Pooling technique of collection in SWPA, 589
Plasma substitutes not derived from human Poor-risk casualties, transfusion in, in

blood, 371 World War 1-7
Plasma supply in CBI, 642 POPPER, H., 379
Plasma therapy, 696-698 Port Moresby, 587
Plasma volume: Port of Embarkation (PEMBARK), 494-

decrease of, in burns, 697 495, 536, 540
determination of, 43 Portable kit for copper sulfate test, 253
effect of dextran on, 792 Portable refrigerators for ARC mobile
effect of gelatin on, 787 bleeding units, 115
effect of serum albumin on, 354-355 Portable surgical hospitals in SWPA, 534,
increase of, in lower nephron nephrosis, 667 621

Plasmin, 359 Portland, England, 509
Plasminogen, 359 Portland, Oreg., 292, 600
Plasmodia, destruction of, in refrigerated Positive pressure technique-

blood, 589-590, 595 of plasma administration, 697
Plasmodium knowlesi, 143 of transfusion, 553
Plasmodium, life of, in transfused blood, Positive serology:

143-144 in SWPA, 596
PLAss, E. D., 50, 51, 52, 74, 219, 220, 471 losses from, 304, 504
Plastic bags, packaging of dextran in, 795 in ETOUSA, 567, 568, 572
Plastic equipment, 758-760 in MTOUSA, 441

criteria for, 758 Postdonation anemias in female donors,
Plastics, replacement of rubber by, 78 158-160
Platelets after storage, 805 Post mortem findings-
Pneumothorax in shock, 688 after dextran therapy, 791, 793, 794
Po Valley offensive, 408, 420 after Periston therapy, 789
Policies: in incompatibility reactions, 654

evolution of, in MTOUSA, 391-392 in lower nephron nephrosis, 658, 666
of ARC mobile bleeding units, 118 in plasma reactions, 672

Poliomyelitis, 363 in reactions from contaminated blood, 665
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Postoperative plasma infusions, 691-692 development of, 221-228
Postoperative transfusions, 691-692 effect of, on red blood cell survival, 260-

in World War 1-7 261
Postpartal hemorrhage: for airlift to ETOUSA, 208

as indication for transfusion, 1 in Korean War, 766-769
autotransfusion in, 23 in MTOUSA, 437

Postpartal transfusion with red blood cell in 1941-268
residua, 314 in SWPA, 606, 611-612

Posttransfusion kidney, 655 isotonicity of, with blood serum, 218
Postural measures in prevention of shock, 34 testing of, at Army Medical School, 224-
Post-World-War II interim, 714-717 225
Potassium chloride in MIH solution, 24 tests of, 229
Potassium content- Preserved blood, 50, 52

of blood, effect of ion exchange resins on, dating periods for, 220, 222, 224
770 definition of, 217

of preserved blood, 222 hemoglobin levels of, 229
Potassium level after storage, 805 in German program, 22
Potassium salts, addition of, to serum albu- rate of hemolysis in, 217

mrin, 349 reactions to, in German Army, 22
Potency of rabbit grouping sera, 233, 234 recommendations to Armed Forces on
Potential contamination of blood, 151 use of, 221
Practice runs in commercial production of storage of, 222, 463

serum albumin, 343, 344 studies on, 217-220
Precautions against sabotage, 129, 295 survival of red blood cells in, 217
Precautions necessary with group-specific transfusion with, in World War 1-5-6

blood, 503, 650 Pressure-bulb collection technique, 193
Precipitation of fibrin, 224, 273 Pressure-bulb transfusion technique, 193, 194

Precipitation tests of bovine albumin, 328 Pressure gravity transfusion technique, 635,
Precipitin tests of serum albumin, 326 636
Precombat preparations for transfusion in Pressure transfusion techniques, 693

World War 1-8 Prestwick, 209, 212, 488, 489, 493-494, 527,
Prefabricated huts for base collection sec- 536, 540, 541, 554, 560

tions in MTOUSA, 431 Preventive Medicine Division, Office of
Pregnancy: Chief Surgeon, ETOU3A, 245

Rh factor in, 246, 249 Preventive Medicine Division, Office of
transiusion with red blood cell residua in, Surgeon General, 235, 680

313 Prewar studies on bovine albumin, 325-326
Pregnant donors, rejection of, 139 Principles of-
Preoperative preparation, 461-462 ARC Blood Donor Service, 103

See also Resuscitation. National Blood Program, 735-738
Preparation of donor sets in MTOUSA, 407 replacement therapy in Korean War,

Preparation of equipment in ETOUSA Blood 796-801
Bank, 502-503 resuscitation, 683-684

Presbyterian Hospital, 104, 312 Priorities:
Preservation of blood, techniques of, 85 for airlift-
Preservative(s): from United Kingdom to Continent,

in liquid plasma, 96
in serum albumin, 353, 354

toxicity of, in blood substitutes, 354 in SWPA, 591

Preservative solutions, 50, 51, 52, 179, 217- to ETOUSA, 495, 546

230, 461, 468, 726 for allocation of blood in National Blood

containing dextrose, 203 Program, 738
criteria of, 217, 221, 222 for changeover to large plasma package,
definition of, 217 173-175
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Priorities-Continued Production-
for equipment for ARC blood donor facilities for plasma:

centers, 294-295 after D-day, 484-485
for plasma program, 293-294 dismantling of, 772
for surgery, determination of, on shock of blood substitutes, 372

wards, 710 of dextran, 790, 791
in SWPA, 604, 608 of plasma at Army Medical School, 65
in transportation in ETOUSA, 479, 496, of serum albumin, 361

545-546 Production capacity for gamma globulin in
in wartime, 713 Korean War, 783-784
of critical materials, 206 Production capacity of ETOUSA Blood
of transfusion teams for SWPA, 606 Bank, 560-561

Priorities Division, War Production Board, Production techniques, role of, in plasma
294 reactions, 670

Prisoner-of-war donors- Products of plasma fractionation, 590
in ETOUSA, 530 Professional donors, 94, 158
in MTOUSA. 422 handling of blood from, 421, 575, 638,

Prisoners, donations from, 407 639, 752-754
Processing laboratories: Professional meetings-

distribution of donations to, 291-293 Albumin and By-Products Group, NRC-
serologic testing at, 261-262 10 May 1943-240

Processing of blood- 28 July 1943-84
for Korean airlift, 743-745 17 Nov. 1943-365
for Pacific airlift, 599, 600, 603 Albumin Testing Group. NRC-
in ETOUSA, 476, 477 22 Mar. 1943-300, 333

Processing of blood substitutes, 77 Allied Conference on Shock and Transfu-
Processing of dried plasma, 275-276 sion-

Soviet experience with, 95 May 1945-20
Processing of liquid plasma at Army Medical American Medical Association-

School, 65 June 1942-156
Processing of plasma: American Society of Refrigerating Engi-

criteria of, 95 neers-
in closed systfim, 266 7 Dec. 1943-203, 273
in small laboratories, 312 Armed Forces Medical Policy Council,

Processing of serum albumin, 76 DOD-
Processing section of ETOUSA Blood Bank, 17 Mar. 1952-775

502-503 28 Apr. 1952-775
Procurement Division, American Red Cross, 16 May 1952-775

294
Procurement of- Blood and Plasma Conference, NRC-

blood- 24 Mar. 1943-299
for airlift to ETOUSA, 477, 490, 491- Blood Procurement Conference-

492, 494 14 Feb. 1942-91
for Pacific airlift, 599-602 Committee on Blood and Blood Deriva-
for serum albumin program, 340, 343, tives, NRC-

355 3 Dec. 1949--725, 726, 790
in Seventh U.S. Army, 445 Committee on Medical Research, OSRD-
problems of, 718 7 July 1942-329

demonstration plasma p ckages, 89-91
donors in Korean War, 733-734 25 Mar. 1943-334

donors in Soviet Union, 21 Committee on Transfusions, NRC-

equipment for blood donor program, 70 31 May 1940-49-51, 101, 220, 269,
equipment for plasma program, 293-294 325, 326, 371, 468, 706
plasma in Korean War, 773-776 24 July 1940--51
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Conference for Revision of Army Manual Conference on Epidemiology of Polio-
on Blood Grouping, NRC- myelitis, NRC-

24 June 1943-248-249, 252-253 14 Feb. 1953-884
Conference of Albumin and By-Products Conference on Fat Emulsions for Intra-

Group, NRC- venous Therapy, NRC-
28 July 1943-354, 362, 376, 381 24 May 1951-795
14 Dec. 1943-354, 376, 763 19 Mar. 1953-795

Conference of Blood Donor Service Conference on Fibrinolysis, 769
officials- Conference on general problems of Blood

15-16 Dec. 1943-119, 125, 127 Donor Service, ARC-
18-19 Jan. 1944-118-119, 125, 127 19-20 Jan. 1943-119

Conference on airlift of blood to Conference on Globin, NRC-
ETOUSA- 21 Apr. 1944-362

15 Aug. 1944-209-210 Conference on Immune Globulins, NRC-
Conference on Albumin, NRC- 8 Feb. 1953-362

5 Jan. 1942-339-340, 342, 352, 694 Conference on Pectin, NRC-
11 Feb. 1942-340 24 Feb. 1943-377
22 Mar. 1943-345 Conference on Plasma Fractionation,
19 July 1943-352-353 NRC-

Conference on Albumin and By-Products, 14 Mar. 1945-361
NRC- Conference on Preparation of Normal

15 Apr. 1942-342 Human Plasma-
26 May 1942-340 5-6 June 1942-198, 343
10 May 1943-83 Conference on Preserved Blood-

Conference on Albumin Testing, NRC- 25 May 1943-221-222, 229
19 Oct. 1942-198, 331, 332, 343 Conference on Production of Normal

Conference on Blood Group Specific Sub- Human Serum Albumin and Its By-
stances A & B, NRC- Products, NRC-

19 Mar. 1945--260 19 July 1943-353
Conference on Blood Grouping, NRC- Conference on Radioactive Dextran,

23 Mar. 1943-53, 82, 238, 239-240, NRC-
242, 248, 249 29 Aug. 1951-792-793

24 June 1943-248 Conference on Resuspended Blood Cells,
Conference on Blood Preservation, NRC-

NRC- 18 May 1945-260
19 Jan. 1945--110, 210, 213, 226 Conference on Shock and Transfusion,
8 Feb. 1945-226-227 ETOUSA-
2 Dec. 1949-769-770 25 May 1945--15-16, 656

Conference on Blood Preservation and Conference on Technical Operations of
Red Cell Resuspension, NRC- Blood Donor Service, ARC-

6 Dec. 1945-229, 248 7 June 1942-I118
Conference on Blood Transfusion Equip- Conference on Transfusion Equipment

ment, OTSG- and Procedure, NRC-
6 Dec. 1943-194-195 25 Aug. 1942-76, 85, 184, 221, 238

Conference on Bovine Albumin, NRC- Conference on Uses of Gamma Globulin,

16 July 1942-328, 330 NRC-5 Aug. 1952--783
Conference on Derivatives of Plasma Atg ageni7s-

Fractionation, NRC---oeatn gece-
FraOcti o NRC--76 11-12 July 1950-727

28 Oct. 1953--776 First Conference on Gelatin, NRC-

Conference on Differential Agglutination 10 Nov. 1942-372-374
of Erythrocytes, NRC- First Conference on Shock, NRC-

17 Sept. 1952-769 21 June 1941-33
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Professional meetings-Continued 23 June 1942- 81-82, 91, 143, 242, 329,
Fourth ('ongress of Ukrainian Surgeons, 343, 694

1930-24 20 Oct. 1942-53, 79, 221, 332, 372, 373,
Malaria Conference, 144 379, 674
Panel on Preservation of Whole Blood and 10 Nov. 1942-374, 380

Red Cells, NRC- 15 Dec. 1942-53, 173, 261, 333
28 Mar. 1951-771 24 Feb. 1943-674

Research Society of American Red ('ross 9 Apr. 1943-80, 180, 184, 345, 382, 468
in France- 13 May 1943-54, 240-241, 345-346,

22-23 Nov. 1919-9-10 362, 364, 372, 381
Second ('onference on Blood Storage, 28 July 1943-241

NRC- 10 Aug. 1943-222, 241, 249
2 Mar. 1944-223-224 24 Sept. 1943-53, 80, 222, 224, 241,

Second Conference on Gelatin, NRC- 381,468
23 Feb. 1943-374-375 17 Nov. 1943--222-223, 241, 362, 375

Second Conference on Shock- 5 Jan. 1944-159, 223, 376
1 Dec. 1943-34-35, 258 3 Mar. 1944-224, 225-226, 362, 376

Soci6t6 Nationale de Chirurgie, Paris, 21 Apr. 1944-362, 376
1932-24 2 June 1944-140, 226, 251, 335, 699

Southern Surgical Association, December 13 July 1944-142, 144
1944-55 16 Mar. 1945--313, 352, 362, 381

Special Conference on Albumin, NRC, 18 May 1945--260, 263
9 July 1942-343 Subcommittee on Shock, NRC-

Subcommittee for Standardization of 1 Dec. 1943-253
Dispensing Equipment, NRC- 14 Oct. 1950-786, 791

8 May 1941-337 11 Dec. 1950-782, 794
Subcommittee on Albumin and By- 30 Jan. 1951-792

Products, NRC- 14 Nov. 1951-714
22 Jan. 1943-237, 349, 362, 364 13 Feb. 1952-793

Subcommittee on Blood and Blood Deriva- 1 Oct. 1952-793
tives, NRC- 9 Dec. 1952-802

3 Apr. 1951-783 Subcommittee on Sterilization of Blood
Subcommittee on Blood Procurement, and Plasma-

NRC- 8 Oct. 1952-781
18 Aug. 1951-104 4 Feb. 1953-781-782

Subcommittee on Blood Substitutes, Symposium on Blood Preservation,
NRC- NRC-

31 May 1940-79-81 2 Dec. 1949-758, 771
30 Nov. 1940-52, 80, 101, 270, 283, Symposium on Structure and Cellular

325, 336-337 Dynamics of Red Blood Cells, NRC-
19 Apr. 1941-37, 52-53, 85, 163, 165, 11-12 June 1953-169

169, 177, 269, 270-271, 290, 327, Third Conference on Blood Storage,
329 NRC-

8 May 1941-163, 275, 279, 329 30 Aug. 1944-224, 226
23 May 1941-165, 236, 275, 283, 291, Third Conference on Gelatin, NRC-

306, 337, 698 4 Sept. 1943-375
18 July 1941-165-166, 236, 239, 269, Professional personnel:

271,275, 341 in ETOUSA, indoctrination of, 459-460
18 Aug. 1941-104, 139, 203 of forward distributing centers, 409
19 Sept. 1941-283, 338 operation of ARC blood donor centers by,
3 Nov. 1941-53, 284, 378 76, 109. 110
10 Mar. 1942-143, 329, 342, 373 Professional responsibility for airlift to
12 May 1942-143, 242, 340, 669, 674 ETOUSA, 492-493
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Professional Services Division, Office of infectious hepatitis, 359, 363
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 476, 497, 524, influenza, 363
529, 546, 547, 557 lower nephron nephrosis, 667

Office of Surgeon General, 61, 192 measles, 359, 362-363
Professional supervision- mumps, 363

of blood program in ETOUSA, 547 paralytic poliomyelitis, 783-784
of dried plasma program, 102 poliomyelitis, 363

Progress report(s)- pyrogenic reactions, 653
of ETOUSA Blood Bank, 508-509 reactions, 650
of hospital blood banks in ETOUSA, scarlatina, 363

473-474 serum hepatitis, 363, 679
Prohibition of shipment of transfusion shock, 33-34, 36

equipment overseas, 435 Proposal-
Projects for Continental Operations for standardization of British transfusion

(PROCO), 541, 542 equipment, 179
(PROCO III), 543 for use of supply channels for distribution

Promotional material- of blood, 420-421
for ARC Blood Donor Service, 121 Prostration after donations, 158
for group recruitment of donors, 126 Protein chemists, 325, 336

through labor unions, 125 Protein component of fibrin film, 367
Promotions in ETOUSA Blood Bank, 498 Protein concentration of rabbit typing sera,
Properties of-- 236

blood, 718, 719-720 Protein content of plasma, 52
blood substitutes, 372-373 Protein deficits, postoperative transfusion
blood used in Korea, 806 for, 691
bovine albumin, 326, 327, 328 Protein depletion, plasma in, 697
colloid solutions, 52 Protein determinations, 618
corn syrup, 317-318 Protein Foundation, 359
crystalloid solutions, 371 Protein losses, amino acids in, 380
dextran, 790-791 Protein supplement, use of globin as, in
dried plasma, 271, 279-280 Korean War, 783
fibrin foam, 364, 367 Proteinuria-
frozen plasma, 273 in incompatibility reactions, 654
gelatin, 373-374, 376, 377 in lower nephron nephrosis, 667
gum acacia, 384 Prothrombin, 270, 273, 286, 287, 362, 363,
isinglass. 379 770
oxidized cotton, 380 content of plasma, 702
Pectin, 378 in fraction 111-2-359
Periston, 381 PROUnDFIT, Capt. W. S., 451
plasma, 48, 51, 52-53, 55-57, 266, 391 Provision-
rabbit grouping sera, 236 for intravenous fluids in MTOUSA, 398
serum, 336 for transfusion in North Africa, 394
serum albumin, 337, 340, 341, 344, 345, of blood-

352, 353, 699 by unit hospital system, 396-399
Prophylactic administration of plasma, 392 for Office of Civilian Defense, 91-93
Prophylactic transfusion, 460, 690 for oversea hospitals, 393

in Luzon operation, 635 for ZI hospitals, 97
Prophylactic use of physiologic salt solution in forward areas, 35

in shock, 35 of plasma for Office of Civilian Defense,
Prophylaxis of- 91-93

early shock, 34 of professional personnel for ARC blood
experimental shock by plasma, 266 donor centers, 70
hemolytic reactions, 657 Provo, 783
infections in wounds of extremities, 705 Proximal tubules, necrosis of, 655
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PRYOR, Lt. R. E., 533, 535 Pusan, 728, 752
Pseudoagglutination after gelatin injections, PUTNAM, T., 364

375 Pyrogen-free blood, 195
Pseudoglobulins, 237, 243 Pyrogen tests-
Psychic factors in postdonation reactions, on intravenous solutions, 384-385

157 on serum albumin, 345
Psychic stimuli in shock, 32 Pyrogenic reactions, 193, 219, 429, 461, 552,
Psychrophilic contamination, 659 572, 612, 651-652, 656, 660, 661-663
Public Information Office, General Head- causes of, 179, 651-653

quarters, in Korean War, 730 differential diagnosis of, 653
Public Information Office, Joint Logistic due to hemolysis, 663

Command, in Korean War, 730 due to lax preparation of transfusion sets,
Public Information Service, ARC, 121 660
Public Law 196, 77th Congress, 30 July in ETOUSA, 652-653, 660

1941-423 resemblance of, to Rh-incompatibility, 246
Publicity- role of distilled water in, 382, 651

for ARC Blood Donor Service, 107, 110, to bovine albumin, 330, 335
111, 119, 120, 129 to plasma, 669, 670, 672-673

for ARC mobile bleeding units, 118 with plastic equipment, 758
in early campaigns for donors, 121 Pyrogenicity of fat emulsions, 796

Publicity kits, 121 Pyrogens:
on inauguration of Pacific airlift, 602-603 in fractionation of plasma, 343

Puerperal hemorrhage, transfusion for, I in gelatin, 375, 376
Puerto Rico, 143 in intravenous solutions, 385
PULASKI, Lt. Col. E. J., 792 in oxidized cotton, 380
Pulmonary damage- in pooled plasma, 672-673

as cause of failure of resuscitation, 44 in production of-
as contraindication to replacement ther- blood substitutes, 372

apy, 34 gelatin, 373
Pulmonary edema- serum albumin, 344, 348

after plasma infusions, 570 sensitivity to, after multiple transfusions,
after serum albumin administration, 702 804
after transfusion, 20-21, 225
in chest wounds, 706 Qualifications of transfusion officer, 472
in lower nephron nephrosis, 667 Quantitative administration of plasma, 697-
in plasma reactions, 667 698
in shock, 42 Quantitative blood replacement, 690-691
risk of, with multiple transfusions, 437 criteria for, 559

Pulmonary irritation, as contraindication to Quantitative errors in transfusion in North
transfusion, 34 Africa, 393

Pulse: Quantitative factor in incompatibility reac-
effect of plasma on, 298, 698 tions, 650, 654

in incompatibility reactions, 654 Quantitative relation of-
in plasma reactions, 670, 672 blood loss and shock, 8-9
in reactions from contaminated blood, 665 blood pressure to degree of shock, 39
in shock, 559, 684 plasma administration to degree of shock,
of donors, 139, 145 39

Pulse pressure, effect of hemoglobin solu- replacement therapy to degree of shock, 39
tions on, 361 transfusion to degree of shock, 34, 39. 635

Purchasing and Contracting Office, New transfusion to hemorrhage, 559
York Army Medical Depot, 301 Quantitative replacement therapy, 20

Pure Food and Drug Administration, 375 Quantitative use of blood-
Purpose of mass blood grouping, 234 ii, MTOUSA, 437-438
Purpuric reactions to bovine albumin, 335 on Continent, 556-566
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Qhuantitative use of plasma, 267 of enlisted personnel at ARC bleeding
on Continent, 556-566 centers, 111

Quart an malaria, 144 Ratio of-
Quartermaster Corps, 463 blood to casualties, 180, 460
Quartermaster Re'frigerator Co., 621 before Korean War, 719
Queries about blood program, 128 in ETOUSA, 482, 485-486, 487, 509,
Questionnain- 561, 565-566, 568, 574

in plasma package. 16S in evacuation hospitals in ETOUSA, 556
to donors, 155-156 in Korean War, 729, 752, 756

Quinine, 423 in Luzon operation. 620
Quiotas in ARC Blood l)onor Service, 120 in Middle East, 480

in MTOUSA, 398
Rabbit grouping sera. 236-237, 239 in Okinawa operation, 631

for mass military use-, 233, 236-237 in Operation OLYMPIC, 640
Rabbit thermal test of serum albumin, 3- I. in SW1PA, 615, 630, 633-634

345 blood to plasma, 461-463
Rabies, 140, 142 blood-plasma-casualty requirements before
Race of donors. 139 Korean War, 773
Radio notification of arrival of blood on plasma to casualties in ETOUSA, 556-557

Luzon, 621 replacement fluids to each other in British
Radio publicity. 120 Eighth Army, 461-462

in ETOUSA, 573 transfusion sets to combat casualties, 544
Radio requests for blood from Australia, Rationale of-

586-587 acceptance of plasma, 52-53
Radioactive cell-tagging Technique, 217, concentrated plasma, 275

221-222, 227, 229, 260, 430 flying unrefrigerated blood to ETOUSA,
Radioactive studies on Periston, 789 209-211
Radioautographs after Periston therapy, 790 initial acceptance of plasma, 52-53
Rail transportation ii- plasma in shock, 266-267

Japan in Korean War, 729, 742, 744 plasma replacement, 57, 265
ZI, 204-205 in burns, 697

Railway Brotherhoods, 125 selection of-
Railway Express Agency, Inc., 204-206, 603, plasma, 268-270

726, 744 serum albumin, 336, 339-340
RANE, L., 288 separate intravenous therapy service in
Rangers, 447 Armed Forces, 76-79
RANKIN, Brig. Gen. F. W., 64, 69, 80, 211, whole blood replacement, 57, 177-179

213, 464, 465, 467, 468, 489, 490, 492, RAVDIN, Brig. Gen. I. S., 338, 339, 385, 716,
493, 579, 599, 680 786, 792, 794

RAPPAPORT, Maj. E. M., 679 Reaction(s), 50, 52, 77, 179, 429, 464, 469,
Rate of- 569, 649-680

blood flow in shock, 30 after donations, 145, 153-158
hemolysis: causes of, 649-650

effect of temperature on, 203 confusion of, with preexisting conditions,
in stored blood, 218 649

plasma infusion, 96, 165 differential diagnosis of, 649
red blood cell survival in preserved blood, due to-

217 allergy, 650-651
rejection of commercial plasma, 296 contamination, 650
transfusion, 4, 12, 21, 22, 34, 36, 194, 198, failure of refrigeration, 650

553, 636, 690, 799 grouping errors, 650
Ratings- hemolysis, 650, 664

in ETOUSA Blood Bank, 498 improper cleaning of recipient sets, 444

717-409--64-.....59
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Reaction(s) -Continued to plasma fractions, 361
due to-Continued to preserved blood in German Army, 22

improper cleaning of tubing, 434 to red blood cell transfusions, 312, 316
incompatibility, 186, 650 to serum, 336
pyrogens, 193, 219, 650 to serum albumin, 338, 339, 344, 345
reuse of equipment, 461 to transfusion-
Rh factor, 260 in World War I-6, 9
Rh factor, after multiple transfusions, with ACD solution, 612

246, 247, 248, 249 with Alsever's solution, 225
Rh incompatibility, 246, 249 with DeGowin et al. solution, 200

erroneous concepts of, 657-659 with incompatible blood, 186
in ETOUSA, 657-659, 660-665 with modified Rous-Turner solution, 224
in evacuation hospitals in ETOUSA, 670 with red cells from unrefrigerated blood,
in Filipinos, 668 210
in general hospitals, 572 with unrefrigerated blood, 210
in Korean War, 756, 804, 806 See also Complications; Sequelae of
in MTOUSA, 659-660 donations.
in Okinawa operation, 627 Reactivation of World War II Subcommittee
in SWPA, 635, 783 on Blood Substitutes, NRC, 724-725
incidence of, 650 Rear hospitals, Rh testing in, 248

at Mount Sinai Hospital, 651-652 REARDON, Lt. 11. 11., 485, 521
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 652, Recalcification-

696 of contaminated plasma, 302, 303
in ETOUSA, 247, 660-661, 664-665 of plasma, 270
with properly cleaned equipment, 652 Reception rooms in ARC blood donor

nonrecognition of, 649 centers, 113
prophylaxis of, 650 Recipient, passive transfer of sensitivity
of tissues to fibrin film (foam), 365, 367- to, 140

368 Recipient blood, survival of red blood cells in,
role of distilled water in, 651 220
routitine investigation of, 649-650 Recipient celis:
to blood airlifted to- hemolysis of, 663

ETOUSA, 661-663 intravascular hemolysis of, 65.3
SWPA, 213 replacement of, by transfused cells, 805

to bovine albumin, 325, 327, 330-332, 335 Recipient sets, 508
to cadaveric blood, 24 delivery of, to FECO)M, 765
to contaminated blood, 665 for airlift to ETOUSA, 491, 492
to dextran, 791, 792, 793 initial shortages of, 494-495
to fraction 11-362 for Luzon operation, 620
to gelatin injections, 375, 386 improvisation of, in MTOUSA, 423-434
to globin in Korean War, 783 in plasma package, 171
to group-specific blood after massive in SWPA, 593

group-O transfusions, 805 preparation of, in MTOUSA, 659-660
to gum acacia-salt solution, 10 return of, from Continent, 551
to hemoglobin solutions, 361 shortages of:
to high-titer group 0 blood, 424-426, 696 in ETOUSA, 483
to high-titer plasma, 259 in MTOUSA, 440, 694
to homologous serum, 266 space for, in shipping containers, 761
to intravenous solutions, 385, 387, 558 Recipient susceptibility, 653-654
to liquid plasma, 96 Recipient urine, bovine albumin in, 327
to outdated blood, 633 Recognition of donations, 127-128
to placental blood, 25 Recommendation(s):
to plasma, 50, 52, 79, 258, 259, 269, 298, for ACD) solution for airlift to ETOUSA,

566, 636, 668-680 226
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for addition of: for oversea airlift, 222-223. 476
A and B substances to blood, 260 for oversea transfusion service to The
glucose to stored blood, 222 Surgeon Greneral, 46*2-464. 46.5-467

for adiditionlal personnel for blood baniks, for plasmia. 75, 76, 26S, 269), 3:37, 474, 629
454 fromt erologgically positive blood, 744

for additional refrigerator truck equip- for preservatjve solutions iii NTOUS.X,
ment for blood banks, 454 444

for additives to serumi albumin, 352 for professional sup~ervision of dlistribution
for administration of blood program in teams, 628

OTSG, 91 for provision of blood:
for advance blood baniks in ETOUSA, 510 for plasmna programn by AR1C. 101
for airlift, to-- in NITOUSA by unit hospitali s vsteln,

ETOUSA, 209ý-210. 212-21:3, 466-467, 39S
481, 4S6-4S7, 490-491 for purchase of plasma by Armed Forves,

oversea theaters, 46.5 2910
for blood( banik facilities, 431 for record-keeping on ETOUSA airlift. 212

in Japan it, Korean~ War, 756-757 for rep~rocessing of outdated plasma before
for blood dlonors withi malaria. 144 Koreanx War, 773
for blood for combat casualties, 53, 461- for shock teamns in amphibiouts operations,

464, 465-466. 467, 46S-469 629
for blood sup1ply in --- for standardization-

Central Pacific, 594 of field refrigerators. 208
South Pacific. 594 of 1)lwsma eqluip~ment, 165
SW PA, 591-595 for stockpiling of-

for central laboratory in NIT( USA, 398 plasmna before Korean War, 773
for change to serumi albumin in Korean transfusion equipment beforv Korean

WVar, 781 War, 77:3
for commercial p~rocurement-- for studiies on--

of intravenous fluids, 382-383 blood suLkstitut('s, 75
of serumi albtunin, 340 humian seruim albumin, 75

for dlistribution center afloat in Okinawa infectious hepatitis, 3.52
ope-ration, 62,` for suvyof needs for blood( in ETOUSA.

for distribution of ZI b)100( by ET()USA 466
Blood Bank, 486 for syphilitic (donors. 143

for (double tran.Aftsion unuits, 40S-409 for Table of Organization for Army blood(
for facilities for transfusion overseas, 393 baniks, 446
for field inves-tigations, NR(C, 79-80 for tempe~rature for tran-sportation. 226
for group-specific transfusions after grouip for termination of lplasmia programn in

0 tranisfusions, 805 Koreani War. 784
for handling of blood in SW PA. 604-6057 for testing of serum albumin, 344
for hemoglobin level of donors, 1.59-160 for training in plasmia and transfusion,
for indloct rinat ion of amphibious task force 85-91

p~ersonn~el. 62S for transfusion overseas with improvised
for intraxvenous therapy service iii Armued equlipment. 180-185)

Forces, 53. 76-79) for transfusion service in Korean WVar.
for limitation of use,( of plasmna in Korean 756-757

War, 7N 1 for treatment of shock by transfusion. 35
for location of SWIPA bWood banik, 591-594 for tiniversal use of grouip 0 blood. 53, 54
for modlification of Chrysler refrigerator, for use of- -

206 preserved blood, 221
for operation of blood bailk on [ST 464-- sermn albumin, 3:37, 3:3!-340

594-595 storedl blood. 53
for organizat ion of transfusion unit, of civilian commnit tees. in ixost-W~orld-W~ar

NATOUSA. 401 It period,. 715-7 17
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Recommendation(s)-Continued Red blood cell formation, inhibition of, after
of General Board, ETOUSA, 574 wounding, 805
of Subcommittee oil Blood Substitutes, Red blood cell residua, 312-319

NRC, to ARC, 76 clinical experiences with, 313, 314-319
of Task Group on blood program before dating period of, 318-319

Korean War, 719-721 distribution of, 313-314
oil ownership of byproducts, S•3-84 historical note on, 312
to Secretary of Defense on blood in Koreaiv in Blood for Britain, 312

War, 726 regulations for lise of, 313
Reconstitution of plasma, 34, 50, 88, 91, 165, technique of collection of, 313-314

69S Red blood cells:
Record-keeping: effect of-

in ETOUSA Blood Bank, 501, 504 oxidized cotton on, 380
in processing laboratory, Travis AFB, 7- 1f transportation on, 220-221
in ZI, 455 from unrefrigerated blood, 210
on shock wards, 710 in Korean War, 785

Record section, ETOUSA Blood Bank, 501, loss of, in relation to plasma loss, 43-44
504 metabdolism of, 203

Recording of blood groups on identification nutrition of, in ACD solution, 226
tags, 233, 235, 238, 242, 244, 429, 444 of recipient:

Records- effect of serum albumin on, 336
in ARC blood donor centers, 145, 152-153 effect on, of blood from dangerous uni-
in forward hospitals, 455 versal donor, 804
of ARC Blood Donor Service, 70, 103 oxygen-carrying properties of, 8, 31, 52,
of plasma infusions, 676-677 54-55
of reactions, discrepancies in, 649 p)reparation of globin from discards of, in
of transfusions- Korean War, 783

ait Walter Reed General Hospital, 696 preservation of, in Korean War, 769
in Spanish Civil War, 11 proposed airlift of, to ETOUSA, 490, 493,
with red blood cell residua, 313 494
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British experience in, 37 hemorrhage as cause of, 7, 8-.), 31-32, 33,
burns as cause of, 32 38, 41-44, 444
capillary permeability in, 36 historical note on, 29)
cardiac function in, 11, 30 impairnient of renal function in, 555
chronology of, 31-32 in burns, 697
classification of, 39, 689 in dysentery in CBI, 642-643
clostridial myositis as cause of, 38, 39 it incompatibility reactions, 654
concepts of, 29-33, 37-38, 41-42, 684-686 in lower nephron nephrosis, 666-667

in World War 1-7, 8-9, 31-32 in malaria in CBI, 642-643
controlled laboratory studies in, 31 in plasnma reactions, 670
decrease of- in reactions from contaminated blood, 665

blood volume flow in, 32 in SWPA, 616
carrdiac output in, 30-32 incidence of, 77
peripheral circulatory blood volume as increase of capillary permeability as cause

cause of, 32 of, 30
venous return as cause of, 30, 32 increase of hemoconcentration in, 32

deloition of, 31-33, 37-39 ineffectiveness of gelatin in, 787
degree of, 39, 559 infection as cause of, 34
depletion of physiologic functions in, 32 initial concepts of, 30-33
determination- intra-arterial transfusion in, 799-S01

of blood volume in, 31 lethality of, 56, 665-666
of hemoglobin in, 31 literature of, 65

dextran in, 792 loss of-
different iation of, from- circulating blood volume asu cause of, 29,

hemorrhage, 12, 29, 51 30, 33, 36, 37, 40, 54
incompatibility reaction, 655-656 local fluid as cause of, 29, 36

early concept of prophylaxis of, 706 plasma as cause of, 30
early diagnosis of, 252 management of, in forward hospitals, 268
early discussions of, by NIC, 50-51 metabolic changes in, 36
effect of- morphine in, 32

glucose solution in, 34 nomenclature of, 31-33, 37
physiologic salt solution in, 8, 34, 383 oliguria in, 424

empirical use of citrated blood in, 31 on operating table, 443
estimates of blood needed in, 480-481 overtransfusion in, 804
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pectin in, 379 tissue anoxia in, 36
peritoneal contamination, as cause of, 39 tissue asphyxia in, 30
peritonitis, as cause of, 38 tone of peripheral vessels in, 32
plasma in, 13, 31, 34, 266-267, 268, 297, toxemic theory of, 29, 30

298, 480, 617 transfusion as basic component of therapy
in North Africa, 392-393 of, 41-42, 472

plasma protein concentration in, 40 transfusion with cadaveric blood in, 24
pleural contamination as cause of, 31) use of aging blood in, in ETOUSA, 555
postural measures in prewvntion of, 34 vasoconstriction in, 32, 194
prophylaxis of, 33-34, 36 vasodilatation in, 32
psychic stimuli in, 32 visceral damage in, 36, 41-42
pulmonary edema in, 42 wounds, as cause of, 32
quantitative relation of: wounds of central nervous system, as

to amount of hemorrhage, 31, 41, 42, cause of, 32
685-686 Shock centers, in World War 1 -8

transfusion to degree of, 39 Shock Committee, in Worlh War 1-29
rate of transfusion in, 22 Shock position, 32
recommendation(s)- Shock Reports, NRC, 33-36

for studies of blood substitutes in, 75 Shock (resuscitation) wards, 683
of plasma for treatment of, 268-269 reactions on, 707-710

recurrence of, after resuscitation, 56 Shock teams, 668, 706-707
reduction of- in ETOUSA, 463, 472

rate of blood flow in, 30 in North Africa, 393
volume flow of blood in, 30 in Okinawa operation, 625, 626-627

relation of cardiac output to degree of, 36 in SWPA, 668
renal effect of hemoglobineniia in, 657 SHOOK, Col. C. F., 67, 175, 204, 294
replacement therapy in, 34 Short collections, losses due to, it Kretii
replacement therapy, in prevention of, 34 War, 747, 750
resemblance of severe malnutrition to, 570 Shortage(s) of-
Ringer's solution in, 8 anti-Rh serum, 249-251
salt-poor serum albumin in, 352 autoclaves, 462
serum albumin for, 34, 270, 325, 335, 336, Baxter bottles in ETOUSA, 193

354, 355, 360, 702 blood-
serum for, 34, 262, 261 ' 8 after D-Day, 460, 486-487, 561
skeletal trauma as cause of, 35 in ETOUSA, rumors concerning, 552
-odium bicarbonate in, 384 in North Africa, 438

sodium glycerol polysuccinate in, 380 centrifuges, 293, 294, 342
sources of blood for management of, 476- for serum albumin program, 343

477 in CBI, 642
sl)ecial stutdies on, 38-44 Church containers, 204-205
splinting in prevention of, 34 components of improvised transfusion set,
status of vasomotor center in, 30 193
studies on blood substitutes for, in World distilled water--

War 1--371 in MTOUSA, 453
studies on, in World War 1-29) in North Africa, 434
theories of: donors, 11-120

between World Wars, 29-30 equipment-
in World War 1--29thp Wof, 3, 50-5, 6for ARC blood donor centers, 294-295t h e ra p y '% o f, 3 2 , 5 0 - 5 1 , 6 8 3 - 7 1 0f o p l s a r d u t n , 2 , 2 9
by British methods, 471 for plasma production, 21)0, 21
imitial errors in, 21) for serum albumin program, 343
need for oxygen-carrying corpuscles in, in ETOUSA Blood Bank, 508-509

31 in SWPA, 591, 598-591)
timing of therapy of, 36 oversavs, 462
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Shortage(s) of-Continued Smallpox vaccination, false positive serology
items for field transfusion units in after, 262

ETOUSA, 544, 545 Smears, examination of, for Plasmodia in-
laboratory supplies for Pacific airlift, 603 ETOUSA, 462, 463, 466
latex, 171 MTOUSA, 399, 411, 423, 442, 453
nItrses- SWPA, 595, 596, 660

for bleeding centers, 109 SMITH, DEW., 311
in general hospitals in ETOUSA, 501 SMITH, Capt. L. D)., 41

paper for publication of experimental SNYDER, Col. H. E., 23, 393, 395, 424, 425,
studies, 79 437, 438, 690

personnel, 206 Sodium bicarbonate, 384
for plasma production, 290, 291 Sodium butyrate, 352
in ARC bleeding centers, 408-409 Sodium chloride:
in SWPA, 591 addition of:
in 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit to plasma, 285-286, 287

(Ovhd.), 446 to serum albumin, 349-352
professional personnel for bleeding centers, in Alsever's solution, 222

109-110 in MIH solution, 24
recipient sets in- Sodium chloride concentration in rabbit

ETOUSA, 483 sera, 237
first ETOUSA shipments, 494-495 Sodium chloride solution, intra-arterial in-
MTOUSA, 440, 694 fusion with, 796

shipping space, 180, 465-466 Sodium citrate, 180, 186, 193, 491
specialist personnel in ETOUSA Blood anticoagulant properties of, 217

Bank, 499 as plasma additive, 285
stainless steel filters, 170-171 attribution of reactions to, 651

stills, 462 effect of-
technical per!onnel overseas, 462 on hemolysis, 218
tin for plasma package, 172 on red blood cell survival, 261
transfusion equipment, in- in ACI) solution, 227

ETOUSA, 469 in Alsever's solution, 222
North Africa, 432-434, 438 in filtration of plasma, 287

vehicles, for deliveries in MTOUSA, 420 in McGill solution, 222
Shuttle delivery on Continent, 535-536 in MIH solution, 24
Sicily, 57, 395-396, 422, 556 loss of, in bleeding bottles, 309

invasion of, 395, 396 shortages of-
Siegfried Line, 557 in ETOUSA, 189, 545
Signal Corps Photographic Center, 413 in North Africa, 393
Silicon-coating of collecting bottles, 727 special studies on, 218-219
SIMEONE, Col. F. A., 41 toxicity of, 142
SIMMON•S, Brig. Gen. J. S., 680 Sodium citrate solution in Baxter bottles, 437
Sinusitis in donors, 142 Sodium citrate technique of transfusion, 4
Sioux City, 783 in World War 1-6, 9, 10
Skeletal trauma, transfusion in, 35 Sodium glycerol polysuccinate, 380
Skin testing with bovine albumin, 329-330 Sodium hydroxide in McGill solution, 222
Sklifosovsky Institute, 24 Sodium mandelate, 350, 351
Slide agglutinin titrations ini MTOUSA, 442 Sodium oxalate, 218
Slide technique- Sodium-r-lactate, 444

of grouping, 243-211 Sodium sulfathiazole, addition of, to blood
of mass grouping, 237, 238, 240 in SWPA, 589-590

Slightly wounded casualties, donations from, SOFIELD, Col. 11. A., 624
396 Soft glass, 385

"Slough preservative," 221 Soft-tissue wounds in shock, 688
Sludging, 791 SOKOLOw, N. I., 266
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SOLANDT, 1). Y., 266 Spacing of donations, 139
SOLOC (Southern Line of Conmmunications). in Soviet Union, 21
Solubility of- in Spanish Civil War, 12

bovine albumin, 326 in World War 1--9
commercial plasma, 279, 296-297 Spacing of transfusions, 318
lyophilized serum, 336 Spanish Civil War, 11-12, 15, 47
serum albumin, 340 Special Conference on Albumin, NRC, 343

Soluble cellulose, 365 Special emergency treatment group, 500
Solution for joint collection of whole blood Special Representative on Blood and Plasma

and blood for plasmna, 767-769 Transfusions, OTSG, 53, 54, 63, 67, 69,
Soluvac giving set, 581, 587 95, 294, 459-460, 492, 558, 603, 641, 673
SOP. See Standing Operating Procedure. Special studies:
SOS (Services of Supply). A and B substances, 260
SOS, function of, in transportation from Accuracy of blood grouping, 242-244

United Kingdom to Continent, 531 ACI) solution, 226-227, 229), 767-769
SOS advance blood banks in ETOUSA, addition of Mert hiolate to serum albumin,

505-506 352-353
SOS troops, donations from: Alsever's solution, 224-225

in ETOUSA, 477, 47S, 479, 4-S1, 482-483, asymptomatic donors, 679
487, 496, 525, 529 blood clotting, 309-310

on Continent, 516 blood compatibility, 569
SOS type advance depots of ETOUSA Blood blood loss in severe wounds, 557

Bank, 498 blood preservatives, 229-230
Sources- blood substitutes in World War 1-371

of donations in World War 1-6, 9 bovine albumin, 325-326, 327-32S
of pectin, 377-378 versus human albumin, 335

South America, 95 clinical use of liquid and dried plasma,
South Pacific Area, 591 297-298

recommendlations for blood supply in, 594 D)eGowin's solution, 220
Southamnpton, 515, 518, 549 dried plasma, 65, 101-102
Southern Base Section, ETOUSA, 499, 509, effects of high-titer 0 blood on incompat-

524-525, 526, 530 ible recipients, 696
Southern France, 417, 442, 445, 446, 447, 449, fibrin film, 367

450, 451, 516, 552 fibrin foam, 364-:365
Southern Line of Communications, 450 field studies in Korean War, 802-806
Southern Surgical Association, 55 field test of dextran in Korean War, 793-
Southmead llospital, 471, 472 794
Southwest Pacific Area, 467, 591 filtration of serum albumin, 353

complaints about intravenous fluids in, 3, gelatin, 65, 373-374, 375-377
385 German management of battle casualties,

plasma reactions in, 671-674 22-23
reactions in, 668 globin, 65, 361-362
request for visit of inspection to, 467-468 group 0 blood, 65, 110

Southwestern Pennsylvania Chapter, ARC, gum acacia, 384
102, 269 hemoglobin solutions, :361

Soviet Union, 21, 24, 95 hematologic response to tranisfusion in
blood program in, 21-22 Korean War, 805
experiences of, in production of dried hemorrhage, 265

plasma, 95 intra-arterial transfusion, 796, 799
medical sanitary battalion, 22 ion exchange resins, 774-771
regimental medical aid station, 22 isinglass, 379

Space, allotment of. for airlift from United keeping properties of blood, 19
Kingdom to Continent, 531 laboratory studies in shock, 31
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Special studies-Continued blood bank on LST, 593
liquid plasma. 65 commercial production of serum albumin,
lower nephron nephrosis, 666-667 348
measles antibodies, 83 donors, 139-141
merits of blood substitutes, 19 gelatin for military use, 374
need for plasma and blood, 391-392 processing of plasma, S1

oxypolygelatin, 787 refrigeration, 203-204
pectin, 65, 377-379 serum albumin, 340
Periston, 789-790 transportation, 203-204, 206
plasma reactions in ETOUSA, 670-671 Speed shock, 36, 196
preservative solutions, 221)-230 Spinal cord tumois, 368
preserved blood, 52, 217-220 Spine, wounds of, 43
red blood cell survival in Naples Blood Spirochaela pullidum, 261

Bank, 430 Spirochetes, destruction of, in refrigerated
red blood cell transfusions, 107-112, 314- blood, 261, 589-590

319 Splanchnic block, 656
refrigerated blood, 210-211 Spleen:
Rh factor, 245-246 blood loss in wounds of, 685-686
Rous-Turner solution, 223-224 deposition of-
salt content of serum albumin, 35(0-352, blood substitutes in, 373

355 pectin in, 378
salt-free (salt-poor) serum albumin, 351- fibrin foam in surgery of, 365

352, 354-355 hemostasis in surgery of, 364
serum, 336 rupture of, in Chinese troops, 646
serum albumin, 337, 33*, 339 Splenomegaly, 423
serum hepatitis, 675-678, 778 after Periston therapy, 381
serum in experimental shock, 265 in Chinese troops, 646
shock, 33-36, 38-44. 62 in malaria. 144

between World Wars, 29-30 Splinting in prevention of shock, 34
in World War 1-29 Spot radio announcements, 121

sodium citrate, 218-219 Sprains, donors with, in World War 1-6
sodium glycerol polysuccinate, 380 SPI'RLIN'r., Col. It. G., 364
solutions and equipment, 55 Stability:
stored blood, 217 loss of, in plasma, 165
survival of red blood cells in recipient, of blood substitut.., 373

217, 260-261 of bovine albumin, 326, 328, 332, 333
survival of spirochetes, 261 of dried plasma, 15
synthetic plasma, 65 of gelatin, 374, 375, 787
thrombin, 364 of serum albumin, 337, 340, 341, 344, 345,
titration of blood (plasma), 258-260 349, 352, 360
transfusions of incompatible isoagglutinins, Stabilization of plasma (serum) by removal

663-664 of water component, 265
transportation, 52, 220-221 Staff Assistance Corps, ARC, Ill

of unrefrigerated blood, 210-213 Staff sergeants at bleeding centers, 111
use of blood and blood substitutes, ARC, Staff visits to Pacific, 590-595

101 Staffing of shock wards, 709-710
specific gravity of urine in lower nephron Staging areas, donors from, in MTOUSA, 422

nephrosis. 667 Stainlhss steel for plasma needles, 172, 175
specific gravity measurements of hema- Stainless steel filters, 170-171, 193, 196, 224

to crit, 2 53 S ta i zat io n f - -
Specifications for- Standardization of--

accounting by commercial processing A and B substances, 260

laboratories, 301 ACD solution, 437
Army insulated containers, 215 bleeding techniques, 145-148
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equipment, 101 battle casualty rates in MTOUSA, 37
before Korean War, 720, 727 blood bank in-
by Army and Navy jointly, 73 Japan in Korean War, 731-733
for ARC blood donor centers, 76 MTOUSA, 489
for replacement therapy, 467 blood clotting, 309-310

fibrin foam, 365 blood collections, 15th Medical General
ion-exchange collection technique, 771 Laboratory, 403
plasma equipment, 270 Blood for Britain, 13
procedures before Korean War, 727 blood grouping sera, processing laboratory,
processing equipment for plasma program, Travis AFB, 744

294 blood in SWPA, 629-633
refrigerators, 208 blood loaded on LST's for Normandy
thrombin, 365 landings, 512
transfusion equipment in MTOUSA, 435- blood replacement in MTOUSA, 692-693

437 Board for Study of Severely Wounded,
Standing Operating Procedure for- 40-42

delivery of blood to Continent, 520-521 British use of blood in Western Desert, 391
invasion of Continent, 511-512 casualties in landings in southern France,
Leyte invasion, 616 447
Luzon operation, 620 clinical testing of-
Okinawa operation, 622-623 gelatin, 376
Operation OLYMPIC, 639-640 serum albumin, 338, 339, 344
27th Station Hospital Blood Bank, 589- clinical use of-

590 dried and liquid plasma, 297-298
STANDLEE, Col. E., 404-405, 408-411, 431 red blood cell residua, 312
Stanford University, 350, 351 collections:
Slaphylocorcus aureus, contamination by, at ETOUSA Blood Bank, 486-481

307, 308, 673 at U.S. hospitals in United Kingdom,
Stars and Stripes, 451, 574, 730 473
STATE, D., 79 in British blood program, 17
State University of Iowa College of Medicine, commercial production of-

51, 52, 74, 158, 210, 220, 224, 471, 694 dried plasma, 289, 291-292
State University of Iowa Hospital, 85 serum albumin, 345-347
Staten Island, 695 comparative blood grouping study, 242-
Station hospitals, 87 244

conversion of, into ETOUSA Blood Banks. Continental Section. ETOUSA Blood
489-499, 513 Bank, 212

in ETOUSA, check of blood grouping in, deaths from shock without hemorrhage, 38
244-245 deliveries:

in ZI, 175-176 by C-64 planes on Continent, 536
overseas, 180 in Okinawa operation, 623-624, 625

provision of field transfusion units for, of donations to processing laboratories,
544-545 291-293

reaction rate in, 660-663 to ZI hospitals, 97
Statistics: discrepancies, in ETOUSA figures, 660-

absenteeism, after donations, 153 663
airlift- distribution center on Guam, 631

to Anzio Beachhead, 418 donations, at-
to ETOUSA, 559-560 ARC blood donor centers, 119

Anzio beachhead, 440
ARC Blood Donor Service, 109-110, 120, Marseille bleeding center, 453

130, 137 early use of plasma, 265-267

Australian Blood Bank, 582 errors in blood grouping in Armed Forces,
Barcelona Blood-Transfusion Service, 11 244-245
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Statist ics-(oitnt me(1 react ions, 64-9
estimates, for - at Mount Sinai Hospital, 652

airlift to ETOUSA, 4194 at Walter lieed Generail Hospital, 401,
Iluzonl oper;ation, 720) 696
Ope-ration OLYM~PIC, 640-6141 in ETOI'SA, 6160-665

Euiropean theater, 5-56 568 in SWA 598, 668
expe-rimental si lidies, onl pect in, 378 t 0 donaitionis, I5-5- 1.5)7
fatalities: with ACDl solution, 1612

after transfusion, 0151) red blood( cell transfuisions, 314 -316, 317,
from contaminated Mlood, 665 M18-3193

fibrin filmt, 368 reject ion of donors, 1 40--141 , 1111
fibrin foam, in neukrosurgery, 365 Rth incoinpat ibility react ionis, 249
43(d General Hosp1ital Mlood b~ank, .172 serum albuminu 1)roti~ct ion, 338, 343
group) recruitment of (donors, 126 serum hepatitis, in ZI hospitals, 675-678
hemolvt i reactions, 6153 shipilents':
hligh-titer group 0 bloo0( in NITOUSA, 428 of Rth-negative blood to EITOUSA. 251
incidence of transfusion reactions, 649 to Seventh U.S. Army, 516
issile of blood( ink IAizoI 01)erat ion, 622 shock andl hemorrhage,' NTOUSA, 39
large plasma package, 173 61703(1 Blood( Transfusion Unit. (Ovhid.),
IA-VtV olmeration, 61S 455
Ioss's - -. 671301 Blood Transfuision Unit (Ovhid.),

from contaminiat ion in Blood for Britain, 406 4(07, 440)-442
14 stockpiles of p~lasmIa after WorldI W~ar It -

from syphilis, 261 772
inl plasmka p~rogramk, 305 -3061, 309-310) supplies, for invasion of souttherui F'rance,
ini SWPA, 63t-633 447
of preservedI bl~ood. in ETOUSA, 566-- supp1 ly of Australian blood( to U.S. Bases

567 ini SWP.A, 588
malarial donors in NrroUSA, 42:3 strhlrius ;)lasnia, after World W~ar 11 - 772
mobile bleeding units, AlIC(, 114, 11t8 tinming of operation in MTOUSA, 40
mkodifiedl lios-Turner sobitioti, 223-224 till canls for lplasifla packages. 172
mumlt iple lomiat ions, 158 tit ration of lloole(1 llaslna, 2.58 259)
Naples 1B100( Bank, 437-4412 Tok' o Bllood D epot, 7,57
Navy airlift, to Pacific, 213, 6M), 6013, 615 training courses in Army Medical School,
niont ranslport able casualties, 42-44 87
127th Stat ion H~ospit~al blood( bank, 514 transfusion(s):
oversell airlift in Korean War 739, 747- in Army andI base areas, NITOUSA, 4034-

7.50 415
Periston t herapy, 789 in fractures of long lrnmiie-, 703- 7(04
lplasina fractionation, 3611 of inicompat ible blood, 2.59
lplasina lprodiltctiolk - withI cadlave'ric blolod, 24

be'fore Koreant War, 711) with I eGowin el atl. soluition, 22(0
in Korean WVar, 774 u1se of blood(

p~lasmla react ions, 71) 1w shock teamns oin Okinmawa, 6127
processinig laboratory, Travis AFB, 74nfr7-r opiasi NTTS, 11

748infradhsiasiwruA 
17

p~rofessionial mnale donors, 158 438-v190 2
p~rovision -- i lraitee, st-l)-ves Blo DoorSevie

of lninfd plasmna for ZI hospitals, 96 vlnersrieBodI)nrSrie
of plasma for 0(1), 913 ARC(, IlIl

pyrogeii t('~t onl serutil albumin, 34-5 weekly qluotas, in ARC blood( (donor ciii-
ratio, of casuialties to blood r4.(lktirietnelts ters, 113

oil ('owtiuent, .180)-481 vieldl5 of p~lasmka from blood(, 299-3(K)
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Status- for collecting bottles for ACD solution, 227
of heart in shock, 30 for intravenous solution bottles, 387
of vasomotor center in shock, 30 Storage:

STAYER, Maj. Gen. M. C., 40, 401 at forward distributing center, 414
Steam ejector technique, of drying plasma, cell swelling during, 222

279 effect of, on red blood cell survival, 260-
STEER, Lt. Col. A., 755, 756, 757 261,805
STEFFEN, G. I., 277 of A and B substances, 260
STEIN, Lt. E. E., 521 of blood, 50
STEPHENSON, Capt. C. S., 49. 50, 329, 337, "or field lise, 179

344 of blood substitutes in viscera, 373
Stephensville, 212 of byproducts, 82
Sterile technique for collection of blood, 148- of dried plasma, 15, 102, 165

152, 431 of frozen plasnma, 165, 273
Sterility of- of gelatin in tissues, 374

frozen plasma, 271 of guru acacia in tissues, 371
intravenous solutions, 385 of infected pooled plasma at room tern-
plasma fractions, 343, 359 perature, 780
samples of 1)lasnma, 304 of liquid plasma, 16, 51, 87, 266, 268, 273
serum albumin, 341, 353 of Periston in body. 789, 790

Sterility tests- of plasma fractions, 259
in commercial processing laboratories, 297 loss of components during, 286
on red blood cell residua, 313 of preserved blood. 222

Sterilization-- of red blood cells from unrefrigerated
against hepatitis virus in Korean War, blood, 210

775, 776-782 of serum albumin, 341
of A and B substances, 260 femperatures for, 349
of blood substitutes, 373 of thrombin, 363
of distilled water, 382 of unrefrigerated blood, 210
of donor sets, 196 on Continent, 510
of equipment, 113 optimum temperatures for, 203
of gum acacia, 384 under vacuum, 220
of transfusion equipment, 9, 652 Storage facilities:

in field, 190-191 at advanced base in SWPA, 586
in hospital banks in ETOUSA, 474 in British bottles, 193

Sterilizing properties of alcohol, 353 in ETOUSA, 481
STEWART, Col. .1. I)., 39 in general hospitals overseas, 185
Stewart-Warner study on shock, 39-40 in MTOUSA, 422
Stick measurements of plasnma losses, 303 in open containers overseas, ISO
Still pictures of blood bank activities, in SOS advance banks, in ETOUSA, 505-

MTOUSA, 413 506
Stills, shortages of, 462 in Spanish Civil War, 12
Stockpiles of serum albumin after World Storage section of ETOUSA Blood Bank,

War 11-772 503-504, 515
Stockpiling of- Storage space in ARC 1)lood donor centers,

dextran in Korean War, 795 113, 215

plasma, 50 Stored blood:

before Korean War, 772-773 definition of, 217
effect of temperature on, 210, '22'2

Periston, in Korean War, 789, 790 ie Sn Civplrar, 11

STOKES, J., Jr., 336, 359, 362, 679 r at s o h vol in, 21I
rate, of hemolysis in, 218

STONE, Col. W. S., 717 recommendation-

Stoppers, 78 for addition of glucose to, 222
for Blood for Britain, 14 for use of, 53
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Storiei blood C( ontintuted Suilfonainide derivatives as plasna atdditives,
special st tudies on, 217-220, 229-230 2S5
t ransmission .-- SulfoIaIinith's:

of experintl'ttal syphilis by, 143 sensitivity to, 140, 655
of m.alaria by, 143-144 use of, by donors, 1-10

STUNAD, Maj. J. 1., 574 Sulfotiated polystyrenie copolvmer, 75S
STiotnF, (. K., 24 Sulfuric acid ats dt-siccant, 277
STmRON, L. E., 359 Stu.xiv.%., IA. Col. E. It., 41, 394, 395, 400,
STRU'MIA, M.• M., 65, 74, 93, 101, 102, 15"), 401, 4102, 421, 443, 460

163, 165, 166, 171, 222, 227, 266, 267, Superintendent of IIospitals, City of New
269, 270-271, 274, 280, 2S5, 2SX, 287, York, 128
2SS, 296, 30J, 336, 362. 3S5, 669, 771, Supernatant plasma:
7S5 hetmoglolbin content ('f, 210, 211, 426, 552

STIR;IS, C. C., 74, SN r('covetryt of, 27:1
St vrofoant, 763 Supervisiolt..-
sibcotninittee oil - of blood programi ovirseas by trained

Allbmnin tnd ]t\Y-1'roducls. Ni 1(', 237,349, persollniel, Is5
362, 364, 3:65 of comntmnercial prodiuction of scrumtnl al-

Atnesthesia mtd Shock, N It(', 33 huttniit, 341-342
Blood, 1Halth IResources Advisory ('ome- Supplivs:

mittee, 735. 737, 775, 7S-4 ill ZI for Operation I )LY MPIC, 641
Blood Procureentit, NIW( , 75, 10-4 testittg of new lots of, 344
Iliood Substitute-, N1(', 13, 16, 35, 4.!- Sttpply:

54, 70, 7-4, 75. 76, 77, 7S, 79, SO, 81, and (htllialtd, adjttsttmtent of, ill--
8:1. ,-1, S5, 92, !;3, 101, 101, 106, 107, ET1(i'SA airlift, 557-558, 567
109, 110, 139, 140, 142, 14:3. 144, 158, Ltizon operation, 621
159, 163, 165, 169, 17:1, I-SO. I S4, 202, Paeific airlift, 600-602
22)0 221, 2.222, 22-4, 225 -226, 22S, 2:30, SW PA, 612.. 630, 632, 63S
236, 241), 2-11, 2-12, 244, 2.19, 251, 260!1, field stuldies ilt, SO-Sl
261, 262, 267, 268, 2611, 271, 275, 27,.9, of blood--
2S3, 284, 2S5. 2S., 291, 2961, 3010, 3061, itt C(II, 142-64:3
:309, :11:3, 325, :127, 32S, 32!9, 332, 333, to Continevnt from U nite(d Kingdom
33:5, 336, 337, 340, 341l, 312, 31SI, 3,12, after 1)-day, 484-4S7
:184, :l15, 392, 461, 46.4, 467, 46S8, 669. to Fifth U'.S. Army, 398-40:13
67 I. 694, 69S, 702, 721, 72.1, 725, 776, to ZI hospitals, 97
7,S7. 7910, S02 Slipply Cat~alog listinlg--

Burns, Commiitee ott Surgery, Ni?('. 7261 of expenttdable donor set, 435
Shock. Nit(, 33, 7-4, 253, 3761, :S-I, 71.1, of expettdahle recipietit. set,, 436

7,s2, 787, 78S, 7SI9, 7190, 791. 7931, 794. valves for d,twor wt, 435
795. 802 SUlpp|ly 'vhttatte!s:

tandardizatlion of I)ispeitsing Elquipintt.tt delivery of eqluiptment through, ill
NRC, 1613, 165, 337 N 1'()I'SA, 420-421, 435

Sterilization of Blood aind Pl'asmn. Nt('. distrilmtiti of blood throtigh, 574 575, 63S
78I it I.;TrI0SA. 479. 545-5441

Succinate t herapY ill Ilate shock, :1- ill KOrean War, 752 755
Sticking wounds of chest, Rss, 7111 ill S•WPA. W1114
Sucrose, 315- 316. 7110 lintitatiot,, Of, il bhlood ptrtgramu, 16
Suct'ion collection techt iq'i . I I. 151. I l. IS premN -mal for owe of. 420 -121

Suggestions front public. 12X .smhhlb I i. ki. itl:

Sulfadiazitte, local tis' of "ai" ,r ( Chief Stirgemi, IT0()I'SA, 4.S5,
with fibrin filn, 3:67 010. 545 54S, 575
with fibrin fo:nm. 3164 36;5 I 4ire, of Trhe. StirgseottI (;.vral, 7!1, 2•13,

Sulfilthiazole, svnsitivity to, I.t1 3%%7. 4.i2. 541, 741) 741
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Suppression of isoagglutinins in poole(d Surgery Division, OTS(;, 55, 67, 69, 88,
plasma, 51 461, 469, 490, 491, 493, 538

Suppressive treatment of malaria in SWPA, Surgical Consultant, Sixth U.S. Army, 604
595 Surgical Consultants Division, OTSG, 48,

Suprenme Allied Commander, 574 666
Suprenme Allied Headquarters, Allied Ex- Surgical emergencies, plasma in, 57

peditionary Force, 495 Surgical prep)aration be'fore venipuncture,
Surface craft, deliveiy by, during Normandy 150

landings, 518 Surgical Research Team in Korean War,
Surface transportation- 803-806

from U nited Kingdom to Continent, Surgical risk:
537-538 in wounds of extremities, 703

in Okinawa ol)eration, 622, 623, 627, 631 reduction of, by transfusion, 443
in Operation OLYMPIC, 639 Surgical shock. See Shock.
in SWPA, 587-585, 590, 594 Surgical technicians, training of, in ETOUSA

Surgeon: Blood Bank, 500
AI)SEC, 550 Surplus blood derivatives, 724-725
Eighth Air Force, 529) Surplus e(quil)ment for plasma production
First U.S. Army, 550, 557 after World War 11-772
Forward Echelon, Hleadquarters, Corn- Surplus gamma globulin, (listribution of,

munications Zone, ETOUSA, 487 by ARC after World War 11-784
NATOUSA, 680, 68,3, 692 Surplus plasnia:
VII Corps, 574 distribution of, 310-311, 772
Sixth UT.S. Army, 633 ownership of, 311
Subbase 1) (Port Moresby), 586-587 Survey of-
Third U.S. Army, 520 airlift to ETOUSA, 551-553
12th Army (;roup, 486, 521 blood-plasma needs bxefore Korean War,
United Kingdom Base, ETOUSA, 530 725
U.S. Army Forces in Far East (USAFFE), blood program in MTOUSA, 443-445

589) German management of battle casualties,
U.S. Army Forces, Pacific Ocean Areas 22-23

(U'SAFPOA), 606 serum hepatitis in ZI general hospitals,
Surgeon General: 675-678

Air Force, 715, 716 transfusion facilities in MTOUSA, 395,
Army, 15, 50, 53, 61, 69, 71, 75, 76, 77, 500-501

80, 93, 101, 102, 110, 127, 172, 179, transfusion p)ractices in ZI hospitals,
192, 204, 215, 221, 222, 237, 258, 694-696
262, 271, 273, 275, 293, 295, 311, whole blood expxerience:
319, 339-340, 394, 404, 408-409, 411, recommendation for, in ETOUSA, 466
431, 435, 443, 464, 465, 466, 468, in FECOM, 754, 755-757

469, 475, 477, 480, 488, 489), 490, Survival of-
49(1, 492, 493, 495, 552, 599, 605, red blood cells, 217, 220, 227, 229, 260-261,
606, 636, 674, 715, 716 317-318, 769, 785

Navy, 15, 53, 61, 76, 77, 80, 83, 102, after airlift in Korean War, 803, 804
110, 127, 221, 237, 273, 339-340, exlpriments on, 221-224
363, 599, 603, 715, 716 in AC I) solution, 226

V.S. Public Health Service, 716 in dextrose-preserved blood, 220-221
Surgery: in store(d blood, 318-319, 430, 663

after forward transfusion in World War resuspen(ded re( blood cells, 316

1-6 Rh-incompatible cells, 246, 247, 250
as phase of resuscitation, 683-685, 691 spirochetes, 261
failure of transfusion as indication for, Survival rate after intra-arterial transfusion,

557, 558, 559, 705 799
influence of transfusion on, 490 Sweden, 790, 791
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Swedlish (lextran, reactions to, 792, 793, 794 Task Force onl National Swcurity (Elw'rstadt
Swedish experience with dextran, 791 Committee), 715
SWIGART, R., 733 Task G;roup:
Swindon, 513 to study replacement therapy require-
SWPA. See Southw'est "acific Area. nients 1wfore Koreani War, 717-721
Sydney, 582, 590, 591, 616, 618 repoxrt of, 719-721, 773
SYmIN(;'roN, S-ecretary W. S., 716, 727 imp~lementation of proposals of, in
Symposium- Koreant War, 721-72:3

on Blood( Preservation, NR(', 758 TATUM, W. L., 266
on Structure and Celluflar D)ynamics of TAYxLOR, 'Maj. L. S., 91, 104, 1561, 158, 159,

Rvd Blood( Cells, NRC, 769 204, 205, 258, 269), 286-287, 294, 299,
Synchronous transfusions, 4:37 3102, :304, 305, 309, 317, 349, 492
Synthesis of-- TAYi~oR, F. 11. L., 270

new hemoglobin fromt breakdown hiemo- Tennis in ARC blood( dlonor centers, 145-I149)
globin prodlucts, 221 Technical Conisultanit, Voluniteer 1)oniorSeýr*--

Periston, 788 ice, ARC, 492
plasmia, 50, (65, 371 Tlechnical (difficulties of administ ration,

Synthetic blood( substitutes, 336 losses fromt, in Okinawa operation, 527
Synthetic rubbler stoJpexrs, 169 Techmnical Director, ARC' Blood( Donor
Synthbet ic seruim albumin, 325-326 Service, 91, 104, 105, l106, 25S, 294, :317
Synthbet ics, replacement of rtul)5r by, 7S Technical (directors, ARC chapters, 108-109),
Syphilis, 422, 43S 119

(donors with, 6, 142-14:3, 261, 262-26:3, 42:3 Technical D)ivision, OTSG, 208
in German Blood( program, 22 Technical errors:

losses fromt, in Blood( for Blritaini, 14 in blood( group~ing, 242-2431
i ranismission of, by transfusion, 261, 744 in transfusion with cadaveric blood(, 24

Syphilitic (donors, acceptance of, overseas, role of, in plasma reactions,, 673, 674
262 Technical Memtorandumi No. 1:3, Office of

Syphilitic military (donors, reporting of, 262 Chief Surgeon, USAFFE, 21 Sept.
Syringe-caimnula technique iii World War 1 944-589

I--5 Technical pe-rsonnel:
Srnetechniq1 ue oftransfusion, 4, 10lefermnent of, fotmilitary servic,7

shortages of, overseas, 462
Tables of-- Technical lproce(lures in ETOVSA Bl100(

eqjuip~ment for blood( transfusion units, 48 Blank, 4917
organization: Technical ratings, of personnel in ETOUSA

for blood( transfusioni units Blood Bank, 498, 499
for E-1To)1SA Blood Blank, 497-498 Technical sergeants at ARC blood( donor

organization andl equip)ment, 15 D)ec. centers, Ill1
1 944--604 Technical supexrvisors, of ARC chapters, 106

Taclobanm, 621 T1echnicianms, training of, at Naples Blood
Tactical empJloyment of transfulsion unlits, Blank, 41:1

463 Techniique(s):
Tactical situtat ion: at liquidl plasmna centers, 307, 30S8

in Italy, 420 of adltnillist rat ion of-

inl MTOUSA, 399 dried p~lasma, 6198

onl Okinawa, 624 seruim albumin, 70)2-70:1

relation of, to W)1od( req uire ten tts, 752 of blood( collection, 14, S7, 104, 309
Talqvit lviloglbil tehniue,1.5, 151)at ARC blood dlonor centers, 14S-152,

Tallvist heogloin tchnque,158,15949)1-492
Tape for plasmna package, 1NS ait 20th Genmeral Hlospital Wlood bank,
Tarawa, 59 642
Task Force on Federal Medical Services at 27th (General Hospital blood( b)ank,

(Voorhees ('ommit lee), 715 589silit)
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effect of, on hemolysis, 438 for fractionation of plasma, 359
in Blood for Britain, 13-15 for optimum freezing of whole blood, 771
in British Army Transfusion Service, 17 for refrigeration, 203, 719
in ETOUSA hospitals, 474 for storage, 599, 657, 771
in Korean War, 729-730, 743-744 in SWPA, 614
in MTOUSA, 426-428 of plasma, 273
in SWPA, 610 of serum albumin, 341, 349
training in, 412 for transportation, 203, 476

of preservation of blood, 85 in SWPA, 610
of production- in incompatibility reactions, 654

of plasma, 293 in Pacific areas, 606
of serum albumin, 337 in plasma reactions, 670, 672

of removal of cadaveric blood, 785 in pyrogenic reactions, 653
of screening test for group 0 blood, 251- in reactions from contaminated blood, 665

252 in SWPA, 612, 638
of test for Rh-incompatibility, 250-251 maintenance of, with Dry Ice, 454
of testing of serum albumin, 344 of blood, effect of, on plasma yield, 300
of titration, 428, 552 of donors, 139, 140, 145
of transfusion, 3-5, 85, 196, 466, 636, of preserved blood, 217

693-694 of room storage of infected pooled plasma,
in Spanish Civil War, 11 780
in World War I-5-6, 9, 10 of storage of resuspended red blood cells,
with Ebert-Emerson equipment, 186 313
with red blood cells, 313, 314 of stored blood on Luzon, 621
with red blood cells in World War 1-5-6 of transported blood in ETOUSA, 504

of ultraviolet sterilization of plasma, on trial runs with Armysiinsulated con-
778-779 tainers, 215

standardization of, 101 stability tests of, in fractionation of
See aLso special techniques. plasma, 343

Telephone rooms in ARC blood donor Temperature chart on airlift to ETOUSA,
centers, 113 212, 213

Tenmperature(s): Temperature coefficients in hematocrit de-
during airlift: terminations, 253

from United Kingdom to Continent, 535 Tension pneumothorax, 688, 710
to ETOUSA, 211-212, 489, 494, 541 Tentage of shock wards, 707
to FECOM, 767 Terms of agreement, with ARC Blood

during Australian airlift, 581 D)onor Service, 103
effect of- Terrain in MTOUSA, 420

hemolysis on, 219 Terre IHaute, 795
on Alsever's solution, 224-225 Tertian malaria, 144
on fraction 11-362 Test(s):
on gelatin, 377 before transfusion, 462
on intravenous fluids, 386 for differentiation of hemolytic and non-
on rate of hemolysis, 20:3 hemolytic reactions, 655-656
on reconstitution of plasma, 170 for in vivo survival of red blood cells, 229
on stored blood, 210, 222 of blood substitutes for toxicity, 372

elevations of: of t ransportability, 220-221
after first use of sodium citrate, 651 Test injection in lieu of blood grouping, 6-7,
after gelatin injections, 374 22
differential (diagnosis of, 649 Testing of-

for airlift, 226 AC1) solution, 225-226
for controlled heating of infected pooled commercial products, 71

plasma, 780 commercial serum albumin, 344-347
for drying of plasma, 277, 282 concentrated plasma, 275
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Testing of-Continued Thoracoabdominal wounds, 706
distilled water, 344 ToitRPE-, Capt. It. I1., 607, 619, 621, 632
dried p)lasma, 50, 269 Thrombin, 76. 83, N4, 359, 362, :363, 364,
equipment- :165, 6:37, 770

at Army NMedical School, 65 matrix for, 364-366
for intravenous t herapy, 464 special studies on, 364

field transfusion unit, 192 virus of hepatitis in, 364
fraction II-:362 Thromboplastin, 359
grouping sera, 240-241 Thrombosis after pectin injections, 377
int ravenous solutions, 384-385 Tilton (General Hospital, 97
Navy insulated container, 214 TIME, 548, 549
plasma, 296-298 Time of death in--
plasma equipment, 759-760 incompatibilit y reactions, 654
plasma package, 168-169 lower nepl:ron nephrosis, 666, 667
preservatives, 224-225, 229 plasma reactions, 672
rabbit sera, 236-237 Timelag:
serum albumin for serum hepatitis virus, between wouituditug mind hospitalization, 566

782 between wounding and resuscitation, 40,
Tetanus. 140 558-559, 68:1
Tetany after donations, 157 effect of, on resuscitation, 487
Thalhimer modification of copper sulfate in use of reconstituted plasma, 284

test, 159, 160, 257-258 Timing of-
Thalhinier technique of diluting red blood blood supply in combat areas, 639

cells, 494 collection of blood for D-day, 548-549
THALHIMER, W., 79), 105, 159, 240, 494, 669 donations by combat troops, 529
Thatcham, 5:32, 544, 545 operation in relation to resuscitation, 39,
Thawing of frozen plasma, 273 40
Theater Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 192, 470, pretransfusion blood group)ing, 494

475, 479, 480, 521, 524 shock therapy, 36
Theater Personnel, procurement of blood transfusion, 48

from, 48-49 in World War 1-7
Theater Surgeon, NATOUSA, 37, 398 Tin cans-
Theater transfusion officer, 638, 6:39 for plasma package, 163-165. 168, 172, 175
Theories of shock- for serum albumin package. 198

between World Wars, 29-30 Tinian, 607
in World War 1-29 Tisdall centrifuge technique of titration, 259

Theory of drying of plasma, 279 TISDAL., Maj. L. 11., 259, 600, 696
Therapy: Tissue anoxia in shock, 36

of reactions after donations, 157 Tissue asphyxia in shock, 30, 56
of shock, 32, 50-51, 638-710 Tissues:

evolution of, .37-38 deposition of gelatin in, 374, 375
transfusion, as basic component of, reaction of, to-

-41-42 fibrin filn, 367-368
traumatic effect of, 31 fibrin foam, :365

Thermonuclear attack, 786 muscle matrix, 365
Thermos jugs, transportation of blood in, in storage of gum acacia in, 371

SWPA, 590 Titer of-
Third Conference- anti-Rh serum, 250

on Blood Storage, NRC, 224, 226, 229 globulin preparations, 240
on Gelatin, NRC, 375 grouping scra, 235, 238, 239, 240

Thomas M. England General Hospital, 97, human grouping sera, 237
695 l)lasma in modifie(d heinolytic reactions,

TitOMAS, R. A., 277 671
TnoMPSO.x, Capt. W. T., Jr., 435 rabbit grouping sera, 236
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Titration of blood, 11l, 258-260 in British Blood Supply Depot, 470-472
for ETOUSA, 552 in handling of plasma, 271

Titration determinations-- in intravenous therapy, 77, 78
in hemolytic reactions, 656 in management of shock in British depot,
in incompatibility reactions, 656 471

Titration techniques, 428, 552, 657 in mass blood grouping, 241
criteria of, 428 in MTOUSA hospitals, 442

Tokyo, 728, 729, 732, 739, 746, 757, 765 in operation of blood donor centers, 86
Tone (f peripheral vessels in shock, 32 in oversea theaters, 85
Tonnage for airlift: in production of grouping sera, 241

from United Kingdom to Continent, 532, in reconstitution of plasma, 271
534, 537 in replacement therapy, 442, 463, 469

to ETOUSA, 53S-539 in resuscitation, 87
Tonsillectomy, 364 in serum albumin administration, 341
Tooth extractions, 140, 365 in transfusion techniques in World War
Toploading of blood on speedboats, 537 I--8
Torney General Hospital, 97 in use of-
Tourniquets, 34 dried plasma, 177, 463
TowNER, Cor,. A. A., Jr., 717 resuspended red blood cells, 494
Toxemia from elostridial mvositis, 39 transfusion equipment, 179
Toxemic theory of shock, 29, 30 in wound management, 87
Toxic reactions after gelatin infusions, 7S6 in ZI, 85-91
Toxicity of- of blood bank personnel, 398, 412-413

anticoagulant agents, 218 before Korean War, 717
blood substitut(s, 372, 373 in Korean War, 738
cadaveric blood, 24 of British transfusion personnel, 17, 706-
gelatin, 373, 375 707
globin, 3G2 of Chinese personnel in ZI, 642
gum acacia, 371 of enlisted personnel-
hemoglobin solutions, 361 in ETOUSA Blood Bank, 500
mercurial preservatives, 283-286 in plasma administration, 637
pectin, 378 of ETOUSA Blood Bank personnel, 500,
Periston, 381 501,509
plasma, 711 of personnel-
preservatives in blood substitutes, 354 in processing laboratory at Traviq AFB,
replacement agents, 725 741
sodium citrate, 142 in SWPA, 607, 608
sodium glycerol polysuccinate, 380 in SWPA, 607, 608

Toxicity controls in Blood for Britain, 14 o 12
Toxicity tests in commercial processing 514

laboratories, 297 of 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit
Toxins- (Ovhd.), 445-446

in blood substitutes, 373 of transfusion teams, 706-707
in crushing injuries, 664 for SWPA, 606

Trained supervision of- recommendations for, by Subcommittee
airlifted blood in MTOUSA, 419-420 on Blood Substitutes, NRC, 85-91
blood, 420-421 Training courses:

Training, 412-413, 694Tringcus:Tat Naples2Blood4 n, 941 at Army Medical School, 86-87at Naples Blood Batik, 413

British methods of, 706-707 for operation of liquid plasma processing

demonstration sets for, 413 center, 87

effect of, on losses from clotting, 3019 Training filns, 87
for commercial production of serum albu- Training functions of home depot, British

nin, 342 Army Transfusion Service, 16-17
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Transfer(s) of- in forward hospitals, ISO, 193, 194
personnel: in Spanish Civil War, 11

from Continental Blood Bank, 516 ill France, 1949--20
to ETOISA Blood Bank, 499-500 ill general hospitals, IS0, 1S5, 39)2-393

surplus plasina to ARC, 311 ill massive hemorrhage, :14
Transfixing collapsed veins, 436 in .MTI()SA, 397, 432-437
Transfused isoagglutinins, 9106 in North Africa, 177, 392, 393, 394-39.,
Transfusion(s), 3, 20-21, 36, 266 43-K

after operation in World War I-7 ill unit hospital system, 397
amnount of, in in iWorld War I-- 5-10

ETOUSA, 482 in wounids of extremities, 703-70-5
Spanish Civil War, 11-12 in ZI hospitals, 177, 269, 694-696
World War I 7, 9 incidence of serum hepatitis after, in

as basic component of shock therapy, 41, Korean War, 778
42 indications for, 1-3, 5, :34, 255-256

before initial wound surgery, 395 in Chinese troops, 645-646
British experience with, 37 in Korean War, 79)6
case fatality rates in%, 1, 2, 3 inl Soviet Union, 22

ill World War I - 5, 6 in Spanish Civil War, 11-12
clotting during, 553-554 ill SWPA, 635
concept (s) of, 29, 47-41) in World War I--7
criteria for amount of, ill ETOUSA, 5591 infection-
dilatation of right, heart during, 12 after, 5
during anesthesia, 54-55 as indication for, 7, 10
during operation, 686, 687, 691 influence of, on-

ill World War 1-7 incidence of wound infection
effects of, 34-35 mortality rates, 57
evaluation of, ill World War 1 -9-10 kidney, 569)
evolution of use of, for combat casualties, lack of, ill North Africa, 1194, 392, 1913-394

47-51) legal prohibition of, I
experimnental, I limitation of, ill--
failure of, 12 blast injuries, 21

as indication for surgery, 557, 558, 559 chest injuries, 21
fatalities after, 1, 2, 3, 469, 649, 650, 651 wounds of central nervous system, 21
field studies in, 80)-9t maintenance of, 17
for NITOI'SA, 3118 manual on, 76
for oversea use, 177-179 mistse of, 649
hemnatoerit determninations as indications overseas with improvised equipmeni,

for, 255-256 180-185
hemorrhage: postpartal hemorrhage as indic'ation for. I

as indication for, 1, 2 precomiat preparations for, ill World Wi,.
as indication for, in World War V--7 I-----S
during, 44 pressure techniques of, 193, 194, 4611, 693

imnprovisation of, inl ETI )ISA, 192, 194 l)uerperal henmorrhage as inidication for, I
in base hospitals ill .MTOISA, 4.t4 pulmonary edenia after, 24-21
it) British blood pirogramn, 17 quantitat ive errors in, :13
in casualty clearing stations in World quantitative ron of, to--

War 1--5-6, 265 quant.itative relation of, to--

in civilian practice, 48 degree of shock, :34, :39, 635

in dhespe'rate cases, :3 hemorrhage, 559

ill World War 1-5, 6, 7 rate of, 4, 12, 21, 22, :14, 36. 194, 19S, 533,
in ETOI'SA, 177 636, 690, 71)9
in evacuiation hospitals. 1.80, 39!2-393 requests for, from MTOIUSA, 435
ini fixed hospitals, 1913 risks of, 78-71)
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septicemia as indication for, in World Transfusion p)ractices in German Army, 23
War 1-7 Transfusion reactions (complications), 3,

shock as indication for, in Worhl War 1-7 464, 649-668
shortages of, in- from aging blood in ETOUSA, 554-555

ETOUSA, 469 in France, 1940-20
North Africa, 432-435 in World War I--6. 9

sodium citrate technique of, 10 lack of records of, 649
spacing of, 318 to blood airlifted to SWPA, 213
timing of, 4S Transfusion service:

in World War I---7 in British Army, 15-18
transmission, of- in hospitals in ETOUSA, 480

leukemia by, 142 inclusions of all parenteral fluids in, 53
malaria by, 143-144, 720 organization of, in MTOUSA, 48
malaria by, in CBI, 643-644 Transfusion sets:
malaria by, in MTOITSA, 397 criteria of, for oversea use, 186
malaria by, in SWPA, 597-598 modifications of, 488
measles by, 720 Transfusion teams, 465, 477
mumps by, 345 for Operation OLYMPIC, 641
serum hepatitis by, 143, 261, 720, 744 in mobile surgical units, 476
syphilis by, 143, 261, 744 in Spanish Civil War. 11

vital signs as indication for, in World in SWPA, 604, 605-606
War 1-7 Transfusion technique(s), 3-4. 5, 85, 1916

with defibrinated blood, 4 in Spanish Civil War, I I
with D)eGowin et a]. preserved blood, 220 in SWPA, 636
with incompatible blood, 4, 24 in World War 1-5-6
with preserved blood in World War I- training in, in World War I-8

"5-6 training of British transfusion unit per-

with red blood cells, 317, 319 sonnel in, 17
in World War 1-5-6 with Ebert-Enerson equipment, 186

Transfusion Branch, OTSG, 67-73, 97, Transfusion units:
110, 192-193, 319, 468 establishment of, in MTOUSA, 398, 400-

Transfusion equipment, 1, 4-5, 476 403
availability of, for oversea use, 1S5 training of, in British Army Transfusion
before Korean War, 717 Service, 16-17
cleaning of, 219 Transit hospitals, blood supply for, 512

under field conditions, 179, 186, 190 Transmissible diseases in donors, 142-144

development of, 180-185 Transmission of-
at Army Medical School, 177 leukemia by transfusion, 142

development of expendable type of, 195- malaria by-

198 plasma, 143-144
for field use, 178-179 transfusion, 376, 720

Transfusion kit, 191 transfusion in CBI, 643-644
Transfusion officer(s): transfusion in SWPA, 597-598

in ETOUSA. 48 serum hepatitis by plasma, 310, 795
in distributing units, 467 in Korean War, 775, 776-782
in evacuation hospitals, 420 syphilis by transfusion, 143, 261, 720, 744
in SWPA, 605 virus infections by plasma. 726
lack of, in Korean War, 756, 757
MTOIUSA, 401 Transport Air Group, 604, 607

on staff of theater surgeon, 463, 467 Transportability:

overseas, 463 of casualties. 710

Transfusion-penicillin therapy in wounds of of plasma. 48, 51

extremities, 703-705 tests of, 220-221
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Translortation, 203-215 Traumatic ainputatioii (s), 703
effect of, on red blood cells, 220-221 loss of red blood cell mass after, 805
for ARC mobile bleeding units, 115-116 Traumatic rupture of liver (spleen) in
for Continental Blood Bank, 516 Chinese troops, 646
for dettachment of ETOUSA Blood Batik, Travis AFB blood 1 processing laboratory,

520 739-743, 760, 7611, 763, 765
for donors, 453 Trench fever, 6
for field transfusion units, 543 Tr&viRrvs, 520
for Leyte olperation, 614-618 Trial (listribut ionl of blood in East Anglia, 480
for move of ETOUSA Blood Bank to Trial runs-

Continent, 515 on Pacific airlift, 213, 611, 612
for 6703d Blood Transfusion Unit (Ovhd.), with ACI) solution. 215

454 with Army insulated container, 215
from collection centers-- Taimni.x, Col. 1. It., 639

in Korean War, 742, 744 Triple-distilled water, 652
to airport in ZI, 492 Trisodium citrate, 219

in CBI, 642 Troop Carrier Command, 418, 488, 531-532,
in ETOUSA. 541-543 533
int MTOUSA. 414- 417 Truck(s):
in southern France, 448, 450 misuse of, for other purlx)po•s on Continent,
in Soviet Union, 22 194. 551
in SWPA. 590, 604. 606-608 refrigeration of, 206, 212
in ZI, 204-2106 Truck drivers:
maintenance of, on Con inetinett, 551), 551 in ETOUSA Blood Bank, 500
of biolo.gic fluids, 16 training of. in ETOI'SA Blood Batik, 500
of blood, 47. 50, 51. 52 Truck requiremetnts in ETOUSA, 541 -543

by truck. 205-206 Truck transportation, 205-20(6
for British Eighth Army, 532 in Korean War, 742, 744
in France, 1940 -20 in N1TOUSA. 414-416
in Spanish Civil War, !1 in United Kingdom, 532
to front in ETOUSA, 476-477 on Contitnet, 5361-537
to processing lalxratories, 103, 152-153 TRUETA, J., 12
to processing laboratories, cost of, 136- TRI'-M.A!, President H. S., 715, 735

137 Tube racks in Se-venth U.S. Army Blood
of delivery t~anis, 467 Bank, 453
of donors to blediig centers in MTOUSA, Tulirculosis:

406i-407 in donors, 142
of dried p)lasma, 15 red blood cell tranisfusions in, 317
of frozen plasma, 271 rejection of donors with, in German pro-
of red blood cell residua. 313 gram, 22
of unrefrigerated blood, 208-213 Tubing in plasma package, 171
overseas, 463 Tunisia, 381, 392, 398, 692. 698
relation of hemolysis to, 613-614 Tunisian campaign, 37, 38, 55. 438
sixcificat ions for, 203-204 Turbidit y of reconstituted plasma, 280
testing of Alsever's soltition 1)y, 224 TURNER, J. It., 203, 217, 218, 211), 222, 223.
See also Airlift, ieliverv, Storage, Pack- q12

aging. TURNER, T. B., 744
Tratsports: Tuscany, 420

attack (APA's). (122 Tyndall's pletiotitenon, 238
for wouided (APiI's). (122 Typhus fever, 306

Transworld Airlines, 211 Typing. Set, Grouping, Mass groujping.
Tramna to red blood cells, tests of effect. of,

220-221 Ulithi, 607, 624
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